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This thesis owes ite origin to a stli"ulating artials by '. Mary

Cumpiton entitled Sone early Irdin Nationalists and their Al lee In the

British Parliament, L81'.1906", which suggested the interesting avenue of

exploring the connection between Irish Hone Rulers end II'dian political

leaders. The present writer, while subsequently on holiday in Countt

Galvay, Ireland, stumbled across & copy of Prank Thigh O'Donnell's A History:

pt_the Irish Parliamentary Party and was confiraed In his rather tentative

idea of e'cwnlntng the validity of the extraordinary o].ains and allegation.

oonta.tn.d within this work. Irish biographies, memoirs, and histories,

revealed litti. about 0 'Ibnnell and nothing at all about the Xndian

intereet of the Irish Parliamentary party under either Isaac Butt or

Qiarles Stewart Parnell.

That this investigation developed into a reappraisal of the Home

Rule movenent between 1870 and 1386 from the angle Of it. significance

in the extended empire, is due partly to circumstance, partly to di..

cuasiens on the enbj eat with Mr. Owen Dudley Edwards of Edinburgh

tbiyer.ity. Mr. Edwards 'a"ged to conjure up the flavour of the period

and almost to bring the character. involved, not least 0 'Ibimell him..

self, to life, a. only en Irishnan can do. It is doubtful whether,

without hi. invaluable advice and criticism, the writer would have

been able to negotiate the many pitfalls of a hitherto unt4llr

field. The greatest debt, however, is to Professor V.0. Kiernan who,

despit. the numerous oa1l on his time, provided over tour years of

research vital though alway, tactful counsel and supervision. With

the benefit of Prof.ssor' Kiernan 'a profound knowledge t Didian and

Dtperial }Lt.tory, the writer was able to tackle, it not always to

overcame, the ap.cial problem involved in the coorthation of several

diitinct, but overlapping, themes.
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The writer must also accord his gratefu] thanks to Professor G.A.

Shepp.rson for his constant encouragement and his mfmfll pg support and

generosity. Dr. S.R. Mshrotra, of the todon School of frioan and

Oriental Studies, spontaneously voltmt.ered most valuable information

about the Th4ian interests of both Charles James and Frank Hugh 0 Donnell,

Dr. James Maclean of iinburgh University was always at hand to render

help and to offer .ugg.sticns. The writer is also obliged to the

Assoojation of Commonwealth Universities for the ward of a Commonwealth

Scholarship (1968.1971), .nabll",g him to engage in research in the

first place.

Finally, special thanks are due to Miss Scsan aggia, secretary

to the History Department, who somehow deciphered the scribble of an

unmanageable hand and who patiently worked ovsr...tima on what proved

an .xc.ption*t1y long thesis. Miss Greta Willtason wtfllngly took

upon herself the painstaking and essential task of proofireading. The

writer is 1... disposed to f..l kindly to the Government of Mr. Heath

or to the National Union of Mine'evorkers for the additional, and it is

felt unnecessary, hurdle of the 'threeday week. As a result of

disrupted tia."tabl.a, this thesis had the distinction of being the

ffr.t, though perhaps not the last, to be accepted for ezm*ination

purposes unbound.
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Prank Thigh O'DozmeU is perhaps the most neglected man to have

been Involved in Rome Ru].e politics between 1873 and 188g. Zxoept for

a fleeting appearance here and there and a few dismissive asides, he

is ignor.d in the majority of 'ish histories of the period.	 the

rest, he 1* depicted as an eocentrio,almoat com.t figure, who held

absurd if unexplored theories not only about Ireland's role in the

British empire, but about almost every issue of the day, end who

had the supreme impudence to &iallenge Parnell for the tribuneshlp

of Irish nationality. The titles 5Crank" and 'Imperialist', with which

he is invariab:ly .ndowod, ar. never explained but suffice to discredit

him utterly. This the..s sets out to redress the b ia'. by restoring

o 'DonneU to the immediate eontut of the Bone Rule movement, and by

describing his sfforta to stimulate an Irish parliamentary interest

In imperial affairs in general,though in 1'dian affairs in particular.

Bow relevant were 0 'Donneil 's internationalist views to the cause of

Irish self..government? Bow suoaeeei'ui. was he in moulding the Rome

Rule party into an anti .iaperial though progressive force within the

.mpirs? To what extent did the Irish struggle for independenc, serve

as a model and inspiration for the development of an ]dia. n n&tionUst

movsent? These are some of the questions it is hoped to shed light

on.

The Rome Rule Conference of loveaber 1873 has bean adopted as the

point of departure, because it sets the scene for the struggles that

are to foUov under Isaac Butt and Qiarl.s Stewart ParneU, marking out

the conflicting positions of moderate and activist nationalists on

parliamentary tactics mud the nature of the imperial conneetion.

Qaptu's two and three are concerned with th. origin, development and



advertisement of O'Doim.U's policy of imperial int.rv,ntion, which

answered th. call for action and offered an orig1 1 approach to the

solution, of the Irish Question, Demonstrated in the historic defence

of franavaal independence in 1877, in the campaign to abolish corporal

punishment in the armed services, and in the championship of Afghan

and Zulu sovereignty, "intervention" evolved not simply as a tactical

weapon but embodied principles that revived and extended a humnitarian

side to Irish nationalism. Its wider implications ar. suggested by

the proposal of lI1anoe with the Home Rule party by an Didia political

association in 1878, Chapter four deals with the Infringement of this

new code parliamentary behaviour by Butt and 0 'DouneU and the

furors occasioned by their oting with the Conservative Government cm

the Eastern Question. O'Donnell's published defence of his action,

which providss the most complete statement of his 'imperial" philosophy,

Li analysed to show the extent of contemporary and current aisrepresem.

tation, and to Indicate that the goal ha was working towards W&* a

Commonwealth of free and equal nations. Th. tentative overtures by

Irish-American Fenta to the activist contingent, culm inating in the

"New Departure" programme, are also discussed within the context of a

"skirmishing" strategy of war against the British empire.

Oapt.ra fiv, to seven are broadly concerned both with the

rivalry between Parnell and O'Donnell for th. directorship of the

party, and with the Incorporation of th. powerful new factor of 1*114

agitation in the political programme of Home Rule, temporarily at

least t1iing pride of place on the list of nationitlist priorities.

They attempt to reveal the areas of disagreement separating the two

antagonists and to account for the ascendancy and eventual, victory of

the former. It is sho that although not unmindful of tenants'
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grievances, 0' Donnell obstinately pinned his faith on the continued

efficacy of seeking "Power in the bipire", a policy which he advocated

as an alternative to that of land agitation, arguing the superior merits

of attracting Imperial allies over the harnessing of peasant resent.'

mont. The view is put forward that this was a grave miscalculation, for

the land issue, if at first tending to provincials. the movement,

ultimately advanced the internationalist cause.

Chapter. eight to eleven, Indeed, direct attention to the strides

made by internationalism in several directions. Qiapter eight discusses

the existence of an Iidian land problem which was affected indirectly

by the crisis In Ireland and directly by the spectacular represen.'

tation of Qiarles James O'Donnell of the Bengal Civil Service. He is

not only prós.nted as the direct link connecting the Irish with the

Thdian situation, but is shown as the catalyst who launched India into

controversy about land reform and who prompted the Home Rule party

to renew its interest in parliamentary Intervention. Thus, on the

one hand, Frank Hugh O'Donnell was inspired to emulate t rund Burke

as a sentinel of imperial justice, causing the Indian Government to

review and reform its gaol administration and to investigate a number

of contentious issues; while, on the other, Michael Davitt, conceiving

Ireland as a nursery of missionary ideas and idea]s, sought to "spread

the light" of land nationalination throughout the empire. In chapter

ten both are seen advancing ambitious schemes involving the trans."

formation of the Parnellite party Into the instrument of democratic

and imperial reform. A plan of Indian representation at Westminster

via Irish seats was revived by Ivitt, and the foundations of an

Indian Home Rul. organisation were laid by O'Donnell, a task he had

been contemplating since l87. Chapter eleven considers the partial
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fu]..tilient and failure of both initiatives, and concludes with an

evaluation of the Irish influence in th. promotion and growth of an

Indian Congress party.

The thesis ends with 0 'DonneU 'a retirement from parliamentary

polities in l88, but looks bqrond that in att.aptlng to estimate his

contribution to the movement for Irish Home Rule end the pervasive.

mess of his int.rnationiliit theories.
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Assessment of Sources

A. Irish

It should be said at once that no O'Donnell papers have been

traced, but equally that there is no evidence of their destruction.

A d eply suspicious man throughout his life, Frank Hugh O'Donnell

mentions in A History of the Irish Parliamentary Pariy, published

in 1910, that he had scrupulously preserved all his correspondence,

partly to substantiate the allegations contained in that work,

partly for posterity. Everything he wrote had to be proved to the

hilt. W'ien he died in 1916, unmarried, all his possessions passed

to his younger brother Charles James O'Donnell, with whom in the

last years of his life he had been.living. The latter also died

without heirs. Efforts to get in contact with the trustees of his

Will have so far proved unsuccessful. Such papers, if they

survive, would naturally be of immense value, not only in eluci-

dating the role of Charles James O'Donnell as a "Home Rule"

informant on Indian affairs when he was in the employ of the Bengal

Civil Service, but also in clarifying and further explaining Frank

Hugh's views on Home Rule itself, on his relationship with Parnell

and other nembers of the nationalist party, on his policy of

"Power in the Empire", and on his scheme of Pan-Indian union.

Attempts to trace material emanating from, or about,

in the correspondence of his immediate political associates as well

as his political opponents, have ot been particularly rewarding

either. A few miscellaneous letters from O'Donnell can be found

in the National Library of Ireland, sprinkled among the Harrington

and Redmond papers, while some illuminating comments about

O'Donnell's influence in Irish politics are made by various corres

pondents of Isaac Butt. There are also some fifteen to twenty

-I
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letters, as yet uncatalogued, from O'Donnell to Lord Salisbury

among the Salisbury papers held by Christ Church College Library,

Oxford. Those written to Salisbury before 1886 are useful, but

the bulk of them written after that date, when O'Donnell was arid

had been seriously ill, tend to be rambling and incoherent. One

or two letters on Indian matters from O'Donnell to Lord Hartingtofl,

when the latter was Secretary of State for India, exist in a

private collection in the possession of the eleventh Duke of

Devonshire. Even taken together, however, these letters are so

diverse that they contain little substantial information. Unfor-

tunately, access could not be gained to the papers of Michael Davitt

and Dadabhai Naoroji, both of which promise to be more fruitful.

Professor Moody kindly provided his transcriptions of entries from

Davitt's diary concerning an Indian nationalist invitation to

preside over the Madras Congress 1894-95, but did not reveal

whether the earlier papers, especially between 1880-1885, throw

any light on Davitt's terest in India, or on his efforts to secure

Naoroji an Irish parliamentary seat. The writer could not afford

the time to consult the voluminous papers of Dadabhai Naoroji in

Bombay, which may supply the answer, and fill in some of the gaps

concerning the association of Irish Home Rulers with Indian nation-

alists, the readiness of Indiana to do a deal with )avitt, O'Donnell,

or Farnell, and the extent to which they imbibed the lessons of

Irish political and social agitation.

0 Donnel1 s parliamentary and extra-parliamentary speeches,

his letters newspapers, the articles be contributed to various

journals, and A History of the Irish Parliamentary Party, therefore,

form the basis of this study of his "imperial" philosophy and of

his original approach to the Irish Question. Fortunately, O'Donnell

was/
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was an uninhibited writer both to the press and in his two-volume

"History" of Home Rule politics. Unlike Parnell, who kept at a

safe dist nce from the public aid those inner thoughts on any

subject must remain largely a matter of speculation, O'Donnell

belonged to a rare class of politician, and not only explained

his every move but was prepared to risk the consequences of

openly criticising the policies of his party and the actions of

his colleagues. The Freean Jct'rril and the Nation in Ireland,

the res and the S])ectator in England, contain in the form of

letters to the editor a surprisingly full record of his position

on every conceivable subject. However, A History of the Irish

Parliamentary Party remains the most coL'plete source of inform.

ation, much of it, especially in the years 1873-1880, (is)

detailed and first-hand. Provided that O'Donnell's extreme

"jealousy" of Parnell and his tendency to magnify his own signi-

ficance is kept in perspective, this work is perhaps the best and

most helpful contemporary account of the Home Rule movement under

Isaac Butt and of the subsequent accession and growing ascendancy

of Parnell. Care, of course, must be taken not to confuse opinions

which were held in 1910 as representing O'Donnell's actual position

thirty years earlier. His stand on social questions, especially,

hardened and became more conservative after he left politics in

1885. Again, his description of the origins and growth of an

"intervention" policy is given a coherence that perhaps owes as

much to hindsight as to clear-thinking. Even so, while scene of

O'Donnell's statements are often impossible to substantiate, the

trustworthiness of those that can be proved adds to the general

reliability of this source. Only on two occasions, in reference

to the rnin Post 'brain-trust' and to the 'secret' inauguration

of the "Indian Constitutional Reform Association" at the home

oil
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The Nation, a weekly journal edited by A. M. Sullivan from 1856 to

1877, and then by T. D. Sullivan, was committed at a very early

stage to an obstructive parliamentary policy, and took a much

more extreme line on political tactics, on land_reform, and on

self-government. While it advocated C'Donnell's interventionist

policy it seemed to look on imperial affairs from the narrow

focus of Ireland's self-interest. By and large, "1ngland's

difficulty, Ireland's opportunity", O'Connell's old slogan, repre-

sented its attitude to Britain's foreign cocuplicatiorls. Founded

in 1870, PatrIck Ford's Irish World, which had the largest circu-

lation of any weekly in the United States and which, with

fluctuations, was widely read in Ireland, was emphatically anti-

English. A declared enemy of the British empire, the full weight

of its propaganda was directed towards the destruction of the Union

and of British power throughout the world. In effect, it was a

vehicle not only for Ford's views about a universal crusade against

landlordism, but also of Fenian attitudes towards the empire. No

real study has been made by the writer of United Ireland, a left

wing Parnellite paper founded in 1881, or of Richard Pigott's

Flaçj of Ireland and Irishman, both written from a popular pro-

Fenian standpoint.

Fenian papers and Police and Crime Records in the State Paper

Office, Dublin, are of special interest for the history of the

Land League and National League • They contain, among other

things, reports furnished by local District Inspectors of the

Royal Irish Constabulary of the Land League meetings and speeches,

which are helpful in estimating the popular awareness of political

struggles elsewhere in the empire. Copies of correspondence

from British Consular Agencies in America to the Foreign and Home

Offices/
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Offices also convey some idea of the organisation and subversive

activity of the Clan na Gael seen through British eyes. In this

respect, the F.O.S. papers in the Public Record Office, London,

provide a more complete picture of what was being discussed and

planned in Fenian circles, a useful emendation to the valuable

John Devoy collection, used here in the published selection of

the bulk of its material edited by William O'Brien and Desmond

Ryan.

Biographies and memoirs of the period yielded very little,

either about O'Donnell or about his eccentric views on the empire,

although T. M. Mealy in Letters and Leaders of my Day and T. P.

in ?eroirg of an Old Par1ianentarian contribute some

interesting 'asides'. Michael Davitt's The Pa'1 of Feudalism in

Ireland is essential reading for the land agitation, and has

an important section on a scheme of democratic intervention for

adoption by the Parnellite party in 1883. His impressions of India

and his attitude to the empire are discussed in Leaves from a

Prison Diary. Despite being an essential cog in the nationalist

machine from 1873 to 1906, Alfred Webb strangely remains a very

shadowy figure. However, the National Library of Ireland possesses

three volumes of his press cuttings together with one or two draft

letters (Ms 1745-7], which are relevant to his interest in Indian

nationalism and to his tour of duty as President of the Madras

Congress.

The secondary material on the period is considerable, but

apart from I.. P. Curtis's Coercion and Conciliation in Ireland,

1880-1892, and P. N. S. Manaergh's The Irish Question 1840-1921,

does/
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does not touch on the imperial implications of the Home Rule

movement. Mary Cuznpston's article, "Some Early Indian Nationalists

and their Allies in the British Parliament, 1851-1906" in Englisi

Historical Review (1961), is a possible starting-point and

introthction to th, whole subject of the Irish-Indian connection.

On the internal organisation and development of the Home Rule

party the writer is deeply indebted to the very detailed studies

by Dr David Thornley and Dr Conor Cruise O'Brien. Both

Isaac Butt and Home Rule and Parnell and his Part 1880-9Q help

to place O'Donnell's imperial and interventionist programmes

within their proper Irish context.

B. Indian

In conjunction, the Northbrook, Temple, Lytton, Ripon, Hartington

and Dufferin papers, deposited in the India Office Library, provide

an extensive range of manuscript material on Indian administration,

on aspects of Indian policy, on parliamentary debates on India,

on political gossip in London and Calcutta. The letters between

the Governors-General and the Secretaries of State, which are

the fullest and tend to be at once discursive and frank, throw

a good deal of light on the way official policy was arrived at.

Letters from political correspondents in England, because they

do not take background krowledge for granted, are particularly

useful in describing the situation at Westminster. While the

activities of the Irish Home Rule Psxty and the twists and turns

of the Irish Question are not always a major talking point, they

form a constant theme running through most of the correspondence.

Lord Ripen, for example, was particularly interested in the

Irish land agitation, partly because he had to frame new tenancy

and/
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and rent legislation for India. Lord Dufferin, the Ulster peer

who was Governor-General at the time of the crisis over the first

Hqrue Rule Bill and of the formation of Congress, was struck by

the concurrence of both events. His papers are remarkable for

very pronounced views on nationalist agitation, Irish and Indian.

The Charles James O'Donnell saga, his quarrel with the Bengal

Government over several years, the nature of the complaints against

him, is well documented and preserved in the Rijon collection.

Published Parliamentary papers, Indian Proceedings and India

Office Departmental records, were of value for their official

accou'itc of the Bengal famine of 1874, the remission of the cotton

duties, the lowering of the age limit for I.C.S. candidates, the

Vernacular Press Act, the Afghan War of 1878-80, and mining

speculation in Mysore State. Most of the material for the special-

ist study.of Indian Gaol Reform (Chapter Nine) is also derived

from these sources. The Parliamentary Debates, which have been

extensively used, touch on most of these issues, as well as con-

veying the degree of interest felt by the average M.P. in Indian

grievances and the extent to which these stirred the political scene.

In the absence of readily accessible Indian private papers,

it is difficult to talk confidently about "Indian nationalist"

opinion, at least in reference to leading political figures.

However, as in Ireland newspapers represented various sections

of the politically consc*us. The Bengali English-language pr.ss,

largely, as the first to flourish, taking the lead in native

journalism, was the most important, and its influence spread

throughout/
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throughout India. Calcutta was not only the administrative capital

and seat of government, it also had the largest number of news.

papers. Pride of place is usually accorded to the Hindoo Patriot,

a weekly journal edited at that time by the highly respected

Kristodas Pal • This was the first newspaper to openly acknow..

ledge and court the services of the Irish Home Rule party and of

Frank Hugh Dnnell in particular. However, because it was

closely allied with aristocratic and landowning interests, and was

in fact the acknowledged organ of the British Indian Association,

it took a fundamentally conservative position on social matters.

After the death of Kristodas Pal in 1834 it gradually drifted

away from the mainstream of nationalist life. On the other band,

the rival Bengalee, which under Surendranath Banerjes editorship

atterpted to speak for the educated middle classes, took a more

advanced line not only on land tenure and semindar-rijot relations,

but also on constitutional agitation. Its awareness and knowledge

of the Irish struggle for self-government was the most acute.

The Indian Mirror, which became the only Indian-edited English-

language daily in Northern India, fell somewhere between the two,

not as socially conservative as the former nor as politically

motivated as the latter, but responding with generosity and

readiness to O'Donnell's 1883 initiative and to the call for

national unity. The Mahratta, launched by B. G. Tilak in 1881

from Poona, presented the views of more extreme, perhaps less

well-educated, nationalists. As nearly all the vernacular news-

papers of the period are extinct it i. difficult to arrange them

into categories. The writer's use of them is exclusively based

on confidential Governmental Reports, compiled weekly in the

office of the Translator, and highly selective in the choice of

Ltems/
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items presented.

Of the English-owned and edited newspapers, the 	 neer of

Allaliabad was the most influential, for a long time acting as the

semi-official organ of the Indian Government itself. Surprisingly,

together with the Bombay Gazette,it backed the protest of Charles

James O'Donnell against the efforts of the Lieutenant-Governor

of Bengal, Sir Ashley Eden, to discipline him. Yet it was no

friend of Home Rulers, and poured scorn on Irish efforts to educ-

ate Indians in the habits of united action and political organi.

sation. The Civil and Mi1ita y Gazette was founded at Labore

in 1877 as the "faithful and onecientious advocate of th true

interests" of the services. The n4lish!nan, which became the

powerful spokesman of the planter class and of the India-domiciled

European community, was the paper that led the Anglo-Indian revolt

against the famous Ilbert Bill in 1883-84. Robert Knight's

Statesman, which became the Statesman and Friend of India in 1877,

was perhaps the only English journal to take a consistently pro.

Indian line.

• A great deal has been written on the growth of nationalism in

India and on the origin and development of the congress movement,

but apart from an isolated reference in Dr Anil Seal's admirable

The Ererence of Indian Nationalism, and a few 9eneral comments

in Dr S. R. Mehrotra' Ind&& and the Commonwealth about the Irish

Question after 1885, all are silent about any Irish influence

or contribution. Frank Hugh O'Donnell's name is as unfamiliar to

Indian historians as it is ignored by Irish historians.
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It is hardly necessary to apologia. for proposing a revision of

ideas about Frank Hugh 0 'Dorinel].. Of all the men involved in Irish

polities in the "plenitude of power" of the Home Rule party between

1873-1890, non. is more obscure. While im.ch is presumed so little

is actually known about the Home Ruler whom Sir Henry Lucy, the

parliamentary diarist, ranked as the most "br 1Ut nt" and "formidable"

of the "insurgent body" which came to dominate Parliament with "new

manners" and "straige characters", that some account is long overdue.1

i 1921k ar1es James 0 'Donnofl wrote of his brother, that although

he was "forgotten probably by the majority of Irishmen", his work

remained and would live "long after Parnellism f was] forgotten.

This view was, however, unduly optimistic. Just as O'Donnell "slipped

out of existence", so memory of his "work" was effectively erased.

Nodern historiography of Home Rule has tended to confirm rather

than confute the traditional caricature of him as a "crank", a Tory

imperiAlist and a traitor. Terence de Vere White in The Road of Eccess

for example, if he produces an "attractive" biography of Isaac Butt,3

snipes at 0 'Donnell as "a monocled and lord loving megalomaniac, vain

to the verge of madness.	 By and large, recent treatment of 0 'Donnefl

consists of casual asides which fall well short of substantial comment

or worthwhile evaluation. David Thornley usefully describes O'Donnell's

pretentious entry into politics in 1873, but without exploring his

"attitude to imperial questions " somehow deduces that it "probably"

1. H.W. Lucy,quoted In C.J. O'Donnell, The Lordship of
The British Pt,ire • the United States and Germany

p. .L).5.

2. Thid, pp. ]S5, 16L.

3. See D. Thornley, Isaac Butt and Home R4, London 19614, p. 9.

14. T. de Vere White, The Road of bcces, Dublin 19146, p. 3214. See also
TJ. Brown, Irish-Aiterican Natiorliam, 187O-1, New York 1966,
p. 79; O'Donnell "possessed a conceit bordering on megalomaniA".
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destroyed his chances of popular leadership.1 The view of Michael

MacDonagh that 0 'Donnell was "so full of crotchets" that he irritated

his colleagues is thus reinforced. 2 me most open nind on O'Donnell

is displayed by Conor Cruise O'Brien in his detailed study of the

Parneflite system. Certain2,y he is prepared to acknowledge that

O'Donnell was the "most imaginative" and "articulate" meiiber of the

activist contingent which infiltrated the House of Corrions betu'een

l87L-l880. Moreover, the image Dr. O'Brien projects of O'Donnell

is not so much that of a budding Beaconsfieldian but of a self-

appointed guardian of the subject races within the British empire.

Yet, while he touches on O'Donnell's advocacy of "constant well-.

informed interference" in glish as eU as imperial affairs, he

shies away from assessing the "truth" of the benefits purportedly

derived from this "positive development", namely tie abolition of

flogging in tne British army and the formation of the Indian National

Congress. Although this was outside the scope of his inraediate

research Dr. O'Brien nevertheless examined the reports of the first

and second annual Indian Congresses for any reference to tie Irish

Home Rule movement.	 cept for an oblique point about "the religious

antagonism of Protestants and Rorian Catholics", there were none, and

he idently decided t'..at this avenue of enquiry was unfruitful.3

Prom an Indian focus, nary Cuitpston breaks new ground in an article

1. Thornley, , .cit., p. 362/S2n. Dr. Thornley seems to base this
assessment on an intriguing letter from O'Donnell to Disraeli,
2 February 1879, thich he is content to cite without comnentary.

2. N. ¶acDonagh, The Ho e Rule 4ovemen, Dublin 1920, p. 167.

3. C.C. O'Brien, Parnell and us Party, Oxford 1969, pp. 22-3.
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on the "parli entary allies of India." She discovers the accession

of several Hone Rulers including 0 'Donnell to their ranks, and discusses

two abortive schemes to introduce Indian ll3mbers of Parliament to

Westminster via Irish seats.' Her narrative sunmarjses and does not

really look beyond that ignored for fifty years in A History of

Irish Parliamentary Perty, O'Donnell's egotistical, often malicious,

if useful version of the events in which he had participated. Although

she cites the opinion of Sir Richard Burn that Irish nationzlI st organ..

isation was closely watched by Indian nationi1Ists, 2 Dr. Cumpston

draws no definite conclusion about an Irish sponsorship of an Indian

"embryonic union" • Anil Seal, on the other hand, gives some credence

to this idea, but his confusion of Davitt with 0 'Dorinel]. as the

author of a Congressional scheme continues the process of devaluation.

Nowhere has there been a serious attempt to examine critically

the nature of and philosophy behind 0 'Donnell 's interest In the empire.

In the past, 'this has either been treated as an aberration or considered

unworthy of an Irish patriot. Where WIllIam O'Brien spoke of O'Donnell's

"foreign policy", it was at his eqense rather than to his credit.

He recalled with amusement that 0 'Donnel]. had "once brought down some

scores of dusky students of a].]. races and creeds of Hindustan to the

House of Commons to tender their solemn allegiance to Mr • Parnell--

1. 14. Cumpston, "Some early Indian Nationalists and their allies in
the British Parliament, 1851-1906", in iglish Historical Review
Vol. 76, 1961, pp. 279-297.

2. H. Burn in Cambridge History of the British iipire, Caithridge 1932,
Vol. VI, p. 5!0,

.3.	 Cumpaton, op.cit. p. 2Bl..

14. A. Seal, The Fnergence of Indian Nationalism, Cambridge 1968,
p. 258.



to the wonder of the policemen and the quidnunce or the lobby."1

1ichae1 Davitt wrote favourably of O'Donnell 'a "fantastic" plan of n1na3cil3g

the affairs and government of India an Irish concern", but at hea

a visionary himself he was never bunkered by the goal of Home Rule.2

That 0 'Donnell sought to harness to the Irish cause the spirit of

nationalism in India and other dependencies as a means of accelerating

the process of imperial devolution, does not appear to have been

understood or appreciated. Discussing the objective of W.T. Coagrave

and other supporters b± the ee State in accepting Dominion status

for Ireland, D.W. Harkness in The Restless Dominion perhaps comes closest.

The origin of their policy of obtainirg "full and unrestricted

sovereignty" through "the peaceful transformation of the British

1inpire," he traces back to that articulated by O'Donnell in 1882 and

"pursued actively under Parnel]." of making"the Home Rule Party

the natural representatives and spokesmen of the unrepresented

natioril1ties of the pfre."3 That either 0 'Donnell or Parnell were

proposing to invoke the spirit of Caesar is absurd. Instead of

offering to prop up a sagging empire, they were threatening to under-.

mine it further by extending the area of agitation. If Britain refused

to recognise the principle of nationality, Ireland would call on

anti-ierial feeling throughout the world to frustrate hegemony.

"t the turn of the century", Dr. Hsrkness tentatively understates,

1. W. O'Brien, Recollections, London 1905, p. 2147.

2. M Davitt, The Fall of Feudalism in Ireland, London 1906, p. !h7.

3. See Chapter Nine, saction three.
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"Ireland was aware of the Empire, as the Empire was of Ireland."1

That the interests of both were identical or equally served, Dr.

Cumpeton, however, rather doubts. The "cause" which prospered

through Home Rulers taking up Indian grievances at West dnster, she

iraplies, was not decolonisation but parlianentary obstruction.2

Whether the Irish then considered nationality to be as sacred in

Asia or Africa as it was in Europe has to be determined.

In foflowing the fortunes of frank Hugh O'Donnell as Home Ruler,

the purpose of this thcsis is not to urite an apologia. It is to rani-

fest the development of a humanitarian or internationalist strand in

Irls'i nationalisi, and to map the position occupied in Iris'i parlia-

inentary thought by imperial affairs in general, though by Indian

affairs in particular. At first glance that position ould appear to

have been negligiblo. Indeed, it is precisely for his "occentric" theories

of Irish involvement in the British empire, 	 if also for a consuming

jealousy of Parneil ,that the reasons for 0 'ionnell' a relative anonymity

can be found. Certainly, where he is re'ne'±ered by his contemporaries, it

is not for constructive or loyal service in the cause of Home Rule.

accept for his autobiographical "History", O'Donnell has left no sub-

stantial trace upon the memoirs, biograhies and histories of Anglo-

Irish politics. The most that can be pieced together from the many

voim as of Irish reminiscences is an "identikit" 4.f less than flesh

and bloc d character. For Justin 1oCarthy, a one-time friend, 0 'Dorineli

warranted no mention. T.P. O'Connor, who knew most about O'Donnell's

1. D.W. Harkness, The Restles c Dominion, London 196), pp. 13-hi..

2. cuxripston, op.ctt., pp. 281, 286.
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early life, recalled nothing about his political career--except

failure. 0 'Dormell 's name is conspicuously missing from his study

of "The Parnell Movement" publ Bhed in 1836, in essence an anthology

1of penportraits of leading Home Rule parliamentarians. In his

Memoirs of an Old Parliamentarian published in 1929, O'Connor resorted

to commenting on O'Donnell 'a inisual f somewhat fla tboyant person:

"Here again, was a figure from Baizac: one of the self-
adventurers, like Lucien de Rubefipr&, who regarded life
as a struggle between the world and his will to succeed...
A great athlete with a powerful frame, he rather provoked
criticis by the manner in which he pushed out his chest.
las air of arrogance found its climax in a single eye-glass 2
uhich he always wore, and which he handled with dexterity...".

William O'I3rien dicnosed of him in a senteic as a "hopelessly

unclubbable colleague," whose "idiosyncracy" had "groun to a

disease". 3 That most prickly and calculating of Parneflites,

Timothy '-tealy, never spare in his sarcasm, coined the sobriquet

that has stood ever since as O'Donnell's epitaph, 'Ccank Hugh.

0 'Donrxefl" .

Unfortunately, the fascination O'Donnell felt for foreign and

imoerial affairs was misunderstood and made him for Penians in America

and extremists at home unsafe as a nationalist. In 1873 with Isaac

Butt he voted against the majority of his oun party for tie Conser-

vative policy of resisting Russian ambitions in the lediterranian.

Butt did not recover from the furore which enveloped him. O'Donnell

1. T.P. O'Connor, The Parnell ovenie , London 1886.

2. T.P. O'Connor, lIe oirs of an Old Parliamentarian, London 1929,
Vol. 1, p. 63.

3. W. O'Brien, Recollections p. 2)47.

)4. ThId., p. 2l.l2.
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survived but never succeeded in cleansing himself completely of the

taint of "imperialism" . Like Gandhi he was alys having to

explain himself and was seldom understood. 2 A . sincere nationalist

had to prove his credentials by implacable opposition to glish

interests. qually, he had to be sound on the land cuestion.

O'Donnell failed this test as well. Not only was he excluded from

the land League, but he was outspoken in his oondenin-ttion of its

methods and objectives. Nhule he advocated agrarian reform he baulked

at agrarian revolution. FThaliy, and most damaging to his reputation, -

as his emnity towards Parnell. Outdistanced in the race to succeed

Isaac Butt as leader of the Home Rule party, he repudiated the victory

of his ri si. If he could not lead he would not follow. In the

Giadstonian parliament of 1830-l33S ho refused to be bound either by

party discipline or by party decision. "There is no one to dispute

with Mr. O'Donnell", conmiented Sir Henry Lucy, "his pre-emineflt capa-

city for differing from everyone, more particularly his own colleagues".3

Independence, however, was one thing, faction and spitefulness were

quite another. If 0 ']Donneil always znai.ntained that there was

"patriotism in other hails than Avondale", he failed to convince

Irishmen that he was its repository!I Instead, the worst motive,

that of discrediting Parneli, was ascribed to his rebelliousness.

His stand on the Bradlaugh affair, for example, was seen as an

attempt to bring Parnell into head-on conflict with he Roman Catholic

1. See D. Ryan, The Fenian Chi, Dublin 1967, pp. 358-9.

2, See Chapter Pour, section one.

3. H.W. Lucy, A. Diary of Two Parliaments v The Gladstone Parliament
lfl8O-l88, London 1886, p98.

b. O'Donnell quoted in J. &bels, The Parneil Thaey, London 1966,
p.i0S.
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hierarchy? Although he withdrew from Irish public life with the die.

appearance of his constituency in the Redistribution Scheme of 183S,

dispirited and "deadly" ill, 2 he did not drop out of the public view.

(i two further occasions O'Donnell fell into disrepute coounding

the suspicion of his nial-intent.

1i 1333, believing himself to be included in the indiothent of

"Parzielliara and Crime" made by the Times, he sued its senior osier

John Walter for libel. As no one apparently could understand "a

litigation which eeerned at first freakish and only calculated to

arouse banter", the story soon wont round that 0 'Dorinell had been

"put up" to it by an "undisclosed principal". "To bring a libel

action against the TFtes requires z1zeazzs", ea2.ç wrote, "S <3urae11

had none". 3 Besides, the absence of what was presumed to consitute

reasonable grounds for interference strengthened the conjecture. As

Haaly put it, "the lntru.aion of the 't3ex	 og' in e great race

at Epso2u would have been more appropriate."14 The conspiracy theory,

if it was baaed on a few facts, could point to several unusual features.

First, the Counsel appearing for the thes was none other than the

Attorney-General, Sir' Richard Webster, the leading law officer for the

Government. Second, O'Donnell declined, it is presumed "refused",5
to take the stand at the appropriate moment in spite of a clear warning

1. See Ciapter Seven, section one.

2. C.J. O'Donnell, p.oit., p. 160.

3. T.X. }!ealy, Letters end Leaders of MyDay. London 1923, Vol. 1.
pp. 273, 279.

14. Thid., p. 273.

5. H. Harrison, PrneU, Joseph Chariberlaln and Mr. Garvin, London,
l933,p. 163.
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from the Lord Chief Justice that his chances of a favourable outcome

iiight thereby be prejudiced. In fact, his failure to testify played

into the hands of the enemies of the Irish cause. While the bfenoe

could logically move that the plaintiff be norisuited, Sir Richard

Webster instead chose to turn the proceedings into an anti.Parneflite

rally. Not only did h9 reiterate with impunity the Tim's' charges

against ParneU, but he reinforced them with "new and terrible

forgeries", 1 directly ijicriminating him with murder. The Times'

campaign was thus "&chunied and revivified".2 In firing off his

solitary rifle, all 0 'tonnefl had succeeded in doing was to usher in

a "general engagement". 3 That this had been his real purpose all

along seemed to prodde the key to the "myetery", t and gained rapid

currency.

What became the popular verdict has tended to reriain the histories).

imputation. Ironically, therefore, O'Donnell ha3 secured a niche in

Irish history as the man whose "absurd", "farcical", legal action

precipitated the Parnell Special Commission.5 All too frequently he

Is remembered for little else. The one notice he receives in F.S.L.

Lyon 'a Ireland sinceie Famin9, for example, ía in this context.6

1. J.L. Garvin, The Life of Joseph Chaiuber1, London 1933, Vol.11
p. 385.

2. Harrison, op.oit., p. 163.

3. T.D. Sullivan, Recollections of Troubled Times in Irish Politics,
Londai 1905, p. 211.

ii.	 See M. Brown, The Politics of Iri&i Literature, london 1972,
p. 328.

5. Time, 9 July 1888.

6. F.S.L. Lyons, Ireland Since the Famnin, london 1971, p. 18S.
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Joan Haalip in her biography of Parziefl goes so far as to link

O'Donn.0 as partner in crime with Philip Callan and to see him

as in the pay of Edward Caulfield Houston, the Secretary of the

Irish Loyal and Patriotic tiion-u.an organisation opposed to Irish

nationaii2m. "All their fertile imaginations", she writes, "were

put at the disposal of Mi'. Houston's well-filled purse."1 The

latest book covering the period, Malcolm Brown's The Politics of

trish Literature 1 revamps the suggestion of J.L. Garvin2 that

Joseph Qiamberlain was the "Machiavelli" behind the lawsuit. In

the absence of "conclusive evidence" to this effect, however, he

falls back on Healy's kindest explanation, that O'D,nnell was

"off his nut".3 Only Desmond Ryan in The Fenian Qiief has paused to

consider that O'Donnell has been un.fairly ju4ged.14 O'Donnell'. sld

of the story, which pnta an equaIy 	 rti	 ths events

in dispute, has been rejected, where it has attracted attention, as "decidedly

unhelpful".5

The moat damning fiction, at least, sf4.11 adhering to the

O'Donnell v Walter case is that the Home Rule party was not con

suited at any time and had nothing to do with it. J. Abels, for

1.	 .1. Raslip, Parnefl A Biography, London 1936, pp. 335-32jO.
See also A. Robbing, ernel1 the Last Five Year, London 1926,
pp. 52, 70.

2. Garvin, p.cit., pp. 38Z if.

3. 14. Brown, op.c., pp. 328. See Healy, Letters and Leader i,
p. 99.

14.	 Ryan,	 p. 358. The biographical sketches were written
by Mi'. 0.1). FL1WRZ'ds.

5.	 14. Brown, cp.eit., p. 328.
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example, implies that O'Donnell's suit for i *ii*ges appeared out of the

blue.1 Even T.D. Sullivan, who had no hesitation in concluding that

0 'Donnefl t conduct was in "no sense or degree" "dishonest or dishonour-.

able", maintained that O'Donnell "took no counsel with Parnellite

leaders". 2 In fact, however, leading Parnellites were given ample warning

to prepare for the trial if not to int1uence its course. 3 Parnell and

Davitt not only discussed the case several times with Raphiale Biala,

o'Donnell's solicitor, but were allowed perhaps to preside over its

direction in crucial aspects. 14 O'Donnell 's fatal although reluctant

absence from the witnoss box was prescribed by Davitt and other "solicitous"

Irishmen,5 among whom was Sir Charles Russell, the "Attorney-General

of the Land League". It was Rus sell, although according to D 'Inze.21

6never engaged by him, who persuaded O'Donnell 's Junior Counsel A.H.

Ruegg7 that the "only wise course" was to keep his client fro.rn giving

evidence until after "the Tunes had shown its hand". 8 That Russell

had offered this advice without O'Donnell 'a knowledge, 9 as he later

explained, "solely with a view" to what he conceived to be

1. Abels, op.cit., p. 281.

2. T.D. Sullivan, 2p.cit., pp. 251, 253.
3. .P writ for libel was taken out against the Times as early as 114

J1y 1887 and proceedings instituted in November. See pecia].
Coniission l888 Pleadings and Proceedings in the Trial 0 'Donnel
v Walter, London 18ff8 See also J. Norley, The Life of William
Ewart Gladstone, London 19014, Vol. III, p . 393.

24. R.A. Biale 'a notes of an interview which he had with Parne]].
on 13 April 1888 and mention of another Interview in Nay 1888,
in 0 'Donnell, Hiatoy, ii, p . 2249. Biale confirmed his dealings
with Parnell in a letter to the Tim, 9 July 1888.

5. This was admitted by Davitt in a speech at Glasgow on 8 July
1888. See T1mo, 9 July, 1888.

6. O'Donnell, op.cit., p . 225.

7. o 'Donnel]. did not enga e a Senior Counsel.

8..	 ee page ha.

9.	 See page ha.
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8. O'Lbnneil, History, ii, p. 2L9. S.. also the tetter O'Donnell
pubLtahed in the Times, 9 July 1888, asserting that his Qunse1
had been led to adopt the abov, plan "by the influence, professional
repute, and repeated entreaties of two gentlemen of the first
rank of the Bar. • .and boti trusted and distinguished members of
the Gladstone Party." The Times identified Russell as one of the
eminent authorities referreiFto, and looked forward with confidence,
in the event nurealised, to his formal contradiction.

9. O'Donnell, ibid., p. 248. According to O'Donnell, he learnt from
A.R. Ruegg that Russell had actuAlly sent for him to discuss the
cue (p. 21i9).



0 'Dounsll'. "b.et Interest", is at least open to question.1 At the
	12

time Russell held a "general retainer" from the 	 which he did not

frmaliy relinquish until 16 July 16662 m.s advice, contrary to the

warnings of the Chief Justice, was a direct cause of O'DonneU'a public

humiliation. ] summing up, Lord Chief Justice Coleridge censured 0 'Ibnnell

for exposing Parnell to the vilest imputations and then depriving him of

the opportunity to disprov, them. That the action had been instituted

for ulterior purposes was broadly hinted at.3

0 'Donnefl. was perhaps entitled to fee]. that he had been "stabbed

by a blow in the dark."4 Why, when the whole of Ireland and moat of

Britain ubsquent]y rang with accusations that he was a hireling and

an interloper, did not his multitude of "volunteer advisers" step for...

ward to clear him? Possibly, it was felt that 0 'Donnall was the a.itior

of his own misfortunej possibly the ruse of enticing the Tine "the

employer of forgers and salaried liars", to overply its defence, innocently

backfired on O'Donnell. If Zvitt was moved in Glasgow to pity an

"injured and beaten man", and claimed responsibility for misdirecting

o 'Donnell, he still insisted that ParneU had known nothing of this

interferenoe. Whatever the explax &tion for such shielding, Parnell 'a

wounded virtue was upheld at the expense of perpetuating the notion of

O'Donnell's collusion.

1. Russell to 0 'Donnell, 21 January 1890, In O'Donnell, Hietor U,
p. 226 "Any opinion I expressed to your Counsel, I expressed
In good faith, and with no Indi.rect motive. I should myself have
opened your cas. In th. mode your Counsel did as the best for yoni'
interests. I might, indeed, had I been In the case, have yielded
to the pressure of the lord Chief Justiot 'a observations, and con-
trary to my own udga.nt, put you in the Box, but it must be cbvious
to you that, had that course been pursued, the result would in no way
have been altered".

2 $ee LB. O'Brien, The Life of Lord Russell of KiUowefl, Iondofl 1901,
pp. 211.1.3.

3. pecia]. Commission 1888; O'T)onneU y.Wa1te ., op.cit.
4. O'Donnell, History, ii, . 20.

. See page 12*.
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. See Report of Davitt 'a Glasgow speech in Times, 9 July 1888.
Perhaps, as Davitt said, they had clung with childlike faith
to the concept of British juetioe, even though they had been
warned that the prospect of an impartial hearing would be
minimal, Morley, op.oit., p. 393. A less categorical statement
was put out on ParneU 'a behalf, that except "fez' a Yery
short Interval', he had "consistently declined to give, or to
hold any communication either with Mr. 0 'Donnel]. or his solicitor.'
Tiae, 10 July 1888.
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0 'DrmeU impaired his image further in 1910 when he published

A Titatoxy of the Irish Parliamentary Party. Nationalists were then

under the speU of "messianisDi" and in no mood to be told that for

years "they had been taken in so hugely." 1 Not only was Ireland

frequently compared with Israel, but Parcell had been invested with

the status of a prophet by his followers and sanctified as the

source and symbol of Irish independenos by a generation of Irish

Little wonder, therefore, that when O'Donnell proceeded

to iay bare the Parnel]. "legend", his "History" should be condemned

as an unseemly, blaaphemous tract. Pbr, far from being immortalised

as the "Irish Moses" who had led his people "out of bomlag&'3 and who

had brought them "within sight of the Promised Land", 14 Parcell was

crudely belittled ass "the rusticated undergraduate", "the first class

parrot", "the ungrateful apprentice", the "runaway errand boy". Conversely,

o'Donnell stood magnified ass

1.	 The inventor of an obstructive policy;

ii. the directing brain of the activists in Butt's time;

iii. a great reformer and humanitarian;

iv. the parliamentary tribune of unrepresented nationalists
within the empire;

y.	 the founder of an Thdian national movement.

A History of the Irish Parliamentary Party secured 0 'Dormefl considerable

notoriety but scant recognition. It neither scotched the Parlzellite

1. Davitt to O'Donnell 1881, quoted in O'Donnell, Hiator i, p. 37.3.

2. Se. H. Howax'th, The Irish Writers 188ol914, London 1958, Chapter I.

3. Daritt, Pudalisin p. 1j67. See also "L'onbra di ParneU" by
James Joyce discussed in Ibwarth, p.cit., pp. 292-3.

4. R.B. O'Brien, Par, ii, p. .367.
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cult nor enhanced his awn claims for reeppraisal. On the contrary

he died without reprieve. To the Irish Independent he had been in

the current idiom "a sort of Ishmaelite of Politics,"1 to the

Freeman ta Jiurnal a "Stormy Petrel", erratic always, increasingly

ut'reliable even on national issues, and vicious upon many subjects.2

For a brief moment, T.P. O'Connor' perhaps 1lowed sentiment to

overcome his hostility, and in the Daily Telegrap}t of November 6

1916 ran'ed him as "undoubtedly a great parliamentary figure" in

knowledge and versatility far beyond Parnefl. 3 In 1929 he corrected

the record in his "gossipy" and "haphazard" volume of revision)

It would appear that fro'i as early as 1880, 0 'Donnefl had been

subjected to some form of voluntary censorehi. In that year

Healy had been of the opinion that it was "unwise" to recognise

O'Donnell in the press. He was a "blister" and ould become a

Nnuisanee.US T.P. O'Connor had evidently thought it unwise to

reproduce even the qualified tribute which he had paid O'Donnell in

his obituary notice. O'Donnell's claims of political significanes

were discounted not by outright refutation but more effectively

and completely by careful omission. Obstruction, for example, was

3.	 Irish Independe, )4 November 1916.

2. Freeman 'a Join, 6 November 1916.

3. Daily Telegraph, 6 November 1916.

See F.S.L. Ions, J&m Di11o, Lndon 1968, p. 1479.

5.	 Healy, Letters and Leadera i, p. 96.
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the policy which Joseph Biggar "began" and Parnell "iriproved and

Intensified".1 T.D. Sullivan acknowledged O'Donnell as a patentee,

but in 1905 well before O'Donnell's name was permanently associated

with the odium of disfavour. 2 Instead, Biggar, the "grotesque"

butcher from Belfast and a chronic speaker, has gone down in folk-

lore as the "imp" who by endless talking subtly brought Westminster to

its knees • The most usually conceded was that 0 'Donxiell supplied

material "now and then" to Parnell, "who was ignorant of any politics

outside Ireland". 3 Nor had 0 'Dorinel]. 's other boasted attributes

emerged into the light of day. If the Irish Independent allowed

that he had been "a champion of out of the way causes", it was not

intended as a compliment. Invariably classified as a rebel, he

was remembered as little better than a destructive agent in Irish

politics. That the most compact and candid assessment of O'Donnell's

career reiiained T.1'. O'Connor's soon forgotten valediction tells its

own story. In place of the slightly ridiculous Baizacian character,5

was a "brilliant" and "resourceful" debater who fed the "less inventive

and less stored minds 'of Parne].l and Biggar, and who masterminded the

sie. e of the House of Commons • It was 0 'Donnell who planned the

alliance with the advocates of Boer independence in 1877, it was his

"fertile mind" tLat "first saw in the agitation for the abolition of

1. T.P. O'Connor, Memoir, 1. p. 31.

2. T.D. Sullivan, op.cit., p. 197.

3. T.P. O'Connor, op.cit. p. 70.

!. Irish Independent, L. November, 1916.

5. See below p. 6.
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.r].oggirig in the Army not merely a great reform, but a means of pro-

longing discussion of tne Nutiny Bill practically over a whole

wasted and disastrous session". On the subject of O'Donnell's much

vaunted "imperialist" predilections, 	 did not succumb to

the popular interpretation. That the Irish party should make itself

the "spokesman" of the discontented races in the eiipire was referred

to as his "magnificent conception", not a "cranlcish" theory.

O'Connor even countenanced the possibility that in stimulating the

political aspirations of various Indian nationalists and in "bringing

together a very representative and powerful conference of Indian

magnates", O'Donnell might have been the spiritual father of the

Congress party.1

What part then did O'Donnell play in the regeneration of Ireland?

Were his ideas, especially those concerning the emfre, utterly

rejected by his fellow politicians, largely as his brother 8uggested

because they were in advance of his time?2 If his o]4 adversary

the Times can be believed, he is reserved "a place in the parlia-

mentary history of the nationalist movement" alongside "Parnell,

Biggar, A.4. Sullivan, Justin McCarthy, and. O'Connor Power."3 With

them, he was instrumental in effecting the transition of the Home

Rule movement from a moderate to an activist phase. Yet imlike

Parnel]. he was never in a position to direct policyj and tm1iTe

1. Daily Teleranh, 6 November 1916.

2. C.J. O'Donnell, op.eit., p. ].S6.

3. Time, 6 November, 1916.

£
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Bigger and McCarthy he could not be set aside as an exemplary party

man. Even if he showed some of the attributes of O'Connor Power

and .&.M. Sullivan, he had neither the Fenian roots of the former,

nor the elder-statesman qualities of the latter, If he could be

singled out for anything it was, on the basis of his own catalogue

of greatness,1 for an exceptional humanitarian and international

sense.

It has been considered that "internationalism" 2 perished in

the ideological confrontation between Daniel 0 'Connel]. and Young

rreland. 3 Certainly 0 'Connell 'a creed of natiom4ll am, which was

essentially constitutional, was rejected by Young Ireland on the

grounds that it was counterfeit and counter-productive. To their

mind it was vuinerable to engiotsing flenoes and vague about

Irish separation} Secondly, it ssiied to deny that "SupreDle

loyalty" was owed to the nation state. 5 For O'Connell the demands

of nationalism did not override considerations of universal

libertyj if anything the reverse. i the l8bos, because he

supported the abolitionists In America, he refused impressive ftrumcial

backing from those who defended slavery. National justification

in effect rested less on the claim to political independence than

on the fulfilaent of moral purpose. The leaders of Young Ireland,

1. See below p. 13.

2. The term is the writer's.

3. O.D. F4wards, 'Ireland', in Celtic Natio 11m London 1968, pp.
113-1.

. While 0 'Connell advocated the repeal of the Union he did not
want to sever the British connection. "fre1nd was ready to
amal,gamate with the entire empire', he pronounced In 1837, provided
ther. was a "perfect equality of rights, laws, and liberties'.
O'Connell quoted In ILB. McDowell, Public Opinion and Governrient
Policy in freland, i8oi-i8j, London 1952, p. l70 Pil, 1 November,
1837.

5. See }Tkn Koim,	 Its	 ni	 d	 New York
1935, p. 9.
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Smith O'Brien, Fintan telor and John Mitohel, neither' accepted

O'Coonefl 'a pragmatic utilitarian approach to Irish freedom, nor

ampathised with his desire to put "the Irish struggle on a footing

with struggles of the oppressed in other lands. " They later took their

Btand* on very different ground, preached the languag. of revolution

and proclaimed the supremacy of the Celtic culture. 2 The nationalism

enuciated by a man like John Mitchel, was "self-.centred" mcom-

promising, and chauvinist. Not only was it intiuuna from philanthropic

and egalitarian concerns, but it was buttressed with racist

overtones • As a fervent defender of slavery and disciple of

"Carlylean" racism, Mitchel insisted that the obligation Ireland

owed wa, to itself alone. The "Rights of Man" did not pertain

necessarily to the whole world. 3 In hi. Jail Journal Mitchel there-

fore denounced the O'Conneuite doctrine of moral agitation as "the

most astounding organon of public swindling since first man bethought

him of obt'4n4ng money under false pretenoes".

"Armed revolution" was with "mass agitation" and "parliamentary

pressure" one of the "three main war" in which Irish nationalism

ezpres aid itself politically right

1. McDowell, op.cit., pp. l26.7; Edwarda,opcit., pp. 106,113.

2. See Iyons, Irelan4, pp. 93.101.

3. Edwards, op.cit., pp. 121..128.

I. John Mitehel, Jail Journal,, edited by Arthur Griffith, Dublin
1913, p . 1141. See also McDowell, p.eit., pp. 253-1k. The
Journal of Young Ireland, the Nation d.andsd on 13 June
l8l6, "nationality, not Noodl, or Doodle".
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up to the creation of the Free State in l922.l "Physical force"

was dogmatically taken up by Fenians and the Irish Republican Brother-

hood as a desperate resort. John 	 racial concepts also

lived on to be enshrined in the works and teachings of Arthur Gritfith.2

The founder of Sinn Fain (translated as "Ourselves Alone") had no

patience for sentimental ideals of national duty. "The right oi'

the Irish to political independence", he laid don, "never was, is

not, and never can be dependent upon the admission of equal right

in all other peoples":

"...it is independent oftheories of government and doctrines
of philanthropy and Universaliam. He who holds Ireland a
nation and all means lawful to restore her the full and
free exercise of national liberties thereby no more commits
himself to the theory that black equals white, that king-
ship is immoral, or that society has a duty to reform its
enemies than he commits himself to the belief that sun-
shine is extractable from cucumbers • "3

The slightly ambivalent attitudes of nationalists to African sub-.

jugation during the 'Scramble" possibly owed something to Kttohel)&

Indeed, Irishmen bitterly resented ig11ah suggestions that they

might be equated or compared with native tribes and "Hottentots"

as naturally subject races . Their protestations of superiority,

however, probably represented as much a defensive reaction as an

expression of anti-African sentiment. Again, in supporting the

1. tqons, Ire1and, p. 101.

2. Edwards, op.oit., pp.12b-33.

3. Griff±th quoted in Edwards,	 4J pp. 127-8.
. Thic,, pp. 125-6.

. See speech by Lord Salisbury delivered at St. James HkU 15 ay
1886, in Lady Gwendolen Cecil, Life of Robert Mtrquis of Salisbury,
London 1931, Vol. III, p. 302.
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Boers, the Irish might have revealed a disregard for the fate of the

African majority, although it is as likely that they in common with

many hgliah Liberals innocently regarded this as a aide-issue.

either case it is difficult to categorise the Irish viewpoint as

overtly moist.

On th. other hand, it i alleged by Owen Dudley Edwards that

O 'DonneD. "universal aense"—perhaps even his liberalism—was

extinguished in the co11apse of "Repeal" and was "not to be transmitted

to future Irish nationalists". "Dr departing from O'Donnell's simple

faith in the dictates of human aspirations for freedom throughout the

world", he writes, "Irish nationalism has been the poorer", and "too prone

to hunger after the benefits of the oppressors". He sees Nitchel' a

"self-absorption" as receiving far greater attention. Not that a

"Herrenvollc cult" therefore became part of "official state doctrine".

Raoiat notions were always held in check on the "nationalist

periphery", though not, if Edwards is correct, by "forces, ideas end

men" that took their inspiration from O'Connell.1

It is hoped to show on the contrary that "internationalism"

if temporarily dormant was by no means dead. Just as Parnell and

Davitt inideratood the value of social factors as a means of advane..

1mg the nationalist cause, so 0 'Dozmefl appreciated the ability of

humanitarian and universal issues to reinforce its strength eM

enrich its inspiration. By the 1870e, nattcvl 1 .t. were no longer

able to cling to cultural and political isolation as the pathway

1.	 Edwards, op.eit., pp. U3'4, 133.
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to salvation. They had to Lace the fact that the context In which

the Irish Question was debated had altered mibtly over the inter..

vening yaxe. In one seiise, the legacy of the Famine and the

migration of an "unending exodus of a permanently antogcsiised population"

especially to the tllzited States, and to a lesser extent to Canada,

Australia and New Zealand, elevated the condition of Ireland to th. level

of an international que8tiOn. 1 Not least because they were able to fur..

nish the sinews of war beyond the reach of retaliation, the Irish of the

diaspora brought a wider angle of vision to th. process of overthrowing

British rule in Ireland. Their commitment was to ultimate separation based

on democratic institutions and the eradication of ].andlordiem.

Moreover, in attacking imperialism they applied the principle of

selL-deterininatton not only to their homeland but to the occupied

empire at large. This awareness of Ireland's position In the

imperial framework must also have been enhanced by the return of

a large number' of Irish, both offic era and privates, who had served

with the army in India and other such territories. In another

sense, however much Irish leaders affected to regard Home Rule as

a domestic issue, iglish statesmen, Liberals as well as Conaervativss,

debated it as * threat to imperial integrity. Michael Da'ritt observed

that FigUahmen had been schooled in the faith that the very existence

of the British empire depended on the mai.nt.nance of a single

Parliament for Great Britain and Ireland. 2 Joseph Chamberlain, for

example, when Gladstone was converted to Home Rule, chose to secede

from the Liberal party rather than "sacrifice the uiity of the Bpire

1.	 Ijyone, Ir'elsnd, p. ii.

2.	 Davitt, Fen6alisi, p. 1499.
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to the precipitate impatience of an old man". 1 His scheme of an

Irish Local Government Board was intended to obviate the need of

an Irish exodus from Westminster.2

If the Indian Dadabhai Naoroji expressed incredulity that

the empire uas seen to hang on the thread of Irish will, 3 he wider-

estimated the pervasive influence of a Victorian "domino theory".

This held that Irish nationalism contained "the seeds of imperial

decay", and if unchecked would stimulate the forces of separation

in every part of the enxpire. 14 Ireland was never described as "the

brightest jewel of the imperial croin", but it was believed to be

the keystone of it. Remove it and its loss would disturb the

delicate balance of mutual trust and minimal force that bound the

eiipire to Britain. With impeccable logic it was argued that

if the forces of nationalism and revolution were allowed to triumph

close to the "epicenter" of the imperial system its.]! where British

power was concentrated, they must triumph in the far flung empire

where British power was fragmented. In the words of Lord Salisbury

the granting of Home Rule in any form "would be an act of political

bankruptcy, an avowal that we were unable to aatis±r even the most

sacred obligations, and that all claims to protect or govern anyone

beyond our narrow island were at an end.	 Appeasement would not

stem the tide of nationalism. As far as he was concerned, the only

visible issue lay in "a courageous maintennce of the rights of the

1. Chamberlain to DUke, 3 Nay 1886, illce Pap, Add.Ns 143388.

2. C.C. O'Brien, pp.cit., p. 90 f.

3. Li'. 11asani, Dthbhai Naorqji The Grand Old Man of 1fld14, London
1939, p. 2142.

14. See LP. Curtis, Coercion and Conciliation in Ireland, Princeton
1963, pp. I27..1432.

5. Lord Salisbury, "Disintegration", in Quarter],y Revi, Vol. 156,
October 1883, p. 5914.
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inpfre and an impatient struggle with the resistance, however

stubborn it may be, however long it may last, against which those

rights must be vindicated" . It was genuinely feared by both the

Left and Right that if Irish aspirations were met the emoire would

disintegrate "step by step", as if set off by a chain reaction.

South Africa would demand Home Rule at once and. India wouJ4 not be

far behind. A Radical like Henry Fawcett, who was reverently knowa

as the "Friend of India", and who was considered friendly to Ireland,

urged the Liberal party to remain out of office "till its youngest

member had groun grey with age", rather than be intimidated into

voting for Home Rule 
2 

Ashmead-Bartlett spoke with feeling of the

"Frankenstein" roused in Ireland and about to overwhelm them.3

Even Gladstone was prepared to admit that Irish Home Rule might

have imperia]. repercussions, but only if frustrated. He argued

astutely that if "local patriotism" was satisfied in time, "Inerial

patriotism" could be salvaged.1

If from America Patrick Ford lectured nationalists on these

cosmic dimensions of the Irish problem, Frank Hugh 0 'Donnell's

recipe of accommodation was the more realistic. Internationalism

as expressed in the proselytising columns of the fish World was a

frothy mixture of service to humanity and global terrorism. In its

1. Salisbury op.cit., p. 593.

2. ansar, Vol. 233, 21i. April 1877, Gals. iSOh-5..

3. Hansar4, Vol. 283, 22 August 1883, Cola. 1632-3.

l	 Harisar, Vol. 301i., 8 April 1886, Col. 1082.
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most volatile form it sinchronised Irish insurrection with a strategy

of guart 11 warfare against the British er4re • itex'nationa1iam as

envisaged by 0 'Donxioll was a more practical and might be a more

potent solvent of eiipire. In a period when foreign policy was

directed towards the acquisition of ever new trirritories, he impressed

on Irish politicians the service that might be rendered to democracy

and to nationalism by making the conduct of lr",eria]. affairs a party

question. "As the only compact representation of unprivileged

classes and subject nations in the British 1ire", 1 Hoi'ia Rulers

pOssessed a potential slgniflc-'nce which far outweighed their numar.

lea], strength in Parliament. Symbolically, Ireland by resisting

successive British attempts at pacification was cast in the role of

rebellious colony, and Home Rulers converted into pioneers of tiooia].

and erial change. As euoh they were merely passive agents of

reform. For 0 'Donnefl it as in their powe to become te act.ve

pacemakers and catalysts of a less oligarchic system based on free

rather than subordinate association. He understood much better than

the British that Irish nationaliani was not a disease that could be

cured by alternate doses cf ooeroion or conc1 liition, but was as

much an aspect of British culture itself as a reaction against British

domination. Ireland therefore was a prototype of national, revolt, if

not the actual model for other colonies in Africa and Asia attempting

to break out of the ierial straight-jacket. O'Donnell's attempt

to forge an Allitnce with Int11ran was not only recognition that they

were fellow-travellers and India was the counterpart of Ireland, but

formed an indispensable part of his policy to facilitate the trans.'

ition of both countries from dependency to nationhood. InMa 's response

1. E. Strauss, Irish Nationalism and British Dooray, London 19S1,
p. 137.
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suggests that mair of the main patterns and lessons of nationalist

reaction to British colonial administration were formed in Ireland.

This thesis, then, is a study of 0 'DonneU and his place in

the Home Rule movement from the particular standpoint of his efforts

to stimulate an Irish parliamentary interest in Indian affairs; a

crucial standpoint from the point of view of his career, and a

fundamental one in terms of its general significance for the

Irish cause. The Liiniediate objectives are to restore 0 'Donnell to

the political context of Irish nationalism; to investigate his views

about Ire3.and t s role at Westminster in supervising the affairs of

the empire where they concerned tie lives and future of unrepresented

peoples; and to ascertain their relevance to the lions Rule programme

and the extent of their adoption into it. Such a study, however,

cannot be kept on a single plane. It calls for consideration of a

number of inter-related themes, which require to be disentangled

but are not always conveniently treated in isolation from one

another. The influence of the Irish Worl4,, for example, in directing

Irish attention to the existence of the British empire, and the

practical need to win support from the Clan ma Gael fox' nationalist

policies, were iortant factors affecting the readiness of Home

Rulers to be giided by O'Donnell. So also was the degree to which

Indian political leaders were prepared to co-operate with an often

discredited Home Rule party and to be influenced by the experience,

tactics, and ideals of the Irish nationalist movement.
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The general election of February 187b overthrew Gladstone 'a first

Government and brought the Irish Home Rule party to Parliament.

IrelAnd, the orthodox "Whigs" 1 who had monopoUsed the constituencies

In the Gladatonian honeymoon of 1868 had been routed, and a majority

of mu Irish Mambera of Parliament returned described themselves as

Home Rulers or subscribed in varying measure to the Home Rule programme.

Ltty-.nine seats were clAimed for Home Rule by the Nation 1 2 an estima-

tion which greatly distorted the actual and potential power of the

party. On the surface, it looked as if most elements of moderation

and stability in Irish politics had been swept away in the landslide.

The Thnes saw Isaac Butt and John Martin as arohe types of a group of

"determined agitators" and "iiqractical fanatics" who had captured the

Irish hustings on "the absurd resuscitation of repeal."3 However,

such misrepresentation was commonplace in the uncertain atmosphere of

an electoral campaign.

The English press as rather inclind to underra it' not to

deride the Home Rule victory. Before polling day, the	 considered

the excitement in Ireland aroused by federalism for the most part

"frothy" and "unsubstantial", which would soon subside and leave no

practical result behind. It predicted that Irish representatives

would be not much better nor worse than before, not muoh more creditable

1. tccordi.ng to the Pall Mall Gazette the tern "Whig" was a convenient
synonym for a "Gladstonian Liberal". Pall Mall Gazette 1 2 February

2. Nation, 11 February 187J43 LB. O'Brien, The Life of Charles
Stewart Parnell, third edition, London 1899, Vol. I. p. 68.

3. Tm, 31 January i81.
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to their own country, nor nore dangerous to tne Liperial &3vern'1ent.

Provided Butt could rely upon the allegiance of aU t 1io Hoaa Rule

members, not only to the phrase but also to the policy of pressing

the federal claim upon reluctant Governments, then, it admitted, there

might be ground for apprehension that the tactics of Prederick Jicas

would be repeated with iiore success. However, it was discounted. that

Home Rule in its present form and ith Its probable representatives

could be a serious danger either to the empire or to the par1iaientaI7

prospects of the Ljberal party. £he Inies was badly astray on the

last count and had to revise its opinion on tho first a few years

later. After the election, the press was no less scornful about the

likely parliamentary influence of the Honie Rule party at Westminister,

or about the talents of the new members. 1 Yet It is apparent that

many r)iglish newspapers were not enamou.red by the prospect of an fish

party once again ariied with a mandate, no matter how tentatively, to

procure the dissolution of the Legislative Union of 1301. The

ecttor,for example, seemed to take excessive comfort from the

0 'DonogIiue 's victory in Tralee over iis Home Rule opponents, and from

John MitcheU 'a "utter" defeat at Cork, as symptoms of a very qualified

success for Home Rule. 2 The PaU Mel]. Gazette was convinced that

Irish natiomll am meant mischief, and would cause as much trouble as

it could. The "compact array" of ultramontane politicians which it

purported to see in the Irish party, was an element in politics which

inspired In it "equal aversion and aj.arw." 3 The Times was also

prepared to concede that the Irish party could become a thorn at leaat

1. Tijie, 9 February, 13 March 1871k.

2. Spectator, lh February 1871i..

3. Pal]. 14a].]. Gazette, 2 February 1S71.
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in the discussion of Irish business in the House * "They (Rome Ruler's)

were able to 'zak. almost any amount of demonstration they pleased,

whenever there were elements of disa!!action to be gathered together."1

In India, as was to become usual following an election, the results

were scrutinised with interest and forecasts of future British policy

towards India made on the basis of them. The return ol' Disraeli and

the Conservative party did not suggest any Uberalisation oi' policy

towards India, nor any concessions to Indian nationalism. Indeed the

reverse seemed more probable. The outlook was gloomy. The genera].

movement in Britain against Liberalism had hit the Radicals hardest,

from whose ranks the "friends of India" tended to be drawn. In

particular, the defeat of Benry Fawcett at Brighton, comparable to

the defeat of John Bright in 1557, was received with genuine sadness

and dismay in India, and in bigland. The Spectator thought that only

the India House would exult in the loss for no other' Member of Parlia".

mont dared search into its interior. It lamented that there was

literally not one man of ecperience left to criticize the conduct

of the Indian Gvernment for the few remaining Anglo-IndIans appeared

to have been expefledz "The loss of Mr. Fauoett will cost us

millions yet, and is duo simply to caprice". 2 Fawcett was rightly

regarded as India 's parliamentary representative, 3 conscientiously

protecting the rights of India as he protected the rights of the under.'

privileged In Britain. Ie was the only Member ol' Parliament to

make an issue of the Bengal Lamir. during th. entire electoral campaign.14

1. PImes, 18 t4arcli 18714.

2. Spectator, 7 February 1874.

3. TInes, 10 February 1874 pectatoi, 7 l4arch 18714.

4. Tim, February, 19 March 18714 Pall tU Gazett 11 February
I8714j peotato, 3]. January, 7 February 174.
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On the eve of the election a special appeal was made to his constituents

by Indian speakers on his behalf, and when unseated a fund totV1fg

£1OO was raised in Thdia to pay for the eqense of another contest.1

Hope was partiaUy restored in India when Hackney took ?awcett as its

candidate in March, after Sir Charles Reed the sitting Member, stood

down when his victory was invalidated.2

The appearance of an Irish Home Rule party was noted with interest

by some Indian papers. That nationl!am appeared to have succeeded

in Ireland, when Liberalism had been overthrown in Britain, was seen

as possible compensation. Though the unflattering articles of

the Times on Home Rule received circulations the Indian reea teo.dM

to reserve judgement. Its policy was to wait and see, for there

was understandable confusion as to the interpretation of Home Rule,

As one newspaper phrased itt

"At present no one knows exactly what Home Rule means,
for th. simple reason that it means nothin."3

Th. doubt was soon diap.U.d by Kristodas Pa]., 4 editor of the

Influential and prestigious Hindoo Patriot and wider whom "natty.

journalism developed into a power". In a isading articl, headed

"Home Rule for India", he urged that natiomaliats adopt the Irish

slogan themselves and direct their attention "to the introduction of

constitutional government for India" with which most British colonies

1.	 L. Stephen, Life of Henry F'awoett, london 1885, p. 385. Thi
£1400 was transmitted to Rugland too late to hei finance his
campaign for Haokney a month later, but was used to defra7 hi.
costs in the 1880 Elections.

	

2,	 T!mes, 19 March 1874.

	

3.	 Indian Public Cinion and PLmab Times, 10 March 18714, quoted in
}findoo Patriot. See also Indian Speotator January 19714, P. 4.

	

14.	 See NJ. (Ihose, Xrieto 1s Pal. CS1CUtt* 1887 and G.P. Filial,
Rereeentative Indians. london 1897, pp. 446.
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had been blessed. The "Home Rule" principle he wanted extended to

India was the recognition that representation went "hand in hand"

with taxation.1

In short the Irish success promoted an air of eipectation. At

a time when Indian nationalists were begmiing to appreciate the

urgent need for an organised base of support in Pwliainent, the Home

Rule party made a propitious entry into a Tory House of Commons.

The emergence of a third party without the authority of the Conser..

vative Government or the complementary right to succession 0±' the

Liberal Oposttion, seemed to promise a ready body of criticism and

a possible friend of Indian nationi1ist development. The Indian

Publio Opinion averred with appreciable hyberbols that if the Home

Rule party would serve as a political "zueridioity society" it would be

the moat valuable political reform of the age.2

The fifty-nine Home Rulers who took their seats in the new Erlia..

ment part11.y justified the ezaggerati n of the Tiines but not the

expectations of the Indian_Public Opinion. The majority, as the

Times foresaw, were not passionateiy committed to Home Rule. It

believed that Home Rulers would relieve their consciences and discharge

their duty to their constituents by "voting for some abstract notion

In favour of federalism1 but otherwise would give a steady support for

the Liberals or the Conservatives on other issues as beforø.3 Pew

indeed were "determined agitators 1 and still fewer intercessore of

1. H.P. Ghose, The Newspaper In India1 Calcutta 1952, p. 33. See
also H. and U. Mulcherjee, The Growth of Nationalism In India
1857-l9O5 Calcutta 1957, p. )46. Hindci, PatrI, 2)4 August 187)4.

2. Indian Public Opinion and Punjab T1.mes 10 March 187)4.

3. Times. 31 January 187)4.
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the order hoped for by India. Most were loosely pledged to plead for

justice for Ireland but they were not necessarily prepared to accept

the brief of humanitarian and nationalist sponsors to plead for justice

in other countries. Not since the "Repeal" days of Daniel O'Connell

had there been an Irish parliamentary party with a mind and a will of

its own on questions unrelated to Ireland. There had been several

inferior imitations, hut the notorious willingness of succeeding

generations of Irish Members of Parliament to trade votes for prefer-

ment and places made a mockery of any concept of independent action.

John Pope Hennessy was perhaps typical of the Irish parliamentarian

who took en interest in foreign and imperial affairs. I-Jo was an

ardent advocate of the cause of Poland, yet during his brief tenure

in Parliament proclaimed himseLf an open follower of Disraeli, and

generally supported the Conservatives in party divisions. In 1865

ho resigned his seat to join the Colonial Service, in which he gained

rapid promotion, to become,first, Governor of Hong Kong, then of

Mauritius . His main contributions to philanthropy and his champion-

ship of the interests of native races, were performed as an interested

civilian and not as a disinterested politician.

It was only when the Irish formed themselves into an unaligned

party in Parliament that they made any separate or concerted stand on

imperial politics. This was true of the independent Irish party2 in

the riiddle 1950's led by George Henry Joore and Frederick Lucas, which

at its zenith in 1952 commanded a strength of forty-eght members,

1. J. McCarthy, Reminiscence, London 1899, Vol. II, p. 150.

2. See J.H. Wh'te, The Independent Irish Party l850-2, london 1958.
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gradua].iy reducing to twelve in 1858 prior to its break-up. 1 lbr

many years the Irish Liberals exerted little influence at Westminster,

being too closely associated with the Liberal party on &ig]J.sh and

imperial cuestions. To counteract this inmotence Moore devised a

nolicy which in its essentials resembled the theory of obstriction

practised by Parnefl and Biggar in the early years of the Home Rule

movement. At a time when the political balancebetween the two major

parties was delicately poised, he appreciated that a sudden transfer

of support could bring about a Government defeat and precipitate a

Cabinet crisis. If this should happen often enough, and If the adxninis-

tration of the British empire was to be carried on at aU, he believed

that either the Liberals or the Conservatives would be forced to con-

ciliate Ireland. 2 A beginning was made with the "Irish Brigade" in

1851 on the Ecclesiastical Titles Bill, when a group of Irish Liberals

detached themselves from the Liberal party, sat apart on the \Opposition

benches, and held meetings of their own.3 Foflowing the general

election of 1852 in which Lucas was returned for Heath, some forty-.

eight t'1'mbers variously pledged themselves to retain a policy of inde-

pendence towards aU Fglish Governments until Irish grievances were

redressed. The "Independents", or those who adhered to the pledge,

continued to sit as an opposition, although they did not always vote

as'one. In fact besides the Irish Lend question, there were few

subjects on which the party opposed the Government with any frequency.

1. Whyte, o.cit., p. 1l3.

2. M.G. Moore, An Irish Gent1eman George Henry Moore, London 1913,
pp. l71-l75.

3. Ihyte, op.cit., pp. 21-2L.

!. Thyte,	 pp. 82-91.
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On matters of foreii and ndlitary policy, however, it usuaUy

did ao. The party voted for successive motions of censure on the

conduct on the Crimean War in 1855 and 1856, and supported Cobden in

1q57 in defeating the Administration on his motion concerning the
1

treatment of China. Significantly, it would appear that the out-

standing advocates of independent opposition were interested in

ix'nperial affairs for other than tactical reasons. In 1853 for example,

the Irish were strongly represented in the Indian Reform Society,

formed specifically to influence the Government of India Bill when

the charter of the East India Company caine up for renewal but also

generally to investigate the nature of Indian administration. Largely

financed from India, the Society revealed a readiness to work with and

on behalf of Indians and perforrrzed a valuable ftznctiorx as' a "propaganda

agency" to stimulate interest in India. At the height of its member-

ship the Society listed thirty-nine Members of Parliament, of whom

eight were T.rish. 2 The most important "Independents", T. Kennedy

(Louth, F. Lucas Neath), and G.H. Moore (Mayo Co. ),were all

members. Lucas, a Quaker who had been converted to Roman Catholicism,

was possibly drawn into the movement by John Bright3 one of its leading

personalities and a near relation. Acknowledged by John Dickinson,

one of the founders, to be the "backbone" of the Reform Society,

Bright swelled its ranks by introducing at one time or another

thirty Members of Par1iament) The "Independents" were always

1. Whyte, op.cit., p. tJ.15.

2 • G. Bowyer, Lt. Col, J. Caulfield, J. Fitzgerald, F. ench*,
T. XennedT*, F. Lucas*, J. Magon, G.H. Moore*; the five with
asterisks were members of the Independent party. See J.L. Sturgie,
John Bright and the Enpire, London 1969, pp. 5)4-62.

3. Bright became Chairman of the Society in April 1855. Sturgis,
op.cit., p. 31.

)4. Thi4, p. 32.
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sympathetic to the Radicals voting for their proposals in Parliitnent

and the Indian Reform Society was strictly a Radical enterprise.

There was an Irish ph! 1 nthropio school of thought, but it was

essentially an extra parliamentary phenomenon, the creation of

Richard Davis Webb and Richard Allen, both Thablln Quakers. They

were the centre of a general movement for reform which sought the

amelioration of anything "that caught their moral

"Slavery, temperance, British India, anti-opium, anti-
capita). punishment, anti-corn law, mesmerism, cold water
cure--everything was taken up".2

According to the biographer of Richard Allen, they were called by a

jocose newspaper editor "Anti-everythingiane"3, but they had little

contact and little influenoe with Irish politicians, until the coales-

cence of the two strains in the person of Alfred Webb. A foundation

member of the Home Rule movement, Webb toiled for many years behind

the scones, as treasurer of first the Irish Home Rule League under

Butt and then of the Irish National League under Parn.U. His

energies were primarily devoted to organisation and to econ, although

his interests covered a wider range of competence. He was a regular

correspondent to the press, and his strong observations on the pro-

gress of Home Rule and on the duties of Home Rulers courted respect.

Despit. his official position he was not inhibited from voicing

serious doubts about the Nloosenesa of organioationN and the revolutionary

1. McCarthy, op.cit. p. 1S14.

2. J.M. Hernon Jr., Cults, Catholics and Copperheads, Ohio State
University 1968, p. 60.

3. H.M. Wigham, A Christian Philanthropist of Dublin: A Memoir of
ki.chard Allen, Irnidon 135&, pp • 13..].14.
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impulse of the land movement, 1 and offered to resign as treasurer in

1883 to make way for a person more in accord with the genera]. sense

of the League. 2 iia interest in the empire developed as he came to

analyse the merits and demerits of federalism and separation, and

before 1890 there were glimpses of that concern for the welfare of

subject nationalities that characterised his later life. 3 Always an

advocate of "xnora]. force" over "physical force" as the one weapon

that remained to minorities 14, he believed that Ireland because oi' her

unique txperience could play an essential role in the protection of

weaker races within the enpire. 5 For his hui-°nitarian outlook,

Webb no doubt owed much to the influence of his father, and certainly

to the "liberal and philanthropic traditions" of the Society of

Friends6, though he departed from them on their opposition to Irish

self-government. 7 In 1890 he emerged from relative obscurity to take

a seat in pirliament as .M3nlber for West Waterford. At once he formed

a liaison with Sir Joseph Pease and was co-director of a concerted

campaign to eradicate the Indian opium trade with China. 8 11ie Irish

1. A. Webb to LB. Webb, 14 June 1831, Webb Paper,is175. See also
A. Dunlop, Fifty tears of Irish Jouinalism Dublin 1911, p. i214.

2. Webb to Parnell, 19 May 1883, Webb Papers, Ms 17145. This letter
appears in draft form.

3, Webb in Freer.an's Journal, 29 March 1880.

14. Webb in Freeman's Journal, 21 October 1878.

5. Webb in Freeman's Journal, 26 December 1885.

6. Webb in British Friend, iIay 1893.

7. See Petition from Society of Friends to House of Commons 1893,
Society of Friends Papers, PB. 21(98), Dublin.

8. Hansar, 14th series, Vol. 114, 30 Juno 1890, Ccl. 601.
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Society of Priends had long been hostile to this trade and had conveyed

petitions to Parliament through Pease) In December 189b he was

invited to preside over the tenth Thdi'n National Congress as President,

2the p-nn pole of his career, and he became the third Briton to hold

that post. 3 On his return to gland he left politics, for wh.ioh he

felt himself unsuited, and because he was insufficiently at ease in

the Hoae to give utterance to the "thoughts and feelings" that

"seethed through and possessed" him. He felt convinced that he

exercised greater influence in Ireland by letters and intercourse
S

than ho did by unrewarding Committee work, having " much more to do

with eminent people"1! The problems of India impinged on Webb's

time more and more during his semi-retirement and held only second

place to Home Rule in his list of priorities. Sympathetic to the

aims of Indian nationalists, ho did much to arouse interest in India

and till his death in 1906 tirelessly promoted the cause of political

reform and the gradual transfer of power.5

Ideologically and institutionally the Home Rule party of 18Th

was not geared to undertake an independent or interv-entionist role

in parliamentary affairs. It represented an artificial blend of

nationalism and oonsez'vatiea that was essentially inert, If the

Inalienable right of Ireland to be restored her Pwliamant was instated

1. See J.W. Pease to H. Wigham, 3 Nay 1886, Society of Priends Papers,
Dublin.

2. See Webb to Secretaries of the 13th Indian National Congress,
Webb Pap, Ms 17147.

3. George lule was President of the A1zthAbad Congress 1888 and Sir
William Wedderburn President of the Bombay Congress 1882.

Li. Webb to 'rcCarthy, 10 August 18914, Webb Pap, Ms 17146.

5. See Conclusion.
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upon so was the inalienable right of the Irish aristocracy to be

restored their House of Lords • One historian has gone so far as to

say that the founding of the Home Rule movement in 1870 was "an

attempt to secure Irish political leadership to the land lorda and

the upper middle class, and to keep the dangers of English democracy

away froni the shores of Ireland". 1 Isaac Butt may have been the

defender of Fenian convicts and the leading advocate of moderate

tenant-right, but he began political life as an Irish Tory and. never

renounced his conservative principles or lost his distaste for

revolution. Certainly he was of the opinion that "there [was] no

peop'e on earth less disposed to democracy than the Irish,"2 and

believed that in time a "separate Irish Parliament" might constitute

a "Conservative element in the British Constitution". The Irish

Home Rule League which he founded appealed to a section of Irish

landlords as a way of protecting their ascendancy arid maintaining

their political power. Jhile the view concerning the aristocratic

and conservative nature of Butt's Home Rule party is traditional,

and has recently been criticised for its overstatement,3 it is never-

theless true that conservatism was reconciled to Home Rule. The

price paid for that reconciliation was an ambiguous pledge to support

Home Rule, and the total absence of electoral machinery to enforce

the pledge. There was some basis in fact for the "nostalgia of

1. Strauss, pp.cit. p. 1.

2. I. Butt, Irish Federali, Dublin 1372k, p. 39, .tote4 in Thid.

3. D. Thornley, Isaac	 pp. 209-211.

L1 .	 Ibid. pp. 138-17S.
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Frank Hugh 0 'Donnefl in later years for the aristocratic golden age

of Butt" . While the landownlng element was considerably down ø

1868, the ballot had a leavening not a catastrophic effect. It was

merchants, financiers, and professional men who benefitted from their

relative decline, the career politicians not the tenant farmers or

shopkeepers. They constituted S8 per cent of the Home Rule represen-

tation. Yet 23 land owners2 whom O'Dcnneli. describes as "the fine

flower of the Canton and the Reform"3 were returned as Home Rule

Members of Parliament, and they naturally tended to be the least

active and least progressive group in the party.

Home Rule was a very effective election cry, but it failed to

cement an effective or an independent party. Liberal time-servers

and carpet-baggers were elected on no firmer basis than that they

had expediently Inoanted the saving words on the platforms. As

Sir George Bowyer wrote to Disraeli in November 187? s

"I Imew that unless I accepted the ehibbolet (sic) of
Home Rule I must retire forever from public life. And
many of my coUeagues feel the same."L

David Thornley has estimated that of the 59 Home Rulers elected

to Parliament, only 20 were of "theoretically proven loyalty. There

had been no formal Home Rule party before the elections; Haute Rulers

had fought them as individuals rather than as members of a party.

Butt had intended that the organisation and constitution of the party

1. O'Donnell, Histpy, i, pp. 90-91, 1467.

2 • Dr. Thornley divides the 59 Home Rulers into three categories s
Number i'ercentage Returned

(1) Landowners	 23	 1	 39%
(ii) Middle class	 314	 57.6%
(iii)Lower class	 2	 3.1i%
Thornley Qp .cit., p . 207.

3. O'Donnell, op.cit., p. 91.

14. Bowyer to Disraeli, 6 Nov 1877, Disraeli l4as, quoted In Thornley,
op.cit, p. 196.

5. Thornley, ibid.
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was to be atte.pted onir after the results were knoin. On 3 !arch 3.37ij,

!6 TTo"e Rulers responded to a circulzr inviting them to concert tactics

for the approaching session of the new Parliarient. A nurber oi'

resolutions were passed which stressed the iortanoe of united action

and which authorieed the creation of a loose executive to co-ordinate

the be Rule effort. The most irtportant vsre proposed by Butt:

5That in the opinion of this eot!!erence the tiie has
arriYxL wia the irish menbexa who have been elected
to rprenent the national demand for Hore Rule owjit
to form a ssrate and distinct party in the Ijouse of
Comcns, united on the principle of obtaining self-govern.
meut for Irelan4i £3 defined in the reaotious of ti.a
con.forezce held in Dublin last Noveiber.

That, while our future action must depend upon the course
of events, and the occasions that may axis. it is essen-
tial to the due discharge of our duties to our constitu-
ents and the country that we should ooilectively and mdi-
iduaUy hold ourselves aloof from and independent of all

party coibinations whetcer of the Mtnisterialijts or of
the Oppos tton".1

The result s a victory for continued iztforria1ity and the 1oical

conaeouence of the principle of free parliaiantary action affiraed
at the first Home Rule Conference the preceding Novaiaber. It was

frational and optimistic to 3xpect elected Mabers of Prlient

to accept a plecIe which they had forcefully rejected as prospective

candidates 2 Btitt was chosen leader of th, party, whips were

a pointed, and a for nightly Hone-Rule dinner was arranged, but

these were more the ornamental trappina of an a& yet occasional

pressure-group than of a fuJr-pl.dged party. As with the former,

1. Tini, Harsh 13714.

2. This was an anendrtent proosed by Nichael Cahill, seconded by
Joseph Biggar, which sought to obtain written pledges A'o Home
Rule candidates to abide 17 aajority decisions, to vote as a
unit, and to act independently of £iglish parties. ie aitieuci-
ment was rejected. morni.ey,	 t. pp. l6t-l66.
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membership was both scattered and Indistinct in th. House. Home

Rulers with coils ervative proclivities such as Sir George Bowyer and

King Rarman sat on the Government benches and habitually took the

Government whip, whil. traditional Liberals sat above the gangway

on th. opposite side. The only compact and reoognhsabls Irish group

was the rump of twenty strong formed by Butt and his more activist

recruits, who took up residence below the gangway on the Opposition

benches, a position later acknowledged as the "Irish Quarter". Even

they had connections with the Liberal party, described themselves

in Dod's Parliamentary Companion as "Liberals in favour of the system

called Home Rule for Ireland, and in straight party clashes between

Government and Opposition, several were known to receive the Liberal

whip. 2 Di effect, therefore, the resolution on uniformity and md.".

pendence meant voting for an annual Rome Rul, motion but otherwise

according to individual inclination and former habit. ]. O'leary,

for example, though a nationalist was a fervent supporter of Tory

policy abroad, and was to be found consistently in the Conservative

lobby In support of Disraeli's proceedings in Turkey, Cyprus,

Afghanistan and Thdia. 3 The unenfranchised empire could expect

little help from the large majority of "no1r1A1" 13 Horn. Rulers who

knew little about the eastern dependencies and perhaps cared less.

1. Se. also 14. J4acDonagh, op.cit., p. S6.

2. S. Gwnn and G.M. Tuckwell, The Lligof the Rb. Hon. Sir
Char1e Dilk, london 1917, Vol. 1, p. 223. -

3. T.M. Healy, letters and leaders, t, p. 36.

13.	 Sea lord 1Weraley, Gladstone n'1 Ireland, london 1912, p 613.



There was nothing intrinsic to the Home Rule prograiiuie itself

that demanded that Home Rulers take an interest in or act as a unit

on non-Irish questions in Pwliament. That member3hip in the move-

ment did not involve conversion to a prescribed political code of

behaviour or the expression of prescribed political opinions had been

axiomatic all along. Article five of the Home Goverzment Association,

the genera]. tenor of thich was conceded at the Conference, presented

persistent backs].iders and abseenteea with a ready charter of absolu-

tion.1 Home Rule proclaimed the political philosop-iy of se].f-determin..

ation, but the birth of a phrase did not cause the death of a tradi-

tional frame of mind. As far as the early leaders of the Home Rule

movement were concerned, Home Rule had no relevance outside the Irish

political context. 1hile Home Rulers affirmed the inalienable right

of self-goverimient for Ireland, they did not specifically affirm that

right for the unenfranchised efre.

The attitude stanped by Isaac Butt during the first Home Rule

Conference at the Rotunda was critical in this regard and symptomatic

of a large body of Irish opinion at the meeting. Butt held that

separation or simple repeal would be hopeless and injurious. "The

true solution", he affirmed, "was the federation of the pire on the

basis of self-governed nations."2 There is no doubt that Butt'a

federal proposals inv1ved more than simply an Anglo-Irish 8ettlement,

and one historian has stated that they looked ahead to an entire

system of imperial devolutioni3

1. Article five is printed in R. B. C) 'Drien, Parnell, i, P. 67.

2. Isaac Butt quoted in O'DonneU, History, 1, p. li7.

3. Thornley, op. cit. p. 99.
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• .a].though my immediate concern is only with Ireland,
I do not suppose that if Irishmen obtain the separate
mnnpement of Irish affairs it 18 at a.0 likely that
&iglishinen or Scotchrien would consent to the manage-
xnent of their domestic concerns by a Parliamant in
which Irish menbers still had a voice. Whether
bgland or Scotland would still desire to have the
internal affairs of Great Britain anaged by one coiion
Parliament Ia a matter entirely for thenselvea to
decide."].

Yet, as with the programmes of "Imperial Federation" 2 at this time

and especially later, it was certain that Butt alone did not have

the prescience to include the coloured colonies and dependencies

In his scheme of devo].uton. Ireland sought an arrangement such

as the old white dominions, Canada and Australia, had achieved.

Britain's iiperial prerogatives would in no way be affected:

"The federal arrangement which I cantenpiate is one
which would preserve the ]erial Parliament in its
present for-a. It would leave to that Pu'liament all
its pr.sent coir'rcl over everything that affected the
Lerial crorzn—it,s dozainions, its colonies, and its
dependencies--over the foreign relations of the Ffre,
and all. qi stions of peace and ii.ar."3

L.iere was no trace here of any notion of universal libertj, end Butt

made explicit assurances at the Botunda that 1r.samen did not desire

the disintegration of the empire. It could be claimed that Butt

anticipated the furore which was to greet his Lo...e Ibile proposals In

P rlianent, and gave this assurance to draw tue venoi Zroi ecpec d

glis i attacks • In fact, DIsraeli on 2 Ji2y l3	 ada tie typ3al

reapon e to the Hone ?cule challenge. "If we d3 not cleanse tao parlia..

menta.ry bosom of this 'perilous stuff '— ge sa1l bring about the

1. Isaac Butt,	 e G vernmemt for Ireland,_ iris i	 ralis its
'{eariin, its C7bjects and its	 Dublin 1374, hth edition, p. 16.

2. See J. E. 'Irler, The_Strle for iperitl 1ity 68-12,
London 1333, Gh. .

3. tt, op.cit. p. 33.
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diatintegration of the K doia and the destruction of the npire." 1 I

1 81 Sir Wilfred Lawson marvelled that the "five sy]labled word",

"disintegration", a1iaya "fetched" John BuD. and see ed to sii.ffice fQr

2
relevant argument. It is more probable that Butt saw Irish Home

Rule as a unique phenomenon, conditioned by the special relationship

between Britain and Ireland, arid therefore unlikely to incite ainula-

tion in the empire at large. Indeed, a liberated Ireland would pull

its weight as an i.1perial partner.3

Butt opened the Rotunda Conference on 18 Nove.iber with a long

and detailed speech in which he reaffirmed his federalist interpretation

of Home Rule, and argued in favour of its urianimous acceptance. The

eripire figured impressively in the justification of his schema, though

in a manner reminiscent more of colonial oppressor than of a leading

advocate of t'ie constituto v'a]. parliamentary tradition. Ireland, he

held, was entitled to her blood money:

"The United Kingdom of which Ireland is now a part,
has vast foreign and colonim.l possessions. axiy of
these possessions have been acquired during the period
of our disastrous partnership of seventy years • deaven
knovs we have paid dearly enough for t'ieia. Ye are entitled
to our snare in them. They cannot be apportioned between
the two countries. It is only under a federal arrange-
ment that we can have any share in that which we have so
dearly bougTit. Remember that simple repeal would hand
over all the colonies and foreign possessions of the
British Crown to the uncontrolled management of the
British Parliarient, a parliaiaent in wriich Ireland would
have no voice."14

1. Thnsa, Vol. 220, 2 July 18714, Col. 963.

2. Natiofl, 10 December 1881.

3. Butt, op.oit., p. 29.

14. Irish Home Thile League, Proceedings of th Home
Buulin iJ1, p27.
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Imperialism was an Important plank on which Butt built his federalism.

The extended sispire, with the opportunities it offered of employment

in the Civil Servic, and the arIy was the pawn and prise between

federalism which he wanted, and separation which he abhorred. In

Butt 'a opinion, the isportance of this view of the question could

not be exaggerated. The greatest eupire that Europe had ever seen

had been won since th. union of 1801, the attainment of which "Irish

valour" had largely contributed and "Irish treasure" partly £inanc.d.'

India, perhaps because Butt 'a son was attached to the Indian Civil

received particular treatment in this panegyric of an

Irish imperial heritages

"Since the Union an g1iah commercial company has
surrendered India to the Crown..-not of ig1and..-but
of the ibited Xingdom. In the terrible contest for
the maintenance of glish power, for ]gliah existence
in the IriH*it continent, Irish blood was poured out,
and Irish bravery and Irish inteUsot kept India for
that Crown."3

In short, India belonged to Ireland as much as it did to Eug1and.

In this sense, lame Rule meant Ireland for the Irish but also the

rest of theepire into th. bargain. Butt carried the Conference

with him and the 7th Resolution was passed unanimouslys

"That in the opinion of this Conference, a Pderal
arrangement based upon these principles, would consolidate
the strength and maintain the Integrity of the npirs,
and add to the dfgnfty and power of the Imperial Crown."

1. Prooeeding p. 27.

2. Natio, 1 February 1879.

3. Proceedings, p. 26.

4. Thid.

%. mid., p. 127. The resolution was put by )4itchel Ilenry LP.
and seconded by W.J. O'NeiU Daunt.



Although Butt'. f.deral Interpretation of 14o.e Rule was accepted, his

views of an Irish 1no1veuvt in the Raintsnce and growth of the

ozzpir. did not necessarily receive a stasp of approvaL On this

point nrny of the dlegates had atroni reeervatona.

The Ccnfsi'enoe was do1natod by a patrician oligarchy aasooiat.d

with the novement sInce its inoepton, but had also attracted iore

popular elements w!iich fro the !trst were notable for tcir nei

and sdvnod sjrpathies. The e nsion of the Hone Th1e noverit

into 11and, which drew its sport fron the bi'iirant labouring

Iri& In the 1nd&strial towns, returned a brzid of naticn' i3* more

broadly based avd less concerned with appearances Althouh Jo

Feruson s doclartion tiat tie "people 'a day had Co e" was pre

ti'e, i1readj the trend was towards vore popul*r prtic4patin.

The advanced n&a at the Conference promised t.oir neutrality,

though they were uninspired by mutt's Bone ul. prorwrne. Old

repealors of the type of WJ. 0 'NeIU Daunt1 and John Martin, the

l,drs of the tgU&t contingent such as John Ferguson and John

Thtrry, and a new gwa of Fenins represented by Joseph igar and

John 0' Connor Power, for the ozaent held their peace. To theni the

eip ire was not * cause for "wonderment" and respect b-4t rather the

eibdiment of Irish misgo ernaent and the synbol of flgUsh t'raxw.

Nevertheless, Thitt's attpt to obtain a perfect quality of rights,

1ve emd liberties through Lsation with the empire, and

through "intern cesiona" was to be allowed a trial.

1. Se WJ. O'NetU Daunt, !tgity-?iv. Yere Of IriSh History,
Tidn 1896, 2vo1e.

2. Thornisy, op.c 1 t., p. 166.
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If given the choice O'NeiU Daunt, the retired Secretary of the

moribund Home Government Association, Martin and P.J. Smyth much

preferred "Repeal" of an arrangement resembling Grattan 'a constitution

of 1782. They acquiesced in federalism because it appured to be

mor. attainable, 1 and because it contained many of the benefits which

"Repeal" could confer 2 When Smyth announced his resignation from

the Home Rule party in April 1874 and his intention to return to a

apearatiet path, 3 Daunt came to the rescue with a counter letter of

regret. He reminded Smyth of the words he had spoken at the

Conference that it was "an sot of patriotic dut' to go with the

Psdera1i.te".4 let Daunt himself had given a firm warning that zis

support for federalism, and h. spoke for others like him, was con-

ditional on substantial and immediat. results. s promised that

if, on the other band, the system of "nomtn*l incorporation with

g1ancI" was prolonged, which was "merely a mask for the provincial

servitude and robbery of Ireland", the words "British apir&' would

be rendered hateful to Ireland and the British connection would become

disgusting to Irishmen.5

"Ton make the words British ir. words of evil omen
to our country. The Union is, in tact, a disintegrating
measure. It renders the g1iah connection a g*llig and
a disastrous chain tnst.ad of a fair and honour&ble
alliance."6

1. O'Neill Daunt, op.cit., p. 194.

2. Times, U May 1874.

3. Nstion, 24 Apr11 1874..

4. op.cit.

5. Proceedings, op.cit, pp. 132-133.

6. mid., p. 133.
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"Real di.meab.rmer&" consisted in tli• "alienation of the people" in a

"system" which zaade "nearly every Irish emigrant eli over the globe

an enemy of 1!nglaud". 1 Daunt vaa certainly no admirer of the British

or their empire, but hi. warning accurately predicted the growth of

an anti-imperialist development In the nationalist movement. 11,

realised that th. factor of union gave Ireland a not incongruous stake in

either the preservation or the destruction of the empire:

"It [the Union] give. Ireland a certain interest in
the overthrow of the npfre on the same principle
that prisoners in the hold of a elaveehip would
welcome shipwreck as affording then a desperate
chance of escaping from their bondage".2

If federalism offered the empire the co..cperation and the partner-

ship of Iriabmen, its rejection guaranteed their nom-co..operation

and th. progression to separatism. The fran. of aind was aptly

expressed by Wi11(w* O'Brien: "IA 1902 and in 1870, the message to

ig1wd, 'friends, if yoa will 1.t uaj Rebels, if yot will drive

us. "i The Home Rule peace offering exposed a Janua ..Zace. (L

IDigland 's reepons. to it wavered Ireland's reaction to th. mpire

and her loyalty to the Union. The anti-imprialisa of the Parnellites,

in contrast to the imperialism of Rome Rulers like Butt, can pertly

be understood if this basic principle i. conceded.

Th, weakness of Bntt 's position was that he depended utterly

on th. good will, of the politicians ha was attempting to influence.

His policy was on. ot conciliation and iteration, of convincing the

1. O'Neill. Daunt, "Ireland under the legislative Union", in
Conteorary Revte, Vol.. 141, ,Tune 1882, p. 9214.

2. Proceedings, op.eit., p. 133.

3. 11. O'Brien, Reoollection, p . 9!.
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House of Conmon by reasoned and persistent argument that the duties

of Irish governiient could safely be devolved on Irish gentlemen.

The battle for the English mind was to be waged on a broad front of

Irish grievances by I eccable mariners and by the persuasive

powers of human reason:

"What they could do was this: they could, by their presence,
proclaim the solemn protest of Ireland against the system
under which it is governed; they could place their views
fairly and distinctly before the British House of Conuions,
and leave to them the resionsibility of rejecting the
deiends of tie Irish people; they could destroy rnisrepre-
sentation by making a statement of what Ireland really
seeks; and, above all-and ?'e was sure trey would do her
a most Im',ortant seirtice-tey could expose the system
of coercive op'ression, an.i unconstitutional tyranny, by
which fligland alone maintained her present system of govern..
rient. By that means the Irish nenbers could exert an
in,ortant Influence on public opinion. Beyond tiat they
could do nothing--beyond that everything rested with the
people."1

For Butt, there was no other way. lie did not possess an arsenal

of alternative tactics • Obstruction and belligerency had been

ruled out and a refurbished version of 0 'Connell Vs concept of

"noral force", 2 upheld against then. Butt refused to be party to what

he teriied a system of "indiscriminate voting against every ministry

upon every occasion that cculd turn them out." "To bind himself

to such a pledge would destroy every particle of moral Influence which

any motion of his would have in the House of Commons." "He would

not sub iiit his future conduct to the absolute control ol' any tribunal,

on earth, except his o,n conscience, and that higher tribunal, his

responsibility to God."3

i 0 'ConneU'a hands the concept of "moral force" was fashioned

into a positive instrument of intervention on the aIde of humanity

and suffering everywhere. He was a fervent anti-slavery man, pressed

1. Natior,U April l871.

2. See LB. MoDoneil, Public Opinion and Govex'nzuent Polici in Ireland
l8O1-18t6, London l9 2. A. 4aoIntyre, The Libeato, London 1)

3. Butt quoted in Thornley, p.cit., pp. 167.8.
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for the abolition of flogging in the army, for the rwva]. of Jewish

disabilities, and supported Covernnent policy in India "whenever it

tended to prescribe the diffusion of Christianity, and the establish..

ment of a solid basis for independence". 1 The work of the British

Itidia Society found in hint a keen spectator and supporter, and on

several Occasions he raised selected questions in Parliaaent for

the Society5 on behalf of the flidians • He even prodded the Society

into wakefulness when he thought them falling asleep.2 Edward

Pease, a leading abolitionist of the opium trade and a frequent

corresDondent of the radios]. Qaker school in Dublin, rejoiced that

the poor natives of idia had such a friend in 0 'Cannel], whom he

described as "that ever wakeful friend of the oppressed."3

The nplementation of Thitt' a concept of "moral inflience" in

Parliament was much less productive, and eubodied decide' negative

qualities. In the first place, Butt was anxious that t ie case for

lioite govennent should not be jeopardized by unfavourably affecting

ti e disposition of i1iahrLen to give it a just hearing. The avoid..

ance of contentious issues and a scrupulous adherence to a policy

of safety was consequently called for. In the second place, con-

siderable stress was given to the view that the Ror'te Rule movement

ought not to be dissipated by the splintering effect of Irish

Meibers of Parliament pursuing parliamentary interests of their

on. Both these factors tended to reinforce the traditional Irish

1. MaoIntyre, op.cit. p . 127.

2 • E. Peaøe to R. Allen, 1 March l8io, Society of Friends Papers,
Dublin, Post B/26.

3. W.J. Fitzgerald (ed.),Correspondence of D. O'Connell, The
Liberator, London 1383 Vol. II, p. 216.
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reluctance to intervene in imperial and British affairs. EngUh

politicians regarded both these areas as outside the ordinary con.-

petence of Irishmen and upheld unspecified laws of trespass. What..

ever sympathy Butt personally may have felt for the grivancea of

Indiana and Africans which from time to time came to his notice,

his political predilections did not allow him to act on their behalf.

However, the rump of genuine nationalists which Butt theoreti.--

cally directed in Parliament from his seat below the Opposition gang..

way, included a group of activists who eschewed the language of

persuasion before a tribunal which they did not believe to be impartial.

They acknowledged Thitt 'a authority, while they refused to be bound

by hi. policy, at least when it appeared to make little headway.

His goal of a liberated Ireland they shared, but not his regard

for protocol nor his inflexibl, approach to tactics. Basically,

th. emphases of their nationalism were different. The conception of

an imperial partnership and of an J.nglo-Irieh solution to self..

government was fundamental to Butt'. nationalism. That of the

aotivists was compounded of their experience of psi4l mentary frustra-'

tion and of their deliberate assertion of an Irish as distinct fron

a British character. In terms of political behaviour th. distinction

was crucial; it marked the difference between conciliation and obstruc.

tion, of obeying th rules of political disputation as set by iglish..

men, or of exploiting them in a manner that was never intended.

This conflict revealed itself especially on imperial queationa and

was to prove a constant source of weakness and disagreement in

the Irish party. Butt by ino1in tion was a paterna].ist and s'm-'

pathiaed with, i.f he uet1lly abstained from Toting for, th. imperial

enterprises of the Government. The ma4ority of Home Rulers, however,
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tended to support (fladstone, while the activists were hostile to both

parties. Butt ].acrced the moral courage and the decisiveness to

discipline his more rebellious followers, a task made difficult by

his freouent absences from Parliament. When he did determine on

strong action, it was much too late. In one sense, the adverse

decision in 1873 on the rule of majority decision was fortuitous

for the activists. Ironically they were enabled to pursue an aggres-

sive policy, because the principle of "free parliamentary action"

was upheld. Had the decision been reversed and majority decisions

enforced, the preponderance of "nominal" Home Rulers might have

told enhatioaliy against them and perhaps snuffed out their

experiment.

The activists tended to look on the en1re and on the Union with

less respect than Butt. Yet the concept of "moral influence" suryived

and was redefined and redirected by the spiritual heirs of 0 'Corinefl.

The old talk about. enjoying the fruits of empire cane to seeni inappro-.

priate in a struggle for Irish independence, and a new dialogue of

responsibility and concern for the welfare of dependent peoples, if

not also for the parallel development of other colonies into dominions,

was substituted. This ciange in attitude was gradual but it acceler-.

ated towards the end of Butt's political career, and possibly in

reaction to the continued intransigence of the Government to the

Home Rule demand. To a degree then, the growth of anti-imperialism

was motivated as much by a change of political circumstances as by

a change of heart. Consequently it 18 possible to see the parlia-

mentary response of the active Home Rulers to imperial questions as diver-

gent. On the one hand as envisaged by O'Neifl. Dawt the response

could be antagonistic, obstructive, and negative. On the other



hand as translated by A.M. Sullivan, 'amk Hugh O'Donnell and Justin

McCarthy, it could be philanthropic, constructive and reforming.

It was this dichotomy that sometimes caused th. policy of inter.'

venticm to be confused with obstruction, and the motives of the one

to be associated with the motives of the other. In some respects

the policies were eimilarj both were methods designed to intimidate

the Government Into conosding Hone Rule, but the former by app ealing

to a3r1d opinion and by mobiliaitig support from within the empire,

the latter by exasperation and by boldtng Parliane't to ransom.

Henry Grattan 's prophecy that the union presented Ireland with the

opportunity to take "revenge for ail her w2ongs" was about to be ful-

filled. Ireland, he said, "will send into Thgland, and into th. bosom

of her Parliament, and the very heart of her constitution, a hundred

of the greatest rascals that can be found anywhere." 1 If initially

she only sent a tenth of that number they nonetheless contrived to

bring about near paralysis.

1.	 Quoted by Iard Advocate Jeffrey n lord John Russell (ad.),
Menoire,1 Journals and Correspondence of Thomas 4ore London
1854, Vol. vr, p. 183.4.
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1. A Policy of Intervention

The origin of the policy of intervention1 in imperial and British

affairs is vague. An interventionist policy was possibly floated

in activist circles prior to the general election of 18714, when

future political tactics wore being d.iscussed on a hypothetical basis.

Howover,it is generally assumed that it took definite shape in

response to the disappointing and barren parlianentary record of

the Hone Rule party in the first two years of its existence. The

crushing rejection of Butt 'a modest Home Rule motion in June 18714,

calling on the Rouse to resolve itself into Committee to consider

the Parliamentary relations between Great Britain and Ire1and2

signalled a mushrooming of demands for greater activity to be

displayed by the party. During this debate and indeed throughout

the session, the organisation of the party showed itself to be

desultory, discipline was loose and genuine coimnitment lacking.

Eight Irish Maabers in fact who were believed to have pledged

themselves to support a Home Rule motion voted against it. 3 The

motion was negatived with almost contemptuous formality by !&B

votes to 61, and few Lnglish M3nlbera were prepared to treat Home

Rule as a realistic proposal or to even give it a fair hearing.

1. The term is 0 'Donneli 'a and wlfl be used in preference to
that of "obstruction", with which it differs in emphasis if
not always in method.

2. Vol. 220, 30 June 18714, Cola. 700-76g.

3. Thoraley, çp.cit., p. 231i.

4. op.clt.

. OnlY ten English Lmibere supported th. motion.
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Apart from some minor success cii a motion to reviv, the Irish fishing

Industry, and on the Municipal Privileges (Ireland) Bill, the Home

Rule party had nothing to show for its efforts. However limited Irish

expectations were, they were unlikely to have been fulfifled.

The first suggestion of an active policy is usually attributed

by Home Rulers to J.P. Ronayne, Member for Cork, and a respected arid

advanced nationalist. 1 At a meeting of the Home Rule league in

February 1379, Parneli recalled for the consideration of those assembled,

the advice of Ronayne to participate in the discussion on iglish

business. 2 Certainly Ronayne was one of the first Home Rulers to

critic is' the hollowness of the parliamentary fight conducted by Butt

arid to recoinniend a change of tactics • H. O'Brien records the advice

he frequently urged on the party:

"We will never make arty impression on the House until we inter.
fsre in English business. At present gl1shmen manage their
own affairs in their own way without any interference from us.
Then, when we want to get our business through, they stop us,
We ought to show them that two can play at this game of obatruc.i.
tion. Let us interfer, in Ftg].ish legislation; let us thow them
that if we are not strong enough to get our work done, we are
strong enough to prevent them from getting theirs."3

Ronayne, always retiring and shy, was himself unwilling to put hi

ideas into practice, though he coached Joseph Bigger and the younger

men of te party in the techniques of the new policy. However, with

the possible exceptions of Major P. 0 'Gorman, Captain J. Nolan, K. O'Cle'7

1.	 W.O'Brien, RecoUecti, pp. 1143.-1l41t; Healy, Letters nd Lead.
1, p. 39; O'Connor,	 1, p. 261; LB. O'Brien, Parnell, i,
pp . 93-14.

2. Time, 5 February 1879; O'Donnell, History, i, p. 161.
3. Ronane quoted in H. B. O'Brien, op.cit., p. 93.

4. H.W. Dicy, A Diary of Two Parliaments: The Disraeli Parliament
18714-1882, London 1835, pp. ).5, 38. O'Gorman declared that his
maxim was "on a].]. occasions to vote against the introduction of

ig1ishmen to Ireland".



and A.K. Sullivan, 1 Bigger was the only Rome Ruler until 18T6 to

2'espond with any deliberate purpose. The intervention which Ronane

formulated and Biggar applied, placed its sole emphasis on retaliaticn,

and there was no suggestion that it would be other than obstructive

or of nuisance value. The strategy was straight forward; if Ekiglishmen

could block Irish Bills, then Irishmen could also block Ekiglish Bil].a.

Liperial affairs were apparently not included in their scheme and in

187L only Bills which has relevanc, to Ireland--the Expiring Laws

Continuance Bill and the Intoxicating Liquors (Ireland) No. 2 Bill'—

were deliberately impeded. Apart from the Indian famine, there were

no obvious foreign or imperial crises on the horizon, and Bigger if

he could manipulate the procedures of the House of Commons with effect,

lacked the basic knowledge and expertise to intervene p poseful],y in

what was for him an u fsnn(T tar field. It is extremely doubtful. whether

the Ronane-Biggar formula of intervention conceived imperial questions

to be of any practical value to the cause of Rome Rule.

F.H. 0' Donnell claimed the authorship of a forimila of interven.

tion which did. Unfortunately his "History, not always an iripartial

or accurate chronicle, is the only source for its origin. Never-

theless, the sequence of the events which are described and which

have additional authorities, tends to verify his account. Basically,

O'Donnell affirmed the position that a policy of imperial inter.e.

vention, pre-dating the disillusionment of 18Th, was blueprinted

by a triad of Irish journalists, of which he was one, employed by

1. AU four Home Rulers joined Biggar in opposing the Expiring
Laws Continuance Bill, although Sullivan showed his dis"
approval, of continual divisions by walking out of the House
during the committee stage. lucy, op. cit., p • 3 ; Hans ar4,
Vol. 22]., 25 July 1871., Cola. 7l.3-7b6 27 July l871iCols.
987.1027.
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the Morning Post. Although the three were leader writers of the

paper, a consistent enen of Irish autonomy, 1 they were not aesoci..

ated with the policy of its proprietor Algernon Borthwick, after-

wards Lord Glensk, or with the views expressed in its columns in

praise of Disraeli, high Toryism and imperialism. The Morning Post

*LB carelessly edited at the time, which allowed for considerable

latitude in the bias of their articles 2 The three Irishmen,

Sheridan Jcnowles, 3 the leader writer on parliamentary affairs, J.

Baker Greene,4 the leader writer on general. affairs, and P.}T.

O'Dorinell,the leader writer on foreign affairs, at various times

used the paper as a vehicle for views with which it was generally

msympathetic. AcoorcLing to O'Donnell, the Morning Post had been

for many years, in about everything except the profits, an Irish

nationalist possession. 5 Like most Irishmen they were concerned

and troubled with the administration of Dublin Castle or with the

government of Ireland, "good, bad, or indifferent, by anybody but

the Irish nation". The Home Rule movement created by Butt in 1870

found them interested spectators, but their intimate experience of

glish indifference to the consideration of Irish affairs at

1. Wilfred Hindle, The Morning Post 1772-1937, Portrait of a
Newspaper, london, 1937, p. 232.

2. T.P. O'Connor, Memoir, 1, p. 69.

3. For biographical nateria]. see J.S. Crone, Concise Dictionary
of Irish Biogra, Dublin 1937; D.N.B., Lndon 1909, Vol. II,
p. 302; Times 30 January 1832; Athenaeum, 4 February 1832,
p. 156.

4. See O'Donnell, History, 1, p. 175.

. See H.R. Fox Bourne,	 1ish Ne'wspaperss Chapters in the Hiati
of Journa14, London 187, Vol. II, p. 345. T.H.S. Asoott
faaters of &i1ish Joumalismt A Study of Personal Forces.

, p. .L)'U.



Westhinzter, left thern fe illusions about the outrotie of Butt's

"essay at oonciliaticm".1 In 0 'Donneli 'a ease that e.qez'ieuce

ima recent for he had joined the staff of the Morrin Pos1 In

1371. He was also oonneoted with the 	 ctator, the h tner and

the ab probably aS a free-lance journalist. However, it at

first he *e the pupil of Greene and Knowles, he became the

leading philosopher of the school they represented.

0 'Donnell recalled that aft1er his arrival in Loion, he was

frequently a guest at the houses of }. Charles Cavard of the

French eiibassy, and of Dr. Hax Schlesinger, the London corres-

pondent o2' the Ne ?x'eie ?resse of Vienna. He was greatly dis-

turbed by the ignorance of his French acquaintances "upon the very

existence of Nationalist aspirations or a nationality In Ireland.

It was at the eveniri.s of Dr. Schiesigner that the condition of•

Ireland was sometimes discussed. 0 'Donnell heard Irish Ueabers

of ParliL ant described as "kaelber" - calves - and he listened

intently to "corro qive corinentaries ozi the helplessness of Irish

re,reserxtation". These criticisms prompted him to "meditate on

the general contenpt for passive endurance and the general

respect for nations which hewed themselves." O'Donnell brought

his "resentment" and his "neditations" to his tio colleagues and

together they arrived at a solution, that paralleled in its obstruc-

tiva aspects the policy of Ronae and Biggar. Sieridan Knowles

suggested that ministries impervious to argwent might be more

sensitive to inconvenience. The7 saw that in the arithmetic of

parliamentary government, there lay the possibilities of effective

2. O'Donnell, Histo 1, . 1? if.



intervention. The &iglish Constitution was confused and its Govern..

merit was overburdened,

"...etodged with business it cannot perform; with a party
system which turns out every ministry just when it had
had barely tIme to learn its ABC; with Bills on top of
estimates, and motions on top of Bills; wlt"i foreign
affairs, and colonial affairs, and Irish affairs, and
Indian affairs, and even Scottish affairs, all wanting
to drive abreast through Temple Bar...".

Parliament, which claimed responsibility for some four hundred

mifl 4 on people, was unequal to the increasing number of demands

made upon its time. It was in session for only six months of the

year, worked barely six hours a day and seldom after midnight.

Its machinery of rules and regulations which governed the passage

of legislation was outmoded, debate was unlimited, and the calendar

crarrLmed full. Only the willingness of the Opposition to co-oper-

ate within such a system had so far postponed reform. "Surely",

wrote 0 'Donnell, "that acadeV of laputa could be put out of joint,

if there was a man to try". It was settled that 0 'Donnell, youth-

fu]. and self-confident, should attempt the task. Baker Greene

subsequently presented himself as candidate for an Irish parlia-

mentary seat, but "repelled and nauseated by the empty bluster of

Dublin nationalism", left the fight to O'Donnell.1

The National Home Rule Conference of 1873 was considered a

suitable occasion to launch a "pilot or pioneer balloonu, and an

ideal opnortunity for "testing opinions and perhaps of testing

brains and det rminatlon". It was arranged that 0 'Donnefl. attend

the Conference on behalf of the !lorning Post to report its pro-

ceedings and on 19 November, the second day of discussion, he

presented the idea. "Home Ru .leN, he argued, 'would move forward

1. O'Donnell, History, 1, pp. 176-9.



when Irish Members of Parliament interfered in iglish affairs

just as long as glish lleiabere interfered in Irish affairse"

It has recently been written that 0 'Donneil "antagonised" marty

at the Conference "by his outspoken reverence for the imperialist

tradition" • It was true that 0' Donnell openly supported Butt's

programme of a federal partnership in the efre. Yet as the

official swunary of his speech revealed, he said little about

the desirability of maintaining an Irish iniperia]. presence; he

said much more about Fglish reactions to the alternative of separa-

tism should federalism be rejected*

"The ordinary Eiglishman could not understand the pro-
position corning from Irishmen to give up their share in
the government of this vast npfrs. To the logical
common sense mind of the average British citizen such
a proposition and such an attitude would be simply
incredible. The earnestness, solidity, and sense with
which the moverient had been conducted up to the present
had given the Eiglish people fully to understand that 	 2
Ireland would never be satisfied with a vestry in Dublin."

Had O'Donnell caued resentment because of tiese statements which

were equivocally Imp rialist, Butt could scarcely have escaped

the opprobrium. Hot ever, the latter emerged from this Conference

with his reputation enhanced and his federal proposals accepted

in principle; the former, if he was noticed at all, emerged as the

eq)ositor of radical and unacceptable theories. If O'Donnell

repelled the majority of Home Rulers it was by the advocacy of a

system of parliamentary intervention in the affairs of hgland,

1. Thornley, op.cit., p. 190.

2. Irish Home Rule League, Proceed1ng, op.clt., pp. 10)4-5.
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the purpose of his mission. There is no reason to suspect that

this was not fultillech It was therefore likely that his pleading

was received as unfavourably as Biggar' s case for .iritten pledges1

and for the same reasons • Butt had not considered the tine ripe

to "lay down by hard and Last lines any plan" to which they should

expect home Rulers to adhere

"If he were asked to pledge himself to vote on every
occasion against every ird.nistry witoh did not znace
Home Rule a cabinet question, he would not accept a
seat in arliarnent on cozdition of accepting su&i a
pledge".

To be bound in this way, he had objected, would be to "destroy

every particle of moral influence which any action of his would

have in the House of Commons" •2 Similarly, on the third day of the

Conference, MitcheU Henry cautioned O'Donnell tnat, giving votes

in matters a Lecting the interests of Englishmen and of which they

had not the remotest idea, was an immoral system".3

It is not ó].ear from the official version of his speech in

the report of the Conference precisely what 0 'Donnell had recommended.

He was represented as saying that "the withdrawal of a hundred

members from continual interference in English affairs would be

the greatest benefit to the English nation" 	 In short, that

on the grounds of convenience, he had advanced federal Home Rule

1. Thornley, op.cit., pp. 161-l66.

2. Butt quoted in	 p. 167.

3. O'Donnell, History, i, p. 180.

Ii.	 Proceeding, op .cit., p. 1o.
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for the consideration of gliahmen rather than a scheme of parlia-

matary intervention for the consideration of Home Rulers • 0 'Donneil

pointed out in correction that there had never been "continual

interference in Eig1ish affairs" and that his use of such a phrase,

"completely unprecedented in Irish speeches", was a recommendation

of future policy, not a description of former practice. 1 At any

rate, the vagueness of the official transcription of O'Donnell's

speech would indicate that he failed not only to persuade, but also

to convey to the Conference an accurate impression of the counsels

of his Morning Post colleagues. In private conversation 0 'Donnel].

might have been more lucid and explicit. He claimed that a score

of influential Irishmen to whom he outlined his "counsel of per-

fection" -- A.M. Sullivan, J.P. Ronane and Sir John Gray in

2particular were named -- showed themselves agreeably impressed.

But first, in order to drive the "1iglish chancellor to

distraction", 3 O'Donnell had to secure a parliamentary 8eat. This

fitted well with his ambition. As a student at Queen's College,

Gaiway, he had "dabbled" in the "noisy politics" of nationalism,4

and had early set his sights on a parlipmentary career. In January

1874 ho stood for Caiway county as an advocate of Home Rule arid

denominations]. education,S recommended by Isaac Butt6 and armed

1. O'Donnell, History, i, p. 180.

2. Ibid., p. 182.

3. Ibid., p. 178.

4. 24 May 1874.

S.	 Freeman's Journ, 30 January 1874.

6.	 O'Donnell, p.cit., p. 96.
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with a "oong d' 1ire" from the krchibiahop of Westminster,

Cardinal Manning. Before polling day, the wails of the conati-

tuency were posted with this highly commend.atory letter. O'Donnell' a

reputation at the time possibly depended on his secure religious

rather than his doubtful political views. He was considered a

"pet" of Cardinal's Manning and Cu.Uen, 1 an ultramontane in his

relationship with the Catholic Church arid an apostle of Catholic

education in Ireland. 2 Nevertheless, Mnn1ng'a testimonial made

particular reference to O'Donnell's knowledge of foreign politics,

and to his journalistic connections, as special qualifications for

Parliament:

"Your knob ledge of Ireland and of foreign politics
especia1 ly of the Prussian persecution as well as fly
knowlecIe of the important relations you have formed
in London, all unite in making me desire to see you in
the House of Commons" .3

o 'Donnell maintained that his friendship with Manning was lifelong14

and there is evidence to suggest that he was an informant of the

Archbishop 'a over a number of years. It was through O'Donnell

that news of Bismarok 'a religious persecution in Germany and the

first copy of the Faick laws reached Maiming. 5 A fluent linguist,

o'Donnell covered Bisniarck' a political and military nanoeuvres

	

]..	 Hamilton to Corry, 14 Nay 18714, Disraeli Mss,quoted in Thornley
op.cit., p. 191. O'Donnell, History, i, p. 266. "I had ben
intimately acquainted for many years with Cardinal Cuflen--
always lunching or dining with His kninence, on passing
through Dublin, in the dingy mansion in Eccias ee."

2. Natiofl, 17 Ju]y, 18O.

3. Yreenn's Journal, 3]. January 18714.

4. O'Donnell, op.cit., p. lj91i.

	

S.	 S. Leslie, Henry Edrard nnin His Life arid Labo'ir, London
1921, p. 21l.
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a.ftex' the Franco-Prussian war, and in 1873-1,i penned a series of

if acting articles on the German ituation.1 On anotier quite

£azaoua occasion, Aaiming ezerted influence through O'Donnell to turn

the Irish vote a,ainst Ciarlca Bradlaugi 2 The T "st as po sibly

near the mark when it aiarded 0 'Dormell t w title of being the

indirect representative of the English Catholic hFrac}2y. 3 'Donnell

was given two chances at securing Gaiway. On the official rollirig

day ho was unsuccessful, but stood again when one of the re-

elected "embers, Viscount St. lawrence, was elevated to the I ouse

of Lords on the death of his fat. or the Earl of Ho'th. With the

co bined backing of Church, Cardinals and Coustnhood, 4 he 'as

returned on his second atterpt with a comfortable majority.5

'hen Parlia. ent assembled in April, the t'ireatened Bengal fariine

was the first topic that invited discussion, 6 and providAd the

raw material for 0 'Dor,ndll 'a maiden speech. For several months the

press h ci con iuctect a long campaign to convince the public and

the British Government of the seriousness of the problem. Echoing

the rather alarmist views of its Indian correspondent, Dr. George

-w

1,	 pecta, l! larch; 4, 11 April 1874. The Articles are
unsigned, but the Ctho1ic syiTipathies expressed in tiiem point
to O'Donnell. See O'Donnell, History, i, p. 177.

2. Leslie, op.cit., p. 315. See also Chapter seven, section one, p. 154 ff.

3. Tir, 27 April 1374.

Z.	 0 'Donnell claimed that on his mother's side, he was related
to so42e 400 electors in Gaiway. This was disputed by the
Times which believed his connection with the constituency to
be alight, and by the Dublin Fventng fltil which proclaimed his
ancestry to be Scottish. See O'Donnell, oo..oit., p. 95; Times
25 May 1874; Feeman'sJourn4, 19 April 1W3.

5. rjme, 23 March 1874. 0 'Donnell received 579 votes; Joyce 355 votes.

6. For * detailed discussion o! the measures taken by the Government
of dia to counteract the fanine eee E.C.?4oulton, Lord North-
brook's Indian Administration 1372-1376, London L7C3. Izuor.atici
wü.l also be driwn fron Official. Correspondence on the tUaine,
P*r1iamentu7 Papers, 1874, Vol. L.
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Smith, the Times had from the earliest reports of impending

scarcity taken a moralistic and crusading line. The Spectator

also devoted considerable apace to the eubj eat, and appalled by

the general apathy shown by &gliah politicians during the elections,

pressed for an immediate debate in Parliament. In its opinion

the famine was about the riost important topic with which political

thought could then deal.1 Despite the promise by the Government

of Tndia of unequalled initiative and unprecedented measures of

alleviation, 2 neither journal was prepared to accent their sufficiency.

On the question of whether to continue exporting grain and rice iii

a period of shortage, the Indian Government had declared against

any derangement of trade and placed its faith in laissez-faire

principles. The Viceroy had overruled Sir George Campbell, 3 the

Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, who had advised t at Vie "export

of rice from India to foreign countries should be stopped" tempor-

ariiy. Northbrook argued that such a drastic remedy would

inflict serious permanent harm on Bengal's overseas trade and

weaken the power of the country to meet any fixture period of

scarcity.5 As a Liberal free-trader, he much preferred to meet

1. Spectator, 11 February 18714.

2. Deap. No. A of 1873, Viceroy to Sec. of State, 7 November,
in Pan. P., 18714, Vol. L, C 9S, pp. 5-7.

3. Desp. No, of 1873, Govt. of IndiA to Sec. of State,
30 October, in ibid., p. 3.

14.	 L-Governor of Bengal to Viceroy, 22 October 1873, referred to
in jbid., C 933, pare. 2, p . 3.

5.	 Viceroy's 4inute on non-prohibition of the export of grain,
January 18714, referred to in ibid., p. 514.
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the deficiency by th. less disruptive solution of obtaining requisite

supplies of food by direct or indirect purchase. The 9pectator did

not share the confidence which it imagined Northbrook had, that the

finns could be m "by public works and a aubacr:Iption". 2 Likewise,

the Indian press demanded stronger action, and the British Indian

Association registered a firm appeal to stop all exports of food.3

Adding moentum to the agitation, th. Time! spearheaded a vigorous

opposition to this aspect of the Viceroy's policy.14

Hitherto, rndian Governments had been inclined to regard

famines as inevitable. Now, for the first time, they were confronted

with a new humanitarian attitude which was appalled by tlie prospect

of excessive loss of life and detertthied that a tragedy of the xnani-

tude that had occurred in Orissa in 1366 should not happen again.

Indeed, the force of opinion in fligland proved overwhelming. Certainly,

DIdlftn officials "were subjected to a severe strain" and "began to

feel that they would be impeached if any failur, were to occur".5

Whil, the Cabinet supported Northbrook, it was anxious that he should

purchase rice at once, in India, Burma, and Sian. 	 Its information

suggested that ordinary trade could not be relied on to take any of

this rae to Behar and BengaL6 Ch 1 Decenther 1573 the Secretary of

1. Desp. no. 9of1873, Govt. of India to Sec. of State, 30 October, op.cit.

2. Spectator,, 28 flarch 18714

3. 5.. Parliaentary Pape, C 9.33, p. 5I.

14.	 Times, 27 November 1873.

5. See It. Te1e, India in 132, London 1580, p. 331; !
vente of iy Time In India, London 1532, p. 397. See also P.R.

Skrine, Life of Sir WElliam Wilson Runt, London 1901, pp. 225.6.

6. Telegram, Sec. of State to Viceroy, 27 November 1873, in _____
C 95.i, p. 5.
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State, the Duke of Argyll, instructed Northbrook to calculate esti-

mates of supply on the basis of the largest possible deficiency.1

Although he was not persuaded to interfere with the export trade,

the Viceroy was periodically prevailed upon to increase his purchases

of grain. In all, L3o,Ooo tons of rice were imported into Bengal,

an amount which as it tranzpired greatly exceeded both estimated

and actual requirements. By the begThning of April the Times was

at least prepared to acknowledge that Northbrook 'a efforts were more

than adequat. to palliate the distress.2

Yet O'Donnell who had swallowed wholesale the alarmist

interpretations of both the Times and the Speotato, caught what he

believed to be the scent of a bureaucratic scandal. Like the

pectator he was conyinced that the Indian Government had for

"several perhaps vital months" met an "inevitable danger in an made-

quate way". 3 In his estimation, Northbrook had miscalculated the

extent of the "disaster", and had rejected many of Sir George

Campbell's propositions, which were subsequently conceded as essential.

The publication of a Blue-book contan1ig tho abstracts of a selec-

tion of correspondence betveen the Government of India and the

Secretary of State, provided O'Donnell with the opportunity to raise

the issue. Ci 21 April he moved a motion, seconded by Captain Nolan,

cilg on the Government to insure that in the case of "Abstracts"

and "Summaries", the name of the editor should be appended for the

1. Deap. Revenue No. 20, Sec. of State to Govt. of India, 1 December
1873, in op.cit9 933, p. Si.

2. Timeq, 2 April, 187L1.

3. Spectator, b April, 18Th.
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information of Parliament. The gravamen of his charge was that the

øeleoted correspondence was not the impartial snirrinary it ought to

have been, but that it was "what he might call in brief a Northbrook

Paiiiphlet". The differences between the Viceroy and his Lieutenant-

Governor, he pointed out, had been minimised and distorted and there

were indications of an "animus" in the publication. Northbrook,

whose policy "had been wholly abandoned", was in the Abstract portrayed

as the originator of all measures considered necessary for the relief

of the famine.' "The official scissors had eviscerated" Campbell's

alternative policy and all that remained of it was "half a page of

halting s.ry".2 In reply the Under-Secretary of State for :&idia

was less than convincing. Sir George 1amilton retorted that

0 'Donnel]. was under a complete misapprehension that the Abstract

had not been signed and he appealed to the private virtue of officials.

Sir Henry Anderson, a "most distinguished public servant", had under-

taken the task of compilation and had signed his name near the

close. 3 In fact, Anderson's signature seemed to cover only an iso-

lated appendix of export figures and was a return from his own

department. The motion was duly negatived, tuough in 0 'DOZmU 'a

judgment "officialism suffered a heavy exposure".5

1. Hansar4, Vol. 218, 21 April l871, Cola 933-33.

2. O'Donnell, Histry, 1, pp. lO1-5.

3. Hans4, op.cit., Go].. 939.

	

I.	 See Parl,P., o.oit., p. 50.

	

.	 O'Donnell, pCit.,	 p. 105.
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O'Donnell's injection of controversy into the question of the

Bengal famine was calculated. In the first place, he hoped to

attract Irish attention by demonstrating that nationalists could find

links with India in their own experience. Schooled in the history

and the mythology of the Irish famine of 18)46-7, he was at once

struck by certain superficial shnilrites with the situation in

Bengali

"I had a vivid inpression of the criminal foUy of the
British Government in 18)46 and 18)47 in permitting the
export of the rich Irish harvests of corn, while i1flons
of the people were starving through the failure of the
potato crop, which was their habitual food. As they
could not get potatoes, they should have got bread.
Nobody need starve".1

The"ancheater Economists" had decided otherwise in Ireland, and on

the surface it looked as if their theories had also predominated in

Torn between the consideration of saving lit. and securing

economy and trade, they had seemingly chosen the latter. 3 In the

second place, O'Donnell desired widespread publicity. As Fawcett

was absent, he assumed the responsibility of manufacturing a

parliamentary discussion on the subject, which had been suggested

by the Sectto) and of reassuring that ,jurnal that there was atlU

one man of experience and courage in the new Parliament to check the

proceedings of the Indian Government. The relationship between

O'Donnell and the Spectator at this tine was warn. If he was

1. O'Donnell, Histozy. i, p. 105.

2. Ibid.

3. According to Dr. Moulton, Northbrook put the object of saving
life first. Moulton, op.cit., p. 92.

li.	 Spectatoz, 7, 1)4 February 187)4.
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unlikely to agree with its editorial policy on Home Rule, 0 'Donneil

found its views on foreign questions more palatable and occasionaUy

wrote leading articles for it about European matters. As for the

9pectat, it was most impressed with the Member for Galway.

Analysing the election results in early February, it referred to

the "odd accident" of O'Donnell having been selected "on his brains

alone". It could think of no other candidate who had depended for

his success on his intellectual qualifications.1

It ii evident that not only did O'Donnell rely almost exolu-

sively on the channels of information provided by the T1me8 and the

pectato, but that he also followed their lino of argument. While

he inferred that he had early formed important connections with

native India, 2 It is doubtful that as a virtua].i.y unlaiown Irish

politician he was contacted by any nationalist body. On the other

band, he was for a time the London correspondent of the Bombay

Oaet, but is not definite about when he was employed in this

capacity.3 The Times had strongly supported the "timely vigilance"

of Sir George Campbell, and the articles of Dr. George Smith were

invariably critical of Northbrook 'a "rose-coloured view" of the

problem. 14 Smith held that the Government of India was underesti-

mating the danger and that its early relief measures were

nauffioient

1. Spectator. 7 February, 1871.i..

2. O'Donnell, History., i. p. 101j..

3. Ibid., ii, p. 1.23.

	

14.	 Tim, 214 November; 23, 29 Deceaber 1873; 3 January; 3, 10
February; 2 March 18714.

	

.	 'Iend of India, 21 November 1873.
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"I may tell you that one of the highest authorities on the
subject now gravely declares to me that experience shows
that all Government has hitherto done	 to be evil, so
long as exports are not stopped, for al-ike in the inarkots
and carrying food to the markets, Government has simply
cor,eted with private trade, and has, up to this week,
almost paralysed it".]

The pctator similarly acted as an apologist of Sir George Campbell,

though it took the position that he was "wrong-headed" on the question

of exports	 When the Blue-book of summarised correspondence was

presented to Parliament, it declared that an Abstract "worse, or

more carelessly edited (had] not recently come under its notice".3

The Pall Mall Gazette was also disturbed by the dangerous and increas-

ing practice of official editing. 14 It was therefore not surprising

or perhaps unexpected that 0 'l)oxmeil 'a maiden speech was rewarded

with favourable publication in the papers whose views he had in

many respects paralleled. The Times fully reported the debate.5

The Spectator vindicated his criticisms of the Abstract, but

thought his speech a "little injured by discursiveness". 6 The Pail

Mall Gazette considered his motion "well-needed and well-timed":

"l cordially adopt and endorse almost every word in
Ifr. O'Donnell's speech, much of which is substantially
identical 'with our previous remarks."?

That O'Donnell 'a speech was also well-received in India, came more as

an additional bonus than as the object of any premeditated plan.

1. Times, 10 February 18714.

2. Spectato, 25 April 15714.

3. ILnsard, op.oit., Col. 933.

14. Pail Mail Gazette, 22 April 18714.

5. Times, 22 April 18714.

6. $pectator, çp . cit.

7. Pall Mall Gazette 1 op.cit.
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When reports of the debate reached Calcutta, the Friend of India owned

by Dr. George Smith, paid. a warm tribute to O'Donnells

"India cannot be too grateful to Mr. 0 'Donnel]. the Member
for Galway for the attention which he is devoting to it in
Parliament and for the knowledge which he ehow of Eastern
subjects. As a journalist he has already distingiished
himself by doing justice to Indian questions. His attempt
--of course vain--to secure the publication of the famine
discussions of the Council of the former Secretary of
State, was courageous.1 His speech on the officiafly edited
Abstract Famine despatohes, was as courteous as it was
spirited and he carried his point."2

A short biographical note on O'Donnell was appended in the same issue.

That a new Member of Parliament should take an interest in Indian

administration other than to parrot the official line, was obviously

regarded as deserving notice.

The publicity saw O'Donnell buoyant. He felt that his first

parliamentary skirmish had revealed the capability of Irish inter-

vention in non-Irish affairs. "I enjoyed the priority, and my

whole policy profited by the apposite illustration".3 Even Hamilton

was impressed by the "clever young ultramontane". 14 The reactions

of the Irish press to his speech, however, were varied. The Freeman's

Journal was complimentary. It had long given sympathetic coverage

to the Indian famine situation and had led the appeal for generosity

on the inauguration of a public subscription. 5 The Irishmai,, owned

1. Haneart, Vol. 218, 17 April 13714, Col. 711.

2. Friend of Thdi,, 22 May, 18714.

3. O'Donnell, History, 1, p. 105.

14. Hamilton to Corry, 14 May 18714, Disraeli Mae, quoted in Thorn].ey,
op.cit., p. 19]..

5. Freeman's Journal 26 February 18714.
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by Richard Pigott and representing thoviewa of orthodox Fenians and

perhaps of atiolits like John 4itohel, was n1 resaed and failed

to see the value of 0 'Donneli 'a "f],ying to Hindustan to obtain

material for sri tnterrogation". 1 It was nowhere suggested that

O'Dozmefl had conducted a demonstration for the benefit of the Home

Rule party, to illustrate the effectiveness or the range of a policy

of intervention. Probably not even O'Donnell himself had yet arrived

at the "apposite" conclusions which he was later to ratior1ltRe into

apprriate canons of intervention a

First, that Irishmen were better qualified than Ruglishmen
to postulate cures for imperial disorders.

Seoo, that Ho"ue Rulers were the natural representatives
in Parliament of the unenfranchised empire.

that because Hone Rule or self-determination was a
universal goal, nationalists in Ireland and nationaliat
in the empire should form an 111nce to achieve
this.

The first application of his policy, however, because it "became

quite an event in India", 2 encouraged O'Donnell to extend the range

of nquirys

"If Irish intervention could reach India, why not South
Africa? Why not the Civil Service as well as the :rid1i
Viceroyalty? Why not the D1,plomat.ic Service Act as well
as the Merchant Shipping Acts? It only wanted knowledge,
courage, and sk5ll."

The comment was perhaps tipieai.ly retrospective for ie was less

concerned here with the welfare of starving Bengalis than with

ener'gis ing the Eone Rule movement $

1. See Times, 27 April 18714.

2. O'Donnell, History, i, p. lOs.
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"AU that (his famine speech 1, besides, was an example of
Irish intervention in the most important affairs of the

pfre. . . I was vitally interested in the ad'caoy of this
policy. "1

Nevertheless, O'Donnell's speech was an important broineter of

his imperial philosorhy. The assumptions he expressed In criticism

of British administration in India predicted a new perspective in

Irish attitudes towards the empire. His criticisms were essentially

drawn from Irish tradition. History, he believed was repeating

itself. The British were perpetrating the same errors of judgment

in their response to the Bengal famine, as they had committed

thirty years earlier in Ireland. These suspicions were not confined

to the Irish. The Duke of Argyfl was hard pressed to reassure the

lords that the public works schemes introduced by Northbrook to the

distressed areas In Behar were not to be confused with the public

works schemes introduced to Ireland in lB17-I8, ithioh 'were singularly

ineffective.2 Like Hamilton he had to uphold the old maxim , "men

not measures", to disarm the criticism of the Government of India's

relief policy. Officials, in other words, should be given a vote

of confidence in spite of their measures. 0 'Donnefl firmly believed,

and the more active members came to follow his lead, that Irish

misgovernment was mirrored wherever the British raised their standard

of civilisation on conquered races • Such thinking ran in channels

contrary to that of the less advanced Home Rulers, and ccniflicted

with the Buttite notion that British misrule In Ireland was a unique

phenomenon requiring a unique solution

1. O'Donnell, History, I, p. l0.

2. Flnnsard, pp.cit., 214 April 18Th, Cola. 1067.72.
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1e development of these ideas, at least under the direct

guidance of 0 'Donneli, suffered an abrupt setback in }ay. xi election

petition was filed against 0 'Donnell by his aggrieved opponent Joyce,1

and he was unseated for "personally organisizig intinidation" • The

election was voided on three counts. First, that the Trades Q'ui1d

had demonstrated for O'Donnell on the norning of the election; second,

that the Catholic clerr had interfered with the voters; and third,

that placards cs1 Ii ng on electors to vote for "Joyce and Keogh" were

distributed on 0 'Donnefl' a authority—the ilication being that

Joyce was the apologist of J idge Keogh's infanous judgment of 1872

in which Captain Nolan had been unseated. It was alleged that the

Bishop of Craiway, Dr. icvili.y, found guilty by Keogh of "corrupt

practices" in that election and still laid under political dia-

abilities, had exercised undue influence in O'Donnell's.2 	was

relied upon as tainting the return, 3 although it was acknoviedged by

the presiding judge that t a Bishop was not guilty of any chargeable

misdemeanor. O'Donnell claimed that the charges against hia of

resorting to "threats and ob violence" were "mere lies" • Both the

resident magistrate and t e county inspector of constabulary gave

evidence of the orderly conduct of the election, and Wnot a single

witness even coplained of having been threatened or impeded."14

1. Joyce suspiciously fled from the new contest.

2. Hansard, Vol. 220, 19 June 18714, Col. 162.

3. Freenan' sJournal 6 Nove2iber 1916. See also Thiea, 23, 214 l4ay 1B7]j..

14.	 O'Donnell, 1!istory- 1, p. 96.
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Yet O'Donnell's appeal waa turned down by r. Justice Lava n, whom

A.I. Sullivan accused of being a political appointee of the Crown

and notoriously favoured by enoluients and honour.1

The expenses of the election petition on top of the contested

election crippled 0 'DOanGU financially and be was declared a bank-

rupt in July 1875.2 Nevez' a wealthy man he was thus unable to con..

template returning to Par1iaaezit until he }ad recouped his losses.

W'iile tne bankruptcy was annulled eons months later exile was of a

much longer duration.

1. See flaristi, Vol. 218, 7 May 1.3714, Cola. 18314-1702. The Caiway
decision to unseat 0 'Donnell gave iietus to an agitation to
review the Parlia tary glection Act of 1868 and other Acts
bearing on corrupt elections. Under mounting pressure, especially
from the Irish, the Goverzwent appointed a Select Coinittee on
7 March 1875 to study the problem and to put forward recoien-
dationa for irprovement. 	 It advised that Electoral Tribunals
in future should consist of two judges, and that no cin41date
oould be unseated unless the verdict against hLt was unanimous.
The Report of the Select CormizLttee can be found in Pi.rl. P.,
1875, Vol. VUI,C 225.

2. eeian's Joina, 20 July 1875.

3. O'Donnell, istor, 1, p. 1214.
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El. Recruitment

0 'DcnneU looked back philosophically on what must have been a

shattering experience. The deposition, he wrote, advanced his career

by throwing him "into extra...parliamentary work and preparatic&'.

So as to help his policy on a future day, he turned his attention

to th• organisation of nationalist forces outside of Ireland,

3oining the }Iome Rule Confederation of Great Britain, and working

his way back into national prominenc, through its offices. Not

only was he thus able to gain an important basic knowledge of local

politics in 3gland, but he was given time to cultivate new friend-.

ships end to form new alliances

Of these the most formative was with his younger brother

Charles James O'Donnell, who had taken a post in the Indian Civil

Service on u.s October 1572. It was because of this family connection

that F.H. O'Donnell was Initially disposed to direct his attention

to India and to questions concerning its administration. In time,

the Flome Ruler in Far1iwt and the official in India were to

establish a formidable partnership, which ccared more than favour.

ably with that between Sir David Wedderb'ur'n (Haddington Burgha)

and his brother William Wedderburn of the Bombay Civil Service. Sir

David Vedderburn, born in Bombay, was an inveterate traveller with

first hand knowledge of India, which he visited In i36L-. and 1877_8.2

1. O'Donnell, History, I., p. 9L

2. See E.H. Percival, Life of Sir T,'vt&Wedderrn,London 183I.
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Convinced that England's duty towards India was to fit her people

for salt-government, he was a leading advocate in the press and in

Parliament that India should be developed without delay on the principle

of popular representation, 1 and governed in the spirit of English

liberty and civilisatjon. 2 Like Wedderburn, with whom he was often

to collaborate, 0 'Dorinell also became vitally interested in the

problem of Indian representation; 3 unlike him, he never visited India,

although in 1833 rumours of an invitation from Indian nationalists

to do so caused a minor panic in Government circles. 14 Clearly,

therefore, O'Donnell came to rely heavily on his brother for inside

information. The Government of India was obviously embarrassed

by their joint ±nquiry, notably into the impoverishment of the

Behar peas ant17 and the appalling conditions prevailing in native

gaols. 6 As a result, C.J. O'Donnell rapidly gained the reputation,

at least among his fellow civ11ins in India, of being a dangerous

aiid irreconciliable . Irishman, "L'enfant terrible of the I.C.S."7

1. See Address by Sir David Wedderburn to the Bombay branch of the
East India Association on l March 1877, reported in Bonbay Gazette,
17, 13 March 1877; Fengale, 114 April 1877; Hindoo Patrio,
19 March 1.377. See also "Popular Representation in India", a
paper read before the E.I.A. in March 1380 in Journal of the East
India AssociatIon 1330.

2. See "Modern Inperialism In India", a paper read before the E.I.A.
in June 1379 in Ibid.

3	 See Chapter Ten especially,

14. Kimberley to Ripon, 1]. October 1333, Ripon Papers, Add. Ms 143, S214.

. See Chapters Seven and Eight.

6. See Chapter Nine.

7	 Pioneer, 1 March 1882.
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Strangely enough, it was with respect to the Bengal famine

that the 0 'Donnells first joined forces, though in 1876 fully two

years after F. H. 0' Dorinell 'a initial interest in the subject. In

187LL O'Donnell was a convinced "fai'dnist", vocal in the agitation

for radical measures. In 1376 he was associated with the publication

of a pamphlet which denied that a serious scarcity of food had ever

existed and hhich accused the Indian Government of gross wastage.

This was the notorious and anonymous "1ack Pamphlet" dedicated to

Henry Fawcett and published jointly in Calcutta and London. 1 Not

that 0 'Donnell '0 sharp about turn necessarily signified his defection

to the opposite calTq of famine "sceptics". Rather, it was an attempt

to put pressure on the Government to lay down a definite system of

relief procedure. He now subscribed to a widely held view that the

initial indecision of Lord Northbrook had led to the 1avih expen-

diture of six and half million pcunds, 2 when a much smaller sum

would have been sufficient had prompt action been taken. Sir Richard

Temple himself admitted that expenditure had been heavy and relief

liberally afforded.3 Indeed, when the emergency ended the Government

was left with 100,000 tone of unsaleable rice.h1 There had been

little lose of life and it was estimated that no one had died from

starvation. 14 Officialiy, it was reported in 1880 that the Govern-

ment 'e extravagence in meeting a famine of "unusual brevity" and of

"no exceptional. severity" had "exceeded the necessities of the

1. C.J. 0 'Dormell, The Black Pamphlet of Calcutta 1 The Famine of
187k, London 1876.

2. Reort of the Indian Famine Coinmiss i, Part I, in Pan. P,
1880, VoL. Lfl, C 2591, p. 32.

3. Temple, India in l88Q, p. 333.

14. Famine Repo, op,cit., p. 16.

5. See Temple, Hen and Event, p. 1405.
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The Black Pau11 accused the Bengal Government of incompetence.

The fandne was actually desoribed as a "mock affair", the result of

a "fandnist panic" which had convulsed the Government and only been

allayed by converting enormous regions into the scene of a "vast

picnic". The Bengal Secretariat Report released In 1876,and on

which the pamphlet was allegedly based, "inevitably" led the authors

to one conclusion: "the relief measures were errors of the moat

egregious description". 2 £14,271, 7S0 alone had been wasted on supplies

of rice. 3 The pamphlet therefore concluded with a strongly worded

appeal to all classes of society In India and England to demand a

Royal Commission on famines. England had to consider the point whether

she could claim to be fulfilling her duty to India by "leaving its

1Inances a prey even to ignorano

"It is true that the apathy of the English people and of
the English Peers and Commons in matters of purely Indian
interest is a subject of constant comp].aint, yet we hope,
in this instance they will not refuse to interfere and to
break the long chain of disasters which, disguised under
the name of visitations of Providence, have been really
the results of bad government or ignorance, when they were
not the outcne of a vain and ill-regulated ambition.. • ".14

In retrospect, Sir Ashley Eden, himself the object of criticism

by C. J. 0 'DonneU in 1880, saw The Black Paznhlet as the product of

"vindictiveness" and "perversity". He believed that this "grossly

libelous work" was an act of retaliation against his predecessor for

1. C.J. O'Donnell, The Black Pamph1et, pp. v, vi.

2. Thid., p. 73.

3. Thid., p. 36.

14.	 4,,,pp. 79-80.
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1
oonstant3.y finding fault with the Xrithxuan. Certathi.y, ma.jor biane

was directed at Temple, 2 but it was generally understood that he had

worked on the aaeution that "monay was literally of no account."3

Eccept for the Friend of India and the Indian Economist unable in good

oonsoience to do other than compliment the Government, the Anglo.'

Indian press aljuila.rly accused Temple of extravagance and of over-s

reacting to a Itiere scaxcity. In short, The Black Panphlet was really

the culmination of a wave of critical inquiry into th. unprecedented

expenditure, that had begun as soon as the threat of famine receded.

Th. first significant ally and friend whom O'Donnell counted in

the Rone Rule party itself was one of its beet known mebere, Alem.'

ander Martin Sullivan, the authoT of t' e historical best-seller

"New Ireland". While Sullivan was also new to Parliament in 187k

he was a an with a "national record", having as a oung Irelander

been linked with the "Bantry band" end in 1863 sentenced to six

acmths for seditious libel. on the Government for an article on thl

"Manchester i4artyre". l4ore important, he coamanded a position of

zdoubted influence and sose power in Irish constitutional. politics,

1. eden to Northbrook, 19 October 1830, Ripon Paei, Add. Ms l3,
It would appear that C.J. O'l)oxüiell was particularly well

placed to pass judgment. In Pbruary 187 b. had been appointed
Aasistsnt to the Director-General of Statistics, a position he
held until May 1376 when the Secretariat Report was coq1eted.

2. C.J. O'Donnell, pp.cit., pp. 7-9, 36.
3. Ski-in., op.cit., p. 229.
14. Moulton, o,.cit., pp. llS.'6

. The Government did revise its policy, but perhaps not In a way
that the friends of TnMa would approve. Dtiring the much more
serious crisis of 1877.'78 in which several ei Il ion Indiana perished,
it affirmed the principle that it would spare no effort "to save
th. population of the distressed distriats ti-on starvation". That
it hold that the "task of saving life, Irrespective of cost, was
one which was beyond their power to undertalce." The rule of
action suggested by history was "to provide efficient assistance"
without "Incurring disastrous expenditure". Famine Report, op.cit.
p.17.
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having assisted Butt to launch the Home Government Association in

1370 and as editor and proprietor of the Natipp, a week],y journal

later pledged to a policy of uncompromising nationalism and of advanced

parliamentary actIon. 1 0 'Donnefl claimed that he was "intimate"

with Sullivan from the fIrst hour of his "participation in any kind

of political iiork whatever". Sullivan was another who had urged

O'Donnell. to attend the Home Rule Conference of 1373, and stood by

him "all through the crisis" of the "foul" Ga].way judgment. 2 "A

debater who under inspiring conditions rose to be an orator", 3 he

was able to supplement and strengthen the protest of genuine if

narrow and ineffectual patriotism. Certainly Sullivan saw the value

of spreading knowledge to India n and believed the problem of Home

Rule could find "contributions towards its solution on the banks of

the Ganges" as we].]. as of the Liffey. 5 He thought It a matter of

regret that Irish politicians paid too little heed to the condition

of India, which though geographically distant was in "all other

respects most intimate and near" • As at Dublin there was a "Castle"

at Calcutta6 where national Insurrection wanted but the "opportunity

to burst into victorious flame. "' "In everything which was done in

1. For biographical material on Sullivan see C.C. 0 'Brien, pp, cit.,
p. 20 2N; D.N.B, Vol. XIX, Oxford l959-653pp.S7-9; Times, 18
October 1381j.

2. 0 'Donnefl, History, I, p. 1.30.

3. McCarthy, Reminiscence, pp. 337-9]..

1. Nat1p, 30 January 1875.

5. Ibid., 2 January 1875.

6. Thid, 10 AprIl 1875.

7. January 1875.
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Parliament by Mr. A.M. Sullivan," 0 'Dorinell wrote, "we see the same

purpose to combine an immediate object with a general scope and effect

He shared entirely 	 conviction that Irish patriotism should

combine itself with as many good causes and righteous demands as

possible, in order to oppose a mighty confederation of the wronged

against the leagued iniquities which oppressed us all."1

With this purpose perhaps, Sullivan gave the Government several

agitated momenta with respect to the contentious deposition of the

Gaekwar of Baroda, NaThar Rao, in April 1875.2 In the sense that it

could be held to contravene Queen Victoria's Proclamation of 1353

guaranteeing the territorial possessions of the Indian princes,

British interference in the affairs of an indian State whatever the

cause was always liable to arouse protests. In this case the manner

of 14lh*r Fao 'a removal, was open to grave objections. Having temporarily
suspended the Gaekwar pending an investigation into his responsibility

for an attempt to poison the British Resident Colonel Phayre, the

Viceroy and Council decided not to restore him on the doubtful basis

of a divided report. While the three aglish members of the Commf ision

of Inquiry set up to verify the charge considered his guilt established,

the three Indi*n members returned a verdict of not proven. As a result,

not only was there a public outcry in Britain against the action of

1. O'Donnell, History, 1, p. 130.

2. A detailed account of the Baroda affair can be found in Moulton,
p.cit., Ch. V. The Annual Reiste, 1575, pp. 87-92 also

provide. useful background information.
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the Government of Ldia, described by the Times as "probably the greatest

and moat mischievous blunder" that had "discredited [t4ieirj Indian

policy since the Mutiny", but the Indian press was unanimous].y hostile.1

The Secretary of State Lord Salisbury made matters worse by subsequently

instructing the Viceroy that in no circumstances was he to depose

Maihar Rao for criminal behaviour but only on the grounds of maladminia-.

tration. 2 This laid Northbrook open to fresh accusations of incon-

eietenc? and breach of faith. It was in these circumstances that

Sullivan gave notice of a uotion to call the Indian Government to

account for the Baroda proceedings and asked for official papers

to be released.5

Salisbury had heard that Sullivan was working in concert with

Sir William Harcourt who was also believed to be preparing "a ferocious

speech upon the subject". 6 That a parliamentary attack never

materialised was not because as }T.qml iton boasted "the Irishman" failed

to come "up to the scratch". 7 Rather, when the Blue-books were

produced in early June BritIsh opinion was largely satisfied that

"substantial justice" had been done even if "technical sequences were
not duly observed". 8 Baroda was not to be annexed, nor was its

1. Times, 3 April 1875.

2 • See Telegram Salisbury to Northbrook, 15 April 1875, quoted in
Moulton, op.cit., pp. 162-3.

3, HindoPatriot, 26 April 1875.

. Arinus]. Register, 1375, p. 92.

5. Hans, Vol. 223, 12 April 1875, Cola. 717-8,

6. Salisbury to Northbrook, ].1 May 1875, Salisbury Papers, C/2.

7. Lord George Hamilton, Parliamentary Reminiscences and Reflections
1868-1885, London 19l6p. 85.

8. Annual Register,	 it. p • 92.
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administration to be moulded along rigid British lines. Instead a

Maratha statesman Sir Madhava Rao was given discretion to reform it

as he saw lit.

Behind the seenes 0 'Donnell continued to urge Home Rulers to

persevere. Despite the "almost unlimited record of 	 in

Baroda to Justify the Government 'a "illogical action", 1 politically

conscious Indians bitterly resented Northbrook 'a meddling and

"continued to regard the deposition as a high-handed act." 2 A

"fortuitous introduction" in Paris to DacLabhai Naoroji had brought

0 'Donnell "into connexion with a whole group of active and intelligent

Persia and Mahrattas" who were very disturbed by the whole affair .

As Divan of Baroda from l873-7L appointed specifically to put its admin-

istration in order, Naoroji was able to supply first hand knowledge

about how his efforts had been impeded by the unhelpful attitude of

Colonel Phayre and his superiors in Bombay)L 0 'Dannell had also

met Ganendra Mohun Tagore a wealthy Bengali barrister living in

1. Hamilton, op.cit., p. 85.

2. Moulton, op.cit., p. 172.

3 •	 0 'Donneil, History, ii, p. )23.

1.	 See R.P. Masani, Dadabhai Naoroji The Grand Old Man of India,
London 1939, Cha. XIII, XIV.

5.	 Ganendra Mohan [Jnanendramohan} Tagore was the son of Prasanna-
coomar Tagore, one of the maj3r figures in the social and cultural
life of Bengal in the 1830s and 18!&Oa. Like moat of the leading
members of the Tagore fimily, Prasaimacoomar was a pillar of the
Brahmo Samaj, He was also a founder member of the Gaudiya Saniaj,
which assumed the task of 5,znproving the vernacular literature
and of combating the proaelytiaing activities of Christian mission-
aries. First as a businessman and then as a lawyer he became one
of the richest men in Bengal. Ganendra Hohun Tagore, by being
converted to Christianity in July 1851 and marrying the daughter
of the Rev. Krishnamohun Banerjea, a leading Derozian, was dis-
inherited by his father--an event leading to the famous will case
invrlving the whole complex issue of inheritance for disinherited
converts. This information was kindly given to me by Mr. Premen
Addy of London.

The case, which went from the Calcutta High Court to the Privy
Council, was finally decided in favour of Jotindra Nohan Tagore in
July 1R72. Jotindra Mohan was allowed to enjoy the properties
during his lifetime, but after his death these were to settle on
the children of Ganendra Mohan. A full account of the case
("Tagore vs Tagore") can be found in the Bengal Law Reports 1869.
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London1 , at whose house in 1865 the London Indian Society had been

founded. 2 At a later date Tagore was to figure prominently as his

accomplice in the work of nationalist union.3

Sullivan was persuaded to press on. In almost every feature of

the "perfidious dethronement" 14 he recognised "a sile repetition of

what had taken place in Ireland". 5 As in a Dublin "Stats trial" there

6
had appeared an "unscrupulous gang of self-contradicting rascals".

In early June he therefore renewed his motion though fully aware that

the House, because of the state of its orderbook, would refuse to give

him facilities to debate it. 7 Salisbury remarked to Northbrook that it

was only natural that when the matter had long ceased to attract any

attention, "the man who [had] preached disloyalty to the Figlish

Crown should be dissatisfied". 8 While Disraeli predictably prevaricated

about surrendering any Government time, Sullivan warned that "neither

India nor the friends of India had said the last word on the 'atrocious

usurpation' in Baroda9

1. According to O'DonneU Tagore secured a "splendid income of £140,000
or £50,000 a year". O'Donnell, History, ii, p. 1426.

2. Sadhona Bonnerie., Life of W. C. Bonnerjee First President of the
Indian National. Congress, Calcutta l914J.i, p. 17.

3. See Chapter Ten, section two.

14.
	 Nation, 15 May 1875.

5. ThId., 10 April 1375.

6. 20 March 1875.

7. Tim, 22, 25 June 1875.

8. Salisbury to Northbrook, 18 June 1875, Salisbury Papers, C/2.

9. Nation, 19 June 1875.
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Outside Parliament, he, 0 'Donnell, O'Connor Power, Ronayne and

Tagore had taken the first tentative steps to establish an Indian }bme

Rule Association. The "Constitutional Society of India" which they

jointly promoted gave as Its raison d '8tre the "carrying out of

practical measures of Indian reform", the uniting of "upright politicians

of all parties", and the development of "habits of co-operation,

self-reliance and self-control" among nationalists. It also sought

to acquaint Membera of Parliament about matters pertaining to India

and to encourage their collaboration in the work of "advocating the

public interests and welfare" of the Indian people generally. In its

comprehensiveness and ambition the Society outstripped in theory the

only other body to have some claim to be national, the East India

Association. Its membership was to consist not only of Indian states-

men, but scholars, representatives of the propertied, mercantile and

professional classes, and Indian princes in "feudatory alliance with

the British Crown". Clearly Sullivan, O'Donnell and their fellow sponsors

in proposing to bring together the "natural leaders" of the masses

and not merely the educated elite, intended to forge the widest bonds

of nationality and to set up a society which could genuinely speak

for India as a whole. In order to assimilate India for political

purposes the headquarters of the movement was to be centred in London

to where inl'oruiation and funds would flow from a network of local

branches in the chief Indian towns . Whatever the reason, however,

whether because of its origin or its Irish inspiration, no sustained

efforta appear to have been made to carry out the scheme. Baroda was

not the issue on which to test Indian nationalist resolve, nor the

time to attempt to make inroads into parochial organisation. Indian

1. Hincbo PatrIot, ]..h June 1875; Anrita Bazaar Patrika, 17 June 1575
quoted In B.B. Majumdnr, Indian Political Associations and Reform
of Legislature 1818-1917, Calãutta 1965, p. 3.02.
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politicians were hardly willing to settle their differences let alone

consent to be orchestrated by some distant executive in Britain probably

to be run by students. The Hindoo Patriot was not alone in considering

its youthfal countrymen ill-fitted for the task of elucidating Indian

questions to the British public: "either they exaggerate fdJ too much

or they understate[dJ too much". Rather than that they siould talk

"fiction, rhodomontade or sickly sentimentality", it suggested that

they should confine their ambitions to ther t'legitiinate pursuits".1

Home Rule support. had not amounted to much either. If O'Donnell

was certain that the Irish would back a "fighting policy" at least

as soon as they saw it work, his solicitations on behalf of a "vigorous

participation in the protection of Indian native interests" had only

gained him the nickname of "Baroda". In 1375, the bulk of the party

was simply not interested in taking independent action of any kind.

Moderates "refused to face the criticism of iglish opinion" on

matters wiiich they held would be counterbalanced by no rising of Irish

opinion in their favour. 2 O'Connor Power and Biggar protested alone

against the visit of the Prince of Wales to India, the forrier by walk-

ing out of the House when the vote was taken, 3 the latter by speaking

at a large demonstration in Hyde Park)l On a subject which according to

1. Hindoo P triot, 9 Noveriber l371.

2. O'Donnell, History, 1, p. 170.

3. Hinsard, Vol. 225, 15 July 1375, ColslSlh-15.

Freemns Jourzrd, 16, 19 July l37.
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the P1ag of Ireland Home Rulers should have spoken in earnest and

against the "excursion" to a man, the majority stayed at home.1

At the annual meeting of the Flome Rule League in Dublin on January

1876 Sullivan recommended that the empire should look to the leaders of

the Irish people assembled there "to save it from the awful perils

which might menace it", but seems to have drawn no response. 2 Not

even Butt en he saw the need for energetic argument at Westminster

could hope to bestir the party on J?iglish and imperial legislation.

i a proposal. that repelled him—.to confer on Queen Victoria the title

[npress of Didia—he was unable to dispel the "great deal of indecision"

in the party or convert it to the principle of open opposition. 3 As

a compromise he decided to abstain on the third reading of the Bill.14

ighteen5 Home Rulers complied with his wishes, but twenty-three6

remained to vote with the Liberals and three7 with the Government.8

1. flag of Ireland, 214 July 187. This was another of ?igott's
newspapers,

2. Time, 7 Feburary 1876.

3. Nolan to Butt, 1 Marob (1876?), Butt Papers, } 8702. (As
Butt told the House of Comwn's, "sometimes he was permitted to
speak for others on queations which those who acted with him
thought uninortantj but this was not on. of these questions •"

nsp4 Vol. 229, U May 1876, Col. 1417).

	

1.	 See Thornley, op.oit., p. 279.

Biggar, Brady, Brooks, Cailan, Culline, inis, Fey, Nirk, lewis,
MoKauna, 0 'Clery, 0 'Shaughnessy, O'Sullivan, Par'neil, 0 'Cozmor
Power, R. Power, Sullivan, Ward.

6. Blennsrhaeaett, Conyngham, Dease, Downing, Dunbar, Errington,
Martin, Meldon, Montagu, Moore, Uuxphy, P. 0 'Brien, 0 'Byrne,
O'Ca].laghan, O'Conor Don, D.M. O'Conor, O'Ksefe, O'Ioghlen,
0 'Reilly, Nolan, W.A. Redmond, Stacpoole, Sherlock.

7. Bowyer, Morris, O'Gorman.

8. Rnsa	 Vol. 229, U May 1.876, Cola. 370.4714.
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Perhaps as Ilitche]. Heavy suggested, India supplied too many openings

for Irishmen for even them to be indifferent to it.1

By 1876, however, a much broader section of the Home Rule movement

was persuaded that Butt' a methods were futile • After three barren

seas ions in a row the patience of moderates and activists alike had

evaporated. Gradualism and conciliation had brought no positive

return and worse had been accompanied by persistent absenteeism, a

min1n1 devotion to duty, and a cycle of spiritless debate and

monotonous defeat. Of the dozen or more Irish Bills introduced by

Home Rulers that year, a].]. were slaughtered except one eripowering

Irish municipalities to bestow the freedom of their towns upon distin-

guished citizens • Nationalists began seriously to consider new

approaches. Chi 31 June P.J. Smyth,as he had threatened on several

occasions previousl reaffirmed his faith in the old formula of

"Repeal" and complete separation.2 The Irishman recommended the extreme

step of immediate and total withdrawal from Westminster. 3 Even the

Times thought Home Rulers must do more than they had so far managed,

unless they were prepared to tolerate the ridicule to which their name

was beginning to render them liable. 14 According to R.B. O'Brien

they were then "looked upon as a collection of foolish but harmless

'gentlemen from Irelandtfl.S Th a series of articles the Natiofl, which

1. Henry to Butt, n.d. (1876?), Butt Paper, Ma 87014.

2. Thanaard1 Vol. 230, 30 June 1876, Cola. 751.67; TIme!, 1 July 1876.

3. See Times, 11 July 1876.

14.
	 Ibid.

S. R.B. O'Brien, ParneU i, p. 141.
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under A.M. Sullivan's editorship had been somewhat circumspect, advo-

cated a policy of "systematic obstruction" as the one way to overcome

the indifference of the House of Commons. T.D. Sullivan, who assumed

full control of the paper in November when his brother moved to London

having qualified for the English bar, 1 reminded Irishmen that English

legislation was very irach at their mercy; they could "block it, stop

it, and turn it into a mass of inextricable confusion" if they chose.

As England was "involved in a maze of delicate diplomatic negotiations

with foreign powers", Home Rulers by rendering "the discontent of their

country formidable to the Minister" could demonstrate that they had

no coinnmnity of interest with England. In such a way might Irish

grievances be more effectively ventilated.2

A "sudden and unprecedented revolution" in the presentation of

Irish discontent 'was planned in the recess, 3 by Joseph Bigger, Charles

Stewart ParneU and 0 'Donnell. At 8 Serjeant 8 Thn, 0 'DonneU 'a

London residence, this triumvirate "framed and finished" an active

policy of interference and intervention in the affairs of Great

Britain and the dominions overseas • Its "sum and total" was embodied

in a "Code of Maxims" which was drafted by 0 'Donnell to serve as a guide

for the "perfect" Home Ruler. The most salient of these were:

1. "Voluntarily to submit no serious Irish affairs to the legis..
lation of a foreign assembly with no right to legislate I or
Ireland;

1. Freerien's Journa], 16 November 1876.

2. Nation quoted in Thid., 8, 15 July 1876; Times, 10 July 1C76.

3. O'Donnefl, History, I, p. 173.
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ii. to remember, as an Irish deiuty, that your only enev is the
&igfleh Government, but not the ]igUah nation; especil-ly
if the Fnglish nation can be made, consciously or unconsciously,
your ally against the g].ish Government;

ill, to remember that you are an Imperial meiiber of Parliament
in spite of the protest of your Irish nation, and that,
therefore, your membership of the Iixperial Parliament is to
be used exclusively for the vindication of Irish nationality
or for the defence of all nations which are oppressed by
the English Government;

iv. to rerienber that the Government time in the House of Commons
is essential to the exercise of the functions of the Govern-
ment; therefore you are to work always, if possible, in
Government time, and to help all members of Parliament who
propose to occupy Government time;

v. to remember that the Empire consists of !&OO,000,000 people,
all but OO,OOO of whom have no conscious interest in the
maintenance of any portion of its system or administration;

vi. to remember that nationality is sacred in Asia and Africa as
in Ireland;

vii. to remember to pwiia}i wrong, to expose Injustice, to aid
right, to remove pain, poverty, and suffering, not only
because you. ought, but because you do honour, and may do
service, to Ireland;

viti.to remember that there are international questions as well
as parliamentary or popular ones, and that it was not only
Grattan and the Volunteers, but Washington and the Americans
who created an English difficulty, which as Ireland's
opportunity. "3.

The message that was to underlie their application was clear. Eigland
7

had. "no rights whatever over Ireland", but ireland, "pend:th,g justice",

had entire rights whatever over England and throughout the Empire".

fli the empire itself other nations had "rights as sacred as the

kglish or the Irish".2 O'Donnell wrote that it was to be the busineae

of Irish representatives "to develop the national idea" 314 "to

increase the national power". 3 Every part of this policy had two

1. O'Donnell, Histoy, 1, pp. 186-8.

2. Thid., p . 196.

3. Ibid.,pp. i5-6.
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issues, the one Home Rulers suggested, and the one which ensued

from the Government "going its oin wilful way". If the English would

not listen to reason they might respond to rwnpus; if they would not

restore the Irish Nrliaiment, they should not have full control of

theirs; if they jibbed at t, e "lesser arrangernent" of federal union

they would be confronted, as Smyth had shoin, with "the detand for

the greater purpose"; if they spurnd Irish reforms in the treatment

of other nationalities, essentially loyal political associations would

be "transformed" into aggressive nationalist bodies. 1 Personally,

o 'Donnefl was keen to retain and extend Ireland's part in the "common

pire" but his federalis n was not dogmatic. Should the "opponents"

of Hone Rule refuse to budge, then they "might lump it"; 0 'Donnefl. was

quite prepared to go along with the extremists if he had to. The

Irish colours had been nailed to the mast and he was not going to

lower them for an Jglish fLag.2

0 'DonneU did üot pretend that either Bigger or ParneU "thoroughly

entered into, or deet,ly syirathised" with all the principles outlined.

In fact he felt that Perneli probably did not and doubted whether he

had uoh use for "large views" on "the future of India and the elevation

of the British masses".3 Psi-nel]. who had entered Parliament for Meath

in April. 17 was hardly noted for his inteLligence or knowledge. In

the words of his biographer he "was ignorant of public affaire",

"read no books", and up to the end of ]276 "continued undistinguished
4

and almost unnotioed".' Bigger, on the other hand, while he had seized

1. O'DonneU, Histor1, i, p. 201.

2. mid., p. ]S6.

3. IbId., p. 1.

. LB. O'Brien,. Par'nefl, i1 pp. 8, 9. See also Haslip, op.cit.,
p. 5. "Parneil was grateful for 0 'Donneil's friendship, and in
the days when he was still learning the methods of obstruction, the
5ournaliat' a smooth, subtle mind devised tactic a which the rugged,
blundering Bigger would never have thought of".
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every Opportunity f or "outraging English opinion", by laboriously wading

through Bluebooks or by clearing the public gallery of distinguished

even royal viritors, was less effective than offensive. 1 Yet O'Donnell

believed that in them he had found the "absolutely indispensable"

allies to launch the "ventn'e" and to give the "exariple". 2 If he

was inclined to overstate his professorial role in coaching them,

unquestionably both responded to his campaign of political education.

Parnell, whom O'Donnell had first met in 1371i. and "likedat once",3

was intensely proud of his race and had an enduring dislike of

Englishmen. For a man who thougit that the "only way to •treat an English-.

man" was to "stand up to him", 0 	 'a policy had obvious attractions.

R.B. O'Brien makes the significant statement that Parnefl at this

time was not "ashamed to ask for information" and showed himself to

be "an apt pupil".5 Equally Biggar detested the government of Ireland

by England and was completely fearless. As a member of the reme

Council of the Irish Republican Brotherhood he had come "to the

British Parliament practically to see how much mischief he could do

to the British Jnipire".6

At the annual convention of the Home Rule Confederation of Great

Britain on 21-22 August held imposingly for the first time in Dublin,

Biggar, Parnell arid 0 'Donriell secured the necessary base in the nation-

alist movement from whi&i to proceed with their plan. 7 Not only was

1. R.]3. O'Brien, Parrish, i, pp. 39-90.4
2. O'Donnell, Histor 1, p.192.

3. Ibid., p. 107.

Li.. Parnell quoted in Iyons, Ireland, p. lLi3.

5. LB. O'Brien, op..cit., p. 35.

6. Ibid., p. 81.

7. Freeman a Jou4, 39, 23 August 1876;	 ies, 22, 23 August 1876.
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the Confederation won over to an active policy, but all three were

elected Vice-Presidents • This gave them the balance of power within

the Executive Council. Moreover, O'Donnell succeeded John Barry as

Honorary Secretary, the "key position",1 which enabled him "to

exercise a very extensive inüuence". As "ciief organising authority

throughout Figland and Scotland he was in a position to command

attention for his views which now carried the stnp of an important

office.2 Certainly he could issue directives in the nane of the Con..

federation which reiiiained valid unless overruled by the Executive

Council.3

1. Thornley, pp.cit., p. 291i..

2. O'Donnell, Histor, 1, p. 126.

3. Ibid., p. 162. See for example, Nation, 7 October 1876; Times
27 February, 26 April 1877.
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III The 'irst Tnetalment

T. P. 0 'Connor' s view, that Parnell and Biggar "drifted into" the

policy of "obstruction" rather than pursued it "in accordance with a

definite plan originally thought out", was incorrect. 1 The campaign

which they opened in Parliament, after the Home Rule party had showed

little disposition to mend its ways at the pre-sessiona]. conference

in early February, 2 bore the stamp. of coherency and premeditation.

Straight away they openly declared war on the House of Commons by

giving notice of opposition to every important &iglish and Scottish

Bill on the table. At a stroke "a large part of British legislation"

was "effectively blocked" for the remainder of the session, because

of the rule that only unopposed business could be taken after 12.30 a.m.3

Nor was the challenge once thrown down a hollow ote • 'om ]J. February

Parnell and Biggar proceeded to work havoc with the Government 'a schedule

"constantly obstructing, constantly seeking to turn everything upside

down with tantalising politeness and provoking tenacity". The

strategy they applied was simple but effective. Dubbed as "Biggar's

Four Gospels" it ran as follows s

"i. To work in Governxaenttixne.

ii. To aid anybody to spend Government time.

iii. Yhenever you see a Bill, b1ockit.

iv. Whenever you see a Raw, rub it".5

Historians have tended to take their cue from this summary of

parliamentary science and to conclude that the primary function of

1. T. P. 0 'Crnnor, The Parnell Move ient, p. 261.

2. Nation, 3 February 1077.

3. Thornley, qp.cit., p. 305.

!. R.B. O'Brien, Parnel, i, p. 103.

5. O'Donnell, History, i, p. 138.
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intervention or "obstruction" was tactical. Dr. Cumpaton, for example,

portrays Home Rulers "wedding" a oauao such as India's to Irish

grievances in a "manage do convenance" for parliamentary purposes.

"The condition of India under British rule" she writes, was a "Raw"

they'ieliglited to rub". 1 Tactical considerations were undeniably

important. Obviously those who favoured belligerency appreciated the

need to win popular acclaim and were conscious of playing to an extremist

gallery at home and abroad. Again, it could be held that they were

protecting their flank from raking firø in selecting English and imperial

questions for their assault. Moderate elements, if they proposed disoiplin.'

ary action, were thus compelled to strike at their cherished principle

of independence on all. but Home Rule itself. 2 As has been shown, however,

Parnell 8 and Biggar t8 brief "compendium of tactics", or as Edmund

Dwyer Gray called it "The Soldier's Pocket-book", formed only part of

a much more complex and. sophisticated policy. 3 It was no coincidence

that the issues selected by activists for special treatment were those

on which on moral grounds the most strenuous opposition could be

justified. That "the obstruction for obstruction' a sake did not arouse

the iUfeeling in Parliament that the well-founded opposition to old

abuses provoked" was not as "strange" as Terence de Vere White

imaginea. The English were less likely to appreciate the shattering of

their repose for legitimate cause by Irishmen who were expeotd to be

seen but not heard. Au T. P. O'Connor observed intervention was

always known to its "enemies" as "obstruction", to its "friends" as

the "active policy".

1. Cumpaton, op.cit., pp. 281-2, 286,297.

2. See Letter of O'Connor Power to Freeman's Journal, 16 April 1877.

3. O'Donnell, History, i, p. 188.

ii. T. do Vera White, pcit., p. 32)4.

. T. P. O'Connor, The Parnel]. Movement, p. 21,i3.
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In objecting to nocturnal la making, In talking out Bills in

which they iad no interest and in moving repeated notions of adjourn-

ment for trifling reasons, there could be no doubt that Parneil and

Blggar were "cold-bloodedly obstructive". On the committee stage of

the Army Estimates, for example, the former Impeded progress on the

ground that his criticisms were not being listened to with proper

attention. Similarly on the Valuation Bill he accused the Government

of forcing too many Bills upon the House. 1 Yet when they took up the

cause of Prison reform or the contentious subject of military die-

o ipline and the penal power of courts martial, their attitude was

courteous, business-like and orderly. 0 'Donnell believed that Parnefl.

was perfectly genuine In wanting "to improve a state of things which

badly required improvement" and he took great care to catch Eiglieh

2
votes. As one of his colleagues confirmed: "Parnell excelled us

afl. in obstructing as if he were really acting in the interests of

the British Legislators."3 That he drew his amendments with "so

much skifl" and sound reaaoning was due in no small measure to

O'Donnell's "tutoring" behind the scenes. 5 Sheridan Knowles' "immense"

parliamentary experience was employed to compile "a short guide to

the places of interest" in the Prisons Bill, and this was placed at

Parnel]. 's disposal. Even Butt was later forced to admit the "truth"

that obstruction had "not Fiing on earth to do with the amendments '

and that on this occasion the rebels "conducted themselves most

6
properly".

1. Thornley, op.clt., p. 306.

2. O'Donnell, History, i, p. 189.

3. Quoted in LB. O'Brien, Parnell, I, p . 107.

!. Thid., p. 103.

5, O'Donnell, on.cit., pp. 207-209 . This is also suggested in Abele,
op.cit., p. 53.

6. Butt to Cal].an, 16 September 1877, tt Papers, Vol. II, 14a 831.
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If the first efforts of Parnell and Biggar were quietly

applauded by the nationalist press, it was soon clear that interven

tion had failed to make significant headway in the party as a whole.

Any hopes that Butt might be converted were soon effectively

dashed. Having broken mt the Commons in the early hours of 13

April to publicly reprove Parnefl for his conduct on the Mutiny

Bill, 1 he made confrontation inevitable by publishing in the Freeman'3

Journal of 26 May letters he had privately written to Biggar and

Parnell outlining his objections to their tactics and urging them to

desist. lh both, "obstruction" was described as a "device" to which

a minority "ought not to resort", and blamed for destroying the

influence of the Irish party in Parliament and for ruining the

chances for passage of Irish measures. Butt also repudiated Parnell's

interpretation of the party pledge in reserving for himself "full

individual liberty of action upon all matters affecting Fig1and and

the Eripire at larg&'. 2 To limit the pledge to Irish affairs was to

"reduce" it, he argued, to an "absurdity":

"In all matters that can so affect the Parliamentary
position of the Home Rule cause we have solemnly bound
ourselves to avoid setting up any private opinion of our own,
to defer to the judgment of our colleagues, and to sustain
and support each other in the course that may be deemed
best calculated to promote the great object we have in view."

Parnell retorted that he should have been "only too pleased" to have

followed Butt, had he led "in anything but inactivity arid absence

from the House". Unrepentant and unmoved he justified his initiative

on Butt's lack of leadership. He had shon the country that they

1. Hansrd, Vol. 233, 12 April 1877, Col. 1Ol.i9. See also Freeman'e
Journal, 11 April 1377, which carried an editorial on the inoidit.

2. See Parnel]. 'a letter to Butt, lh April, in Freernan 's Journal,
17 April 1377.

3. Freeman's Journal, 26 May 1877; Timep, 2 June 1377. This corres-
pondence includes letters from Butt to Biggar on 29 March, from
Butt to Parnefl on 21 April, and from Parnel]. to Butt on 11 April,
2t May 1877.
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had "a power which they knew little of" and which could be used for "the

enforcenent of their just claims". Yet for this he had been denounced:

I intended to do nothing more than show that if two members
can do 80 much, haered and restricted as they must be in
t ieir choice of methods by the very fact of their being
only two, how vast and powerful might be the influence of a
powerful party of sixty, not necessarily adopting one line
of action, but at least atteiding to their duty and disregard-
ing t ic 'feeling of the House' when that feeling is irong
and opposed to the interests of Ireland."].

Perhaps in deference to Butt's feelings, perhaps because they

were beginning to feel the strain of single-handed combat and of

attempting to "open up a new battery against the enemy every day",

Parnell and Biggar took a break from obstruction In the early summer.

Pa.rnefl always disliked public speaking and Biggar was "never known

even to guess at the geography of Europe, Asia, or Africa outside

of St. Stephen '8 aprtment", 2 However, there was never any real hope

of a lasting conpromise. Di May Edmund Dwyer Gray, editor and

proprietor of the Freeman's Journal, was recruited to the activist

wing for Tipperary. 0 'Donnel]. who "was also in the field" 3 had

withdrawn on that condition.b In one of his election addresses, Gray

stated that he "cLid not know whether the cause of Ireland might

prosper because of the Exropean co'plications", but it was important

at such a time that "Ireland should be represented by a united band

acting together as one man" and not ' "thwarted" by the curse of

"miserable disunion.S A month later O'Donnell himself secured

Dungarvin irdth the endorsement of the Home Rule Confederation and with

1.
2.
3.
'4.

5.

Freeman's Journal, 28 Nay 1977.
O'Donnell, History, 1, p. l7!..
Times, 30 April, 2 Nay 1377.
See Freeman 's Journal, 12 Hay; Nation, 5 May 1377;
p, 328	 -
Times, 2 Hay, 1877.

Thornley, op.cit.,
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Vie personal backt of rarneu and Diggr. 1 	 ey 'a-1 urd 1-irn to

show them in person "how to practice" what he had "prewied" and with

this purpose had lent him £4iO to pay off his outstanding debts

Looking about him "deliberately", O'Donnell cue to the conclusion

that the South Africa Bill, introduced to Parliament on 13 April, might

afford "admirable ground" for the ta pe of "appeal to Irish sentiment"

which Vie activists had long conte1ated, and for "ulterior develop'.

nents" which were to eiow themselves within a few years.3 In the first

lace, he saw that llama Rule resistance to & Bill sanctioning for iat.

ever reasons the anne.cation of the Ti' .,nsvaai ltubLio, would have

Lortant implications in Ireland and outside as a de Laration of

biae Thile policy to ards imperialism. Ostensibly t te Dill provided

tie .ac iinorj for a confederation of the South African col a and

states upon the general lines of the Canadian federal sjstorz. But

4-	 --

1. Ptme, 21, 25, 26 June 1377. See also O'Donnell, History, 1, p. 172.

2. O'Donnell, o.cit.fl po. 202.236. In evidence, O'Donnell prints
bank statements of his repaments to Biggar and Farnell over
several years.

3. Thid, p. 212.

14. It was feared that the imminent defeat by Cetewayo 's Zulus of
the Ti'ans'vaal, which was on the verge of bankruptcy and unable
to defend itself, might expand into a general Bsntu uwiaing.
As this would threaten th. security of the rest of South Africa
Sir Theophilus Siepstone, the special Brit ? si coimissioner,
decided that nothing but a complete declaration of British'
overeignty would suffice to avert the danger and save the Boers

See Cambrl dge History of the British pir, Caabridge 1?36,
Vol. VItt, CLI. &III. C the other hand nfred Nathan maintains
that the British annexation "was an act or sheer brigandage", that
it "violated international law", and that it had not "even the
merit of plausibility". M. Nathan, aul rugers His 14fe end
Time 5th edition, Durban 19146, p. U).

5. Official documents relating to the arniexation of Vie Trenevas].
can be found in Parl. P., Vol. LX, 1577, o 1776, a 13114, a 1915.
ee also L.F. }atra1ey, "The Annexation of the 1'ransvaal 1377"
in Hietory Vol. 21, 1)36...37, pp. L1-14?; and C.J. Uys, In the
'raf S-iepston, Lcmdon 1933.
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as the Annual Register remarked, it was not easy to regard the measure

without feelings of misgivings for it utterly disregarded the expressed

wishes, at all events, of the Government of a "free Dutch colony".1

Certainly the Volksraad was unwilling to surrender its independence

at any price and in ay Vice-President Paul Kruger and Attorney-

Genera]. Dr. E.J.P. Jorissen headed a deputation of protest to London.

Interviewed at the Colonial Office on 5 July they were frankly told by

Lord Carnarvon that the incorporation of their country with other

British territories was irrevocable and that it would be idle to enter

upon further discu.ssion. 2 To O'Donnell therefore, it seemed fitting

that Home Rulers should lend their support in Parliament to aspirations

which they themselves upheld against Britain. To have denied or

ignored their validity would have been to parallel if not to condone

a typically British response to similar Irish appeals for independence

and justice. In the second place, if renewed intervention passed ita

most comprehensive test to date with f].ying colours its position in

Irish politics would be assured. Butt would be forced either to

reconsider his hostility to this policy or engage in a decisive trial

of strength with the activists. Following so closely upon his pub-

lished exchange with Parnell and Biggar, a more total gesture of

defiance could scarcely be construed.

As T.P. O'Connor recorded it was on this Bill that "the long

pent-up storii burst forth with tempestuous violence" 3. Indeed, the

1. Annual Register, 3.877, p. 76, 77-83.

2. Thid., p. 80; Nathan, oi,.cit., p. 127. See also Hansa, Vol. 235,
9 July 1877, Col. 978.

3. T.P. O'Connor, The Parnell Movern, p. 272.
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crisis had a].]. the appearances of deliberate preparation. On the

second reading of the Bill on 9 July the Government expected little

trouble from the House of Commons and got none. It secured a meagre

though favourable division of 8]. votes to 19 and expressed itself

satisfied with the result. 1 There was no indication that the committee

stages would meet with greater difficulty. Da the interval, however,

0 'Donnefl. offered the Transvaal. delegates his services and in four

meetings with Kruger and Joriasen2 claimed to have arranged and dis-

cussed every step in opposition to the measure where it regularised

and confirmed the seizure of their country. 3 In undertaking to expose

and to criticise the South Africa Bill to the last line he was backed

by six others--ParneU, Biggar, Dwyer Gray, Kirk, Nolan and 0' Connor-

Power. Not that theI had themselves any connection with the Boers,

beyond a deep irritation at the manner of annexation; but they were

prepared in this matter to be directed by 0 'Donnell and placed much

reliance on his knowledge of the issues at stake. 14 It has been

suggested that the appropriation on 23 July of most of the private

business, including Irish measures, to make way for the Bill "fanned

Irish hostility" and set them on the path o± sabotage. Parnell,

it is true, warned the Government that it could not expect the Irish

1. Hansai4, Vol. 235, 214 July 1877, Col. 171J..

2. 0 'Donnell, History, i, pp. 217-8. See Dr. Jorissen 8 acknowledg..
ing letter of 17 July accepting 0 'Donnell 'a offer of assistance
and arranging a suitable time to cai.]. on him.

.3. mid., p. 216. See also Haniard., o1.cit. 	 July, Go].. 1337.

14. Davitt, Feudalism p. 109, and Henry to O'Neill Daunt, 27 December
1877, BuFt Papers, Vol. III, Ms 832. On Clause 3, for example,
0 'Connor Power appealed to the mder-Seoretary for the Colonies,
James Iwther or to 0 'Dorineli for information to enable Members to
vote intelligently on it. Hsnsar, Vol. 236, 30 July 1877, Go].. 188.

S. Thornley, op.cit., p. 310; H. Brown, op.cit., p. 2145.
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people ny 1orier to submit to an entire deprivation of legislation and.

predicted that results would not be conrensurate with the sacrifice of

private tine. 1 TThile Government action undoubtedly strengthered

activist resolve to subject those measures given precedence to "as

calm, as indenendent, and as deliberate criticis a as if Hon. embers

vere not in a hurry to renair to the shootinc' grounds throughout the

country", notice of their intention had already been given. 2 Armed

with information sunpiled by corresnondents in Amnsterd'ini and from the

Dutch Transvaal Coninittee, 3 0 'Donnefl had earlier placed seventy amend..

inents on the Pn.per which if passed would render the South Africa Bill

a dead letter. 4 As the Pall Mall Ga7ette surrilsed, he had "sounded his

varhoon" .

The storm broke on 2S July after the seven Home Rulers had dertonstrated

their intention of using the forris of the House to the utmost. Speak-

ing on a motion of 0 'Donnefl 'a to report progress, Parne].l was heard

to say a'mid conftsin tiat "as an Irishman, coining from a country which

had experienced to the fullest extent the results of fliglish inter-

ference in its affairs and the consequences of English cruelty and

tyranny, he felt a special satisfaction in preventing and thwarting

the intentions of the Government in respect of this Bill." These

words precipitated an unsuccessful attempt by Sir Stafford Iorthcote,

1. Finsird, Vol. 23S, 23 July 1377, Cols.l671-.1673.

2. Thid., Col. 1632.

3. Thid., 2)4. July, Col. 1771.

l. Thid., Col. 1790.

. Pall Mail Gazette, 214 July 1877.
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the Chnnceflor of the ]bcchequer, to have ParneU suspended on & charge

of contempt. Parne]21. calmly responded by prolonging debate until

am. On 27 July new rules of procedure were adopted to prevent

just such a repetition of these scenes of disorder, but failed in this

objective.2

next day, the pectator headed its editorial on the proceedings

as: "The Mutiny in the Comraons" • If the "young sciuira l'ro rl Vicklow",

the 'Catholic littrateur with a curious knowledge of the less known

foreign politics" and the "provision-merchant of Belfast" had not

transformed the British enpire into a confederation, it stated, they

had at least accomplished something; they had "found out a weak place

in Its constitution". They had put "a grain of sand in the nation's

eye and the nation wrig 	 . With scarcely an exception Jiglish

politicians and journalists portrayed the "obstructives as the enemies

of Parliament whose main aim was Its disruption rather than the reform

of perhaps ill-advised legislatIon. Wo attempt was made to analyse

the argi'ents they had raised against annexation and confederation.

Yet their pleading was of a "rational" kind and their amendments were,

according to T.P. O'Connor, "rarely open to the charge of irrelevancy

or frivolityn.S Like the Radical opponents of the measure, Leonard

Courtney, 6 Sir Charles Duke and Henry Fawcett, Parnell, Biggar and

1. Hnsard,Vo1.23, 2 July 1577, Cole. l787l8Ih.

2. Hansard,Vol. 236, 27 July 1877, Cols. 2582.

3. ctatoi, 28 July 1877.

1. Pall Mall Gazette, 26 July 1377.

. T.P. O'Connor, The Parnell Movement, p . 269.

6. See C.P. Gooch, Li.te of brd Courtney, London 1920, p.131 if.
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O'Donnell also renroac 1ied the Governnent for its last-minute rush to

steamroller t ie Bill through the due processes of deliberation. Yet

this did not pafllate the chzre of riisconduct against them. To the

Pall Mall Gazette they were still the apotheoses OL everyt iing "viii-.

diotive" and "fanatical".1 ihe Tines was convinced that t e Suth

Africa Bill was merely a conveif ent "stick" with which to beat Parlia-.

mont, 2 and the pecttor believed t iat they were perversely motivateds

"They have discovered that it is in the power of three
individuals, if only gifted witri good constititions,
complete insensitivity to opinion, and unlimited power
of being bores, to arrest V e action of the House of
Comrions, that is, of the machine which, in the long
run controls the British Eipire. Hating the pire as
now organished, they have used this discovery unscrupu-.
lousl.. •t3

After a soek of chaos in thich only three clauses had been passed,

the cliriax w s reached on 31 July. Frustrated by this lack of progress,

the Government decided to breik the filibuster by refusing to adjourn

until the opposition collapsed with exhaustion and allowed the Bill

through. he Conmons closed t ieir ranks and prepared, according to

the TFiies, for a "state of iee". As argument had proved useless,

physical force was resorted to; ministerial supporters were arranged

into relays to relieve each other at regular intervals. As spokesman

of the Liberal party Sir William Harcourt gave the Government his £uU

blessing and urged them to carry the Bill as it stood:

"1 hope...that they [the Government] will s.iow that
the House of Commons has sufficient inherent vigour to
deal with a small minority who endeavour to destroy
its utility and usefulness".S

1. Pall Mall Gazette, 23 July, 1 August 1877.

2. Tines 2S July 1377.

3. Spectator, 23 July 1877.

Tines, 2 August, 1877.

. Thnsard, Vol. 236, 31 July 1877, Co].. 232. That collusion existed
betwe-n the front benches to put the Irish don is suggested in
P. Wer.iysa Reid, Life of the Right Honourable illian F4ward Foreter,
Indon 1888, Vo1II, pp. 176-.?.
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Nor could the seven Hone Rulers expect any help frori their own party.

At 3 g.m., after 0 'Donneli had threatened that if the Irish could not

have "conciliation" they would have "retaliation", 1 Butt burst into

the House and "trounced" him "with indignant vigour". 2 He repudiated

the right of the Member for Dungarvan to speak on behalf of the Irish

party, despite O'Donnell's protest that he spoke only for the "most

advanced and disaffected portion" of it:

"If I thought he (0 'Donnefll represented the Irish party,
and the Irish party represented my country--but it
does not—I would retire from Irish politics as a
vulgar brawl, in which no man could take part with
advantage or honour to himself".

Those who acted contrary to their "pledges" were deemed no longer members

of the party. 3 This was the strongest language that he had so far

directed at the activists and indicated the parting of the ways • In

a real sense he was appealing beyond Parlianient to the Irish nation

to back his censure.

For twenty-Bix hours the seven Home Rulers withstood the trial

of physical endurance, making Interminable speeches and dividing the

House again and again. They moved the adjourruiient thirteen times in

all, the majority against them never falling below seventy-five.

At midday, however, on 1 August, Northcote threatened to mobiliso "the

resources of civilisatlon" and coerce the Irishmen into silence.

O'Donnell, who had been watching for an opportunity to withdraw with

honour, at once called a halt to their resistance, confident that

they had stood firm to their "engagements". Token opposition was

1. Hansard, op.cit., Col. 270.

2. O'Donnell, History, i, p. 222.

3. Hansard, op.cit., Cole. 270-1.

Li. O'Donnell, op.clt., p. 2214.



offered to the renia.ining thirty-fau.r clauses and at 2.10 p.m. in

the afternoon the South Africa Bill was finally reported.

i signalling the abandonment of conciliation in Parliament and

loyalty to the empire, the debate on the South Africa Bill was a turn..

ing point in the Ho'ie Rule movement. It was also the first concerted

intrusion of Home Rulers "in the very arcana and central orgariisation

of 1pire".1 Hone Rulers had periodically distinguished themselves

on non-Irish questions before, but only as p rt of a Radical forum of

dissent. On this occasion the Irish spearheaded t ie assault front

start to finish. Courtney, Duke, Fawcett and other Radicals, whose

condemnation of the "forward policy" in the Thansvaal was as vigorous,

ultiriately dissociated themselves from the "obetructives". Although

they strongly deprecated the plan to wear down the Irish especially

at a time when discussion had been "of a most inportant and businesa

like character,"2 tte small band of Radicals voting in the swae lobby

progressively dwindled from twenty...two to nought.3 Indeed, the activists

won few iglish friends In Parliament even among those who were

ideologically closest to them. Sir Wilfred Lawson described the

historic all-night sitting with distaste as merely "twenty..six hours

of Irish twaddle". 14 Courtney "sat in a corner all night", waiting in

vain for reason to descend, before presenting the many amendments

for which he had conscientiously researched. Dventuafl.y, he gave up the

1. O'DonneU, Flistory, 1, p. 2114.

2. Hansard, qp.cit., Co].262.

3. G. Anderson, E. Ashley, J.W. Barclay, J. Barren, I.L. Bell, A. Brogden,
Sir G. Campbell, J.J. Colman, L.li. Courtney, J. Cowan, Sir C. Duke,
L.L. Dillwyn, T. Earp, H. Fawcett, C. Harrison, Z. Jenkins, Sir. W.
Lawson, A. NacDonald, F.A. Milibank, C.J. Monk, E. Smith, P.A. Taylor.

14. ime, 2 August 1377.
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struggle with not one of his "professional essays" delivered. 1 Fawcett

sent off an angry letter to the Times denying any complicity with the

Irish. 2 Their position was correctly sununed up by O'Donnell when he

referred to the Radicals as "accidental al-lies". 3 Of tie twenty-one

divisions called, no less than twenty were Irish-inspired of which

eigiteen were solely Irish-endorsed. From t eir own ranks, the

activists could count on a strength of numbers nearer twelve than

seven. On 1 August the call went out to 0 'Gorman, Sullivan and

o 'Sullivan to return to Westminster as reinforcements; and R. Power

and 0 'Shaughneasy could usually be relied upon for votes.14

Taotica].l r eaJdng, O'Donnell admitted that "advertisement had

something to do with (their) disagreeable proceedings. S The wide

publicity given to the debates and vivid descriptions of Parliament

helpless and unable to discipline a tiny minoritr of seven, was the

type of notice they courted. The all night sitting was the oubtlnAtion

of a series of parliamentary skirmishes end an emphatic answer to the

growing demand for a parliamentary show-down. The new terminology of

"nbstrtwtion", "irritation", "retaliation" which issued from activist

inimifeatoea and speeches had an instant appeal for popular Ireland.

The work of Parnefl' a small following, Davitt wrote, gave intense

satisfaction to the Irish people. 6 Certainly "the policy of ret1i-u.

tion" won Joim Dillon to the activist camp. He wrote in his diary on

1 Augustz

1. Iicy, The Disraeli Parliaiie, p. 304.

2. Tirie, 3 August, 1377.

3. O'Donnell, }Tisty, 1, p. 233.

14. luCy, op.cit., p. 301.

. O'Donnell, op.eit., p. 21.3.

6. Davitt, Feudalism, p. 109.
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"This day I mark as the beginning of a new era in the history
of Erin. And I wish to have in my room the portraits of the
three men who pointed out to Ireland her way to freedom-
Parneil, O'Connor Power, Biggar" ,1

The way for Dillon and others like him was to etc the British Parlia-.

ment, to deny legislation to gland if legislation was denied to

Ireland. 2 The Natio for example, stated with confidence that IrelaM

felt little concern about the South Africa Bill, but was greatly con-

cerned to show Westminster that it was not free to transact business

with ease, comfort and safety, while Ireland 'a rightful demands were

trampled upon.3

0 'DonneD, strongly protested against this interpretation of

activist goals. ParneU himself "never professed any such fol1y".

Both in the Commons and in the Times he steadfastly reftised to have

foisted upon him the label of "obstructive". ])itervention, he Insisted,

was not obstruction but the constitutionsi. right given to all Members

of Parliament including the Irish to express an opinion on any measure.

His interest in the Prisons Bill and the Mutiny Bill was purely reform-

ative, and he had sought to amend the South Africa Bill because it

dealt with a number of different peoples and "vital principles" which

as an Irishman he had a "duty" to protect. His main purpose through-

out had been to expose the same tendency as aD. iglish measures bad

for dealing with subject or inferior races, namely to oppress them and

to sacrifice their interests to those of the doi ni mt power. as

his conduct in this had been always "In accordance with what was

preached in the Sermon on the Mount", good having been returned for

1. See Lyons, John Dillon a Biography, London 1968, p. 21.

2. O'Donnell, History, i,pp. 212-3.

3. Nation quoted in Tim, 1 August 1577.

1. O'Donnell, op.cit., p. 212.
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evil, ?arnell suspected that the real ground of resentment against him

and his colleagues was more fundamental:

"There is an unwritten law, hitherto acçuiesced in by the
Irish members, that no Irish may interfere in ]glish and
Diiperial concerns--at any rate, i.f they do, their inter-
ference must be in homeopathic doses we].]. covered up with
8ugar.l

To a degree, Home Rulers held out encouragement to nationalist

groups throughout the empire involved in their own struggles with the

British Governrent. Even if intervention was concerned primarily as

"a means of focusing the attention of public opinion everywhere upon

the cause, the case and the neglect of Ireland", 2 it was nonetheless

true that the plight of the Boers had been broadcast in the House of

Commons 1.argoly on account of Irish efforts • The Radicals might

complain that Irish obstinacy could only damage Kruger's cause, 3 and

the President of the Dutch Transvaal Committee might point out to

0 'Dormnell that Irisi ±.embers were not touching the question at all or

defending the arisvaa1 for the sake of justice and international

law. Nevertheless, it was very much a case of bad publicity being

preferaole to no publicity. The Ii.berals disliked the annexation but

were not yet ready to take a hard line against Disraelian Luperialiam".

As O'Donnell. judiciously put it, the activists were convinced that the

"good cause of the Boers must be promoted by a good deal. more than

the Government 's thanks for untroubled slumber". 5 The Irish contribution

1. See Harsard, Vol. 236, 27 July, Cols. 51-7, 31 July 1377, Col. 275;
and letter to	 30 July 1377.

2. Davitt, Feudali, p. 108.

3. Pall 9hU Gazette, 23 July 1377.

14. 0 'Dommell, Histojy, i, pp. 2145-6. On one occasion 0 'DonneU silenced
his Dutch critics by sending them a speech of Courtney's and was
warmly thanked for having a colleague who could really speak about
the Transvaal.

S.	 Ibid., p. 233.
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was, at any rate, apparently welcomed in the Veldts. 'When the Tranevaa].

was restored to indeendence in 1853,1 O'Donnell received an "ebony

and silver casket" containing £100 sterling "minted in the name of Paul

!C.ruger after his election to the Presidency". The casket bore the

inscription: "In Memory of Kindness 1877_18311,.2 n aggressive Home

Rule party disposed, for whatever motive, to give publicity to imperial

debates and issues which normally excited little interest, merited

courtship s not neutrality.

If Parnell and 0 'Donnel]. were scarcely depicted as "public bone-

factors" in England, they were soon regarded as "phili mthropiata" in

India and Africa. 3 In addition to using up Government time, they had

demonstrated three overriding principles with properties other than

purely tactical:

i. "The use of [Irish] membership of the Imperial Parliament
for purposes entirely independent of kig1ish Imperial ri1e.

il. The support of an oppressed nationality.

iii. The intervention in an international affair big with
international possibilities. "14

The first two linked the concept of anti-imperialism with the concept

of Irish nationality. Membership of Parliament could be used to

defend the rights of subject peoples or to protest against the march

of British dominion, as well as to fight for Irish self-government.

No one imagined for a inonent that the Irish showing on the South Africa

Bill was an isolated phenomenon. On 27 July, Lord George Hamilton

wrote to Salisbury in sOme consternation that unless the Cabinet allowed

1. See D.'I. Schreilder, Gladstone and Krngei j London/Toronto 1969, pp. 1469-1476.

2. O'Donnell, History, ii, p. 69.

3. Ibid., 1, p. 2333 T.P. O'Connor, The Parnell Movement, p . 277.

14. Ibid., p. 220.
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him to "bring on" the East Indian IDan Bill, raising five million

pounds on the London market, the "obstructives" could "block" it for a

month. 1 On 23 July having talked through a long discussion on South

Africa, Parneil and 0 'Donnell indeed turned their attention to India,

but did not, as was anticipated, put down a barrage of amenthients.

Instead, O'Donnell calmly protested that Britain would never get to

the root of Indian difficulties by confining herself to the inultipli-

cation table. Uastefu3. expenditure would continue as long as India

was unrepresented in Parliament and as long as har affairs were adrain-

istered by Britain. 2 Parne].l agreed. He dismissed as fallacious the

assurance that Indians as an "inferior race" enormously benefited by

Iiglish rule; they, like the Irisn, would have been a great deal better

off had they been left alone. 3 One solution suggested was to send

Indian delegates ,to the House of Coririons. In O'Donnell's opinion, there

was a "large, influential, and cultivated class" eminently fitted to

sit there.

Building on tno assumption that the case of Ireland was only the

"instance close at hand of evils rampant frori Cork to Cairo and Calcutta",

the activists clot ied their intervention in ten s of experience and

humanitarian duty-) Irish nationality as invoked as suffieient licence,

when one i as needed, to launch theni into a critical, examination of

Governnent measures affecting the interests of "weaker" races. Pa.rnell,

whose knowledge of international, affairs was not extensive enough to

allow him to discourse freely on inperial ouestions, had frequent recourse

to draw on Ireland 'a experience under British rule in order to highlight

1. Hunilton to Salisbury, 27 July 1377, Salisbury Papers, 0/2.

2. Ifinsard, Vol. 23,	 July, Cola. 3)49-50; Vol. 236, 23 July 1377,
Cola. 126-7; Lucy, The Disraeli Parliament, p. 306.

3. Ibid., 23 July 1877, Cola. 129-130.

).. O'Donnell, History ii, p. Li71.
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the injustice done to Boer, Bantu or Indian. With him such comparison

was instinotiv rather than calculated and did not indicate a lack of

sincerity.

With respect to the third principle, the negotiations with the

Boers suggested to 0 'Donneli that the use of Irish membership, "entirely

independent of English Iiqerial rule", could form the basis of an

alliance between Home Rulers and unrepresented nationalists in the

empire. O'Donnell believed that this would be not only feasible but

of potential benefit to the Home Rule movement. In any such i111ance

Ireland would be singled out as the natural leader, her prestige would
/

grow accordingly, and her counsels would be accredited with much greater

weight . It was here that Parnel]. and Bigger probably parted company

with 0 'Donnell. iefr dislike of England, in Parnell 's case pronounced,1

made them w111An anti-imperialists but nctnecessarily committed

internationalists • John Bright considered that Parnell' a "main

object [was] to break up the United Icingdom". 2 Parnell was essentially

a pragmatist, not a political scientist; his iinprimatur for ambitious

schemes hung ultimately on the criterion of their utility to Home

Rule. Yet it was in this period, between the decline of Butt and

the ascendancy of Parnell, that the internationalist features of

activism - were most prominently displayed and generally applauded in

Ireland and especially in India.

1. R.B. O'Brien, Parne1], i, pp. Iii, 98. "Parnell hated England
before he entered the House of Commons; and his hatred was
intensified by his parliamentary career •

2. Bright to Gladstone, 1# October 1381, quoted in J.L. Hammond,
Gladstone and the Irish Nation, Lsndon 1938, p. 2)7.
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I.	 Victoi'y deferred

The seven activists found thenselves somewhat unexpectedly the

heroes of the hour lit Ireland. "We hardly realised that our scheite would

quite result in such an unsurpassable victory for the new policy", wrote

0 'Dormefl. 1 The F'eernan 's Journal described the all-night sitting as

"a gallant assertion of the right of Irishmen to interfere in Imperial.

affairs". 2 However, although Gray had himself participated in the

contest, complete endorsement, at least for the unseemly side of inter-.

vention, was witheld. The Ntion, on the other hand, had no reserva-

tions. Referring with feelings of satisfaction to the "splendid fight",

it gave an unqwll fled "Go Ahead".3 Comienting on this reception, the

Pall. Mall Gztte wrote that it might be said that Mr. Butt had been

forgotten alreacy and that at no distant date they might expect to see

him exercising as little influence as the 0 'Don oghue)

As the "chief acrobat" of "grand obstruction", 0 'DonneD. was

feted t a special, dinner in recognition of his "eminent services to

the national cause" by the North Indon Home Rule Associatlon.S

ParrieD., Biggar and 0 'C nnor Power were also invited as guests of

honour, although the former did not attend the function. 6 i the

estimation of his immediate colleagues, 0 'DonneD. never stood higher.

On 1 August, T.M. Healy wrote to his brother Maurice thati

1. O'Donnell, History, 1, p. 212.

2. See Letter of the O'Donoghue to freeman's Journa, 25 August 1877.

3. TImes, 14 August 1877.

14, Pall Mail Gazette, 3 August 1877,

S. Warder, 7 August 1377,

6, Times, .3 August 1877.
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"the struggle in the HOuse of Coinrionu c*i the South African Bill
should make Dungarvan proud of 0 'Donnefl".l

The Nation was even prepared to defend 0 'Donnefl against Butt's denunoia..

tion or him in Parliament which it considered ill-timed and ill..

Intentioned. 2 Two weeks later, Parnell and Biggar were similarly

treated to a public dononstration, which was according to R.B. O'Brien,

'practica11y got up by the Feniana". 3 Led by cheering orow1s down

Sackville Street they were forced to speak to then from the balcony of

their hotel. If ordinary Irishmen were not conversant with all the

implications of activist opposition to the South Africa Bill, they

applauded the "flouting" of the House of Commons, the "harassment"

of the Government, and the "defiance" of Fkigliah public opinion.5

Despite the popular acclaim for Parnell, 0 'Donnell and

Biggar, the policy of intervention was still anathema to Butt. The

move to xeprimand them in Parliament had obviously backfired, but 'on

6 August, he attempted to get the Home Rule parLy to reinforce his

verdict. 6 McCarthy Downing proposed a resolution drafted by Butt,7

oondevuiing the proceedings of the activists as "reprehensible", and

"calculated" In their "character end result" to be "disastrous to the

Hone Rule Cause". The motion never caine to a vote and the meeting
3

broke up in disorder. William Shaw deprecated "any sweeping condemnation

1. T.M. Mealy to Maurice Mealy, 1 August 1877, in Letters and Leaders,
i,p.53.

2. Times, 14 August 1877.

3. LB. O'Brien, Parrie, i, p . 1142.

14. Nation, 25 August 1377.

S. LB. O'Brien, op.cit., p. 136.

6. Times, 7 August 1377.

7. See L.J. Mccaffrey, "Irish Federalism in the 1870ss A Study in
Conservative Nationalism", in Transactions of the American Philoso..
phical Society, 1962, p. 41. -

8. inu Nell Gasette, 7 August 1877.
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of members who acted with bone fides", especially for their conduct

on non-Irish questions. Richard 0 'Shaughnesay, Butt 'a colleague for

Limerick, took up a similar position. He "did not altogether agree

with the whole of the obstruction policy", but he believed there were

many point3 on which the "obstructionists" ought to have been sustained

by larger numbers • Even tck,derate Home Rulers were com ng to realise

that a more active policj was necessary though on Irish rather than

imperial. questions. J. A. Ceibraith, Honorary Secretary of the Home

Rule league, wrote to W.J. O'Neill Daunt on 13 August, that "obstruction"

in his opinion "was not only justifiable but imperatively called for

on all sucti Irish questions as [came) from time to time before the

House, in which the liberties the material interests or the strong

feelings of the Irish people, as axpressed by their representatives,

here] concerned". "Obstruction" as practised on the South Africa

Bill, however, did not apparently fall Into this category,

"as for the poiicy of putting a atop to all business of the
Empire by a factious opposition to Bills in which we have

o concern. . . I caxnot see how such a line of action can
bring anythIng but discredit on our representatives. .

Daunt 'a reaction was identical. He also preferred "obstruction" to the

"milk and water policy" of Butt, but "obstruction" wisely used,

not the kind of 9.zieh malignancy of Biggar" or "interiziinable speeches".2

The concentration on non.Irish issues made little sense to many Home

Rulers and was the aspect of the interventionist policy moat vulnerable

to criticism.

It was on this ground that the O'Donoghue who had also repudiated

the activists in Parliament3 end been repudiated in turn by them,

1. Galbraith to O'Neill Daunt, 13 August 1377, Butt Paie, Vol. III,
Zs 832.

2. O'Neill Daunt to Henry, September 1877, Thid.,
3. Hinaaiç, Vol. 23, 23 July 1877, Col. 168S.

. ThId. I Col. 1736; Tines, 3 August 1877. O'Donnell described the
(5TDonoghue as a "ripresentative of no principle, of no party and
of no policy".
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strongly attacked obstruction in a letter to the Free"ui's Journal.

His interpretation of their motives in "eternally talking about matters

of which they knew nothing and in which they could have no special

interestt', followed the &iglish line. Intervention was a deliberate

attempt to orry and insult the House of Comnons, by uselessly occupying

time, and preventing the transaction of crucial business. He could not

have been greater surprised, he wrote, to hear Parnell e'itphaticaUy

declare that the sole object of all their talk, was the "reform of

Derial legislation", which had no connection whatever with Irish

politics either directly or indirectly:

"This I could not have believed had it no. been solemnly
asserted by the principal performer in the great attempt
to reform Imperial legislation... Hr. Parneli gave us to
understand that his conduct and that of his party of three
was the result of an irrepressible desire to save the people
of some diBtant lands from the incompetency of Her Majesty's
Government • A philanthropy that knows no distinction of
colour, or feature, or hirsute decoration moved Mr. Parnell
and his little party to try and do all that legislation can
do to promote human happiness".

The 0 'Donoghue was transparently sceptical that "philanthropy was

the beginning, the middle and the end of all the 'rumpus' "• He recalled

that he could not help laughing when confronted with one of Parnell 8

"most vital amendments", which would have conferred the parliamentary

franchise upon every "Hottentot who, being just out of his teens was

of sound mind and unblemished character". 1 His attitude to non-

European races was probably typical of many "whig" Home Rulers. The

British ration of a world role as a civilising agent found them ready

subscribers; although the Boers could hardly be described as Hottentota.

The 0 'Donoghue wanted to know whether it was just that he be 4eprived

1. Freeman's Journai, 2 August 1577.
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of his seat for a1ee for voting against Parnell' $ "snail party"

on this amendment. That question was answered in the 1880 general

elections, when he swain with the current and proclaimed himself a

Parefljte.1

The Hoie Rule Confederation of Great Britain, which ha1 its

annual convention at Liverpool on 27-25 August, took a totally different

View of Parnell 'a activities during the late session. With Butt as

president in the chair, Parnell proposed a resolution calling for

"liberty of action" on fliglish and imperial questions, "upon which

the party may not previously have agreed to act as a party". When

tie resolution was decisively carried, Butt left for London. The

Confederation which had always been to the left of the movement In

Ireland, threw its entire weight behind the active party. On 23

August, Butt who had expected to be re-elected President for the

coming year, was not even nominated. Instead, the post went unanimously

to Parnall. It was a rebuff capable of one interpretation only.2

The unity of the partr was in tatters, although Richard O'Shaughneasy

a former whip believed there was still hope of salvage provided Butt

took the initiative. On 31 August ho wrote to the "failing lion",

"In my opinion the game is more in your hands than ever.
The obstructives will give you an active policy and provided
you keep them at work the country will be satisfied and you
can guide them as your judgment dictates".

He advised general acceptance of the policy of intervention as a necessary

step towards reconciliation. Prejudice had to be broken down, and a

more flexible approach substitutedx

1. C.C. O']3rien, op.cit. p. 2.

2. Freeman's Journ, 28, 29 August 1877.
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"Our votes and roceedings on non-Iris "uestions will becoira
of vital 1. portance, and lthougb I con 't expect IlorLe Rule to
be on bj tro ing our swords into t ie scale, beou.0 all
doubt our activity, restrained within tie units of ooxuaon
sense, tifl bring us victories useflil, n ' necessary, for
the main purpose •

o'Donnell also attenpted to patch up t e differences beteen Butt and

the active party. Phatever his reason, O'Donnell had attenpted to

forestall the supplanting of Butt by the Confederation, and despite

the warning that he appeared "to be screening the %higs" announced

t'iat he would resign as Honorary Secretary.2 Perhaps he was chagrined

by Parnell V drasnatic rise to prominence, and hurt that Parnell had

been preferred to hia as President. Certainly he referred to Butt's

deposition as "that ingrate criJne".3 In. a letter to the TL"ies he mdi-'

cated that the dome Rule leader was not as hostile to obstructive tactics

as was commonly believed, and that in some circunstances h was well

disposed "to take up" an "obstructive attitude" • Q'DoineU concluded

that Butt was "a very pronounced thorough-going and systematic" obstruc.-

tive, indeed, iño hd frequently encouraged his followers "by the

hope of a co'zing day" w'ian Irish Jo .bers of Parlia'ient would have the

power to unseat ministries at will and to deadlock legislation

until such time as Iome Rule was granted.4

Butt spurned the letter as "an inl'erna]. lie" and despite

a')peals from friends to treat with the activists, insisted on restating

his old position in a categorical nanifesto:

1. o 'Shaughnessy to Butt, 31 August 1877, ttP ers, s 86)9.

2. o'Donnell, Idsty, i, pp. 2Ll-3.

mid., p. 2j.9.

t.	 Times, lj. Seotember 1877.

Butt to Caflan, 3, Z, 6 September 1377, Butt Paper, Vol. II,
Is 331.
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"If I understand rightly, the course of conduct or 'policy'
recommended for our adoption is that the Home Rule members
should take part in the discussion of all igliab and
Dzperial measures in such a way as to impede and inaonven.
lance the general progress of the House."

He refused as before to be party to such an undertaking and repeated

that obstruction would be fatal to Irish interests in Parliament.

It would alienate a large and increasing class of glish and Scottish

Members who in general gave their support to Irish questions and

would turn world opinion against the Ime Rule cause.1 Privately,

he asked Phtltp Callan to ferret out anything that could damage the

reputations of Parnell and 0 'DOnneU. Waa it true that the atheist

Charles Bradlaugh had appeared on the same platform In Glasgow with

ParneU?-..-an affirmative answer "would finish" the active party In

Ireland. The point could also be stressed that 0 'Donnell was a gradw.

ate not of the Catholic university but of one oi' the godless Queen's

Colleges. 2 0 'Shaughnessy's worbt fears were realised; Butt had put

himself Into the hands of men "that would mar the wisest policy In the

world by their vulgar Intemperance. " He preferred to keep company

with "laggards" and "trimmers" rather than with his "most earnest

followere.1

Butt'i letter provoked replies from }(itchel Henry and. O'Donnell.

The former declared that he was no advocate of "pigheaded" obstruction,

but that he was "in favour of vigour and reality" in Irish proceedinga

in the House of Commons • Parnell and his friends were formidable

because they could not be bought by office or by personal flattery.

While moderation would not achieve results, some of Parnell 'a work

showed that aggression could.

1. Timas, 7 September 1377.

2. Butt to Cal.lan 11, 12, 21 September, Butt Papere, Vol. II, Ma 831.

3. O'Shaughnessy to Thitt, 3LAgtst 1877, op 4#1.t,, Ms 8699.

b. See TImes, 22 September 1377.
. Freeman's Journal, 11 September 1877.
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0 '])onneU, who had gone out on a limb in the hope of personally

oweztlng Butt, was forced to retrieve lost ground. He attacked the

lions Rule leader unsparingly, decrying his criticisms as "extraordinary

misconceptions" and as the product of his persistent absenteeism, his

neglect of Irish affairs, and his lack of contact with the Irish

peple. Par'nell was praised for having turned a "disgraceful" Prisons

Bill into a "humane" one, and he himself had amended with some success

the "scandalous" South Africa Bill, considering the "shameful isolation

in which they were left":.

"I struck twenty-six frivolous or injurious clauses out
of the original draft. I carried th. insertion of special
words, providing the regular consultation of the South
African legislature previous to any Confederation. I
procured the concession of another clause which provides
for the aimual assembly of the con.tederated ?arliamenb,
and thus removes the affairs of the South African Colonies
from the dictatorship of te Colonial Office within twelve
months at worst from the passing of the Confederation.
Finally. • .1 succeeded In doing that which I was especially
entreated by the delegates and friends of the Tranavaal
to striv, icr, nameiy-..to secure that the Transvaal should
not be brought under th. military despotism of Natal, but
should either enjoy its o autonomy or be amexed to
the kindred rsmi.LXitch Colony of Cape Town".

o'Donnell characterised Butt's repw3.iation of intervention as "dwarf..

lug and distorting" a question of "public and natural rights not leas

clear than those that underlay the partition of Poland or the violation

of the Irish constitution". It was definitely not through any merit

of the Hoirie Rul. leader, if "anxious conclusions upon the consistency

of those Irish patriots who (declared] against British oppression Lu

Ireland, anc. (could] be the admirers and apologists of British oppression

abroad," had not been drawn, at least by the iglish.1

Thning this crisis in th. party, the activists began to receive

significant support from the Irish World, at this tin, regarded as

--

1. Freeman's Journal? 22 September 1877.
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the mouthpiece of the American Clan na Gael. The Aerioan Peniana

and especially the proprietor of the Inch Wonl4, Patrick Ford,1

deprecated moat parliamentary action, and any solution to the Irish

Question inferior to complete separation. Ford felt assured "that

Ireland could never rise to the true dignity of her nationhood"

through federalism and that the Irish people would ultimately be dis-

.aatiafied with that arrangement. 2 Nevertheless, Parneil was much

preferred to Butt as th. leader of the Irish Parliamentary party, for

he at least could be more relied upon because of his knoia hatred of

Fngland. Butt's pronouncements coneiting Irish participation in the

British Empire rendered him on the other hand a doubtful collaborator.3

The Irish World passionately desired the destruction of the British

enqfr. and openly intrigued against it. Tet the preference for the

more active and aggressive man was based on factors other than the

pragmatic one of increasing Pgland'. diffisulties of imperial adminis..

atration. This was doubtless import ant, but not the only consideration.

Patrick Ford, if also an advocate of "Irish terrorism", was a fervent

apostle of "universal humanitaria?ism", 14 and preached to the Irish

through his editorials both the responsibilities and the morals of

natioml?am.	 1876, the ambivalence of Irish attitudes towards

the British connection and various statements of unashamed reverence

for the enpire, provoked him to fulminate against the "cri1iiThi"

1. See Dictionary of American BiograpIy, Vol. VI, london (l29-198),
p . 5lJ.

2. Ford to Butt, 6 January l37, Butt Papers, Ma 10, 415.

3. Irish Wo1c, 12 August 1876.

14.	 See. T.N. Brown, op.oit., p. XVI, and T.W. Moody, "Irish-American
Nationalism" in Irish Historical Studies . Vol. IS, 1966-7, pp. t38..
14145.
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inconsistency of t is Home Rule case. Ho was particularly pained by

Butt '8 frequent assurances in Parliament that an essential part of

his duty was to consider how far he could gratify the spirit of nation..

silty without endangering the eitpire. Butt's call to Irish members to

abstain from voting on the Indian 1tles Act seemed to demonstrate

in practical terms what this assurance meant. 2 To Ford, nationality

was absolute everywhere and at all times • It could not be coripromised,

for reasons which he spelled outs

"If the people of Ireland have a right to their country, the
people of India have as just a claim to theirs if it is
wrong to plunder the Irisn, it is 8.180 wrong to plunder the
Hindoos; but if, on the other hand, it is jistifiable in
Irishmen to go forth to rob and en8lave the Hindoos, the
Ashantees, and other peoples, then, we say, it is jxstifiab1.
in Dames and Normans and Saxona to rob and enslave the Irish".3

He ended this outburst with the significant motto s "Liberty not

Power, Nationality not flnpire", which was to do long service as a

ataterient of Irish-kmerican attitudes towards British imperialism.

Despite the rather crude snti-.glish feeling which percolated

his editorials, Patrick Ford did much to sweep away the traces of racisia

in Irish attitudes towards the coloured races of the British empire.

Next to Ireland and the United States, India received the greatest

publicity In the colwnna of the Irish World. Indians were referred to

as "fellow aubjects", their sufferings were traced to a common source,

"'lish miegovernment", and their hatred of Iig1and was reported to

1. Hansar4, Vol. 230, 30 June 1576, Col. 7!iS.

2. Th1d, Vol. 222, U May l76, Co1a.117.l.s2l.

3. Irish Wo4, 12 August 1877.

1. IbI, 17 March 1B77.

. mid., 2 June 1377.
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be as intense as Ireland's2 Like O'Donnell, Ford propounded that the

pattern of tiglish mi8govern. ient was of a repetitious nature. As with

Ireland b€fore it, India was subjected to the caine Grievances: the

Irish land syster%1 [was for example in Lu].]. operation in India, result-

ing in British-made famines. 2 In l77 fainlne distress in Southern

India sparked the conditioned coriparisons

"As in Ireland, so in India. Ireland and Thdia--what a
similarity between their destinies. And both their destinies
brought about by the robber oligarchy of Great Britain. Even
the casual observer notes the likeness...1ere is the identical
"mark of the baaet"—the beast of the British oligarchy-'
left alike on the face of the helpless Hirxdoo in 1377 as t'wae
left alike on the face of the Irish people in the horror of
thirty years ago."3

It was postulated on te basis of this shared experience end bitter

hatred that Ireland and India had a joint interest to foment rebellion.

The concept of Indians as brown rishxaen, as discontented and as

revolutionary-minded as themselves, was a fu.mlaraental of Irish-

Marican strategy. It was inconceivable that Indian nationalists did

not passionately hate fligl .nd or hanker after the destruction of the

empire. Michael Davitt who was greatly Influenced by Patrick Ford

reflected this point of view. He considered the notion tnat British

rule was greatly admired in India, or t at the Hindoo .as decidedly

loyal to the Crown, sedulously artificial:

"It is alt3gether impossible to imagine a more complete
delusion. Any student of' revolutionary symptoriz knows
perfectly well that the overthrow of British ru].. in India
is only a question of time. India is seething with
discontent.

1. 13 June 1377.

2. Th11., 17 Iarch 1377.

3. ThId., 25 August 1q77.

L Davitt, Leaves fro"t a Prison Diy, Vol. II, London 19, p. ]5.
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Even though Thdia was not on the point of rebellion, "war, famine,

and the vagaries of administration had made the country very restive."

Severe]. observers in 1579 were convinced "that there was imminent danger

of a terrible outbreak",1

A discontented and disloyal Thdia formed an integral part in

Fnjan schemes to destroy the efre. It was believed that a "little

shake", perhaps an Irish-American one, was all that was needed to

quickly topple British Iidia and so bring the whole structur. of

eiIre "with all its wings and battlements", crashing to t1e grouni.2

ih response to an anonymous letter in the Irish World of 1 September

137, a "8kthnishing fad" was established to carry on a guerille

warfare against it.3 With the international situation charged with

conflict, it was confidently asswaed that sooner or later &g1siid would

be Involved in a war, in Europe or in Asia, that coulci prelwl* en er'wt

uprising in Ireland. The crisis in the east, which suggested that

Russia and Britain would soon come to blows, was closely watched by

the revolutionary Council of the Clan ma 0ael1! Dr. WI 11iiin Carroll,

Chairman of the Clan Executive, was of the firm opinion that Eugland' $

"jig was up" if BIsmeZCk saw how Prussia could gain by permitting

Russia to proceed towards India.5 "If that wonderful man jsaidj Russia

[might] go to Rindoostan, it Iwould] soon be all over with the newly made

'apreee' of that unfortunate pire". Carroll wanted to recruit

1. See Sir W. Wedderburn, Allan Octarian Hwne, London 1913, p. 80.

2. Irish World, 25 August 1577.

3. T.N. Brown, op.cit., pp. 69-73. See also W. O'Brien and Deamond
Ryan (ed),Devoy'e Post Bag 1871-188Q, Vol. I, DublIn 19148, p. ilil.
Initially under the patronage of Ford, th. fund was administered
by the Clan in 1377.

14.	 Devoy's Post Bag, p. 207 ft.

5. Carroll to Devoy, 3 June, In Thid., p. 173.
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5,000 to 10,000 men who could be mobilteed and ready to set oft to

Ireland at a moment 'e notice. 1)i November 1876, a Clan delegation

presented the Russian Minister in Washington, K. Shieken, with a

memorial. Wfl th djsoont,,flt	 Irind, her' capacity for war, her

eagerness for it.	 Its purpose was to indicate that U1 case the

Northern Bear should decid. to crush 'Her Majesty's Government' a

spontaneous revolution in Ireland might be counted on. The plan came

to nothing. The Russian Minister' was convinced neither that war

between Russia and Bgland was ixdnent, nor that a strong nationalist

feeling hostile to the British connection existed in Ireland. 2 Sub..

terranean activity of this kind on the whole produced little tangibi.

effect. It i doubtful whether the British took these Feni sm stirrings

seriously, but they at least took the trouble to be informed. 3 When

Didia was involved in war with Afghanistan two years later, the British

Government was mor, sensitive to reports of Indian disaffection and to

Irish-American propaganda..

Thus in so far as it had been direct.d against British imperial

ambitions, in Ireland and South Africa, the activity of the m1]

activist group in 1877 went some way towards thawing Iriah"American

hostility towards pa!'].iamentarianism. J.J. 0'.U.y, at one time foreign

correspondent of the New York 	 and a Parneliite Horn.

Rule candidate in 1830, met Parn.0 and Bigger in Paris and was most

impressed by them. To John Devoy, a close friend and one of the leaders

of the Clan fla Gad, he attempted to sell the idea of' an at1ance between

1. Carroll to P. fahon, 12 June 1876, in Devoy'e Poet Bagi p. 182.

2. See TJ, Brown, çp.oit., pp. 65 ..68; Devoy's Post 13g, p. 209.
3,	 S.. letter to Pbreign Secretary, 12 January 1878, Fertian Papers

l858.i, A FIles 1877-1883, Box No. 4, A 50&t, SP.0. See also
Deep. (copy) 0. Crump to Sir B. Thornton, 9 Jarnzary 1876, ibid.,
A 508, SPI0• The acting British Consul at Philadelphia wrot..i

informant adheres to his assertion that every possible pre-
paration is being made for a sudden uprising of Fe?taniea in Ireland
and that the present ooi1ieationa of sg1*nd in the term
'Qw.atjen1- have add.d-isual seal to-all iisir*avett"
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revolutionary and parliamentary nationalists • 0 'IC.11y believed that

'with the right kind of support" behind him and "with a band of real

nationalists in the long, of Comiona", ?arc.0 would "so remould Irish

publia opinion as to char away many of the stumb ling blocks in the

way of progressive aotion". Concerning th. attitud. that ought to be

adopted towards th. activists, O'Eelly wrote to Dsvoy on 21 Auguats2

'It the right alas. of man could be elected to fill vacancies
occurring, so as to strengthen th. advanced group, it would
be well. I have always tried to convince you of the great
moral effect of having Ireland represented by men like Parneil,
o 'Donnill and Biggar even it they were not prepared to advance
on. step further and I hop. recent events have convinced you
of th. correctness of my 'views. There are many advantages
to be gained even at We. tmtnt.r by a really bold and indepen.
dent Irish representation and I hope the A ricanIrish will
extend help and encouragement to PsrneU and his Co.woXcer a."

Devoy's reaction is not recorded, but the Irish Wor1d, impressed by

thh fight against the South Africa Bill, was encouraging. O'Ibrmell

in particular drew special praise and was upheld as th. archetype of an

Irish patriot.

'}s is not a nets man of talent and application, he is a
genius, and Just such a genius Ireland needs, and as Ireland
would value it only he comes out from th. cobwebs and takes
part in the open field'.

the likelihood that neither O'Donnell nor his party would

take the revolutionary path and bcoott W.stMnt.r, a correspondent

of the Irish World, possibly . Carroll himself, ventured to suggest

a parliamentary programme which 'revolutionists' would support In the

oo*lng s.ss ion and which would help reconcile the three natimel'

sections of the Irish people. The Boa. Ibalers were instructed to

make 'thre, grand efforts's

1. O'Ie]Ly to Dsvoy, S August 1877, in	 pp. 267.8.

2. O'XUy to Devoy, 21 August 1877, in ibid., p. 270.
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"The first, on the day that Parliament reopens, should be
an amendment to the Address;

The second, should be a resolution in favour of bme Rule;
The third, should be a Bill repealing en masse all the

obnoxious statutes made for Ireland in the past."

Raving performed this triple duty, they were to occupy the remainder

of their tL'ne obstructing "obnoxious" legislation for Ireland, and

discussing "Imperial questions" especially those relating to izdia,

the army, and foreign affairs. Theamandxnent to the Address was to

take the form of a double censure against "mi.agovernment in Ireland"

and "misgovernment in India". The writer considered it "politic to

link" together the "victims of British misrule", and to emphasize

"the incapacity and unfitness" of the Irish Qief Secretary, Sir N.

Hicks Beach, and of the Secretary of State for India, Lord Salisbury;

the one was to be singled out "for his total ignorance of Ireland)',

the other "for his failure to avert a second Indi n famine".' In both

countries there was a "backlog of hatred" building up to engulf the

Britishi

"The illtons who fill famin. graves in Ireland and India
have not died in vain. There must cce a day when they
will possess the living millions with a fury before which
the British Empire will go down In ruin commensurate with
its unparaUeled iniquities. "2

The "Whige" were genuinely alarmed by such signs of American

support for th. activists • l.A. Galbraith wrote to Butt of a "settled

plan to break up the Ha Rule Party" which he believed was inspired

from America. 3 This fear was not untypica]. of several rumours floating

around connecting th. activists with extremist plots. The acting

British Consul at Philadelphia cabled London in all seriousness that

1. IrIsh World, 29 September 1877.

2. IbId., 22 September 1377.

3. Gaibraith to Butt, 9 September 1977, Butt Paper, Ma 869$?.
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the "obstructionists", Joseph Biggar, Parneli and O'Connor Power were

in league with the leaders of the Irish Republican Brotherhood.1

Throughout September and early October, Parnell, O'DonneU and O'Connor

Power did in fact preach "the patriotic doctrine of obstruction" to

gatherings of Irish in Great Britain and Ireland, 2 in an attempt to

convert the Fenians to the necessity of vigorous parliamentary action.3

"Harping on blood and lire", ParneU was careful to couch their parlia-

mentary policy in the suggested manner. At a meeting in Belfast on

27 Septeniber he described it as one of independent and atrenuouB oppo-

sition to the Government of the day all along the line in detail, upon

every question; this was to take the form of a comprehensive inter-s

vontion ranging from estimates and pensions to colonial, particularly

Indian administration:

"...Theyshould look into Indian questions, and try to put a
atop to Indian faminea they should look into the Indian question
which now takes but an hour, or if the consequence of these
things not being done at all, then it would not be their fault...
they did not conquer India; they did not colonies the colonies;
they did not bring about the union with Scotland. 14

Parne].1 'a insistence that active Home Rulers could not be held respon-

sible for British colonisation, should they not succeed overnight in

dissolving the empire, was primarily for American consumption.

He had a different story for those moderates who like Mitohel

Henry desired to narrow the breach between Butt and hiise1f on the

basis of a more "determined" policy in Parliament. Henry who had "a

1. Desp. (copy) 0. Cwnp to Sir E. Thornton, 3 January 1875, op.cit.

2. See Timee 8 September 1877.

3. R.B. O'Brien, Parne, 1, pp. 1149-50.

14.	 Weekly Freeman, 6 October 177.
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very high opinion" of Parnell, at least up to the time of the "New

Deptrture", disliked the vintage frolics of 1877, and felt that Parnell

had been led "astray" by 0 'Donnell, a very "dangerous man, because

eaten up with vanity". i an interview with Henry in December, Parne].l

played down his obvious reliance on 0 'Donnel]. 'a advice reassuring

him that he was quite "alive" to the "errors" they had coirunitted last

session. He added that O'Donnel]. was also convinced that he had

acted unwisely on the South Africa Bill. This was perhaps fabrication

but it served Parnell' a purpose to allay Henry's fear that Irish

strength would in future be "frittered awv" instead of being "reserved

for fights on Irish Questions. " The price of wooing the moderates

was just such an undertaking of restraint.

The long-awaited national Home Rule conference on ]J-]S January

1978, however, resolved nothing and resulted in stalemate. If Butt

progressively lost ground in popularity to the activists during the recess,

he retained sufficient authority to prevent them from overrunning the

League in Ireland as they had done the Confederation in Great Britain.

What chance they had of dictating to the conference was effectively

lost w en a move to secure equal representation for kiglish as well

an Irish Hone Rulers was blocked. 2 EqimUy Butt was in no position to

bring the activists to heel. He went through the motions of condcmning

the policy of intervention without demanding disciplinary action. Butt

had no objection to Irish members taking part in the discussions of &iglish

and irerial affairs—he had even held that thaj did not take part often

enough and that the Irish should do something for the sufferers of wrong

1. Henry to O'Neill Daunt, 27 December 1577, Butt Papers, Vol. III,
Ms 832.

2. See Thornley, op.oit., pp. 3b0-2.
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throughout the euiplre—but ho was convinced that intervention was still

primarily a manifestation of an I'ish policy pure and siiap1e

"Wiat I object to, i iat I hold to be fate], to the dignity and
usefulness of the Irish party, and to the good naie of
Ireland throughout the world, is obviously making our inter-
vention in m ttera of iglish and Lperia1 concern merely
a manifestation of a certain Irish policy without regard
to the matter in hand and, the interests involved. "1

bi effect no decision was taken on the parliamentary policy for the

coming year. J.G. MacCarthy was voted out of order when he raised the

2
matter.

Yet as the Dublin correspondent of the Times reported, the

iI)reeaion existed in Ireland that ultimate victory rested with Perneil

and that Butt had virtui'lly "capitulated". If he rema1ned leader of

th. party, he did not possess the confidence of a large section of it

and his control was no more than noj'1n1. Pbr the first time, the

activiita did not ask Butt to lead them in intervention but merely

desired that he atop denouncing them; "a notable chAnge of attitude"

thought T.D. Sullivan,3 i return they woulsi e1avion tha 	 at to

force the League and the party to follow their exaqle, whil, they

retained the right of unimpaired initiative themselves • A resolution

proposed by Charles Pay lift th. door open for ivory variety of

"individual action", 'unless a united course bed been positively agreed

upon by the party befor&iand. Parnefl accepted the peace formula with

the quiet confidence of a protagonist assured of ultimate viofory:

1. Quoted in 0 'Donnell, History, i, p. 260.

2. The conference is reported in the Freeman's Journa., 15,16 January;
Timex, 15, 16 January 1373.

3. T.D. Sullivan to O tNeill Daunt, 3]. December 1377, H.tckey Paper,
quoted in Thornley, op.cit., p. 3h3.
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"If I refrain from asking the country today by the voice of
this conference to adopt any particular in. or action or
any particular policy, or to put any definite issue in
reference to it before this conference, I do 80 solely because
I am young and I can wait".

"The cracks", hoi ever, had barely been "papered over". As the

Times recognised, the status-quo was mar, fragile than firm and was

likely to disintegrate especially on "]aperia]. Question&'. 1 ]ideed a

£retaate of dissension on the burning issue of the day, the Balkan

crisis, was given by John Dillon. iiapfred by the hope that Britain

might be drawn into the R so-Turkish war, he urged that Irish members

be bound by the conference to walk out of the }Iouae of Commons

as a body prior to any division on the subject being taken. It was

their duty to demonstrate that Ireland, while deprived of self-government,

disc].aimed "all sathy with g1an4 in her dealings with foreign

powers". 2 Butt objected strongl.y to such a course which he hell would

sound "the death-knell" of the Home Rule party, for it affirmed that

Ireland had no common Interest with igland. The bellicose motion

of the young firebrand was thus rejected. istead the conference

accepted a compromis, solution of Parnell' a that the party should

consult with a view to effect united action on the Eastern Question

whenever a definite issue arose.	 the event it was this mildly-

worded proposal that h.iped destroy Butt as a political force in Ireland,

and conclusively left Parnell as his heir-apparent.3

1. Thn, 16 January 1878.

2. Ibid., 9, 16 January l87 See also FIIS.L. Iyons, John Dillon A
Biograph, London 1968, pp. 2!u.2S.

3. See Chapter Four, Section one.
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II jost1in for Position

While Mitchel Henry could not "tolerate the word obstruction",

he had no illusions about the new session; "if anything is to be done it

will be done by the Obstruotives and by nobody else", he confided to

O'Neill Daunt on 27 December 1877.1 Butt's steadfast refusal to meet

the activists even half-way effectively drained the vestiges of

influence remaining to the Home Rule party as a political entity. To

make matters worse a recurrence of ill-health forced Butt to neglect his

parliamentary duties still further and kept him away from Westminster

for long spells. Vithout his guiding hand the least committed mexaber

quickly fell back on old habits. Even his most loyal followers felt

cast adrift and were soon floundering with indecision. As before the

resilience of Irish nationalism was represented by a faction.

Yet, in comparison with the resolute demonstration of July 1r77,

the activist wing itself seemed strangely reticent and short of enthusiasm.

It has been noted that its early performances were "perfunctory and half-

hearted". Malcolm Brown suggests that Parnell had. "moved on from

parliamentary vendetta" to "the search for a mechanism to tap the power

of Irish militancy". So he "bided his irie" and. "spent most of his

energy" in a "courtship dance with the Ferxians", 2 who he believed were

"the men to drive the ship...". 3 However, this is true more of 1879 and

the latter than the earlier part of 1878. Dr. Thornley advances another

explanation that after Parnell had resolved to shelve "the issue

of parliamentiry policy until the next general election", he "could

1. Henry to O'Neill Daunt, 27 December 1877, op.cit.

2. M. Brown, op.cit., p. 21i.8.

3. LB. O'Brien, Parnell, 1, p. 117.
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gain little profit from pressing on to an open breach with the party".1

Comfortably outnumbered, the activists conceded the hopelessness of

trying to convert an unayinpatheic and lethargic majority. As Parnell

lamented to a friend: "anyone will be better than the miserable duffers

most of these Home Rulers are. The Irish party consists not only of do-

nothings but know-nothings"	 On the other hand, Parnell would hardly

be deterred from renewed factiousness by the prospect of isolation and

disapproving frowns. A more effective disincentive perhaps was the

fear of Butt resigning for good, as in April he seemed set on doing.3

The Times believed that he would have nothing to do with the manage-

ment of the party, "unless some irregular and disorderly members of it

reformed their condtot". 24	letter of retirement threw the

party into confusion for it was feared that such a blow would "shiver

to atoms the fragile fabric of Home Rule" . Parnefl might have been

reluctant to provoke an abdication crisis in whichhe could not guarantee

ultimate victory for himself. Such a factor for the relative calm no one

seems to have taken into account.

Historians of the period are too ready to assume that Parnefl 's

succession, as the only logical and credible replacement for Butt,

was pre-orained. On the contrary, the issue in the spring and

summer of 1878 was far from settled. Indeed, William Shaw was widely

1. Thoruley, op.cit., p. 3249.

2. ParneU quoted in Abels, op.cit., p. 62.

3. Tinie, U, 12, 13, 17, 22, 29 April 1878.

24. Ibid., 15 April 1878.

5. Ibid., 17 April 1878.
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tipped to take over the helm should Butt prove obdurate. 1 Until

Parnel]. had secured a power base In the country at large and obtained

the neutrality if not the confidence of extreme nationalist elements,

ha was in no position to rally the party to his standard. He did not

have American blessing which was crucial; the Clan na Gael was still

undecided whether to support financially a parliamentary moveruent.

Thus if ParueJ.]. was unquestionably the front runner, he was not the

only contender for American recognition or aspirant for Butt's title.

Prom activist ranks, Alexander Sullivan, 0 'Connor Power and 0 'Donnell

all gave early promise of rivalry and in the art of public speaking and

formal debate outshone Parnell.

Parnell had least to fear from Sullivan, who despite his history,

was disliked by the Fmnians and distrusted by Home Rulers, activists

as wall as moderates. He never really committed himself to either

side, going part of the way with the former and. severing his connections

with the latter. Aa his brother remembered, Sullivan "generally

voted with the obstructionists, and never ainat them", but "thought

the game was being played too Last, and that tbay would surely find.

themselves checknated era long" 
,2 

o Gnnor Power already had the advan-

tage of a bnian background and walked the delicate line between consti-

tutionaliant and physical force. i addition, coming from a poor

family himself, he could claim to have a much closer wideratanthng of

the common people than Parnell ever could. Yet his efforts "to anticipate

the New Departure" only aroused "antlathy" amongst his old Fnian

colleagues and towards the end of 1877 he was expelled, with Bigger

1. Times, 15 Arii 1373.

2. T.D. Sullivan, o.cit., p. 182. See also D.LB, Vol. XIZ,
p. 158.
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and John Barry, froa the upree Coaoil of the Irish Republican

Brotherhood for refusing to "withdraw from parlianentary

• Of the three, O'Donnell combined ambitia and ability in the most

enterprising fashion. He was the ac!now1cdged "genius" who had 1.4 his

tiny force so spectacularly In defence of the Boers against the atght

of the 1glieh Parliai&ent. 2 When the Aiiierican Irish applauded him as

a rising staz, it was little handicap that the moderates detested hin

as an apinionatad upstart who ir'ig1ned his "career" [would) be like

Disraeli	 Not every one disputed this parallel.	 an account

of the "obstructionists", a correspondent to a "Liverpool paper"

devoted lea, space to Parnell than to O'Dcnell, whoa he described as

"the yomg Disraeli, conceited, eccentric, brilliant-a future premier

perhaps". Terenoe 4. Vero 4hite finds it "quit. ridiculous" that

O'Donnell should have been rated "so hig'i1y". 14 Yet Parnall's follo'ers

did not undereat1ate his challenge. Th. story is told b,' O'Ikamell

himself that just before the January conference itatthew Harris, "an

active agitator of the popular sort", warned him not to become a

nuisance by prostitutlxig his own o1a1w:

". 0 'Donnell, we hear that you want to be leadsr-..well,
if you do, you cannot; that ii ail. We have chosen the
next leader. We ar. a nation of Catholics, and we want a
Protestant. It: looks well. Ws are a nation of peasants, and
we want a landlord to head us. It looks well. ,Xou are neither
a Protestant nor a landlord. Parnell is both."

While O'Donnell did not fulfil these desired qualifications, he was

according to John I,tr "then in the odour of sanctity". 6 *ougi

1

1. Thornley, .eit. p. 290.

2. Davitt, Peudaliei, p. 109. See Irish World, 29 September 1877.

3. Heni'y to O'NeiU rmt, 23 April 18,	 Ji Pitiere, Ms 11, 14146.

14. S.. de Vare White, ap.eit., p. 3i7.

. O'DonneU, Ietp , i, p. 26.

6.	 J. Denvir, The Irish in Britain London 1892, p. 2714.
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he was still "loyal" to Parnell, 1 he was unwilling to "abet"the candidature

of a man whom he considered his pupil and inferior. The symptoms of

rupture between the two leading activists had already been diagnosed

by some onlookers and wore not unwelcome, Ednund Dwyer Gray, for one,

saw eventual confrontation opening up the opportunity for a third party

to intervene as peacemaker and to become an alternative focus of

allegiance.

The whole-hearted application of a policy that was less aesociated

with his name than 0 'Donttefl' a might have little to recommend it to

Parnell in these circumstances. Besides, although O'Donnell might pro..

claim his "individuality" end intention by signing his name to twelve

notices of motion on subjects "ranging from Di.mkeld Bridge to the

administration of India", 2 Parliament was totally absorbed by the

Turkish situation. The immediate problem, therefore, was to decide

what attitude the Home Rule party should take on the burning question

of the hour. Wien 1ropeen eyes were on Westminster, it was imperative

that the Irish should be seen to act as a body rather than as a collection

of disparate groups • 0 'Donnell brand of instruction was unlikely to

serv, the purpose of unity, for not only had the conference resolution

on consultation to be obaerved,but moderate scruples about interference

in imperial affairs had also to be reconciled.

In the event a policy of strict neutrality was decided ,upon at a

party meeting on 31 January, although not unanimously. Seventeen Home

1. J. Denvir, op.cit,, p. 27g.

2. Thornley, 2p.Cit, p. 3!i7.
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Rulers carried Sullivan 'a proposal that they should "decline by vote or

otherwise to identify" with either the Liberals or the Conservatives;

three held out for "individual liberty"; and eight left the room refusing

to vote. 1 The choice was not a simple one between taking sides with the

Turks or the Russians, but was entangled with religious and nationalist

considerations. Indeed, it had become evident in 1876 over the "Bulgarian

atrocities" agitation begun by Gladstone that there were wide differ-

ences of approach. On the one hand, orthodox Catholic opinion felt obliged

to follow the declared policy of the Vatican which was "virulently anti-

Russian". 2 Enbittered by Czarist oppression of Catholic Poland, the

Pope had long assailed as schismatic oriental forms of Christianity and had

likened Alexander II to anti-Christ in seeking the headship of the

Russian church. 3 On the other hand, nationalists were emotionally drawn

to espouse the cause of Slav nationality and to denounce the Turks as

"blackguards" and nruiansn.b They were disinclined to view Alexander's

appeal to the patriotism of the Bulgars as fraudulent. Speaking at a

United States Independence Day rally in Dublin on 1 July 1876, Parnefl

had summed up advanced feeling by declaring that the Irish would never

support Muslims against Christians in the East) Issue had been avoided

then by carefully taking the line that ag1ishitien were hypocrits to

1. Times, 1 February 1878. Twenty-eight Home Rulers attended the
adjourned meeting: Biggar, Blennerhassett, Collins, Conrngham, Dease,
Mc.Downing, Dunbar, Errington, Gray, King Harman, Henry, Kirk, Lewis,
McKenna, Moore, Nolan, O'Beirne, O'Byrne, O'Clery, D.M. O'Conor,
O'Donnell, 0	 0	 Power, R. Power, Redmond, Sheil, Sullivan,
Ward.

R.T. Shannon, G1adtone and the Bulgarian Agitation 1876 London 1963,
pp . 27, 80. See also Freeman's Journ4, 20 September i3(6.

Times, !. February 1878.

Thid., 11 September 1876.

Freeman's Journa, 5 July 1876.

2.

3.

1.

S.
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moralise about Turkish oppression in view of England's own record of

"brutality" in Ireland)

If any-thing the divergenoe in Irish attitudes had hardened rather

than narrowed in 1373. Very few saw the problem as clearly as P.J. Sinyth,

that the real choice was "not Rus8ian versus Turkish rule, but liberty

and slavery, life or death for Christian peoples". War on tue Turkish

eide as he saw it would be a war against nationality. 2 The Nation, for

example, recalling O'Connell's motto that "England' a difficulty was

Ireland's opportunity", was ooncerned more with furthering Ireland's

interest. "The demand for self-government", it advised, might or might

not be served "by getting England into the Straits of the Dardanelles,

but it would hardly be accomplIshed until she [was put into straits of

some kind". 3 It later sang a paean of "the holy war" and looked forward

to tue day when "'neath Russia s glorious banner", the conquering legions

would be sent by God to India "her rule to overth.row". Parnell also

regarded the prospect of violent collision between England and Russia

with aatisfaction.S According to T.P. O'Connor, Parnell and his two

sisters were part of the mob whicii "cane with stones in their pockets

6
to emasu Gladstone 'a windows •" However, as tne Dublin correspondent

of the Times explained, tue "large mass of the populace" could not forget

1. Times, 23 September 1376.

2. Hans, Vol. 237, 1 February 1378, 001.870.

3. Nation quoted in Times, It February 1378.

1. Ibid., 19 February 1873.

. flansard, op.cit., U February 1373, Co1.1)4J41.

6.	 T.P. O'Connor, !emoir8, i, p. 8.
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that "while professing to be the liberator of Turkish Christians", Russia

had crushed "with an iron heel the nationality of other Christians" who

had far stronger claims upon their sympathy. 1 Thus there were many Home

Rulers who looked on the Russian advance with misgiving. O'Donnell, in

particular, rejected the view that "the government of the Czar was

influenced by humanitarian motives", and that Alexander II was a "member

of the Society of Friends". Had he been free to do so he would have

"earnestly" co-operated with the Government in frustrating Russian

ambitions, which he believed were directed not to the liberation of

Balkan Christians from the Turkish yoke, but to the seizure of the

British empire.2

4uch the same kind of formula as in 1876 was adopted. O'Donnell

talked about the discrepancy between the precept and practice of gland

in matters of international morality, and drew the attention of the

I-louse to the methods o± warfare pursued by British tx oops on defenceless

tribes in South Africa and the frontier provinces of India.3 Indeed,

until the embargo on individual action was lifted on 8 February, the

majority of Home Rulers refused to be drawn into the party conflict.5

Sullivan, Meldon and Parnell declared with one voice that the Government

could not expect Irish support unless the Dublin Parliament was restored

.6
and interim concessions granted in the meantime. Even the application

of Butt 'a "moral influence" tended to the same end of bartering concessions

1. Times, ! February 1878.

2. Hansar4, op.cit., 8 February 1878, Cola. 1332-1335, see Times) 13 August 1878,

3. Ibid., 17 January 1878, Cola. 200-203; Vol. 238, 18 March 1878,
Cola. l511-1t.

Lj. Times 9 February 1878.

5. On the motion to go into Coimnittee, five Home Rulers--Bowyer, Browns,
King Harman, Montagu, O'leary—voted with the Government and four
Home Rules-.Fay, Henry, D.M. O'Conor, The O'Conor Don--voted with
the Opposition.

6. Hansard, Vol. 237, 17 January 1878, Cola. i11.-ll; 18 January, 19-62,
l9Li-8.
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for Irish "loyalty", although more blatantly. Writing to the Chief

Secretary, Sir cheel Hicks Beach, on U February he stressed the dangers

of an Ehgland divided against herself and suggested tiat "a full and

frank concession of religious education" would do "most for imperial

interests". 1 Auch to Gladstone's disgust the Irish party was no store

willing "to march shoulder to shoulder" with him "in the cause of free-

doi •" At Oxford he bemoaned the "unsatisfactory" condition of Ireland's

representation, when her members refused to "stretch forth the hand to

cure oppression a hundred fold deeper and criires a hundred fold blacker

than any from which their country ever suffered". 2 He had evidently

forgotten, if Home Rulers had not, that he had led the Liberals out of

the House on the tr ditional. Irish amendrient to the Address. 3 As

Sullivan re iinded him, Home Rulers were not going to epress their confidence

"in the generalship of the front Opposition Bench", or "narch into battle"

behind leaders who might "desert" them at "the critical moment of action".

Instead, as they alone ere "in a position to hold the balance ixnpartiaUy

between Turkey and Russia", they would prove it by abstaining. Sullivan

assured Gladstone that the Irish party had the deepest sympathy with the

Christian population of the East, but that "it could not give its grati.-

tude to a power [Russia) which, in its on dominions, was an

The appearance of unity was achieved on the Eastern Question, but

the active Home Rulers found the price a heavy one. Inspite of the almost

casual slaughter of Irish Bills, there was a total relaxatión of effort

among the rest of the party. By 11 Narch the limits of toleration were

1. Butt to Beach, 11 February 1378, Butt Papers, Vol. III, Na 332.

2. Times, 31 January 1373.

3. NatIon, 26 January 1373.

14..	 Hnnsar, op.oit., 8 February 1373, Cola. ll4.09-llJl2.
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reached and at a special conference, Parnefl, O'Donnell and O'Connor

Power passed a resolution censuring "most strongly" tie "unpatriotic

absenteeism" of Home Rulers in "recent important divisions".1 The "Quadri..

lateral" as Henry called them--namely Biggar, Parnell, 0 'Donnell and

0 'Connor Power2--patched up their "fraternal bond" and threw off the

deadweight imposed by peace and quiet.

On 25 March they kept the House sitting all night on the Mutiny

Bill, refusing to allow the Government to devolve it safely into the

"private hands" of a select committee and beyond the reach ' parlia-

mentary amendment. 3 The first and the most concerted attack they made

arose over the exemption of the Indian native army from the provisions

of the Bill. O'Donnell argued that the House of Conwions,with its

respect for "constitutional rights and the liberty of the subject",was

a much better judge of the rights of native soldiers tian either the

Viceroy or the Government of India. If Indian military xatters caine

under the supervision of Parliament, "there would be no nore of {those

frightful butcheries and blowing away from canon" which had alienated

the population from military rule. 24 Parnell and Biggar supported O'Donnell's

case, but tne moderates who had not apparently been briefed beforehand

were livid. itchel Henry described O'Donnell's objections as "crude"

and "unreasonable"5 and Major O'Beirne, who had served in the Oudh

campaign of 1353_96, disiissed them as "a mere piece of obstruction".

1. Times, 12 'arch 1373.

2. Henry to O'Neill Daunt, 23 April 1373, 	 cit.

3. Hansard, Vol. 233, 25 March 1373 Col.1fl3.

4. Thid., Cols.1935-37.

.	 Ibid., Col.1?9l.

6. See Dod 'a Parliamentary Companion, 1378.
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Considering himself qualified to speak on ])dtn affairs, Henry stated
that Thdia was held by conquest snot consent and therefore required to

be dealt with differently. 1 Parnoll retorted that the am argument

could apply equally well to freland which was as much a conquered

country as OLdia. 2 Even Major Nolan was noticeably tozii between

his allegiance as a serving mtlltary officer and as an "(batzuctiye"

natioallst; he solved his di1e'ma by keeping well in the background.

When O'Donnell divided the Ibuse he was overwhelmed by 137 votes to

9, as many ibme Rulers opposing as supporting the activist amendment.3

The Committee stage spilled over into two more days with the

"Quadrilateral" proposing a series of reforms relating to courts-martial,

flogging, solitary confinement and treatment of prisoners. As on the

South Africa Bill the activists were left for the most part to fight on

alone, abandoned by the moderates when the going got tough. Ci clause 16,

for example, Nitchel Henry, who vu temporary chairman, announced that

he "had dissociated himself" from the active group because of their

"unreasonable proposals" and had voted with the Government)' a. was

promptly denounced by Parneli. and O'Donnell for betraying his own

principles and for advocating a doctrin, of trust only su.ttab].s for an

"evening t.a..party.S Henry's ultimate disillusionment with activism

stemmed from this debate and his coazpl.te alienation from Parne].l was

only a question of time. Dismayed by th. reappearance of "idle and

childish" tactics which he thought had been shelved for good, he wrote

despairingly to 0 'NeiU Daunts

1. Hansar, op.cit., Col. 1990.

2. Thid., Col. l99OJ Nation., 30 March 1878.

3. Home Rulers againats Bowyer, CoUi-ne, Krrington, French, Henry,
0 'Beirne*, 0' Conor Don. Home Ruler. fors Bigger, lay, 0 'Gorman,
0' Sullivan, Parnell, R. Power. Tellers s 0' DonneU, 0' Connor Power,
*O'Befrne generally voted with the activists, however.

. Hanear$, ?p.eit., Cola. 2011, 2022.3. When it appeared, however,
that th. Government had made up its mind to pass the Bill "verbatim
et literatim", Henry mths.qu.nt].y dispensed his vote to whatever
side he considered to be fair.



"Perpetual speeches, wrangles, and unreasonable motions, often
made without any thought at all, and often based on the most
ridiculous notions and without a knowledge of facts, are amply
discrediting us absolute],y".1

As he saw it the worst offender WaS O'Donnell, a man "without principle

of any kind", who said the "most insulting things" and let his words

"faU in drops libre ditilation". The worst part of it was trat he

again "pulled the strings of Parnell" but would have "no consultation

with anyone", rho episode over Lord tøitrin was he thought "character-

iati.c". All of a .uiden 0 'Donnell and Parnell, wiLout advising the

party, had referred to outrages "vioral and mental" that had been cozmitted

by Laitrim as "if it was al]. proved and beyond controversy". 2 Henry 'a

explanation for the resurgence of bull-headed obstruction was that whether

"consciouslj" or "unconsciously", Biggar, Parnell, O'Donnell and O'Connor

Pwer were the "instrurients" of the Fenians. The party had been unable

to hold Ho as Rule meetings in either Thiblin or the large cities because

Butt could no longer "secure" renian "forbearance".3

While O'Donnell claimed that activist exertions, especially Parnell

were "a great monument of diligence" and "hun1tarian1sm of the best

kind",5 ho also admitted that there was other "very serious work in

progress". 6 That a further ue'nonstration of Irish parliamentary capthility

coincided with a secret visit to Ireland and London by Dr. Carroll, ad

1. Henry to 0 'Neil]. Daunt, 15 June 1878, Thitt Pper, Vol. III, s 832.

2. Hnnsar, Vol. 23?, 12 April 1878, Cola. 1252-63.

3. See Henry to O'Neill Daunt, 23 April 1879, or.cit.

Is. Parnofl, who excelled everyone by making one hundred and sixty speeches,
was included in the select committee ap pointed on 11 April to consider
the reform of the !utiny and tiny	 tue Acts.

5. O'Donnell, Hitor, 1, p. 262.

6. Ibid., p. 267.

7. See Desp. (copy) Secret No. 9, Crump to Thornton, 10 January 1878,
Enclosure No. I in Desp. Secret No. 9, Thornton to Derby, lL. January
1878, F.0.5 Papers, Vol. 1706, 1878.
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something to do with the laying of foundations of "co-operation between

Irish forces on both sides of the Atlantic" that "had been expected for

a long time". 1 Significantly, Carroll had thought that obstruction was

at the "end of its tether" and that its only chance for life was in

"knocking up a d—d fuss generally". Even then he doubted its value

without military support:

"Possibly it is something to call the world's attention to
Ireland but will the world think better of her good sense
when this whole fuss ends in talk and nothing more".2

Parnell in fact met Carroll in Ireland and declared himself in favour

of absolute independence,receiving in turn the promise of friendly

support in all that was done towards such an end. 3 later, as spokesmen

of the parliamentary forces, Parnell and O'Donnell were invited to a

joint conference with Dr. Carroll and John 0' Leary of the Irish

Republican Brotherhood representing the revolutionary organisations of

America and Ireland. The meeting took place at the Surrey Hotel in the

Strand but did not resolve outstanding differences! According to

John Devoy, Parnell was "quite willing to come to an understanding with

Carroll", but that a disagreement between 0 'Kelly and O'Leary over

O'Connor Power prevented any formal arrangement. 5 O'Donnell, who was

deputed by ParneU to explain how the "active policy of parliamentarianism"

and the "policy of insurrection" - "the voice and the sword" - could

1, O'Donnell, History, i, p. 262.

2, Carroll to Devoy, 16 November 1877, in Devoy's Post Btg, 1, pp. 279-82.

3. See Carroll to Devoy, 21. July 1906,ibid., p. 298.

. Accounts of the teeting can be found in O'Donnell, op.cit., pp. 270..
285 and LB. O'Brien, Parnell, 1, pp. 153-160.

5. J. Devoy, R r collections of an Irish Rebel, New Yorlc 1929, P . 233.
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co-operate effectively, also maintained that he failed to convince

the Fenian delegates. O'Leary, who did moat of the talking for the

other side, was i.triinpressed by the argument that while they were waiting

for the right conditions for armed uprising, much could be done to

make Ireland "more prosperous, more free, more Nationalist, more ready

for anything which might turn up". "az long as Ireland was governed

at London--would it not be better", 0 'Donnell had. asked, "to have

representatives who would speak like Irishmen, rather than have minis-

terial hacks and flatterers?"s

"If they [Hone Rulers] could associate the name of Ireland
with help to the suffering and overworked among the ]iglish
people, would thej not be aiding the cause of their country
by making her name popular among the masses? Were they not
bound to do all in their power to redress the wrongs of
subjugated countries who had no other voices to speak for
then? Did they cease to be Nationalists by defending Inita?

But the Fenian was "uncompromising". 1 In answer to 0 'Donnel]. 's

appeal that If he were an "Edmund Burke" he would "defend the oppressed

Indiana and make things unpleasant for Warren Hastings", he retorted that

11' the Indians gave the iglish "just a touch of Brian Boru' that

"would be better tian any Edmund Burke in or out of Parliaraent".2

It' the "chasm" remained "too wide to be , over leaped",3 Carroll reported

back to Patrick Mahon that it was pleasant to be able to inform him

that Parmell, O'Donnell and Biggar expressed "themselves at the

firm's service for anything they oou1d) do in their 11ne."2

1. LB. 0 'Brian, Parne1, I, p. 160.

2. 0 '])onnefl, }Listory., 1, pp. 273-5.

3. R.B. O'Brien, op.cit., p. 160.

IL. Carroll to Mahon, 30 March 1878, in Devoys Post Bags pp. 32LL'5,
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0 'Donnell had further consultations with Carroll alone and was

asked to supply a memorandum of the proposals he had made at the meeting.

He produed a "hand-.printed document" set out under fourteen heads

and entitled "What Nationalists Could Do". Especially relevant to

the policy of intervention were the third arid fourteenth proposals $

"3. Federal Home Rule has this vast advantage over mere
repeal or separation, that it promoted the unity and
co-operation between the Irish in Ireland and the Irish
in the British Dominiois outside of Ireland...who could
often help one another by vote and influence.

114. Always to remember that, beside the ordinary consider-
ations of human arid divine justice, Thdia has sacred
claims to Irish sympathy, because it was Irish soldiers,
Irish regiments, and often Irish generals and states-
men who deprived India of her native government and
independence."

The latter was a significant variation of Butt 'a 1873 theme about

Irish claims on India. The emphasis was away from the materialistic

rights of Ireland stressed at the Home Rule Conference, more towards

an obligation of atonement for wrong/a committed. As Irishmen in the

past had helped deprive India of her independence it was just that

they now did all in their power to restore it. O'Donnell believed

wrongly that Dr. Carroll neither accepted any of the principles out-

lined nor showed any interest in the document3 1 "very possibly, when

he noted as much as he thought worth any notice, he made a summary

for his report, and cast away a paper which contained so many views which

he was not accustomed to admire".2 Although he had various reservations

about the value of constitutional action, Carroll in fact considered

that 0 'l)onnell should be given all possible encouragement and was

1. Carroll to Devoy, 114 August 1878, in Devoy's Post Bag, pp. 3Li3'3.

2, O'Donnell, History, 1, pp. 275..8.
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prepared to make arrangement. for him to corns to America on a lecture

tour. Ha wrote to Devoy on 20 July 1878 In favour of th. idea:

"H. has done so many good things that we should sustain him
in every way in our paver, and hereafter set ours elves right
throughthepaper, wherhehassetuainawrongl.tght. He
will be able to do work of great importance in India of
which more when I see you"l

Obviously, O'Donnell had let Carroll into th. secret of his more

Intimate plane of educating Indian nationkliste and of formiz'g an

allio. for mutual benefit. l.t it is extremely doubtful whether

the American possessed any of the humanitarian qualities with which

Patrick Ford clothed his dsteetation of th. British mpire. The good

work he conceived from 0 'Donnell 'e intervention in Indian affairs

was probably calculated in terms of the mischief it could cause

the Ra.j. O'Donnell was most impressed by the "whit. "bot intensity

of his hatred of ig1and". Having a "fierce longing for revenge",

"hi, feeling towards g1and resembled nothing so much as the feeling

of a Russian Nihilist towards the Government of the Tsar".2

A Six' Edward Thornton Informed Derby, the Fenian. vex's showing

a good deal of activity and would "avail themselves of the opportunity

to strike a blow" preferably in Ireland, though they would be willing

"to do mischief elsewhere", should Great Britain ffurthppily be involved

in

1. Carroll to Devoy, 20 July 1878, Devoy's Poet Bag, pp. 3314.6.

2. O'Donnell,	 i, pp. 275, 279J for a description of Carroll,
who was apparently a native of Co. Derry, see Deep. Secret No.
15, Thornton to Derby, 21 January 1878, F.0.S Paperp, Vol. 1706,
1878.

3. Deep. Secret No. 62, Thornton to Derby, 5 March 1878, ibid.
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III Indian Overtures

In India, the par].iainentary aOtivitie8 of 0 'Donnefl and ParneU

were taken at face value by the nationalist Engli&i language press.

Ever since the struggle on the South Africa Bill, the Home Rule

party had gained the reputation for philanthropic enterprise,

confirmed rather than contradicted by subsequent intervention.

O'Donnell found that the agitation excited by the 26 hours debate

"extended in widening circles":

"It certainly was a sustained attack upon a great adnlnistra-
tive act of the Imperial Government, and it was an attack
by men who, as a race, were excluded from the Imperial
Government, and who now showed to other races, aiini 1 irly
outlawed, that even the peaceful resources of nationitlf at
resentment were far from being xhausted. "1

Many doors were now opened to him by Indian natiois1ist syinpathisers,

who regarded the South African debate as an historic breakthrough.

0 'Donnell recorded that Carlo Biale, a retired Calcutta Merchant

with mercantile connections in Bengal, subsequently invited him to

gatherings where he found many Indians who were "extraordinarily impressed

by the long and unsparing criticism in Parliament of a Govern-

ment measure of such importance." It was there that he had first met

Genendra Hohun Tagore, a keen supporter of atiom'lI st development,

whom he considered in many ways to be a "brown-skinned O'Brien".

Tagore had closely observed the Irish defence of the ansvaal and

urged O'Donnell to repeat the recipe with respect to Indian quetions.2

1. O'Donnell, Hist, i, p. 215.

2. Ibid., p. 2i5 ii, p. l.i27.
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o 'Donnel]. obliged at every opportunity and his increased movement in

Indian circles was reflected by a burgeoning inquiry into afl. manner

of Indian grievances. In 1877 O'Donnell's sole intrusion into

Indian affairs was on the Indian Loan Bill. In 1878 he asked nine

miscellaneous questions, supported three resolutions of which one was

his own, proposed one motion, and contributed to several debates in

which India was involved, whether directly or indirectly.

The Hindoo Patriot of Calcutta, the leading native journal

and recognised organ of the British Indian Association, 1 also drew

inspiration and comfort from the Irish perforance on the South Africa,

the Prisons and the !itiuy Bills. Thoroughly disillusioned by the failure

of the "great Conservative and Liberal Parties" to take up Indian questions,

except "by fitø and starts", and doubtful whether solitary Members, like

Fawcett, could ooiunand any following, it reached out for help to the

party which it described as "a force to contend with in the House of

Commons"

"We feel a national interest in the prospects of the Irish
party. Frank, generous and tender-hearted, the Irish may
lend a synpathis ing heart to the dumb millions of India...
if the Irish party as a party make India one of their battle
cries there will be some hope.. They now number about 65
members, and if they muster in force on an Indian debate,
it means a house of 130 meribera, and if a house of 130
members decides on Indian questions inteUigent].y and honestly
we must bow to its decision".2

This new -found faith in the Home Rule party was founded on an under-

standable miscalculation of its homogeneous strength. The Patriot was

hardly in a position to know the real alignment in T.riah politics. Just

as Home Rulers did not hold "the balance of power" in Parliament, so

the activists were not a representative cross-section of party opinion.

1. See Seal, pp.cit., p. 20lj.

2. Hindoo Patriot, 17 December 1377.
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Yet for several years the P qtriot uphold the fiction that they

were. Its peals to Hoite Rulers to include India in their "prograne

of parlianentnry o'atgn" largeiy steed fron a very high regard

for O'Donnell. 1 Probab].y as an index of his par].imentary activity

and because of his undisputed cccwan4 of Irish attacks on imperial

issues, the Pindoo Patriot persistently looked on 0 'DOnnell as the

leader of the Hone Rule iiovement.2 Tie years under both the Glad-

atone and DisrAeli aAt'5nistrations were diaiissed as entirely barren

of concession to ntLtional demands and the Ptriot felt there was
-	 -1

nothng to lose frori ae1 in Irish patronage. however, it went to tome

pat s to prove the party's "re3pectability" and to discount reorta of

Ito low st.ati.w at

0 'Ibnnell the article in which these views were expressed was

sweet vindication indeed, and he forwarded it together wita an expin'a-

tory letter to the ration. At a tine when the party was divided and

inactive, be saw the article as "highly calculated to renind the Irish

people of the position and influence" that was in the "reach of a

vigilant and united Hone Rule party". The nuierical aistakes be die..

iaeod as "trttllng errors" that should not deflect attention fron

the maIn purpose. The Htndoo Patriot had made a definite proposal

of a nationalist * imce, which he trusted would engag. the "serious

attention of every Irish patriot". 1 Such a concept was, as has been

1. Hindoo Patriot, 27 December 1fl7.

2 Thiç, U, 13 February; 16 !arch; 29 AprIl; 10 June 1373.

3. Se. 1or exazaple, G.W.E. Russell, Sir Wilfred tweon, A Memoir,
London 1902, p. l53.

i. !atIon, 23 March 1373.



seen, the third canon of 0 'DonneU 'a interventionist prograzwrie. In

fact the first move came not from Home Rulers but from the Itidiana

themselves and was probably provoked by the Indian Vernacular

Press Act. Certainly a definite approach to sound out Home Rulers

about the prospect of close co-operation was made by an Indian dele-

gation, shortly after 0 'DonneU and Sullivan had protested against the

inequality embodied in the new Press law.

The Act had been rushed through the Viceroy's Legislative

Council in a single sitting with less than the norma].. formalities.1

Lord Iytton had for some time been disquieted by an "ominous rest-

lessness among the Indian population", which he believed was related

to distorted reports of the unhappy state of the Eastern crisis and

to the "seditiona and libelous language" of the vernacular press.2

In justifying the need for the Bill, he referred to a selection of

extracts from the native language press which welcomed war with Russia,

end which portrayed hglish arms as being driven out of India without

so much as a fight. 3 With the advance of Russian troops towards the

Afghanistnn frontier, his concern for the security of the empire was

understandable. Nevertheless, an Act which empowered a magistrate

to take a bond from any vernacular publisher as a surety against

violent articles, and which exempted the kiglish language press from

its provisions, seemed at best a panic measure unlikely to be

accepted. The anomaly In the law was bound to arouse comment and

-s

1. This was introduced by Sir A. Arbuthnot on 13 March as Act IX
of 1873. A full account of the episode can be found in Lady
Betty Balfour, Lord Lytton's Indian Administration, London 1899,
pp. 502-S23. -

2. Annual Regist, 1878, p. 251i..

3. Balfour, op.cit. p. 533. Se. Parl.P., Vol. LVII, 1378, C. 2OLiD, pp.2I-2S.

1. See Ijtton to Mallet, 3$ March ; I4ytton to Queen Victoria, 2].. March;
trtton to Cranbrook, 10 June 1373, Lytton Paper, Mss Eur. E. 218,
518/3.
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criticism In Didia, if not eventually in Parliament itself. Lord

Salisbury-, however, did not anticipate serious opposition to the

measure and he trusted that Irtton's diagnosis relating to the loss

of faith in British power was the correct one. If the Viceroy

might expect "a certain amount of snivelling from the doctrinafres of

Radicalism" he need not worry unduly, for their preaching did not go

for much.1 ]i the event both men underestimated the abhorrence

which Irish nationalists had of censorship.

Perhaps to resurrect old scores, the activists at once accused

the Indian Government of despotism. Even as the &iglish papers

carried the first reports of the new Act, 2 A.M. Sullivan asked the

Under-Secretary for India for an explanation 3 and 0 'Donnell in an

early motion of censure tried to establish the practical supremacy of

Parliantent over, the discretion of an irresponsible Council • He moved:

"That legislation f or our Indian-fellow subjects subversive
of fundamental principles of the British CLttL
should not be adopted without this House being previously
consulted upon the urgent necessity of such a course".

0 'Donna].]. was at his moat incisive. Not even in the worst governed

portions of irope at anytime that cantury,he said,was there any-

thing to rival "that engine for the suppression of opinion" just

set up in India. Attacking the Act at its weakest point, he protested

against the "slur" cast upon the native languages and the "embargo"

laid upon native thought by specially penalising the vernacular

journals. No possible good could possibly come from a gagged press,

1. Salisbury to Lytton, 15 March 1573, Lytton Paper Mas ]u.r,
E. 213, 516/3.

2. Times1 18 March 1375.

3. Hansard, Vol. 233, 19 Iraroh 1873, Col. 15)2.



"a safety-valve of Indian thought". O'Donnell predicted that the

House should not be suirised therefore if it found out that they

had been "slunbering on the elge of a pent-up volcan3".1

The Liberals regarded the Irish attack as premature and attempted

to head it off. While Gladstone expressed pain at the announcement

of an Indian Press law, he begged flome rulers not to prosecute an

inquiry until the relevant papers had been received from the Govern..

2
ment of India. His plea for restraint was reiterated by Henry

Fawcett. 3 Both intimated that the Liberal party would launch their

own assault on the Act, once official papers were available to them.

Keyes 0 'Cley, who would seldom be put off for any one, ignored the

appeal. He recalled that the "Star Chamber Government in India"

which bad motivated Liberal expressions of regret, had in fact been

experienced in Ireland under the Treason Felony Act of l818. This

discussion would consequently be read in Ireland with great interest

for it showed the position that India was fast arriving at, as an

empire under the British constitution.!& 0 'Donnell, however, agreed

to withdraw his motion though on the explicit understanding that

the Liberals would throw their entireeight against the Act, if the

Viceroy's explanations proved unsatisfactory.

Irish intervention thus set off an avalnnche of inquiry in both

Britain and India • With optimistio understatement, Lord Salisbur7

1. Hansaid, op.cit., Cols.196-l600.

2. Thid, Cola .1600-1603.

3. Ibid., Co].e.l60

. Thid., Cols.l605-6.
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wrote to I rtton on 22 March that the Press law had created a "little

consternation" among critics of the Indian Government, especially

since the last fortnight had been a period of lull in the Eastern

Question.1 The lull was further punctuated by the untimely denial

of the Bombay Town Hall by Sir Richard Temple for the purpose of a

protest meeting against a recent license tax on trades and Industries.2

The Figlish-1anguage press, nationalist as well as Anglo-Indian,

soundly criticised this decision, the Bengalee cRllfng it an example

of "arbitrary power unparalleled in these days of constitutional

government". 3 News of the incident was reported in the Times on

19 March and questioned about In the House of 2 April, again by

o'Donnell. Lord George Hamilton 'a refusal to comment on the report

until he had received either coxiununication from the Government of

India or formal complaints from the injured parties, was received with

grave dissatisfactlon)I Colonel 0. T. Burns, formerly Private Secre-

tary of Lord I rtton and at the time Political Secretary at the India

Office, wired the Viceroy from London that the affair had made "a

mountain out of a molehill" but had had quite an effect. Indeed it

further exacerbated the growing disquiet over the Vernacular Press

Act. Burne confirmed that Temple, "a great ass in some things", had

by his action "stirred up the people against the Press Bill":

WAll was, as I telegraphed, going on as smoothly as possible.
Now one agitation succeeds another, and is exaggerated by
evil disposed persons including Gladstone. "5

1. Salisbury to Irtton, 22 March 1878, lytton Papers, Mae Eur. E. 218,
516/3.

2. Tie meeting, eventually held in other premises, was attended by
both Indian and Euglish commercial leaders of Bombay.

3. Bengale, 2 March 1378.

1.	 Hansar, Vol. 239, 2 April 1878, Cole.11$-6.

5.	 Burne to tytton, 28 March 1878, tytton Papers, Eur. E. 218, 5l7/.
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The Nation seized on the incident as another typical examp].e of the

way the Eglizh "showed the utmost distrust in their Iridian allies".1

Britain was launched Into a "condition of flidia" controversy,

in which dispute raged over whether the Act was necessitated by an

India, unhappy, unprosperous, and discontented,or by the reverse.2

In Ireland, the Nation,, whose new proprietor T.D. Sullivan shared

many of the humanitarian sympathies of his brother, analysed the

measure in some detail. It concluded that the manner in which the

Indian Press law had been enacted by the Viceroy's Council at Calcutta,

was a facsimile of the mode of passing Coercion Acts and Habeas Corpus

Suspension Acts for Ireland in the British Parliament. The real

explanation for the "seditious" nature of the native press was not

difficult to find • As India became educated it was only "natural"

and "proper" that it should grow increasingly "intolerant of English

rule". "An Intelligent and educated people (could] never be satis-

Lied with a condition of slavery". 3 The Nation concurred with the

view that the interests "of the dumb mflhious of India" were

"practically identical" with the interests of the Irish people. It

reassured Indians that though denied parliamentary representation

they could still look to Irish Members of Parliament for help and

syplpathy!I This was a promising and emphatic reply to te appeal of

the Hindoo Patriot published in its columns the week before.

1. Natiofl, 13 April 1378.

2. See Ect.ract from Examiner in Supplement, Bengale, Ii. May 1878.
The Liberals organised a series of protest meetings for late
April and early May.

3. Nation, 23 March 1878.

14.	 IbId., 30 March 1878.
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Such then was the immediate background to the Indian approach

to O'Donnell. icouraged by the Renter report of the debate that

o 'Donnell had initiated, a Committee of the Calcutta Indian Associ-

ation decided to call a general meeting to momorialise Par].iaxnent

against the Act.1 The Committee expressed confidence that "despotic

measures" would find no support in the "House of Representatives of

a free people". If Gladstone, Bright and Fawcett, were named

specifically as the ideal sponsors for their petition, 2 it was

o 'Dorinell and Sullivan who were contacted in Thndon by a Committee

of "eighty influential Indian gentlemen", formed solely for the

purpose of bringing Indian grievances against the Press Act to Parlia-

mont. Both were invited to attend a meeting on the subject so

that they might lay the views of the Committee before the House.3

From the report of the London correpondezAt Gf the Natio, other Home

Rulers were also oontac ted by Indian delegates, although 0 'Donnell

remained the obvious and most accessible channel for their entreaties.

These preliminary contacts were a prelude to a wider dialogue between

Indian nationalists and the activist party on a variety of questions

affecting India in Parliament.

At the end of March, the Executive Council of the British Indian

Association entered into direct communication with 0 'Donnell on the

possibility of a reciprocal alliance between Indian nationiUsts and

Home Rulers. In a letter posted from Calcutta on 27 March, and

printed verbatim in A History of the Irish Parliamentary Party, the

1. For the attitude and response of Indians to the Press Act see
Somnath Roy, "Reprecunsions of the Vernacular Press Act, 1378",
in Journal of Indian History, Vol. bS, 1967, pp. 7358.

2. Bengal, 23 March 1878.

3. Nat, 30 March 1878.
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Coimil praised 0 'Donnell for the "lively interest" he was taking

in Indian affairs, and appealed to the Irish party to lend India

its concerted support in Parliament:

"The party with which yOU (O'Donnell) are connected, and
which is ready to espouse any just cauae and to advocate
well-founded grievances in Parliament for the removal there
of, may do much in furtherance of the Indian cause, if it
will have the goodness to accord its sympathy and support
to the people of this country who are wholly unrepresented
in Parlianient, and who cannot hope to obtain a hearing
in it without the help of those whom Providence ha8
olaced in a nosition to helD their fellow-men and their

SuDiectsT.

This communication, signed by prominent nationalist dignitaries,

including the Maharaja Jtendro Mohun Tagore,member of the Viceroy's

Council, and Kristodas Pal, was no more apec.fio than the original

approach by the Hindoo Patriot. Nevertheless, O'Donnell was convinced

that it was intended to lay the foundations of just such an alliance

as he fondly envisaged. Indeed, he was further briefed about proposals

of a precise nature, as to how "Providence" had placed Home Rulers

in a position to help their fellow-men". On condition that Ireland

elected Indian representatives to speak for India in the House of

Commons, he claimed that he was erowered to offer the Irish Party

"the political and pecuniary support of a great Indian movement" and

its promise to endorse the Irish demand for Home Rule.	 scheme

was narrowed down in detail to the selection of four Indians, "men of

university attainments and considerable powers of oratory", chosen in

India for Irish constituencies, to double as Iome Rulers on all Irish

questions and as Members for India backed by the Irish p arty on

Indian affairs.2

1. 0 'Donneil, History, II, pp. ta93O. It is also printed in Freeman's
Journa],, 13 August 1378. The underlining is the writer 'a.

2. Ibid., p. L2; C.C. O'Brien, op.cit., p. 22 • Dr. O'Brien gives
th date of these negotiation$ as 1871i.. Alough 0 'Donnell tends
to be vague about chronology, available evidence conclusively indi-
cates that they took place in 1878.
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The Hindoo Patriot hinted at these specifio arrange"ients when it

published the 30th larch article of the Tation. 1 On the grounds

of necessity, It defended India's association witi anlreltance on a

party that was at odds with 1estminster:

"Ta have no re,resentatives in Parlianent, though Parlia..
mont is the ultimate arbiter of our destiny. As a nation
we are dumb, and any Meriber of Parliament or any Parlia-
montary party who wiU lend a tongue to us, are entitled
to our warmest gratitude. Mr. 0 'Donnefl and his party have
done this, and proiiIse to do more, and we fee), deeply
grateful to t eii" 2

The "comple.. prob1ei of Irish politics" and "Ekglish antipathy against

Ireland", It was stated, had nothing to do with Indians. The refer-

ence to the "proz4Ise" of 0 'Donneil and the Home Rule partj to do more

than "lend a tongue" to )ndia suggested a co'uaitnent of substance.

Iowever, the project was still-born, because starved of sufficient

Irish backing to justify continued negotiations. Isaac Butt hd

"warmly approved the idea", but according to O'Donnell, dared not

risk the hostility of English Conservative opinion. As was his

style Butt had probably lulled O'Donnell into confusing jovial good

humour with qualified concurrence. The "Inevitable libation" that

was offered signified nothing more than the avoidance of frankness.3

Parnall, on the other hand, was candid and direct. Ha £ins1ly closed

the door on ttie scheme, becausa he was not convinced that It could

excite any interest in Ireland, or appeal to "the future founders of

the Land League". 0 'Dorinefl had no alternative but to cal]. off the

project as i.'npraeticable. As he saw it, it was a missed opportunity

1. See below p. 156.

2. Hindoo Patriot, 29 April 1378. The underlining is the writer's.

3. ee Abels., 22!C. , p. 63.
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and he remembered sorrowfil1y that the "vision of the Eastern continent

being led by the Western Island remained a vision".1

Subs equently, C 'Donnell decided to test Irish public opinion

for himself and in Hay embarked on a lightning visit to Ireland and

to his constituency, the first since his election in June 1877.

At Dungarvan, before an enthusiastic end boisterous crowd, he out

lined his interpretation of the principles that motivated the party

of action in Parliament. He adumbrated three; the first involved

the constant attenrbmoe in the House of Commons upon all Irish

questions; the second, the attendance as nearly as possible upon all

imperial questions; and the third, a special class of imperial

question in which as "Irishmen" and "lovers of liberty", they were

bound to interest themselves

"A class supplied by the grievances of those injured races
and populations over whoa g1and ruled with a rod of iron
as hard as that with which the Tzaz" ruled Poland". ( cheers)

He went on to refer to his "commission" to lay petitions before the

Home Rule party from the "unfortunate, overtaxed, unrepresented, and

the oppressed people of Didia" asking the party to help then in the

redress of their grievances 	 0 'Donnell was obviously appealing

to his constituents for proof against the decisions of Butt and

Parnell. He soon realised that it was a fruitless gesture ad that

they were right. Ordinary people knew little about the principles

of the active policy, and as yet cared less, so long as activism

was seen as an effective attack on Parliament. Of the reception, the

Nation described it in rapturous terms as taking "high rank among the

1. O'Donnell, History, ii, pp. L28-9.

2. Freeman's Journa 6 Nay 1878.
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political demonstrations for which Ireland had become remarkable"

and George Errthgton confided to Butt his disappointment at the way

Dmgarvan received 0 'Donnell. 2 0 'Donne].l had hoped for a popular

vote of confidence which he received, but not the "vulgar brawl"

which he also encountered. With distaste he described how the

horses had been taken from his carriage and how he had been drawn

through the streets "by human muscles much inferior to the equine

power which they displaced." AU this to the various accompaniment

of "HurrahV', "Keep them at iti", "Don't let them sleep a winkj",

"Pull down their ould Parliamentt", O'Donnell thought such business

"hot and nasty" and was painfully aware that the applause was intended

less for internationalism than for "obstruction", which was regarded

then as the "marvellous panacea for Ireland's ills" The voice of

the crowd was all for continued heroics at Westminster.

The British Indian Association could not have been unduly

surprised that Home Rulers had poured cold water on Indian parliamen-

tary representation. If they had raised their sights high, they

must have been aware of the many hurdles that stood In the way of

acceptance. Not least amongst these was the built-in kiglisIi fear,

that stemmed from the l4utiny, of Indian po].itica]. advancement. (hi

the Irish side, the scheme was from the outset faced with almost

insurmountable difficulties. The activists had few safe seats to

surrender and the moderates had too many Insecure seats to safeguard,

even had both groups been amenable. This did not seem to deter the

indoo Patriot, however, which continued to have nothing but unstinted

praise for O'Donnell, and to shower him with tributes:

1. Natio, U May 1875.

2. Errington to Butt, 10 May 1878, Butt Psers, Ms 8700.

3. O'Donnell, History, 1, pp. 2L7, 26-7.
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"He takes up questions which other M.P.s hesitate to
notice, and is thus the means of ventilating Indian grievances
In the House. It was he who first questioned the 'nder
Secretary of State about the Vernacular Press Act, and
drew forth itt'. Gladstone. His cry was taken tip by the
1iglish Press, and has led the Secretary of State to
practically undo the Act of the Government of India. He
it is who keeps up a running fire upon the India Office
regarding all manner of Indian questions, a sort of Joe
Flume, and the effect of his iutcroscopic criticisms calmQt
be but good. He it was who compelled the Under Secretary
of State to acknowledge that the Governrient of India will
not interfere with the armies of the native princes. 2

The Patriot dismissed as uxtfounded the charge of the Civil rntd Milita

Gazette that it had been "deluded by Irish bray" and that the Home

Rulers cared as much for India as for "Tinbuctoo". 3 The Durigarvan

deimonstration was presented as evidence of Irish good faith and as

conclusive proof that O'Donnell had successfully "educated his partyW

to share as "lively" en interest in Indian affairs as he himself

displayed. Regarding the doubts cast about Irish sincerity, the

Patriot turned a Nelsonian eye:

"We judge men by their acts, and if we find, from their
acts that they are friendly to us, that business have we
to inquire into their motives or what reasons have we to
suppose that they are not activated by the best of motives."

As far as it was concerned, a "constitutional" party "led" by 0 'Donnel].

had "just claim to the support of all right-minded and impartial men")

The readiness of this nationalist although conservative journal

to stand by the Irish party in the face not only of Anglo-Indian

1, Both the Bergalee and the Hindoo Patriot acknowledged that
O'Donnell had ben the first to raise a protest against this Act
in Parliament.

2. Hindoo Patri, 8 July 1873.

3. Civil and Military Gazette quoted in Ibid., 10 June l73.

4. Ibid.
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taunts but also of the more advanced Bengalee's caution, stemmed both

from the special relationship with O'Donnell and from the imagined

impotence of the Radicals. On the first point, O'Donnell talked

affectionate],y of the editor, Kristodas Pal, as his "close adviser

and confidant for many years".' The bond of friendship between the

two men would explain inconsistencies in O'Donnell 'a defence of

Indian interests. That he did not flinch from defending the

prerogatives and rights of the Princes against British encroachment,

out of character with his smearing criticism of the Irish aristocracy,2

is partly explained by the aristocratic patrons of the 	 Hindoo

Patriot. This consideration was, as it turned out, a vita], factor of

o'Donnell 'a continued popularity with the journal. The Patriot, for

example, was delighted by the successful agitation begun by O'Donnell3

to force the Indian Government to return the fortress of Gwalior to the

Maharaja Soindia; it was much less complimentary when he failed to

influence the Government over the visit of the infant Maharaja of Cooch

Behar to Europe. It was significant that when 0 'Donnefl denounced

Bengali landlordism in 18906 ha was promptly discarded by the Patriot

as its favourite parliamentary spokesman. Early Indian as Irish

nationalists in the Home Rule party wider Butt, ooriprised a large

proportion of politically but not socially progressive landlords. How-

ever, another reason was that 0	 'a sympathies were not confined

to dowri...trodden peasants but were given to anyone in conflict with the

- British. On the second point, unlike the Bengalee, the Hindoo Patriot

1. O'Donnell, History, ii, p. 1431.

2, Consider, for example, Iii attack on the Marquis of Leitrixa.

3. Hansar4, Vol. 233, 21 March 1878, Co1.l77.

4. ndoo Patriot, 6 May 1870.

. Ibid., 1 July 1878. 1Jhen O'Donnell questioned the Under-Secretary
£ or India, the Patriot's comment was that he "was evidently not
well-instructed" and should have pursued a different line of inquiry.

6. See Chapter Six, section two.
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did not put aD. its faith in the Mberals out of any traditional reliance.

Its preference for 0 'DonneD. over Fawcett, Dilke, Bright and Sir George

Cabell was based on a count of parliamentary heads, if mistaken,

that each could command. Thus in conarison with Fawcett and Campbell

who "represented themselves" and had "no party to back then", 0 'DonneD.

was able to cal]. on "seventy Home Rulers" in a division.1 It was not

without a tinge of regret that Campbell acknowledged that the Hindoo

Patriot had replaced its "old hero" Henry Fawcett by the "Hon. e.bcr

for Dungarvan", whom he said, was described "as a very dazzling fellow

indeed" 2

As late as July, the Hindoo Patriot mtntained the il].uBion of an

all-powerful Irish contingent in Parliament, despite evidence in a number

of divisions that the Home Rule vote fell substantially below the

seventy mark. This was true of two resolutions of Fawcett in April

condemning the increased salt duty in the Bombay and adras Presidencies,3

and again of a motion concerning the principle of sending Indi ri troops

to Malta without first consulting Parliainent. 	i all three divisions

the Irish contribution barely rose above twenty. Nevertheless, the

1. Hindoo Patriot, 8 July 1878.

2. Hansard, Vol. 2Li2, 23 July 1878, Co].75.

3. Hindoo Patrip, 33 May 1878 Hansar4, Vol. 239, 2 April 1878,
Cole .14].7-470.

Freeman's Journal 2 May 1878; Hansard, Vol. 2l0, 20 May 1878,
Cole. 26L-38; 3l38, 1499-6]i. Twenty Home Rulers voted with
the Liberals in oppoaltioni Blannerhasset, Brooks, Collins,
Con.jnghan, Delahunty, Mc. Downing, Err tngton, Henry, Meldin, Murphy,
Nolan, Sir P.O 'Brian, 1). M. 0' Conor, The 0 'Conor Don, 0 'DonneD.,
0 'Shaughnessy, 0 'Sullivan, O'Connor Power, P. J. Sriyth, Sullivan,
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Jindoo Patriot instanced the "twenty-two"Hoiiie Rulers who voted with

Fawcett in te first, as an example of the "substantial seivice" rendered

by the Irish party to India2 By past standards this was an exceptionally

large number, and as ironically more a credit to Fawcett 'a influence

than to 0 'Donnell 's • The Radical leader had appealed to Butt on 22

March to say a "few words" in support of his resolution against tithe

most objectionable measure of taxation that could possibly be devised"

and promi sad to secure him the hour he would prefer for the debate.2

Butt was still too unwell to attend Parliarrient himself, but he urged

his followers to go along with Fawcett. This would explain the presence

of less prominent Hone Rulers who usually responded to Indian issues

by retiring to the coffee room, but who on this occasion as on the Malta

division could safely reconcile their intervention as obliging Butt and

as helping the liberal interest. If the ?adicals for tiefr part now

regarded Home Rulers as natural allies against Conservative foreign

policy, they much preferred the statesmanlike company of Butt than that

of the less manageable though more sincere activists. Significantly,

o 'Donnell, Bigger, Parnell, Kirk, Gray and Richard Power were absent from

one or both divisions, and the Irish were in effect silent passengers.

r Hindoo Patriot should not have taken any comfort from the

Irish vote against the despatch of Lidian troops to Malta, for another

reason. It welconecl the expedition as having a "moral value of t e

highest importance" and praised rather than criticised Disraeli's

decision:

-U-

1, Hindoo Patri, 13 May 1873. Bowyer, Broie, Conyrigham, Dalway,*
Dease, Delahanhy, Dunbar, 1nis, Errington, 'ench, Meldon, A.
Moore, Nolan, Sir P. O'Brien, O'Clery, O'Sullivan, Oaughriessy,
Parnell, 0 'Connor Power, R. Power, Sheil, Stacpoole; *Dalway des-.
cribed himself as a "Liberal-Conservative".

2. Fawcett to Butt, 27 March 1373, Butt Pas, Ms 3700.
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"By inviting India to join Eagland In a Leflowehip of arms
e are disposed to think she has paid a coiiiplinont to her
dependwicy."-

Yet Irish opinion was unequivocally opposed to the deployment of Indian

troops overseas, and to the intimidation of European audiences by such

a display of military might. On 20 July, the Freeran's Journal talked

about the unhealthy and unaccustomed climate which Indians would face

in Malta, and thought it "unhandsome" that Indian soldiers, paid for

by India, should occupy a position of "such disaster" 	 In Parliament

O 'Donnell announced his intention to resist what ha termed the advance

of "absolutionist principles". 3 Such discrepancies the Hindoo Patriot

chose to ignore and upbraided only Gladstone for his more prominent

article in the 1'ineeenti Century , against Conservative policy)

The attention of the Indian press was soon diverted to the Verna-

cular Press Act, which again became the centre of controversy. On

22 June, the long-avaited Blue-book,contairiing a copy of correspondence

between the Governrient of India and the Secretary of State relating to

the Act,was published. 5 Included were the dissents of three Iaelaber8

of the Indian Council, Sir E. Perry, Sir W. Muir, and. Colonel iule,6

and an iortant note of Sir A. Hobhouse, 7 which the new Secretary of

L. Hindoo Patrio, 1 July 1373. A select comiiittee, appointed on
23 Ji.uy to in ..üre Into the cost of sending Indian troops to
Malta, Included two Home Rulers, Richard Power and Sir Patrick
0 'Brian.

2. Freenan's Journal, 20 July 1878.

3. Vol. 2140, 23 May 1878, Cole. 6O3-.9.

ii. Ktndoo Patr, 1 July 1878. See W.E. Gladstone, "Liberty in
the East and. West", in Nineteenth Century, Vol. III, 1875, pp. u514_u714.

S. See Pan. P., 1878, Vol 1 LVII, C 20140.

6,	 Ibid., C 2077.

7. Ibid., C 20140, pp. 37-1i.
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State for India, Lord Cranbrook, reluctantly released. Ectraots from

the correspondence revealed that Governi'tent opinion had looked to the

Irish Peace Preservation Act of 1870 for guidance, and that sections

30 to 32 had been inorted into India and embodied in the Indian Press

law.1 Provisions regarding the deposit and forfeiture of security

against seditious articles, the con.fiscation of plant and materials,

and tTie powers of search, answered with some closeness to these sections.

Section 33 of the Irish Act, which gave redress to I.ris prcriebrs

aggrieved b the action of the Government, to maintain a suit for

da iages on account of illegal seizure, was omitted in the final draft.

This by-passed Tiob ouse's objection that the degree of advantage to

be gained by a new Press law would be made ineffective bi that section.2

In its operation then, the Vernacular Press Act was potentially 'ore

arbitrary than its Irisn ecuivalent, wich Sir E. Perry pointed out in

his Jinute of Dissent in Council on 30th Mays

"If the statute is good in itself, and is necessary for
the maintenance of the public tranquillity, it would be
ungenerous to Lor1 Ij-ttø 	 to brzzg ioiara
prominently objection5to his manner of doing what is right.
The statute proceeds on t i'ee main princip1es-

1. Power to demand security from newspaper preprietors
not to publish articles likely to excite dis-
affection.

2. Establishment of a censorship.

3. Power to seize nedspaper plant, etc.etc., after
warning.

The Act is thus assimilated to the procedure adopted by
the two Napoleons in France, and it incorporates the very
stringent provisiona of the Iz'ieh Coercion Act of 1870,

1. Deap. Legislative No.21i, Sec. of State to Govt. of India, 31
May 1377, p.cit., pp. 78-81. -

2. Hobhouse 'a note on native newspapers, 10 August 1377, id., p. 38.
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a temporary measure, passed to meet a temporary evil, and
dropped by the present Oovernient in 13Th. But the new
Ixidix Act oiaita the rexaedies against any abuse of authority,
which the Irish statute carefully provided. It must be
atnitted that no Imperial legislator could forge a more
powerful weapon for' extirpating an obnoxious Press".1

The publication of these xtracts embarrassed the Government, and Cran-

book rebuked Irttcn for alluding to confidential information in public

documents that might be read before Parliament.2

The Liberal party was mildly critical ol' the measure and

secured a formal d bate. Gladstone, in fact, took a generous view of

the motives that led the Govern.rient of India to construct a new Act,

and merely proposed the safeguard that all proceadirgs executed under

its terms be reported to the Secretary of State arid relayed at inter-

vala to Parliaicint. 3 Probably Craribrook 'B instruction to Lord Itton

to suspend or abandon the contentious section of the Act dealing with

the censorship of Vernacular proofs, robbed the Lib rals of their

riost dn-iiaglng argwient. or could much be done to exploit the strongest

features of Irish coercion in the Act, for a Liberal Governnent had

created then in lflO. Indeed, the most Gladstone could do was to

express regret that the papers contained rererenoea to the Irish press

as a snotion and an exaz1e for Indian legislation. Ha ventured to

explain that the Irish Act was essentially teomry in character and

was never intended to bring about a permanent change in the status of

Irish newspapers • Edward Stanhope, the Under-Secretary of State, was

1. Minute of Dissent of Sir E. Perry, 	 cit., C 2077, pp. 2-3.

2. Cranbrook to Iytton, 2! June 1373,	 ton Pzre, '1as Eur.
E. 213, i6/.

3. Hansar, Vol 21i2, 2) July 1873, Col.li3.
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similarly handicapped. He wrote to I'tton that Gladstone had "laid him-

self a good dee]. open to observation by denying that his Iri8h Act

afforded any precedent in the matter, but the necessity of avoiding

an 'ish row prevented its being taken full advantage of in Parliament".1

Home Rulers were also present in force but according to A.14.

Sullivan failed to catch the Speaker's eye. 2 The House was thus spared

vivid descriptions of the severity of the Irish Peace Preservation Act.

Even O'Donnell was strangely subdued and his speech paled beside his

amendment, that had condemned in no uncertain fashion Iird I'-tton 'a

attitude to the Indian press, and bthich had threatened such a lively

debate. 3 Thstead, he announced his intention to withdraw the iilied

censure on the Viceroy and was prepared to accept that the axtraordinary

measure before them had been framed for no other object than to promote

the welfare of Thd1a) He explained that what he really objected to

was the "comprehensiveness" of the Act insofar as periodicals and

other literature also fell within the scope of Section lO. Stanhope

noted with satisfaction that O'Donnell despite his "wild" resolution

was not immoderate in language and that "no one si.eaker afterwards

ever alluded to him or his resolution" In fact, his amendment only

excited procedural oomment and was negated without a divia ion.7

1. Stanhope to I'tton, 26 July 1878, Iiytton Paper j Mas ]r.E. 218,
].7/6.

2. 1ianaai'd opoit., Col.]30.

3. Ibid., Col.67.

Ibid.; see also Times, 2t July 1878.

	

S.	 Hanear, op.oit., Cola.67-69.

	

6.	 Stanhope to Irttcn, 26 July 1878, .cit.

	

7	 p.oit., Col.130.
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There are two explanations why 0 'DonneU decided to "cede"

the fight to Gladstone 1. The first is that he was prevailed upon by

the Liberals not to underirdne their motion, the principle of which he

supported, by the introduction of any asperity to the discussions The

second is that he did not wish to embarrass the idian Government at

a time when he now believed its fears about Russian intentions justi.'

fled. A few days later, his hostility towards Russian expansion in

the Balkans and in .A.fghanistan proved stronger than his sense of self-.

preservation and his reluctance to alienate popular opinion in Ireland.

Presumbably that decision was not arrived at spontaneously, but based

on a long observation of the real dangers posed by Russian aggr&idise-

nient. It was his concern for Thdia 'a future, in this case over the

claims of party allegiance, that not only set him apart from his colleagues

but also exposed the limits of his Influence in Irish politics.

1.	 See 0 'Donnell 'a reply to the vote of thanks of the British Thdimi
Association, in Freeman's Journai, 20 May 1380.
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I. O'Donnell's Fall from Grace

The Eastern Question which had preoccupied Parliament throughout the

year at the expense of nearly all other business, brought the session to

a close with a full-dress debate, extending over four evenings from

29 July to 2 August. For Ireland and the Home Rule party, the debate

proved a climacterie in which the 1eaderahi of Butt was fThI1 ly dis-

credited and the acceptable limits of Home Rule association with the

empire defined. Both Isaac Butt and F.H. O'Donnell were brought Lace

to face with the harsh realities of Irish politics. Each found to his

coat that his views on the British empire were unacceptable to Irish

nationalists in general; with the one his loyalty to Britain was considered

tantamount to treason, with the other, his concept of Ireland leading

the empire, if out of bondage, was open to all kinds of unfavourablo

interpretation. While the destruction of Butt as a political force

and figure of affection was tragically completed, the separation of

0 'Donnell from Parnell became almost eversibe. It sae stgni.ficamt

that an issue of imperial policy should not only destroy the personal

affection of the Irish for Butt, that the complete failure and eventual

rejection of his Irish policy could not, but also place suspicion on the

credentials of O'Donnell as a nationalist despite a record of unequalled

and intelligent obstruction. O'Donnell found no rep] to popular

criticism and was saddled with a crippling reputation for untrust-

worthiness which put a blight on his whole "imperial" programme.

Ever since the beginning of the year the mood of the electorate,and

of the press especially, had hardened. The Nation and the Irish World

with their teaching on Eaglisli foreign entanglements from the stand-

point of Irish opportunity, were determined to enforce a uniform pattern
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of anti-imperialist behaviour. Even the Freeman's Journal, a firm

supporter of moderation In the past, found little to say in favour of

Butt' a "excessive" loyalty to the Crown. The nationalism each purveyed

could no longer muster aiiy sympathy for Britain in her quest for Euro-

pean and imperial security. The Eastern debate set the seal on this

approach, which characterised over the next seven years the inter-

ventionist attitude of the Home Rule party on the Afghanistan War, the

Zulu and Transvaal difficulties, and the Eptian uprising of

Arabi Pasha.

When Beaconefield and Salisbury returned in triumph from Berlin

carrying an Anglo-Russian agreement on the delimitation of the new

Balkan States and the Turkish empire, the Liberals made some h1f-

hearted criticisms of the settlement. Hartington grudgingly acknowledged

the extension of liberty and self-government to the new Slav states,

but questioned the Government's failure to meet Greek claims and what

he considered the "unnecessary" extension of Britain's "military liabilities"

under the terms of the Anglo-Turkish Convention. 1 This guaranteed

the future protection of Turkey in Asia from further Russian inoursion.

Ilartington believed such a policy "insane", and held that if the security
of idia was to be given as the justification for this undertaking, the

British navy in the Persian gulf was capable of resisting a Russian

advance to the East. He predicted that the result of the Convention

would be to give Russia an incalculable advantage should war break

1. 1 concise discussion of the Anglo-Russian Agreement and of the
parliamentary debate that followed can be found in R.W. Seton-
Watson, Disraeli, Gladstone arid the Eastern C!uestion, ndon 193S,
Ch. XII.
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out between the two powers; Britain was liable to "defend Asia Minor,

not when she pleases, but when Russia pleaaea1.1 Successive Liberal

speakers took up Hartington 's charges and similarly attacked the pledge

to defend Ottoman Turkey.

It might have been expected that the Home Rule party, as in

February, would again steer a safe and neutral path. Ifldeed, as the first

Home Ruler to speak, Major Nolan indicated the likely drift of Irish

thinking, particularly when his loyalty to the British army was con-

sidered. While he expressed his approval of the cession of Cyprus and

of the conduct of the Government at the Berlin Congress, he also took

the line that the Anglo-Turkish Convention bound Britain "hand and foot

to go to war on a future occasion". 2 His criticism of the Government

admittedly was somewhat tame, but it did indicate a decided shift against

Turkey and a growing admiration for the "liberating armies" of Russia.

Tory warnings about the security of India being endangered seemed to be

regarded as a diversion.

In this light, O'Donnell 'a intervention on the fourth night of the

debate was hardly calculated to appeal to Irish nationalists, and in

fact ran counter to revealed prejudice. Nolan's speech, the bias of

the Dublin press, and past experience should all have acted as warning

signs. It was no good reminding the House that it was from his pen

that the first description of the Bulgarian insurrection had been

1. Hanear4, Vol. 212, 29 July 1878, Cola. 527-9.

2. Hanaarç, ibid., 1 August 1878, Cola. 917-3.
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contributed to any fliglish journal, three weeks before questions had

been asked in Parliament. 1 Bowyer, Dunbar, King Harinan, Lewis and

Ward, though never dependable Home Rulers, had been severely reprimanded

for voting with the Government at the beginning of the session on the

supplementary sst1aates for the armed forces • Their sin lay chiefly in

their support of a Conaervativ-e motion and in their subservience to the

ministerial whip. 2 Nevertheless, O'Donnell recklessly threw his weight

against the Liberals, if it could not be claimed directly behind the

Government front bench. He announced that he could not give his vote

for the foreign policy of the front Opposition for there was not a "rag"

of foreign policy to be found there. There were many other things, he

acknowledgedphi1 irithropy, huinanitarian.ism, generous denunciation of

atrocities when committed upon the friends of Russia--but of a foreign

policy they had not shown the slightest trace. He accused the Liberals

of seeing and hearing as little as possible that tended to expose the

character of the "Rues ian machinations, Rsat pro'oattons, anâ

Russian conduct in the Turkish provinces", and of being too much influenced

by the anti-Turkish agitation largely engendered by the exertions of

Gladstone. "A disastrous contagion of the ideals of philanthropy and

trust in Russian generosity he stated, "had penetrated the ranks of

the opposition."3 There is no doubt that O'Donnell waa mod tà

adopt such a course because of a deep distrust of Russian expansion

1. }Iansard, op.cit., 2 August 1878, Col. 1036.

2. Thornley, op.oit., p. 361.

3. Haxisar, çp.cit., Cole. 1036-10)40.
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especially in Asia. He harboured few illusions about the real nature

of Russian administration In conquered territories, and cited a White-

paper distributed among Members of Parliament a year previously in

support of his allegations about Czarist brutality. 1 The paper con-

tained a collection of official accounts from British consular agents

in Warsaw and Odessa describing the Russian persecution of Polish

2
"Uniates". The reports were heavy with descriptions of torture, con-.

fisoation, pillage and exile as the normal methods of conversion to

Russ tan "orthodoxy" •

Yet 0 'Donnell was on unstable ground when he tried to place his

action within the framework at independent opposition:

"He should support by his vote not so uuieli the Government,
for, in his ooinion, they had committed only to3 many faulta;
not the Liberal and Conservative Party; but, as an Irishman,
he was happy to support the National British Party on this
question. As an Irishman who still believed in the union of
Ireland and Britain, and who sincerely hoped that before long
one would take as much pride as the other in the glory of
the common Epirs".i.1

Such an argument must have seemed little better than sophistry to

flabbergasted Irishmen who were used to his stinging rebukes of Govern-

ment and his !a1n 7 i ar views about changing not conserving the eupir.

Indeed, O'Donnell realised the delicacy of his position: "To be

always against the Government, right or hrong", he cj D1i1ained, "that was

the fool's book of wisdom which no man should doubt or suffer to be

1. Pan. P., 1877, Vol. LXD ) C 17]..

2. In this instance, Greek Catholics of Latin and Slavonic rite,

3 ' See for example, Deeps., No. 2, Mansfield to (Iranville, 23 November
1872; No. 3, 29 January 187J No. 21, Loftus to Derby, July 1876.
In Pan. P., op.oit.

. Hisard,	 cit., Col. 1039.
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doubted". 1	any objective standard, his reference to the "National

British Party" indioated the Thglish Conservatives. H. was to make

the same point again under no less ambiguous circumstances.2

question of Russia as against land, he refused to countenance the

diot*tea of expediency advocated by the Nation and the Irish Worlds

"He had often been eompilled to speak, and would have
to speak often again, in not too complimentary terms of
the British Governa.ntj but it had never occurred to him,
in any cNent of hostility against any Qovexment f
the Realm, that au spot en earth could be improved by
withdmv&ng it from the protection, from the authority,
or even from th. despotism, of the British Government, for
the mere purpose of substituting th. rule of Russia.
The present question was Russia as against Britain in
Asia, and en that question the most irreoonciled Irishman,
and the most captious Thglie}nnan, should unite in recog..
nising that when the option was betw.e Russia and ig1 'kjd,
it was exclusively Ingland that should obtain their
earn•st and unfaltering support. "3

Hi. appeal was based upon an estimate of his influence over the

partyj in the event unjustified, though not it must be said unfounded.

On ber1a1 questions before, hi. direction had Invariably bean ollowed

to the letter by his sctirtst colleagues. T.t the choice en this

occasion was not one b.tw.eu superior knowledge which O'ThnueU claimed

or the lack of it, but between a loyalty to Britain or a disloyalty to

Zooldng baok, it might be claimed that tat. via tikid to 0 'Damdll,

It was a distinct possibility that his outburst would have been ignored

-	 -	 -	 --

1. O'Donnell,	 i, p. 2fl.

2	 See Chapter 4, below p. 398. Yet see also O'Donnell to Salisbury
22 January lb, Salisbury ?apere, Special Correspondence. E.

'Tom see I always consider you U th. Chief of the cfl
lieh National Party worth the permanent att.on ot

am Iri& Statesman."

3.	 Ransar4. op.eit., Cola. 1039.140.
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as an isolated expr.ssion ol' eocentrioity,as Indeed it was by SuUuran.2

However, it was followed an hour' later by an unaa1iaied panegyric of

inperialiera froa Butt, which made toleration iiossib1e. The Home Rule

leader furiously attacked Har'tingtoti'e motion and the crux of his argu-

ment, asserting that the possibility of a Russian acquisition of Conatans

tinoplo was not merely a question bearing on the road to India, but

involved much higher tnlnge *

"I think ig1and waS losing her place in the estimation of
foreign powers; and I think that was owing to our !1tnistets
being under the influence of 'peace at any price', which, if
carried into prictise will, generally end iii war at any cost...

gland has responsibilities already, created by her nane, by
what she has achieved, by the extent of the E'rp1re she haa
founded, and by the colonies and comnerce which she has
established in every part of the globe. She cannot descend frou
her high position and let it be believed that she has ceased to
be a living and ioving power, while Russia works her wicked will.
upon the nations of the earth."2

Fbi' some time Btitt had looked on the military intentions of both Germany

and ibissia with apirehension end had warned Sir' Michael Hicks Beach in

Fbbruary that a vacillating and weak igland could lead to their aggrandie-

merit, to the rediction ol' ig1and to a third-rate power, or to a war which

would tax British resources to the utmost. His defence ol the Government 'a

Eastern policy can thus be seen as the fulfilment of his promise to Beach

not to with hold the little support he could give to the mlyiiatry in

resisting Russian aggression.3

Butt 'a speech caused considerable embarrassment in the Irish quarter.

Even 0 'Clery felt compeUed to clarity his position with respect to his

leader's, and annotuiced that as a member of the Home Thale party he was

j,,

	

	 op.clt., Cols. ii1il8. Sullivan did not allude to O'Donnell's
speech at all.

2. IbirL,, Cola. 1O3!-9l.

3. Butt to Beach, 11 Februnrr l37, op.cit,
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not bound to act with either the Liberals or the Conservatives. This was

a pertinent reminder to Butt of the parliamentary standards he had himself

set in 187!. Irish Members of Parliament, 0 'Clery concluded, could have

no interest in imperial affairs until the wrongs inflicted upon Ireland

had been undone.1 Alexander Sullivan, who could scarcely contain himself,

was much more critical of Butt 'a role as an imperial sentinel, and

delivered as crushing an indictment of Butt as the ailing Home Ruler had

ever received in Parliament. "His voice", he said, "was all of Britain's

greatness and Britain's glory; of Russia 'a acquisition and lust of tern.

tories. Russia's lust of territory indeed! had he no word to say of

thgland 'a?". He fancied that the quotations Butt had drawn upcn in

describing Russia 'a annexations were a page from the history of British rule

in India, or a passage from the impeachment of Warren Hastings. Butt,

he held, had not faced the real substance and meaning of the question.

There was in all this business the "gigantic issue of liberty and slavery

for millions of the Christian race", Could he not have advocated liberty

and independence as the solution of the • Balkan problem? It was because

of this insensitivity, Sullivan explained, that he now felt compelled

to register his "first vote" on any matter relating to the Eastern

Question,2

Sullivan 'a was the crucial interpretation of the issues involved,

and one which Oponnel1 with all his concentration on Russian motives,

had been blinded to. Whatever he might say about Russian despotism,

Russia had beenle agent of liberty in the Balkans and had shown no

obvious intention to create a permanent sphere of influence there.

1. Hanssr	 p.oit., Cola, 1091..96.

2. Thid., Co].. illS.
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Hartington's motion was defeated by 338 votes to 195, well itt excess of

the normal working majority of 52; sixteen1 Home Rulers, including O'Donnell,

voting with the Government, ten Home Rulers 2 for the Opposition. Biggal',

ParneU and O'Connor Power apparently walked out of the Rouse.

Ireland, a storm of abuas greeted th. news of this division,

which was primarily directed at Butt and O'Donnell for speaking and 'voting

as they did. Both were accused of se lling out to the enemy, of betraying

the princ1le. of their party, and of working towards it. disintegration.3

Butt In particular was singled out for execration. Ci the other hand,

the fourteen Home Rulers who 'voted with then ware not mentioned by name or

even alluded to. The London correspondent of the Nati, Timothy Healy,

wrote of the "spectacle of the leader of the Irish people presenting the

incense of their approval at the shrin, of the Jjngo)4 The tion was

genuinely puasled why Butt should desert the Irish for the iglish or

"Xerja1" standpoint of the debate and talk such "rampant Britcniaa a.

would have beseemed the most thorougibred Se,'o't in the whole assembly."

The Irishman sarcastically announced the formation of a new party to be

composed exclusively of Home Rulers who were to be kno as the "Bibenaian

Jingoes". 5 At an unofficial executive meeting of the Rome Rule Confederation

an ii]. but unaniMous resolution C_nde.ntng Butt's action was passed;

o 'DoonsIl was the only member to object. Li his capacity as Honorary Secretary,

1. Bowyer, Brooks, Butt, Dunbar, &'rington, lewis, Moore, Morris, O'Belrue,
0 'F'ne, 0 'Donziell, The 0 'Donoghu., 0 'Qorman, 0 'Leery, 0 'Sbaugkzneuy,
R. Power.

2 • Btszmerhaasett, Collins, I)lahanty, Henry, Meldofl, ]o1an, 1). 14. 0 'Goner,
Shell, Siiyth, Sullivan.

3. Freeman's Jour4, 5 August 1878.

1. Natio, 10 Am,gumt 1878.

5. Times, 10 August 1878.
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he protested against the censure as illegal, and in * letter to the Free.

mar 'a Journal1 defended Butt's right of Individual initiative.

At first 0 'DonneU showed a defiant face, believing that the incident

afforded one of the indications of th. new and baser spirit which was

being iowa and fostered in Ir.landR. "Th• land League was casting its

shadow before". Because the Disraeli Govenient had eçreaeed distrust

of Russia, therefore a Home Ruler who .xpr.seed distrust of Russia

had betrayed Treland. 0 'Donnell was exasperated by this logics "If the

British Gov. ment became Catholics, til this Irishmen were to go over

to Inther and Calvin". I.e this, he aakd, the degree of moral and InteL.

leotual capacity which was being encouraged?2 T.t the issue was not

going to b resolved by exposing flaw. in the argument and the Freeun'e

Journal was quick to point out th. moral. Major party divisions, it

wrote, offered the Irish party its only hop. to exert an influence at West..

atnaterj its utter disintegration on these occasions reduced it to a nullity.3

Th. most Influential nation*i daily had come round to the view that on

questions of imperial importance united action was the hitlintark of a

national party.'.a legacy which 0 'Dozmell himself had been instrumental in

creating. Strictly speaking, the sixteen Home Rulers had not voted for

the Conaex'vativee but against the Liberal motion. z the tin'l ana2yeis

the distinction was men1'ig1easj they had voted in the earns lobby as the

Government and expressed confidence In its BalTran policy. D one branch

of the Home Rule Confederation a speaker said of Butt, that "he would not

1. Freeman's Journal. 9 August 1878.

2. O'Donnell, }Iistoz'y, i, pp. 29].3.

3. Freeman's Journal August 1878.
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give the snuff of a farthiog candlelight for all the nation"ltty that

existed In that man".1 For the first time In the history of the Home

Rule movement, nationalism was determined on the basis of imperial

attitudes, and on this oritermm Butt and O'Donnell. had failed the acid

test,

In the initial period of anger and r.arFi1vttion, public opinion was

prepared to give O'DoineU th. benefit of the doubt. The Nation suggested

that he was unhappily influenced by the knowledge that the leader of the

party had decided to support the Government. 2 0 'DonneU '. defence of

Butt and his denial that any "atom of responsibility" for hi. action could

be traced to the views of his leader, however, effectively dissolved

what goodwill there was towards him.3 Subsequently, a letter to the

Nation ersssed the hope that neither Butt nor O'Donnell could be allowed

again to ut for an Irish oonatitunoy. A growing body of Irishmen were

soon convinced that 0 'Donneli was U4M 'g but a blatant "imperialist"

and renegade.

Never a man to take any form of criticism lying down, particularly

if he Lilt it to be unjust, O'Domtell published a long letter of defence

in the Free1nan'e Journal of 13 August, This, and a further letter to the

Nation on 2b August, provid. an extremely valuable insight into his

imperial philosophy; and will be quoted extensively. Beneath the z'hetorio

and th. air of .elf..righteousnu. can be seen the skeleton format of his

imperial programme for Ireland. To the 'eeman 'a Journ4 he wrotes

1. Nation1 17 August 1878.

2. Th1dI, U August 1878.

3. Freeman'sJourna 13 August 1878.

4. Nati, 17 August' 1878.
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3fr, the Home Ibale Party is a flational Party, and also an
Diperial Party, in the highest meaning of the word. La such
I entered its ranks • La such I maintained its rights and
powers no later than the National Conference of January lut.
Need I add that the 'Imperialism' which a nation like
Ireland should mairttaln, and the ire she should claim
to rule, is one in conformity with her oun intereat,

L .11*1] never rea*tUy beisTe na ire.1.afla is L2Zei7 o
prepare for the resumption of her place among foreign and
unconnected peoples by withdrawing hereelt from th. care
and contact at the vast assemblage of national and popular
Interests that lie to her hand within the great do"inio",
of which even nov while still stunted in her development
and crippled in her paver, Ireland Corms a governing
part.,..

Thit if our interests as Catholics hays been largely
advanced by th. action of igland, our Interests as

S	 01 LXIeSO J&Lano.s.' io .i.ong as ne v.cez'oy oi
u.en Victoria sits on thethrone at the l4ogul*, so long

as the Past is open to the intellectual and commercial
activities of Xz'iahaan, end so long may Irish politicians
rely, and rely not in vain, upon the growing natio' I
and the grateful sympathy of two hundred and fifty
Mflions of men...

ror IreJ.sn4 above afl*. A tta. lnds*1 may come utten
posseasedit her national independence and enjoying her
full share, political and commercial, in all the benefits
of the eomon nptze, may resolve to go a step further and
to oust the itieh pocple entirely from aU cG.partncri.
ship. In that hour the sangzine patriot may contemplate
the armie, and the navies of the Irish race arrayed upon
a hundred fields and rallying from a hundred ports in
order to establish the unchecked Iupracy of the Irish
Monarchy or the Irish Republic. There is no ft1tty in
politics • Jbr the rao'ent, however, I an content to
work for the less ssgn1fioent, but more immediate ob3 sate
of restoration of the Irish Parliament, the rooting of
the Irish people in the Irish soil, and the full preser
'ration of every share which Ireland at present enjoys in
a single one of the Dcpe.risl advantage.".2

0 'Doimsll expected the case to end therej lie appended th. letter from

the Eteiitiye Council of the British dian Association already referred

to,3 as illnatx'atlng some of the aspects of his 'Dnperial' policy for

1.	 The imdez'l%ning is O'DOTmIU's. *The under1ig is the writer's.
2. eaJs Journa 13 August 1878.
3. See Qiapt.r Three, Section three, p. ]8.
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freland, and as absolving him from the necessity of further explanation.

He wan to be disappointed. Although the Freevian 'a Journal seemed satin-

fled and closed its file on the Eastern debate, the Nation was unoonsoled,

It	 O'Donnell's defence as ccn.tirning its wor3t fears about his

"dubious" inperialistio tendencies.' Indeed, as a docurient designed to

cool the air of suspicion, the letter wan an abysmal failure, a master-

piece of innuendo, is1eading, anibiguous and provocative. In some

reapects, however, it represented only a stronger version of 0 'Donnefl 'a

federalist position. It was never his intention to £ratuitoualy sacrifice

the benefits of the British Constitution. Thit his references to an

inperia]. Ireland, perhaps atpp1anting Dritai.n froia the empire, and of

her armies and navies "arrayed upon a hundred fields and sauyLng froL a

hundred ports" must have seemed like disturbed utterances of a lunatic.

0 'Donnell nwisely did not elaborate on the imperial role which he envisaged

for Ireland once having raised the allusion of an ieria1 future, although

his remarks about a grateful India hardly indicated a relationship of

igUsh dimension. In the oontext of his introduction, 0 'Donnell defined

Leria1lsm" as one in conformity with Irish interests anti with the

interests of hujian freedom; he made the mistske of failing to show the

xtent of compatibility.

The result wan foregone. O'Donnell's letter was interpreted in the

worst possible light. Holding igland and the empire to be synonymous

evils, the Nation showed littl* sympathy for his interest in taintAning

the latter. It took exception in the strongest terms to what O'Donnell

intended an his strongest mitigation, the relationship with Txt df ai

1. Nation, 17 August 1873.
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'Andistiaadiabutspi.c.ofilli.gotgoods? Howwu
it acquired? By neana of the soet lntsnaa. and aoours.d,
by perjuri.a 1 by treacheries, by murders and W1I01eS*1S
massacres, by every species of hwaan villainy. And by a
continuance of the same acts has g1and maintained her
hold ,on the place. Her conscienc, is foul with the
crimes aommittsd In her acquisition of lidia, her hands
are red with the blood of the diw peoples. Can we
believ, that God will not take vengenance for these things?
It seen. as if His providance was even now working out
the p nihnent of the wrong-doer. fli, got vii]. be ill gone.

gland will yet have to spill river's of blood in the andes..
your to &1nta1n her' hold on Thdig, and th. endeavour
will probably prove a failure after all. l this hideous
business, Mr. 0 'DmneU would make Ireland a willing
partner".].

This could almost have been a leaf taken from the pages of the tr±

World and from the prose style of Patrick Ford; the notion that the sub.'

jugation of Didia or any other comtry by gland was a sin against

God which would be repaid In kind, had spread. The	 therefore,

recoiled in horror from the suggestion of iverial. paz't.uershlp with

2agland.

Ci 21 August, O'Donnell published a rebuttal in the Nation. which

if still sententious, answered the need for directness arid clarity.

He exposed as fallacious and wanton the interpretation tb&t his hostility

to Russia was in eff.ct an hostility to Irelalds

"But, say you again, when Mr. O'Donnell professes his
nr1ety to say, the ir'. from the encroachment of Russia,

that is U muAS as to say, 'In other words, let us aid
the Qoyeximant to avert Russian agrx'csaions, and suppress
Irriin mutinies and stamp out rebellions whenever they
occur'S La if, forecotli, the de.fenoe of the tpire against
a voise despotism than that of glnd is the same thing
as taking the side of &g1ish despotism against Irish,
Indian ox Transymal advocates of national freedomS Sham.,
sir, ehae on such a perversion of the laws of honest con.'
trovex'eyl Lad this to me, who to the beat et my poor'
abilities have defended the rights of InAin labour end
Th41am thought, th. violated liberties of South Africa,
the insulted honour of the suffering peas entry of Donegal.

-J

1.	 Nations 17 August 1878.
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Just as he stood with the three hundred millions of the empire, including

gland, against the Coseacks, so he also stood with the three hundred

ml 11 ions, excluding !nglend, against the despotism of .ig1end herself.

If this was a despotism 'far lea. 1nhumn than the despotism of Russia",

it was he agreed the "just object of every' patriot 'a opposition" • He

had called cm Iri&w'en to join with the Thdiw people in removing "the

injustice of glish rule". Yet because he declined to believe that the

presence of a ?buravieff it Delhi would improve the condition of either

Ireland or 1idia, he was accused of striving to make Ireland "a wIfling

partner in th. hideous business ot the worst tins of ag1ts)i barbarity"s

"'I sulogised' the British Oveiiment, you declare. Might you
not have added 'as compared with Russia?' I read in the Polish
correspondence of the 'Aligensine Z.itimg' a coupl. of days
ages 'The ussian authorities have just closed fourteen churches
of the it.d Gre.ks of the I*tin rite—Eastern Christians
in communion with Rons-.aome on th. plea of wanting repairs
and some on the death of Parish Priests'. Many scores of
Catholic Churohea have been closed, or conti3oated to the use
of the Russian State Qiuroh, during the past couple of years.
I dare say Archbishop Stains of Calcutta and the Catholio
bishops of Didia will be wondrously edified by your anxiety
to transfer the supervision of their native Catholic flocks to
the gentlemen who take such an interest in the 'state a! repair '
of the ecclesiastical edifices of Poland".1

The strong emphasis in this letter, as in his parliamentary speeches,

on the Russian persecution of orthodox Catholics, completes the

picture of O'Do'u'eU's motivation. Davitt came to believe that O'Donnell

was the 'tool of the Jesuits" and that it was they who had called upon

him to make the "Dqeria1' speech.2 A si'4 " story was told apparently

by Charles Bradlaugh that 0 'DonneU had acted as their spy at an inter'

national conferenc. of socialists at Lsipsig, in order to obtain .oci i tat

secrets and pine.3 As a colourful and talented Irish journalist, with

1. Natp ,, 2b August 1878.

2. Davitt to D.voy, 23 August 1879, in Devoy'e Post Bag, pp. hS3m.14.

3. Ibid.
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nnerous European connections, speculation of this kind was common. He

was reputed, for example, to have been born on the high seas somewhere

near India, a rumour put about by Tim Hoaly. T. P. 	 also remembered

that O'Donnell had presence and courted observation, 1 placing meticulous

2
emphasis on his moustache, monocle and spats. However, the evidence for

the Jesuit theory is at best clrci.iinstantial. Though later a pronounced

anti-clerical, 0 'Donnell 's connections with the Catholic hierarchy were

then very close. tils brother wrote that Cardinal 'Tanning regarded 0 'Donneil

with affection until his death. 3 Again,O 'Donnell recently had been chosen

by a Catholic Congress sitting in Paris as ' its representative in F2igland.

The Congress was formed from societies founded to spread information on

Catholic subjects, and to counteract the Influence of irreligioue liter-

ature. To this end Catholic leaders, especially on the Continent, had

striven to create a popular and favourable press, and because of 0 onefl e

journalistic position had enlisted his services. He was subsequently

elected as its Vice-President. 14 The feeling of the Vatican against Russia

has already been noted. In the end, however, it is probable that 0 'Donnell

was influenced by a religious antipathy as much against Czarist Russia

as against ?us1iin Turkey. A deeply felt concern for the safety of India

tipped the scale against the former and strengthened his resolve to

support Conservative policy in this instance,

1. T.P. O'Connor, Memoir, p. 68 ft.

2. Daily Telegrap, 6 November 1916.

3. C.J. O'Donnell,	 cit., 2nd edition, p. 170.

14. Nation quoted in Hindoo Patriot, 23 September 1878; see also Nation
7 July 1880.
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0 'Donnell went onto explain his theories of an imperial alliance,

geared not to the continuation of 1iglish domination, but to the attain-

inent of national independence within the empire. In what was the moat

precise statement yet of his imperial views, he appealed for that

thoughtful consideration and practical realism that had been mis8ing

from previous editorial comment on them:

"Kindly condescend to think over the facts that the Eapire is
a reality, t at in that B)ipire Eig1and with her twenty-seven
riilhions is tie dominant element, that Ireland with her five
minions is bound to seek alliances and help among the three
hundred millions on her own behalf as well as theirs, that, as
the natural instinct of the hundreds of millions are in favour
of the same national independence and liberty for which Ireland
is striving, Ire1 and is marked out as the natural. leader of the
I Tmm p.4 1 I yn 4 ri..- #-, 4 'i 4- h 	 cl-rn, rPc?1	 +'rr. 1 4 +'

tnat before expecting any substantial advantage to Irish interests
from the extension of 4uscovita tyranny, , it is worth the
while of Irish patriots, if only xor e'eriment, to adopt the
role of directors and leaders of the great reform movement witLch
includes 1r4 s i n tionality as irell as Indian.* I acknowledge
that it is Bluch easier to publish lofty denunciations and
amusing cartoons than to set seriously to work at the duty of
internal organisation and colonial and foreign alliance. I
remain, however, unalterably convinced that the men who decline
to use the sipathy of eight in ten of the population of the
Eapire in aid of the strife of five Irish millions against the
twenty-seven Eiglish millions do not hold out much encouragement
to practical patriots".1

A combination of subject nationalities within the empire, led by Ireland

if necessary against fligland in the cause of national independence, as an,

ambitious scherie to say the least. Yet it was less far-fetched than the

various intrigues of the American and Irish Fenians to destroy iglish

power by insurrection or dynamite. Indeed, the initial flirtation of

the Irish.4riericans with 0 'Donnell can be traced to their desire for an

anti-imperial pact against &gland. In most other respects they parted

1. *The underlining is the writers. Natior,, 2b August 1878.
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company and particularly in the use to which such an alliance could be put.

The Feniana saw it as a prelude to the disintegration of the empire root

and branch, 0 'Donnell as the first step towards the re-organization and

reconstitution of the empire in a new form. Had there been an Indian

national movement such as existed in Ireland, or even in Indiaafter i88,

more credence might have been given to 0 8 views • Unfortunately,

when the party was prepare4 to listen,. O'Donnell had drifted too far away

from the "Parnellit&' mainstream to exert lasting influence.

The Nation did not see the second letter any more than the first as

either clarifying O'Donnell's position or of necessitating the reversal

of its original judgment, Holding firmly to the position that Home

Rulers should oppose England in all things and at all costs, it cautioned

o 'Donnell that no amount of special pleading would induce the lriak

to approve his late conduct. ELLa peraisten in ending his rta QZt2

worsened matters, for it implied a willingness to repeat the offence,

opportunity arising. The "wisest" course of action, it wrote, would be

to admit that he had made an "enormous mistake" and to promise that he

would not so err again. The Nation then lectured O'Donnell on his duties

as a representative of the Irish people. He was not elected to teach

the "science of politics" to them, not to air "fantastic theories" of

his own invention, not to support the English Government on questions

vital to its prestige and power, not to strive for the preservation or

the extension of the political fabric known as the • "British upire",

but to give expression to the feelligs and opinions of the Irish race,

and to labour for the realisation of their national aspirations. It did

not see his present attitudes as directed to that end. "National aapirations

it concluded, could best be served br "watching the play of English politics
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solely with a view to the interests of Ireland". In other words, "to

maintain an attitude of hostility towards eVery Government that refuse Edi

to concede the national rights of his country, to confuse the councils

of these people, to impede and harrqer their action, to create embarrass-.

ments and perils for them, and to avail of their difficulties as so many

opportunities for extorting from them in their time of trouble, concessions

which in their day of pride and power they had insolently refused.

If the critique of the Nation ultimately torpedoed O'DonneU'a

scheme, it will be left to another chapter to show that it had much to

recomn1enI it. 2 iforeover, the suspicion lingers that neither the Nation

nor other influential leaders of public opinion fully comprehended the

type of alliance that 0 'DonneU recommended. 0 'Donnell never envisaged

"alliance" as a means of "extending" or "preserving" the empire, or as

an instrument of suppression; rather the opposite. Certainly, Tim Healy3

the London correspondent of the Nation and a sympathiser signing himself

believed that such a misapprehension existed. Healy argued that

whether right or wrong, O'Donnell 'a imperial views were held with a desire

to further the cause of Irish freedom, and he praised 0 'Donnell 'a honesty

in presenting his ease in the face of certain censure. His opinion that

0 'Donnell had unwittingly misled the public, by inadequate an4 incomplete

explanation, rang trues "When a man is full of a subject himself he is apt

In eq)laining it to credit others with more acquaintance with his special

line of thought than they can possess"S

1. Nation, 214 August 1878.

2. See Chapter Ten.

3. tion, 114 September 1878.

14.	 28 September 1878.

S. Thid., 114 September 1878.
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The damage, nevertheless, had bean done. O'Dorinel]. was pilloried

as an "Imperialist", a mistaken belief that was perpetuated by further

controversial behaviour, and which eventually forced him out of Parliament,

a broken man. To a degree the myth became fact as he was driven increas.

ingly towards the right by the radicalism of the movement. Yet he was never

an imperialist of the Disraeli school although frequently and unfairly

denounced as a "l3eaconsfieldian". 1 If his tastes and flamboyance in

manners and dress reminded observers of the young Disraeli, the similiar.

ities went no further. In all his writings and speeches there can be

found admiration for the concept of empire but no respect for the "despotic"

methods it frequently employed, nor support for the extension of its

frontiers • There was never a more persistent critic of administrative

injustice in South Africa, in India or in Egypt, nor more loyal advocate

of Boer, Indian, or Egyptian nationalism, between the years 1877-.188S.

He had always held that igland in the empire was a despot and that the

"nations" of the empire had both a right and a duty to consider their

own interests quite independently of )gland's. 2 	short, his "imperialism"

was of an essentially progressive kind, which looked towards a confederation

of independent if filia]. nations: "the	 ire (could] be founded on

the nations, and the nation8 fortified by the ]apire". 3 In this enter-'

prise, 0 'Donnell saw himself as the spiritual heir and true descandaut of

Henry Grattan of )thmmd Burke and later of Isaac Butt; Fan aris and followers

of Parnell had deviated ,not him. 14 It was only in his ambitious conception

1. fish Wo4, 1 February 1879; O'Donnell, Htstory, i, p. 293.

2. Nati, 214 .ugust 1878.

3. O'Donnell, o.cit., ii, p. 1472.

14.
	 Ibid.
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of a pateza1 freland giving the lead to fledgling states that he could be

accused of imperialistic tendencies, Irelan4 rather then iglaM was to

be the hub *1' the nev radiating empire. i effect moving towards an

ideal of COmmonwealth, 0 'DcmeU might be considered as an early theorist

of the Coawonwsalth idea. Xt was his miafortwie, therefore, that this

concept vu politically in advance of its time,1

Th. effect of the controversy on 0 'DmeU 's career was shattering.

Those Nationalists in kaerioa ax4 Ireland who had once seen him as a

hopeful prospect dazwtmced him with all the vigour they could muster.

Th. leaders of the Clan na Gui t.lt themselves misled and betrayed by

0 'DounsU and dei'a'ded his sca]p. ( the receipt of the Fnglish i1

Carroll wrot, to Devoy 01' 0 'Dcmnell 'a "gem of a patriotic speech' $

"This is the self sane gant1eme who th. first five minutes
I ever was in his company informed me the object of his lit.
warn to destroy the British çir., and who oubseqwntly
prepared a docunant2 I now have in my poseesaicm...in which
he ask. for tmselt and other obstructionists th. votes
of our men, at the came time promising verbally that he
would in this sphere do their work. Just now it paye
better to do Paul Cullen 'a3 and John Bull 's—hence the
speech" .4

He calld on Dovoy to repudiat. through an open letter to the Trisl lmar4. all

American connections with 0 'Dorm.).], which would put their mon on guard

by 'setting him squarely befor. the public In his trus light." O'Donnell1s

attempt to act as spokesman for "lxreconcilable Irishmen" Carroll now

considered impertinent, and expressed thø hope that the sooner and more

completely Devoy could lay bare his hypocrisy the better .'-J'Such friecda

ar. a thousand timea ozs. than open enemies". Butt was also to b

"finished off", but his brand of imp.riaiis* was considered lees harmful

3..	 C.J. O'Donnell, cp.it., p. 156.

2. S.. Qaptir Three, seation two, pp. 3J47w8.
3. See Chapter Fbur, section one, P. 3.36.
14.	 Carroll to DeYoy, 114 August 1878, In De"oy 'i	 t Bag pp. 31414.5,
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than 0 'Donnell s, and his destruction of secondary importance, Significantly,

the method of attack suggested, was to honour Parnell by way of contrast

with O'Donnell--an indication of the latter's previous rank in Fenian

estimation. 1 Michael Davitt gave the arrangement his blessing and promised

that once convinced himself that the parliamentarians wore insincere in

their professed nationality, they would hear from him in the strongest

"tones and terms",2

Ci the 214 August the Irish World opened the campaigns "lord Beacons.

field", it wrote, "is not the artful dodger I take him to be if ho has not

provided in the future for this young, brilliant gentleman [0 'Donnell)

as Secretary of some commission which is to plant the St. George 'a Cross

on the banks of the Tigres or Euphrates. The poor fishermen of Dungar..

van have caught a young shark instead of an honest salmon". 3 O'Donnell

was also confronted in Ireland with unnerving demonstrations of popular

displeasure, and was continually interrupted by the cry, "why did you

vote with the Government?"14 At a Home Rule meeting in Belfast, both he

and Bigger were given a torrid time and were jeered and hissed on the

platform. Davitt wrote to Devoy in late September that he would be

"delighted with the Belfast fellows for the lesson they taught Sir ]re-

Glass O'D."6 As the guest of the Clan na Gaol on a lecture tour in

America towards the end of the year, Davitt took up the sword in the

manner Carroll had suggested. 7 At Brooklyn on 13 October he was highly

1. Carroll to Devoy, 114 August 1878, op.cit.

2. CarroUtoDevoy, 19 August 1878, in ibid., pp. 3146.

3. Irish World, 214 August 1878.

14. O'Donnell, Ritor 1, p. 292.

. Nation, 114 September 1578.

6. Davitt to Devoy, nd, in Devoy's Post Bag, pp . 3S0-1

7. Th. tour opened in Philadelphia on 16 September end concluded at Boston
in December.
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critical of Butt's federal scheme and of the calibre of parliamentarian

returned to Westminster, and warned that unless the "national" partr took

an active interest in securing the election of "honest" representatives,

Ireland would continue to be misrepresented in Parliament and in the eyes

of the world. 1 To Parnell and his followers he paid tribute as Home Rulers

worthy of support, but was "unmerciful" on 0 'Donneil who had "so disgrace.

fully betrayed the trust of the Irish people".2

There were few voices raised in O'])onne].l'e defence. J.J. O'Kelly

and T.M. Healy were disposed to be "charitable", but Parnell who must have

been closest to O'Donnell at the time and exposed to his opinions on most

subjects, kept shrewdly and strategically silent.3 0 'Donnell remembered

with some bitterness that he had never discovered that Parnell defended

either "his chief or his comrade". In India alone was 0 onfle]]. 8

reputation and standing unimpaired and even initially enhanced by his

speech. The Hindoo Patriot ran several columns on the Eastern debate, noted

O'Donnell's contribution and leaning, and rushed to the wrong conclusions:

"Like ourselves the Ministry seem to appreciate the value of
the Irish contingent. They command a large number, some seventy
or eighty strong, and on which ever side they may throw their
weight they are sure to influence sensibly the balance of votes.
Lord Beaconsfield had evidently been sensible of it, and not
withstanding the alleged obstructiveness of the Irish members,
his Lordship has succeeded in carrying them with him. He has
given them an Intermediate Education Bill which therhard3,y
expected to get, and they have rewarded him with their votes on
the Eastern Question. "5

1. T.W. Moody, "The New Departure in Irish Politics 1878.1879", in
H.A. Cronne,T.W. Moody, D.B. Quinn (ed .), Essays in British and
irish History in Honour of James Eadie Tod4, London 19)j.9, pp. 319-20.

2. Carroll to Devoy, 17 September 1878, in Devoy's Poet Bag, pp. 35b$;
Irish World1 26 October 1878.

3. Davitt to Devoy 31 October 1878, In Devoy's Post Bg, pp. 366.7
Natiofl, ]J september 1378.

ii. O'Donnell, History, L, p. 292.

5. Hindoo Patriot, 23 Sept.mbez' 1878.
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The Patriot's prognosis, with respect to the Irtermediate Eduoation Bill

and the Eastern Question, was not far off the mark, at least so far as

Butt was Involved. 1 fli another respect, while it showed that Indian

reliance on the good will of parliamentary friends had not changed, it

was a reliance of a different kind. The notion that the Irish party was

prepared to exact reforns by selling out to the highest bidder, was seen

not as a d.iaqualification but as an added recommendation for close co-

operation with Home Rulers. That the Liberal and Conservative parties

were presumed to have vied for the support of the Irish contingent over

the Eastern Question, not only enhanced the repu.tatiett of the Home Rule

party but vindicated the faith placed in O'Donnell 'a friendship:

"Now,may we ask whether the Indians alone should be censured
if they ask for the support of Mr. 0 'Doxme]J. and his coipatriots?
We have so few friends in England that we cannot feel too
grateful to anyone, who may stretch forth the hand of friend2.y
support and co-operation to us. Mr. O'Donnell may not be
liked by !kiglishznan, but we see that his influence is acknow-'
ledged by both Conservatives and Liberals, and if he lends his
aid to us from philanthropic motives should we not gratefully
receive it?'t2

Since the South Lfrica Bill in 1877,the fear that Irish methods of

political agitation could be transplanted to India became a recurring

theme of Anglo-Indian journalists. This was particularly true during

the ascendancy of the Land Leagtie in Ireland. Thus, as soon as it became

known that the Home Rule party was divided and 0 'Dannel]. discredited,

the Civil and Militaq Gazette expressed considerable gratification. As

the "faithful and conscientious advocate" of the veSted Interests of the

1. See Chapter Three, section two, p. liji.

2.	 ç!ooPatri, 23 September 1878.
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civil and military service, in Didia, "watching al]. that affected their

interests for good or 	 regarded the Hoze Rulers as potentially

dangerous friends of disn nationalism. The Hindoo Patriot took the

moomforting news that .1]. was not weU in the Irish camp or with their

new found advocate, with resolv, to stay by 0 'Donn.0 in his hour of

need, "It may aootbthe Civil and Military Gazette", it wrote, "to

Iaow that we ha1v, not given up Mr. 0 'DonnsU. He may be under a cloud

owing to his unpopularity with the xtx'eme Natio1st party of Ireland,

but he seems to hold his ground In the estimation of his moderat. and

really patriotic countryla.n"	 It is difficult to estimate the effect

which the revelation that 0 'DOnIi.0 was not th. force in Irish politics

previously imagined, had on Tndian opinion. The ndoo Patriot continued

to writ, favourably of Irish parliamentarians, but the honeymoon was

over, or was soon to be. Thø coming of land agitation to Ireland

to place a wedge between the Home Rule party and the type of

nationalist spoken for by the Htndoo Patriot,

1. Publication of official policy, 1 February 1873. Se. 14. Bux.a,
The Thdisn Press, A History of the Growth of Pibli O,1nion in

, P. U(.

2. Hlndoo Patriot, 23 October 1878.
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II The New Dep$ure Casts its Shadow

When the smoke had cleared away, O'Donnell was left with a weakened

policy of intervention, confined within the bowzda erected by the Nation.

His concern for the welfare of subj.ct naticn1ities was deemed miss

placed wher, it in anyway preserved iglish rule In favour of any other.

Without this proviso 0 'Dorm.0 'a attitude was looked upon not only as

bad politics but also as bad philanthropy. While there was broad

agreement that the play of imperial politic, could strengthen the Home

Rule cause, there was serious disagreement on the nature of the involv.

ment appropriate to the realisation of national aspirations. 0 'Donnefl.

believed that nationhood could be achieved within the framework of the

empire; non-parliamentary nationalists thought otherwise. Beyond

doubt the acrimony that followed him attack on Russian policy in Asia

Minor was a disastrous sets-back to 0 'DonneU. It halted hi. political

advmncemtrit and postponed further consideration of his formu].a for the

attainment of Hone Rule. From now on he would have to tread very warily

indeed.

til the elections of 1880, 0 'Donnel]. seemed to heed th. warning

that it was dangerous to antagontee the Pónians end sensible to run

with his forner friends, if not exactly in harness. He was one of the

eight members of the Home Rule League who requisitioned the Hon.

Secretaries to convene a general meeting of the League to consider ways

to resuscitate the Home Rule movement.1 There was of course no reason

1. Time, 2 November 1878. The requisition, dated 21 October, was
signed by PernaU, Bigger, O'Donnell, IL lower, O'Cl.ry, A.M.
Sullivan and O'Sullivan. The meeting was set doin for 33 November
but did not convene until the following January.
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why he should not continue to press on the cause of activism. He had

fallen into disrepute not because he had intervened in imperial &tfaira,

bat because he had disregarded the obstructionist code of ethics. Re

was as concerned to foster Indian or African interests after the furor'.

as befor. it. On the publication of parliamentary notices of motion for

1879, the London correspondent of the Freeisn 'a Journal observed with

no surprise that O'Donnell was to be engaged in the "imperial task of

setting the affairs of India In orderw, after which he was to attend to

the landed proprietors In 1reland. 0 'Donnel]. in fact did more. It

is apparent that he went to acme lengths to rehabilitate himself both

in the eyes of the party and in the esteem of the country. Subsequently,

he did not hesitate to justify intervention In terms that were readi]..y

appreoiat.d....aa en extension and expression of obatructiont "147 sugges-

tion for a larger policy, both in the npire and the nation, commanded

enthusiastic applause in Dublin, only so long as it could be mistaken

for an obstructionist pretext to keep Mr. Speaker out of bed till the

arrival of the milkman and the morning letters. For the next year

and * halt 0 'Donnell aped the model nationalist in his parliamentary

capacity, behaved as a good party man, and was conspicuous in his

critic tam of Government policy overseas. One can only cono].ude that

he was still smarting from the rebuff to pride and the diminution of

power, when he wrote to Disraeli on 2 February that he wished "in Imperial

questions to secure the maximum of co-operation between Ireland and the

1. Freeman's Journa]. 19 August 1878.

2. O'Donnell, }li.stor 1, pp. 3, 291.
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iglish Conservatives" whom he could not but regard as "the flglish

National Party".1 How sincere this opinion was may be judged by his

refusal a month latex' to tolerat, the Government's decision to

"pacify" the Zulus.

At the annual e nvantion of the Figlish Confederation on 2l.22

October, held for the second successive year in Dublin, and against

Butt 'e wishes, 0 'Doxmell repented his "error" and reaffirmed his aUsgi

ance to the activist party. On the first day, Parnel]. was re-electd

President umazth'1ou3].y, while 0 'Donne].]. announced his retirement from the

Honorary Secretaryship. A public meeting was staged the next evening

at the Rotunda, under the chairmanship of T.D. Sullivan, and three resolutions

"calling upon the perty to adopt an energetic policy, deploring the

lethar' of the Home Rule Council and urging the return of supporters

of the active policy at the general election", were submitted and

passed.2 According to the Dublin correspondent of the Time, naticral(sts

were disturbed by th. display of a placard urging them to absent thea

selves from the meeting as a protest against the appearnce of men like

O 'DonneU and Butt on an Irish platform. It was th. correspondent 'a

guess that the placard was put about in the interests of Butt to keep

people away. If so, it failed in this purpose for a crowd of over

3000 assembled.3 0 'DOnUBU, received with muci applause and some hissing,

then took the floor and proposed a vote of t)VLnTCR to the chair. Ifr.

1. O'Donneli to Disraeli, 2 February 1879, Disraeli Paper, quoted
in Thornley, op.cit., p. 362

2. ThornJ.ey, p.cit., p. 370.

3. Tines, 2!, 28 October 1876.
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T.D. Sullivan", he said, "had long deserved well of the Nationalists of

Ireland, and in saying the Nationalists of Ireland he included the

NationIista of the world. (applause)". He continued in a similar
/

vein:

"Wherever the Irish race dwells the Nation has penetrated,
end wherever the Nation has penetrated triere is evidence of the
good work done by TD. Sullivan (applause).

i the floor of the Rotunda the Lina]. anpeal in favour of
an active policy has been fought and won. ('Lear, hear, and a
hiss). He had heard much better imitations of geese in
Weet'iinstez'."

As editor of the Nation1 it was T.D. Sullivan who vms ultimately rea.

ponsibi. for the uncoznproaiaing editorials on 0 'Donn.0 'a apologia,

which sor. than anythg had dona the dage. let, in a foreal r.can

tation of unpopular views, he apologised for his "over.sensitivity" to

the criticisms recently levelled at him. 1 This was a very contrite

O'Donnell indeed.

The respons. of Isaac Butt, on the other hand, to the same virulent

criticism of his parliamentary behaviour, presented a radical contrast

of styles. Dstead of either ezp1atri1iig or attenpting to justify his

action over the Eastern debate, ha mMntained a strict silence until

November, when he published the first of four n'n t feetoes addressed

to the .lsctors of Limerick, but intended for general consumption.

These confirmed his previous attitude to obstrnotion and contained no

trac. of remorse. 2 Th.deed, the gulf that separated Butt from the

activists and from Irish public opinion was further demonstrated by

1. freeman 'a Journal, 23 October 1878.

2. Tim !, 9, 27 November 1878.
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his itill acre traor4nary sport for the Governaent 'a declaration

of war against Afghanistan on 20 N3vember.

Briefly, the war can be sean as en tension of the area of

conflict between Russia and Britain concentrated in the Balkans, bit

fran tine to tine spilling or in Central Asia.1 As a counterpoise

to the British policy of containnent in the Balkans, and poseibly with

the ala of embroiltng tk i dian Gover!rent with Ltgh*nistan prior to

the Congress of Berlin in Jun. 1878, a Russian envey Stolietcy

with a coiuen ot troops -waa aspstoii. to 	 The &*tr si.re

Lii received the nissan under protest but .enclud.d a treaty of alliance.

The Viceroy Zord Zttca took this as a snub to Britain3 and ganblig

against a mr with Rusaia, 1 Insisted that the lair not only receive t
British aiasicn as well, but also dieaiss Stoli.tcv asa prior condition.

Having subnttt.d to the tarn. of the a.greant reached at the Brlln

Congress, however, Russia recalled Stoli€tw and the Russian coluens,

only to learn that her orders not to ask any ..ttleet with the Lair

had arrived to. late.

At th. sue tine Ejiton decided that the eircatanaee were favor'.

able for 'effecting the permanent settlement of the Afghan question",5

1. For an account of events leading to the Ltghan war, see IL!. Dodvsll,
(ed.), The Ca'brido Hietory of rn, Vol. VI, Cambridge 1932, Qi.
XXIIIj E. Thoapson end G.P. Garrett, Rise end Pulfilmint of iti&
Rule in Thdia Lcindon 1935, pp. 1,5.'9j Aznuel	 l7U pp
Ió.213. Official correspondence can betound in FarLP., 1878.79,
Vol. LVI, C. 21?O. A nor, detailed analysis can be found in X.Cowlthg,
'Ijtton, the C8binat and the Russians, August to September 1678',
Lu Thhts Iistorioe1 Peview. Vol. LXXVI, 1961, p. "..79.

2. Telegram, Viceroy to Sec. of Stats, 1 July 187 3, in ?arl.P., çp.eit., p. 227.
3. Desp., SecrotNo. Ii9, Sec. otStat.toflaeroy, l8NovsmtberlO78,

pares. 19. 22, In md., p. 265.
is. Minute of Russian Kissian, i4 Lapteaber, In Thorip.4m& (1arr.tt, ppcit.

p. 517.
5. Deep. Viceroy to Sea, of State, 17 August 1873, in U. Gathorne

Hardy (.4), Gthorne Thtrdy First !rl of 'nbrooks A	 Vol. XX,
London 1910,p. 88. 4Ltcn believed that wbi1eIussia was 'tsrriblj
weak', the British In Thdia 	 'ovsrthelatn&y strong'.
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and on 30 August despatched Sir Neville Chamberlain with instructions

to exact strong terta. Should a satisfactory treaty not be concluded,

the mission was ordered to act without the Amir 'a consent and to take

"necessary and material guarantees against further mischief".2 As it

ignored the feeling within the Cabinet to smooth over the Afghan

troubles, 3 the mission must be considered provocative)I Always a di....

tinet possibility from the outset, Chamberlain was intercepted at AU

Muajid in the Khyber Pass and forced to turn back. 5 Although annoyed

that the Viceroy had forced its hand, the Cabinet reluctantly agreed

to retaliatory action. 6 Accordingly on 2 November, I rtton sent an

ultimatum to Shore All demanding an immediate apology and the cordial

acceptance of a permanent British delegation. 7 The apology never

and on 21 November British columns marched into Afghanistan meeting

little resistance. As Shere All fled to Russian territory, negotiations

were entered upon with his eon and successor Takub Khan. On 26 May

1879 he signed the treaty of Gandamak which placed the foreign affairs

of Afghanistan under British control, established a Residency at Kabul,

1.	 Deap. Viceroy to Sec. of St to, 3 August 1878, in Lady Betty Balfour,
op.cit., pp. 255.

2, Neither Lytton nor Crambrook kept the other fully Informed of the
steps they had taken, which resulted in a chronic confusion of
instructions. See It. Blake, Disrae, london 1966, pp. 66O'..lj Cowling,
çp.cit., pp. 65-8.

3.	 See Gathorne Hardy, op.cit., p. 100; Salisbury to Beaconsfield, 22
October 1878, in Lady Gwendolen Cecil, op.cit., Vol. II, pp. 31i2,3384.

1.	 Cowling 'a analysis is that Iy-ttOn did not wish to provoke war, but
was genuinely convinced that Shore AU would co-operate and that
Chamberlain would be established at Ftbul within a week. Cowling,
çp.cit., p. 70.

5. The Cambridge History of Thdi, p. 1418.

6. W.F. Monypenny and G.E. Buckle, fe of Disraeli, Vol. VI, Iidon
1920, pp. 3868; Cecil, op.cit., pp. 3141-2.

7. Text of the Ultimatum, Telegram from Sec. of State, 30 October 1878,
in Pan.?., o., pp. 25Li-5.

8. Letter Shore AU to VIceroy, 19 November 1878, in ibid., C 21i01, ppJ"6.
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and ceded to the Didian Government certain frontier districts near the

Jtbyber Pass.1

In	 thee. developments were viewed with growing anxiety

and disfavour. A former liberal Vie eroy, lord Lawrence, wrote a cerise

of letters to the Times in October and November, presenting military,

political and financial arguments why th. policy of the Indian Govern.

sent was unfounded and	 With Lord Grey, he was the prime mover

of the Ltghan Committee, founded on l November for, the puoas of

preventing war by rousing public opinion, and of endeavourliig to summon

Parliament before hostilities broke out.3 To this end, Grey drafted a

memorial to the Prime Minister, sporting the signatures of many Liberals

and two Home Rulers.-Smyth and Gray*-while Lawrence, attempting at

the eleventh hour to avert a war, pressed him to receive a deputation

from the Committee.5 Disraeli's reply ae "saucy" 6 and "offensive",7

but notices went out immediately iaforming Members that a special

aeselon of Parliament had been cail.d for 5 Decemberj by then of course

too late. 8 At the Guildha11, the Prime Minister caused further alarm

-U

1. Desp. no. 136 of 1879, Govt. of India to Sec. of State, 2 June 1879,
in ParIJ., op.cit., C 2362.

2. Tn	 2, 30, 3]. October; 19, 20 November 1878.
3. 18 November 1878.
14.	 Ibid.
S. Ibid., 19 November 1878.
6. Northeote to Lady Northoote, 19 November 1878, in Monypenny and Buckle,

p.oit., p. 3.?14.

7. Granvills to Gladstone, 20 November 1878, Gladstone Papers, Add. Mac
ljl171, in A. Ranm (ed), The PbUtical Correspondence of r. G1adston
and Lord Grenville l874-188, Vol. I, (ford l2, p. 89..

8. The Government of India Act 1858 provided that if India was engaged
in hostilities beyond her frontier involving eqenes on her xchequer,
Parliament had to be called within a tbree-nonth period.
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when he referred to the desirability of establishing "a scientific Cron-

tier" beyond the Khyber Pa... 1 This provoked Gladstone to declare

categorically that the war' was unjust. 2 Writing to the Bedford Liberal

Association, he defined the "z'ectifioation of frontiers" as a "dip].o"

matte phrase" meaning the "annexation of territozy", and at Greenwich

ha denied thit the discourtesy shown the British mission at All.

Muejid was tufticient grounds for a punitive invasion)' Spurning

imparti*lity,the Annual Register passed judgment on the expedition as a

"very wanton and wicked war", undertaken in pursuance of a "deliberately

aggressive" policy, and "sedulously concealed" till it was too late to

reverse it. The war, it concluded, deserved the "most emphatic condemns..

tton".5

Predictably perhaps, public opinion ran even higher in Ireland

against Lord Ittcni and against the possibility of another "imperial

war of acquisition". Like the Boers in 1877, the Afghans were pictured

as noble patriots resisting the or1j"iral advance of the British war'

machine into their native land. The Thiblin correspondent of the Times

reported that Share All, "that bold Afghan ch.tat", was a prime favourite

with the national papers his side of the Irish	 & eariy as 2,3

October the freeman 's Journal, anticipating the course of events, re.terz'ed

to the Afghan war as "dangerous", "unjust" and "unwise", 7 Though as yet

r

1. Gladstone to Granville, 18 November 1878, P.LO. 30/2V29A, in Bazum,
op.clt., pp. 88.9.

2. Tines, 2 December 1873.

3. Ibid., 11 November 1878.

b. Ib4,, 2 December 1878.

5. Annual Register, 1878, P. 19&.

6. T1j, U October 1878.

7, freeman's Journai, 2.3 October' 1878.
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undeclared and still a month off, th. war was confidently assumed as

inevitabl, and spoken of as fact. That it was in the nature of iglia}

government to oppress and bufly weaker nations, was a matter of coni,

viotion. Th. following day, the Freeman accused lord Iytton of deliberately

picking a quarrel with Share Alt without the "slightest fleceasity".

The Adr, it suggested, wanted nothing to do with either Russia or

gland, but simply desired "to rule in peace and. independence the dond.raioua

he had inherited from his warrior sire."1 Addressing his constituents

in Mayo, O'Connor Power also had sane harsh things to say about the

hostilities and about hg1and'e treatment of flidisne. He believed that

the "outbreak of disaffection" that had required a Coercion Act against

the native press told plainly of 'the outraged. feelings of the people

of India".2 Ims Rulers were ceasing to question the assumption, presented

with tireless repetition by the Irish World, that Indiana were in a rebel..

lioua frame of mind and on th. point of uprising.

At a tine when party spirits were at their lowest, the imagination

of Home Rulers was udden1y fired by the prospect of a special session

of Parliament. The Nation enthused that there had never been en opportunity

as splendid for Ireland to make an inpact on world opinion. "Any proposal

made upon such an occasion will be chronicled in the journals of every

civilized race, will reach from the Palace of St. Stephen 's to the

ends of the earth.	 Because ig1and had set herself up as a tribunal

of misgovernment elsewhere, it was hoped. that the civilised world would

reciprocate the compliment by similarly condemning iglish misgovernment

in Ireland. The Nation therefore instructed Home Rulers not to let the

1. Freeman's Journal, 214 October 1878.

2. Thid., 23 October 1878.

3. Nation quoted in the ze!, 27 November 1878.
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opportunity presented by the war go begging, since it was in their

power to prevent a single p.nnt beiz	 ZOZ' supply.1	the aging

campaigner O'Neill Daunt, who had considered attt's "glowing eulogivia

on Isperialisa and on the British Parliament" most impolitic,2 the

issue was equally straightforward. POr an Irishman there could be no

conflict with morality, but only satisfaction that ig1and would shortly

be overwhelm3d with ruin. C*i 21 November, ho made the following note

in his journals

• .thera is no doubt that her (1glend'! I i asou.a conduct
to Ireland will have richly deserved it (ruin J • br Individual
suffering te Christian mind will doubticss hv. sympathy, but
no Irishman could regret the break up of a political power
whose deadly eiunity to Ireland has been utterly pJI1!ife8ted
by centuries of aggressive crime, culminating in that worst
crime of all the legislative union."3

Although this was an extreme view, it was shared probably by most

nationalists • Daunt himself always believed in Butt's leaderahip, end

though he disapproved of his recent pronouncements on the empire, he

disapproved even move of the violent denuneiations of him that appeared

In the eijg.1 Even noderat. Home Rulers thought it desirable that the

party should confer about tactics to avoid a repetition of the spectacle

that had so discredited the movement in Anguat.

A renuisition, signed extensively by members of the Home Rule

league, demanding a general meeting for, December to consider the Afghan

war, was lodged with the er.trriee of the party. Rowover, it could

not override Butt 's veto end the meeting was put off until the new year.

In tb. second of his public 1.tters to the electors of Limerick,Butt

1. Nation, 30 Novenber 1878.

2. O'Neill Daunt to Shaw, in 1ine!, 11. October 1873j see Thozl,1,
op.cit., p. 361.

3	 Journal of (.7. O'Neill Daunt, 21 November 1878, Vol. III, Ms .332.

L 0 'NetU Dawit to henry, $ September 1878, tt Pupez'a, Vol. III,
Na 832j Watton1 21 December 1878.
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expressed a determl1 ation to frustrat. any proposals for a blanket

opposition to the Government 's war effort. The policy advocated by the

activist school he considered "rash and ill-advised". How tar, he

asked, would any rightminded man be justified in taking the call of

allegiance to the Queen and then in using his power as a Member of

Parliament to baffle all her measures, confuse all her counsels, and

disrupt the citadel of her power"? 1 He followed this by puiblicly wrtting

on 33 November to M.F. Ward, 2 outlining a "wise and prudent" course of

action for the Home Rule party to adopt in his absence for he did not

intend to make the journey to Westminster. Parnefl 'a suggestion of

an amendment to the Address on the ieetion of the Irish Franchise, he

dismissed outright:

"Such a course would fairly expose us to the suspicion of
pressing the claims of Ireland not for the purpose of obtaining
a recognition of them from ParUanient, but either, with the
object of serving the inter.sts of the party ox' of creating
confusion in the councils of a nation at a time when to do
so is to help the cause of its enemies".

Returni.ri,g to a familiar theme he warned that the disposition of Iziglish.

men to examine dizpaesionate]. the complaints of the Irish people would

be marred by th. policy of exasperation. Thi. would assuredly happen

it the suspicion were cfirmed that wider cover of the Irish demand for

justice, there was the activating motive of hostility to the Britian

own,3 Cloar]..y of hi. two selves, it was the British Citizen rather

than the Irish Home Ruler which was predominant. At any time, th. activist

philosophy of intervention was painful to Butt; in a war situation he con-

sidered it treacherous and unscrupulous.

1. Time, 27 November 1878.

2. Ward was one of the Secretaries of the party; s1don was th. other.

3, Thne, 30 November; Freeman's Journai, 30 November 1878,
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O'Donnell was equally concerned about the image of the party in

opposing the war effort. (ki 28 November he suddenly called attention

to a meeting of the Didian Association held at Calcutta in early September

at which the Uembers of Parliament who had campaigned against the

Vernacular Press Act were formally thanked. 1 0 'Dormell edited the

proceedings of this meeting to highlight the speech of S.N. Banerjea who

praised the Irish Party as being actuated "purely through motives of

Philanthropy". "Didia", ho had promised, to a chorus of cheering, would

never forget the services of the "Iris Philanthropists". 2 Ct)onne11

cited this tribute as reinforcement of his claim that on such questions

of "national and international justice", it was right to "lay stress

upon the real disinterestedness" of the Home Rule party. The cheers of

the meeting attested that this view, "the only true appreciation of

Irish aotin", was fully shared by Didia at large.3 The letter served

a triple purpose; in the first place it can be seen as a further attempt

to redeem himself) in the second place it presented evidence to refute

Butt 's adverse yerdict on intervention; and in the third place, on the

eve of the npecial session of Parliament, it communicated an appeal to

Home Rulers to keep philanthropy uppermost as the guiding principl, of

their hostility to the war.

1. Freertan'a Jouma 28 November; Nati, 30 November 1878.

2. Supplement, nral, 11. September 1878.

3. Natiofl, 30 November 1876.
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Tet it i.as Butt'. letter to Ward that stole the limelight. The

Annual Register recorded that 'almost a panic" was caused among a section

of Butt's parliamentary supporters, by 'this further blow directed at the

theory of obstruction."1 The Freeman's Journal etigmatised Thitt'. policy

as one of ".elf'.ffaeeiient"2 and the Nation wrote him off as no longer fit

to lead the Irish national movement. 3 The activists were particularly

severej 0 'rk,mmeU, Dillon and T.D. Sullivan all came doei he8vily against

Butt's "Do.Nothing Day")' O'Donnell, who had so far defended Butt,rafueed

to acoompamr him any longer. He had gone as far as any Irishman could

realistically go in th. defence of imperial interests. An Irishman, he

eç11i.d, might legitimately prefer xglaM to Russia, but to prefer the

"iited Kingdom" to Ireland could never be compatible with the principles

of a national party. John Dillon was unsparing:

"No honest Irish Nationalist can any longer continue to recogois.
Mr. Butt as leader. 	 the last letter he openly acknowledges
that the Interests of the British Fire are more to him than the
sufferings of the unhappy people itho have trusted him as leader
only to be betrayed by him in the hour of trial. The only hop.
that remains now for the country is that Mr. ParneU and the
activ. party will take an independent lin, of action, and openly
denounce this monstrous piece of traitorism which i.e about to
be enaoted.'

Dillon was possibly carried away by the heat of th moment. ] February

1879, he was lees inclined to call Butt a traitor or a "person who would

soil the cause".6

1. Annual Regieterfi 1878, p. 210.

2. Freeman's Journa 30 Boveaaber 1878j Timee 2 Daceaber 1878.

3. Nat1,, 7 Dacember i878.

Ii. Freeman 'a Journ, 2 PeO*mber 1873,

. Ibid.

6. Ib4, Februaiy 1379.
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Yet the move to adopt an Irish amendment had to be abandoned when

insufficient Home Rulers of Parnell' a persuasion attended an informal

meeting of the party in London on 5 December. 1 A sizeable number
chose to obey Thitt's third call for inaction 2 and remained with him

in Ireland. 3 Nor was there anrthing approaching complete unity

on the issue of Afghanistan. i denouncing the war as a crime Lord

Robert Montagu, as a typical back-slider in the past, was probably

the exception. Later as a convinced opponent of Parneilism, he

preferred to leave the party rather than adopt the new creed. 5 O'Connor

Power and A.M. Sullivan, on the other hand, intervened as custodians

of liberty and justice in the empire. The former claimed that right

on the basis of nationality and because he was an Irishman who

preferred to stand by "thristian principles". "Ireland (waz 1 often
regarded as an integral part of the npire", he maintained, though

his first duty as a nationalist was "to assert" her "distinct nationality" $

"And why? Because, in ordinary times, Ireland is shut out
from th. observation of irope, and her aspirations are
judged by the caricatures given in the igliah Press. It
is, therefore, when questions of an international character
are before the House, that it becomes the duty of Irish..
men to stand forward before Rurope and declare that their
first consideration is the nationality of their own country."

It the union between Ireland and gland was the result of the "blackest

crime ever perpetrated by one nation against another", Connor Power

1. Time, ii. December 1878. See Parnell's letter to the Secretary
of the Xerry Tenants' Defence Association informing him that
unless twenty Home Rulers entered the struggle, it would be
"imprudent" and possibly "injurious" to persist with the amendment.

2. Thid., 3 December 1878.

3. Thid., 2 December 1878.

4. In a speech of some length Montagu traced the origins of the
war in impressive detail. Hana	 Vol. 21i3, 5 December 1878,
Cole. iJ.iO53.

5. Nati, 5 April 1879.
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assured the House that the Wirq,eria1ism of toa"d Beaconsfield was no

lees odious to the Irish p.opl.s

'It has the sans object in view.'-g1iah aggrandisoment; it
adopts the same means of reaching its ob3eotu...corruption and
violeno.; it proo.ed.s from the same arrogant, liberty-hating
Lbry party, and marches £brwar'd to the same diehonoured victory
over bodies of brave patriots fallen in defence of their' native
lard.'

Di the ao of his constituents, therefore, be repudiated the war as a

"base and cowardly aggresaicm on an independent state". Ireland's s'mpathiee

wer, as always on the side of 'struggling freezian in every oppressed l4.

Sullivan was much lees of a parliamentary muckraker' than 0 'Connor

Iwer and was more accustomed t. use the type of argument favoured by

Radicali like Fawcett, lawson and Richard. Re abhorred inperial ware

because of the resultant neglect of internal reforms at hone. as also

shared their views about imposing taxation on an unrepresented people.

Moreover, despite th. collapse oi' the aroda lobby, Sullivan retained a

very real interest in Didian problems. With O'DonneU he raised the

question of the Vernacular Press Lot in Parliament; with 0 'DonneU he

was petitioned by an Didian delegation to lay their complftints against

the Act before the House; with 0 '1meU he acted as co-negotiator in

presenting to the Home Rule party the schem. by which Th.dia might be

represented at Westninater. It was through Didian eyes again that s

viewed the war on the northern frontier and the Government's policy of

"universal annexation" of "smsllsr powers" • He biew of no greater crime

that could be charged to a public wtnietry than that of making war on

1. Hanear4, !p!cit., Cola. 16b-6.
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an unciviliaed ccsmmity without Just cause. On the sal'ie pretence on which

they had gon. to Afghanistan, they might go to the North Ibis. Was it

worthy of Great Britain to charge the poor Indians for Lord Beaooneii&.d's

"scientific frontier", ha asked? Just as they struck the Ainir rather

than Russia, becaus, he was weak and Russia was strong, so he believed

they taxed the Indiana rather than the W'gll-eli, because the former were

unrepresented in Parliament and had no on. to take their part. He for

one was not prepar.d to stand by without protest while India was

plunged iuto bankruptcy. Spenlring as a representative of a country which

had itself "felt the march of Great Britain's wonderful civilisation",

his voice would be raised and his vote given to any group which made a

struggle against an. 'unjust wax, and against the "public wrong" of

imposing additional taxation on an unrepresented people.1

Subsequent Home Rul. speakers seemed much lose motivated by huF

tarian considerations • }loCarthy D,wning 0 'Clery and Major Nolan cone

centrated more cm the absence of reference to Irish grievances In the

"Queen 'a Speech' as deserving their censure, than on the outbreak of war.

The latter turned to Afghanistan almost as an afterthought. 3 0 'Clery

claimed that he would be false to his position it he said that the Irish

people felt any interest in the struggle now entered 'upon. Beyond a

regret for lose of life end a compulsion to participate in a wicked war,

1. Rensard, op.cit., Cole. l66-.

2. Thid. Cole. 1Li$^.

3. Tht4!, Cole. 169. 70.
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Irishmen could take no further interest. The state of home affairs in

Ireland was far more serious and worthy of a winter session than the

Afghan bus.ines. O'Connor ver, who fully anticipated this ineffectual

response, published a letter the following day In the Premrian 'e Jour4.

deploring the faot that the Address calling upon them to "sanction the

blood-stained acts of the Royal Butchers" who invaded Afghanistan, was

passing through the House without so muoh as a division representing the

protest of the Irish nation. Cr "this disgrace" upon their country he

held Butt chiefly responsible and promised to review at a later date2

the steps taken by Butt "in his work of betrayal, leading up to the

supreme treason of the present hour".3

This further attack on Butt was greeted with mixed feelings. The

eeman's Journal announced that it printed the letter with extreme pain,

but 1.ft no doubt where it stood over the war.

"We Irish ivat take great interest in the fight for an oppressed
people seeing that the most glorious warrior that eisa' entered
the lists to do battle for the rights at the Hindoo wa. our o
Island's mighty a n-Ednimd Burke "

It went on to describe the bad conditions of the Indian peasantry and to

applaud the efforts of the "noble Kr. Fawcett" to help them) C.H.

Me]4on entered a stronger protest on 9 December, first against the

-

1. Hnsard op.cit., Cola. 171-2.

2. See O'Connor Power s letter of ezplaiiticn to the &eoutive Committee
of th. Route Rul. Confederation. Times, 19 December 1878. Since the
night on which Butt denounced Parnell and Bigger for doing their
"plain and simple duty" over the Mutiny Bill, he wrote, he had felt
that it was "incumbent" upon bin "to observe closely the dangerous
course of the policy upon which he had then entered"and ..ccordlngly
had watched Thitt's conduct "with distrust and alara, with pain and
bu*i14 ation."

3. Freeman 's Journai, 6 December; Times, 7 December 1878.

4. 16 December 1878.
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disgraceful language used in respect to "Her Majesty's" troops in

Afghanistan, who in his opinion had added "fresh laurels" to these previously.

won by Irishman in "the field of battle", and who had recently been led

by a distinguished and gallant Irish gener'alj and second against the "vile

slander" of Thitt. He f.lt confidant that decisive and prompt action would

be taken to vindicate themselves from the "gross insult" to them through

their chosen leader. 1 Meldon's federalism like Butt 'a was entrenched in

the belief of a dual interest in the empire, although tour days later

he voted against the Address. Ward also retaliated with a document in

praise 0! Butt, but tailed to secure many signatures • Bryan, Dease,

Digby, Fay end 0 'Clery signed it, arid Brady gave it his backing but

Brown., Henry, Nolan, 0 'Sullivan and Sullivan were knos1 to have refused.2

the other hand, the &eoutiv. of the Home Rule Confederation adopted a

resolution In favour of O'Connor Ibuer', referring to his latter as a

"timely warning of the danger" in which the national cause had been placed

by Butt, and thanldng him for again asserting in the House of Commons,

"the distinct Nationality of Ireland".3

(ki 12 December, Richard 0 'Shaughnsssy confined his inquiry to Afghani...

stan and deavoured to e,n(ri. th. question "strictly on its merits'.

He explained that he had voted for the Government last session when they

had secured peace in irope, but would not have done so had he knoisz that

they were preparing to launch a new war in the Far East. As forie

consolation annotmoed at an early stag. of the session that the burden of

1.. Freeman's Jon'na ,, 9 December 1875.

2. Se. Thornley, p.oit., pp. 3714.'Sj Tjme, 17 December 1878.

3 map. 1)4 December 1878.
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the war was to be thrust on dia and on its "wretched people", he

thought it a poor consolation for any "generous mind" and he rejected it

in the name of the overtaxed and overburdened zdian population. Its

stated that he had always t.lt it the duty of Irish Members to make this

protest, although some of his colleagues had grave doubts that by partici-

pating In non-Irish affairs, a sacrifice of Influence would result. i

answer to 0 'C].ery, he argued that it was party "dissension" that prevented

the Lu].]. ',njee of Ireland being raised in defence of right and justic. in

other countries, but if that voice could be hoard then it would be pro-

claimed against th. terrible proceedings In the East. Thus, in con.torm.tty

with the large majority of the Irish people, he promised to join with the

Liberal party in voting against the war. 1 The Intervention of 0 'tiaughneasy

represented a significant change of heart. As a Home Ruler who had voted

with Butt on the Eastern Question, and who was normally the moat loyal of

followers, ho acted contrary to the own Instructions of his leader,

through not perhaps to his 0i Inclinations.2 He did not entertain the

argument, to which Butt subscribed, that t, refuse supplies was to fail

to support the Government at a grave and critical moment.

A soars of Hone Rulers evidently held the same view. When the House

was taken to a division twentyufour3 Home Rulers voted with the Liberals

1. Hsnsar4, op.cit., 12 December 1878, Cola. l83'8.

2. O'Shaughnessy to Butt, 3]. August 1877, Butt Paper, op.clt.

3. Blennerhaaeett, Brooks, Browne, Co*111i, Delahunty, Nc.1)wning,mjs,
'ench, Gray, Henry, MoXerna, Martin, 1rrie, Nolan, 0 'Beirne, Sir

P. O'Brien, D.M. 0 'Conor, The 0 'Conor Don, 0 'DonneU, 0 'Gorsan,
O'Reilly, 0 'Shau)mesey, Shoil, Saflivan.
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against the Address, and seven1 with the Government for it.2 O'Connor

Power abstained as he had promised to do, as also did Parnell and Bigger,

perhaps for the same reasons. The support of Bowyer, King Herman, lewis

and Ward for the Government was to be expected. Bowyer in fact felt

that Britain was legitimately engaged in war, and had a right to exact Such

conditions as would secure the Indian frontier and prevent the recurrence

of dangers.3 Brady, Moore and O'leary probably voted as they did out of

respect for Butt. Brady in particular had been incensed by O'connor

Power's abuse of Butt, and Dr. W.H. O'leary, as his physician had been a

very close friend for many yeara) Both Moore and O'leary had followed

Thitt into the Conservative lobby on the Eastern Question. Although, the

party again revealed divisions on an issue of imperial importance, they

were far less serious than those on 2 August. Five Home Rulers who had voted

with the Government then, now voted against them. 5 At most, his appeal

to Ward was translated into four votes although it is difficult to

estimate how many members he influenced to remain at home. 'the !eeing

of Home Rulers against the war, was confirmed by the voting pattern on

Favcett'a amendment not to charge the expenses of the expedition on

India. Pthirteem Home Rulers, 6 including Brady and 0 'Coimor Power

supported Faett, while only three 7 opposed him.8

1. Bowyer, Brady, King Herman, O.Lewis, A.Moore, O'leary, Ward.

2. Hanaar, oj,cit., 13 December 1878, CoLs. 87..Sl.

3. Ibid., 16 December 1878, Cola. 909.12.

1i.	 O'Donnell, History, i, pp. 21.i,3, 290; .B. O'Brien, arnel1,, 1., p. 178.

S.	 Brooks, 0 'Beirne, O'Donnell, 0 'Gorman, 0 'Shauglmasay.

6. Blennerhass ott, Brady, Delahunty, Errington, Gray, 0 'Beirne, 	 P.
O'Brien, 0 'Gorman, O'Reilly, 0' Conner Power, Sheil, P.J. Smyth
Stacpoole, Sullivan.

7. Bowy.r, 11Ig Harman, Molenna.

8. anaa4.	 17 December 1878, Cola. 1035.37.
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Meanwhile, rm1n&rg parallel with both controversies over the Eastern

Question and the Afghan War, was the development known as the "New Depar.'.

ture", a policy first mooted by Michael Davitt and John De'voy on a lecture

campaign in America, and subsequently in Ireland in an open debate con..

duoted through the Irish press. It is not intended to go into the

origins of the "New Departure" which hay, been described in another'

work, 1 except to offer a caveats the "New Departure" which materiAlized

In 1879 with the emergence of the Land L.agu. under the presidency of

ParneU was not the "New Departure" negotiated in 1878. The different

yersions that exist of what the "New Departure" constituted, reflect for

the main part	 retro8pective interpretations of what it became. Thus

Parnell, cross..examin.d before the Special Commission in 1888, defined

it as "a combination of the political with the agrarian movements".2

Davitt saw it as a proposal to extreme men to openly participate in

public movements in Ireland, "not in opposition to Mr. Parndll or moral

fore. supporters, but with a view of bringing an advanced nationAl.iat

spirit and revolutionary purpose into Irish public life". 3 This was to

be accomplished by linking the land Question to that of Home Rule, and "by

k(ng the ownership of the aol.]. the basis of the tight for

government."14 With the bitter memory of the land league still fresh in 1910,

o 'Donnell dismissed the "New Departure" as "a design to revolutionise the

Irish situation by a programme of extreme agx'mrian.tam". O'DzmeU held firm

1. T.W. Moody, "The New Departure", op.cit., pp. 303.33.

2. Parnell quoted in ibid., p. 3O1.

3. Davitt, Feudalism p. 12g.

14.	 pp. 121, 127.

. O'Donnell, HietozZ, 1., p. 295.
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to the belief that the agrarian question jettisoned Home Rule as a fors.

moat consideration of Irish patriots. 1 Yet it is probable that land was

not envisaged as the oruoial issue around which the "New Departure" In

1878 revolved, but one of several issues of equal weight.

This is suggested by the f& ous cablegram of John Devoy on 2S

October which offered the active Parliamentary party the conditions].

support of the American movement. Prompted by a report of the annual

conference of the Home Rule Confederation2 that implied that the final

rupture between Parnoll and Butt had occurred, Devoy after consulting

other Clan leaders3 despatohed the telegram to Charles J. Kloicham, head

of the Irish Republican Brotherhood, to be relayed to Parnell and

"friends". First published in the New York Herald on 26 October and

reprinted in the Freeman 'a Journal on 13. November, it read as followsi

"Nationalists here will support you on the following conditions $
First Abandonment of the federal demand and substitution
of a genera]. declaration in favour of self.sgovernment.
Second Vigorous agitation of the land question on th. basis
of a peasant proprietary, while accepting concessions tending
to abolish arbitrary eviction.
Third Exclusion of all sectarian issues from the platform.
Fourth - Irish members to vote together o.L1 all Imperial and
Home Rule questions, adopt an aggressive policy and ener
getically resist coercive legislation.

Fifth Advocacy of all struggling nationalities in the
British Empire and elaewhere".!&

Kickha apparently disliked the scheme and failed to hand on the cablegram

to Parnell,5 who, nevertheless, must have been familiar with its terms.

1. O'Donnell, History, 1, p. 376.

2. See Chapter Four, Section one, p. 179-81.

3. The cablegram was signed by Dr. William Carroll, John J. Breslin,
General F.F. Millen, Jo m Devoy, and Patrick 1[ahon. Carroll, Breslin
and Devy were at this time true tees of the "Skirmishing Find".
This ta printed in Devoy'e Post Bag, p. 370 if, and in LB. O'Brien,
Parnel, 1, pp. 168-9. The "New Departure" telegram was also int.r
iepted on the authority of Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, a copy of which
can be found in Fenian Papers l88l8, A Files 1877-188), Box h, AJO,
s.P.o.

.	 Kidhain claimed that he did relay the cable to Parnell, but the
latter denied this baCor. the Special Ccmission.
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The "New Departure" was later thoroughly debated in the 'eer1au's

Journal and the Iri&man. Devoy could eo&cely have foreseen the economie

orisis that in the course of 1879 "dwarfed in importance all immediate

considerationa",' but he did anticipate an Imperial crisis that in his

opinion was to render the destruction of the empire imminent. He cons

eluded the exposition of his and ]vitt e programme, in a detailed letter

to the Freeman 's Journal on 11 December, which represented the views of

leading nationalists in America. 2 In the major portion of the letter,3

in which the general case was put for the "adoption of a broad and com-

prehensive public policy which Nationalists and men of more moderate

views could alike support without sacrifice of principle", Devoy prefaced

an old lesson:

"1gland's difficulty is only Ireland's opportunity, if Ireland
knows how to use it. Self-reliance is a very necessary quality
in a people desirous of winning their freedom, but a disarmed
people can have little of it and Ireland cannot afford to dis-
regard the opinion of continental powers whose intere8ta clash
with those of ig1and".14

After defining the ndni.mum points of agreement for any combination of

parties in Ireland, as the "radical reform" of the Land system, the

satisfactory conclusion of the Education question end the thorough reform

of county goveawent, Devoy returned to the same theme $ lie observed that

the favourable circumstances that had held together "that vast agglomeration

of hostile races and conflicting interests scattered over the world called

1. T.W. Hoody, "The New Departure", op.cit., p. 32g.

2. Ibid., p. 325. Devoy submitted the draft latter to Davitt, Carroll
Breslin, 0 'Kelly and others.

Freeman 'a Journal, ? December 1876.
A in P.H. Bagenal, The Irish Aitata

Bagenal,	 p. 118.

The letter is printed as Appendix
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the British qire", were fast disappearing. Constructed for commercial

p poses alone, filled with "jnfI *nimable materia]. within", and beset

with "powerful and watchful enemies without", the eiifre, he said, could

not stand a great strain. The "summit of it. glory and its infamy" had

been passed and was now in th. descent that led "inevitably" to ruin. He

appealed to Irishmen to be on their guardj it was their turn now and their

watchwords should be. "Patience, prudence, courage and sleepless vigilance".

Th. critical period was not far off,

"Great events are coming upon us, and on the way we demean
ourselves during the next few years will depend whether we are
to play a considerable part in those events, and build up a
nation1 or sink in the ruins of one of the broken empires of
the world.

No one who looks at the present condition of the East, who
coneidera the Inevitabl, effects of the policy inaugurated by
the present Government of igland and the settled policy of
1bissia.no one who has any knowledge of the immnae interests
at stake-can seriously think that war on one of the largest
scales ever witnessed can much longer be averted. • .it is time
to ask shall Ireland have somethirig to say about this eq& die
tur. of her vital necessaries, and if it La ttitab&, -
sh. find no better way to apply them? This is a question which
Home Rulers as well as Natioi'al i.t. will be called upon to
answer scm. of these dan, and now is the time to make up their
min4. el

o 'Donnell gave D.voy his full support, charaotriaing this letter as

"literally full of broad and statesman-ilk, ideas", even after the alan

leader had explained that he did not propos. to give up liii principles

about fighting or anything else. 2 Consistent with his early i,illingness

to bargain with American Feians, O'Donnell saw in the 1878 "New Depatur'e"

a realistic basis for agreement, whatever be might have thought of it at

a later date.

1. Bagenal, op.cit., pp. 130-1.

2. IbId., p. 7.
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Divoy's letter, it not the "New DepartUre" telegram as well, should

be seenas much in. th. light otth. Afghan War In the shadow of

the Land League. As TJ. Brown writes, sslf..government was still to be

von "by physical force or the lack of it. ]i his estimation the authors of

the telegram were "sponsoring" not a "peasant uprising but a political

zseyolnticn I .1 .ear].,y Alfred Webb Interpreted it this way as veil.

Writing to the New York Herald on 20 November, although he abominted

the British policy of foreign domInation over' interior races, he failed

to s.c how the New Departure would solve Ireland's problem. The Fnian

policy of "keeping up simmering discontent as a means of accouplisbing

tg1ishJ policy changes" would he feared rebound to the degradation of

Ireiani.2 The "great events" which Devoy predicted, and for which he

wished to prepare Ireland, were logically an Anglo..Rzssian oon.tronta"

tion arising out of the Afghan War. It is suggested byis historian

that Dy and Boyle O'Reilly had hoped to re-enact 1782,when 1igland

involved in war with ance, and faced with armed Irish revolt,

submitted to the deNand for legislative Indapendence. Their support

at agitation for peasant proprietorship was thus a "strategei* to

arouse national enthusiasm" among "politically apathetic peasant masses" and

to complete an ,111nn. "with those Home Rule LP.'a who had retained the

confidenc. of the electorate".3 ba order that the American Jnins

3.	 TJ. Brown, op.o&t., p. 92.

2. This letter can be found In Webb Paper, Ms l?45.

3. L.J. Macatfr.y, .oit., p. 46.
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could legitimately recommend policy to the masses, the alliance was

a prerequisite. From this angle, the "New Departur&' lool a like the

culmination of Irish-American intrigues against the British empire.

It was, after all, Dr. Carroll's conversion to the belief that the

obstructionists could be useful especially in the field of foreign

politics, that marked the first practical thaw of the Clan na Gae3.

towards parliamentary nationalism. The fourth and fifth heads of the

"New Departure" telegraii therefore take on a greater significance

than hitherto accorded. The former was related to the disarray of

the parliamentary party on the Eastern Question, a recurrent theme

running through Davitt 'a American lectures, the latter was a

principle of long standing conveyed through the colunns of the

Irish World. Devoy's reference to Irish opportunism and his call to

heed the opinion of England's enemies were meaningful in this context.

He appreciated as much as the Irish press that the special session

of Parliament presented the party with a unique opportunity. The

concluding section of 1ia U December letter was clearly an open

exhortation to obstruct the Government in its war effort, by holding

up necessary supplies. Perhaps, in his imagination, the Russians

would do the rest.
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I	 tervention After Butt $

The "Nov Departure" controversy, and the vhole'aale disregard

of his advic, by a significant number of Home Rule members in the Afghan

dabat., convinced Isaac Butt that the so-called "dissension" "originated

in a deep laid plan oarried out by the paid agents of an American j inta of

traitors to destroy any party of constitutio"al action". 1 He reiterated to

Mitohe].i. Henry his view that no headway could be made for the Rome Rule

cause or an Irish party until those who anaged bot were severed from

thOse who "identified themselves with treason".2 Such a solution had

recommended itself to him in October 1878 when he had first broached

th. idea of associating "moderate men together in an entirely new formation".3

On both occasions Henry refused to countenares such a drastic step.

)everthelesa, Butt could not be deterred from believing that some stand

had to be made against "obstruction". i the event, it was the activists

who jettisoned the "backwoodsman" of the party, by simply ignoring them,

or by making preparations to replace them. Less committed Home Rulers

such as .. e 'Conor Don preferred to secede altogether from the party than

to submit to any accommodation)

At the much postponed meeting of the Irish Horn. Rule League in

February, facing his followers foz' what proved to be the last time, Butt

euccoisfully blocked concessions to the activist wtr3g. 5 A motion of

1. Butt to Henry, S January 1a79, Butt Pape, Vol. III, Ms 832.

2. Ibid.

3,	 utt to Henry, 9 October 1878, Ibid.

Times, 13 April 1879, The O'Conor Don announced that he had regarded
himself as being, for some time, separated from the Home Rule section
of the House of Commons.

Time, 7, 15, 22, 27 January 1879.
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during the last two years [had] been so bad in (his] opinion that (he] should

be very glad of any cause which might lead to a chang&'.1 Catastrophe in

the empire had swiftly spread dlsill.umion throughout the country. In

Ireland the untimely combination of the failure of the potato crop with

falling prices of other staples exacerbated the climate of discont.nt,

and raised the spectre of another ftU..scalc. famine. 	 the face of these

contingencies intervention could not be contained.

C1 the recall of Parliament, the Goverximent made a half-hearted

attempt to limit the frequency of outbreak. New rules of procedure which

the Irish regarded as directed primarily at them, were introduced on 17

February. 2 The first of six resolutions, which withdrew the power of

private Members to raise genera]. grievances as amendments on going into

Committee of Supply on a Monday, attacked a privilege much valued. 3 Parneli.

observed that little obstruction had, been caused in former sesalona by

notices of motion, and predicted that the resolution would not "materially

facilitate te conduet of public business".4 Indeed, according to F.!.

Bagenal, Irish obstruction over the Ar Disciplines and Regulations Bill

later on "obtained absolute 9c&entlflo perfeotior1t.S After three nights

of debate the resolution passed with modifications. The remaining five

resolutions were dropped for lack of time. It was a bad start for the

1. Northbrook to Temple, 10 April 1879, Temple Papers, Ms Eur. F.86,
Vol • 12 C.

2. Annual Register, 1879. p. 314.

3. The Home Rule motion of 1876 had been put in this form. See ThOrfl].eY,
t Tha Irish home ile party and parliamentary obstruction, 187I4l88l",
in Irish Historical Studi, Vol. 12, No. i, March 1960, P 	 60.

b. Hansard, Vol. 21i3, 17 February, Cola. 1371i-Sj 24 February 1879, Cal.
i6ao.

c. Bagenal, op.cit., p. SS.
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Government and aroused much bitterness. Throughout, Horns Ib*].sz'e displayed

uncoon cohesiveneas and put up a spirited r.arguard action on 2l February.

In sloven divisions, the Irish vote in opposition varied from 27 to 19.1

Tho Times drew the conclusion that many members former].y loyal to Butt

had been seduced by th. hardcore "obstructionists", whose view, it was

feared, would hold temporary pr.doai'os.2 The Times did not perceive

as did the Annual Register that th. procedural changes might "fairly

be called an Irish Question".3

Irish irritation over the Government 'a neglect of Thiversity raZors

might account for the impression of unity 1t ma incapacity of Butt, was

also an içortant factor. Moderate Home Rulers, without declared rebellion

or outright betrayal, found it easier to deal with the activists. It

was felt that Shav, a noted mediator, would avoid th. mistakes of Butt,

and that his moderating influenc. could do much to heal the breach. As

Chairman, it was supposed that ho would at lout treat the activists as

useful 'guerlUoros", if he was unable to approve of all their proceedings

ci' lead then at th. bead of a reguiar	 surj.ngiy, Shaw and a

few moderates, who supported the movement to abolish flogging in the army,

1. Hanaai4, op.cit., 27 February 1879, Cols. 18141.146.

2. Tim, 2S February 1879.

3. Annual Register., 18714, p. 33.

Ii.	 S.. Butt to Noi'thcote, 9 February 1879, Iddeeleigh Papers 1 Add. Ms
500140.

5. See DJ.B. Vol. iTil, pp. 13878. According to his biographer, a
roputition for prudence and Judgment earned him th. sobriquet "sensible
Shaw".

6. T,P. o'connor, me Parnefl Movement, p. 287.
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did not take fright when the Parnellites resort,ed to tactics that would

normally have left them without help. However, positive moderat. support

could nevez be relied upon for long on non-Irish issues.

To all appearances Home Ruler. closed ranks in deploring the paci-

fication of the Zului.and. The anni hilation of a British force at

Thandhlwana on 22 January, which came as comp1et. eM slit as horrttying

a surprise a. the Thdtn Mutiny", occupied first place in iniaterial

statements when Parliament convened an 13 Psbruary. Although debate was

deprecated until Lull d.tails had been received, the Government neverthe-

lees asked for an immediate grant of £1,500,000. ParneU refused to hold

hi. fir. and argued that the vote would be used not to recover th.

military position alone but also to Liw*oe the complete invasion of the

Zulu kingdom and the ultimate subversion of it. p.opls. 2 He was backed

by Sullivan, Bigger, O'Shaughn.ssy and the unpopular Cilan.3 O'Donnell

also spoke out next day against Qovernaent policy, which he oliaracterised

a. one of "selfish aggrandimament" and "lnhw'an butchery of the native

population". He drew the attention of the Hon.. to a report describing

th. destruction of a native krsal and th. burning of 250 native huta)

3 March 0 'Dovnell neatly turned discuseion towards South Africa, in support
of a notion prior to going into Supply on th. army estimates. I a od

1. Annual Eegjster 1879, pp. 13-15.

2. iansr4.. op.cit., 27 February 1879, Cola. 1888-9.

3. mid., Cola. l9003, 1908, 1907-8, 1909. Callan apparently was over-
found of the drink and many refused to sit anywher, near him.

ii.	 Thi4, 28 February 1879, Cola, 2031i-35.
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of self-congratulation The Natlon oopUaented Parneu, Sullivan and

o 'Dounai.l for their outspoken language on the Zulu situation, and the

latter for expressing concern over Didian	 and th. stats of the

Dritiaharmys 'Th.pityisthatth.othersembsrsoftheputyhavenot

When a foreal debat. was fixed for the end of 4arah,

however, thirty4wo3 }oai Rulers toUowd DUke into the Opposition lobby

to register their approval, for his motion demanding th recall of Sir Bartl.s

Although the Freenn 'a Journal elained the division as a itctory

for I dependent action by * Home Rule party, it bad tome strong words to

say about the "absenteeism", end the "little knot of Conservative Home

Rulers' who could no longer be counted as manbera of the paxty.

0 'Coutv'r Power and 0 'DonnaU had wanted to substitute their own

for DUke 'a resolution becaus, it did uot correspond "with the enormity

of the otteno&' and aersly represented the views of the front Opposition.6

Indeed Cran.brook aitted to jtt.on Aat rtle Jreri was beiug treated

"with szc.pticiai tenderness" by the LIberals.' 0 'Connor Power therefore

placed a 'i violant awdment on the Paper which expressed, he imagin.d,

the "true feelings" of the Irish pel.. As he was persuaded to withdxu

it to avoid confusion, the dedication of the vest majority of Home Rulers

was not tested. Nevertheless, there were several indications of their

1.	 See Qiapter 7ivs, section two, pp • 254-5.

2,	 Nation, 8 )rah 1879.
3. Bigger, Bleu*rh*sastt, 'a4, Brooks, ColtZnzrst, Collins, Conyrigba*,

Dsase, Delahw4y, &'rington, Henry, I4oK ma, }rUn, Maiden, )lmtagn,
A. Moore, Muz1iy, Nolan, 0 'BaIrn., 0 'Brien, 0 'Byrne, 0 'dory, D.11.
0 'Conor, The 0 'Caner Don, 0 'Do'.U, 0 'SullIvan, Parnell, Shaw, ZPsil,
Sherlock, Sullivan, Synan. Trench, (ay, 0 'Gorman, 0 'Shaughneesy were

14.	 Hansard Vol. 2414, 27 March, Cola.l86-]jOj 28 March, Cole. l991"2O90j
Vol. 21i, 31. March 1379, Cola. 20.127.

%,	 Ireeaan's Journal 1, 2 prLl 2.879.
6. Mansard, op.cit., 31 March 1879, Cola, 69 . 72, 89.93.
7. Cranbrook to Xj'ttcs*, 2S May 1879, 	 ton Peper, MasRur. N. 218,S18/Zi.
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lack of zeal. 0 'Donnell and Parneli, for example, were much more sensitive

to the application of military force in South Africa than a moderate like

Sir Patrick O'Brien. When he raised a familiar hobby '.hore" of his on

17 March by moving for the creation of an additional brigade of Irish

Guards, he found his colleagues uniressed. 0 'Donnell felt that in the

present circumstances when that "distinctly anti.nationa]. Government"1

ruled its dominions by directing "the ignorance of one portion of its sub.

jecte against the ignorance at th. other portion", Ireland would be justi-

fied in rejecting such a "puny and paltry recognition of Irish nationality".

0 'Brien, an Imperialist in Butt 'a mould, who held that the Irish were

anxious to participate in all th. beneficent Influences connected with the

was dismayed. He denomoed 0 'DonneU 'a preaching to sacrifice

"even a small interest of his country", as a kind of "bastard nationAl(sm"S

'they were not there to talk about what was occurring In Zulu-
land, in Afghanistan, or in the French Parliament".

Paruell also rejected any further inducement to Irishmen to enter the

hgliali ar', when they were only sent abroad to carry out "cruel and

unjust wars". Irishmen, he declared, were "fools" to enlist in regiments

which were to be sent to Zululand.3

A cue might be made out by cyeics that th. activists exploited

the Zulu uprising primarily for propaganda purposes. It canziot be denied

that intarmntion poues sad some of the characteristics of senaatioilisa;

1. See Chapter Fbur, section two, p. l9. Compare this statement
with O'Donnell 'a letter to Iisraeli describing the fligliah Conser'.
vativea as forming the "1gUeh Natioel Party".

2. Hansar4, Vol. 237, 18 January 1878, Ccl. 176.

3,	 ThId., Vol. 2hZ, 17 March 1679, Cola. 1077-79, L082.8, 1090"92,
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incidents that discredited the Government were exposed, and freguant

reference to Ireland 'a experience of "an aggressive iierialisin" were

made. 1 An Auerican brief to delay the Government's war effort also

cannot be ruled out ozitire],y. J.J. 0 'Kelly, who had con8idered the

attachment to the theory of armed Irish rebellion sentimental, had been

trying to persuade the CLn na Gasi to arm the Zulus instead as a

step towards the creation of a confederation of the "Kaf fir" tribes

against iig1and. He believed the operation organised by Irish agents

from Portuguese territory could be fth nced for an outlay of 20,000

dollars. In his view an immediate movement in Ireland would result

in crushing defeat, and he urged that their only chance of success

lay in patiently waiting until th.gland was engaged in a great wax'

V at would strain hex' resources to the utmost. If the war in South

Africa could be protracted, then O'Kelly argued, the result might

be felt in India particularly if the Afghan campaign was a long one:

"In helping the Zulus we help the Afghans, and we help
ourselves by promoting the long wished for 'opportunity'".

At the critical moment an Irish attack could be launched. 2 These proposals

were evidently the subject of serious discussion by the trustees of the

"Skirmishing Fund" an 9.10 l4arch 1879, but were referred for reaction to

the Irish Republican Brotherhood in Ireland. 3 The United Brotherhood

were soon to come around to the view that the election of one hundred or

1. Hsn, Vol. 21, 31 March 1879, Col. 71.

2. O'KeUy to Davttt, 10 March 1879, in Devo'a Post Ba, 1, pp.
L08..l1. This letter was sent instead to Devoy.

3. mid.; see also Carroll to Devoy, 1]. March 1879, in ibid., pp.
112.l14.
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so Parnefls to Westminster, although this would not itself liberate

Ireland, would "have a wholesome effect on opinion, which might influence

action abroad" and "bring public sentiment at home up to the fighting

point".1 O'Kelii subsequently wrote to Davitt to enlist his support, but

on second thoughts entrusted the letter to John Devoy who was conversant

with the general argument2 and who had journeyed to Europe to win Fenian

and Rome Rule acceptance for the "New Departure". As O'XeUy was his

closest friend, Devoy was probably supathetic. 3 Doubtless to somd

out the Russians again about the possibility of an invasion of Afghanistan14

he had made arrangements to see the Russian Ambassador in Paris and

.ven contemplated going to St. Petersburg iti.lf. Dr. Carroll suggested

that if the Russians were ready to co-operate, Devoy might throw in as an

additional incentive th. project of a combined African, Didian and Irish

movement against g1aM at the same time.5

Conceivably ParneU could have been aware of thcee Irish-American

it3C1iflati0fl$ e 0 'Kelly himself was a very possible source of intelligence..

During hi. parliamentary career ho was generally considered to be ParneU 's

chief adviser. "Be that as it may", Devoy recalled, "he was very close

1. c1osure I, Report of Executive Cotmcil of United Brotherhood, 8
August 1879, in Deep. Secret no. 103, Thornton to Salisbury, 29 March
1880, P.0.5 Papers 1 Vol. 17145.

2. O'ICeUy to Devoy, 17 February 1879, in Devoy's Poet Bag.ipp. 392.3.

3. Th±d., p. 5.
14. See Ruolosure I in Desp. Secret no. 90, Thornton to Salisbury, 8

April 1878, P.O. 5 Pepe, Vol. 1706. Crimnp had been informed by the
editor of the New York Herald that Carroll with two other members of
the Revolutionary Directory lied been detailed to St. Petersburg, where
they were "veil-received" and buoyed up "with prospects of succour in
the event of an open rebellion In Ireland

S. Carroll to Devoy, U March 1879, pp.c. Dr. Carroll refer, to
Introduction sent to the American Consulate in Paris that Dsvoy Was
to collect. This proved to be a letter of reference from Senator
Conover to the Hcn.LW. Stoughton, the American Yin.ister at St. Peters.
burg,whioh bear. out that Devoy intended to visit the Russian capital.
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to Parnell and in his confidence. 	 R.B. O'Brien confirmed that 0 'Kelly

was the "one man" to whom Parnell "freeiy opened his mind--.when indeed he

opened it at	 Again, Parnell twice con.ferred with Devoy at

Boulogn. in lIarch 1879, and was offered the leadership of a combined

national movement on the tenaa publicised In October 1878. He refeci to

commit himself, however, to any formal or binding arrangement, even if as

Fievoy claimed he was prepared to go half..way to meet them. 3 A vigorous

parlisntary delence of Zulu indapendice, which might have exposed "to

the world in an official. and authoritative way the whole villainy of

ig1iah rule", could have satisfied the requirements14 of clauses four

and Live of the "lew Departure" te1egram. However, the South African

expedition was soon abandoned by the Clan us Osel because of the more

pressing needs of Ireland herself. Eiaatiafied by the lack of progress

made in arming Ireland, and i,ious to show some return for its money,

the Clan Instructed its roving provaoateux' General Milieu to concert all

efforts towards the formation of a revolutionary army. 6 tvoy therefore

called off the trip to St. Petersburg, 7 but activist intervention, on the

other hand, increased rather than abated.

1. De'voy, Recollections p. 31,tu see also T.P. O'Connor, The Parnell
Movement1 pp. 332

2. LB. O'Brien, &rneU, ii, p. 5)3.
3. Devoy in Irish Freed, Oct..Deo. 19)14, quoted in Devoy 's Poet Pag.

p. W)]. LB. O'Brien,	 pp. 176.7.

14.	 See Chapter Pour, section two, p 217.

5. iclosure I, Report of the Executtys Council of the United Brother.
hood, 8 August 1679, op.cit.

6. See Dietructione from Dr. Carroll to General Millen, closure
in Deap. (cow), Thornton to GranvUle, 26 April 1860,
Yenian Papers l858. 3 A Tiles, Box No. 14, s.P.o.

7. Carroll to O'Leary, 23 April 1879, in Devoy'e Post Pagi,pp. L29.35.
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The record of leading active Home Rulers prosecuting to the

bitter end the hopeless cha2npionship of the Zulu, 1 should not be considered

as an isolated demonstration of Irish perseverence or "perv-ersity". The

storm over the incorporation of the Tranavaal in the South African Con! ed.

eration, end th. strong objection made to the military presence of lord

Ioberts in Lfghaniatan, set earlier precedents. In fact, their persistent

interrogation of the Colonin'I Secretary on points of detail about the

Zulu situation clearly went beyond the call of tactical considerations.

Recurring axpreasion of abhorrence for "naked" aggression suggested a

more intrinsic baste to their anti-iaperialism and a genuine commitment

to the sovereignty of any country, albeit uncivilised or defenceless.

ParneU likened the "invasion" of Zululend by British aolaiers to "the

attacks of foreigners and strangers". 2 O'Connor Power believed that

against en "unoffending people", such action "outraged the liberty of

nations". 3 Sullivan compared Cetewayo 'a defence of his kingdom against

en "Thglish" army with Queen Elizabeth's repulse of the "Spanish Armad&')

This thinking also underlay their opposition to British imperial policy

in the Transvaal and Afghanistan. Yet their' defenc. of Zulu independence

revealed a further di naion-.the total rejection of racialist apologies

for annexation. There were no limits to aggression, O'Donnell warned the

-	 _J-	 --	 --

1,	 Total number of separate interventions by the activists weres
O'Donnell 12, Sullivan 12, ParneU - 8, Bigger, McCarthy aM
O'Connor Power 2 each.

2. Hsnsg, Vol. 213, 27 Pebrua 1879, Col. 1889.

3. Ibid., Vol. 21$, 31 March 1879, Ccl. 69.

Xbi4,, Vol. 2l3, 27 Pbruary 1879, Co1. 1901-2.
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Bousi, if they resolved upon oppressing a race merely because its colour

differed from their cndfl. 3 C this thorns O'Connor Power went further, If

Britain wanted to be on good terms with South Africa, then blaok3 ha

advised, must be treated as if they were a white population, and justice

acoorded them as to a civilised race. Sullivan refused absolutely to

help extend an already swollen empire at the cost of the liberty of natives,

however dark their skins might be. His sense of moral outrage, although

the most pronounced, was typicali where slumbered the public morality of

Figland, he .nc!uired? His morality was not cribbed, cabined, and oon.

fined by geographical, lines. He meted out to the savage the same measure

of Justic. which he did to the civi].iaed races.

Parnell 'a .r.ssion of resentment in November 1879 that Irishmen

yen being bracketed with savages in their treatment by a Conservative

Government, was exceptional. His language was framed in the context of a

political meeting at Co. Mayo and was by its nature an electoral exhor.

tation to 5r.duoe the pride at Lthat] haughty Government".2 While he might

not hay, got as worked up as Saiflivan, O'Donnetl and O'Connor Power about

such issues, with the poasib].e exception of flogging, he thought it night

to support them on 1idia or Africa provided they did not enter deeply into

inter..party arrangements. 3 z the late 1.870 'a the spectacle of rneU,

0 'Donnell, Sullivan, 0 'Cormor Power and Biggar lecturing Parliament and

Hon. Rul• audience. on the fellowship of man especially if coloured, and on

th. brotherhood of nationalism, produced a lasting ivact on IrelaM that

should not be underestimated.

-

1,	 Hane*rcj, Vol.. 21, 31 March 1879, Co]. 89.

2.

	

	 21 November 1879, see also Irish Police and Crimes Record,
RIports of speeches at Irish tend league and XnishTNational League
meetings, l879..l88, Box No. 3, SJ.0.

3	 S.. Owynu and Thokwejl, Duke, p. 28]..
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II	 _$i.1strs of Critic,

Tovards the end of March, Cranbrook wrote to Zytton how curious it

was that South Africa had drawn "ail eyes and minds from Thdia". "Unless

something untoward should happen", the Viceroy "might work on quietly with

little observation", 1 The Secretary of State was much less sanguine to

Sir Richard Temple, Governor of Bombay. "Parlianent", he wrote on 18

March, "ha.s its questioners upon all subjects and the critical position

of money matters gives reason for enquiries. We certainly have fallen

on herd times at home and in the East". 2 As a rule, idian affairs caused

litti. turbulence and aroused litti. enthusiasm in the Rouse, but the frontier

problem with Afghanistan, which seemed to defy lasting settlement, gave

them a prominence and a hearing reserved for periods of crisis.3 North'

cot. confessed to Beaconafield on 9 January, that they could have met

Par1isent "at great advantage" had that "chapter" been closed; "but

of cours• Russia se.s that, and will keep the sore open if she can; and

then it will tell heavily on our work, fez' w• shall be pestered with

interpellations and protests, and annexation debates, and questions as

1. Crsnbrook to Iytton, 23 March 1679, I'tton Papers, Nss Eur. E, 216,
516/14.

2. Cranbrook to Temple, 18 March 1879, Temple Paperej Has 2ur. F. 36,
All.

3. in 1360, John Bright described with sorrow how little dia stirred
th public interest of Britain, "Parliamert cares about India little
atore than the Cabinet. The igUsh people, too, are very slow, end
very careless about everything that does not immediately affect
them. They cannot be excited to any effort for India except under
pressur. of some great calamity, and when that oalai'lty is removed
they fall back into their usual stat, of apathy." John Bright quoted
in J.T, Mills, John Brigit l81l-189, Lc.r&don 1893, p. 62.
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to aid we are to give India".1 In the periodical Journals India received

a Lull ahare of publicity. Henry Faweett, 2 H. H. Hyndman,3 and ELorence

NightingalJ wrote single-minded articles treaaing the poverty and

financial malaise of India, which cumulatively attracted considerable

attention. 5 The native press naturally played up their findings as proof

of the "Drain" theory. The Bengalee,for instance, felt the case of these

"gliah thinkers" proven by. "an array of figures and facts which could

not) be questioned or doubted n .6 The articles also figured prominently in

Viceregal correspondence. 7 Sir John Strachey, the Indian Lnanee Minister

felt called upon to issue a rejoinder to H.yndznan the most outspoken critic.8

"At no time since 1857", commented the Times cm 26 Hay, "have Indian

questions attracted the same amount of public interest in this country.

From one cause or another India has been thrust to the front." The imee

dated this upsurge of interest from the fir'e in Southern India of 1877

when &3gland "became awake to vast responsibilities she (had] undertaken

in assuming the Government of India." It was happy to report that 1iglRnd'l

1. Northoote to Besoonsfield, 9 January 1879, Iddesleigh Papers, Add. Ma
OO53.

2. H. Fawcett, "The Financial Condition of India", "The Proposed Loans to
India", in Nineteenth Century, Vol. V., 1879, pp. 19>'218, 872407.

3. H.M. Hyndman, 'The Bankruptcy of India", In ibid., Vol. IV, pp. 585-608k
Vol. V, pp. L3a.1i62.

1. p. Nightingale, "The People of India", in ibid., Vol. IV, Pp. 193421.
See E.T. Cook, he Life of Florence Nightingala 1862-l9la, Vol. it,
London 1913, p. 290; Cranbrook to Temple, 21 April 1879, Temple Papery,
J4as Eur. F. 86,A 17. Although a "recluse" and "open to influences"
ELorenoe Nightingale,adniitted the Secretary,carried "great weight with
many".

5.	 ,fld?flgn e article, "The Bankr1ptcy of India', did much to set the topic
of India's finances and future alight. Annual Regis, 1879, p. 52.

6. Bengalp, 22 March 1879.

7. See for example, the letters on Fawcett a Cranbrook to Ijytton, 10 February,

23 March 1879, IyttonPaper, Mae Eur. E. 218 ,5].6/14.

8. See John Morley, "Ioverishment of India not Proven", in Fortnightly
eview Vol. XXIV, 1878, pp. 86781. The artiol. was based on material

supplied by Strachey. Hindoo Patrio, 114 April 1879.
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"whole position" in Didia, the terms on which it was hold and the national

duties it implied, were "beginning to be felt and understood" . The

explanation was more basic than the Times would allow. A party spirit,

never absent though always denied, had crept more noticeably into debate..

The situation had altered radically since Cranbrook reassured Itton a

year before that there was "no ground for apprehension that lXidian questions

[would] be looked at as the instruments of party". There were of course

nany Mnbers with "very dangerous opinions", but they differed axilongat

theins elves and did not "carry weight enough to overbear the power of

Government", even if they worked in unison. (i their "crotchet&', they

"would be opposed to any Government and any Government to then".2 These

critics of Indian Government were variously dimiased as "lewd fellows of

the baser sort", 3 "snobs and blackguarde", 4"mieohievous moral swindlers",5

who had no following in the country. A Radical such as P. Rylands was

considered by Cranbrook to have no redeeming qualities; his "ideas of a

gentlemen" making "his remarks unworthy ol notic&'.6

It was the Afghan imbroglio which gave more of an edge to the

Opposition as well as a rare degree of unity. British involvement in

Afghanistan end th. concomitant pressure on Thdian finances were setsed

upon by Liberals generally, as the logical manifestation of Tory imperialism.

1. Times, 26 May 1879.

2. Cranbrook to Lytton, 27 May 1878, Lytton Pape, Mas air. E. 218, 516/3.

3. Cranbrook to Lyttan, 16 December 1878, id.

!&. Burne to Lytton, 30 January 1679, ibid., 516/7.

5. Lytton to Cranbrook, 2b August 1879,	 5i8/.

6. Cranbrook to Ly-bton, 3.6 December 1878,
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The Viceroy himself was increasingly subjected to personal attack. As

early as January 1879, Burn. corr1ained to lytton that "party" seemed

"to be the only thing left now in 3igland".1 Even if Hartington was more

imperialiy minded and reluctant to give way to partisanshi, 2 many Liberals

including Gladstone, were prepared to weld flidia to their electoral plati..

form against the Conservative party

the huatings [were I in all minds".3

"nt the last year of a Parliament

Indian frontier policy and Indian

finance, hitherto entrusted to a few experts, advanced into the region

of topics of the first magnitude, becoming interesting to a House of

"meddlera". In high spirits, F.1.orence Nightingale wrote to P.K. Sen

that India was being discussed "very much as a home question". 5 By con-

trast, Cranbrook was vaguely d.tsquieted that India should become the

direct charge of Eaglish finance. His fear that every toui gould raise

a 1!awcett or a 	 6 was a tacit admission that radioai. economics were

popular politioaUy.

While O'Donnefl continued to speak out loudly on non-Irish issues,

the Home Rule voice in such an excited climate was less distinctive than

usual. The moderates with the odd exception such an Sir Patrick 0 'Brien,

took little interest. Active Rome Rulers tended to merge with a coalition

of Radicals, prepared to suppress jealousies and disagreements7 in order

1, Purne to lytton, 30 January 1879, Lytton Paper8, Nsa Ear. E. 2l, 16fl.

2, Stanhope to Lytton, 21 May 1879, Ibid., 517/7.

3. Cranbrook to Temple, 25 October 1879, 	 le Pape, Nsa Ear. F.86, A 2.7.

1. Annual Register, 1879, p. 52.

5. Nightingale to Son, 20 June 1879, in P. 561 (ed)., FLorence Nittinga1e'e
Thdian Letters, 1878-1882, Calcutta 1937, pp. 16..]7.

6. Cranbrook to Iytton, 10 February 1879, tton Papers, Mae Ear. E. 218,
516/Is.

7. See Wewy3s Reid, Pbrater, II, p. 222j A.G.0a2dizaer, The Life of Sir
Wifliam Harcourt (1827l886), Vol. I, london 1923, p. 37.
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to disoredit the Beaoonafi.ld tovemment. Although there is no evidence of

a formal arrangement between Home Rulers and Radicals on a progranuiie of

parliamentary action, there were many indications of an informal dialogue

between them on separate issues. Dilk• and iamberlain, for exaiple,

had sought to capture the Irish iote on the Zulu War, and though unable

to make much of PerneU in "hmering" out a joint polioy for Ireland,1

succeeded in winning thirty votes and in persuading O'Connor Power to

abandon his riva]. amendment. Further negotiations with Parnell, although

without result, represented a definite attempt on the part of the Radicals

to reach an understanding with the activists. Parnell, who refuaed to be

drawn into any such alliance, was found to be an "irreconcilable" nationalist

by Dilk.. Nevertheless, there was in the Parliament of 1879 a degree of

co-operation between active Hon. Rulers and Radicale missing in previous

sessions and seldom matched in later years. 	 a letter to the .mes on

27 December 1879, Sullivan wrote that it would be "uncandid" to pretend

that Irish sympathies were not with the masses of the Yng].ish people as

repreaent.d in the House of Comona by such men a. Cowan, Lawson, Burt,

Mwidella, Chniber1'1n, Jacob Bright, S. ltrley, Plimsoll, Leathaa and

Duwjn. 2 As the Times was quick to point out, however, the general

elections were an important, probably the maim factor in the courtship.3

Mitchell Henry noted that the Radicals wars particularly "cringing" in the

new year.1

1, R. Jenkins, Sir (arles Dilke A Victorian Tragedy, rondon l98, p. 109,
Gwynn & Tuokwdll, Dilk, pp. 6l..2.

2. Times, 27 December 1879.

3. Ertract from the Timeø printed in Freemen's Jotu'na1, 1 January 1880.

1	 Henry to O'Neill Daunt, 2 May 1380, Btitt Papers, Vol. III, Ms 832.
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Perhaps the most celebrated example of co-operation was the campaign

to abolish flogging in the army, fought over the Army Disciplines and

Iegu1ationa Bill, which dragged through twenty..three sittings and occasioned

sixtyone divisions. 1 The activists, it will be recalled, had opposed

corporal punishment and the "cat" without !nglieh help in 1877 and 1875.

"Now they were supported by a crod of glish Radicals". 2 Diitially the

Irish stood back allowing the Radicals to make all the running. It was

not until late June and early July, a critical period in the struggle,

that they "put in their oar vigorously" • The parlianentary system was then

tested to breaking point.3 The Irish fatally undermined the Government

position by having the "cat" itself displayed to the House on S July.

Two days later Colonel Stanley, the Minister in charge of the Bill, announced

the abolition of flogging in all cases except when the alternative was

death. The Whigs, who had been cool to the abolitionists throughout, backed

down, and swung round in support of them. 14 On 15 July Hartington offered

th. abolitionists the concession of moving a resolution on behalf of the

Liberal party condemning the retention of corporal punishment for all

military offencee, provided the Bill was allowed to pass through Committee;5

this promise was fulfilled. 6	the virtual surrender of the Government

over flogging and in the dragooning of the Whigs, the Irish-Radical

1. The Annual Register, 1879, pp. 55-66 gives a detailed narrative of
the passage of the Bill through Parliament.

2. R.B. O'Brien, Parne, 1., p. 186.

3. Annual Registe', 1579, pp. 60, 65.
4. Fversley, p.cit., p. 89.

S.	 jansa4., Vol. 2148, .15 July 1879, Col.li59. See also G.W.E, Russell,
IRwso, )e 1143

6. ThId., 17 July 1879, Cole. 6314.61Ct.
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phalanx secured a notable victory, which was to have a particular relevance

to India two years later.

Lord Cranbrook was convinced that the Irish had been put up to

obstruction. "Some of the ectreme Liberals", he wrote in disgust to

Itton, "are indeed the wirepullers of the Irish and exalt in the action

the responsibility of which they will not openl.y sham. Almost certainly

it was the other way round. 2 A dedicated core of Home Rulers sold the

flogging issue to snpathetio Radicals, 3 buttressed the attack when debate

f1agged, and remained firm when compromise was in the air. 5 Parnell,

Sullivan and 0 'Do3mell were members of a committee of management, which

also included mart, Cowen, Hopwood, iacInald and Bylands, formed to

coordinate and ma1ntain the momentum of opposition to the Bill.6

Chamberlain 'a accession to the abolitionists in mid June added strength

to the agitation and won over many Liberal waverers. Sir Wilfred lawson

recorded that Chamberlain "aided end abetted" Parnell and the Irishmen

brilliantly. Jacob Bright, Courtney, DUke, Dillw'n, Hsrsohell, P. Taylor

1. Cranbrook to Iytton,l July 1879, IyttonPape, Mas Rur. L 218,516/14.

2. Evereley, p.cit., p. 90.

3. This point is confirmed by QiamberlRiJl ha be complimented Parnell
on 19 June, "for standing up alone against the system of flogging when
the himself], and other members had not felt the courage of [theirj
convictions". }I8ar, Vol. 247, 19 June 1879, Col. 208.

4. O'Donnell, Ff1 story, i, p. 335. 0 'DonndU described his early contribu.
tion in the etigg1e as that of & "useful stopgap".

. Chamberlain was prepared on 5 July to suspend opposition In the Bill on
the understanding that the Government would make a satisfactory state.
ment conoerni-zig the schedule on flogging offencee. He appealed to
ParTlell to let the clauses go through, but the latter was objurat..

6. 0 'Donndil gives two versions of the "Inner" history of the anti..flogging
campaign, a) Ira the first, great stress ii laid on the fact that ?axnell
was not privy to a small "aecret" organising committee led by Alexander
MacDonald, Coven and O'DOnnell inside Parliament, and by the Secretary
ci' the Iidon Trades Council outside. (O'Donnell, 	 i, pp. 331.3].
b) The second, contained in a letter to Joseph Qiáberlain written several
years after the event, seems a more authoritative account. Dithis, Pazn.0
Sullivan, Thart, }Iopwood and 1brlad are added to a much enlarged committee,
although th. reservations of the first concerning Pame1Ls initiative
remain. (it, p. 4.].

7. G.W.E. Russell,	 pp. 1143.14.
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and W. WiUiaiiza were others whose support was canvassed. In a Sense

the oo.operation between Irish and Radical Members over flogging proved

stronger than the o1ains of party. 	 5 July Chamberlain threatened to

unleash systsnatio obstruction in the event of flogging revialrllflg on the

Statute books, and denounced Hartington on 7 July for his lack of commitment

as "lately th. leader of the Opposition, now the leader of a section of

the Opposition. 1 In Ireland, Gray sought a bait, a leading article in

the Freemnn 'a Journal urging FarneU and ooracy to desist from their

present tactics. 2 At once Parneil, Biggar and 0 'DonneU issued a joint

oommuniqu& regretting such encouragement to inactivity and citing as

proof of "what might be achieved by united and energetic action", 3 Harting.

ton's confession that' the withdrawal. of local legislation from an over-

weighted Parliament was a necessity.14

Frank Hugh 0 tDo!m,U claimed several lasting friendah1pe to have

devloped from th. flogging campaign. Cow.n, for example, was set down as

a "life-long" friend.. 5 In fact, over the question of tenant-right, 0 'DOUDSU

attempted to marry the Home Ru].e with the Radical interest. As Ireland

began to withdraw behind the provirici.liaa of a separat. land agitation,

he urged that ig1and as a battlefield should not be forgotten or glish

allies ignoreds "It is by British friends against British foes that the

1. Hanaard, 9p.cit., 5 July, Ca].. ).55l,ij 7 July 1879, Col. 1807.

2. Freemen's Journa, 114 July 1879.

3. ibid., 15 July 1879.

14.	 ns, Vol. 2148, 114 July 1879, Col. 333.

. o'Donnell, History, i, p. 361.
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whole theory of any effective constitutional agitation counsels us to

fortify ourselves" . At this time, as suggested by J. L. Garvin the blo-

grapher of Joseph chamberlain, o 'Donnell ws full of sympathy not only

for foung Ireland, but also for Young England. 2 One of the founders

though not perhaps the originator of the Farmers' Alliance, 3 a movement

designed to promote the interests of tenant farmers, O'Donnell foreshadowed

in a letter to the Freeran 'a Journal on 17 1arch and later in the Agricul-

tura]. newspaper, the Mark Lane pres) a "natural combination" of Irish

and English tenant-righters. By transporting the war into "the heart of

the glish counties and the strongholds of landlord power", thus breaking

up the "solidity of the county vote", O'Donnell projected the toppling

of the Tcry Government and the return in the general elections of a united

"Tenant-Right" party. He went to Parliament with the same appeal that

1. Freeman's Journal, ]1 April 1879.

2	 J. L Garvin, Chamber1ain II, pp. 381&...

3. See 0 'Donneil, History 1, pp. 3).&6-61L. This section relies heavily on
the evidence supplied by 0 'Donnell himse]!, but is partly confirmed
by other sources. i attempting to show his early initiative, 0 'Donnefl
took th. precaution of fully documenting his ease, even &ni to the
publication of a bill of receipt for the hir. of rooms for the found.
ation conferences of 28 April and U June $ "The i*attez' is worth proving
to the hilt." (1, p. 3S6]. The contemporary pamphleteer P.H. Bagena].
substantiated that O'Donnell did Indeed plant the seed o the Alliance.
Begenal, op. cit., pp. 384.0. But W.E. Bear, Secretary of the Alliance
disputed O'Donnell 'a authorship of the scheme, and the two conducted
an wiseeuly correspondence through the Times. What does emerge is
that 0 'Donnell played an important while not the only part, in the
foundation of a farmers' party. See Tim, 10, 12, 13, 11, 17, 19, 2].
April 1880.

1. The letter, addressed to the editor William Bear, and published In
the Mark lane Epreas on 7 April, is alao printed In 0 'Donnell, op.cit.1
pp. 352-5.
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couon mifferere "should co-operate against common opponents", and uounoed

that at least a section of the Liberal party was prepared to go thoroughly
1

and to the fullest extent into the demands and requirements of the XmelB.

Shortly efterward a pro'vis.ona]. committee of the Farmers' Alliance, on

which O'Donnell sat together with J.W. Barclay and David Wedderburn, was

set up to draft a programme. 2 O'Donnell also eqlained. the merits of the

Alliance to Joseph Cowan and Joseph Chamberlain securing their "influential

backtng" and their "active participation". 3 In India, the Hindoopatriol

welcomed this "union of ig1ish and Irish Liberals". It was of no small

credit to the Irish party, it wrote, that they should be in the van of

agricultural reform in Zigland.14

In the end, however, O'Donnell was unable to carry Ireland with him.

Parnell disaproved of close friendahips with ikiglish Members and it was his

abit after 1880 if not before to vet all invitations to British tables,

T us restriction was a standing grievance with Healy and was probably strongly

resented if ignored by 0 'Donnell. Cki the Farmers' Alliance 0 'Doxmell made

1. Freeian's Journa1, 17 March 1879. See also O'Donnell, Histy, i,
pp. 3!9-3. - In his letter to the ark Lane Expres, O'Donnell .vis.
aged the formation of a new party of "not less than a hundred and
forty land reformers who (would] quickly rise to be the ajority of
the House...", As to the political objectives of the Alliance,
William Bear later insisted that it was not a "political tiick" nor
a scheme to further the interests of the Liberal partyz "Liberals
came to the Alliance; it did not go to them." It was open to Con-
servative Members, but they chose to boycott it. See W.E. Bear,
"The Revolt of the Counties", in Fortnightly Review, Vol. 27, May
i88, pp. 720-727.

2. Tie objects of the Alliance are listed in the nual Regist, 1879, p.87.

3. Timel3 April 1880; O'Donnell, p.Cit., i, pp. 361-2.

4. Hindoo Patri, 2 June 1879.
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the mistake of attempting to by-pass Parneil completely, taking into his

confidence moderates such as Shaw, Coithuret, 0 'Shaughnessy, Blennerhassett

and Martin who could neither command nor hope to Influence the Irish

tenant vte. Distead, as he bitterly remembered, the Irish "rushed headlong

into the isolation of the Land League. " He was to suffer a still greater

insult when after the elections he was shunned by his "political offspring."2

The accord between active Home Rulers and the Radical section of

the Liberal party carried over on Indian questions. While not always

in agreement about adequate measures for India, they tended to act together

as a kind of watch-dog committee. In some cases the ties were closer.

As a member of the Peace Society, Alexander Sullivan was an adherent of

what in foreign politics was known as the "peace-at-any price" party;

anti-imperialists who took the strongest exception to British interference

in the affairs of other countries. 3 Dilivyn, Fry, Lawson, Palmer, J.W.

Pease, 14 and Henry Richard5 were prominent amongst its members. The latter

were respectively President and Secretary. Their "Little iglaxidism"

made theni unsympathetic,even it would appear, to the continued presence

of Britain in India. W.E. Forster recorded on 1.2 November that the

Liberal party would have to contend against a strong desire to cut the

cable and get rid of the dependency altogether. 6 As well, Pease,

I-

1. Tirn, 21 April 1880; O'Donnell, Histo, 1, p. 357.

2. O'Donnell, ibid., pp. 361-14.

3. Time, 211, May, 29 December 1879.

14. D.N.B., 2nd Supplement, Vol. III, 1912, p. 90.

5. D.N.B., Vol. XVI, pp. 10914-1096.
6. Wemyss Reid, Foreter 1 II, p. 217. Forstar obviously had In min4 the

views of aen like Henry Richard, who had posed the question in a
pamphlet on the Afghan War, whether the policy of the empire was to
be controlled and dictated by a handful of persons in the East.
See H. Richard, The Afghan Question in Six Letter8, london 1878,
Letter II, p . 3.
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Richard,1 an	 were opponents of the Ciwa trade and leader's of

the movement for its suppression. Before Alfred Webb pooled the resources

of the fish and 11ish abolition movements on his election to Parliament

in 1892, the anti "optum lobby could usually rely on Home Rule syupathy.

Th. so-called "labour membera"' ."Burt, MacDonald, and Hylandaa.opponemts

of the "Cat" with Parnell, were opponents of "dictatorial bureaucracy"

in India with O lDoimell. James Barolai and Charles Hcpwood, althouh

demonstrating no special interest in Indian matters, retained the

friendship of 0 'Doaneu and were mentioned by him a. coUeagies who could

be trusted and who could be discreet. Both assisted O'Donnell In the

prelininary meetings of an Ind1PY Iationa). Asaooiatian in 1883. Sir

Iv'id Wedderburn, thoas views on representation for India were advanced

even for a pronounced Radical, was acimowledged to be a A'ie4 of

Ireland and of Home Ruler.. UrillJce Fawcett, who was repelled by obstruc.

ti.on and could not stand Home Rule, 5 Wedderbuza saw the problem in a

warmer which the Nation described as "at ono. creditable" and "wiusual

with a British Member of Parliait".6

Fawcett, on the other hand, was to fall out with Rome Rulers on

more than one occasion during the session, and clearly separated himself

1. See H. Richard, (i the Application of Christi an1tyto Politics" $
Address from the Chair of the Cnireationa1 Union of 1Rlsnd and

Juwu'. A4	 lJ.h8 .w	 i-	 WJ& J.J j

2. D.N.B, 2nd, Splement, Vol. II, 1912, PP. 1.i28*1i3l.

3. O'Donnell, Hietoyi, ii, p. h31. See Chapter Ten, section two.

1. Nation, 18 January 1879.

5, Times, 29 October 1879. See wcett 's Address to hi. Constituents
at Hacbiey. Stephen, ¶p.cit., p. i]2.

6, )Tati, 29 November 1879.
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from those Radicals who in Stanhope's opinion vex'. "bidding for the

Irish vota". 1 When it came to the Thdian empire, Pwcett was more a

"Whig" than a "Little Englander". He was as opposed to the further

extezs ion of the empire as he was to talk about British withdrawal from

territories already held. By and large, wcett accepted conservative

semantics that Home Rule meant the first step in the "disintegration

of the empire". In the sense that Home Ruler. were regarded as imperial

enemies and not as imperial friends, their' interest in the empire must

hav looked to him primarily destrtzctive. Throughout 1879 Fawcett

behaved more as a responsible statesman in line Lox' higher office, than

as an independent indifferent to it.

Hone Rulers were less fussy in their choice of par1ientary

allies. (hi 28 Tsbruary, they did not refus. to vote fox' voett 'a

motion2 asking fox' a Select Committee to inquire into the Government

of India Act of 1858 and other Acts amerdIiig th. same. Faucett'a pur"

pose was to focus public attention on the f n 'iial difficulties of

Indi*.3 Three iiajn solution. each counting for a section of th. vote

vex', put forward fox' the alleviation of the widespread discontent in

India. Th. first, Fawcett's, was to restor. to the Indian Council a

measure of control over finance and .xp m4{ture, wioh undermined since

1858. In his opinion the Executive had gained in strength at the

1. Stanhope to Iytton, 20 Jun. 1879, lytton Pap, Me. Eur.E. 218,
517/7.

2. S.. S.N. Singh, The Secretary of State for India and His Coimoil.
Delhi 1962, pp. 142 if. Sixt,eenHom. Rulers vlio Toted for the
Motions Bigger, Brooks, Coithuret, French, Henry, MaK nsi, Nolan,
Sir P. 0 '&'ien, 0 'Byrne, 0 'Donnell, 0 'Gorman, Parnell, O'connor
Power, Shau, Sullivan, Synan. Se Times, 3 March 1879.

3	 'pjmea 1 March 1879.
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Council u expense. The result was that guarantees for economy and

good administration were much weaker than in Company times. Di fact

India now faced bankruptcy. A professor of economia acience, Fawcett

tended to see India 'a major disorders as functionally economic and was

blind to other perhaps squally iiortant explanations. Although Fawoett

did not win recognition as the 'iend of Thdia' simply because he was

competent at figures, the role ho assumed was more that of

auditor than of her most honoured reformer. At any rate, Yawcett

probably considered the functions of each to be identical. As he

explained to Gladstone, his chief object since he had given his attan..

tion to the aubj sot was to educate public opinion on the side of

economy and not cm the side of extravagance. 1 Like many Liberals, the

prospect of India failing to pay her o way, 2 and acting as a burden

on the ig1iah exchequer, fifed him with horror. The solvency of

government was his measure of Its worth; frugal administration was

equated with good administration, extravagant adiiz'{tration with bad

admtnstration. It Indian finances could not be put on a sound basis,

"the sooner Britain wound up the concern the better". In other words,

an unbalanced budget invalidated any olaf to civilize India. Pawcett

seemed much more concerned with bringing the Radical gospel of "peace",

"retrenchment", though with less emphasis on "reform", to Indian Government,

than in proposing political concessions to rniiana.3

-I-

1. Fawastt to Gladstone, 10 Iay 1879, Gladstone Papersj Add. )a 14111S6.

2. Hanasrd Vol. 216, 22 Hay 1879, Co].. 1082.

3. ibid., Vol. 2l3, 28 1abr'uary 1879, Cola. 1975.35.
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Also ai advocate of retrenchment in the dian economy, John Bright

favoured a political solution; one thioh he had put forward in elaborate

detail during the second reading of the Third tdia Bill on 21 Jme

18S8. }Iia formula as on that occasion was still a scheme of decentralie.

at ion. Nothing don. in &igland, he blieved, would materially affect

the question of fance. ttil such time as Didia was separated into

completely Independent GovernmentS, more intimately associated with the

circumstances and the requirements of the people, there could never

be a Government just to the character of gland or to the population

of Iuu.a.2 Bright's policy of separate states was conceived not as a

gesture to nationalism although idiana might be better represented,

but as a rational method of managing a vast and complex empire.3

It could be assumed with confidence that the third statement from

India's Wfrienda fl came closest to Didin feeling. As O'DonneU mi1ui

tamed, he always acted as he believed a good dian natict mi I at ought

to have acted)1 He therefore rejected Fawoett'a economic propositions

as WillnsoryK, and vent further than Bright politically in advocating

the readjustment not of Government but of power, The widening gulf of

misunderstanding and discontent separating India from Britain, he warmed,

could never be narrowed by stricter economy applied from london.

1. Eaneari,, Vol. 151, 21 Jme l85, Cole. 33043, See also Sturgis,
.	 ) • 145-50.

2. 4!J Vol. 2143, 28 Pebruary 1879, Cole. 2027'.31i.

3. Bright to Sturge, 16 August 1859, Sturge Pap, Add. Na 13723,
quoted in Sturgie, op • cit , p • 45,

4. O'Donnell, }Iiet7, ii, pp. 14291P13l.



1dian representation alone could avert "catastrophe", and M politicians

exercise the £1n'ncial stringency Bought. This remedy was typically Irish

in the asswtion that g1ish agency by its very nature was the real

cause of grievance, The growing disquiet throughout the country over

the rising burden of taxation was merely its symptom. Although declin-

ing to speculate on the partiou].ar form representation should take,

o 'DonneU spoke of constitutional bodies which would reflect the drift

of genuine native opinion in the House of Ccmuona. 1 He always considered

the drawing closer of links between Parliament and native India to be

of cardinal importance. Yet as his views on Irish emp]oyment in the

dian Civil Service were to indicate, O'Donnell's notion of what con-

stituted realistic reform at that time fell short of truly a elf.

governing institutions

The Conservatives considered Fawoett 'a motion"inisohievous", 3 and

rejected it by the comfortable margin of 139 votes to 100. From an

Irish viewpoint, it might be taken that the sixteen Home Rulers who

voted wan, of nearly the same mind as 0 'Donnell. The tact that the

lreeman 'a Journal also took the line that the reduction in Government

spending announoed by Stanhope in his budget statement on 22 Mauhl by

itself was no panacea, suggested a certain consistency in Irish thinking,

-U

1. Hansard, op.cit., 28 PBbz'uary 1879, Cole. 2019-21.

2,	 Chapter liv., section three.

3. crsnbrook to Lytton, 26 February 1876, tton Papere, Mae Eur. E.
218, S16/14.

l.	 sar4, Vol. 21L6, 22 May 1879, Cola. lO6$7.
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an editorial it charactarised th. budget, welcomed by Fawcett as

virtually i v-indication of his point of view, 1 as framed on lines

th'ainatiaal].y antagonistic to ihat they should be were a policy of

enlightenment and liberality adopted. It was made up from

"grinding taxation" imposed on essentials like salt and vices like

opium, and it foil with "crushing severity" on the very' poorest classes,

the privil€ ged orders including officials escaping "scot free".

"Justice" for the Freeman's JoLu!al came in the form not of retrenoh*

ment but of an "income tax", and of the "entire remission" of the duty

on salt.2

1 was only over the issue of reta1-rthg a customs tariff on imported

cotton goods from Zaxicaahii'e that any pronowioed disagreement in the

Home Rule party came to the surface. Pbr many years a five per cent

duty had been imposed on certain grades of cotton goods despite con

siderable pressure from Lancashire to have it removed. An exploded

doctrine, protection was by the 1870 'a disavowed by Conservatives as

strongly as Liberals.3 The Government of India defended the duty on

financial grounda,aaaerting that it had little protective effect.

Nevertheless, on 2$ July l875part].y to avoid a political crisis,

Salisbury declared that India 'a customs laws were to be brought into

3.. Hiisard ., Vl. 2Li$, 22 May 1879, Cola. 1071a.72.

2. Freeman's Journai, 23 Xay 1879.

3. Lady Betty Balfour, pp.cit., p. 1476.
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conformity with the principles of free trade accepted in England.1

Eventually the controversy was resolved in favour of complete remission,

providing the Inc1in revenues could bear the loss without the need to impose

additional taxation.2 On 10 July 1877 the House of Commons passed without

division a resolution branding the cotton duties "protective" and "contrar7

to sound corn. ercial policy1'. It insisted that they were to be repealed "with

out delay", the fii' moi&. oon1ition of India permitting. 3 In 1678 a start

was made with the removal of the duty on coarse grades of cotton, but

failed to satisfy the expectations of the cotton manufacturers. Believing

t ie "impost" to be a "main cause" of general distress in their industry,14

tey redoubled their agitation. On 14 February 1879, having been baeiged

by a deputation from Manchester, Crambrook appealed to Lytton for "some

manifest sign of advance. " On the 13 Iaron despite the strain in the

economy caused by the Afghan War and despite the "embaraasing financial

telegrams", 6 Ijtton exempted from duty all cotton goods except those of

the finest quality. The decision had to be taken by executive decree,

1. Deep. Sep. Rev, no. 6, Sec. of State to Govt. of India, 15 July 1875,
in Parl.P., 1876, Vol. LVI, no. 56, pp . 3.14.

2. Deep. Sep. Rev, no. 9, Sec. of State to Govt. of India, 3]. May 1876,
in ibid., C 1515, pp • 32.142.

3. Hansar4, Vol. 235, 10 July 1877, Cola. 1085-1125.

14. Cranbrook to Ijytton, 14 February 1879, Izjtton Pap, Nsa Eur. E. 218,
5i6/14 Cranbrook to Tp1e, S November 1878,	 p1e Papers, Mas Ear. P.
86, A 17.

5. Cranbrook to Iytton, Ii February 1879, op.cit.

6. Cranbrook to Lytton, U March 1879, lytton Pape, Mss Eux. E. 218,
516/14. See extract from Government of India Flnancia]. Statement of
13 March 1879, enclosure no. 13, in Psrl.P., 1B7879, Vol. LV, no.
2141, p. 36, pars. 193; "It certainly cannot now be asserted, in the
face of the great and increasing loss occasioned by the fall in the
value of silver in relation to gold, that the financial condition of
India is satisfactory,"

V
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th. majority of the Viceroy's Council resenting interference from Weatinster

into what was considered an Th H ' matter, and being of the opinion that

even a "partial fulfilment" of the undertaking to repeal the duties was

inopportune. 1 Ci 14th April Manchester again promoted a resolution ollirig

for the immediate and complete abolition of the duty. This tine, the finan..

cia]. condition of India was stated to be no satisfactory reazon for poet..

ponaant.2

The voices raised In opposition wore few. Although a firm free trader

himself, Fawcett contended as did the Tine, 3 that the remission of the

customs tariff could not be treated as an abstract question of politics].

economy. India not only possessed no surplus, but had to face one of the

heaviest deficits that ever perplexed a Finance Minister. He rightly

cautioned that at a tine when Thdia sought loans to the value of seven

million pounds, the House would be flying directly In the teeth of former

pledges to India if revenues were sacrificed. 14 However, the rank end file

of the liberal party did not share his views, and in fact helped to defeat

him by 2142 votes to 38. Eight Home Rulers g Biggar, Mc1exuia, Meldon, Sir

P. O'Brien, D.M. O'Conor, O'DonneU, Parnell and Shaw voted with Fwcett.

seven Borne Iiulers: amper, Zaae, "znia, Errington, Henry, Nolan and O'Byrne,

stood by lancashire and for remission.

1. See Masenting opinions of Whitley. Stokes, Rivers Thompson, Sir A.
Arbuthnot, and Sir Andrew Clarke ii Pan. P., oi'.ct., no. 188.

2. Hansai'4, Vol. 2Ii, 14 April 1879, Cola. 37S436.

3. April 1879.

14.	 op.cit., Cola. 123..2!.
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For the minority the choice was not one between tree trade and prot.O

tion, but between the interests of igland and the interests of Iniita.1

o 'Darinell, for example, hated free trade "like poison" enpeeiafl.y when

it was unconditional and was at all times an advocate of "fair trad&'.2

let their preference depended lena on factors of economic philosophy,

than on the constitutional principle of th. legislative independence of

India. In short, their vote represented a refusal to ratify the recent

proceedings of Lord Lytton. Whatever might be put on record in the form

of assurances to the contrary, the su2pioion was widespread at least in

India that the Government had acted for the sake of gliah politics.3

Even in igland the Spectator referred to the "recent breach of the Thklifl

constitution".14

Indeed, it appeared that disproportional weight had been attached to

the opinions of glish cotton interest.. Cranbrook himself was not unmlnd.

fu]. that the "subject" might "materially" in.fluence the elections in

Lancashire "at present so much in our favour".5 On 23 February he forwarded

letters to Ijtton which spoke of the loss of fourteen seats as inevitable

1. Discussing the issue with Iytton on 20 April ].877, Salisbury laid down
the principle that FzigThm 1 was "much too democratically goverred to
forgo her own interests for the alleged interests of Didi'! Salisbury
to Lytton, 20 April 1877, Salisbury Pape, Letters to Lytton II, Vol.
II, Glass D.

2. 0 'Doimeli, story, ii, p. 14.

3. Headlines in the Indian press such as "India for Manchester", "Man.
chester triumphant", were fairly common. S Hindoo Patrio, 214 February,
114 April, 12 May 1879; Beng4, 15 February, 15 March, 10 May 1879.
See also Amnial. Register, 1879, pp. 253 . 4. "Hardly anyone in India",
it said, "felt the burden of the duties, yet to till up the gap In
the revenue caused by their abolition it was necessary to maintain the
most unpopular forms of direct taxation- .'.ths license tax and the
agricultural cess"J end PoInt 6 of the Memorial of the British Indian
Association to the Viceroy on 8 Marob,1879, Hindoc Patrio, 10 March
1879.

4. Spectato, 17 May 1879.

5. Cranbrook to Irtt4m, 4 February 1879, ytton Paper, Mae ir.E. 218, 53.6/14.
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unless the process of remission was aooelsrated. 1 The Viceroy's announce.

ment of changes on 13 March,ainountin,g to the loss of £200,000 for Thdia, was

much welcomed by the Secretary of State as likely to strengthen the hands

of thos, who ati angely were "not trying to work the subject for the

Iiustings". 2 On the other hand, Indian opinion appeared to be discounted

am "selfish" and discreditable. Certainly Lytton 'a ill.s.mnered handling

of a deputation from the British Thdian Association on 8 March did nothing

to dispel doubts in that direction. Lytton treated the arguments of the

deputation as an infringement of protocol, and refused to discuss with the

"wealthiest classes" of Indian society "the principles or details of a

policy" which had been "deliberately adopted end repeatedly proclaimed".3

Privately, ho looked on the zemi.ndars, who constituted the British Indian

Association, as "the most panpered, pretentious, disloyal set of rascals

In India"z

"It does seem to me a monstrous impertinence on the part of these
gentlemen, who owe their unacquired, end unmerited wealth, to
the favour of the British Government; who have done with it
nothing for the good of their follow subjects; who contribute
less than any other portion of the community to the requirements
of the State, against whose administration they are ever ready
to re-echo all the radical rubbish talked In lg1 and, whilst at
the same tine their effeminacy, ad unpopularity, makes them
apeolzlly dependent on its protection, to cone forward on such
a question as this and publicly leotpre the Government of Ddia
in the maine of the people of D,tia".4

1. Cranbrook to Iytton, 23 February 1879, op.cit.

2. Cranbrook to Iytton, 114 April 1879, ibId.

3. See Hindoo Patriot, 10 March 1879, for the texts of the Memorial and
Vjcero7 a reply.

14. t*rtton to Crambrook, 12 May 1879, ytton Papers !(ss Eur. E. 213, 18/l.
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If he was "driven" to impose fresh taxation, he would "endeavour to hit the

Bengal Zemindara as hard" as he possibly could.1 The Secretary of State

applauded the Viceroy's plain language, 2 and concurred with ]rtton's unflat*

tering description of the zenindare. He was consoled that happily the

Dengalia could "only charge" the weapons given them through education,

"with small shot-'..which (did] not carry far."3

The Hindoo Patriot was dumbfounded. It had never been "the lot" f

that paper to read such en "angry and undignified reply from the Head of the

Indian Ad1nistration to * respectable and important public body".14 The

contrast between Cranbrook 's "statesmanlike" reception of the Manchester

deputation and Iytton'. "harsh" and "ungrateful" response to the British

Indian Association was duly	 The moral which the Indian press took

from I4yttori's "iiiantfesto" was that "an embargo" had been placed "upon the

right of petition". It. therefore appealed to theugreat British nation"

to Bay whether the forced suppression of popular opinion was the best way

"to win the affections of the people" and to "secure the attachment to the

throne".6

1. lytton to Eden, 10 May 1879, Iytton Papers, Mss Eur. E. 218, S18/L..

2, Cranbrook to Ijtton, ]14 April 1879,ibid., 516/14.

3. Cranbrook to Iytton, 9 Tuna 1879, ibid.

4, Hindoo Patrip, 10 March 1879.

5. Bengalee, 15 March 1879.

6. Hindoo Patriots 214 March 1879.
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()i 23 March, Parliament answered in the affirmative. C 'Donneil

and Wedderburn, both of whom took the Didian view of the cotton dispute,

sponsored a motion In the terms auggea ted by the Hindoo Patriot. This

censured Iz'd Irtton for having "ahowa such unwise disrespect for the aenti.

m.nta of a aat population, wio1i (was 3 at the same tine deprived of all

constitutional representation", 0 'Donnefl urged that consequently doubl•

care ought to be taken not to dlscouragG Didlans "from laying their corn..

plaints at the toot of the Throne", As another example of the way Didian

criticism was treated, he referred to the suspension of the "Son Prakash"

wider the powers of the Vornaoular Press Lot. The Government put !,lp an

unconvincing defence relying on Lytton 'a address to the British Indian

Association as conclusive proof that its memorial was full of "miarepre-

sentations" and "imputations" against the motives of the GoverTment of

India . The motion was negatived by2]3 votes to 36, ten Home Rulers2 and

the familiar Radical bloc3 voting with 0 'Donnell.

Unfortunately, Parliament had been in no mood to disousa the3e grievances

on their merits. The motion interposed in the middle of the Indian Budget

debate, and the genera]. feeling had been to conclude discussion before the

1. Hansar4, Vol. 216, 23 May 1879, Cola. Uhj2-4.6.

2. Caliwi, Conyngham, Dease, Delahunty, Kirk, McCarthy, McXenna, D.M.
O'Conor, Parnell, Sullivan. O'Donnell and Wedderburn aoted as tellers.

3 G. Anderson, Barclay, Brigga, Thurt, Chamberlain, Courtney, Dilke,
Dillwyn, Edge, Gourley, Harrison, Lawson, T.eith, A. MacDonald, McLaren,
plimsoll, Rylandz, Simon, Wedderburn, W. Williams.
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Whitsuntide recess • Worse, the suspicion gained currency that the Irish

began "iromptu discussions" to push Sir George Campbell, who was to

resume the Didian debate, well into the middle of the diimer hour. This

was supposed to be in retaliation for his speech against the Irish

1niversity Bill.1 Sir George Campbell, even though a foremost critic of

Lytton's action as "a political dishonesty," 
2 

did in fact vote against

0 'Donnell 'a motion. And Pawoett, according to the Lmdon correspondent

of the Bombay (Ia 5ett, "walked out of the House, by way of protest against

the Irish tactics. ' When the time came to vote, there was a rush of

Conservatives to make 0 'Donnell 'a defeat the more devastating.4

O ?Donnell wrote a letter of explanation to the Hindoo Patriot, and

enclosed reports of the debate made up from the Times and the Standard.

He admitted that had the Government afforded a suitable opportunity, about

one hundred Members would have supported the censure, but he was forced

either to raise the question then or not at all.5 On the eve of the

recess, and with no Irish business to discuss, many Home Rulers had

returned to Ireland, who would have supported him had they been present.

o 'Donnell concluded the letter with a plea that "Th dl a had to be better

organised before she (could] be more infLuential in Parliament." The

Hindoo Patriot expressed slight disappointment that 0 'Donnell, owing to

1. Timea, 29 May 1879.

2. Hansard,, Vol. 245, 4 April, Col. 14283 21i April, Cola, 983 . 4 1 May
1819, Cole. 1495-96.

3. Etraot from Bombay Gazette,, in Bengalee, 28 June 1879.

4. Bengale, 2]. June 1379.

5. Haxisax'd, Vol. 21i6, 23 May 1879, Col. 1146.
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the pressure of business, had riot been able to make "a full statement of

the case", and had failed to quote in evidence the opinions of the Ddian

press. Nevertheless, it interpreted the debate as setting an important

precedent and felt reassured that its "moral effects" would be felt "through

the length and breadth" of Itidia, For the very first time, "the attitude

of the Viceroy and Governor General of India towards an Indian public body"

had been called into question in the "Imperial Parliament". 0 'Doimoll and.

"his Irish contingent on one side", it wrote, and Fawcett and Gladstone

"with their following at some intervals on the other", deserved recognition

as the protectors of the Indian people. 1 The Irish now had to share

equal billing.

1. Hindoo Patriot, 23 June 1879.
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111 A Conspiracy against the Youth_of Ireland and India

Ci the political front, the moat important and enduring irritant

agitating educated Indians In 1879, was their virtual exclusion from

the Covenanted Civil S.rvio.. Since 2)4 February 1876 when Lord Salle,

bury introduced new rules lowering the aaxbna age limit for the Civil

Servic, competition from 2]. to 19,1 th. door was effectively closed on

nd(qxis partiàipatlng in the home competitions. At 19, it was found

impossible to compete against British candidates in an examination based

on their own educational system and already belaiiced heavily in their

favour.2 That this consideration did not escape Salisbury's notice has

been suggested In two recent Interpretations. 3 The Secretary of State

was never an admirer of the competitive system, because theoretically

it imposed no check on th. recruitment of Indiana, As he later confided

to Ijtton, he could "imagine no moz'e terrible future for India than that

of beinggvern.d by Competition Baboos".4 Cz 2)4 March 1877, the Indian

Association, "the voice and the organ of the middle c1aaaes", set in

motion a movement against thee• regulations. 6 Thereafter the demand for

1. Deep. Public Mo. 19, S.c. of State to Govt. of India, 2l. February
1876, Pan, P., 1876, Vol. LV, C 1446, pp. 323.26.

2. Lord Ripon's Minute of 26 September 1883, pares. 7."8, In Pan. P.,
188)4.5, Vol. Lvi21, C 14580, pp. 1142. See also Lord Rlpon'a
MIntte Of 10 September 1884, para. 24, in ibid., pp. 2849.

3. H.L. Singh, Problems and l,1ioiee of the British in India
london 1963, pp. 2649; Moulton, op.clt., pp. 78..85.

4. Salisbury to Lytton, 13 April 1877, Salisbury Papers.. Letters to
Lytton II, Vol. 11, Class B, Tiere is no evidence, however, to show
that the reduction of the ag li pijt was designed expressly to exclude
the Thdian element from the competition.

5. S.N. Banerjea, A Nation in kIng Lon'ion 1963, p. 38.

6. Beng4ee 33. March l877 J.C. Bagel, History of the Indian Association
________ Calcutta, LB. (1953?), p.17 tf.
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increased Indianisation and reform was a constant one. Surendraflath

Banerj.a, later editor and proprietor of th.	 was daputect to

unit, the provinces on a national platform of protest, on the basis

of simultaneous .x*minations in Britain and Th.dia and the raising

of th. age limit to 22.2 Between 1877.78, he stumped the country to

that .nd,although his efforts outside Bengal did not meet with great

success. indamentaUy, the agitation was conducted on a symbolic level

for the benefit not only of the Viceroy and his Council, but also of

the British public siz thousand miles away. 3 An official agent was to

be sent to london to organise support on th. spot, and. the appearance

of a united India was intended to strengthen his band. In 1878 the

plaa was temporarily suspended becaime of the "absorbing character of

the Eastern Question". That on 24 7ebruary 1879 a young lawyer, La]. Whim

Ghos., was chosen as delegat. to "agitate in g1nd the Civil Service

and other questions connected with the welfare of the country".6

Armed with resolutions adopted at a public meeting on 27 March condemning

th. raduction of ti. cotton duties and an Indian liability for the cost
8

of the Afgh war, (iose set sail for gland in early April.

1. Banerjea, op.cit., p. 61g.

2. Benalee, 14 July 1877.

3. Seal, op.eit. p. 2g3.

4. Beng ee, 1 March 1879.	 that occasion, Banerjea was asked to
undertake the fmotions of delegate. 	 1.9 January 1878,
Banerjea, opoit., p. 48.

5. Se. By On. Who owe Him, . Ta]. Mohtm Gh, B.)!. 10606, p. 36.

6. Bengle, 1 March 1879.

7. Ibid, 29 March 1879.

8. Thid., S April. 1879.
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Whether ox' not O'Donnell was aware of this mission, he attenpted

on 21 April to pin the Government down on the principles which guided it

on 1id1nfation, Lord Cranbrook, Salisbury's successor at the India

Office, regarded a system of nomination as on. way round the problem.

(i the other haM, Ijyttoiz favoured establia}ilrg a separate "native

service"1 only to b• overruled on political grounds. The system of

nominating Indiana "of proved merit and ability" to the Covenanted

Service, was seen to have the virtue of carrying out the Viceroy's nIRIP

views, without directly altering th. law and involving Parliament.2

O 'Donnell, however, proved awkward and interposed in the middle of Sipp]y.

He wanted to know whether this "system of patronage", which in Britain

was considered "dangerous" for the public service and tiril4kely to enlist

the best talent., was any more suitable for India. (ki the contrary, he

thought that in India where there were even fewer safeguards against

abue. and no effective channels of representation, nomination was

surrounded by "vastly greater dauger". A Tory back"banchex' and old

Anglo.Indian, Qu"iatopher Beokett Denison, who according to may had

"once held rul, in Bengal and the Pmjab", 14 proxtly x'epudiated

o 'Donnefl. 'a right to speak about India at an.5 The latter replied

1. Deep. Public No. 35, Govt. of India to Sec. 01' State, 2 May 1878,
pam. 16, in Pan. P., 1878 .. l879, Vol. LV, C 2376, p. 15.

2. Deep. Public No. 125, Sea, of Stat, to Govt. of India, 7 Novenwer
1878, parse. 6.10, in ibid. pp. 192l.

3. Haner Vol. 2145, 21 April 1879, Cole, 721.214.

4. lucy, The DisraelI Pan1ianzen, p. 376.

5. Haneard opeit., Col. 726.
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that he ventured to give expression to the opinions of Wthe most deur.

ving" of the native press, of the British Ifldian Association, and of

similar bodies.1 Y.t it was moat uniftely that O'Donnell rec.ived any

mandate from the Didian Association to raise the subject before the

arrival of Gho.e, with forms], message. from all parts of Didia. And

for it. part, the British Didian Association, although it contributed

to the campaign In India, resented the Initiative taken by the "infant"

and gave on]j token support to its proceeding..3

Di truth, O'Donnell needed no prompting to draw attention to the

amended regulations for examination to the Didian Civil Service. Di

previous sessions he had viewed the question solely as an Irish one.

Salisbury's despatoh of 1876, for example, he had viewed as the product

of a "Government conspiracy", a dark plot hatched in the Didia Office

to exclude Irishmen from the Service altogether. 1 Ostensibly, the i"ailn

aim of the Government had been to improve the quality of the Civil Servant

going out to Didia, the number of successful university candidates having

fallen off dz'amatiaafl.y in recsnt	 Thus the lowering of the age

limit was intended to encourage cadidatee to attend university after

1. Hanaard, op.oit., Ccl.. 726.7.

2. Hindoo Patriot, 22 September 1879.

3. Benga.1, 20 September 1879. 6,000 Rupees wore spent to send Gboae
to g1and, and of this sum the British Didian Association contributed
Ra. 200.

4. O'Donnell, Hietor ii, pp. 42.6.

S. Deap. Public No. 19, Sec. of State to Govt. of India, 24 February
1876, in Pan. P., op.oit.. The need to raise th. standards of the
Civil Seriiii pears to be the central consideration of the official
correspondence.

6. Ses J.4. Conpton, "Open Competition and the Indian Civil Service
184-l876, in igiah Historical Revi, Vol. 8, 1968, p. 278. Between
1855..1859, the universities had supplied 86.2% of th. candidates;
between 1866..74, only 34%.
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rather than before the examination. The customary two '.year probationary

course was continued, but "powerful encouragement" to take this at en

"approved" univereit was given in the form of a suaistence aUowance

of £150 per annum. Although no university was designated in the

Despatch, it was anticipated that the alterations would favour Oxford

and Cambridge, which could beat aatiaijr the residential requirements

and give the requisite academic trairi ng. 1 While the Scot1iah and

Irish universities had also bean sending fewer men to dia, their

rate of decline of the proportion of candidates was slower than t'iat of

Oxford and Cambridge. 2 A parliamentary return for the period 1855-

1L714 giving the birth places of successful competitors, ifluatrat.d

the relative fortune enjoyed by the Irish.3

Birthp1oe	 -	 No. of Successful Competitors

igland	 350
Ireland	 156
Scotland

By the reckoning of Lyon Playfair, University ilembar for St. Andrewa

and Edinburgh, these figures in proportion to population should hare

read respectively 68, 77 and SO) O'Donnell and other critics ther'

fore jumped to the conclusion that the new z'egulatione were designed as

	1.	 I,ron Playfair, "On the New Plan of Selecting and Training Civil
Servants for India", In Fortnightly RevI, Vol. XZTt, 1877, pp.
115 .125. A reply to Playfair was made by A.J.Balfour in the same
volume who conceded the point that the regulations favoured Oxford
and Canibridg (pp. 257.8) A.J.Balfour, "The Indian Civil Services
A Reply" in Ibid., pp. 21i1i ..258. See also Haneard, Vol. 228, 23
r4arch 1876, Cola. )473-).; and Richard Strachey's Ainute of Fetruary
1876, InPirl.P., 1876, Vol. IV, ppJ2l-2 "It is as I understand
the avowed object of Vie new conditions that th. probationer shsU
be	 in fact though not in name, to go to thc.ford and Cambridge,
which I believe are tie tkiiveraities intended by the words of the
Resolution".

2. Coinpton, op.cit., p. 27& See also closure P, in Parl.P., op.cit.,
p.)a.

3. ie1oaure D, in Par]..P., jbid., p. 35.
24.	 Playfalr, op.cit., pp. 118, i21.
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sucit to counteract this disproportion1 as to improve the Service. The

Scottish Thivsrsittss at once got 1Q a memorial to the Secretary of

Statedemandirgareturntotheformaregsltiitof22, 2 Ls.R.J.

Moore has confirmed, "the Victorian preference for' the genUeman' did

indeed salte 'for the exclusion of many able atddl.u'.olses and Irish

youths' who had attended neither public schools nor accredited waiver'

cities.3

0 'Dosmell was persuaded, not without reason, that th. changes vould

militat. against the 'fair chances end rights of Irish candidates"

adhering to the Catholic faith, and further favour the British "colony"

in Irelandj the Queen 'p Colleges of Cork and Galvay which let their

doors open to Catholics, end the Catholic Thiversity of Ireland entirely

denominational, mad, no arrangements for residence, The Royal Thiivereitl

of Ireland which rmplaced the Queen's tfriverdty was purely an examining

body, modelled on th. lines of london T)iivereity. In order for

1. Hitsard, Vol. 2146, 21 X*y 1879, Ccl. 912. Sir George Cmmpbu in
cppà.ing th. Irish University duoation Bill of the O'Conor Don,
cited the "abnormal' proportion of Irishmen su.ccea.fully competing
for the lMian Civil Service, and other Dspertaants of the Stat. U
pi'oot that Xraland already had 'a vary ample char. of ljniveraity

2, L.5.S. O'MaUey, The dAsn Civil Ser!io. l60l.30t Tmdcn 1931, p. 21i4.
3. B,J. Moor,, Liberalism and Indian Politica 1872-l92 Lar4un 1967, p. 12.
14, o'mneu,	 i, p. 112; Ii, pp. 1425.28.
5. See T.W. ody, 'The Irish University Question of the )in.teenth

Century', In Hietoz Vol. XLIII, No. 1148, 1950, pp. 90.l09. Th
Queen'. Co11ói	 never popular with the Catholic hierarchy,
who tended when their owa Catholic tu*fteretty was endowed, to look
on them as 'infidel institutions". (p. 100). r a long time the
Catholic university "led only a formal xisteies and was not
recognised by the State". (p. 107).
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Catholics to qmo1Lfy for ]id1n grants, theY had to undertake their

probation at a mixed university. As Trinity College lAib].in was yjtniiy

barred to Catholics, that meant Oxford or Cambridge. 1 Th. Universities

formally approved in 1879 wares Cambridge, Oxford, Trinity College (Dublin),

Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Glasgow, St. Andrewe, Kings College (london) and

University College
	

C)i 18 March 1878, 0 'DorxieU con].ained

that a yoimg Irishman had no chaio. of entering the dian Civil Service

unless he abandoned Catholic university .duoation altogether. 3 i an

interview at Arlington House, probably in 1879 the year after the probation.

ary regulations ware implemented, he made a strong personal appeal to

Salisbury. But where ParliAment bad been unmoved, Sa].i.biu'y was WadelliantR.

0 'Donnell claimed that hi concluded his "useless" representation with a

warning about Diglnd 'a future In Indias

"1 Lord, the riglishman has many virtues, but I do not think
that excessive sympathy with other races is one of them. I
do not thtydc the tone of Oxford and Cambridge will supply that
sympathy. The day, my Lord, when you will have India staffed
from end to end with glisbmen from Oxford and Cambridge,
that day glish rule in India will stand isolated in the midst
of the hundreds of millions whom Oxford and Cambridge will have
estranged from ig1aM for' ever."14

The corollary that Irishmen, even as imperial administrators, could supply

that syathy, was i3ip1iait. It was th. first and mjn canon of 0 'Donna].]. 'a

-I-

1. See aiso M. O'Dwyer, Thdia as I Eew it 1885 .1925, London 1925, p. 16.
Sir Michael O'Dwyer, later LieutenazLt.,Qovernor of the Pun.jab, went to
India 'via Bald. As he came from a wealthy Catholic 1ad-o'ing
tamily on good term. with their Protestant neighbours this presented
no problems, either moral or pecuniary. 0 'Dwryer,	 Cli. II.

2. Regulations for (ben Competition, India Lis, July 1879.

3. iard, Vol. 238, 18 March 1878, Cola. 1560-2.

14. O'Donnell, !?.ator1, ti, pp. 425-6.
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interventionist philosophy Rec11ftg his days in the ThdFm Service,

Charles James 0 'DorineU verified that the "Celtic fringe" which had oon

tributed a large number of the first competition civilians, had "brought

to their duties a cheerful sympathy with the people 01' Thdia". This

had been lost when Salisbury had made Oxford "the training centre" for

the new recruitment. By the turn of the century "the alumni of the

Scotch, ieIi and Welch Colleges", who passed out, were "few and far

betwoenw 2

Another consideration for ?.H. 0 'Donr'efl was that the Govement 'a

"tamperlxig" with the Thdian Civil Serric. threatened to dezidne the

federal case against separation made out by Isaac Butt in 1873.

Certainly 0 'Donnell 'a confidence in the efficacy of th. federal solution

for Ireland received a severe jolt. Yet his concern did not appear

to have been shared by the Home Rule party as a whole. Whil. the Free.

man s Journal ran a tuU report of 0 'Donnell 'a speech against the annual

vote for the Civil Service Commissioners, it tailed to take up any of his

points, 3 relating to the future difficulties facing both Irish and

Indian candidates. 4.s the Civil Service rules had only just come into

operation, O'Donnell's brief against them lacked statistical iroo1'. As

far as extreme nationalists were concerned, employment in the service of

the "enemy Queen" was anyy considered unworthy of true patriot and in

1. See Qapter Two, section one, p. 72.

2. C.J. O'Donnell, The Causes of Present Disoontents in Thdi, London
1908, pp. Uu.17.

3. 1'xeeman'e Journal 22 April 1879.
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India most unethical. Patrick Ford conatantly proclaimed that any

Irish interest in the miritenanoe of the empire was sheer hypocrisy.1

Indeed, the news of George Butt's death ____ was seizei upon by the

Irish World as a likei.y exp irirlation of his father's support for Beacons'.

field in 1878, "in pushing out th. empire on every aide". It mnlfciously

forecast that a suitable place would be found for the younger eon Robert,

either in Afghanistan or Zululand. On the other hand, it was hoped

that considerable advantage would be salvaged from the 110,000 rank and

file, and the l,O0 officers who were Irishmen in the armed forces.

Ths Irish World imagined that many of thea. were "soldier Jonians,

or Fenian soldiers", who might be well placed as in Afghanistan to

upset British calculations. 3 The "Sepoy" Mutiny had altoet overwhelmed.

the Raj; an Irish mutiny could possibly destroy it.

Salisbury's refusal to reconsider the Irish case provoked an aggrieved

response from 0 'Donnell. In his own voids, if the British Goverinent

intended to exclude Irishmen from India, it would be taught that such a

task was beyond its capabilities. A project which he had thought about

often "took shape and acquired consistency". He resolved "to unit. all.

1. Irish Wor]4, 12 uguat 1876. See particularly P. Ford, The Criinina].
History of%he British npire , Now lork 1935. This book comprises
reprints of open letters to W.L Gladstone, published originally in
the Irish World during April and Nay 1881.

2. Nation) 1 February 1579. George Butt (l8142..1879J entered the
Bengal Civil Service in 1863. See India List!, 1879.

3. Irish World, 5 March 1879.
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IV	 A Shift o! Allegiance

As the elections drew near, however, it was th. Liberals to

whoa Indian nationalists turned primarily for "protection"

rather than to 0 'DonneU and the Home Rule party. The ohoics was

dictated not by personal preference but by the sudden resurgence of

partisanship in igland. If in m.td-tera it had been practical

politics to seek the help of an Irish contingent that had promised

to hold the balance of power at Westminster, it was even more

realistic to approach the party disposed to institute reforms end

certain to become the next Government. Perhaps as ParusU had

foreseen when he placed an embargo on inter-party arrangements,

Irish attractiveness and Irish strength lay in the aaint.nancs of

a separate identity. Th. danger in committing Home Rul. troops

to a United Tenant party or to a coalition of "friends of India"

was to associate them with the general movement to oust the Ccn..

servativea. As such, to native observers in India, they became

indistinguishable from either Radical ci' Liberal opponents of Tory

policies in the East.

Thus, with the landing of Lal Mohun Ghose in May, the initta-

tire in representing India 'a point of view in England, on issues

such as the Civil Service regulations, reverted to the "leaders

of English opinion" with whom he was commissioned to effect

"personal contact".1 The special emissary wasted no time in izidioat.

ing whom he considered thee. to be. Gladstone granted him an hour2

1. Benga1e, 5 April 1879.

2. Thid., 21 June 1879.
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and undertook to present the petition of the Association on the

Afghan war and the Cotton duties. 1 The aU-Thdian Memorial2 on the

Civil Service question was entristed to John Bright, who presented

it to Parliament on 12 June. 3 Ghoae also communicated with other

weU-knowa "friends" 8 Captain W. C. Palmer and Najor Evans Bell,

Secretary and Council member rsp.otive].y of the East India Aesoci-

atlon, Hodgeon Pratt and Samuel Norley, committee members of the

National Indian Association, and Meredith Townsend editor of the

________	 Ghoae even saw 'ord Beaconsfield. No record exists,

however, of any meeting with leaders of the Home Rule party, not

with Shaw, Parnell, or 0 'Doxmell. The Dublin press did not report

the Ghose process ion through g1and, nor was ther. reference to

Ohose in 0 'Donnell 'a memoirs, an. infallible register of important

persons whom he claimed to have met.

The iemi'.'offieia]. organ of the Indian Association, the

Bengalee 6 sought alliance almost exclusively with the liberal

party. In. the early months of 1879, its overdue reappraisal of

methods of political agitation recommended such a policy of alignment.

1. Hansar4, Vol. 2li6, 12 June 1879, Cola. l723-172&.

2. This consisted of six petitions from Bombay, Punjab, North W..t
Provinces, Aseam, Central India and Bengal.

3. Hansard p.cit, Col. 1723. See also Walling (ed.), op.oit.,
pp. 5ti. Bright received Ghose on more than one occasion.

Ii.	 Bengale, 21 June 1879.

5. Bagal, op.cit., p. li2.

6. Banerjea, opeit., p. 61i. It was Banerjsa's aim to place the
Bengalee at the disposal of the Indian Association, more or
less along the linen of the relationship between the Hindoc
Patriot and the British Indian Association.
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The model closely examined pertained to Irend, When, asked the

Penga1e, Was justice done to Ireland and the "badge of foreign

domination", the Established Church of igland "swept away"? Only,

it answered when the cry for disestablishment became the "cry of the

Liberals and Mr. Gladstone". The Ghose delegation, therefore, was

launched in April because it coincided with the readiness of the

Liberal party to make India a party question.1 The Bengalee eagerly

looked forward to the time when Indian matters would decide the Late

of party battles. 2 ('ie of the most important legacies of I1ytton 'a

Viceroyalty was the alienation of normally well disposed Indians

from British rule. Another was the by.-pas sing of the Government in

India by an appeal to one of the major parties in g1nd. Because ot

their antipathy for Lytton, the Liberals strongly recommended them-.

selves as the logical allies of Indian nationalists, not the Irish.

It was mainly in periods of political quiescence so far as India In

Parliament was concerned that Indians turned to Irishmen as their

real friends. It had been so in 1877 and 1578j it was to be so again

from 188]. to 1883.

However, what the Irish might lack in power, they contributed

in ideas. The influence of Home Rule tactics on Indian thinking

was profound. In 1877 Salisbury referred to a 'Home Rule" tone

creeping into th. cotton agitation in India.3 The lessons of Irish

-	 -U

1.	 Bengelee., 1 March 1879.

2. Thid., 8 February 1879. See also Banerjea's speech to Indian
Association on 3 September. mid., 13 September 1879 iimes
7 September 1879.

3.	 Salisbury to Ijytton, 20 April 1877, tisbury Papers, Letter.
to Itton II, Vol. II, Class D.
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tenacity and tuxoult were gradually working their eff.ct. Di a

manner reminiscent of the "obstructionists", the Bengalee urged

that henceforth Parliament should be given no peace, and gland

swaed with tracts on Indian topics:	 Ever end anon, in

seasOn end out of season, in the beginning of the session, in the

middle of the session or at the fag end of the session, the griev-

ancee of India must be laid before Pirliament."1

Di 1879 the leading liberals seemed to be prepared to go

along with Ia.1 i4ohun Ghose In forming a "united body" of Indian

friends, 2 in Parliament. Eartington, as he showed during the

debate on the Indian budget advanced to May, 3 was clearly anxious

to avoid any semblance of party epirit. Thit Pawcstt had

no such scruple. It was widely rumoured that he was to lead a fuU.

seals party assault on the D1Afl budget. The Times reported

that a thr.-line whip had aummone1 liberals to vote for his motion

of censure on Lytton, which Cranbrook had glwa].y forecast was "a

real trap £oz' votee'. As it turned out, the "guns" were not

"fired off", 6 Stanhop having disarmed the Opposition by the

Bena, 12 April 1879.

r rigle, 8 February 1879.

Hansr, p.cit., 22 ifay, Cola. 10140..933 23 1fay, Cola. 1160.
91; 12 June I37 ?, Cola. l72..l8O3.

Stanhce to Lytton, 29 May 1879, T4ytton Papers, Mas Eur. E.
218,S17/7.

Crsnbrook to I,ytton, 23 May i879, Lytton Papers, Mis Eur. E.
218, 16/4.

Stanhope to Zytton, 29 May 1879. op.oit.

1.

2.

3.

ii.

6.
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annoimasment that Iyttcn had sanctioned aeaem'e, r icing expsiditux'e.1

But on the return of Parliament after the recess, Gladstone "brought

up .v.rything agaizit Ilytton) that he possibly could;" Stanhope

was this time caught unprepared.2 (sly hours before the speech,

Gladstone had permitted Ghoee to coach him on the latest intelli"

gence from Didia concerning the Vernacular Press Act and other

"raws"irritating native opinion. 3 His reference in the Budget

debate to the new circumstances attending the discussion of IndiaU

affairs seemed to Juetit' the attitude of the fldian Associatiorx.

(i U July, the rapport between India and the Liberal party

received institutional xpression in * "Conp4ttee of Arrangement"

formed ostensibly to watch over th. interests of India and to

secure for them much needed publicity. Sir David Wedderburn con..

sented to act as Qiairman and F.W. Cheason its chief architect

was appointed Secretary.5 Other Members of 1'arlient on the

Committe. included Dilke, Shaw Lefeyr., W.H. James, MoArthur,

Potter, Pannington and Richard; the first two named were shortly

to be given office by aiaiston. 6 The first public meeting organised

1. Stanhope to Itton, 21 May 1879, Itton Papers, Mae u. E.
218, 517/7. As Stanhop. had confidently preciicted, I,ytton 'a
"prompt measures" to reduce expenditure, had taken "th dnd
out of the sails of (their] enemies". See H. Fawaett, "The
New Departure in Indian flnance", in Nineteenth Century Vol.
VI, 1879, pp. 63963.

2. Stanhope to Iytton, 13 June 1879, lytton Papers, Mae ).zr. L
218,517/7.

3. La]. Mohun Ghose, op.cit., p. 3.

4. Henaard,	 cit., 12 June 1879, Cola. 1739-1D. Gladatones "The
consequence is that we approach the discussion of Ind1n affairs
now, perhaps for the first time, under circumstances that are
new—new in this respect, that they are now f.lt to have, what
they were formerly only knoian in the abstract to have, an impera-
tive e].aim upon the attention ot this House".

5;.	 Benerjea, op.cit., p. 50.

6.	 Times, 12 July 1879; Bengale, 16 August 1879 	ndoo Patri,
4 August 1879.
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by this body was held at Willis's rooms on 23 July befor. a crowded

audience, 1 It was presided over by John Bright who was enticed

to brave the "disturbance" and "excitement" of such an assembly

from which he had apparently shrunk in 1676 2 	 ci' India's

most r.liable friends attendedt Fawcett, Wedderburn, Courtney,

Potter, Richard, and S.R. Edge. Bright also delivered the main

address of the evening, finding fault wit the Indian Government

on a number of counts, and especially condemning the "wanton and

persistent exclusion of natives from a share in the higher offices

01' the Civil Service". Lord Cranbrook expressed disgust at the

"falsity and m1ignity" of the øpeeoh, 3 and Stanhope thought it

"veU calculated [he] might say intended, to enhance" their

di2l'icu].tios in India.4 Colonel Burns, who was neither an impar-

tia]. nor an accurate judge of political trends, did not anticipate

that " Baboo Ghoae [would] get much change out ci his

He was wrong. Two days later on 25 July, I4ytton 'a new statutory

regulations6 for the appointment of Indis to the Covenanted

Civil Service were released to the Times. The Government possibly

1. Tirtes, 24 July 1879 Spectator, 26 July 1879.
2. John Bright to Henry Broadhurat, 16 Pobruary 1878, odhut

Papers, Has CoU. L, Vol. E, L,S.E. See also J3engalee, 23
August 1879.

3'	 Cranbrook to Iytton, 28 July 1879, Ijbtou Paper ,, Mas Eur. E.
218,516/b.

4. Stanhopa to Lytton, 24 July 1879, ibid., 517/8.
5. Burns to Ijtton, 24 July, ibid., 517/8.
6. The rules were submitted to Crambrook on 1 May and sanctioned

by him on the 17th. Deap. Public No. 3], Govt. of India to
See, of stat,., 1 Nay 1879; and Deap. Public No. 68, Sec. of
State to Govt. of India, 17 July 1879, in Par].. P, 1878.79,
Vol. LV, C. 2376, pp. 21 . 28. TIa rules authorised local
Governments to nomi te Indiana, except on exceptional grounds
of merit not above the age of 25, for employment in the Coven-
exited Civil Service. The total number of such noin&tiona
backed by the Governor-General in Council was not to exceed
one fifth of the tots]. number of ciTt1i'%a appointed by the
Secretary of State in any on. year.
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hoped that their opportune publication would show up Bright 'a

criticism of Irtton 'a athnj,fptration as jaundiced. Indeed, the

Times considered the new rules a "fitting commentary" on his

"acrimonious remarks",' and Government spokesmen itched to have the

chance of repudiating them. 2 In Ind1, the announcement of the

new rules was interpreted differently by the as a coma

p1st. vindioaticni of the Ghose mission, of the Liberal alliance,

and as the "immediate and substantial result" of the meeting at

Willis a rooms.3

Eccept for Patrick Smyth, whose relationship with the Home

Rule party was uncertain, no ish nationalist Member of Parliament

attended this meeting or those at Lambeth on 1.3 Augusta and Xsnning'

ton on 18 August. 5 The presence of Smyth might be explained by

his regard for Bright with whom he was discussing ways of making

Queen 'a College Galwa.y a strictly Catholic university. 6 If

O'Donnell, Sullivan and 11c'arthy received invitations there was no

acknowledgement that they declined them. 0 'Donnell was seldom

interested in movements he did not himself initiate or inspire.

1.	 Times 25 July 1879.

2. Stanhope to lytton, 2! July 1879, op.cit.,

3. Bga1eo, 16, 23 August 1679; 3 January 18803 Indian Mrro,
9 March 1880.

&.	 Bagal, op.oit., p. 41g. The writer has been unable to find
any account àf this meeting in the press.

S.	 Times, 19 August 1879; Hindoo Patrio, 15 September 1879.

6.	 Sturgis, çg.cit., p. 168.
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It was also possible that Lal l'b}iun Ghoee was deliberately

shielded from Home Rule introduotiona by Chesson and Hodgson Pratt,

who were responsible for organising his itinerary in gland.1

On 2 July an Indian ]oan Bill was read a eeond time. i a

divizi.on on an amendment protesting against the entire burden of

the Afghan war being levied on the Indian Ecehequer, active Home

Rulers were notable absentees. Had they thrown their undivided

weight behind Fawcett'a a endment, defeated by only 137 votes to

l2, the Government would har, been run even closer and probably

found wanting. 2 Just two days after the meeting at Willis 'a rooms

protesting against the sharing of military costs,3 the abstention

represented a warning that Home Rul, support could never be taken

for granted)'

Nonetheless, the last major attack on Lytton'a administration

that session was of Irish meking. On 14 August, Sir Stafford North

cot. moved a Vote of Thanks, not only as was customary to the

iilitary forces, but also as was not customary to the Government

of India, on the successful conduct of military operations in

Mgari,ta. Cz'aabrook, who had not anticipated "cordiality" from

1. Indian Mirror, 9 March 1880. See Speech of tel Moliun Ghose
to a meeting in honour of his 'successful' visit to g1and.

2. Mansard, Va].. 2148, 25 July 1879, Cola. 3..301-31i.

3. Spectator,, 26 July 1879.

14.	 Nine Horn. Iulers supported ?aweettz CoiRns, 'rington, Fey,
McCarthy, Meldon, DaM. O'Ccmor, The O'Conor Don, O'Gorman, Syth.

5.	 1ans, Vol. 2149, 14 August 1.879, Cola. 68.102,
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the Opposition, was "not disappointed". 1 According to him a "emaLi

minorityt' of Rome Rulers and Radicals were not reluotant "to

disgrace themselve&'. 2 Comparing Ijytton with Bart].e re as the

progenitor of a "most unnecessary" and "pitiless" war, Major

PuroeU O'Gorman, sn outstanding exampl, of the swashbuckling

type of Home Ruler in the Buttite era, moved that the Viceroy's

name be omitted from the Thanks . 0 'Gorman had taken instantly

to intervention and was one of its earliest e3qoneuts. His dc1ar

maxim "to vote against the introduction 	 glishmen to Ireland,14

provided during his brief parliamentary career a complete state.'

ment of his political ideology. Like many Home Rulers who wore

not wel]. informed about the empire, he had no trouble equating

British perin1iam with terms that were understandable to him.

0 'Gorxnan 'a reaction to the annexation of the Tranavasi in 1877 was

typicals "By Heavens I" swore the Major, "it's the tion, and

Castlereagh, and the Yeoznanrl over again". A comic figure with

a"Rabelaisian huxaour", 6 0 'Qorman gave invaluable support to those

whose views he srnpathise4 with.

1,	 Cranbrook to Iytton, August 1879, op.oit.

2. bid.

3. Hansar4, op.cit., Cole. 78.9.

4. Ioy, The Disraeli Par1im, p. 14.

0 'Donx1eU, tstory, 1., p. 23.6.

6,	 p. 3.46.
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O'Donnell seconded O'Qorzaan'i motion, while Lawson, O'Brien,

Jacob Bright, Anderson, Jenkins, Sullivan and Parnell concurred

with its motive. i the sense that all of them questioned the

propriety of offering congratulations to Lytton for his part in a

Wjinr1n 1 "petty", 2 and "uzmortny" war raged in retaliation

for an imagined diplomatic alight, their opposition was not so

much capricious as based on reasonable ebjections. As Sullivan

put it, they were asked to thank Irtton first and judge him after'

Thdeed, reports had been filtering out of Afghanistan

that the campaign against a poorly equipped and uncivilised eneD7

was not the "glorious" and "distinguished" affair the Chancellor

claimed. Distead the war correspondent of the Standard had laid

charges against Lord Roberta, some of which were admitted, that

he had "carried fire and sword into peaceful villages" .

sanctioning a policy of 'summary and severe retribution" Roberts

WaS aeoused of infringing the normal "usages of civilised warfare".6

ParneU described the military operations against the Afghan people

as an 'act of assassination" - which could only go by the name of

"murder".7 The tiny bend wer. of one mind that Itton deserved

1. Re.nsard, op.eit., Ccl. 86.

2. Thid., Co]. 95.

3. mid., Co]. 83.

14.	 Thi4., Ccl. 914.

5. Thid., Cole. 88.89.

6. Thid., Co]. 80.

7. Thid., aol. 10].
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The Summer and Autumn recess found the Irish Home Rule party

still despondent. Throughout 1879, it had been merely marking

time; indeed the gonersi. state of listlessness vu exemplified at

a meeting of the Home Rule League in ThibLtn on 21 August, at which

only four Members of Parliament bothered to attends Brooks, }fcKen"a,

o 'Sullinn and Parnell Rorimtration rather than policyi.making was

still the order of th. day. O'Sullivan, for axa'p1e, attacked the

O'Conor Don as the "right hand man" to their enemies in Parliament

upon the land question. Be then turned on George 1brria, Member for

Gaiway Borough, for the way he had voted in the debate upon l2ie Zulu

war. Such members, he recommended, should not be returned at the next

election.1 If NatlonaliBm could still be judged according to the old

terms of reference, namely obstruction and imperial politics, other

criteria were becoming more important. ObethLction bad served it. uee

fuineas as an instrument of Irish public appeal, and imperial politics

could not stir the in.agination of a downcast peasantry. The Home Rule

movement needed to be revitaiiaed. There bad been in effect no Home

Rule party from the end of 1877 and there was virtually no Hone Rule

League during 1879.2 Both required an injection of perwnal leader..

ship and popular support. 0 'DoimsU had attempted as alternatives

to form a Radical..Home Rul, coalition and a Tiited Kingdom Tent-Right

party. Neither schem, offered any outlet for nationalist expression.

Lend war, on the other band, did, although it also served to purge the

party of it. right wing.

1. 22 August 1879.

2. Thornley, op.cit, p. 386.
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:t

Dui'ing August, S.ptemb.r and October, the war against land

lordien vu proolaimed.	 tb. name of peasant proprietorship and

protection against unfair rents and .viction, Michael Davitt launched

a movement that 'tapped tlt• very source of fish nation' itsm".2 Hone

Rule had broken down up to that point because it had failed to moor.

porat. popular grievances into it political prograune. Although

'Obstruction' had won for th. activists pcular sjmpatby and the

grudging respect of Ysmians, it scarcely represented the spirit of

the fish people. The r.ourrano. of severe agricultural distress

together with the rapid strides of DaTItt's 1'"4 agitation soon

ccTrvinosd Parnsll that the cans. of Ireland could only be served

by r.sUgent and by the recognition of a powerful new factor in

Irish politics. A year earlier he had bean offered the lsadershlp

of a 'united' natio'liat *owent provided he ccemitted himself

to a grand coalition with D.voy and Davitt on their terms. This he

had refused to do, wanting more time 'to work the parliamentary machine'

Hams Rule, however, was simply not on in practical politics and

at a nesting of the Hon. Rule League cm U September ha intimated

that he was prepared to reconsider the "New Departure's 'unless

vs unite all shades of political opinion in the oountr7', be $aid,

1. Freenan5s Journals b Novembr 1879.

2. JJ. POafrot, The Struggle for Land In Ireland l88O-l22,
Princeton 1930, p. 123.

3. LB. O'Brien, Parn4, i, p. 176.
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"I fail tO see how we Can expect ever to attain national independenoe."1

The Irish National Land League wa$ formed in Dublin on 21 October 1819,

with Parnell as its first President. Biggar, O'SuUivan and Patrick

Egan wer. cleated Hon. Treasurers, and Devitt, Andrew Kettle and

Thomas Brenra11 as Hon. Secretaries. 	 this way many of the diver.

gent elements of the natioralist movement in Ireland and Ajnerica

war, reconciled b,hid ParneU on the pivot of land reform.

Nothing was said about the promotion of Irish insurrection. The

result was the consuziwiation of the "New Departure" on ParneU 'e

not 7in terms, and the resuscitation of the active wing of the

Home lbile party.

Pbr this breath of life, the Home Rule cause had to make certain

r.alistio concessions. The most important was the teiorary sub-

mergence of its clai for se1f'.goverxent, for the immediate needs

of social reforit. The agrarian question rather than the derolution'.

ary programme was to occupy th. foremost place among the priorities

of the com ion orgenieation. Thus Parnefl was theoretically forced

to agree that none of th. funds of the Land Leagu. would be used for

par11*.ntery purposes.2 Again, the loosening of American purse

strings was dependent on the Impression that ParneU at the bottom

of his heart looked forward to eventual revolution. ]ideed, aa

the British Consul General at New Tork complained, ParneU "so feebly

1. R. B. O'Brien, Psrnel1 1, p. i9li.

2, Davitt, 7euda1&em p. 172.	 fact, however, £2,000 was
advanced by the Land League to help defray the expenses of
ParneUlte candidates in the elections, though this was a
trifling sum In proportion to its total resources. See
C.C. O'Brien, "The machinery of the Irish parliamentary party,
1880..l88", in Irish Historical Studie, Vol. V, 1946.47, pp.
50, 70.1.
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shid. d the open du1araticia In favour of arned rebellion that it

would s1ao.t den that he In reality desire [d] to encourage the

iroveuiegit'.3 Hone Rule itself was possibly redefined in teras that

sounded acre separatist than federal. Di a speech at Cinoinnti on

231bzuary1880, PnsilwaBreputdbyth.IrishWorldtohav.tOld

his Anoriaan audienes that their 'ultinat. goal' was the du*

truotian of 'th. last 1 k iihioh Ikept] Ireland bound to tg1i1r'd'.3

Much of this vu window dressing for the saki of mit7 and raising

fnndaj ?az's.11 was wi l ng to us. the m 5* Gui but unwilling t.

be ua.d by it. N.vorth.lua, th. political aovenrt lurched wiayoid.

ably to the Iaft. The 'New Departure', In whatever guis.,vu 'notMng

l.0 than the strengest flatiy. revolt for ovor two hundred years')'

Di the process the parlia tary party did not .scap• trans.

foiiiation. Parnell already scntroll.d th Ho-. Rule Confederation

In Britain and now slaia.d the le.4.rship of the ap'az'iau aovnt

In Ireland. The one was to aerge with the oth.r early in 1880 to

torn the land League of Great Britain. 5 Li the general olotions

1.	 Ds.p. (copy) Archibald to Thornton, 214 January 1880,
& Piles, Box no. 1, S.P.0.

2.	 Parasil always denied knowledge of this speech. See J. Mae-
D'a1d, •	 News Dtâ of the ParneU Conaissicn Tii44n
1890, p.	 •	 L.f.vr's	 the I. was	 only
on. of its kind det.at.d out of aany hundreds øf speohu.
versl.y, opeit., p. lOb. Mr. O.DJtwarda who has looked

Into the erigini of the speech, aleo doubts iii authenticity.

3.	 LB. O'Brien, Parn.l i, p. 203.

Darwin, o,.eit., 1, pp. 318 .9. See also D.C. O'Brien, !arn.
and at. 1*it, p.6.

5.	 Iafret, !p.cit., p. 129j Davitt,	 p. 227.
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?arneU was to bring a majority of Home Rulers represented at W..tiitj,t.r

into lin* with both. Although th. Land League dissociated it..lf

from the electoral. campaign, the Home Thai. party of Parn.0 was

clearly grounded on its vote.catc)tng powers. The result was the

return of a number of League members loyal to ParneU and committed

to en advanced land programme. For almost ro years the political

stage in Xreland was dominated by the nearly autonomous tar" League,

the "hard car." of which vu made mp of Fsniana and 7 nhane who

meyer lost their distrust of constitutionaliem. Not even Parnell

a. it titular ehairman vu able to sff.ct a mastery over it.

fiather it was the League which exerted an influence over the party.

Thde.d until it. subordination to th. parliamentary body in October

1882, it tended to act as "not so much an aulry of th. party as

its tutor".2 To Ui. extent that the HOme Rule party derived political

bargaining power in Parliament from agrarian disturbance organised

by the League at home, it found itself In a semia.dependent position.

naliy iiport.nt were the standards of behaviour now demanded of

the parliamentarian cm th. question of laud reform, ith.rs formerly

they had been demanded cm the questions of Horn. Rule and imperial

policy. At it. inception, the League instruet.d it. local branches

to keep a aloes vigil, cm how local Member's of Parliaent acquitted

themselve, Sn this respect.3

1. TW. Moody "mohael Dsvitt, a Survey and Appreciation", In
$tudl.e!. June.8.pt. i8i6, quoted In C.C. O'Brien, Op o1.t., p. 3.

2. C.C. 0 'Brian, "Th. machinery of the fish parli."entary
party", ,.it., p. 52.

3. Thi4. S.. aliq Davitt,	 p. 163.
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Thus ended ithat "ight be called the uploratory verbal phase

of the Home Rul. movement, when catch-words took the place of broad.

bae.d, practical objective.. When Gladstone formed hi. second

Oovernmsnt, the alleviation of f'i'ttne condition. and $ flOW Irish

land Bill viz's the ia.uu d.LIanding the undivided effort and

attention of Home Ruler., The O'Doon.0 pc1ie' cl intervention in

the affairs of the empire vu a ..ccndary consideration while sich

widespread grievances and distress remained. Didud, the new test

of a Hon. Ruler's patriotism, the new orthodoiy, vu lass hi.

attitude on foreign policy than his position on peasant right and

hi. r.aticna4p to the Isid Leaga.. D short, natio* t1 am became

More insular, almost provincial In emphasis, deriring strength A'om

local unrest rather than from emoteria int.rnativinUea.

1ny of the.. ohg.s were unforeseen, criticism of them

occurring only as th. r evolved In practice. Th 'semen's Journal

at first sided with the moderates under j1t1 Shav, as much because

of p.r.cma3. differences between PrnU and .'ay its editor, as

from any fur that Hoes Rule would be subverted. Grs, who had

fought shy of obstructive tacti* on the Army Disciplines and Regu.

lations Bill,2 noticeably fell out with Parasil on the issue 01' Catholie

education In Ireland. While Parnsll took the advanced Catholic vicv,

that advocated by O'Donnell, 2 cm the Irish ziversity Bill, Gray was

-	 -	 -	 - --
3..	 S.. Letter signed by Parn.11, B.tggar and O'Donnell to

Journ, 15 July 1879.

2.	 T. Sherlock, T,he Life of Charles Stewart ParneU M.p
zblin 2887, p. 56.	 -
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disposed to accept the compromise proposed by the Goreromant. At a

nesting of Irish Msmb.rs on 28 July to consider the aubj eat hi.

view prevailed and Parnell was reported as having epokw contemptuously

of the moderates as those "cowardly papist rats." As the "wbol*

of Ireland" resounded with this episode, people said that Dwysz' Gray's

ambition was "to put Parnell aside and mak. hiRself a sort of dictator

worthy of high consideration for the liberals when they cane into

Clearly Gray had not yet accepted the fact that jarnell

had gained the upper hand in wreating control of th. Hom Rule

movement. An uneasy truce was agreed upon by thu a few days

1at.i but discord was never tar off. ParneU 's mission to America

in December to ruse fund, for ftn• relief i*.open.d the breach,

partly b*oaus. it competed with a sii1i' fund organised by Gray in

his capacity a, Lord Mayor of Dublin. 4 Gray belonged to the 'Whig

tradition" an bad been 'a devoted follower of Thitt". As a man of

'elsa rind somewhat cynical Judgment", he held 'the then not un.

cou*,n view of Parnsll that he was a somewhat shallow and untrust

worthy fanatic".5 Beside; he never did lik. the land agitatiøn,at

least in the particular form it took.

1. T1me, 6, 7 August 1819.

2. Quoted in Naslip, op.cit, p. 97.

3. Time, 11 August 1879.

4. Lyons, DiU p. 34. 8.. $1.0 N.D. Palmer, The Irish land
League	 New Haven 1940, p. 99.

5.	 T.P. O'Connor, 1!Io!4, i, pp. 47, 102.
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Dt A History of the Irish Parliaentary Party O'Dntm.0 e]aii'ed

that he felt that Hc. Huh was being wreaked and that he was

already "drifting out of Irish local solieatiar*s'. His 'wbending

fidelity' to the Ibis Rule progranne of 2873 and his 'refusal to

alter its texas' war., he insiet.d, "already raising * wail between

rhial and Parnellisi, root end branch.' This was less than the

truth. O'Doni'oll's absences froa the various land dseoastrations

of the autan were due to sunstroke, 2 not the "Skiraishing Ywxd" or

the "peasant jacqusris". 3 7ra* Trance where he was recuperating, he

wrote to the Free*n's Journal assuring the Irish people that it

vu caly ill-health that prevented Mn frc tktng an active part

in the proceedings)' O'Donnell was after all an 'advanced tt-

righter", and the ocacern he professed in his 'History' for Irish

landlordism was both sudden and inooçatibl. with the violence of

his custonary attacks en it. It was significant that before Pern.U,

hiaselt a land' oz'd end inch less coai.tt.d to peasant propristary,

had ftnAlly agreed to eo-cporate with the Td League, Davitt

caxfsu.d to D.voy that O'Do".0 was the man to lead it. However,

because ø big 'p.rial' Speech of 1878, ha could not be seriouaJj

-

1. O'DanneU, Histo2Z i, pp. 3856.

2. t1ne, 6 3upteab.r, 7 October 1879.

3. O'nn.11, ap.ei., pp. 378, 385.

See Rugeaa3., !p.oit., pp. 82.3.
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considered1. Again, daspit. thai, rivalry, 0 'Domn.0 was on closer

tsraa with Parn.l1 at the and of the session than be had bei for a Yen

long tins. Re was quick to repudiat. rumours that Pa2'neU had abused

ay and other moderates a.tten they had decided to accept the

Gov,rnment 'a conpronias on the Irish University 	 Like 0 lDonnelI3,

Parnell favoured * distinct Catholic univensitjy with fully endowed

colleges of secular education in no way interior to Trinity Collage

or the Queen's Collepa, and vu probably Influenoed by bin. It

astonished the 1 wg and egotistical Realy, who acted as Parnell's

secretary and vs.. then his 'elos..t counsellor', how 'unassumingly'

Parn.0 accepted the 'advice of other p.cle, and (placed) himself

in their hands'. When the subject vu discussed In Psrliaaant on

Tuesday 5 August, he had spent, he told his brother, several hours

tilting 'care that O'Donnell didn't lead Parnell into any mistaken

3 inks", and claimed success in getting his inflanmatory style tozied

4OIWJ 1k. C.C. O'Brien points out, however, that in this the

'third phase of his letters to his brother, Rudy vu at pains to

depict }i4i..elf and Parnell as a team" though implying that he was

its 'bratns',6

-r1

1..	 Jvit to D.voy, 23 August 1379, in	 y!!oat Bag, i, p. Ii53.

2.	 Tinee 6 August 1879.

Hansardfi Tel. 21&8, 2b July, Cos, 1228.1231j Vol. 2149, 5 August
179,Col. 226. Sec also the case presented by Iron Playfaiz,
which 0 'DomneU recommended as best answering the 'blot' of
the Oovsmnsnt's measure. Cols. Zlli.19.

li.	 mid., Col. 276.

5. Bsaiy, Letters and Leadere i, p. 72.

6. C.C. O'Brien, IITiflIOthIr .MiOha.l ilsaly', Sn C.C. O'Brien (ed.),
Modem frelen4, LDsdon 1960, pp. 167.5.
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Healy had not managed to curb Parnell 'e violence the previous

day, whec Paruefl. had first sondasned the Government's policy on

Lfghaniatan as cn of "murder" pure and simp]., and. secondly opposed

a vat, to allow troops In South Africa to "go on burning and k'1'ig

women and &ildr.n, and blowing them mp with dynamit&'. 2 O'Donnell

could not with fairness decry P*rnell's acceptance of the "New

Departure" on 21 October as "the final stab In the back of Home

Rule",3 unless ccinn.ndon with the empire b. considered intrinsic to

the fbr* ..lf.government should take. 1 D 1878 he had accepted

th. need to seek accommodation with xtreme natior -I1sts, knowing

full well their aversion for the empire and their preference for

revolutionary taàtics. i. way or the other ?atrick Fbrd's support

had to be obtained. The husbanding of nati1ist resources also

meant the surrender by John D.'voy and associates of their historical

position on pan 1 *mectariaflism

It was not seriously suggested in Ireland that th "New

Departure" would Involv, the withdrawal o ne Rulers from Parlia.

sent altogether, and thus tram intervention in imperial and world

politics. The stx'atagea of effecting a-11M.e th'oughout Dirop.

and th. empir, against g14sh rod, of Ireland was not cotmterrd.d

1. Eansard1 op.oit, i August 1879, Col. 101.

2. Thid., Ccl.. 163.4.

3. O'Dennell, ;a• 2, I., p. 385,

h.	 mid p. 376.
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or declared obsolete. 0 'Donn•U's efforts to solicit French sympathy

for Ireland by keeping the continental press informed on the "Dispute

Xrlan".i.", and his steps to torn an association of resident

Irishmen In Paris to undertake this function, received oo'endation

from all, nationalist quarters. The Irish World considered it &

"good nov.", 1 and the Freeman 'a Journal "a yeoman service to Ireland. C2

A report in the less than friendly New lark Nation stated that the

Irish emissary had been repulsed by the French Republicans, for the

very reason that the "Irish malcontents" did not really belong to

the Liberal party of the world. They had displayed in the past "extra*

ordinarily little interest in the political struggles of any other

race or country", which had entailed an appalling isolation and made

more difficult their task of securing foreign aid.3 No doubt the form

this should take would hays been a matter of disput, between

O'DOTn.11 and the extremists, The CThn na C..l was lees interested

in moral praums being brought to bear on glaid by foreign powers,

than in their cotmivance in the *11(tary engagement of the "enemy"

at a number of weak points. These were detailed as Ireland, dia

and Australia, though the possibility of a Spanish.Iriah"putsch"

em Gibraltar was not discounted,5 Ira. fact, the American Penians

Irish Wor1d 13 December 1879.

7'eeaan 'a Journal, 29 Dsqeaber 1879.
iclosure 5 from New Tork Natiou, 8 l4y 1879, in Deep. No. lIs,

Thornton to Salisbury, 12 anuar7 1880, 	 Vol. 1720.

iolosuz'e 1, Copy of Report of MU.itary Agent sent to Ireland
In 1879, in Deep. Secret No. 131, Thornton to Salisbury, 26
April 1880, 7.0.5 Paperi. Vol. l7i5, This document can also
be found aiong the Ps'iian papers in the State Paper Office,
Dublin, Fenian Papers l8S8-.1883 A Files, Box 5, A 621.
Deep. Political No I&, Archibald to Salisbury, LI October 1879,
7.0.5 Papers1 Vol. 1707. Archibald also forwarded a document
iiiiiii by the Spa."i.h Consul at New York, Mr. d. lirtant.,
ocnta4 sing the manuscript proposals of 1.Uat and Kirvan for the
recovery of Gilbraltar by Spain. So, also, Fenian Papers 165.

A Pil.i, Box Is, A 591, S.P.O. J.J. O'Zsily and . Carroll
idpropos.d a similar plan fez' ,the capture of the British for.
tress to the Spanish Premier,_Canovas 4.1 Cutillo. O'IeUy to
Dsvcy, 23 December 1877, In D.vo, 'a Post Bag, i, pp. 60, 2934.
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looked on the anti.rent agitatiofl in Ix'el iA not as necessitating

the postponement of these aotivii.s but as suitable acconipaninent

for them. The concurrence of agririan disturbanc, in Ireland with

native uprisings in Africa and Lfghsnia tan was considered ideal

conditions for popular revolution.1

Still the burning subject engaging th. attention of Home

Rulers and Fenians alike, was the Afghan situation. The murder of

the British "maire du plai&', Major Cavgneri, and his entire entouagS

at Kabul on 3 September, rekindled the whole question after it had

come to be regarded as settled. Even the Viceroy 2 admitted that

his Afghan policy had "virtua]l.y burst up and blown into th. air".3

Lytton now felt obliged to do what he had been kn1doua to avoid,

to occupy Kabul and to "undertake the virtual admtjtjatratjon of the

country.	 The z'eiuiposition of British control, which the Afghans

strongly resisted, proved harsh and repressive. Kabul was retaken

on 12 October, but the Military Commission set up was lees an

ad 1tstrative body than an avenging lribunal.S Execution of thoss

accused of complicity in the attack on the embassy on 3 September was

-	 -S

1. Esap. Political No. b, Archibald to Salisbury, 17 October
1879, 7.0. 5 Pap', Vol. l707j see also General Milan's
memorandum.

2. Iè'tton to Beaconafield, 1 September 1879, quoted in lady
Betty Balfour, op.eit., pp. 358-60.

3. Temple to Cranbrook, 10 September 1879, Temple Pape, Nsa
Fir.7.86,A6.

b. Lyttan to Beaconsfle1d J September 1879.

5. See Tine, 23 February 1880, in which are printed the instruo..
tione issued to the Commission fox' their guidance,
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and a policy of "lndiseriaiziat. hanging" and "burning

of vtlIaes" was authorteod by proclamation.2 Robetta chose to

regard Afghanistan as a rebellious province and her soldiers who

opposed bin as "rebels" to be treated without "mercy", Instead of

as legitimate national troops defending their country. 3 Yron

October until February "detailed narratives" of the procl&aationa

being "carried into effect", appeared in the Xn'1tn and British press

"without any contradiction and without any doubt being thrown on

them". 14 Lytton had urged Roberts to avoid anything "like a reign

of terror", but on S Dec ember he coinp tatned to Cranbrook that the

Itanging of at least 89 Afghans fox' resisting the British advance

on Kabul was for "an act of very questionab].. culpability".5

Famine or no famii'e Irish national t.t. did not regard the

worsening situation an the frontier with indifference. D* America,

"Transatlantic" if the Irish Wor14, the strangest character in an

unusual newspaper, 6 foretold the nearing and of the British empire,

1. Regarding the punishment of individuals, the Government of
Thdia instructed Roberta that this was to be "swift, stein,
and impressive, without being indiscriminate or iaderate".

matter, of detail, Roberta ru virtually given a free
hand. ioloauz'e No. A 505 in Deep. No. 216, Govt. of Ddia
to Sec. of State, 20 October 1871j, in Pan.?., 1880, Vo1
Lilt, C 21457, p. 97,

2. Thanpson and Garrett, o.cit, p. 522. See H. Hisman, The
Afghan War l8T8..9 london 1881, and lady C. MacGregor (e
L[f. and Opinions of M*jOr..Gen.Ta1 Sir C.M.MRoGregr, Vol. ii,

TlGfldOfl 16B. See also two article. by )raderic Warrison, "(artiai
law in Kabul', part 1 in Prtnightly Review Vol. zLVI, 1879,
pp. 767 .814, and part II in ibid., Vol. Iiv2, 1880, pp. 1435-59.

3. S.eProcl*matiaot12 October, 11Novemb.rl879, tnP.P.,
op.cit., pp. 135, 162.

14. Jrriaon, "Martial law in Kabul'9 part II, p. 1j39.

S. Lytton to Craiibrook, 5 December 1879,	 ton Paper., Nsa au'.

E. 218, 5i8/14.

6,	 ember 1877 Acting nsul ci. Cr'ap identified 'Transatlantic'
. moms' banep. See Circular No. 214, Crump to Derby, 11
December 1877, 7.0. Papera, Vol. ]599.
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vith thirty thousand troops "ecatt.red" h.1p3ess t1hrougli the "passe&'

of Lfgh Matan 3 The 1'eeman'a Journal, as the defender of out-

raged public morality, at "rio previous period in the iorld 'a history

nor, glaringly traailed underfoot", placed major blame on the

jingoism of the Prime Minbit.rs2 "the moral sense of civilisation

is offended by the unprovoked Invasion of a w&k friendly country,

and the sanctions of religion are defied by an outrage on its

ele n taz'y commtidwemte W .3 lik, the Irish tor1d, the Freeman seemed

to say that i.rialiaa infringed the natural it not the divine order

of nationhood. On the matter of the Kabul atr'ocities,it trusted

that the GoverTunent would be brought to account in an "tfghRn

debate" on the r.opthg of Parlia'ent. When that time came Eons

Rulers were charged not to forget their duty, eapeoti lly should

g1iah Members be unmindful or careless of theirs

The voice of the Freeman 'a Journ4. seemed suddenly to have

become the voice of th. two 0 'DonneUs, Frank Thigh and Qiarlea James.

Commenting on the news that an attempt had been made on the life

of lord Ijttcsi, it exp.eased littl. surpris, that "Toung Hipiostan'

had in recent years shown "a great desir, to learn the leaaona of

1. Irish World, 29 November 1879,

2. Freemane Journ] 22 December 1879.

3. mid., 17 January 1880.

14.	 Freemanta Journai, 27 December 1879.
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u"opeafl history and philoaophy". The people of Ddia, it confessed,

had much to be bitter about. No longer the country of "proverbial"

wealth, Dzdia was nov th. poorest in Ui. world, her Princes "crushed"

and "despoiled", her peasants "ground to the earth by taxation", and

her rising intelligentsia progressively shut out from worthwhile

employment. The danger of a people universally aggrieved was an

obvious one $ desperate "discontent" found vent in "desperate crime"

Di past years, the Freeman might have concentrated on. the heous

nature of assassination. It was not the deed but the motives behind

it that occupied its present analy1i. it dLd z&ct erea LtA ths

Times that th. incident was of no real significance, 2 but looked

beyond the "evil transactions" of the military maoMne in Afgbanl..

stan, to the burden of the crushing expenditure needed to keep it

there. While another "straw of taxation would bresic the back of

that most patient came Isfiindostan", it was equafly "Intolerable"

that the itish peopl. also weighed down by maiy troubles, should

help shoulder it.3

/
Perhaps the Freeman's Jomal had fallen under the spell of

CJ. 0 'Do'ie1l, ( 14 September he announced his intended candidacy

for Galway and published an address to th. electors via its columns.

An advanced nation*list and "unflInching advocate of tenant right

with fixity of tenure", O'Donnell suggested that his Thktn .xperienc.

1. Freeman's Journ@ 13 December 1879.

2. T,mee. 13 December i879 See also annual Register. 1830, p. 286.

3. freeman's Joum*l 27 December 1879.
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in the areas that agitated Irilandu.- 'Roae Rule, educatic*i, and laM

refora.'.eizjzt with advantage be put to good us. in Parl1aent.

Even in Thdia he had found "germs of s.lt-goverent recognised and

praotic.d". Llthough under the overall control at a central Tic..

royalty, the country was divided into a number of separate Presidencies.

Di these, local councils legislated upon the assumption that local

biowlsdge was a supreme necessity and that wide decentralication was

advisable. This was an oddly unconvincing argument, for it could

hardly be sttain.4 that Ddian Presidencies were any more 'repre"

sentative" than Irish counties or boroughs. Possibly 0 'DonneU

tilt that his electoral Chno would be	 by showing that

h. could embarrass the Government. The Irish would harcU1y talc.

kindly to the news that their country was ruled more autocratically

than Didia. Above all, his election would establish a union between

the unrapresented m11 lions in D41a and the inetfect'ly represented

millions in Ireland, to th. benefit of the former and to the ..dditianal

strength of th. latter:

'C)entle3uen, I am before all things an Irish Rome Ruler,
but next tO fidelity to Ireland I CheriSh th. hope
that I wig}'t induce the Irish people to thirk more of
the lot of the unrepresented	 of Thdia whom
Irish velour has don, so much towards subjecting to the
British Crown. It is our duty as well as our advantage
to do so. Next to our own striving for natio'l lit.
we can hay. no nobler ambition than their enfranchisement.'

If such a policy 'almost unbiown' to "Whige and Tories', was pursued,

he soneluded, Irish representatives in the Rouse of Commons would be

muted out as 'its trae and foremost liberals"? CLearly, Qiarles

James 0 Doimsu was his brother 'a disciple.

-	 -p

3..	 Th. text of this address is taicen from the Hindoo Patrio ,, 6
October 1879.
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Prank Hugh O'DonneU had of course conjured up this very vision

of Ireland's role in the world in August 1878. But where he had

faced ridicule, the Ddian civil servant now found reasonableness

azoacMng enthusiasm. We have said that Mr. 0 'DcnneU is a

remarkable man", began an article in the Preman's Journal. From

a purey Irish aspect it was agreed that his "dian knowledge"

might b. brought to bear cm Irish subjects "with great .ffect, A

Speech of the l.t. Sir John Gray on the !ducation question was re

called, in which he had pointed out the discrepancy between the

glish Government refusing liberty *1 ed.ucaticn to their Irish

subjects which they freely granted to their dian subjects. But

th. part of O'Donnell's address that most sonited editorial comment

was "the bond of eo '.op.retion and union" between Irish representatives

and th, native population of Ddia. "Naturally", asserted the

Freeman's Journ4,, the Irish people, 'themselves labouring under all

the grievances incidental to a want of local e.lf'govsrnment',

mpathis.d with other populations ".1.1, ."1y circumstanced" • It

agreed that the discontent of Ireland,'id.nttf.t.d with the dii.

content of other struggling nationalities under ig1ish rule'9 vould

beoo very Wi'orraidab1& indeed and not so likely to be ignored by

glish statemens

"If the unrepresented 11 onc In Ifldt& could find a
representative through Ireland, they in their turn eight
strengthen the Irish cause, and awaken ig1and to the
neoes.ity of deaUi'g with Irish demei'ds In a different
spirit."

Whether that spirit would rsult from a recognition of Irish 'liberal.

iem or from a concession to Irish Interference, was left to the

imagination. Ireland did, however, as both 0 'Dns1]a had at various
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times stressed, owe an obligatiam to Thdia to seek to lnaurs that

British rule was just.1 A Viceroy like Mayo, a General like Gough,

and many a thousand bish soldiers had helped to consolidate the

power of tam In idia. Because Ireland had in the past benefited

from the empire through employeent and conqueat,thia did not dii.

qualify her fron being of service to Thdia in the future $

"If at the sane time that we can help the natives of
India to an amelioration of their present wretched conditions,
we can help ourselves, this would not lessen the gratitud.
we would thereby eara."2

The position of the Freeman's Journal in September 1879 exactly

mirrored that of FJ. 0 'DonneU the year before. Possibly, Gray was

casting round for an alternative to Parnell. Clearly his new-found

confidence in 0 'Dozuiel]. was not entirely the result of sudden con.'

version and had something to do with his rivalry with Parnell end

the alarming phenomenon of agrarian agitation. Recognition, however,

came in a sense too late to be put to practical advantage. 0'D"i.0

was no longer in a strong position either to check or seriously

chAllenge ParudU 'a athena., and so create conditions favourable

for Gray's personal suit. By the middle of 1880, the editor of the

Freeman had little choice but to knuckle under and commit his 3curmai.

to the land movement.3

Parnell 'a departure for America before Christmas 14 on a mission

to rouse public opinion and raise money really settled the issue.

1. See, for ecample, the programme 0 'Donnell drew up for Dr. Carroll.
Chapter Three, section two, pp. lli7-8.

2. Freeman's Jourmal, 1 September i89,

3. See Haslip, pp.cit., p. 8.

14.	 Timee., 3.1 December 1879.
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It was the view of Mitchell Henry that ParueU was oosplet.ly in the

hands of Davitt, although conceding that he was like "Robeepierre"

shifting "his ground over and over 
gjI•] 

Reports in circulation

that Thdia was Included in his itinerary, 2 lend support to the notion

that ParneU was anioua to keep aU options open and that he

still preferred corns middle ground. An Inttan"etop-over"vould hay.

repreaeut.d a considerable advance for the theory of antimimparial

ll(ax'ce proposed by the O'Donnell's end seconded by the Preeman'

Journal. C 13 March the eemi..offioial organ of the Trdian adminl.

stratiost, the P1onee, announced that a telegram had been received

from Parnell to the effect that he contenpiated visiting Bombay,

Madras and Calcutta. 3 The prospect of such a visit, it commented,

gilded 'the horizon of the fature with a new sham" $ "No doubt

he intends to travel with a circus and address the audience in the

intervals botweà the equutrin acts". 4 However, Beaoonafield 'a

snap election forced PamneU to interrupt his schedule and to return

at onc. to Ireland to take charge of the leotoral easpaii.

To judge from the annual meeting of the Home Rule party at

City Mall, Iib1.tn, on 21 January 1880, policy was still in doubt;

eapsoisUy sinc, both Pamnell and 0 'DonneU were absent, th. latter

on th. request of Bigger and others consenting to act as locia

1. Henry to Davitt, U January 1880, MacDanagh Papez', Ms 11 Wi6.

2. enge1	 21 February 1880; Pioneer, 18 February, 13 March 1880.

3,	 Picneer, )3 )j 1 1880.

I.	 I:bid., 18 February 1880.
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tenens as president of the electoral committee of the activists.1

It vu the opinion of many present that the only "duty' of Irish

representatives warn to their OlC1 people. No business connected

with the British empire, ssaertsd the Qievalier O'Clery, could

be of the slightest importanc, to them so long as th. lives of

their f.Uow countryman were at stake. While the Irish people were

at that very moment being exteriii*ted by their mortal foe, famine,

the action of the British empire in Afghanistan or 2uluI j nd, or

.].sewher., was irrelevant.2 Philip Ci11ai proposed that the Irish

party should take no sides in the I pi4thg partystxugg].. on 'issues

wholly unconnected with Ireland'. In other words, Home Ruler.

should be allowed to vot, as lach thought fit on foreign affairs.

He admitted that he was interested in the Faatern Question, that

he hated Russia, and that he abominated the Government that flogged

the nuns of Minek. As tar as Ireland was concerned he would vote

for any country that would go to war with Russia, 'the enemy of the

hT1an race and of his religion".3 In April, Parn.0 attempted to

drive Cal1 n out of polities by setting p a rival candidats against

him.	 in tact lost his old seet in DilaITr, but was returned

instead for I.outh as its senior iAImber)' m. most persistent

1. Natiofl, 13 March 1880,

2. 7reeman 5 Journal, 2]. J.miry 1880.

3. Tiaee, 22 Jaivary 1880.

1•	 See 0 'Donneil, Ej ator, i, pp. I49 h6Z$. C l1a,a 'a success.
Lu]. opponent at IU1ds 11 was Charles Russell.
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supporter of the Conservatives, Sir George Bowyer, avoided expulsion

by r.sig1ng. He informed the party and his constituency that

because Home Rule nov prejudiced 'Dritish and imperial interests", hi

could not honestly seek re..electio&'.1

The Fs,man'a Journal made the point that if the Queen's epeeoh

left out all mention of fish distress, Horn. Rulers should insistently

call attention to this omission by an u'andment to the Address. The

world should then be shoim that Irish Members considered the "dread.

ful suffering." of their comtrymen "infinitely more important than

troubles in Afghanistan, or disputes about th. line of the Balkan&'.2

This was not a retraction. The Freeman still held that Afghn'itan

was the concern of hwwty and Home Rulers, but considered that it

was not th. immediate priority. Home Rulers could still be counted

among the soucafled 'gland Ltghans" end "virs pullers' who did their

'work noisily" and 'therefore (attracted] some attention".3 Juatin

McCarthy, for example, was a signatory of a Memorial to the Prime

Minister d.aiding an inquiry Into acts which affected the 'honour

of the Nation, of the Army and. of the Sovereign".

At a second meeting of the party held in the Committee rooms,

flng Street, on the re p.'i1g of Parliaent, thirtyufivs members

1. See Bowysr 'a two letters to the Times, 14 November 1879j 1%
March 1880.

2,	 7rse"ais Journal 23 January 1880.

3. Craubrook to Itton, 4 January 1880, tJPe Mes Rur.
r. 218, 516/i.

4. Free"an'e Journa, 2 February 1880. Among McCarthy's fellow
signatories werei 	 Courtney, EOPWOod, Howard, Jansa,
Lawson, and Pennington.
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(inalwttng this time 0 'DcmneU but not PaaneU) attending, moz'.

definite plans srs aid. On Shaw's motion it was decided to move

Sn amendment to the Address oondeiiwifng the Government for not fully

Comprehending the seriousness of Irish distress, and for tailing

to provide efficient measures for its relief. This Wftl g61'Sfly

agreed upon, but as spokesman for the activist section of the party,

o 'DoimeU openly reserved th. right of moving a comter aendment,

should the course of debate warrant him doing

lord Crsnbrocic expected that th. "mavoidabl cliitiea of

war" would be the them. of most	 DISte&d what Paxliasent

heard were "virulent outpouring. of wrath",3 from Irish rather than

Liberal Member.. After the first night's proceedings, the Times

commented that Irish t4smbrs "wer, never less disposed to be

fri.endl7"to thS Government. hile some of the early exchAnges did

centre cm Lfghn1"tan or Zuliziand, one after another of the Home

Rulers managed to deflect the discussion onto Irish relief, which

the Government would have preferred to postpone till a "proper

cpportunjty". Eventu*fly W.H. ith was "put up" on the third

night6 to expl*in the 1 tst.rial position and to justify the policy

-	 I-.	 --

	

1.	 mvte, 6 February 1860.

	

2,	 Cranbrook to Temple, 2 ?ebx'uaxy 1880, Temple Papers, Mas sir,
7.86,1 17.

	

3	 Crsnbrook to lytton, 1.h Jamzaz'y 1880, e.eit.

	

1.	 ,nes.	 .eit.

	

.	 Hanear4 Vol. 250, 5 February 3.880, Ccl. 3.314.

	

6.	 O'DomnsU,	 i, P. 1432.
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of caution on Irish 'elief• His	 merely made things

worse. The Government 's measures were denounced as "worthless"

and "an insult to hujnnrzlty".2 At the end of the debate the Home

Rule party was no nearer accommodation with the feeling of the

House than at the beginning, and 1iau'e amendment, duly tabled, was

rejected by 216 votes to 66.

Thus, just as he had threatened to do, O'Donnell attempted to

append a b]-'nk.t condemnation to the Address. His long amendment

bad no prospect of success, but as a declaration of war by "rival

potentates' on the Government, was a symbolic and not altogether

hoflov gesture of defiance. It proved that 0 'Donnell was still

committed to the activist cum Parnellits cause, enjoying th. role

of its most articulate spokesman.3 like a loymi subordinate, he

proclaimed the prime 1n1ateriai. position forced on PaxneU as

leader of the Irish people by the abdication of the I.ord-'Lieutenant)'

Parneil went to America, he said, an "no private mission of personal

ambition", but as the "authorised ambassador of the taxmts'

organiectione of Ireland." Like an ambitious eubord(!At., the

policy he defended was not only ParneU 's on laM reform, but

also his oi on inperial contacts. One part of his amendrent

Indicted the Ministry tar "sedulously deecribftng] as seditious

1. Hansard, op.oit, 9 February 1880, Cole. 299.3O.

2. 4ua]. Regist, 1880, p. 12.

3. Knaerd op.cit. 9 pebruary 1880, Cola. 368.9 O'Donnell made
r?iitnpression in the party by rpudiating eharges made
against his absent "colleagu. and friend", PaeU.

Ii.	 Thid,, 12. February 1880, Col. li83.

%.	 Ibid., 12 February 1880, Col. S23.
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and disloyal the conaitutional id,avwa of the Irish repreaen

tativee to establish irroved relations betwei Ireland and othi'

portions of 1Hei1 Maj.sty 'a Doinions, and to bring about a better

distribution of the legislative work which now overburthen[edJ the

Dp.rial Parliar'ent". SiLficant1y, 0 'DoineU introduced his

speech with a catalogue of aovrent failures in Turkey, South

Africa, Afgh.n1*tar, and Ddia, and concluded it with a diatz'ibe

against "Jingo 1qerialisa" in Ireland. lord Beaocnstisld 'a model

of gcvv.rnment was that of yzantin. Caesariam" or of "an Oriental

SultBnate", his ideal "a servile horde" of subjects "orouoMx!g

beneath the theapcnsible suprenaay of the Stat". This was the

reason the 'imperial levellers" o1 the Tory School dalib.rate]y

slandered the claim for Hone Rule as implying disintegration of

the empire, when it really meant integration based on federal

unity.1 mile the amendment was defeated by 128 votes to 12,2

it came nearer to reflecting the good of the nationalist organisation

than Shaii'a much milder equivalent.

1. - flanaar4, op.eit., 12 )'Ubruary 1880, Cola. !2$..8.

2. Home Rulers who voted for O'IneU'a amendments 7Inigan,
4oLarthy, 0 'Bairn., iThs 0 ']noghus, 0 'Gorman, The 0 'Gorman

Malion, 0 'Sbaugbn.ssy, O'Sullivan, 0 'Camor Power, B. Power,
Synan. Tellersi 0 'D si.11, Biggar.
•The presence of the O'Donoghn. in the aetiwiat lobby was am
act of s.lts.preeervation. In his electoral address ha stood
as a supporter at Parnslls 'It will not surprise yui& to hear
that at th. end of so many years in Parliament, I should be
sorry to lose ny seat". Irish Timej 3$ Harsh 1880, quoted
in C.C. 0 'Bz'ion, Parnell AiiE his Party1 p. 25
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0 'DonneU was at least "acting" head of the energetic Home Rule

Conf.deration, whereas Shaw at a meeting of the ailing Home Rule

league openly renounced all "pretensions" to lead either the Irish

peopi. or the Home bale movement. 2 Bigger considered that 0 1Donnell

had made out a "wonderfully strong 	 and Yinigan promised, as

an Irish representative, his support for any man found on "the p1st.

tore of common hui'ar'ity", 1 The Natio, which "had" no taste for

flighty projects or for schemes which "dreams wer.] made of",5

congratulated O'ThnneU for striking the right "key note". 6 The

Freeman's Journal was also impressed. It rejected outright the

views of the Times that the speech was the product of a "perverse

temper" full of "preposterous iiputationa", 7 but asserted that on

th. contrary it was most

The "key note" referred to by the Nation was O'Donn.U's

slanaticn that the cry of "Dowa with the Irish People" was a

Government ploy to blind the electorate to failure overseas.9

It was this electoral manoeuvre that encouraged the Home bile

1.	 O'Donnell,	 1, pp. 4314, 1436.

2.	 Time!, 14 February 1880. Shaw announced that he had b.en cured
?i* ambj tions in that direction "that day 12 months.". "The
heart-broken looks of that poor old man who was then their lead.r
haunted him still."

.3.	 Hansard, !p.oit., 12 February 1880, Col. 529.

ii.	 Ib1d, Cola. 5323,

5. Nation, 3 January 1880.

6. Thid., 14, 23. February 1880.

7. Tirnea U February 1880,

8. Freeman's Journal, 12, 13 Fsbrnery 1880.

9,	 Hanear4, !p. eit., 11 February 188o, Cci. Zi29.
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movement to appeal after al]. to the memory of Beaconafie]4's

disastrous foreign and colonial policy. 0 'Donn.0 declared that

Irishmen would not be fooled Into playing the game of that "trans-

planted visier" or led away from their "national traditions".1

Di fact, no Home Ruler contributed to th. two discussions on the cost

of the Afghan war raised by Fawc.tt *t the beginning and end of the

short session, or ohaUenged General Robert 's glib answer to the

grave charges of brutality brought against his army. Thi might

have been for political reasons decided on at the two party meetings

prior to the piing of Parliament. When the Government was unable

to dispel the "Gladaton4zin mists", 2 it was sound tactics to give th.

Liberals free rein.. ( both matters, the Home Rule press identi-

fied itself with the argwnents put forward by Pawoett and other

Opposition spokesmen. The Freemen 'B Journal welcomed Yawoett's

attempt to extract from the Government a statement of iti Intention

on the Afghan Wars3 a "more important question" could riot have

arisen. 14 It asawned that the war was an "imperial" one and that the

eenaes should largely be borne out of imperial resources arid not

by the "miserable people of Thdia", Taken as an issue of "right and

Justice", the only excuse that could be pleaded for charging the

1. Hansar4, op.cit., 12 February 1880, Ccl. S27.

2. Cranbrook to Iytton, 114 March 1880, I rtton Pape	 Mae Eur.
Z.2l8,Sl6/.

3. See Fawoett to Gladstone, 8 February 1880, GladstcnsPsers,
AddJa 11ilS6.

4, freeman's Journai, 12 February i88O
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the Didian exchequer was the nearness of ThM to Afghanistan. As

for the kabul atrocities, the Freeman's Journal considered that

Lord Roberts' letter of defence, which Stanhope read out to the

House of Covuuons on lb February,1 confirmed the accusation made

by Frederic Harrison in an article, rtial law in Kabul"2

Sijniliarly, the Nation thought Roberts culpable and likened him and

his troops to "military brigands".3

A second blind, a new regulation for putting down obstruction

introduced by Stafford Northaots on 26 February, 14 at but provoked

a strong response from Hoin Rulers on the principle of intervention.5

McCarthy, Synazi, Sullivan and 0 'Donnefl6 all argued that as there

had been no violation of rules that session, the motion was primax'i]7

designed "to dassle the eyu of the parliiv nt 1tary electorate",7

and to uncover an alleged 'combination between Liberalism and

Obstruction". 8 Ddeed, the debate was conioted throughout under

the "menace" of an appeal to public Opinion against any Member who

1,	 Hansa.d, op.cit., 14 February, Cola. 592-3. A transcript of
letter is printed in Cola. 580-2.

2.	 s.. Chapter Six, section cm., p. 298.

3. Nati, 11 February 1880.

4. Ths new rul, provided for the suspension of any Member for
the remainder of the sitting, nai'ed br the Speaker for obstruc..
ting the businea. of ths House. It a Member was suspended
three tines for the sane offenc. in a session, he could be
barred from the House for a week or more.

	

5,	 Ransard, op.cit., 26 Fsbruary, Cola, 1450 .1514j 27 February, Cola,
1.530..l668 2 February 1880, Cola. 1669..1708.

	

.	 mid., 26 February 1880, Cola. 1190.6, 3Ji96i500, 1504 .14, 352933,

	7,	 !4., Ccl. 1530.

	

8.	 Ibid., Cal. 3.505.
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opposed the resolutions. Again appointed to lead the home Rul, partLy

on this Issue, 1 0 'lbnnefl wisely channelled Irish criticisms towards

the propaganda aspects of the Government 's motion, and steered his

colleagues clear of the trap of moving a series of dilatory amend.

monte.2 Mitchell Henry had also tendered the same advice.3 Two

days later, the Freeman 's Journal complimented the party on the

"very sensible" attitude it had adopted. The Government had been

euooesefuUy deprived of an excus, for throdng th. charge of

impeding business on either the Liberals or the Irish. Still

'politlTrthg,' Dwyer Gray claimed entir, credit for this denouement.

let the initiative had always belonged to O'Donnell. On 2 March,

Biggar, Yinigan and O'Donnell published a joint statement finding

fault with the glish press for their blsinket definition of obstru.o.

tive behaviour. "Mere obstruction", they admitted, was & "oontemptibl.

absurdity", but "active hostility to bad government, intelligent

criticism ofpublic business, and constant presence on the scene of

Parliamentary duty (could] only be described as obstruction

by rascals or by fools".6

1.	 Ha., Col. 1696.

2. mid., Cole. 1691, 17Oli.S.

3. Freeman's Journ&L_, 26 February 1880.

Ii.	 ibid., 28 February 1880.

mId., 9 March 1880.

6.	 Thid., 2 March 1880.
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When the dissolution was sprung on the country on9 March,

Lord B.aoonsfield staked hi. future on proving the complicity of

Home Rulers and Liberals as partner. in crime, in the rk of

parliwitary obstruction, and In theiz' desire "to disintegrate

the Thit.d Kingdom". They were the enemies who c11ged "the

ezpedieoy of the erial character" of the realm. Having failed

to "enfeeble" to. Colonie, by their "policy of decomposition",

they had recognised in Home Rule a "mode" wtiioh would not 01217

accomplish "but precipitate their purpose".1 The manifesto failed

to divert attention away from foreign policy. In tact, it had an

"imexpeoted effect" upon the Irish vote. 2 0 'Donnell persuaded the

Home Rule Confederation to alter itt "habitual tactic.", and to

punish lord Beaconafield by throwing Its weight against ail Cons er'

vative candidates without regard to their Individ.ual position on

Home Rule. With the authority of the Confederation behind him, he

urged,In a counter manifesto3, the Irish electors of Great Britain

to vote ag1nst Benjamin Disraeli as they should agai.nat the "mortal

e1eiy" of their country and race. "Ax3ybody but a Tory" became the

watchword.b Liberal candidates were not to be asked for a pledge

on Home Rule, even though the addresses of HatingtJ

1. The Prime Wnl"ter's manifesto can be found in the Annual Registe
1880, p. .32.

2. Thid., 1880, p. SIt.

3. Zversley, op.cit., p. 107.

1.	 O'Donnefl, istorZ, , •

5. Treemans Journ4, 1]. March 1880.

6. Se. .B. O'Brien, Parnefl i, pp. 21011.
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held out no great promise of a substantial shift in attitude to Irish

seLf-government. O'Donnell s m5fli feato reminded the Irish in Britain

that the election was to be fought not solely on events in Ireland,

but as well on the whole coizass of the Government's records

"Th. foreign policy of Lord Beaconsfield has b.en an
lngl rious and disastrous failure".
Th. record of his domestic achievements tells of shams,

nothing but shams. That Ii why he chooses to attack th.
Irish people, and to hound on, as he hopes, the passions
of the ignorant and the unreflecting of the country."
"lord Beaoonafie]4 fears that the British people vii].
decline to applaud the destruction of unfortunate Afghans
and Africans".1

0' Donnsil wa, deputed to explain the situation to the Irish voters

in the ziortherm towns of ig1and and to urge them to vote Liberal.2

Thus "the solid Irish vote" was yirtii*11y secured for the Liberal

cane..

This action was 0 'Dornel1 'a "last exertion of authority as

Vice-President of the Horns Rule Confederation".4 Throughout 1879

and early 1880, he was motivated as has been shown by the concept of

en"entente eordiai.e"between Home Rule and Liberalism. The conversion
4	 I

of one of the two 'a1n parties to Home Rule,beLore agrarian die

turbance acted as a divers ion,wae the goal he was working towards.

A.M. Sullivan also favoured a limited scheme of alignment with a epecifis

party.5 And Alfred Webb, before going over to the Land League as

-C

1. Freeman t J,urnal1 11 March 1880.

2. bid., 16 March 1880.

3. iva1 'egiste, 1880, p. 54.

Ii.	 O'Donnell,	 p•

5.	 Time, 27 December 1879.
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treasurer, loc&.d to Juatia. from the liberal party.1 H. wzote that

it was a &ty to mankind to weaken by every poseibis means on's

vative power, which bad "so long swayed the ire for evil, and

coabatt.d truth, enlightenment and progress'. 2 None of this. hop..

wer, realised. The .1sotioi In Ireland mr. tougit on a dUterent

basis. Parnsll's *ioizt..s were those who preached the message of

an agrarian war. ala campaign was permeated by general antagonism

to 1gland, to both parties, liberal or Conservative. i the end,

it was the former in Ireland which suffered the most dViags at

Irish hands. 0 'Do.meU 'a letter to the Freeman's Journal 22

April, stressing the wisdom of allowing Gladstone 'a Government time

to ahoy its face befor, adopting towards it an "aggressive and

defiant" attitud•, suggested that no such period ol' grac. was

contemplated.3

1. Latter to Freeman's Jow'n4 114 April 1880, contained in Webb
"

	

2,	 Letter to eean's Journ4,, 29 lkroh 1880. j jbjct.

	

3.	 Freeman's Jotzrnal 22 April 1380,



XI The gpeelal elationehip Disintegrates

The reperousttimis of the fish faitne were felt as far afield

as Didia, and arguably influenced the development of natio'sliem Ui

Bengal if not in the other Presidencies. The sudden emergence of

the rand League as a political power in Ireland, and the agrarian

agitation it eponeoz'ed,wez'. bound to influence the attitude of

•ool*U)' conservative .dian politicians to the Home Rul. party and

to Home Rulers as suitable parliamentary 	 Dnplicit in this

new Irish movement with its call for a general strike against

rent, iti demand for peasant ownership, and its occasional taik of

*].anci natio'ialjestjon", was a threat to pz'qertied interests, and

the mderntining of traditional society. Just as ]d4*n political

associations and Iri4itan newspapers aught guidelines fraa Ire aM

on the teomiquee and tactics of political action, so they imbibed

the lessons and dangers of social upheaval. The conclusions

reached were not always the same, and in the case of the Thdian

Association and the British Thdian Association were diametrically

opposite. Significantly, the gulf which separated the two rival

organisattone was formed not because of divergence over extremist

or oonatitttionl paths to the seine goal, but because of the support

of one and the hoetiltt of the other to a progran of peasant

riit arid land reform. 2 The British Didian Association, the

bastion Qf zeinindari influenc, and, privilege, Jealously guarded the

1. A brief account of the agzar3.an situation in Bengal will be
given in Qiapt.r ight.

2. Seal, op.cit., p. 222 if.
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statza quo and th. political predominance derived from it. The D4ian

As'ooiation, the nuthpieoe of Calcutta intellectual and prof...

atonal classes, aspired to the undivided leadership of the Thdian

peopis as the "tribune"1 of the peasants. It hoped to do this by

mobilising a populist following along Parnellite lines. By claim.'

tug to represent the ryots, it sought to eoimtex Government criticisms

of narrow vested interests and to outflank the old 1andowting end

aristocratic leaders who had long insisted that they spoke for the

ryots. Zreover, the political clj..p'ate in 1379 was particularly

favourable for broadening the base of the Association's mnbez'.'

ship and following, by moving into the countryside. Several verma.

cular papers begged that it do so at once,and invited it to speak

on behalf of the "helpless and voiceless"; 2 as they saw it "the tim

for action (hadi come". 3 A Comniasion of Inquiry set to investigate

serious agrarian disturbances had just recouunenced the reform of

existing tenancy laws, and new legislation was oonfidsnt]y expected.

Thus in 1880, the Ddian Association formaUy announced that it had

undertaken the solemn duty of mkig biown the "wants and grievances"

of the unrepresented ryots.b

Uflderatandab]y, th. honeymoon between O'DQnnel]. and the

Hs Rule party on the one aide and the British Th4ian Aaaooiatim

1.	 Seal, op.oit., p. 222

2 •	 See Sadharani, 2 February 1879, thioh begged the Th4ian A*aOOi*
attco protect the ryots as the British 4ian Association
did the lnwllords. Bengal Native Newspaper Report WR/$,
Vol, 5, 1879.

3. Sattatth, 3.3 January 1879, Bengal Native Newspaper
IjI/], Vol. 5, 1879.

. lbuz'th Atmual Report of the Th di n Association, 1879.80,
PP. 78, quoted in Seal, op.oit., p. 223.
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and the ndoo Patriot on th. other, began to show signs of disiLlusion.

I souring in the relationship could be detected as early as April

1879. Then the Hindoo Patriot rushed to refute an article which

appeared in the Pioneer1 showing many points of resemblance between

the Irish peasant and the Behaz' ryot, and concluding that the same

measures which helped to improv, landed conditions in Ireludfixit7

of tenure, compensation for improvententa-..might prove equaLly ban..

Lids], in 1)41. landlords war. desoribed as being one and the

same in both countries, the Behar tic cadar had his Irish equivalent

and the village mihajan apprimated to an Irish "gomb.en man",2

The Pioneer was in fact justified in s.nkin this comparison. Lord

Cornwitilts, th. author of the seinindari eettle'n't of 1793, had b.li.v.d

that he was transplanting the glIsh system of industrious, progre

sly., improving landlord to Ddia. lie actually imposed on Bengal

a policy which did nothing to ng11cias the semindars or make thez

capitalistic in their methods, but which deprived the ryota of their

traditional property rights and eosed then to the machinations

of mone1endera and aiddle.men.3 Th. system of land tenur, he tock

over therefore corresponded more closely to that of Ireland, where

the chasm separating owier and occupier could be oharacterised as

"Asiatic", than to that of 3ig]snd.

Qar1es James O'DonneLl looked on the Pioneer as an authority

on land adm4nl tration and eminently "capable of independent

1. Pione, 27 March 1879.

2. Hindoo Patrio 7 April 1879.

3. 'ic Stokes, The P)gltsh Utilitarians and Thdl!, Oxford l99,
pp. S-6, 2f-26, 1t-6.

'4'.
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critiojan of the no.t trenchant ktnd.' Tet the fish cvüiaxz

*ILht possibly hais contributed the article hiaseLf. "oeptimi1y

v.13. lxttoraed on th. condition of a provInce in which he Ihad]

peit nearly aix years in close investigation on the agrarian

question in its various phas.s', 0 'Dosm.0 hod been asked 'to

furnish a report on the land laws of Behar' f r the Coenisiton of

his Judicial capacity his srpathies rested very

definitely sore with the ryot than with the sisindar. fl May 187?

be had suffered doiagrs4ing, by a ugh urt order, r proceeding

against a sauthidar In a 'hasty, Injudicious, arbitrary and im.just'

fashion.3 Again in Jima 187, stationed at Sewaii In the Sarim

district of B&ar, O'Th*n.0 laid serious charges against the Mahaz'sjs

of )hitva for cpr.s.Ing his tenants end for scheeing at their vhola

isis d.aartia,i'.' ( appeal, the Maharaja's uncorroboreted answers

to thee, al1egations were accepted as conclusive proof of his

Im000nae, and 0 'Domnell was reprimanded for shoving "his syepatby

with th. ryots to lead his t. seek support for what was really a

bregons censluatan in his stud, rather than to conduct a full and

impartial Inv.stigstio*'. 6 1. Septeab.r, the ztwa cue vu laid

before the acting Lteutazt Governor of Bengal, Sit Start B4,y,
4-

r-----t_...._...

C.J. O'Donnell, 'The Want. .Z Behar', in Caleutia Revie, 1879,
vol. 't; p. 160.	 --

J)ia to Nortbbrock, 19 October' 1800, tp	 ep	 Add. Ms
1s3592.

Abstract of C.J. 0 'XbnnsU 'a servic, roard, enclosure in
1i.

Thid., see also 1 tter no. 8 E, Conzdssi*ier of Patna to Govi. of
enjal, 14 August 3.879, enclosure In /JcJJ1 ii 1331,?. 13i9.

Maharaja's letter of s1sxzatioc, no. 14 a, U July 1379, Appendix
'tXZ in ibi.

latter' no. 86Th, Govt. of Bengal to Govt. of dia, 30 July 1881,
enalceur. in__

1.

2.

3.

14,

S.

6.
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who fomd O'Donnell's prosecution against the Maharaja largely

'hypothetioal". Ci 114 October he ordered his transference without

demotion to Jeasoz'e in Lower Bengal,1 where his views "were less

likely to do danutg&'.2

Almost a year to the day when his celebrated open letter to

the Marquis of Hartington caused a furor., 0 'Donneil traced the

'real source" of Behar'i "permnial misery" to three causes s

rack-renting by zemdndars, the tiocadari syztem of agricultural

adp'lnfstration in which the "evidences" of "occupancy rights"

wer, continuously destroyed, and exploitation by European Thdigo

planters. 3 In a bold and provocative articl, in the Calcutta

Review of 1879, entitled 'The Wants of Behar"14 and reviewed by the

Hindoo Patr&o, O'Donnell accused the Govexnmnent of brek1tig its

contract with the ryots by ignoring the "binding" stipulations of

the Permanent Settlement and by Introducing "new and irritating 1ind

taxes of disputed justice". Had the Government enforced its "solemn

pledge", Behar should hat. had a "wealthy farmer class", instead

of 'a mass of greedy ticoardars".5 He stressed that "radical

reform" was not too late end that fixity of tenure for the ryots

1.	 O'Donnell was severely reprimanded for "want of judgment' in
sending out polio. officers to Investigate reports of w.tdes'.
pread desertions and of '_int4nitng the 'correctness of the
police reports in their most exaggerated form.'

2.	 1en to Northbrook, 29 October 1880, op.oit.

3.	 C.J. O'Donnell,
IPn1on iOOU, p. .L4. tie. aLSo tis
0 'Donnefl'e article. Ktndoo Patriot1

14.	 C.J. O'Donnell, "The Wants of Behar', pp. 1146-.66.

S.	 Ibid., pp. 158-60.
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and the curtailment of unrestricted subdivie ion by zenhirLdars,

would fulfil the intentions of the early British legislators.

Perhaps it would even prevent a spats of tw'dnes and a peasant

"jacqueris". Debar, ich had none, "must have a land law of her

own", he wrote, "to take into consideration local factors".1 It

would seem that 0 'DonneU was on that aide of the official fence

which favoured the ryotwari version of Permanent Settlement.

Surpriatng]y, the Hindoo Patriot thought the article a "fair

transcript", and commended it to the Rant Coauniasion. The Thitwa

proceedings had not yet made tli. headlines, and 0 'Donneil 'a careful.

distinction between Beliar and Bengal, with the Bengal tenantry

"so strong in their rights", end the proprietal7claasaaeociated in

the British TMi zul Association, "int.ligent" and "just", permitted

a degre. of objectivity. 2 Debar, he insisted, held a "very anomaloua

position in the adidnietration of the Dldiall npire", for it could

itill boast a "great landed eriatooracj with many of the traditions

and some of the tastes of an old nobility". Cka the other hcmd,

there also existed "a great lixfleas class" numbering between three

and four ii11{ons, who were "wretched with a poverty" that was

"unequalled in Bengal". i Bengal, land was divided amonga the

people "In a 'np er that could not fail to delight a French republican

and tight even find favour with a moderate oomnnmist".3 let excessive

1. C.J. 0 'Donneli. "The Wants of Belier", pp. l7, 160.

2. Thld., p. 163.

3. Ibd., pp. ]16..52.
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rent rather than mismanagement, th. ticoedari system, or the survival

of a princely autocratic remnant, was seen by the Patriot as the oY.r

riding evil. D August Stewart Bayl.y admitted the feasibility at

reform, suggested by 0 'Donnelli—tenures made secure, du. protection

to ryote, enlarged landholdlngs-..as an answer to "chronic pauperism".

Parliament, P.M. O'Donnell asked Stanhope to lay before the House

reports of the Magistrate Collectors of Misaffarpur, Durbhnr, Sarun

(c.J. O'Donnell) and Chnnparan, concerning abuses (bt ad been

allowed to gray up in connection with indigo planting in Behar.2

Despite the derstandabls reluctanc, of the Hindoo Patriot

to look kindly cm a criticism of scil.ndare who mtg}t be its patron.,

itov.dsd.bt of gratitude to F.M. O'Donn.11and Ireland. Old

friendships died hard. Until. laI'd legislation became a sensitive

ju in Bengal, and the Irish "hold the rent" oaaiW1 a thorn in

flesh of lid( n lax'doiers, there was no pressing reason to

terminate the r.lationhip, if it was now lees than special. 	 deed,

the paper reapondedwith open generosity to an appeal. by C.J.

O'Donnell on 9 February 1880, for subscriptions in aid of relief

*eaau?es in Ireland. 'No better chaP.l for relief", O'Donnell

wrote, "[could 3 be found than the present Lord Mayor of Dab]in,

Mr. Dw'ysr Oray, LP. for Tipperary, a firm and able friend of the

native peoples of D*dia"; a recommendation which incidentally con.

fjaedhis association with Gray. 3 Heeneloeedachequ.for50

rupees to inaugirste the fond.

1. Hindoo Patri$, 18 August 1879.

2. Mansard Vol. 250, 26 February 1880, Cola. 111141P$.

3. See Qiapter Six, section one, p. 299 f.
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The Hlndoo Patriot could be considered *gviu1thious in recon.

mending this appeal "from a son of '1n, who (had 3 identified him.

self with the peopl. of dia by engaging himself In its service,"

and "thoa, talented and large-hearted brother' was ev,r ready to

lend his tongue in Prlfr &m t to th. service of Didim's "dumb

jiV1ton,R. Not only that, but it expressed iti.it w11g to receive

mzbecrlptictie till a formal committee vu regularly constituted?

"there is so much In 000n between freland and Ddia that th. news

of th. afflictions of the former ought to rouse th. warmest fee1ig

of ,yat1hy in th. breast of the latter 2 Shortly after.

wards, a Calcutta eoutive Committee 3 was set i with Rivers

Thompson, the futme Zisut'. iant Govermor .f Bengal and an ardent .4vo.

cate of Irish doses of land reform in	 as its President, and.

Xristodaa Pal, the editor of the Patriot. as an Honorary Secretary)'

Over £8,000 from t1his branch was handed over to the Thzclieu of Marl

borough's and the flzblIn Mansion Rouse funds to be eqn1iy divided

between then.S Noveysi, it was with a sigh of relief that the

Ktndoo Patriot recorded 0 'neU'. departure for Ireland as

"decidedly the man tar Oivay' 6 me Th41an Mirror, it.ilf rather

patrician In outlook, gave him a more candid send off. Whether

1.	 Rlndoo Patriot 9 7.bruary 1880.

2.	 Thid., 23 February 1880.

3. A Bombay Famine R.li.f limd was also established, and * similar
committ.e of u'opeans and Thdiiu formed to	 it.
Nation 14 February 1880.

14.	 Thdian Mirror, 24 February i880 Hindoo Patriot 23 February 1880.

. Hindoo Patriot 7 Jme 1880,

6. Thid.1 1. March 1880.
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o 'Donn3i. proved a success as * Hoa Ruler, it ooamsntad, he was

dsfin.tt4y not $ san "Who would have mads a nsu. for hinsel.f in

India". Re vu "d.eply stirred by a tsverish spirit of political

unrest", and ight have done "inaslou]Abl• mischief siiig sans

clause of the Indiazi people", had his "abilities aud Judgment"

been in proportion to his "real or affected seal" for the promotion

of "sxtrece views". Thi Mirror wished the retiring civil servant

success, and Gbd speed, for "in truth" he was leaving ldia for

India's good. As a parliamentarian he would be d.prtvsd of the

opportuniti.s he poeeeued in Gover it service of disparaging

the "educated elueea" of Bengal. 1 O'DcnneU had aad* Influential

enewijee indeed of the local ieindare.

A further lanation for the fL1Ilng status of the Rome Thus

party in the eyes of the Hlndoo Patriot was th. rising reputation

of the Liberal party, and of Gladaton, Jwoett, and &'iglat in

particular, The arnua1 report of the O,misitt.s of the 'itish

Indian Association read out on 29 August 1879, had registered

special votes of th.$ce to Lord Northbrook, Gladstone, Pawcett

and 0 'Dctinell in that order; to 0 'Dannell for raising in the

Joi of	 disgmt1M r.ply to the cotton delegation,

but to Northbz'ook,Gl*dstcne and Pawostt for "eress1xzg the correct

prthc5.0 of action", with respect to the zesission of the cotton

duties, for "strongly deprecating the illiberal and injurious

1.	 India Mirror, 13 March 1880.
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spirit" of the Viceroy's recent measures, and for unflinchingly

advocating "eeanovy", "reduction of taxation", and the adm4(stratian

of affairs on "broad" and "honourable' principles. 1 A new pattern

of precedence was thus emerging.2

Like its contemporary the Benga1e, the Hiudoo Patriot had

conceded the iuportano. of party polities in Yngind, especially

in an election year. ]isouasing the Freeman 'a Journal 'a aometa

on C.J. O'Donnefl's electoral address to Galway, and its speculation

that a "bond of union" between IrelaM and Didia &gt profitably

be arranged,3 the Patriot was non..conmittal. 	 1877 it had aiwed

its sights at this target; in 1880 it amid even higher. Any

party in giiid that espoused D2dia 'a cause would win the paper's

gratitude. lit while a Pawc.tt hen, and an O'Donnell there ?night

periodically plead Xr*dia 'a cause, then, was still no systematic

agitation of Ifldjag questions in Parliament. Where, asked the

Patniotwaa the 'Indian Party" at Westailnater whose formation it

had earlier announced? While it made a rit't4etia protest against

India becoming the "sport of party politics", it recognised that

in a form of government in which th. majority ruled, "party att*nc.s

were essential to the suocesaful agitation of public questions" $
4-

'(ie may advance th. most cogent arguments, lend the
moat charming and powerful eloquence, and adduce the
strongest facts, but if it has no backers, his arguments,
facts, and .loquene. are simply throim airay. Par3.ia..
mentary majorities are not moved by abstract principles.
Party sympathies and influences go a great way in
obtaining parliaMentary support'.

1. Supplement to the Hindoo Pstriot 1 September 1879.

2, 8 in comparison, Chapter live, section two, p. 26k.

3.	 S.c Chapter Six, section cme,pp. 300-302.
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The Hindoo Patriot was therefore persuaded that it was of the "utmost

importance" for India where practicable, "to contract party alliances."

A combination of advanced Liberale led by Pawcett and Bright, "aided"

by the Irish party, would give Ifldia "ample cause for gratulation and

gratitude".' In such a scheme, the Irish were clearly Intended to act

as reinforcements for the Liberal storm-troopers. Fawcett, India's

oldest friend, had come to resume his seat or prominence temporarily

usurped by 0 'rbnnell, her newest advocate. While 0 'Donnel]. always

Wk.pt up a brisk fire" on Indian questions, Fawcett was now seen as

"a host In himself". No longer the "independent" Radical without

influence of following, 2 he more than anyone else was credited with

haying wrought the, change that had lately stolen over Thglish feeling

on Indian matters. 3 Fawcett, the Patriot predicted, was destined to

occupy "the position of leader of the Indian Party".

With the }Ltdlothian catch-phrases coming thick and fast, it

was only natural that the native IndiRn press acclai "'ed the Liberals

as deliverers from Tory tyranny. Fawcett, for example, if not

deified, was accorded the respect due to a prophet. The Bengalee.

placed him on a pedestal alongside Burke, "the greatest authority

on L*dia last century", as the . "greatest authority on India this

century". 14 Even In 1igland he came to be regarded by both parties

1. Hindoo Patriot 6 October' 1879.

2. 8.. Chapter three, section three, p. 1614.

3. Hindoo Patrio', op.cit., see also	 galee2 10 January l880
Indian Mirror, 9 January 1880.

4. Bengalee, 31 January 1880.
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as the "ecponent of accepted principles". 1 Henry Broadliurst, a

future representative of the labour movement in Parliartent, urged

Pawoett to undertake the production o a "good h n4booIc on India"

for popular consumption. 2 As a critic of Government policy, he was

both resp.oted and feared. Vioeregai correspondence was punctuated

with numerous references to hi. activities, and his ideas • In

India, it was rumoured that in a Liberal Minietry Fawoett would

become if not Secretary of State for India, 3 at th. very least

tinder-Secretary of State. 14 As it had done in 18714 0 In 1880, the

British Dadian Association reaffirmed Fawcett as it. special

repreeentativ.; it not only raised a fund of B.. 14,000 to provide

for his electors]. szpenae. but deapatched a telegram to the elector.

of Hackney to su. for hi. return. 5 A year earlier it might have

done as much for O'Donnell.

Above all, Gladstone 'a eechea had an uplifting impact on

Indian morale. The Hlndoo Patriot choss to interpret them as proof

that Gladstone had seen in the "classic land of the Ancient Arnna',

a parallel of ancient Greece, a "grand field.. .for the exercise of

his philanthropic seal, and his large-hearted humiril ty".6 It

re3eoted the assertion that they were the ontpouringa of pazti.snaMp,

1. Stephen, op.ett., p. 396.

2 • Jwoett to Broadhurst, 29 September 1878, Broadhurat Paper,
Coil. L.I, LS.Z.

3. Bengale, 6 December 1879,

14. Thid., 22 November 1879; Rlndoo Patriot, 19 April 1880.

5. iUxidoo Patriot, 15 March 1880; Bengalee, 27 March 1880.

6. Thid., 5 January 1880.
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and that th. Liberals would sventully follow in the sans footsteps

as the Conservatives. Any Ktnitry, in which Gladstcn. had a voice,

could not possibly allow the Vernacular Press Act to be retained

or the Conservative policy on native enlo nt in the public ser

does to remain. Thdia might fairly look forward to good days when

the Liberals case to power. 1 The Ddian Mirror simil arly "affirmed'

the uniqueness of Gladstone am a practical statesman, 'so thoroughly

guided' am he alwaye was by "deep moral convictions and by a most

scrupulous regard and tender sympathy for th. rights of other

nations".2 mit it was not prepared to concede that its "misgivings"

concerning Thd4a as a paim of party rivalry wer, other than per..

feetly Bound.3

Of th. three leading Bengali newspapers, the engalee, as has

been noted, identified closest with the Liberals. At a reception

in his honour, tal Z4ohun Ohoss sxplk4ned that if he conveyed the

impression of addressing hi'ss elf .zoluaiv.ly to members of the

Liberal party, the fault lay not with him. His appeal was directed

to the ig1ish nation as a whol, and to every *g1 hm', in short,

who was "anenable to reason'. If the 'violent partisans" of the

Conservative Government disqii 14 fi.d themselves, it was "tar other.
I	 I-

wise" with the Liberals.4 Ci 13 March Ohoss was again deputed to

-J

1. Nindoo Patriot, 12 January 1880,

2. Ddian Mirror, 9 January 1880.

3. mid., 10 March 1880.

14,	 ThId.. 9 March 1880.
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Thgland to adoate the interests of Thdi? and to campaign throughout

the untry against x*'tton 'a measures ipparentiy, it was eisa

his intenticn to stand laSjnee]! as Liberal candidate in the

general elections, but he was unable to obtain a constituency.3

Di a i fee to addressed to the electors of Great Britain and

Ireland shortly afterwards, the Di$1.n Association ooiAfl y cane

out into the open against the Conservative cause, describing their

policy as "r.trograde and repressive". Printed copies were sent

to 7awoett and Claesson. 14 A siwAlar though more specific appeal

by the Poona SarYaj luRk Sabba, "fervently prayed" that the "Great

Liberal Party" 4g}t secure a majority in the new Parliament. It

exhorted voters to return the 'trns representative members for

Indiai.Gladaton., Bright, Yawoett, O'Donnell, Ctialov, (b.r1*in,

Sir Qiarl•s T?evelyan, Wedderburn, GrantuDuf!, T1zg, Campbell, Sir

ge	 Di the general stat. of euphoria,

the Bengal.. went so far U to duorib. th. liberal party as the

part of "Liberty".7

1. Benge Lee. 13 March 1880.

2. Zal Mohan Ghoe op.ctt., pp. 9'lO.

3. Dadian Mirro 1.3 April 1880.

14.	 Bengsle. 20 March 1880.

5. Densil Ctzelow was a Conservative. Born in India in 1839, he
becam. the Private Secretary in turn to Sir Charles Tzevelyan,
the Et. Hon. WU1ILam Massey, both former Didian 7thanos Ministers,
and to Sir Richard Temple. Es died in 1908.

6	 Didian Mirro 214 March 1880.

7.	 27 March 1880.
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Ecpectations of a Liberal victory whetted the zdian appetite

for a generous advance towards representation. In order to strengthen

the hands of Sir David Wedderburn, who in 1879 had given notice

in Par1ient of hi. motion for the admission of Indians into the

Legislative Councils,1 the Thdin Association through Baiierjea

entered into negotiation. with him and Sir Qiarles DUke, 2 and

prepared a scheme of representative government that broadened the

Indian base in the consultative if not in the decision king processes.3

It was Wedderburn'. hop. that Indian taxpayers could be granted some

control over public expenditure, and that som. concession might be

made to the now respectable principle of "no taxation without repre-

sentation". Indian representatives in the Legislative Council, he

thought, could be mor, easily obtained and more useful when obtained,

than representation at Westminster. Wedderburn duly redemed his

promise on 13 February 1880, but did not ask the House for its opinion

or attempt to extract an answer from the Conservative Government.1

The time was not yet rip..5

1. Bengale, 19 July 1880. See Hansard, Vol. 2i49 S Angast
1879, Cal. 583.

2. Bengale, February 1880. See Wdderburn 'a letter to tha
Commit,. of the Indian Association, in which he acknowledged
the receipt of their letter dated 19 December 1879, and expressed
his gratitude that his efforts should have met with their
approval. See also Banerjea, op.eit., p. 61.

3. Bengal, 3 January 1880.

b.	 anaar, Vol. 250, 13 February 1880, Ccl.. 593-5fl.

5. Th. schem, was revived at a meeting of the Indian Association
in Nay, when it was resolved to appoint a committe, to draw
up a plan for representative government. Pioneers 20 May 1880.
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The Bengal.. also anticipated th. curtailment of the Afghan

War and the repeal of this Vernacular Press Let once the Liberals

were in power. 1t faith was bu.tfet.d therefore by GI adRtone 'a

statement in Midlothin that a Libsial Government could not com.'

pl.t.ly reced, from previous engagements entered into by the Con.'

s.rvativ.a.1 Nevsrthel.u, it held firm by its conviotion that

Didia could on hope to obtain Jus tics from igland when it became

* "potent factor" in party'..struggl.s, 2 AU, in fact, was rejoicing

on May when news of the Liberal landslide was received.3

let while th. Bengal.. and the D1dISIA &uooiation subscribed

to a Liberal victory, at the earns tine they were begirml-ng to warn

to O'Donmefl and the Iome Rule party. i the past the Bongale. had

neither much tin, for the Irish, nor m ioi sympathy. When Banerjea

took over the editorehtp of the paper in 1879 thi. attitude chaxged.

It was the goal of self-government that probab'y drew his attention

first to Ireland. Not that Bansrjes was a revolutionary, or ..apir.d

to compl.t. independs'oe. For him sovereignty meant "unification"

with Britain as "an integral part" of the .irs, not "aeverance")

Ratber,it was the methods of political agitation adopted by Ime

Rulers to achieve independence that attracted his observation as a

1. Bengalee, 10 April 1880.

2. Thid., 22 May 1880.

3. Bagal, op.ait., p. 148

14.	 R,C, Pailit and ft43 Mitter (ed.), eeches by Bab&Surendrana.th
Banerjea, Vol, Calcutta (1891 u'1903), pp. 7, 226.
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student of politics and not a. a guer'illa lsadu b.1 The Irish

situation was instructive first as an exapl. if not necessarily

to follow &t least to heed, and second as a reminder to the Indian

Government of what could happen f.m India if sit1ar policies were

pursued. "Justic. was don, to be1aid" Banerj.a addressed a

meeting of the In I1 Association, 'precisely when Irish questions

becoas party questions". "As it has been with Ireland so will it

be with [hdia'.2 The Bengalee responded quite differently from

the Nlndoo Patriot when news of th. anti-rent agitation reached

Ifldiai

"Th. question has often occurred to us and we may say
that it is fraught with netniug in conneotion with
India--as to why the history of Ireland should be
charaoteris.d by these periodical outbursts of popular
feeling which are often followed by insurrectionary
*ove'."ts and which are scarcely ever allayed except
by the adoption of stringent measures of repression'.

Th. solution it recommended was the early application of a remedy,

long before discontent toolc on any '!n*lignimt form". 'AU Govern

nenta should take a lesion from the history of Ireland", The wisest

ad"tnl.strator, it concluded, was not he who knew "how most dexterously

to put off concessions", but he who discerned when ccncssions to

popular demanda could no longer with advantage to the Stat. b. post

porzed.3

1. See Chapter Pive, section four, p. 27 if
2. Bengalee1 13 September 1679.

3. Thid., 29 November 1879.
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It was the land agitation in Ireland that encouraged the

Bengal.. to ponder the relationship between Hone Hulex's and Thdian

politicians; though no doubt C.J. O'Donnell's mantfesto to Galwy,

reprint.d In Ito oolunns,alao invited such .p.oulation. 1 Not

until February 1880 when the severity of th. Irish faM. beau.

Tmown x' it deliberations broadcast.	 a leading article, the

Bengal.. urged that by helping Ireland in her distress, Thdia should

not be pertoreing aexely an uILtulfilled dutyt

'Between Ireland and Didia,, ther. ought to exist th.
closest r.lationa of .yspathy and nutual regard. Both
occupy the sane position in regard to th. Mother country.
Both are dependencies of Oreat Britain; and both have
important concessions y.t to obtain fron igl an4•

Essentially, therefore, aid would be an expression of brotherly

concern. For their part, Irish representatives had always been

'foremost' In fighting IndIas battles In Parlia*nt. Evorsince

Frank Hugh 0 'Donn.l]. had called attention to th. Vernacular Press

Act, he and his party had always tried to up'old th. interests of

Thdia 2 At this stags, it was not clear whether the Bengal..

in recommending Bengal to participat, In the 'noble work of benevolence'

was also suggesting that India should likewis. uphold the interests

of Ire1 ai4• What was elear, was that the decision to expand the

bu. of nationalisa, as the Land L.agz. had don. In Ireland y'

championing th. peasant cause, had yet to be made. On 28 February

1880, the Bengalee recommended that 'as in IXidia so in Xr.land',

fixity of tenure upon a fair and noderate rent alone could improve

1.	 Bengsle, 11 October 1879.

2.	 iF44,,11 February 1880.
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the condition of the Irish tenant. The catadition of the Indian

ryot presumably was thought to be satisfactory. In short, the

Bengalee was set on the path of Indian land reform after C.J.

o 'DonnaU 'a disclosures about Debar in 1879 and after the start

of the Irish land war. If the Irish party had, lost a friend in the

}flndoo Patriot it van soon to find another in its coapetitor.

1.	 Beng&Lee, 28 February 1880.
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X Parn.0 Wins Ascendancy

Th. Home Ru]e party e]..ected in 1880 was different from that

elected in 18Th, in terms of composition but fundamentally in terms

of methodi and objectives. Recalling the aftermath, Frank Hugh

o'Donnell considered kdjslt "a lonely, lonely man, as (ha) looked

on th. crowd of newcomers who eat uttering strange watchwords and

exhibiting strange passions around Mr. C.S. Parn].]. on his election

for Cork and their .l.ction for the various constituencies which

could as yet be controlled by the land League branches and the

American mousy". His lament fox' departed colleagues "who symbolised

the union of Ireland under Isasa Butt", such as Lord Francis Conyngham,

the O'Conor Don, Lord Robert Rontagu, iar1es French, Wilfred

o 'Cali.aghan, and their replacement by "p u a .,llners" under

Parnell, was clearly an exaggeration though not without eon. basis?

Par'n.U's was the strongest faction to emerge from Butt's diainte-'

grating party and it consisted "almost entirely of new Members

of Parliament."2 Di a numerical survey, Dr. C.C. O'Brien has shown

that while more conservative and respectable than was generally

believed, these newcomers "had a streak of fnI en', a streak of

more exotic radiealisn and were coin itt.d to a very advanced land

programme".3 Several, such as John Barry and James 0 'Kely, had

1. O'Donnell,	 i, p. J67.

2. C.C. O'Brien, Parnell and his Party, p. 26. For the purposes
of analysis, Dr. O'Brien baa taken the twenty'.thr.e Rome
Thaler. who elected Parnil]. over' 8ha as party chairman, plus
Dillon, who was In America, as "definite Parnellitee".

3. C.C. O'Brien, ibid., p. 32.
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strong conneotions with the Fenian organisation and together with

T.D. Sullivan and John Dillon were noted by the Dublin Metropolitan

Polio. for their extremist sympathies. 1 0 'Kelly secured Rosoommon,

the 0 'Conor Don's old seat, for Parneil, apparently with the aid

of a aizeable contribution of $10,000 from the trustees of the

Skirmishing lund.2

Yet apart perhaps from 0 'Kelly, these and other "Cabinet

Ministers of the Parnell Ministry" such as Healy, 3 T.P. O'Connor,

Thotsi Sexton, Arthur O'Connor and John Redmond, h1 wer, hardly the

"oddities" O'Donnell depicted. Certainly, they differed from the

uaual Irish representative in th. sense that they war. men of

xoeptioa ability who moved .aeily in Fngl1ah society and corn-

tortably In the rarified atmosphere of Westminster. John Redmond,

for instance, had been nurtured on a parli.iaentary diet by his

father W.A. Reci'ond, and in 1880 was notinated to a clerkakzi,p in

the House of Coaions. He served his apprenticeship on Irish p].at".

forms in g'end rather than in Ireland. Di January 188]. he was

elected unopposed for New Rosa. Healy, of course, had been contracted

3.	 C.C. O'Brien, Parneil and his Party, pp. 29-30.

2. Deap. no. 62, Political and Secret, Archibald to Oranvifle,
21 November 1882, P.OJ Papers1 Vol. 1820.

3. Healy did not enter the House of Cooni until January 1881.

T.P. O'Connor published a series of biographical sketches
in the Week],y Freeman entitled "The Man of the Party". Hea].y,
Arthur O1Connor, T.D. Sullivan, 0 'Kelly, and Sexton wer, each
the subject of separate studies, which were reproduced in T.P.
0 'Conner, The Parnell Mev'enent. S.. clippings from Weekly
Freeman for 5, 19, 26 Je u y; 2, 9, 16 February 188L, in
t'olioe_Reports 16148-1921, Proc..dings of the Irish National
league 18S3-1, Box 6, S.P.0.

%.	 DLL, l912192l, p. 14147 if.
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by his father-.in*law T.D. Sullivan to writ, a parliamentary l.tt

for the Nation. T.P. OConnor, previously on the etaff of the D41y

Telegraph, a "convinced Ltb.ral of the Radical type", was singled

out by O'Donnell as 'by far the ablest' end "moat versatile" in

the new political combination. Before hi. eventual election for

Galvay as a IOme Ruler, he had &ught Parnell 'a backing to stand

for Derry as a Liberal, but had not received it. Yioe'uPre.ident

of the tamb.th Radical Association1 at the time, O'Connor had also

toyed with the idea of contesting Dew.bnry again for the Liberal

He was to become, because of his organisation of the Irish

In Great Britain, the essential 11ilr between the Liberals and

the party.

A good many were thus journalists 3 and lawyers or both, the

very class among whom 0 'DonneU hielf must be ranked. 	 e,

Willcaj* O'Brien, as founder of the Thiited Ireland in 1881, was to

become In 0 'Donnell's opinion, ParneU s editor and "censor of

newe". 1 Another diatinguisMng feature of the Parneflite gro

was their residence outside Ireland. Some like Arthur O'Connor,

who in speech and ner gave no hint that "he had a drop of Irish

blood in his veins", were born overseas, Imidon was hi. birtbp1aoe,

1. N. }facDonagh, Tue Home Rule Novem, pp. 136-38.

2. O'Donnell, History, i, p. 393. S.c also T. Heaiy to N. Healy,
August 1880, in Hesly, Iatters and Leader, 1., p.98.

3. H.a]y, )foCoan, T.P. O'Connor, O'Iel],y, S.ztcn, T.D. SulHvan.

14.	 O'Donnell, op.cit., p. 1457,

5.	 T.P. O'Connor, op.cit., p. 336.
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Just as Liverpool ma of J.H. ?4,Carthy, the son of Justin McCarthy.1

Edward Sheil,who had held Athions from 1874 to 1880, was born at

the British Residency in Persia.2 James MoCoan, an Irish Protestant

educated at Trinity Coflege Dublin, qiitified at the Euglish bar

before going out to the Crimea as war correspondent for the Daib'News.

He then settled In Constantinople for a number of years where he

began and edited the first Fnglish newspaper in Turkey, The Levant

Herald.3 Donald iFarlane, a Scottish-born Catholic, another who

made his home in London, had only reoently returned from India where

he had formed part of the non-official European commwiity of

Calcutta.4 Dr. Andrew ComltinR, Chairman of the Manchester Council

of the Home Rul. Canfederaticn of Great Britain, and one time

president of the Confederation, had lived for the most part In Liver-

pool. Admittedly, there were others with litt].e or no non-Irish

background, m such as John 1 eke, John Daly, Henry Gill, James

Zeahy and Edmund La]1y. However, they could not be considered high-.

zanldng.

These Parnellite lisuteraTta, yuug, ambitious, cosmopolitan,

who replaced the "miserable duffsrz" of Butt 'a era, 5 were oepab1e

of ranging with effect over the whole parliamentary field, as to a

1.	 See J. McCarthy, Story of an Irishman. london 1904, p. 192.

2	 Dod 'a Parliamentary Coianippj .1. McCarthy, Reminisoeflce Vol.
II, p. 407.

3. D.N.L, Second Supplement, Vol. IX, p. 507 if. McCoan was
liso the author of a number of books on pt and the Middle
zast.

4. Indian Mirr, 23 October 1881.

5. T. Haaly,tO K. Mealy, 1 August 1878, in Mealy, letters and
Leaders, i, p. 614.
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certain extent they did. Besides O'DonneU and O'Connor Power,

liealy, T.P. O'Connor, Arthur O'Connor, Sexton and Dillon after a

torrid baptism, were superior parliamentary orators end. platfore

speaker., well able to hold their rnai in the mit and thrust of

debate. All of them were seduced e'ventnally by the moderating

influence of the House of Co'ione. The spectre of an enlarged

activist party on pre-1880 line., however, intervening with destruc.

tim purpos. In all 'er of g1i.1z and iqerial business, never

quite materialis.d, at least in the fore envisaged by 0 'Doimell.

Writing to John Rediiond the leader of the Rome RL11S party In 19014,

b. complained that as the new members had "nothing to do with

the foundation of the ' Active Policy • from 1873 to 1879, but had

been nursed on th. fiction of T. P. O'Connor's 'Parneflusm' they

did not know wiat hi. policy entailed and never wanted to know.1

Ignoring the heavy overtones of rsorF' n tion, there was some

truth In this view. Basically they were all Parnell'. men and in

varying eaauze owed their election to his patronage. As his private

secretary Hea1y undoubtedly did. Arthur O'Connor, Garrett yrne

and Thomas Sexton were si1lar1y indebted. 2 "Mi'. T.P. O'Connor

we know nothing of", wrote the 'eeman 'a Journal. "He ii said

to be a journalist".3 D fact he had been lifted into public

notice in 1879 by his "unsparing" attack on the Prime )tL nl star in

Life ot Lord Beaconsfie1d. 1 As ParnsU was President of the lend

1.	 O'Donnell to Redmond, 20 May 19014, Redmond Papers ) Mi 25216.

2. C.C. O'Brien, ?p!oit., p. 25

3. Freeman's Journals 29 March 1880.

14.	 K. MacDonagh, op.eit., p. 137r.
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"by contingency'. 1 While it was an 'ov.r..silification" for

o'Donnell to assert that *11 the Parn.11ites were leaguers, Michael

Davitt lists Dillon, Sexton, O'Eelly, T.P. O'Connor, }bCgrthy,

Biggar, Barry, Redmond, A. O'Connor, 1.1cr, T. D. Sullivan, leamy,

and R. POwer as being awig those elected by the League movement

'as th. upholders of Mr. Parnell 's parlia'entary policy". 2 Once

elected party (iairman therefore, ParneU becam, undisputed loader

of the Irish people. At least thirty Home muon gave him their

allegiano. in 1880. As O'DoneU chose to put it, 'officiAlly

and practically, the ParneUites were my unfrienda from the start

of the new Parliament, and they were soon to be my bitter enemis

thidoubt.dly, 0 'Doumell 5 jealousy of Parnell blinded him

to an objective appreciation of the oh*ng.d circumstances In Ire' and.

The growth of xtreaisa and the combination of leftawing forces

that brought Parnpll to the top insured som radioalisatici* of the

party, if this was still less radical than the country as a whol•.

O'Do,mall 's 'Fb].ioy of Power In the pirs and outside', over

which he insisted hi.. split with Parn.11 occurred, could hardly be

upheld as an alternative to ParnU 'a policy of "parliamentary

pressure' in i88o, or to that of agrarian agitation In 1881. With

t1f 17 evictions and mounting distress In Ireland, for which it

1. C.C. O'Brien, .eit., p. 32.

2. Ivitt, 7.udali1.. p. 239.

3. O'Donnell, Eistory i, p. 486.

4. S.. 0'I.0 to fledmond, 20 Xay 1901i, OP. Ott.
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offered no solutions and with which it 	 not concerned, his long.

term policy would hays seemed peculiarly inappropriate. The immediate

shoi4$erm priority of Parmel]. 'a party was to obtain a generous

reform of the 1870 land Act, and more if it could. This was

sound politics and sound pht1nthropy,1 The change of emphasis

in the parliamentary progra1e seemed tailored to meet the

requirements of the country and th. imperative needs of the Irish

people. icr all O'Donnell's disdain for the likes of rd, Pgan,

Davitt, Brennan and the activities of the land League, he could

present no more persuasive solution for dealing with the land

problem than the old formula of atoderaticm. Remedy was to be found

"in the regulation and not in the convulsion of the relations of

agricultural industry and society; not in the eviction of landis

lords, but In the security of tewnts •" Compulsory purchase

and sale 0 'Donneil considered neither palatable nor a panacea.2

His ambitious scheme of a parliamentary Tenant party dinating

the House, enforcing reforms and carrying out further intervene.

tion in the very centr, of Fig1ieh domestic policy", 3 could never

appeal to practical politicians. Besides, Home Rul, first and

land reform second was not * very sensible order, nor did its reversal

mean as he liked to suggest it did, the betrayal of Butt 'a "union

with glan&. Di a sense O'Donnell admitted this fact himself 1

1.	 See iapter Thur, section two, p. i6.

2 •	 Time 10 August 2.880. See letter by 0 'Donn*ll headed "The
Parneilite obstruction of the Conatabnlary Estimates".

3.	 O'Donnell,	 i, p. 357.
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"I do not for one single instant accept th. current legend that

Mr. Parnefl. desired the destruction of everything in general, or

of the British Rnpire in particular. His idea of an Irish Republic

always included a British policeman and other accessories".1

Again, the policy of Intervening in British affairs, ithich

he saw as his owa, was never discarded; it was merely shelved for

a swni.r day. What vu rejected was Duttits par11nrnentarienian,

from which 0 'Donnefl. hii.lf c.saentsd, not his entire scheme of

Hone Rule. To intimate as 0 'DounsU coaaiat.ntly did that Hon.

Rule and intervention were interoh ngeabl. constants, was a fallacy.

!veu if they wer, somehow related, intervention was thought of as

primarily a maans of obtaining Hone Rule, irrespective of whether it

can, to ho]4 greater slg,iifioanc. for O'Donnell as perhaps an

end in itself. If Irish Home Rule and empire affairs were mow

diverging, they did not lose contact altogether. flideed, the

land issue served to alter th. connection but not to sever it.

When some stability was eventual1y restored to tennt.]andlord

relations, the "group of penniless lads",2 disparaged by O'Donnell

for their narrow.mindednese and for their subservience to American

payeuters,proved almost as internationally-minded as he himself.

By and large, the Parnsllites pursued areas of interest relat.d

to their various erienoee. Arthur 0 'Canner1 previously employed

asaolezkjntheWarOffio.ar*dInl579elect.dtothachelsea

Board of Guardians,3 brought informed inquiry to mattrs relating

1. O'Donnell, iiz i1 • SO.

2. Thid.,p. 47.
3. Kealy, Letters and Leaders1 i, p.99. W. 8amders, The New

Parliament 1880, Lctdcn 1880, p. 295.
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to Local Government, the Civil Service and the Eatimates,the

"subjects, In short, which (were I supposed to attract the plodding

vifp4 of the typical Englishman". 1 Et devotion to "moat uninviting"

and "unreoognieed" !ork of this kind made him,along with Biggar
2

and Iyiaght Finigan ,one of the dependable workhorsee of the party.

To a lesser extent he was also interested In foreign affairs.

}foOoan kept a watchful eye on the Levant. Macfarlane supported the

struggles of Scottish crofters but also it must be said the

supremacy of Axiglo.. Didia. J.J. O'Xel],y, alwaya the adventurer,

championed the rise of Fgptian nationalism maid, and outside

ParUaent, and went out to the Swinn in l88 as special corres-

pondent of the Daily News.3 Di 0 'Donna).]. 'a opinion, no one

.xeuplifi.d the 'dii that "Ireland should interfere in English

affairs so long as England interfered in Irish affairs", 1ore

persistently than T.P. 0 'Connor. 14 As a political ooientator, he

could not be indifferent to political events in Britain; they were

his bread and butter. Whether any good, however, could possible

result from Irish Involvement in the affairs of Didia or other

parts of the empire, 0 'Connor rather doubted and was mostly sceptical.5

For John Dillon, next to Irish self-government, foreign policy was

".0 his lifi...to be an area of politics which interested him

1. T.P. O'Connor, The Parnell Movement1, p. 335; N. MoDonagh, op.cit.,
p.139..

2. T.P. O'Connor, ibid., p. 343.

3. Obituary, Times, 23 December 1916.

4. 0 'Donn,U,	 I., p. 486.

5. Sei Qiapter Nine, sectjoxx-thpee,. pa.. h83
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protound]y".1 After the "split' in 1891, he warn the "solitary"

Irish Member of Par1ia"ent "who could claim to speak with authority"

on this su,j eat. 2 In 1880, Inspired by revolutionary fervour, the

most .xtrene of the new men, 3 he was as 'nlg}it be expected antagonistic

to all that Westminster repr.aeait.d and was not a particularly

polished speaker, In these early years, the type of intervention

which appealed to Dillon was that of pure "hindrance and inp.dim.nt")'

'With thirty goot men", h. once declared, "Parnell could stop the

whole British Pan4 aent" 	 Will(aii O'Brien, who in the Co'imona

s.ldoa strayed far from an Hibernian theme, and who according to

his biographer "had no political interests" outside Ireland, 6 found

/ 
natio'&liat progress In India, Africa and pt worthy of hi.

/'	 notice as .ditor of United Ireland. As "practically every number

of the paper" up to his Kilminhaa arrest in October 1881 was

written by him "from start to finish", 7 as was much of it after

his release, 0 'Brian clearly possessed a fair knowledge of world

.venta. Again, however, like Dillon, he envisaged intervention

in Parliament as a kind of guerilla activity, a m*nifeatation of war rather

than a positiv, exercise of pazliaiantary investigation. 8 The only

1. lyons, DiUon,, p. 25,

2. 7.S.L. Iona, The Irish Parliamentary Party, l89O-l9]., London 1951,
pp. L&O -1.

3. Lyons, Dillon,,pp. 38P1414.

14.	 O'Donnell, History, i, p. 109.

5. Ibid., p. 212.

6. M. MaeDo'igh, The life of William O'Brien, London 1928, p. 114.
"iz'e 1 an4," MacDonagit writes, 'warn not only his to 'Brian 'a3 c.ntr.g
it was also his circumference",

7. W.O'Bnien, ReeoUectione, p. 358,

8. Police Reports &8..1921, Reports of Speeches of Irish land
League and Irish NatiQt 1 League meetings, Boz 3, 5.1.0.
5.. speech by William O'i.n an 30 October 1883.
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Home Ruler for whom O'Donnell expressed imqualified admiration

was !imimd Lsany, 1 Member for Waterford, 'the orator of most

distinction in the later Home Rule party'. Perhaps becaus, he

was "continuously kept in th. background by men who had their hands

on the machine", he did not liv. up to this tribute.2 Iaay was

rarely impressive in the House and seldom vocal on non.frish questions.

Yet he was the on. Irishman whoa 0 'Donna].]. took into his confidence

over his secret blueprint for Thdian nation-building.

Basically the new recruits did not bow what 0 'Donnell

meant, not becaus, they did not want to bow, but because O'DonneU

never put his case before them in a favourable light. He seemed

to expect that bluster would send his critics packtng, and was sun.

pried and offended when it did not. Also his sense of timing

was inopportune. The outlining of his policy and precepts in

August 1878 in the Dublin press, for . raniplo, because it appeared

as an apology for division in the party, was condemned as such.3

ejm11' fashion, 0 'Donnell was driven to defend his imperial

policy in July 1880, after he had denounced the Land League as an

aberration, embarrassed his party in Parliament, and rocked the

Parnellite boat over the Bradlaugh affair. Pu' a second time,

therefore, extraordinary and undisciplined behaviour was an unfortunate

introduction to ambivalent theories.

By a series of questionable steps, 0 'DonneU proceeded after

the genera]. elections to estrange himself from th. party, after he

1. See M. Leamy, Parneli's Peithful Pew. New York 1936.

2. O'Donnell, Histcry, ii, pp. 139n.4O.

3. see Chapter Ibur, section two,
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had V tu* 1 11 reinstated himself in its eyes. "lcothing gave more

pleasure to fr. 0 'DonneU's politics], friends", wrote the Nation on

1 May 1880, "than the capacity he displayed in the closing period

of the last Parliament, not only for eloquently and courageously

defending the advanced Irish party, but also for working with Eit

fit close harmony"' Yet he proceeded to make himself an enemy of

the Lend League. Fnentia1ly ho was a parliinentarian who did not

ilk. extra-parliamentary activities. Even during the eleotora].

caalgn he demonstrated his Intone, dislike of this organiaation,

not least because it seemed to promote ParneU'e ascendancy.

Asked by a deputation to aid ParneU to defeat Colonel David Colthurst,

'a straight Rome Ruler,' he replied that he remained with 3att and

Shaw and would give no help 'for faction and nation splitting".

O'DonneU's view of the Land Lesgae throughout its existence was

consistent, that it was a divisive influence in Ireland, super-

imposing 'social anarchy and revolution" onto the "national crimes

of discord and mutiny", 2 substituting 'mob rule" for Home Rule,

and u d.rwiMng Irish parli amentarjanlsnt. 3 He sincerely believed

that Ivitt and ParneU, Fgan and Ford, wer. splitting Ireland

'Into hostile camps again" • Not that O'Donnell was ideologically

Opposed to peasant agitation in Ireland. fldeed even Davltt

considered he was a "warm supporter" of the "land-for..thepeople

movement".14 What he objected to was the eradication of landlords

-*

1.	 !iat$, 1 May 1880.

2 •	 0 'Domieli, History,, I, pp. 143741. See also 0 '])onnei3, 's
letter to the Natio 3]. July 1880.

3.	 Thid., p. l.j214.

14.	 Davitt, Fedalian p. 21iO.
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by violent means and to the doiinating political influence of the

Land Lague.

"The Home Rule Parliame'tary Party", he wrote in anguish to the

Freeman 'a Journ4,, "is the supreme constitutional organ for the

expression of the wants and requirements of the Irish nation". Home

Rule Members of Parliament vera "the direct depositories of the trust

of the electors". There could be "no pretence for accusing than of

lack of Information" on the land or any other question. 1 Parneli had

just excused himself from attending a general meeting of the party

cialled by Shaw to choose a Chairman tor the co' ng year, having failed

to prevent it. 2 The exptanation he put forward was that be should

first like to have the benefit of the deliberations of a land COn.

farenoe to be held in 1)ublin two days later. 3 At the party meeting,

Which was as a result, "desolate", empty, and necessarily adjourned

without the election of officers, 14 O'Donnefl protested that they

were much more than a land reform party or a tenant-right party, end

that only as a "National Party" were they able to obtain the reforms

"demanded and needed" by the Irish cultivators. AU of them must

make it their duty to confound those journals "hostile to Irishmen",

which were "day by day, month by month", congratulating themselves

1.	 Freeman's Journ4, 22 April 1880.

2.	 SI. Circular signed by Shaw, books, Gray, P. O'Brien, Martin,
Meldon, Gabbett, Dawson, Gill, $ynan and Foley, sent out to
Home Rulers on 17 April. Ibid., 22 April 1880.

3.	 Se. PaxneU's two letters to M.ldon dated, 19, 23 April, out-
lin1 his objections to the dat. for the nesting decided on In
the Circular. Ibid., 20, 21s April 1880.

4.	 Time, 28 April 3.880. Save for the twenty-two members present,
1'thers was not the sl(ghtest sign of any Interest in the
proceedings on the part of the public" • Those who attended were t
Brooks, Callam, Coithurat, Collii., Zrrington, Pay, Foley,
Gabbett, (hay, Leamy, Ma!w'a, Martin, Maiden, Moore, P.O 'a'ien,
o 'Byrn., O'Donnell, The 0 'Carmen Mahon, Power 1 Shaw1 Smithviok,
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on Wthe practical disappearance of the Irish cry for self.government',

and iti substitution by the new oz of land reform. 1 According to

the ime, "the agrarian agitation of the autumn" had all but "obliter-

ated the memory of Home Rule" and placed "responsible statesmen on

their guard" against conciliating "impracticable claijiu,". 2 Da this

letter O'Donnell not only threw down the gauntlet to Parnell. but, more

important, protested against any aeraesaion of the Thxne Rule

party, bt an eztr*.constitutional body thwced by expatriates, and

run by "Jaoobine" he did not care for. 3 At the same time, 0 'Dannell

wrote to ettl., Davitt and Brennan, Secretaries of the Land league,

refusing their invitation to attend the conference of land reformers

at the Rotwida and observing that the Irish constituencies had just

elected their "representative" land reformers, who were "more corn.

pet.nt to 'formulate' the demand for necessary land reforms", than, with

all due respect, they were. The Nation,which printed this letter,

expressed itself pussled by these and recent utterances and by the

"very high ground" O'Donnell had takeiz in references to the Tend

league. "Some twist or turn in his line of thought seems to have taken

place since his re-election", it commented. "Before the dissolution

he was all for the active policy and the leadersl4p of Mr. ParneU;

since then the favour of hi. regard for both appears to have greatly

1. Freeman's Journ4, 28 Ipx'!). 1880. This letter was also
printed in the Nat& 1 May 1880.

2. Times, 27 April 1880.

3. O'Donnell,	 i, pp. 4S0, 2. O'Donnell knew the risk
of making such a pont, that it was likely to result in "a
vigorous attet" by some "misinformed peopi. to aismderstand"
his opinions on this subject.'u'"tbat in land reform, just as in
other reforms, there (.:} mc certain fii"ity'.
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abated". The Nation hopefully put this divergenc, down to the unsteadiu.

n.e. of a 'vigorous end active' mind, and appealed for a "little sor

stability' in such Matters. Th. Irish people, it warned, 'have

a very proper horror of the eccentric, uncertain, and unreliable

clans of politicians".1

/
In the second place, 0 'Donnell refused to follow the party

line without question, and to recognize ParneU 'a authority. On

22 April 1880, he appealed for discipline and organization in national

politics, 2 but when thee, were imposed by Parnell, claimed special

dispensation, for individual initiative. With A.M. Sullivan, who

diti not sympathiae with the attempt to get rid of 51mw, and 0 Connor

Power, O'Donnell stayed away from & new meeting in the City R*11,

Dublin, at which Parnell was voted Chathnan by twenty " three votes to

eighteen. 3 He resolved the difficulty by remaining "a private miuber

of the Horn. Thle party', recognizing Parnell 'not as leader, but as

sessional chairman. Although O'Donnell did .it with the Parnellitse

on the Opposition benches, rather than with 51mw on the Government

aid.,S the distinction enabled him to carry through his own policy

1. Nation, 1 May 1880.

2. Freeman's Journa 22 Apr'U. 1880.

3,	 bid., 18 May 1880. For Parnellt Barry, Bigger, Byrne,
Coia, Corb.t, Daly, Daweon, Pinigan, p111k laior, Leahy,
L.arny, McCarthy, )fcCoan, Martin, &.O 'Connor', T.?. 0' Connor,
The 0 'Gorman Nahon, 0 'Kelly, O'Shea, O'Sullivan, Sexton,
T.D. Sullivan. 7cr aws Blake, Brooks, CaUan, Colthurst,
Errtngton, Pay, Foley, Gabb.tt, Gray, MacParlane, Mc1Cnr,
Martin, Meldon, P,O'Brien, R. Power, Smithwick, yth, Synen.
Th, list is taken from LB. O'Brien, 	, j	 223.'4
The Tines put the division even clos.iit2I votes to
18. Times.. 18 May 1880.

4. O'Donnell,	 i, p. 460.

5. Times1 30 April 1880.
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under cover of loyalty.1 The Freemen's Journal recalled that there

"no open parting" between O'Donn.11 and ParneU, "but there was

divergence". For a tin. during the election it was "doitbthzl"

whether "Thmgarvan would again accept its old menbex",2 Sir Henry

bzoy later made allowance for 0 'Donnel]. 'a wiageabl. independence

by concludirg that he formed a part? in his own right, though it had

a meinberahl,p of one. 1 It was in thee. five years of Gladstone's

second Minis try that 0 'Donn.11 'a reputation was irrevocably won and

lost. A rebel wider Isaac Butt he became th. toast or Dublin, a

rebel under Parnefl he becam. a political outcaat.5 His obituary

notices told much the same story. Perhaps the baste reason why

0 'Donna).]. drifted away from the Parnellit group, "for most practical

purposes" after May 1880 "the Ibme Ru].. party", 6 was his undying

conviction that it was he who made ParneU what he was, and taught

him all he 1mev. "Like th. old j.t about Disraeli catching the

Whigs bathing and r'n'th'g off with their clothes, Parnell had been

helped by Davitt and Devoy to my special copyright and cz'eatiou

the policy of action". 7 O'Donnell clearly subscribed to some

-I

1.	 O'Donnell, History, I, p. 468.
2,	 Obituary, Freemane Journal, 6 November 1916.
3. The Home Rule party cam, to be recognised as the "third"

party in the House of ConElna. O'Donnell had first claimed that
title for it on 29 1pril 1880. Hansar4, Vol. 252, Col. 12.
A quartet of Tory obstructionists composed of Ird Randolph
Churchill, John Ourat, Sir Henry ummond Wolff, and Arthur
Balfour, was baptised the "fourth" party. O'Donnell, ppoit.
p. 460.1; Icy, The Gladstone Par1iament pp. 764

4. bacy, ibid., p. 76.
S.	 See Realy, Letters and Leaders., i, p 96.

6. C.C. O'Brien, op.eit., p. 26.
7. O'Donnell, op.oit., i, p. li60.
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theory of meritocracy, of rule by clever men. Moat of the pe3orativ.

epithets describing Parm.0 In A History of the Irish Parliamentary

inphasiaed a relationship of int.Uectual inferiority.

o 'Donnsil was thus never able to swallow the bitter pill of Parnell 'a

success. Discussing the strained relations between the two men, T.P.

o 'Connor attributed the provocation to him alone rather than to

Parneil. 1 Thu. like 0 'Coimor Power, he went his own way unfettered,

and like him paid the penalty. The Nation's criticism of th. former

applied ep'stIy veil to the latter. The part of an "independent5

member of the Irish party could seld, it £anoi.d,be played with

satisfaction to the Irish people. Ireland could not "afford to

hays representatives of the 'independent' pattern. • .nten who c1 ai't( .4]

te right to say and do what they likoEd] in the British House of

Commons, without reference tG th. decisions of the party of which

they (were] ostensibly membera 0 'Donnell might repudiate Paxiiell 'a

right to lead, but the party soon repudiated his pretension to

follow.

] Parliament, 0 'Donna].]. 'a inquiry into the credentials of

Monsieur (!h 1 emel-..Lacour, the new French Ambassador of the anti.

clerical Oaiubetta z4gime, and his part in the controversy over the

right of th. republican and avowed atheist, Charles Bradlaugh, to

take his seat in the Commons, made reconcUi*tion improbable. Worse,

the two incidents served to discredit his Interventionist policy which

1..	 atly Tetegreph, 6 November 1916.

2.	 Nation., 2 July 1BC1.
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was believed to partly underlie his Iiwolv.eent on both occs.siona.

On llj June, 0 'Donnell was found guilty of violating "the decencies

of debata" by Insinuating that as a prefect of the provisional French

Oover?Tii,nt in 1870, C"allemel-Ia.cour had issued a murderous order

and participated in the plunder of a convent. 1 Uflwieely, Gladstone

resorted to an unpopular and rare expedient of moving that 0 'Dozms3.1

"be not now heard". 2 The position taken by the Parnellites and many

Conservatives was that although 0 'Do'meU 'a action was "ill.adviaed

and il] .iJudged",3 he had not committed a breach of order, whereas

the Prime Minister was in danger of establishing an unfortunate

precedent. ParusU and T.P. 0 'Connor, for ,wl., strongly inpugned

th. justice of the charges contained in O'Donnell's motion but defended

kits right to propos. it nevertheless)' Neither side emerged from

the six hours 'hu jbur1y" with much credit. The Times considered

that the Oppo8ition "showed itse]! far too glad to embarrass the

Government", a verdict with which the Freeman's Journal concurred.5

It raised two considerations, first that all this energy might have been

xp.nd.d on great Irish causes, and second that "clever young Irish

members should take care not to become the cat 's-paw of the Tories".6

Healy advanced an alternative explanation that the secret of 0 'Donnell 'a

1. Hansard Vol. 252, 14 Jime 1880, Ccl. 1901g.

2. Thid., Co]. 1907,

3. Thid., Ccl. 1908,

lj. ibid., Cola. 19084.

%. Times, 16 June 1880.

6. Freeman's Jou'na1, 15 JUn. 1680.
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annoying the Oovernnent was its refusal 'to redress th. grievance

of his brother in Thdl*'.1 Q'Domi.fl's oiai version was probably the

correct one, that he wished to assist some of his oldest friends-in the

Roman Catholic establishment-who were 'at deadly war' with the

French Republican party. He frankly aditted that ho also seized the

opportunity 'to show that a resolute Xr(thazi could intervene with

remorseless effect in the most delicate concerns of the British

0ovrnmit.

O'Donn.0 Is part in the Bradlaugh affair was aoocspani.d

by altogether more serious consequences for the Home Rule party and

for Parnell.3 B. was virtn*lIy the only Home Ruler to oppose Brad-

laugh initially. Prosi the outset, O'DoIml1 adopted the pose of the

moral conscience of Ireland and th. official protaganhst eL the

Catholic Church. i his 'History' he claimed to be 'In constant

coemuniaation. • .during the whole of th. struggle', with Cardinals

?ftm4ng and Mc Cab., Bishops Mc]ktlly and Dorzian. Ther. is little

reason to doubt that O'Donnell did in fact furnish ining with "the

most copious e,lanationa of everything that was going on behind the

scenes of set debate" It is po.sibl. that when O'DonneU "put the

Catholic view' to the Co m o, he did so with clerical authorit as

the 'Catholic leader of the opposition to Bradlaugh'. 5 The o.aF

1..	 T. Healy to M. Irealy, 18 July 1880, in Healy, Letters and Leaders,
i, p. 96.

2. O'Dcmne1l-,	 ii, p. 1.19.

3. Th. role played by Irish nationalists in the affirmation aentro.
VSl'ay ii analysed in V.L. Arnktsin, The Bradlaugh Case 1 Oxford
1965, Qi. III. c,C. O'Brien, opeit., pp. 49.50, puts forward
a condensed and slightly differ.n interpretation.

14.	 Se Arnstein1 op.eit., pp. 2OZ$.

5.	 O'Donn.U,	 i, p. 491&. S.. also T.LS. Eicott, Rando1p
Spencer Churohill as a product of his ags. Toi4nn 1895, p. 107.



of the newly sl.ot.d Member foi' Northampton to make a declaration of

allegiance instead of the norms], oath before God on taking his seat,

involved not only a constitutional but also a moral issue, which

0Donnell, it appears, was the first parliw'entarian to point out.

C U May, he distinctly referred both to Bradlaugh 'e atheism, so

far unmentioned and under coucn law still a bar to representation,

and to his unpopular and Noffensi,vefl views on the touch)' subject of

birth control.1 While fourteen Home Rulers2 supported Gladstone and

only three3 joined with O'Donnell in opposing th. appointment of a

Select Committe. to .win. the statutory foundation of Bradlaugh 'a

right to affirm, O'Donnell had nevertheless sounded th. important

alarm and foreshadowed th. stand of Catholic Ireland.

It was O'Damell'a revelation on 2]. May of Bradlaugh's reas

ponsibility for publishing the Fruits of Philoeophy, a popular edition

of wMph was sold on street corners by e 	 an,6 that fatally weakened

ths Liberal cass for eneptional favour b.ixag shown, and aroused the

anger of Catholic Rome Rulers. The possibility that W& blatant,

brazen, howling AtheiatN be allowed to take the oath was denounced

1. Hanear4, op.cit., U May 1880, Cola. 6-9.

2. Blsnnerhassett, Breoka, gyms, Col].ina, 7tnigan, MacFarlane,
McCarthy, NcK' ., O'Beirns, T.P. O'Connor, D.L O'Conor, Th.
0 'Gorsan Nalion, 0 'Shea, 0 'Cornier Pow.r.

3. Cal1*fl, A. O'Connor, V.A. Redmond.

S.. L. Stephen, 'Mr. Bradlaugh and his Opponents 5 In
Revie, Vol. mXu, p. 178.

5. Rans43 .eit., 21 May 1880, Cola. 216-19.

6. 0 'DOnJZ.U,	 i, pp. 88..92. Dr. Arnatein, hiselt some-
what nervous of 0 'Do"'.0 'a 'deserved reputation for unrelia".
bility", writes that his aecomt was "partially' substantiated
by Annie Resent. Arnstiin, op.eit., pi203 See also, O'Donnell
tolazcy,l9July,a.d. (19lO2),inH.W.Inc7,f
of a Journalie. To].. XIX, rmidon 1923, pp. 21u.
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by th. freeman's Journal the following day, as 'a shooT ing and

horrible t)lbg". 1 A similar dlvi. ion on 214 May put a vastly different

complexion on Rome Rule loyalties, with a significant majority now

opposed to Bradlaugh's cause.2 Yet possibly out of regard for an

old Tngli.h friend of Ireland as Bradlaugh was,3 or as an overture

to gli.h radicalism as has been suggeat.d, 1 a dozen Parn.11it.a

including ParneU, failed to oonault or at l.aat refused to be

guided by Catholic opinion. Parn.0 in fact voted as he did In the

full knowledge that his opinion.. on the Bradlaugh issue 'wer, not

shared by the great majority of Irish member.", 5 and that the 'mass

of the Irish people' were not behind him on the "present occasion".6

Although 'religious antIpathy' to Bradlaugh 's admission 'was expressed

even more forcibly than before, several Parneilitea not only voted

for Henry Labouchws' s resolutions of 21 June to allow Bradlaugh to

but protested against his arrest when he refused to vacate

the Member 'a bench. Parn.U, Comins, 7inigan 0 'Lelly end O'Connor

Power entered Captain Ooaaett 's rooms after Bradlaugh '5 expulsion to

1. freeman's Journai, 22 May 1880.

2. See Annual Regiete 1680, pp. 7l..i. This time twenty.thr.e
Horn. Rulers voted with O'Donnell against th. proposal to set
up a second committee to consider Bradlaugh's legalright to
affirm, Caltn, rbet, Daly, Damson, Lrington, Gill, Leamy,
layer, MacFarlane, McCarthy, MoCoan, Molenia, Martin, Marum,
Moore, O'Beirme, A. O'0ozuor, D.M. O'Oonor, O'Da3meU 9 O'Shea,
R. Power, LA. Redmond, Sexton, T.D. Sullivan,

Axnst.in, orp.eit., p. 207.
C.C. O'Brien, op.ait., pp. 14940.
Haneard1, Vol. 253, 23 June 1880, Col. 658.
Thid., 1 July 1880, Col. 1301i.

na] Rget.r1 1680, p. 75.

Barry, Bigger, Coiwtn,, Py, linigan, Nolan, T.P. O'Connor,
The O'Gorman Mahon, O'Ielly, P.rnsll.

3.
14.

5.
6.

7.
8.
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tender their sjmpathy, 1 despite the ovl.dgs that at least thirty-

one Rome Rulers were ranged ainet them 2 As Lucy recalled, the

incident "threatened to merge into a civil war among the Irish ien1,ers.3

Parn.0 'a relationship with the Catholic Church reached a

low point1 and wight have proved fatal to his position as leader of

the party had Ii. not widergon. a timely conversion to the antis.

Bradlaugh camp in 1881. H. faced pious objections from the

nation*l4 at press as veil. Even the Nation failed to understand how

the Irish could support a man "whom thq suspected wished the eradi'.

cation of Christianity in the British Islee".5 Yet, by far the tier...

•st critic was 0 'ThmmeU. Certainly, his contribution to th. move-

ment against th. Irish leader was the major one, While it is trus

that Ui. Irish would probably have been divided by the Bradlaugla

affair in any case, 0 'Donnell 'a attitude served to turn the issus

Into one of confidence In ParneU 'a ability to lead Catholic Ireland.

A. he boasted to Lucy, he "took the Irish vote to the Tories in spite

of" T.P. O'Connor sni parn.u 6 Just as he had been the tint to

rais. the crucial "spectre of atheism", so he now fanned Catholic

1.	 Freeman's Journal, 21, June 1880.

2 •	 Home Rulers who voted against Labouchere 'a motions Bellii'gha*,
Blake, Brooks, Colthurst, Corbet, Ily, Daweon, Errtngton, Gill,
Ialor, Lean', Lever, McCarthy, MoCoan, Martin, Marum, Z4.ldon,
l(olloy, Moore, 0 'Beirne, 1. O'Connor, 0 'Donnell, The 0 'Donoghu.,
O'Shea, O'Sul l ivan, H. Power, WA. Redmond, ithwick, U.
Sullivan, T.D, Sullivan, Synan.

	

3.	 lucy, The Gladstone Parliament, p. 4.

	

14.	 Haslip, opait., p. 1189.

Nation, 3 July 1880.

	

6.	 5.. O'Donnell to lucy, 19 July m.d. (1910 1), pp.cit.
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opposition to Parnoll, by pointing out his r.fuaal "to b. guided by

the instincts of Catholic Ireland". Di a rathar crude letter to the

Freeman 'a Journal, of 2 June, reprinted in the Tablet of 3 July, he

protested against "the honourable w.apona of the Active Policy being

degraded by being used to protect, not Irish interests, but the

interests of 'Atheism and filth'". Waving aside ".vez'y ti. of c

radeship', 0 'DonneU charged ParneU with repudiating the principles

and convictions, acquired beneath th. pulpits of "sta5.nleae Ireland".

Wu "Patriot Cork", he inquired, going to endorse its Member

"solacing th. merited imprisonment of the foul.southed insulter of

Christ?" Over the last few days be had watched a groi of Iris'i

ceber., lately oonapiauoua, declare "their admiration for the per.

aecuting Republicans of Prance", and applaud the "honourable

character of th. men who anznesty the Cou'w'ista and expel the

Jesuit&'.'

While 0 'Dowi.0 insured that Psr'neU did not emerge froia

the episode untarniand, he htiis,1fcrived no credit from it. It was

as that of an	 of Parnell rather than as a partisan of Catholioi.2,

that his action was interpreted. Patrick Igan in a rejoinder to the

Freeman cii 28 Jun•, end Tia Healy in a private letter t4 hi.

brot er, both concluded that O'DonneU 's "new departure" aied at

nothing but the doimZall of Parneli. 2 Again a direct unit was traced

back to the interventionist policy. 0 'Donnell 'a "iirath", Ean declared,

1.	 Freemen's Journa. 25 Jun. 1380.

2.	 Thid., 28 June 1830; Bealy, ratter. and Iaad.r!, i, p. 95.
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was the product of resentment, first b.cause Parneil refused to adopt

hi. views on Republican France, and second because he would not endorse

"hi. crass on ']ap.rislisa '" . 	 fact at a nesting of Parnellites

on 2]. June, Parneil was instructed to request O'Donnell not to delay

the business of the House on Bradlaugh, end strong compilnt was made

against O'Donnell 5 attack on ChaUsne]-iacour for the sane reason.2

Ironically, for Irish Members as well as g1ish Members, tine..

wasting, a prominent feature of intervention, had its draw backs.

Where British business was affected no on. was found to complain,

but when Irish legislation was impeded, in this case the Relief of

Distress t1l, intervention was rightly deemed a needless hindrance

to reform. O'Donnell did not appear to appreciate this valid objection.

Egan 's interpretation of O'Donnell 'a motives perhaps came

closest to th. truth, O'Donnell was a sincere Catholic but he was not

a genuine tanatic. His rant against Paze11 over Bradlaugh had

all the sympt One of frantic demagogy. Probably he realised that

it was his lest chance to take an option on the leadership and to

avert the do1ntion by the Land League in Irish politics. Just as

Parn.l1 had suddenly risen to power on the back of the land agitation,

•0 O'Donnell sought a desperate counter by turning to the Church.

Rampant cl.rioeliaa had once killed off the Tenant league; perhaps

o'Donnell hoped it might si(lA11y fri 1-1 off the Lend League now.

After all, the Parn.0 of the House of Commons was not expected to

succeed, and 0 'Donnell knew very little about the ParneU of

1. Freemen's Journ4., op • cit.

2. Time, 22 June 1880; L. Stephen, "Mr. Bradlaugh and his
Cponenti",	 ap.ctt., p. 126.
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conferences and the hustings. Whfl.. he was not a person of sub-

stance, not a landlord, not a Pr'oteetant, not a patriot iith any entn

connections, 0 'Donnell believed he had in India a possible issue to

put bin back on top. Politicians before had made a coins-back on

foreign politics. Gladstone had done so over the "Bulgarian Atrocities"

and over Disraeli 'a "Forward-Policy" during the Midlothian caspaign;

if 0 'Donn.0 imagined he could do the sane he could perhaps be for.

given.	 this light Didia was not at all exotic but represented,

as the Freeman 'a Journal had earlier pointed out, a possible focus

for Hone Thle activity. Again, in Zni.1 0 'Connell 'a "ferocious

verbal onslaught" at Hirminghan in i38 on the American Minister to

London, Andrew Stevenson,1 0 'Doimell had a precedent and an inspiration

for his attack on C}iUemel-Lacour. It had been 0' Connell 'a "deliber"

eta conviction" that no "slays breeder" or "one of those beings who

rear and breed up slaves merely for the prpoee of traffic" ought

to be received "on a footing of equality by any of the civilised

nhAbitanta of	 2 However, if 0 'DonneU was doing the right

thing it was on the wrong issues. Mealy agreed. with his brother's

estimation that O'Donnell "must be nearly'off hi. nut'", although he

felt there was "a great deal 01' method in his madness".3 By throwing

down a challeng, to Parnell, O'Donnell becane all the more dependent

on what he could get fron Thgland by way of concessions on the

1. 0.D. Edwards, "The American Image of Irelandt A Study of it.
Early Phases", in Perspectives in American History, Vol. IV,
1970, p. 261.

2. O'Connell quoted in H. Teniperley, 'The O'Connell-Stevenson
contretemps a a reflection of the Anglo-American slavery
issue", in Journal of Negro History, Vol. liT, 1962, pp. 22..6.

3. T. Mealy to M. Mealy, 5 August 1880, in Mealy, Letters and
Leadejl, i, p. 99.
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playing fields of Westminster. By any criteria, therefore, hi. move

was a dangerous one and over Bradlaugh it was a grave mistake. 0 'DozmeU

had built up a nucleus of anti-imperial support which he ran the

risk of alienating. The co-operation of the Fourth party was a poor

substitute for the loss of Radical good-will.

Both he and his brother, who had opportunely arrived in

Ireland at the moment of crisis, were showered with abuse. Signifi..

cantly, the two of them seemed to be associated in the public mind as

put of a double-act to oust Parnell. It was Charles James 0 'Donnell

who answered Egan 'a jibes in an article entitled 'Mr. 0 'Dorniell

and his Crities". On. letter subsequently described their efforts

to 'convert Ireland's nationalpeople into an Imperial protection

club", pledged to keep Ireiv'4 wider the heel of Britain, and "to

do homage to the 1idin rajahs". 2 On 31 July Frank Hugh O'Donnell

himself replied to his detractors. In a slightly hysterical letter

to the Nation, he announced that he had no intention of altering his

political convictions, reeaed at the Confereno. of 1873, "a jot, a

tittls, an iota', for Parnell or anyone else. Although laughed at

then by many "profond wiseacre.' for his "unlrish notions", it Was

now better understood what Irish Members could effect in hg1(ah

Internal affairs s

"Before long Irish pUblic opinion will be better informed
upon the part which Irish members can play in foreign and

1. Nation. 17 July 1880.

2. ThicL1, 21 July 1880,
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Home Rulers who sought "to postpone the exercise of 'iah influence

in foreign affairs" until the day Ireland was officially recognised

as a nation, did "an evil turn to Irish nationality". Such * blind

and backward policy, 0 'Doim.0 declared, could only encourag, the

resistance of very British party, on the calculation that the longer

Ireland was kept in provincial degradation, the longer British rule

In India or Africa would remain unquestioned by Irish statesmen.

This had some point, but was not altogether convincing. t simple

terms, however, the letter emphasised one of the basic tenets of an

interventionist policy, that Horns Rulers would receive no change

from th. British Government unless at parliamentary gm point.

rovinoislisrn could do Ireland no good at ails

"Th. man who puts off the hour of th. exercise of the
imperial prerogatives of our nation until our nationelity
has been, forsooth, graciously recognised by an Imperial
Parlismant does, In affect, ioourage and stimulate that
Imperial Parliament never to recognise our nationality
Jt all."

an imperious conclusion h. stated that Parc.].]. might "reckon on

his unfalt.ring assistance" when he ev.ntnety decided to support

"Home male, fixity of tenure, fair rent., free sale, and the speedy f&Oili.

tation of a peasant proprietary. " For a second tins after an aoai-

tion of his views, O'Donnell resigned U Vice-President ot the Home

Thai. Confederation of Or.at	 History had repeated itself.

1.	 Nation, 3]. July 1880.

2.	 Freeman 'a Journal, 10 August 1880.
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TI tail]. Before the Storm

The first period of the Liberal Ministry in Parliament, a period

lasting from 29 April 1880 to the beginaing of August, was a moderate,

almost a peaceful one. Naturally, after fruitless years under Tory

Government, the Irish looked expectantly to the Liberals to introduce

alleviating measures, to stop evictions, and to reverse the trends

that their predecessors had bequeathed. For this reason not only the

followers of Shaw but alea the followers of Parnell adopted a policy

of watchful cease.fire. Gladstone 'a acIrinfstration, in the past

responsible for one great measure of land reform, was to be allowed

tim. to prove its good Intentions, by IntroducIng another. There

were, however, as Dr. C. C. 0	 has shown, other reasons for the

background of truce, such as the unity of the party, and the difficulty

of ParneU 'a position as leader.1 Besides, before the Government

had introdac.d some kind of package, obstructive tactics would Mv.

been distinctly premitur. and possibly danaging. This was another

reason why Homi Rulers were quick to dissociate themselves from

o'Donnell. 'a attack on ,1l.a.1..Iaoour, about which they had not even

been consulted. 2 As A.M. Sullivan informed the House, they conceded to

o'Donnell "th. right of distinguishing him..].! at his own peril on

many subjects".3

din and imperial affairs, however, did not generally fall into

the category of perilous topics. The Irish press and Individual Horns

Rulers still professed an interest In both, although again there were

1. C.C. O'Brien, op.., pp. 1h4i7. S.. Times, 19 May 1880, which
also analyses the courses of action open to Parnell.

2. Hansar4, Vol. 252, lh June 1880, Cola. 1910.11.

3. mid.
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no obvious areas of dispute between Liberals and Home Ru]..rs. Ths latter

were fully in sympathy with the programme of Midlothiw u it dealt

with foreign politic.. It we.. not until it became clear that the

liberal Government was prepared to stand by lytton's commitments In

Afghanistan and Baz'tle Piers', presence in South Africa that the Irish

had cause to protest against "empty" promises. Zven then, considering

the reinforc,"ept of th. obstructive p'otç, the Irish response was

muted. To sum , a diacussion of Irish intervention in non.Ix'isli

affairs in the parUa.ntary sessions of 1880, 1881, and 1882, must

take Into account three new factorsi first the critical agrarian situ

ation in Ireland; second O'DoruieU 'a VOr5 CT g relations with the

party; and third the spectacular argument between C. J. 0 'Domnell and

the Government of Bengal, described in the next chapter.

Before the "Queen'. speech" considerable interest in Ireland as

in Britain was generated by the eo.ure of extraordinary errors in the

ThM n Budget estimates for the &fghRn war. These amoimted to a mis.

calculation of nearly 12 11cm pounds in excess of the orig"s com-

putation presented in the disn Budget statement in February 1880,

of appro'ci'at.1y six (1Uosia for the complete charges ovr tiu'ee years.2

At th. tine the details of Sir John Strachey's Budget "seemed a1'ost

too good to be true",3 but the DMn Finance Miniater put on record

his personal conviction that the departmental calculations "erred

rather on the side of being too high than toolow".4 Theliome Govern'.

eant not only accepted this "wholesome view" of the .t.t. of Di4

1. 5, Gopal, The Yiceroyalty of Lord RI,pon l880 . .l881. Qdord 15)53, p. 4.

2. P'Ijinpja1 Statem ent of Sir John Strachey to legislative Council,
24 February 1880, pares. 3, 5, L7 in Pail. P., 1580, Vol. tnt,
C 2560, pp. 8, 9, 11.

3. Times., 6 May 1880.

11. Private latter of Strachey, 19 December 1879, referred to in Minute
of E. Staihop. cm Afghan War q."ditur., 21 April 1580, pars. 5,
in ibid., p. 75. See also Pt neial Statement of Straohq', pars.
27, in ibid, p. 13.
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flnu'cea, but committed its.]! to it in policy statements 1 and in sanction.

1mg various measures. The repeal of certain export duties, end the

decision not to proceed with the revision of the license tax thus

reduing taxation, for s'ra,1•, were agreed to by the Secretary of

State, only becaus. Zytton 'a assurances were taken at face value His

resolve to meet an xpenditure of 3 miflions on public works without

recourse to any loan at all either In Didia or In Yngland2 seemed proof

enough of his confidence. Moreover, the Tic eroy predicted that his

Government could comfortably meet the £16,900,000 drain of the annual

home charges.3 Thus, in the House of Commons on 12 March, Stanhope

forcefully rejected any suggestion that the Thdia Office had received

information tending to show that the estimates would be exceeded.4

if. fully believed that the expectation of * surplus of £119,000 "rested

on a sure basis", and promised that the Th 1ian Government could meet

its coamitments without borrowing. When the Times published the con.

tents of a despatch from tord Lytton acknowledging the blunder,5 the

Government continued to boast that the situation was satisfactory and

that Liberal forebodinga, particularly Tawcett 'a, were unwarranted and

opportunist. What stirred the political waters so profoundly was the

suspicion, perhaps justified in the circumstances, that Lytton and

1. At Hackney on 19 January, Stanhope declared that th. expenses of
the Afghan War, could be defrayed out of th. current yearly revenue.
T1m, 20 January 1880.

2. D.ep.F1uaneta1No.133,Sez.ofSt*teto0ovt.otThdta, 22Apr11
1880, pares. 9, 10, in Parl.P., op.eit., p. 78.

3. Deep. Fii'"'aia1 No. 119, Sea, of Stat, to Govt. of Thdim, 15 April
1880, para. 6, In ibid., p. 71.

14, Hanear4, Vol. 251, 12 March 1880, Cola.946 .i1i9. Sporting Yawesttts
motion that g].and should make a contribution towards th. expenses
of the Afghan War, Gladstone .zplaired that the allegation that the

Govrnment had dllibrat.ly falsified iti military accounts
to conceal the real coat of the war was not his cen, but had been
given to him with 'such an appearance of truth that (he) thought
it right to give it public mention, in ord.r that, it Incorrect,
It might be contradicted.'

5.	 6 Ma 1880.
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Straohey had purpo. sly falsified the accounts, and that the Conaervative

Government coimived at this deceit by withhol4ing new facts during the

electoral caaign. Snm1ng up, the Time, f.lt that Gladstone, Fawcett,

and other Liberals were Justifiably aggrioved at being taunted with

misrepresentation, when the Government "must have shrewdly begun to

suspect" Strachey'a mistake. Both he and Ijtton "were too desirous

of making things pleasant ill aroI, of shutting their eyes to every

painful. contingency."3

For his part, anbrook keenly f.lt the delicate position In which

he ai'd Stanhop. had been placed, and doubted that they would be able to

extricate themselves from it with credit. The most favourable

interpretation could not avoid indicting them at the very least for

negligence. An Investigation of th. official correspondence only too

clearly reveals that the Thdis Offic, ought to have been put on its

guard if not as early as 2 February, 2 then progressively an 13, 17,

23 March, and become positi on 8, 10 April. 1 Stanhope confessed

to Stafford Northoot that he "tilt not the .lghtest apprehension"

till, he saw the Viceroy's telegram of 17 Mrrch,S but it as he also said,

-	 -f

1. Times, 3 June 1880.
2. Letter, Financial no. 61, Govt. of Thdia to Sec. of State, 2^

February 1880, pare. 9, in Parl.P., .ctt., p. 66.

3. See Telegrams from Viceroy, 33, 17, 23 March 1880, and the Replies
of the Secretary of Stat., l, 20, 214 March 1880, in ibid., p. 69.
Lytton cabled nbroak on 13 March, for r ipl., that his treasury
was unable to meet the weekly home drawings without borrowing,
because of as he further elained on 17 March, "the constant *ilitary
drain, ultimat. aggregate of which quit. uncertain".

4. Telegrams from Viceroy, 8, 10 April 1850, in ibid., pp. 6940.. At
last on 8 April Itton admitted after probthgby Cranbrook that
"outgoing from our treasury for th. war very alarming, faa' exceed.
ing estimate".

. Stanhope to Northoot., 32 May 1880, Xddesleigh Paper. Add. Ms $O0)1.
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In his minute of 21 April that 'the first not, of alarm" was then somd.d,

asither he nor Cranbrook bothered to inform the public of this latest

intelligence. Whil. Zytton 's telegram of 17 March was unequivocally

black, they continued to have hopes that this and other telegrams were

exaggerated, and undoubtedly profited by th.ir decision to wait for

further information.1 Di a farewell letter to I4ytton as Secretary of

State, Cranbrook was frank enough to admit the suspicious nature of their

cautioni

"I have only one wish in regard to Didian affairs vu that
th. mistake about war e.nditure had not occurred. But
for it you and we should have l.ft offic. without any
chnoe of being at aU discredited, but it would be wrong
to conceal from you the general fe.li ng ton this painful
subject. Ditentional deceit will soon cease to be imputed
but th. fact will remtn and we $hkll have no easy task
to vindicate so vast an error as seess to have been mad..
No person In th. press says a word In justification and
of course our opponents sake the most of it. . .one cannot
but admit that there has been Inelicab1e want of accuracy
somewhere".2

Throughout th. year, as fresh estimates were periodically readjusted ups'

wards, and the error mounted in proportion, the "most discouraging

view" of the whole business was 'confirmed".3

Di a long editorial on 18 May, the 7reeman 'e Journal joined the

journalistic outcry d vIing that the affair be 'sifted' through, till

it was made quit. clear ithether the budget "was * piec. of ali'ost

1. Itlnut. of E. Stanhops on Afghan war Zstisate, 21 April 1880, op.eit.

2. 'anbrook to Lytton, 1.3 Kay 1880, Itton Papers, Was r.E. 218,
l6/.

3. Times 12 July 1880. Se. Hartington's Budget Statement, Hansard.
VoLlS5, 17 August 1880, Ccl. 1398. '...he could not help saying
that it appeared to him that there had been, from th. very ooamencee
mait of that war, a determination which he must consider reckless,
if not d.liberata,p to underestimate, not only in respect to 1innce,
but in every other respect, the difficulties of the enterprise
In which we were engaged." em. under! dng is th. writer's.
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iner'.dibl. blmidsriflg or a pass political trick.' (* the ground that

T1tton and B.aofl1tiS3d followed the we political method of taiaii.

hood and amrsalit', it vu inclined to b.ltsve the worst, The time

had aces to r.g&rd Thdla, 'poimd daim to the sry verge of bankruptcy',

u a land to be gom'n.d tar the benefit .f ite people and not 'a Tam

Tiddl.rs ground for shoals of white officials to pick up gold and

silver'. £ general inquiry into the taxstiam of Thdfa ime the logtoal

to the bndgst deficit. t Frsenan also supported the 4aiIi,

"veil understood and thOrOUgbl7 ayipathiaed with in freland', of the

a'itish vtiaz' £..oaiatiam, th"ma up In a petition to Parliaaent. Thses

Inlud.di the repeal of the eraiam Cod. 't draoo"1. ssarityg

the resov.l of difficulties In the iy of (t ity t the if

Civil Seric•, 'a systes iiieh haR4 fed) v.'- to 7og gemtl.men fr

gland the .cntrol of the destinies of	 t	 to

rest of DiM, of the Bengal Psrt SsttI,.,rt, Ø .sp4jg '.am.th*t

with the Ulster T tt1gritj and the intrt1on of a representative

in the legislative Co1ij, the 'cuily ntura1" 'desiz'e' of the

Thdi.n people. The Freeaau's Jozmal periape saw the I't s.tta.

sent U emoting * restriction en ]andoie, bat t hardly beetcured

upon a twiat, as was the 'sustam' In Ulster, the right to 'tatmzts4

possession of his holding' provided he peid his rent er th right to sell

his Interest In it sheuld he not wish to continua In po.ae.dmi,t

til the Bengal Tenancy Mt of 188S, the Bmal ryot irs. ifabl* to

eviction i.itho.t eoepenaatics if he fall Into arza of a'ent enit --

1. Sos Palmer, op.ett., pp. Us.8.
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transference of "occupancy" rights by sale was recognised until 1928.1

At any rate the Freeman was ocnt.tdent that the Thdiar' people would, in

their demands for reform, receive every aid from Irish Members ."who

had for their suffering a fellow feeling".2

(i the day of the Address to Parl.ii.ent, the Freeman's Journal

published a letter dated l May from 7.11. 0 'tonn.0 to the Counci]. of

the British ThtIfa 1 *.ssociation, 3 in appreciation of the vote of thanks

forwarded to him, giving a sj.41 imd.rtakiug of Irish assistance, In

common with educated "India", 0 'LuxmeU was led to attach "specie].

expectations of Indian reform" to the premiership of Gladstone, not

least because of the appointment of a Catholic Viceroy, lord Ripon.

O'Donnell was going to run th. clerical issue for all it was worth.

Brought up in a 'good school t InM n politics" he wrote, Ripon was

clearly asrk.d out 'as a man to be relied upcsi".4 Of one thing, any.

way, the "leaders of Dvltan native opinion" might rest assured, and that

was the "earnest syapatby of the Irish Parliaiz antary Partjy", with

their 'just and constitutional efforts"of improvetent. 1)erial force

required to be completed by local liberty. Boa. Rulers did not seek

to impose cm DiHn nationalists their own special object of "legis.'

lative imdependenoe" but next to Irish interests felt bound to protect

and extend popular liberty In rfldia.S

1. M.N. Gupta, Land Srsten of Eenga, Calcutta iPi10, Qi.X, pp. 18.233.

2. Freeman 'a Journal, 18 Nay 1880.

3. Hindoo Patriot., 3 Nay 1880.

4. Tim, 27 I4ay 1880. See O'Donnell's letter, 'lord Ripcm and the
Natives of lfldia".

%. Freeman's Journa, 20 Nay 1880.
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Tot no ie deend,d a broad inquiry into the t4nmncisl structure

of Didia itself, although for ouca there vu * deaonatreble ease for

iowa lnisstigation. The Radiosle had been decimated by promotion. A.

Postautsr-Oeberal, Tawaett vu safely closeted out of harm's way in

the bureaucratic recesses of the Post Office. He spoke just twice

cm dia during the entire seasien. When he did speak 1with the old

freedom he enjoyed below the gangway*, as In the Didian Budget debate,3'

he cams in for such eritiatas from his colleagues. As DUke informed

Rlpat, "±1 he, as a . bar of the 0overiaent, is to be allowed so such

tathsr".vhy not 'ant Duff, for instance, itho holds views diametrically

opposite?!.2 Sir David Wdderburn confronted th. new Secretary of

Stats, Lord Hartington, with Pavostt's resolution about the overdue

review of the Oov.iient of T7dia Act oX l88, which had been rportsd

by 100 Liberals end Hem, Ruler. in 1879. WithOut help from either

quarter in May 1880, Wdd.rburn's question was irtaffeotual. Like

his predecessor, H.rttngtcs2 vu abl, to state that th. matter could be

handled with most advantage by the Government in their o way and 'on

their oim rssponaibilfty'.3 Gladstone had given, the cue during the

debate In reply to ths"Queen's speech' that any attt to fasten bias,

for th. budget errors would be prasatur. and that a detailed die-

ouuicn of the subject would be out of pi*o. and uwaeoesssry.1

1. Times. 20 August 1880.

2. Duke to Ripan, 20 August 1880, Ripen Papereh Add, * 143528.

3. H*'neard Vol. 2%2, tlj May 1880, Cola. 313414.

1.	 d, 20Noy1880, cd. lil&.
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Ipart from O'DozmeU, no Home Ruler raised any objection on this

score. Instead, to Irish amazement the WQueen 'a speech" said virtu'.

ally nothing about Irish distress, but dealt almost entirely with

th. problems of Turkey, Afghanistan, Thdia and South Africa.1 No

promise of substantial legislation to Ireland was held out, and the

lapse of the Peace Preservation Act after it. expiry on 1 June

was no palliative. Pollowing the lead of O'Connor Power, who

proposed a "token" amendment2 rectifying thi, omission, one after

another of the Home Rulers discussed the Irish land question and the

urgent need to introduce an exhaustive ld Bill not simply as an

interim relief measure. Irish Members might admire the Government

for refusing !to prop up a ruinous and tyrannical lpire in the East",

but they insisted that it. "first duty" was to Ireland. 3 O'DonneU

was the only one to attempt to ijnth.siss In hi. speech the four

questions of foreign policy given prominence by the Government, with

th. issues of eviction, compensation and rent In Ireland,largely

ignored by it. Of the Indian Budget deficit, however, he made very

little, except to assert that his feUow-l4embers below the Opposition

gangway would conduct the future discussion of finance with an eye

not only to profit but also to ascertaining the cause of growing di.'.

content among

1. Annual Register, 1880, p. 65.

2. C.C. O'Brien, op.cit., p. 147.

3. n.ard, op.oit., Co]. 160.

1&. Thid., 21 May 1880, ØOl5 2S0..]..
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As it happened, th. major part of the session was devoted to

Irish legislation and reciprocally litti. or none to India. A

reticent Government, anticipating quiet and "inhitious work' was

caught mor. or lees unprepared. On 31 Nay the introduction of

O'Connor Power's private Bill amending the Land Act of 1879 to

allow compensation irrespective of ncn-payaent of rent, shamed Forst.r

into co'rthg up with an alternative proposal. 2 Hi. Irish Compen..

cation for Disturbance Bill encountered opposition a].]. the way, and

kept both Houses of Par11ejent busy until August. In the cirewi-

stances, most Home Thil.rs had Uttl. thought for other than the

problems of their own country.

What contribution was made to internationalism was not inaig'.

ni.ticant, however. 1.11. Sift Iiy n twice questioned Hartington about

corporal punishment in Indiw gaola, 3 which ..t the wheels of official

investigation turning. When O'Donnell made the subject his own in

1881 and 1882 relentlessly pursuing the Indian Government until he

received from it satisfactory assurances, an overhaul of gaol admin.

istration was authorised and reforms instituted. This result was

perhaps the finest memorial, of Irish intervention in India in the

nineteenth oentury.*

Sullivan's and Meldon 'a adhesion to the anti-opium lobby and

th.ir participation in the campaign to prohibit th. trade with

1. Annual R.gister, 1880, p. 70.

2. Wemyse R.id, Poreter, ii, p. 21i2.

3. Hanserd, Vol. 23, 28 June, Ccl. 961j 1 Ju].y 1880, Cole. 12146i.7,

4. See Qiapter Mine, section two,
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China and limit the cultivation of the poppy in Bengal, did not

inspire equal gratitude. The Hindoo Patriot, one of many Indian

newspapers which refused to see the trade as an infringment of

morality, regarded the pressure of "sentimental moralists" in igland

as en unwarrantable encroachment on India's internal affairs •

a parliamentary debate sponsored by Sir Joseph Pease, Sullivan was

unimpressed by the financial argument of the protectionists that

revenue, although the Indian Ecchequer stood to lose annually by

men or eight rjll ion pound., was a convincing defence for "hideous

iniquity". 2 His speech was an Impressive piec. of oratory, if it

failed to show how India might make good the 1ose. Both Faweett

and Gladstone who followed Sullivan, made this point In explainine

that conscience was not a convincing argument. 4 Nevertheless,

although Hartington refused to bind hisis elf to any timetabl. of

gradual abandonment, he inquired of India whether changes of policy

might make the revenue "less o)momioua to the British moralists".

The House of Commons was 'very virtuous" and he anticipated still

more serious attack. upon the opium trad, each year.5

Frank Eugh 0 'DonneU, as might be expected, asked twice as

many questions about India as any other Menber of Parliament, and

1. Hindoo Patrioi, 12 July 188O Indian Mirror1 14 July 1880.
Msldon was a member of a deputation to the Foreign Office on
14 June, to petition Grenrille to prohibit the iiçort of Th4in
opium into Ch4i*.

2. Hansar4, Vol. 252, 14 June, Cola. 1268.70.

3. TImes, 7 June 1880.

4. Haneard, op.oIt., Cola. 1270, 1278.

5. Hartlngtcsi to J. Ferguson, 11 June 1880, Hartington Papers,
Reel 7914, L0.L.
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with more effeot.Over the Vernacular Press Act, for .cample, now

moribund but unrepealed, hi. was the leading voice he].ping to move

the India Office and the Viceroy to undertak. the final examination

of its usefulness. Tn 1878, he had "ceded" th. "advocacy of the

liberties of th. Indian Press" to Gladstone; 1 but with the Liberals

in office felt empowered to remind them of their promise in Parliament

and outside to do away with Indian censorship.2 thidoubtedly, more

effective pressure was exerted by Gladstone who was still "axlrl one"

about repeal, and by a section of the Liberal party which. wcu]4 ttav

pressed th. issue before the end of the session. Yet to O'Donnefl

must go the credit for alerting the House of Commons. With apparent

reluctance, on 25 Jun. the Secretary of State instructed Lord Ripon

to lock into the matter at the earliest moment,3 and stressed the

urgency of this request on 16 Juiy)

In th. same month, Jnstin McCarthy, briefed by O'Donnefl, brought

to Hartington 's notice the recent publication of C.J. O'Donnell's

pamphlet,	 Ruin of an Indian Province, which described the

impoverishment of Behar and investigated the reasons for it. 	 na

ting from maids the Indian Civil Service, the pamphlet contained all

ingredients of a firstolaae scandal. High officialdom in India,

.ho In a bad light, was resentful at this exposure. Above all, in

1. Freeman's Jourus]., 20 Nay 1880.

2. Hans4., op,cit., 21 Nay 1880, Ccl. 237.

3. Eartlngton to Ripon, 25 July 1880, Hartington Papers, Bee]. 794,
1.0 • L.

4. Hartingtcn to Ripon, 16 July 1880, ibid. See Deep. legislative
no. 4, S.c. of State to Govt. of India, 28 January 1881, pare.
10, in Par]..P. 1881, Vol. LivnilI, No. 113.
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F.H. O'lDoim.0 it encountered the perfect foil of any attempt to

ma$ntain secrecy and silence. His presence in Parliament ensured

that the cas. became public knowledge rather than departmental

property.

The massacre of General Burrow's forces at Maiwand on 27

July might normally hare been expected to divert Irish attention to

the st. Indeed, far from mourning the disaster, the Nation at

once expressed satisfaction that "nemesis" should again "dog

the footsteps" of the British invaders.1 It recalled its precursor

in 18)40, when Doet Nohaad triumphed over a British force in the

first Afghan war, and reprinted a verse of Thomas Davis 'a 'Ballad

of freedom", commemorating the event. "Thousands of liberty-loving

Irish hearts" joined with the "dusky 11lons" of Thdis in celebration,

and in tune to the. Indian strains of the equivalent Irish chorus *

WTh.y came across the wave
But to plunder and enslave,
And should find a robber's grave
Say. the Sham Tan Vocht".

To the caus, of Horn. Rule .1]. over the world, the Nation wished

success 
2 

"fransat]sntio" of the Irish World under the head1ie

"&g1and 'a Outrages in India, Africa and Ireland O4'*g Hone to her",

was also inspired to lyrical prose by the revers, at Maiwaxid. With

the "Heavenly Tath.r" disposed to put forth his word that the

'British pire" should cease, and to drive British soldiery "from

th. face of the earth", Irishmen everywhere were told to 'Spread th.

Light". Thair turn was near.3

1. Nation, 31 July 1880.

2. Thid., 7 August 1880.

3. Irish World, 21 August 1880.
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his capacity as Vice.President of the Home Rule Confederation

0 'Donnel]. circularised Home Rulers for the last time on 1 Augunt

suggesting that a meeting be held "for the purpos. of organising

th. united action of the party on the question of the Afghan War".

H. urged that the "influence of the party should be brought to

bear in terminating" a war which was "being waged against an unoff.nd..

iug people".1 The unfeeling though not unexpected motion2 of the

House of Lords on 3 August in throwing out the Compensation for

Disturbance p111 by an overwhelmiuig majority, 3 crowded out this

possibility. At a meeting of the Irish party on 6 August, the

proceedings were completely dominated by angry schemes of reprisal.

Parnell proposed to convert criticism of the Constabulary Estimates

into a "species" of obstructive demonstration. The result was that

O'Donnell was den.td the chance of proposing his motion on Afghan!.

stan. Protesting against the"aysterioua manoeuvre" of castigting

the liberal Government in the Commons for the &nti.tenvt views of

the Tory Opposition In the tipper House, he walked out In dinguat14

His res(gnittion as Yio..President, handed In to a Home Rule Conven.'

tion at Newcastle on 9 August, was accepted without comment.5

Perhaps as Northbrook put it, ParneU and the land League wsre pro-

yid.d with all the "powder and shot" they needed or could handle to

"fire at the Saxozis"6

1. Times, 2 August 1880.

2. Northbrook to RIpon, 16 July 1880, RI1pon Papers, Add. X. 143570.

3. The Lords rejected the Bill by 282 votes to 51.

14. Tines, 10 August 1880.

5. Ibid.

6, Nort1irook t, Ripon, 6 August 1880, tp Paptr8. Add. hIm 143570,
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a sense,	 'a surrender of office was a tacit aciciow..

iscigeinent that Parnefl had won conclusively. As he admitted over

the Brad].augh and Qiallemel"Zaoour debates, his action had "dug

a hole" between him and Parneil "the extent of which" he did "not

car." just then "to .stimate". He must also have realised that

he could get no further mileage out of the clerical issue, or essential

backing from Dwyer Gray. (ki U August he wrot. to the Freeman 'a

Journal that the country would "pay bitterly for the consequences of

abandoning the traditions of Grattan end 0' Cozmell and Butt on behalf

of the raving idiocy of revolutionary radicalism". 2 It was with

bitter irony that 0 'Donnefl aqr.ssed the view during the Didian

Budget debate on 17 August, that "enough"had already been said about

the Afghan war. H. also cautioned the Cousioris against the "unwisdom"

of "interf.ring too much" in India 'a domestic affairs, instead of

letting reform proceed from within.3 This advice hardly squared

with his past record, and it was to contrast with his attitude in

the futur, to Indian questions. Probably he was soured by the

apparent coUape. of his Indian strategy and by the Parnellit.

decision to pursue a col1ion course with the Liberals in the fields

of Ireland.

1. Natj, 31 July l88).

2. Freeman's Journai, 11 August 1880. The underlining is the writer's.

3. Hanaar4, Vol. 255, 17 August 1880, Col. 11475.
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111 An Outcast

Despite his differences with the Parnellitse, Frank Hugh 0 'DeU

remained "without an instant 'a variation, a Nationalist Irishman", in

basic opposition to the Government of th. day. La long as Ireland

was deprived of ealf.gov.rnment he would stand firmly by this old obstruc.

tive principl.. From tim. to time he might be unpredictable in the

House of Commons, but hs flayer voted against the party on Irish issues.

Itwashisconc.itandhistenper, umuchaaanyotherfaotor, that

l.Zt him isolated in nationa11at politics at this period of crisis

In Irela4, i his conception of an Irish Psrlianent, his avowal of

int.rnatiL&l 1m and his notion of Rome Rule, 0 'Dannell was convinced

that he was th. trtL. custodian of the nationalist fradition eatablis)ed

by Grattan, 0 'COnU.0 and Butt. [.t aa much as he might protest that

h was following Rthe guidance of his 	 ,,2 in opposing tie activities

of the Tind League, he could hardly take the high position that the

Parn.Ui.t.a war. ignoring it. Th. latter did not atop being inter-

nationalists because they declared a "holy war" againet the system

of landlordiem. Diatiad they became more ,not less, interested in the

empire as the feasibility of carrying the flame of agrarian revolution

to other "colonies' suggested it..1f. The party steered off imperial

affairs only while 0 'Donnell r,iin.d a threat to Parn.U. (kice he

bad ceased to be a danger it could then go back to the luxury of

1. See lucy, The Gladstone Parliament, p. 3.

2. O'Donnell,	 ii, p. 172.
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d.tacusaing D2dian or African questions. As for betraying the cause

of Home Rule, 0 'DonneU uever for a moment imagined that Parneil was

a revolutionary or that he "had the slightest intention of realislng

the Devoy or Davitt ideal", He "talked daggers" merely for the

benefit of the American audience. "Very probably", 0 'Donnell COfl

jeotured, the scheme that would have attracted him moat "would be the

position of leader of the Irish delegation within the Imperial

Parliament".1 O'Donnell himself exhibited no slavish loyalty to the

concept of federalism. On 9 February 1882, for .wiple, he advocated

continued union betv.en Ireland and Britain only on the condition

that the Irish people received genuine not counterfeit selt-goverinemit.

While he was "not such a too]. to Irish intellect" to wast, the

"brains and blood" of Irishmen—a sentiment in th. very beat Buttit

tradition—he much preferred separation "ten thousand times" than the

present arrangsnent.2

O'Donnell was appalled by Ireland's r.ply to the rejection

by the Houss of Lord'. of the Compensation Bill. As the West fast

drifted into anarchy,3 Parnell at m1 of 19 September "struck the

keynote of the agitation" by enunciating a fearsome policy of

social ostracism or "boycott" and laying down the lines ci which the

Land League should work. If there was to b. land reform in the cc'ning

session of Parliament, he told a gathering of farmers, it would be the

1. O'Donnell, Hietory, i, pp. 506..8 li, p. 16.

2. Hansard, Vol. 266, 9 February 1882, Cola. 268-71j Freemen 'a
4urna1, 1O.Pebrnaryl882.

3. Annual Reg$ster, 1880, p. 106 ft.
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measure of their activity and energy that winter. They must show

their determination by refusing to pay unjust rents, by keeping a

firm grip on their homesteads, and by not bid ding for' farms from

which others had been evicted. Above all they must rally to the

League, obey its mandates, and cast out the "weak and cowardly" who

did not.1 To O'Donnell the message of this "ruin-making" speech,

that reverberated through the country with devasting clarity and ixaot,

was $ "So much violence, so much reform". ]ideed, it was no exagger-

ation to describe the black nights of winter as "the sacred season of

Ribbon methods".2 The Times spoke of "unparalleled terror", 3 murder

was committed, cattle maimed, and hands of peasants "scoured the country"

burning and shooting. Tet the reign of terror aed io PrneUa

strength. Not only Fttw.a and Irish-American sympathiaers, but

also the parish clergy "who iew the sufferings of their flocks at

first hand" and "sober nationalists. • .ntost likely to be alienated

by violence" swelled the ranks of the Land League. "What agonies

moderate revolutionists must have undergone during the horror of the

French Revolution", Alfred Webb wrot. to his brother Richard.6

At Cork on 3 October Parnell was welcomed as the "Unorowned King" of

Irelard. "So instinct with power, so redolent of victory" was he

that day that he reminded Michael McCarthy of "a Greek god come to

taics part in a festival organised by his votsrieafl.'1

1. RB. O'Brien, Parnell, i, pp. 235-7.

2. 0 'Donnell, History, j, pp. O2-3.

3. Tiinee, 26 November 1880.

1.	 R.B. O'Brien, cp.cit., p. 21i7.

lyons, Ireland Since the Famim, p. 160.

6. A. Webb to B. Webb, 14 June 1881, Webb Papers, Ms 1715.

7. NJ?. McCarthy, Fte Irish Revolution, Tel. I, Edinburgh 1912,
p.126.
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The distinction of being one of the first Hone Rulers to be

shmned by the Land League went to Frank Hugh 0 'Donnell. Di A

History of the Irish Parliamentary Part he claimed that at this

period he "only knew enough about the Land league to refuse to join

it, end to protest against the deliberate exooisnmioation passed

against all owners of landed estate".3 Yet the reason he was treated

as an opponent and "like the leper of old" was as much because of

hi. haughty and irreconcilable e1mer as because he disapproved of

intiajiation sni outrage. Wiiei it was suspect.i2 that the Govern..

aent intended to prosecut. the leaders of th. Lend League in a demon..

stration trial an charges of conspiracy,3 0 'DonneU offered then hi.

support. While "still of the opinion" that only a "tenant-right

platform" had advantages, he felt that it was his "duty as a humble

member of the Irish National party to ask admission" to the League

and to "claim th. honour of sharing the risks which (sightj attend

th. defenc, of constitutional action in Ireland', Patrick Egan

was reluctant to "permit' 0 'Donnell to "come in" as a matter of

"self-respect' and Dr. Kenny doubted the "sincerity' of his "conversion,"

Nevertheless, th. motion nizating 0 'Doimell was agreed to it

Egan in the end was not forced to swallow hi. pride, it was because

0 'Dotmell found the rol, of suppliant unbearable. &plaining thkt

1.	 O'Donnell, History, 1., p. 506.

2,	 See Times, 18 October 1880.

3. Ci 2 November Parnell, Biggar, Dillon, T.D. Sullivan, Sexton,
Egan, Brennan and other prominent leaders were duly proaecut.d.

4. Freeman's Journal,, 27 October 1880.
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he had given as much proof as was in his power that he was "prepared

to sink a good many points of difference against a coon danger to

the country", O'Donnell refused to badge from his position on the land

question. He was no more ready than in the past to advocate a

"programme of expropriation of landlords" and he itill believed

that the protection of tenants vu more important than the creation

of peasant proprietoras "I have a general hatred of the mania for new

beginnings and new departures, which is the perpetual curse of Irish

politica". That a u,ianious sentenc, of "exc qun1cation" was

passed on O'Donnell h(ielf was inevitable. At the next weekly meets,

jug of the League he was fiercely denounced as a parliamentarian who

was "always cadging after" British Xml iters end "always looking if

he could oblige then in any way" • ?gan impgnae O'arm.U'. 'pO11t.O*1

honest'y" and Andrew Kettle declared that there could be "no working

union with any gentleman holding Mr. 0 'DomeU 's views". The Lend

Leagu. was established not to "purify" and "nation*l 1ae" landlordiem,

he clarified, but to abolish it altogether.2

Rejected by the Land League 0 'Donnell was subsequently excluded

from the counsels of the party. HI did not attend the important

meeting in Dublin on 27 December at which thirty "edght3 membez's.were

1. Freeman's Journ4, 3 November 1880.

2. Thid., 10 November 1880.

3.	 Barry, Bigger, Brooks, Byrne, Commin., Corbet, Daly, Dawson,
Dillon, Pay, Gill, Healy, L.lor, Leahy, Leany, McCarthy,
MaCcan, McKenna, Marum, Martin, Meldon, Metg., MoUoy, Nolan,
A. O'Connor, T.P. O'Oonnor, The O'Gorman Mahon, O'KeUy,
O'Sullivan, Parnell, O'Connor Power, R. Power, Sexton, Saith.
wick, Smyth, A.M. Sufllven, T.D. Sullivan, Synan.
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present. Nor was he ag the seven who sent letters of apology.

He chose to rsli' In London on the very occasion that Parnel].

proceeded to consolidate his power in the party and to impose a much

tighter discipline over it. Not only were "Whiggish" Hams Rulers

given an ultimatum to "acme in or get out"2 when it was resolved that

all members "should henceforth ut in opposition", but the party's

constitution was altered and the "power of shaping and directing"

policy in an "emergency" or on any measure not previously discussed

by the party was placed in the hands of a Parnellite committee. Con-

sisting of Parneu as Chairman, McCarthy as Vice. Chairman, Healy and

Sexton as Hon. Secretaries, Nolan and R. Power as Whips, and the

rzeaarer,3 together with Barry, Biggar, (fn Dillon, Gray, A.

O'Connor, T.P. O'Connor, O'Connor Power and A.M. Sullivan, the

committee was designated as a "Cabinet"1 although it never ftmctioned

as one. An attempt to bind the party to the principle of obedience

to majority rule was also made but the pledge contained loopholes and

oould not be strictly enforced.

When Parliament reopened in January, W.E. Torster as he had

hinted in the previous session, applied for the expected doe. of coer.

cion to enable him to cow rather than cure the land agitation in

1. B.Uingham, Colthurst, Pinigan, Mao Farlane, 0 'ia1glV1esey,
O'Shea, Shaw.

2. C.C. O'Brien, op.cit. p. S6.

	

'-3.	 Thitiilly Maurice Brooks.

	

4,	 Freeman's Journal, 28 December lS8Oj Tiie, 28 December 1880.

	

5.	 C.C. O'Brien, op,cit. pp. 14245.
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Ireland, Short of temper, the Parn.Uites answered by "iudivjdnnaly

and ooll.otively" resisting the Gov*rnaent 'a Protection Of Person and

Property Bill "by all and every means placed at their diaposal".1

abarrusm.nt not argument vu th. avowed policy. According to

o 'Donnll the 'watchword" went out to all members to "obstruct in

the crudest way and by the sliipl.st methods".2

proposal of anendilant after a'd'ent and th. renewal of numerous motions

of adjourna.ntjyt "u]1sh" though it was, such obstruction could not

b. checked by the xtsttng rules and ths us. was brought to a stand-

still. Dillon 'a dream of a determined party of' thirty HOme Rulers

work4 g in shifts and trampl1ng nnd,rfoot parlismentary tradition, had

been realised. Shaw, Henry and ten of their followers,3 most of "hon

were landowners, reacted to this situation by deo1 1niig, as the ea

put it, to go into 'imcazproaising and unoonditic"al surrender'.1

They announced th.iz' formal secession from th. party rather than be

bz'ov-beat.0 into adapting the programme of 'xtrewe obstruction" that

bad been "marked out for then across the Ltlantic".

o 'Donn.11, on the other hand, although he 'hated and despised'

these proceedings 'of ignorance and unadaptability", set M.1f

'squarely' against ocercion. He regarded 'the whole d'g with con-

tempt" but was not to be outdcias by the uittanta when the Government

1. 8.. T.P. O'Connor's resolution at th. party meeting on 27
Decambec, Tiies, 28 December 1580.

2. O'Donnell, History, ii, p. 18.

3. Blennerh*aaett, Brooks, Collins, Colthurst, Errington, Ms]dan,
O'Beirn., P. O'Brien, D.M. O'Ccnor, Sayth.

Tine, 7 February 1681.

mid., 18 February 1881. 3.. Shaw's letter t. the Bishop Of
o1'1e.
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chose to attack Irish Liberty. 1 Eventn*lly on 2 February the Speaker

authorised the use of the closure after one sitting lasting mole than

fortyson. hours. Ci the following day Michael Davitt was arrested tor

violation of his ticket..of '.l.ave. As an indication of the degree

to which 0 'Domiell was worTclng inisolation, he realised that th. party

must protest but "had got no inkling of what the opposition would

be".2 lie was theretor. "sitting qu.t.tly" in his rooms at Craven St.

while the Parnellites one after another wer, being suspended and

then ejected from the house. O'Donnell had not been In the habit of

attending recent party m.etings but it was also possible that the

Land Leaguers had pur'pose1y eluded him from anything they thought

would be popular. H. suapsot.d that the 'Irish news agency" was

'regularly bcyoott( ingJ" him in its communication to the Irish news-

papers abroad and at hone. Certainly Mealy was reluctant to give

him publicit? and 0 'Donnell 'a na". for a time all but disappeared

from the columns of the Freeman 'a Journal and the Nation. However,

Biggar spoiled their gam. by dragging 0 'Donnell off to be suspended

with the rest of them)' His name was thus hastily added to the

historic list of thirty"six martyrs.5

1. O'Donnell, History, ii, p. 19.

2. mid.

3. Mealy, i..tters and Leader!, i, p. 96.

14.	 O'Donnell, op.cit., p. 2Oj LB. O'Brien, Parnei, i, p. 28g.

5.	 Barry, Biggar, Byrne, Corb.t, Daly, Damson, 1)411 n, liutgan,
Gill, (hay, Mealy, Lslor, laahy, Imemy, McCarthy, MaCcan,
Martin, Maty., Molloy, Nelson, A. O'Connor, T.P. O'Connor,
o'Donnell, The 0 'Donoghus, The 0 'Clornan Nahion, 0 'Kelly,
o 'Sbaughnesay, O'Sullivan, Parne].1, O'Connor Power, B. Power,
J. R.daond, S.xton, ithwick, A.M. Sullivan, TD. Sul1ivan.
S.. Zaicy, The Gladstone Parliament, p. 137.
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By hi. sudden and ckamatio intervention Sir Henry Brand administered

the death blow to obstruction and removed the moat effective weapon

of the "active' policy, the power of waging almost endless discussion.

There could be no repetition in the future of the type of deonMtration

Home Ibilers had made against the South Africa Bill in 1877. Parlia"

meutary privileges, which in O'Donnell's view might have been 'invaluabls

for the defence of human rights", were revoked for th. protection of

th. House of Commons. 1 If the Irish expulsion was construed in Ireland

as a victory of nationalist resolve, it was a victory at a price.

Parnell refused to follow it up logically as Davitt urged by permanently

evacuating the Ham. Rule party from Westmixeter, and by declaring a

general strike agatnat rent. Thatead, he returned to a Parliament,

considerably strengthened to withstand if not to quell obstruction,

advocating that the party "go on widening the area of the agitation"

rather than fall back on retirement or 'appeal to force".2 This

policy of effecting "a jimotion between the Fhglish masses and Irish

nation.iIu", was one whose principal advocates included not only

Davitt and T.P. O'Connor, 3 but ODcnneU as well. Having rejected

the path of revolution, Parn.0 choose th. alternative at hii 9 that

of responsible argument. Although dressed up to appear more tigerish

than it actually was, moral influence reaivied the last resort. (

the decision to withdraw British troops from cthni9 for .app1e,

the party did not gang up against a 'Coercion Govemnneuit' for the sake

1. O'Donnell, Histo	 ii, p, 9.

2. Freeman ti Journal 17 February 1881, quoted in C.C. O'Brien,

3. Ibid.
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of defeating it, but was allowed a free vote. 1 As P.1. Smyth eloquently2

put it, the "soul of th. British nation (was] troubled for India", for

the "moral law" would "assert its power". 3 Thirty..thz'ee14 Home Rulers

opposed the retention of Candahar '..becauae if Britain had no right

to seise th. city, it had lyon lees right to retain it—whils "thirty"

abiutidnod.

In thus circumstances, there were several reasons why

o 'Donna].] returnsd to the fold. The moat important, perhaps, was that

the Land league, with its executive either In gaol. or In exile, was

in no position to exert irresistible preaaur. on Parneil and the

party. ParneU had resolved to see Gladstone's Land B1.1 through the

HouaeofCommonsandtovienditingoodfaith, because itwasnot

"thoroughly bad" as son, hoped6 but represented an "intelligent" attempt

to satisfy many of th. tenants' demands • O'Donnell supported the

policy of attacking the deficiencies of the Bill without wrecking

it altogether, 7 and he went along with ParneU 'a rol, of delicately

balancing between th. extremes of deliberate sabotage and unconditional

acoeptsno.. At a meeting on May, he was on. of eighteen8 activists

1. Nations 2 April 1881.
2. Tinee, 26 March 1881.
3. Hanser4, Vol. 29, 214 March 1881, Cola. l89O.l1.
14, Blake, Blennsrhaasstt, Brooks, Byrne, Collins, Colthurst, frring

ton, Pay, Gabb.tt, Henry, McCarthy, l4oCoan, MoKenna, Martin,
Ms].don, Molloy, Moor., Nolan, O'Beirne, P. O'Brien, T.P. O'Connor,
D. If. 0' Conor, The 0 'Gornan Mahon, 0 'Shaughussay, O'Shea, O'Sullivan,
0 Connor Power, Sexton, Shaw, Sayth, A,M. Suil (van, T.D. Sullivan,
Synan. This tally includes th. moderate seceder.,

^. TIine, 28 March 1881, Among these were, Barry, Bigger, Corbet,
Daly, Daweon, Dillon, Finigan, Gil], Gray, Healy, Lalor, Leahy,
Leamy, Martin, Metgs, 0 'Kelly, Parnell, R, Power.

6. 2.B. O'Brien,Parn.l1, i, p. 29].
7. O'Donnell, Hi.tory, ii, pp. 2O.22; see O'Donnell's letter to

Tiie, 26 May 1881.
8. Barry, Bigger, Byrne, Coamlna, aorb.t, Dawicn, Fiuigan, Mealy,

lalor, Lsaby, Iaaay, A. O'Connor, T. F, 0' Connor, 0 'Donnell,
0 'Kelly, Parneil, J. R.dmond, Sexton.
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to agre. to a motion cilliig fur general abstention on the second

reading of the Bill, as a way of resenting John Dillon 'a arrest.

ret the proposal "cane as a ahoolc" and was intensely disliked.1

Although Parnell had threatened to resign if defeated on the issue,

*eznera were p parei to risic auoii a contingency and some

contemplated mutiny. Apart from the secedera, fourteen 3 Home Rulers

including MaCoan, The O'Donoghue, O'Connor Power and O'Shea, hence-

forth branded as "black-legs" or "carpst..baggera", dbsyed

the party d.cia ion and voted for the Bill on 19 May. Even more were

in favour of the third reading when Parnell left the matter of abaten..

tion to Individual discretion. A further sevante.n "defected" and

Parnell walked cut of the House followed only "by a handful of friends".6

Significantly, 0 'Donusll could be counted as one of those. 7 Again

and again ithen Parnefl found hi l.t in a tight corner, 0 'DOIU'eU

would some to his assistance rather than connive at his downfall.

Another reason for 0 'DonneU'a .)wge of heart wa, a practical

one. H. needed the party ma a back-up in his dealing with the India

Office over th. question of gaol reform in India and more pereoaUy

1. T.P. O'Connor, MemoI!!,i, P. 177.
2. flake, Daly, lioCarthy, MaCoan, MacFarlane, Martin, The ô'Donoghue,

O 'Shaughn.ssy, 0 'SuulLvan, O'Connor Power, nithwiok, T.D. Sullivan,
Three--R. Power, Nolan and O'shea—did not vote. These figures
are taken from the Tines1 6 May 1881.

3. B.Uinghan, Blake, Daly, )'ay, (3abbett, Martin, Moore, The
O 'Donoghue, 0 'ShaugImesay O'Shea, O'Connor Power, Suan Whitworth.

Ii.	 S.. 7gan's letter to the Tines, 27 May 1881.
Call an, Corbst, Dawson, i1li layer, McCarthy, Macparlane,
)foK m., Marwa, Molloy, Nolan, Ths 0 'Qorsan Mahon, 0 'Kelly,
N. Power, adthwiok, A.M. Sullivan, T.D. 5u 1 iLyan,

6. LB. O'Brien, ParneU, i, p. 297.

7. Tbi.rt.nins Home Rulers (ino1u44n the secedes voted for th.
third reading. Barry, Bigger, Byrn., C'Mna, Flnigan, Mealy,
Wor, laahy, leamy, A. O'Connor, T.P. O'Connor, O'Donnell, and
Sexton were among thea. who abstained with ParneU.
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over the tate of his brother. The latter had chaflenged,at consider-

able riak,the authority of Indian bureaucraoy,in pursuit of justice

not only for himself but also for the Behar peasantry. As Frank

Hugh read the situation he was probably the one safeguard against

hasty and retaliatory action by the Bengal Government • In his

view all three causes were worthy material for concerted party

action. Gaol conditions had poignant relevance to both nationalist

parliamentarians and land leaguers expoaed to the new Coercion Act.

C.J. O'Donnell could be seen taking on "Castle" Government at

Calcutta, in furtherance of Land League principles. The Behar

ryots wer. deserving of "enlightenment" as much as Irish t.ants.
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A Land Problem in Didia

z contrast with Ireland, ther. was no land League in In*, no

Davitt to guid. the ryota into ooll.etivs action, no Parn.0 in the

Legislative Council to obstruct public business or to extract tron

th. Viceroy rent relief and a land bill. let th. condition of the

peasantry in Xndia;aubjeot.d to the visitations of periodic famines,

to inequitibi. rent s.ttlenents and to illegal expropriation, was

probably as bad as In Ireland and In parts of Bengal worse. By

th. tin. Ripon arrived in India, th. 000anoy rights of the Bengal

peasantry, for sxaile, originally recognised in the Permanent

Settlement of 1793, had all but disappeared, violated by landlords

over the years.	 short, t nts-b'right had bioone t.nantsat.

will. The senindar's power to enhance rent and to subdivide holdings

was virtually unrestricted, and in eases of eviction there was eel..

don eaenaatien fOr isprovement and little redress. 2 The impoz'tant

t.nanoy rsforma clamour.d for In Ireland were by no sean. irrelevant

to those areas in India under the "s.1j'dari' system. Of course,

serious agrarian riots wer, not unknom, as in East Bengal between 1873

and 1875 and in the Dsoean in 1877, but they were mors spontaneous

that organised outbursts. Others like th. Patna outbreak in 1872-

1875 contained ions of the characteristics but little .Z the yiolsnae

of the Irish land hague agitation. Only in rare instances did cultivators

oonbin. against the s.li'dars in witholding their ant. Their motto

was $ We shU not fight, but we shell not pay".2 The silent i11(o

1. Sei G.R.G. Hambly, Sir Richard T.rle and the 0overnaient of dii
1868 to 1880t Some Trends in Indian Administrative Policy winub

I	 IUi.LJ.M	 WLI• V*

2. Se. WW. Hunters Addreui "What the zg1ish have yet to do for
the Indian People" in Times, 10 November 1880. Also, reports
en the agrarian aituatio can be found in Temple Papu', Eur.
Mss 7. 86
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had no voice, no one to represent their int.rests to the Viceroy's

Council, no on. to galvanic. them into a potent force. Just as in

Ireland befor. the coising of the Land league the political potential

of the peasantry was largely mrealised.

Thowevsr, between 1879 and 1382 an important transference of

eerienoe from Ireland to Thdia can be observed. Two years ot

agrarian di urbanoes and parliamentary speeches ouli'4nating In

Gladstone's Irish Land B111 of 1881 helped to remove some of the

scales from Indian eyes. The colusne of the Benga], the Indian

Mirror and the !indoo Patriot provided an unbroken conentary on the

Irish situation,1 the one comparing the si4 t.riti.s, the, other two

stressing th. differences with Bengal. Just as the Thdiin &ssociaticn

studied the political organisation of the Hone Rule party in 1879, so

it turmed its attention to the agrarian campaIgn of the Lar'd League

in the years following. W}iile it did not aspire to organic. the

peasantry cm an Irish scale, it at least sought to effect contacts

with the peasantry for the first time. The attempt thoroughly

alarmed the British Did 1 n Association which had enjoyed a long

unrivalled spell as the co-called mouthpiece of the Th4ian people.

This steady flow of news from Ireland was given added weight

because of the parallel attack on th. whole system of land revenue

and tenurial law in india. The Report of a 7.*In. Coission,

appointed In May 1878, was a dadng treatise cii the relations between

1 • Bsngale 6 Iovsnib.r, 18 December 1880j 29 January, 30 April, lh
May l81 The Indian Mirror 2, iS November l880j Hindoo Patriot1.
10,3ljanuaryj 3, OMayj6,l3Junel88l.
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landlord and tenant, 'b.alng yearly *re and nore hostile 1, and

on the ln.ff.otivanau ,S recant legislation to In snyvs iiçro've

then. The Ciutcn fom4 that an opposition of intreets' had

bean crested between the two sluice, the foreex' Ing U in their

pmer to harass their tenants and t. ltn1ah the value of thsir

oca)anoy rights. This Bengal promo, vu particularly bad, owing

to the ftilur. of the isv to afford protsation at all. ] fisher

"the relations of landlord and tenant (were] too often those 01 a

)tg-..isnded prrlstary body an the en. hand, h*bituafly diezegarding

the lu, and an the other * tenantry Ignorant, very helpless, and

In the nest abj.et poverty'. The 'iU.gal condoot" of the toner

vu without .xespttcn d.e]ared to be at fault. They ; the

i11a.ns of the plane, if illaIns were to be toad. The Raport

therefore urged the Oovsronant so the grrsia of justice and duty

to seed the runt law, to prvunt evasion, and to check abuses?

Thd..d, In l87 a Bangs] Rant Ooeniuicn was alrss4 engaged In such

an Investigation, and Is an abstract of a 'sft bill presented to

Rlpon in l3O unbodied aeny of the broad xcao sdations suggsst.d

The Ytserc, however, chose to postpane a definite

decision so the groeds that he first wished to .cquir's a thorough

grasp of the subject.

the eantlne, the political Associations of Bengal d.eiarsd

their positions Ld entered into flszse debate. The )v 1 Association

1. , peru.

2. Abstract of a Draft Bill of the flange] Rent Law Cauudision, In
Pz'], P., Tel. LXVTTI, 188], o. 2. Juice CaIx'4 was the author of
teaIje Rsport.
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vslccsaed the possibility of riekial legislation, while the British

Didian Association, tearing "impending ruin" dfended the Permanent

Settlement intact. Their terms of reference were frequently fish.

Even the Government tended to see In Ireland both a precedent and

sparaliel. Thal.tteron26Mayl88ltohis o].dfriendVJ.

Tors tar, th. Irish Secretary, Ird Ri.pon spoke of a land problem

which also pressed for his "early and careful consideration". The

"questions connected with the relations between landlord and tenant",

he wrote, "(wereJ very similar to, and scarcely lees difficult than,

those with which you have to deal in Izelen4...". 1 Forster's

solution therefore suggested itself as a possible guideline. At

his o request, the Viceroy was kspt informed by Hártington on the

progress of the Irish Lend i3tU. 2 The Hlndoo Patriot mdertooIc a

five part nalyais of it. principles. 3 tiavoidably, the arguments

for and against legislation debated in Thg3 and found their way to

India, together with the emotion and the propaganda. The enemies

of Indian reform, for eale, saw in the movement to protect

rights no less than the transplantation from Ireland of a policy of

confiscation, calculated as there "to bear terrible fruit". Such

was the opinion, minuted and later published in the 	 of

Sir Richard Garth, iief Justice of Bengal, the most significant

ally to lend stWport to the semindars. He prayed that such catastrophe

might 'with the blessing of God', be averted from their 'Indian

1. Ripon to Poriter, 26 May 1881, Ripon Papere Add. Na I3, S37.

2. See Hartington to Ripcn, 1, 6 Julyj 12 August 1831,	 rtingtcn
pers1 Reel 794, LO.L,

3. See Qiapter 1.ght, sectien three.
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possessions".1 Garth, as A. Ilackensie, Secretary to the Government

of India, pointed out, believed that Ireland had "become the scene

of agrarian outrage" because of the confiscation not of tenants'

but of landlords' rights.2

It was in this vez' explosive climate, that Charles James

o 'Dcim.0 'a The Ruin of an Indian Province was published in london.

Utilising Information he had been ins trumental in collecting for

LW. Thinter 'a Statistical Account of Bengal, 0 'Donnell painted an

even griner picture of the Behar peasantry than before, ground down

by rapacious genindara, driven from their' land by moneyh.Ilungry

Ruropean indigo planters, betrayed by a negligent Government and by

local officials who aided and abetted their exploitation.3 Th. condition

of Behar, which nothing but a pronounced expression of parliamentary

vii]. could ameliorate, was described as a disgrace to the )igUsh

The pamphlet was the very cataLyst that was needed to launch India

into the throes of controversy about lsmd reform, La an Irishman

if also a member of the Indian Civil Service, O'Donnell seemed to

bridge in person the philosophical gulf that could be clai,ned to separate

the two countries and the two situations. To Ireland at least he brought

a glossary of hitherto incomprehensible terms that bad made hitta seem more

a distant planet than a oolo'aial counterpart. To Thdia he persçnifisd the

danger of agrarian uprising often theorised about but not before threatened. It

-	 -a

1. Minute of Sir' Richard Garth on Proposed Ient law, 6 December
1882, in Ripon Paper, Add. Ms 1j3, S81i.

2. Minute of A. MacKenzie in	 1 December 1882, in id.

3. C.J. O'Donnell, The Ruin of an Indian Pro yin ., London. 1880, p. lii.

14. Thid., p. 33.
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will be recalled that in March 1879 lie bad left India as a pro.'.

p.otivs Home Rule candidat. for Gaiway, only to arrive after the

general elections. Di September he returned to India, his political

ambitions dashed once Frank Rugh 0 'Donnsfl had given the struggle

over Parn.U. let to some Thdian politicians, he reappeared conceivably

the follower and possibly the emissary of Parn.11 and the Land League.

His harsh criticisms of the asmindari system and his defence of the

peasantry, as sore sinned against than slim4ng, confirmed their

suspicions that his pamphlet was a thinly disguised Parnellite tract

against ladlordisi. As the brother of P.R. O'Donnell, he was also

a direct llnfr with the Ross Rule party itself. Thus, according to

whether their position cm landownership was patrician or radical,

they tended to redefine their attitud. to Irish friendship and to

the party, no longer of Butt but of Parn.11.

While the description of poverty and distress throughout Bengal

might hav, been sufficient reason for P.R. O'Donnell to take up the

cause of the In41w1 peasantry in Parliament, there was an added

inoentiv.. The Ruin of an Indian Provines became the subject of a

departmental furors. The issue that was to emerge was one between

the freedom of speech allowed a public servant and the 4iiai4j of

bureaucratic oensorship. Besides discussing the ills of Behar,

the pamphlet was crammed with material of a sensational and some-

what libellous variety, with serious allegations concerning the

conduct of British a4i f 'trators. These were of so grays a chara-

cter1, to. Secretary of State assured Parliament, that he would take

immediate steps to satisfy himself as to the evidence on which they

A cownuuiquI In the Times of 13 July Indicated that Hartlngtca

1. Mansard, Vol. 2S3, S July 1880, Ccl. 1626.
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warn as good as his word. Iaor1ng reputation and standing, 0 'Dmnell

tilt.d at the highest officials in the Thdian Civil Service, at Sir

Richard Temple for doing nothing and for "roseate writing", 1 and at

the late Viceroy Lord I'tton as the evil genius, for condg mel..

practice and for obstructing and 	 cUing reforms.2

immune from critical appraisal. Even Sir Ashley Eden, while darn'.

cribed as a "man of masculine strength of character', who would

hit 'straight at wrong", when convinced of its evil nature, was rebuked

for allowing his hde to be tied by Ië"tton.3 He was the 'fettered

Hercules", and Sir Stewart Ba4.y the 'wicked counae11or". O'Donnell

vent further still by attacking the system of British government it.

self, "utterly out of ttm with the tia and it. requirenents". He

described it as being 'half'.patrnal, half'.bursauoratic, the most

superficially informed system of administration', that governed from

'some narrov council-chamber in Calcutta. ..with more than the d.s.

potiam of Caesar'. This was heresy to an official caste which

practically d.i.fi.d the edifice based on British law and order.

It was little wonder that the authorities vented to discipline O'Donnell

as a sacrificial example.

An assistant Joint Magistrate dependant on the good'.wi]]. of his

superiors for promotion, O'Donnell utterly disregard.d pers n1 safety.

He recklessly ran the gamt1.t which "inevitably awaited the critic

1. C.J. O'Donnell, op.eit., p. 33.

2. mid., pp. 20-21.

3. i4,, pp. l8'.20.

1. Mcn.er. S August 1880.
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of Dtdian Aditintatration", and seemed intent on defying fate and

ruin. Tet he was d.termined to vindicate htaa.32 and to purge the

Civil Service for 'the cause of good g,v.rnm.nt in Thdia", at the

risk if necessary of "vindiotiv. opprobriwa". His Justification of

d.iiano. was a clever on. and was not dismissed out of hand in ]*glsnd,

as it was in Thdf a. If he brok, the rules of 'official subordination

and reticence", O'DnneU pleaded, it was because as a servant of

the Crown he was not only an official in the narrownse of the word, -

but pre.ewti'.ntly a 'trust.. of the public honour'. 2 This was

the basis on which he rested his cue, and which the Bengal Ooverzent

endeavour.d to break down. 7cr over two years it sought evidence to

prov, that he was neither a trust.. nor a man of hcmow but a traitor

to his service, and a totally uweli&bls critic.

Th. official inquiry into C.J. O'Th,nnell '5 allegation, and activities

was on. of the most unusual In the *nkI of ti1 en history, and

unique of it. kind. Twice 0 '.0 cane to igl aM, not to stand

befor. the bar of Wsstj'ter to confront his accusers as did Warren

Hastings, but to petition the Secretary of Stat. ainst unjust pro.

ce.diugs in Didis and to co"duct his defence before a less hoetil.

audienos. That he was able to go so far without being summarily

dismissed seas remarkabls. While ha cannot be cons idersd as a sp.ai.

man of the 'wild Irishman', hi was certainly allergic to discipline

and .xtraordinaril.y sensitive to reproach. Perhaps he was trading

cm his brother's psrliai .entary influence; perhaps he was fortunate

that the Viceroy, lord Ripon, was a 0lad.ttan liberal and a Catho]icj

perhaps because him criticism of land administratian was conceded

1. C.J. O'Dcmmell, op.eit., p. 9.

2. ibid., p. 33.
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as being sowid]y based, him insubordination was partLlly excused.

Such rebelliousness would probably not have been tolerated wider

Itton and was inconceivable later on. It would appear, therefore,

that O'Donnell owed his survival to the Intervention of ParHuient and

to the reputation of ths Parnellite party for contention.

The oase,whioh dragged on veil into 1.882 exerted a profound

influence on Frank Hugh 0 'Do'U. ]i the first place, it Infusd

in bin a new enthusiasi for parlianentary intervention. Secondly, it

plunged bin degp into a ainut. Investigation of the noet personal

up.ots of Thdian adi{ni stration, fron gaol conditions in Bengal to

1'ing concessions in Madras. It is easy to believe that in this

activity he saw Iiiaelf as th. reincarnate Burke, bringing another

nan of evil, Sir Ath1y Eden, to Judgi*ent. Yron 1881 to 188Z4, Frank

Hugh deservedly replaced Pawcett as Thd1a's nost 1cal and persistent

friend, though he nsver inspired equal adi' ration. To some extent

also th.	 in which C.J. O'Do'"'ll's charges were hnndl.d in

India provoked the attention of other Home lbai.rs. Their lntsrsst

in Indian problens, which th. unpredictable ind{vidualiwa and arro

gance of 7.H. O'D m.0 had don. nuch to destroy, warn partially

recaptured. Li Prank Hugh had hoped, the showing of the Irish Civil

Servant was one which Hone Rulers could readily ur'd.rstand and endorse.

The uposure of bur'.aucrati Inefficiency and of agricultural distress

in another part of the empire, prejudicial to the nan. of ig1ish

do'ii 4on, naturally struck a receptive chord in its oritioa

4.
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It The "!fant Terrible" of the Indian Civil Service.

C.J. O'DoimeU returned to D14a resentful that he had in his

absence been "degraded" in public eyes. The Government had decided

to drop the Hutwa cas. and saw fit to transfer O'Donnell to Jessore

to "giv. him another chance". Although th. reason offio1 fly given

was that 0 IDol%,1l was too senior an official for a sub.division

such as Seven, th. decision was perhaps untiuiely. 1 later developments

indeed present.d a different 	 In Deoemb.r	 O'Donnell's

attempt to exculpate ht]2 failed when Sir Ashley Men refused to

reopen th. investigation or to countermand Sir Stewart Bayley's

Thus, while zwaiji l g in ]g1e1'd until the duration of his

furlough in September 1880, he took the opportunity of side-satepping

the Ltsuta1't-Ooverncr's veto, by a direct appeal to the 14arquia

of Eartington. Th. Ruin of an Indian Province was prsaent.d in the

torn of an open letter to the Secretary of Stat.. The pamphlet

achieved what petition through normal departmental c)i nne1a had

failed to do, not only notoriety but the notice of the highest

Thdiaa authorities, from the Council of ThMa to the Ytosroy in Council.

Although the gravity of the charges in it a1oe guaranteed publicity,

o 'DonneU mad. certain by using the services of the Eons uls 'ariy

to alert Parliament. Th. Th' 4an Council subsequently discussed the

1. 14morjs1. of c.. 0 'Danr*U, 21 November 1881, discussed in
Govt. of Bengal to Rósidenoy Comisi.sion.r, No. 3887J, 21
September 1881, pare. 13, in !p on Paera, Add. Mu 1i3, STY.

2. See Chapter EIght, ceotion two, p. 390.

3. C.J. 0 'Donuell to Govt. of Bengal, 31 December 1879, referred
to in Minute of C. Grant, 28 July 1880, in Ripon Pape. Add.
Mu 1i3, 575.

1. !att.rno. 3lfromGovt. eZBengkl, l2TebruarylB8O, referred
toinno. 867T, Govt. otBengaltoGovt. of Thdla, 3OJu2y1881,
I/P8J13 Tel. 2, 1881, P. 131i9, I.O.L.
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paiiçhlat m* az separate o.ouio,s, two of vhioh i. pretaaet.d,

d.lvlag beck into th. starting point of th. affair, the niemanagesant

of the Uiitws suitat.3 Iba' his part, Rlpoo oiuioned River.

Th(i0$, L10$ 5 1lOOHSO? U L0$t4$'hti.iQQVSZ*OZ' of Siig*], in 1882,

to look at the allegation. tea' a aesond tin. and to submit a report.

That a non Savab1. scszdn.ios could b. rsamh.d, however9 vu

quit. anothia' matter'.

Susp.ating that the Auglo-Ddian world leould be illu.dispoaed to

Judg. the cue on its merits1 ffertbgtcn pr.scrib.d the fore that

he shoz1d like th. investigatlm to take. He at*ittd to Ripen

that the question was not an easy ens to decid.. His Coiaeil was

divided as to bow 0 '.1l 'a charges should be treated, though in

the atins they had drafted two dispatches on the rthjcot. Zven

if 0 'D.0 r.sonblod his Eons Ral. brother 'a good dual In sliver.

ness	 in an obstinate p.rtInuity, with * good deal of wrong

hu4e.as', nsvsrth.lus, Hartington inathwtsd th Ytasray, he

must be allowed the bonefit of a fair hearing. Ripen vms to

hays the statonts carefully examined and to give O'Dmm.0 cçportczity

and facilities to prove thea, without being ocs4.i.d is' 'shita4

out of the way' beforehand. If hi cou2.d not, then he must take the

ccna.quonc.s. The bad agrarian condition of Behar, vhic3i he admitted

was not a mis discovery to the di* Office, was to be looked on

as a loss iortsut feature f the Inquiry.2	di*, it ima d.cud

quite irrslowant.

July to December 1830, 1, 8
1. December. C	 1.0.1..

2. Raz'tington to RIpen, 9 Septeaber 1880, Hartiniton PP'$. ReEl
791k 1.0.1..
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Is feared, the bengal Oovez'niaent severely reatristed itself in

the initial stages to an ad-hominem defence, reluctant to give O'Donn.0

the luxury of a judicial hearing. As far as it was concerned his was

an open and thut case • Replying to a deputation of enraged indigo

planters thirsting for O'Donnell's blood, Eden publicly dismissed

th. views of th. "young" officer as "hasty and crude", and his motives

as "open to question". "To have first submitted his statement to

the t.it of esrinced and responsible criticism" would not have suited

th. purposes of the writer, &ien declared. 1 	 a privat, letter to

Northbrook, the concluding part of which for obvious reasons he did

not wish to be shown to Hartington, 2 the LieutenantGovernor com-

plained that the people in London must be ignorant of idian history.

o'Donnell had no right to be heard or to be considered in any way an

&cpert on Behari

"Although he hae a certain amount of sharpness, I have
no hesitation in saying that there is not a worse, or
more useless, officer in the Bengal Civil Service.
There is not an officer of two years sti4fng whose
opinion on questions of 5ini etration would not rank
higher than his."

The man whose statements the Secretary ol' Stat. accepted against his

own had served but two years in that province in a most subordinat

position. This was an Inaccuracy which Hartington readily acknowledged.3

o 'Donn.0 had bean stationed in Belier for nearly six years, and had access

U-

1. Bengalee, 21 August 18803 Thdian Mirr 27 August 1880.

2. S.eklentoRipcn, ll4JiInuaryl88l, R pon Papers, Add. Wa3, 592.

3. Hansard, Vol. 25, 17 August 1880, Cola. 2377.78.
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to the "Statistical Account" of the area, three volumes of which he

had b.en involved in sonpil iig. 1 Nor was it tm. that 0 'DonneU, if

shunned by his seniors, was believed by no one, and detested by

natives as much as by Eiucpeans. Yet, oonpl1ned Eden, the instruc-

tions of the Secretary of Stat, made it impossible for his Govern-

ment "to bring the yoimg man to boøk".2

It ii clear that although 0 'DenneU was guilty in his pamphlet

of exaggeration, lie was not guilty of falsehood. Official reports

tended to confirm rather than to confut. his general conolulions

about a poverty'atricken peasantry .specilly in Belier. Samun had

once been sligled out by Temple as being in a deplorable condition.3

The most serious complali't that A.P.KaclJ3zmeU could find against

the pamphlet, as Collector Magistrate of Serum, hte1f by implication

branded as one of 0 'Dcm.11 'e "backsliding" local officials, was that

it made no mention of reforms already begun in Belier. The remarks

about the oppression by the zemij'dars as a class he found nothing

to object to. As for indigo planting, despite improvements "that

were worthy of a philantlu'cpist", they had not reached the root of

the quastion or reconciled ryots to this form of agricu1ture. 1 Ede',

it should be mentioned, had called strongly for the "spe.dy amendment'

of the system of ze'indari management as recently as 7 Septembel' l878.

1. 25 August 1880. S.s Letter of F.M. O'Donnell on Belier.

2. Eden to Northbr'ook, 19 October 1880, R&pon Papert. Add. Na
3, S92.

3. MInute of Sir Richard Temple, 5 Jarnry 1877, Admini.trationOf
Bengal 1875.76 (no. 182), Tample Paper. w. Nsa F. 86, 1148

1. latter no. 2000, A.?. MaeDonnell to Govt. of Bengal, is June
1880, enclosure in Eden to Northbzoc&, 19 October 1880, gp.oit.

S. Rport of the dian ?wi1e Commission, Part U, pare. 21,
p. 117, in Pan, P., Vol. LII,pP.cit!
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MacDormell'. report, a w!ait.wasla of th. Li.utenant.Oovernor,

was sited as weighty and irrefitable proof against O'Dcmn.U. An-

way, the Thdian Civil Service reacted not so much to O'Donnell's

allegations, but to the fact they had been made at all, let alone

broadcast to the world. Irrespective of their authenticity,

O'Donn.U's letter to the Secretary of State was held, rightly it

must be said, to Infringe stringent proc.dural regulations governing

an appeal Iq a public servant. The stages of oowzuinieation were

defined as District Coaauissicner, Lieutenant-Governor1 Viceroy and

finally Secretary of State, if in the im1Ir.1y event the petition

got through unpruned or was considered sat. enough to fOrward. By

breaking this rul. in so spectacular a fashion, O'Donnell forced

the Inn1 Civil Service to tak, action. Worse, hi diaregardect the

shield of collective confidenc. and solidarity behfr'd which In an

alien country it was necessarily protected.

'ion keenly t.lt the danger of a premium being set on such dis'

loyalty and øcntampt of discipline. It special favour were shoim

to "so unworthy a critic', he believed, a vzy dangerous precedent

would be established. Thi. vu his trump card which he played for

all, it t. worth. Already the presence of 7.11. O'Donnell in Parliaient

was spoken of as the reason for Governmental. impotence. La the

Lieutu'%antsuGovernor sxp t itlned to Xorthbrook1 there were people who

said that 0 'Donnell defied all local, authority because h. bad a

brother "who Icould] oo'nand a certain number of votes and who Iliad]

therefore to be conciliated". 3' This point was emphasised even more

strongly in an official despatch to the Viceroy$

1.	 I.n to Northbr'ook, 3.9 October 1880, 	 ctt.
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"It would be affectation to ignore th. fact that he
[C.J. O'Donnell) conceives himself able to do this td.i
authority] because of his close relationship to a well
b%own Irish Member of Parlianient who pronted by him,
has no scruple in iiiTd7tg repeated and unwarranted attack.
upon the Government to which Mr. G'DonneU is subordinate."1

In this way, however, 0 'DonneU'; Irish natt t4 ty and fraternal

connection worked very much to hi. disadvantage. Hartington and the

Permanent tlnder .Seoretary for 1dia, Sir Louis Mallet, were naturally

nnfoua to dispel the notion that they feared the wrath of any Hone

Ruler. The former wrote to Ripon on 18 November 1881 that although

he envisaged a great deal of trouble about the case in Parlikment,

he did not want "any undue favour" to be shown O'Donnell "on that

account".2 The latter minuted a stflar opinion in 1882. P.R.

O'Donnell was, he wrote, "no good reason for setting all the rules

at defiance", or for allowing C.J. 0 'Donnell "to behave in a manner

which would not bi tolerated in any ether member of the Service..

Thus, as an Irishiranwbo had 11i• at We.teinater ready to do

battle for Ma, it was .iitar1y emphasised that C.J. O'Donnell was

tainted with the bae Rule disease of hi. countrymen. The Maharaja

of Hutwa in his r.pl.y to the charge. of mismanagement conveniently

recalled 0 'Do2u%,l1 V proposal to establish in London a landowner's

association "to ventilate (Indian) grievance, to the British public

and to reprecent to Parliament the evil doing. of the Government of

-

1. L.ttr no. 867 T, Govt. of Bengal to Govt. of India, 30 July
1381, para. 13, I/P&J/.3. Vol. 2, 1881, I.0.L.

2. Bartington to Ripon, 18 November 1881, Ripon Pa pers, Add. Xi
143, 567.

3. C.J. O'Donnell's Memorial to the Govt. of India, 29 May 1882,
L/P&J/6, Vol. 75, 1882, discussed in partment Papers, J & p
p85.
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idta and Bengal'. 1*l.s. this was done, 'the despotic tendency of

the Indian actainustration would not be checked's end the Bengal laud-

oimers would los, their RaJ just as the Irish had lest theirs

arz ached on the statenent, which he had "no reason to doubt', as

vidence that 0 '1n.0 was also 'guilty of deliberate dis1clt'.1

lie now altered th. official version of the Rutwa case. The saitien

was sily that Da'lsy had been aaellod to censure O'Donnell tar

'andeavouring to fosent iU-feellz'g" between the Maharaja and his

ryota. His ale had always been that of a No*e Rule agent, not a res-

ponsible civil serrariti

'he acted as a follower of l. Parch and a brother of
fr. PU. O'Donn.hl sight have been q.ot.d to act, and
he officially asde statenents and assertions which were
showa on the report of an officer [MaaDom.hlJ speoisilly
appointed to inquire into the sattar to be utterly mtruia.'2

Qiarles Jessi O'Donnell thus stood cond l n.d not as the &wipion at

the 'zyatti', but as the izforser of a party ill-disposed to gh1ab

rule In Thdik.

The position of a critic within th. ranks at a despotic if

paternalistic burssw3raoy was an sabu'rasenett the 'itiab did not

care to tolerate. Yet, In a sense, it was the logical autoone of

it. th.ory of stewardship carried to an extrea.. CJ. 0 'D*incl

was less a subversive burnt en settthg the Raj than * traditional

'guadian",3 whose oceo.rn tar his wards could be aai.d to have 1.4

his to defy his superiors. As this was nnthinksle In a well-disposed.

1. 7. fl11iday to Govt. of Bengal, 8 July 1881, pars. 19, .ncloaw
Ii 1pon Peperei Add. Ma s3, SIS.

2. Eden to Eoxthbrook, 190c+.ober 1880, op.cit.,

3. See P. Woodruff, 	 Who jzlad	 z'4an.. Vol.
II, Tendon l96.



official, a harsh interpretation was placed on hi. motives. Eden

was perpl.x.d and puasled by O'Donnell's obstinacyi "He (C.J. O'Donn,l]J

m3ffer.4 no punishment or degradation at th. hands of the local

Government", he informed the Viceroy.1 The Foreign Secretary, Charles

Grant, found it "impossible to avoid the conclusion" that 0 'Donn.11

was influenced by semi personal nius • Because 0	 had con.'

fined himself to finding faults, while others had turned their

attention to devising remedies, Grant did not consider hi. interest

in Debar impartial. He credited 0 'DonneU with having "real sym..

pathy for the Bebar peasantry", but considered his "injudicious

proceedings and sensational report." as the wrong way to improve

their conditions. The correct way was to be "quiet", "ooncil,ltory"

and unobtrusive.2 Cioe in possession of official papers, the Council

of Didia also were "almost unanimous" against taking notice of his

allegations, "unless in the fore of a r.bulc. for insubordination'.3

The only ally O'Donnell could look to in the India Office was

Sir Louis Mallet, who was convinced that the land system was "the

central stronghold" of all that barred progress in India. Es had

always been opposed to state 1 ndlordism and had seized wary opportun..

ity to ventilate the principl, of private property in the soil.

According to his biographer, he vu a man "who absorbed more thoroughly

than most of his contemporaries th. liberal political teaching of

th. aid..Viotorian epoch'. Certainly he despaired of the short-sighted

1. Ietterno. 867T, Govt. otBengal to Govt. of Didia, 30 July
1661, para. 10, op.eit.

2. Minute of Charles Grant, 23 July 1880, in Ripcn Ppsr. Ad1.
Ms 143,S1S.

3. Harttngton to Bipon, S May 1881,	 Add. Ms 13,S66
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"wcnomeniac.' who sat in the Thdian Council, who were so absorbed

by th. idea of Thdia that they were iniensibi. to "all the facts

of u'opean and general imperial policy". 1 As Northbroølc informed

the Viceroy, Mallet vu not regarded as a "saf• opinion en all

fld1ap attain"2; on the question of land in particular he vu considered

"doctrinaire" and looked upon "with something like pitying contempt.'3

Mallet interviewed 0 'Donnell several times and was 'a good deal

impr.ued' by his itatem.nts and by his sincerity.4 The Permanent

der-S.or.tary in fact b.ld out for a 'strong deepatch" authorising

an inquiry founded on 0 'Doim.U'a pamphlet, up.cially an the

Revenue and Judicial Departments had reported that th. charge. had

b.sn insu.fiioiently gone into by officials in Thdia.

Ths Council, however, refused to budge and proved an effective

block t. further progress. It would not hear of reopening th. case

for a 'troublesome person like O'Do".U'. As for the Secretary of

State, he was nusual1y opan..nind.d although relnotant to move

without the Council's authorisation. H. had of course a healthy

regard for the nflnm*se of a Parnellit•4ladiea3 coalition, having

been forced by it to beok.track over the issue of flogging in l879.

At first Hartiugtcn vu inclined to believe 0 'DaimelI rather than

the 0ovsz.nt of Bengal, and in Parliament repudiated Eden'. disparagomant

1. B. Mallet, Sir toule Mallets A Record of Pblie Service end Politic.
Views, Tnndon 1905, pp. 107, U8 .9, 124'36T15ou.l.

2. Northbrook to Ripen, 7 Daaeab.r 1881, fn Pepsr. Add. Ms 143, S?].

3. Mallet, op.oit., p. 126.

4, Eartingten to Ripen, 9 September 1880, Hsrtington Ppez.. R.Sl 794,
L0.L.

5. OsryIn, iambenlaj, i, p. 273 ft.
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of the Irish,un. H. went with Mallet in thlnlring that there was

a certain .1...nt of reason on 0 'Donnell's side, but also concurred

with his Comcil that he was a "troublesom. and iU'.00nditioned

fellow", who was spoiling everything by pushing his charges much too

violently, It is significant that Hartington seemed to mov, towards

a bad iispreuion of O'Donnell at th. very time that the Irish struggle

over the Coercion Bill reached it. h.ight.

Jlartington 'a natural 1nclization was to believe that the

British officials were probably right, or if mistaken, that they

had "acted to th. best of their 3udgment in difficult circumstances".

But h. was also aware that abuses did from time to time occur and

would increase in number "if they could not be checked by the existence

of perfectly free[ripr.sentativesl or institutions or perfectly

independent public criticism". It was this want of representative

bodies and th. inadequacy of the 1)v 4n press as an engin, of criticism,

that persuaded him to attend to "independent opinion" on the part

of an official, "ithen it (did) not obviously pr'ociei from personal

or interest motive.". The official tendency, he confided to Bipon,

was always to suppress freedom of criticism and he did not fee].

confident that a man like 0 'Donn.0 would lmvs 'a fair trial before

th. Cowicil' s

'I do not ean that actual gross misconduct would be
carri.d out by the higher officers of the Government, but
when th. charg.s ar. in the natur, of incompetence, or
negligence, or in any way seen to impugn the system, and
'ien they are mad, by a member of the service who ought
to biow better, then I +hin% there must be some tendency
to get rid ofthema quickly as possible, and to brand the
oomplairt as a misohevious intrader, This at all events
is the opinion which I form from sy azp.rienoe a! the
Council at hone, which as you biow is thoroughly official
in spirit."

1.	 Vol. 255, 17 August 1880, Ccl. 1378.
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U. doubted that the draft despatchee reoesided by his Council would

ee the light of day again; and he was p.asiaeatic about anything

coing from Thoap.cn 'a inquiry. As no one but an Indian official could

sot as datecttvs, Hartiugto* saw only on. way round the iapaue.

i1.ss the Vic' hiaad.f or asia of his Governors, who fros 1tglish

political training ought to be free [rrom1 Indian preSudic.a',

intox'rmed and want thoroughly into a 'repre..ntativ.' ease,, the

pr.sit unsatisfactory arrengeisant would hav, to be tolerated. Evm$

than thor. was no guarantee of ipartiIIttjy from a ann like Pergusom,

0iv.n' of Bcsy, 'idae was so thoroughly saturated with Bonbey

official prejudic.', that he tght have beasi 'born in a Bonbay

office.'1

liposi obliged the Secretary of State by 'carefully" reading

through all the papers hbwelt as suggested, and asking an answer

to be circulated t* the Oover sit of Bangsl'a letter of 30 July

1881. Us concluded that Bayly's remarks am O'Thwai.U'a Th2tis

proceedings had bean 'Just and prcper"s

'They Sully acknowledge *. 0 'Dsvi*U 'a good Z*ith and
the worthiness of the actives by iAish be was actuated,
and they recogoise his au.ru and ability. They did not
involve anything which deserves the nsre of eanmwe;
but point out in a considerate 	 or stis of judg..
mont, such as all man are M• to, and such as it is
the du of official sez'iors to beerva cm in the
best interests of their subordinates. To describe such
observations as tondiz*g to 'dada" the officers to
wham they relate, is not so such exaggeration as a
total aisocnction of the true position of the a.ibers
of the (.vi1 sod Xtl(tary Services.'

1.	 HartingtoetoRjpan, %May1881, o.ait.
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Concerning the mismanagement of the Hutwa estat, he f*lt 'boad

to say" that the evidence showed that the estate was not in a satte.

factory condition in 187g. This was "conclusively established" by

MaoDonneU's report, and O'Doruiell was entitled to the full benef.tt

of the fact. Bipon could not absolve O'Donnell, however, from the

incautious stat.nenta "into mbich he warn mZortunat.].y led", but he

did absolve him from the somewhat extravagant charges to which he

had been subjected in Eden's letter. He could not help saying that

he regretted its ton., and "a good deal" of its

reply, he briefed his secretary that care should be taken to avoid

expressing anything like a general concurrence with it. Practically

speaking, the Yic.ry's Minute pardoned O'DonnsU, but cautioned him

against repetition. The request of the LtsutenantmGvaor to

remove O'Donnell from the Province of Bengal, he entirely rejected as

being without £u.flicient cause.1 O'Donnell ignored the Viceroy', warning

and in certain other developments allowed Eden to have the f4ii word.

1bruar7 1882, he vu fowid guilty in the 'Tig' Court of

Calcutta of serious judi. iii misconduct in the course of duty, and warn

transferred with demotion t. an outpost in Bengal. The Jessore affair, U

it became own, iihich achieved a 'wide celebrity'2 in its owa right,

developed out of an 'ucs.ealy squabble' over Mimicipal taxation. As
*

elected Viue-airsan of the )Imietpa1ity of Jeesors representing the rate.

payers, O'Dc,w.11 drew up a budget for 188i.1882 reducing expenditure,

in orderto absorb surge deficit

1. Minute of tord Rtpon, 10 November 1881, in Ripon Papers, Add.
Ma13,7.

2. Tndian Mirror, 2 November 1681.



left over from th. year before. As exu'.offtote Chairman representing

the Bengal Government, Barton, his immediate superior, instructsd the

Councillors to reject O'Dozmell's scheme and to replac, it with his

own, increasing taxation, to the extent of Ba 2,000. Both parties

petitioned their District Coi'sioner who decided ag&tnat Barton on

a technicality. 1 Thus outmanoeuvred, the latter chronicled a List

of complaints against O'Donnell, stressing his disobedience of

'distinct and repeated order.', his neglect of allotted work, and

the misuse of his Judicial powers. An abstract of 108 cases was

appended to the report in substantiation. 2 Barton also attempted

to throw responsibility onto his subordinate for the state of bank.

ruptoy in Jesaor., an eoessar fiction easily disproved by the

fact that 0 'Thnmell was new to th. district.3

( the basis of three reports from the Presidency Commissioner

on August 7 and 31 and S September concerning the validity of Barton'.
grievances, Sir Ashley Eden at once not onl.y banished the Irlshwan

to ?Qymensingh, recognised as 'a penal settlement for refactozy civil

servants', but he also deprived him of the power of trying cri*ipal

cases summarily. lh the process 0'JjmmeU was demoted to Assistant

Magistrate. The orders sabodid a series of crushing observations

about his capacity as a public official, which the utenar't..Gov.rnor

had long been making in private. Without in'vestigaticn, Eden satis.

tied hilf that O'Donnell vast

1. Extracts from Pioneer in engale, 12 November 1881 and in dj
Mirror, 2 Novel.

2. Lstterno. 332.1, H. CockerslloQovt. of ThM%, 2SJanuarylø82,
7/P&J/.3I 1882, LOSL.

3. 26 November

. Thdia,i Mirro 27 tober 1881.



(v)

(vi)

(vii)

li12

(i) "tther unable or mw(11ing to perform properly
his duties as Joint Magistrate.

(ii) Devoid of qualifications and business habits to
be expected from a man of his standing.

(iii)Possessed of absurd theories as to his duties nd
position in respect of certain offlees held by him
in virtue of his appointment as Joint Magistrate.1

(iv) Habitually disloyal to his immediate superior,

ULL U'4 W1J& .1. uy	 0	 JJ.JJ&O.

Wanting of admizijatrative discretion in his nge
mont of routine duties of Magistrate's office.
Di the habit of summarily dismissing complaints
on insufficient grounds and thus denying uatic
to injured persons.
Partial to illegal procedure In disposing of cases,
which was grossly unfair to coiiçlairIz1t&'.

For good measure, the complete saga of 0 'Dc,nrtel]. 'a history of "insub.

ordijiation" was also dredged up.3 Here was the evidence to utterly

discredit O'DomieU and to counter the imputations contained In his

Ru:tn of en Didian Province. Dideed, when a E.C.S.X. teil yacant,

Eden recommended the Mabaraje of Thttwa for th. order, describing him

to Rlpcm as "a good specimen of the large landed proprietor of Behar,

much respected and anioua to do the best in managing en emormous

estate"; he was In addition a "good g1ish Scholar, benevolent and

loyal" b

Yet Eden seemed too eager to have O'onn.0 run out of Didla.

The &nglo.Didl *n press, or at least the influential Pioneer, at once

1. 0 'DonneU protested to Eden that as "elected" Viceairman of
the Jea sore Municipality, and thus as "a rapresentative of
the people", he was independent of Barton's authority an Council
matters. Di a theoretical sense,	 was right. La a
nonu.official he could hold his post kg*tnst the wishes even
of the Lteutenant.Oovernor. In a practical sense, such a
position was untenable, and the Government ruled that 0 'DonnsU
was duty bound to assist and to obey his Qairman. See Article,
"Mr. 0 'Donnell and the Jessore 1(nttcipa].ity", in Pionee 29
October 1881.

2. The undBrt4ning is the writer's.

3. Letter no. 3887 J, H. CookereU to Residency Ccm1ssioner,
21 Septenber 1881, in Ripen Papers. Add.Ms 1i3, 577,

h.	 LleutoRlpcn, llsNovember188]., RIponPapers, Add. Mali), 592.
Di Ui event, Thitwa was not awarded the LC.S.I. The honour
went instead to the Maharaja )klum Jot.ndro 2agors.
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accused the Lieutenant-Governor of conducting litti. better than a

witch-hunt, of "high-handed" despotism and of "scandalous exagger

ation"• The suspicion that 0 'Donneil had been wronged rapidly found

many apologists, Certainly o'Donneu in his meoria1 to the Viceroy

accused the main prosecution witness, Barton, of tampering with the

evidence compiled against hint. 2 fli addition, Eden's orders were

mysterioua],y leaked to the pro-Eden Hindoo Patriot and werepibliahed

verbatim by Krietodae Pal, although he Insisted "parenthetically"

that there had been no understanding with the Bengal Government.3

I.yertheleas, the 0 'DonneU camp was given an immediate encouragement.

Hartington's comment on the episod. was that it was "rather ufortnnate,"4

The nsuaUy reliable and friendly Pioneer took great offence at the

"acoidenta]. way" the orders had been presented, instead of "honestly"

appearing in the official Gazette as was the practice. While express.

ing sympathy with Eden mp to a certain point, it found nothi ng reassuring

in Horac. Cockereil 'a letter and little to explain th. severity of

O'Donnell's punishmenti

"It gives us no facts, it is merely a long scolding
pdmini stared to th. culprit, and th. only explation
of his degradation which it furnishes4 is that, on the.
whole, the Lieutenant'.Governor thinks he deserves it."

1. Pioneer 1 March l882j Bombay Gazette quoted in Indian Mirror1
21 Maid 1882. The Indian Spectator was another paper to fault
Eden for hi. hasty action.

2. letter no. 332 J, Govt. of Bengal (H. Cooker.U) to Govt. of
India, 25 January 1882, para. 25, in Ripon 	 Add, Ms
k3, 577j see also Bengalee1 21 January l382.

3. Hlndoo Patrio, 24 October 1881.

4. Harti.ngton to Ripcn, 18 Novemb.r 1881, Ripon Paper. Add. Ms
43, 56.
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The Pioneer dismissed Barton 'a complaints against O'Donnell, which

Eden treat.d "as if they were all so much gospel", as being "really little

better than a tissue of inaccuracies and misconceptions". The

"present transaction", it concluded, had all the appearances of a

"very scandalous piece of injustice". The fact that O'Donnell was

guilty of the "horribl, quality of self"sufficiancy", no doubt a

"he:Inous characteristic" in the eyes of a Lteutenazit.-Governor, afforded

no excuse for his present treabuent, and was a wholly insufficient

reason, "to meet the peculiar emergencies of the case".1 The Bombay

gazette endorsed this reading of Eden's orders, 2 and in a later

issue, the Pionee, having in the interval filled out the gaps in

the affair, oonpletely vindicated the civil servant. 3 To a certain

extent, the attitude of the Pioneer might be attributed to the

friction that always existed more or less between official and non-

official Ag1o..Thill*n. 	 the issue of land reform, however, it would

appear that the journal was really more progressive than the Bengal

Government, and supported 0 'Donnel). less because it wanted to nsk.

capital out of the feud than because it concurred with his protest.

The Viceroy'. Council discussed th. case on February 1 and 2

1882, and recommended that the charges of judicial malpractice against

O'Donneu be sent up to the High Court of Calcutta for aruurg. A

stand might "safely and properly" be taken on the opinion of the judges.

On 10 March they found that O'Donnell had erred on three counts $

1. Pioneer, 29 October 1881. See also issues for 4, 27 October 18i.

2. Bombay Gazette, quoted in Indian Mirror, 21 March 1882.

3. Pion.e, quoted in Bengalee, 12 November 1881.



first, that he had dismissed complaints without proper inquiry;

second, that he had introduced an irregular procedure in oriMPal com

plaints; and third, that he had misused his powers of summary trial.

The .vasion of appeal, it was declared, was the "worst offence of

which a judicial officer could be guilty, short of actual corruption.

The intervention of the QiieZ Justice, Sir Richard Garth, therefore,

not only rescued Eien but crushed the 0 'Donnefl defence. The accusa-

tion of bias could not be leveUed with any force against the Bench

as it vu against the Bureaucracy. Had the Bengal Government referred

the case of judicial malpractice to the High Court in the first

instance, recorded Alexander Maclanai., O'Donnell would ha y, been

"without a leg to	 The Viceroy, substantially agreed.

In a concluding Minute ho discarded Zd 's other charges as alto..

gether less important, which in some Instances had been made more of

than was necessary. That of disloyalty to superiors was in its

nature vague, and what "one person (might] consider palpable die.

loyalty, another tuight] regard as justifiabl, independence of opinion".

Although O'Donnell talked "a good deal, of nonsens, on the subject",

Ripen attached little importance to the squabbles about municipal

affairs. It was to be regretted,he aaid,that the public had seized

bold of the idea that 0 'Donneil was removed from Jeasore because of

these disputes.

Tet to be fair, they formed the korns]. of Z4en'e letter of banish.

mont. Th. decision to rotor the case to the High Court was taken only

1. A lengthy correspondence cm the "Jessore Affair" can be found
in Ripon Pape, Add. Ma 43, 77. See also Deep, no. 20, Govt.
of India to Sea, of State, 18 April 1882, with enalosures
I/P&J/1. 1882, LO.L.

2. Minute of A. Maclanai., 22 March 1882, in R.tpon Papers Add,
Na 43, 577.
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when it seamed 0 'Dcmn*U was about to elude diac1p1in.i procedure.

One. again the Viceroy dissented fron the 'vein of exaggeration"

ru7mtng through the Bengal litter and ordered that their reply,

which should be 'short and pl&in', should not coamit them in any way

to 'the general and w.eping allegations' which it contained. Nor was

he anyaore willing to entertain Eden's suggestion that O'DonneU be

threatened with dismissal from the Services

1. tO'Do'm.UJ is not a person cn whom wuch a threat
would have ucb effect; Indeed, ny impression is that he
would be rather glad to rsasivs it than otherwise.'1

Ripen's caution was justified. Without waiting for the Viceroy's

decision,2 0 'Dce11 took leave and sailed for Igl-.nd again in Dscea-.

bsr to apply renewed pressure on the Th.dfn Offic. through Par1ient.

He was already in london i.hem the Viceroy cm 13 April 1882 confirmed

th. orders of the Oov.rna.nt of Bengal, though dissenting from it.

cpInions.3 CLosing the case, Ripen reported to Ea.rtingtcn that lit

seamed impossible to doubt that Mr. 0 'Dinel1's whole conduct could

fully Justify his renoval from the service.' Now.vsr for the sake

and reputation of the LC.5. he had decided not to adopt this drastic

courses

'It is possible that hi ig)t be able to do more harm
to Thdic if he wire out of Ui. s.rvic. than he can do
if he renains in it being carefully looked after an4
kept In a subordinate position until he has showa that
he can be safely trusted.'

Thus, t ile 0 5DosmsU was not o.#tsrsd he suffered sever. reprimand

and denotion. 'Greater leniency was never before shoiaz to a man proved

1. Minut of lord Ripen, 5 April 3882, in Ripen P pera Qp.cit.

2. 21& Decber 1881.

3. teenta1Ppez J&P 98 fittached 781, 927, 1035, 1060], in
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to b. an unjust judge and a dislc7al and inefficient public servant",

was one comment ponoiU.d cm the Viceroy's deepatch.1 By contrast, Sir

Ashley eden emerged from the whole affair in official eyes a hero. But

he had not always been popular. The year before, his imag. had sunk

so low that Northbrook had begged Ripon to say a good word in the

S.oretary of State's ear about him They had got him "wrong omahow"2

With the O'Doini.0 business nicely out of th. way 4en's appointment

in April 18& to Sir &'skins Perry's vacant seat on the Council of

Thdits confirmed his rehabilitation, and according to Nca'thbraok put

"several very distinguished nose. out of joint."1'

-I-
le latter no. 20 of 1882, Govt. of idia to Sec. of Stat., 18

April 1882, J&P 784, in	 Vol. 7$, 1882. This litter
can also be found In J2.J Yo], 3, 1882

2. Northbrook to Ripon, 6 May 1881, Ripon Papers,, Add. Mi 43, 571.

3. Northbrook to kipom, 21 April 1882, ibid. Add. Mi 43, $27.

i. Ibid.
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In The Thdian Reactioni 3'iah Agitator or Friend of the People?

How did CJ. O'DosmeU Co2fle to be regarded by Didian opinioni

as an inaubordht. civil servant rightly put in his place, as an

unreliable critic of Uovernment, as a prejudiced pamphleteer? Certainly,

there could b. found Di4tina to endorse all of these judgments, as

there could be found others to reject them. Whatever the verdict, it

seems incontrovertibl, that O'Donnell made a deep impression on both

Government and governed. Di the first place, he won a name for him..

self as a political writr of ability, whoa, incisive and caustic

style, togsth.r with the controversial natur. of his material, courted

observation and critical appraisal. The Black Panph1, his first work,

was a r.ady. seUer and was recalled in the same breath whenever

o 'Donnll's name was mentioned.2 Its conclusions wer, notorious.

Northibrook and Temple had been accused of "pros titutlng charity" and

of wilfully misapplying 8* i11ion pounds, the indigo planters of

"pocket [jug) the loot'.2 Di effect, Th. Ruin of an Th inn Province

was reviewed as a sequel and drew the same initial critical notices.3

As usual ther. seemed to be 'too much sulphuric acid in ltr. O'Danneil's

view of Viig.', observed the Pioneer. It was prepared to concede

however that he had the "faai1t of stirring up a question thoroughly

and. awikeing attention'. Writers of his kind e often 'an in.
direct eva.. of good', although 'constantly unjust to individual.")'

1. Pion.e 23 Jima 1881.

2. Iatt.rno. 332J, Govt. of Bengal to Govt. of Ddia, 2'Januery
1882, para. U, op.cit. The Black Pa,hlet is disoussd in
Qiapt.r Two, Section two.

3. Piong, ) July 1881.

1. Thid., 23 June 1881.
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As a writer, 0 'DOnnOU becam, a thorn in th. side of the bureau..

oxacy, the 'infant terrible' of the Thdian Civil Service, 1 disi.

respectful of its conventions and critical of its organisation. To

a degree, therefore, he had acquired a certa:ln reputation and fame

disproportionate to his actual emplOy. i terms of rank and service,

o 'DcnneU was a juitor offiotal in a relatively unimportant position.

As a oivj1(a of lees than twelve years standing, he had yet to be- on

the 'Warrant of Pr.aedenoe' of persons holding appointments in the

East b*dies, of which in July 1880 there were .eveuty..eeven classes

in descending order.2 Tbwittingly, the Government of Bengal, by

dealing with him as a dangerous trouble-maker, merely added to his

stature. Whatever it did to 'sit' on 0 'DoimsU, or to reject his

credentials as a reliable and unbiased witness, it drew attention

to his views, lot only that, but it made him a w1114g "martyr',

who appeared to choose th. road of .slf*.uriflae rather than for..'

sake the right to speak out. Thi. objective was s.en by Allen 'a

Tht41an Mail as O'Dormel]'s 'Mission In Zif.'. His premature flight

to 1g1E'd In December 1881, enicidal to his ehnz'ces of successtu].

appeal, was presented as concrete evidence of a 'death-wish'.3

To this extent, O'DonneU did become a household figure in

India, and his case a talking-point for several years. The Thdiar

-L

1. Picnee 1 March 1882,

2. The India	 JuLy 1880, pp. LXXI.LxTTt.

3. .1en 'a Indian MaiL 26 December 1881.
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press, bg1ish.languag. and Vernacular,1 understood as v.11 as its

AjiglousThdisn contemporaries that his heresy was precocity and disregard

for discipline. Even the detractors among them appreciated that

o'Donnell 'a belittlement of the Permanent Settlement in Bebar, "a

long stan$tig r.proaoh', was not the real reason for the appearance

of the prosecutor. The Ddian Mirror, which did not entertain a high

opinion of O'Donnell, 2 agreed with the Indian Spectator of Bombay,

that the "missing ltnk" between his fault and his punishment was the

Black Pmph1et and his role as "public writer", The S pectator thought

that "gagging aU the sources of correct information" was not a "ufe

course" for any Government to follow:

'It will render officials the mere tools and mouthpieces
of departmental heads and all expression of independent
and honest opinion will be forever smothered".3

Again, the startling about' turn of the Pioneer, from frontline critic

to Loremost defender, can also possibly be ela1#.d in this context

of censorship. A friend and apologist from the beg inning, the

ga1.e's explanation was no different. O'Donnell had been 'sent

for exercising his 'imdoubted talents" U a writer. If he had

cnaitt.4 a 'blunder", it was by choosing the flidian Civil Service

"for his career in lLte". 	 general, the Vernacular press of Bengal

si"fl1y took the view that O'Donnell had been persecuted for ptkin

1. The source for Vernacular opinion unfortunately is not the original
issues of th. various journals cited, but is the official campUs
ations of a sample of translated extracts by Government Press
Agencies.

2. idian Mirror, 27 October 1681.

3. I)idian spectator quoted In Didian Mirror, 22 October 1881. See
1ao Indi"n Spectator, 9 October L51, Bombay Native Newaer
.tt!, WJVJS, Vol. 1.36, 1881, ISO.L.

29 October 1881.

&
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speaking. The Navavibhakar traced his ruin to the "courage' and

'independence' which he displayed in publishing the 'Black' and 'Behar'

pamphlets. 1 A civilian would be forgiven every other offsnoe except

that "unpardonable sin", wrote the Ananda Basar Patrfka. 2 Ilts pimish.

sent was 'a foregone conclusion", declared the Sahachaj, and was only

delayed for "opportimity of inflicting it.' There were 'few officials

whose whole careers, it subjected to exaination, would not furnish

ample evidence fez' an adverle verdict."3

Primarily, however, it vas an agitator for land reform that

0 'Dozmell made the most iiaat cm adian politics • tlike the

Government or the Anglo'.Tndian ccmmmity, native politicians were more

interutedlnwhathesaidthaninthewayh.saidit. Tothem,

The Ruin of an Thdian Province was less a matter inviting disciplinary

proceedings than an attack on vest.d Interest. After all, 0'IoneU

ascribed the sufferings of the people of Behar and the degradation

of the province not only to the vice, of a few igttikz adventurers,

bt also to the oppression of the rich and powerful. The finding was

one not likely to recommend tts.lf to the Aristocracy of Bengal, if

it strengthened the resolve of the educated siddllasaes to use it

to out distance their rivals. The Bengale. commended the "facts

brought to light' by 0 'Dounell to the flnr1 ous consideration' of publie

bodies, but specifically to the Indian Association. Banerjea strongly

urged that it depute a delegat, to Behar at once, to collect information

1. Navavibhake, 31 October 1881, Bengal Native Newsper Reports,
!aIi .. Vol. 7, 1881, LO.L.

2. Ananda Baser atrika 7 Novenber 1881, ibid.

3. Sehaoharfi 26 October 1881, ibid.
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and to enable it to make "definite proposals". 3 The Bengalee warned

the Gov.x'nmant that it did not hold angry denunciations to be a

sufficient reply to 0 'Dcinnefl, and that it awaited the result of

an official inquiry with interests "If Mr. 0'lbnn.U's pamphlet at

all contributes to afford relief to the peasantry of Debar, the

writer win have rendered valuable service to Bengal".2

The first reaction of the }Iindoo Patr'1ot!, fld, aimost warm,

was lea. predictable. "No on. [could] rise from a perusal of the

pamphlet", it observed, "without being perfectly satisfied of the

truthfulness of th. picture", draism by 0 'Dorniell. 3 A month later in

August, it swung round in the opposite direction, 4 put on its guard

by Sir Ashley Ed,naud the Didian Mirror. 5 The attitude of the

Mirror to 0 'Donnell was wicoinpromisiug and hostile. He was always

that "Irish agitator'",6 not quite a substitute Parnsfl, but eq"Il.y

perverse and almost as dangerous. It attributd "the sourc, of'

inspiration" to which th. pamphlet owed its origin, to neither' the

alleged mal.a4i'dnfstration of Belier, nor to ujmpatby with the oppressed

z'yots. Rather this 'violent diatribe against lai'dlorda in Behar" was

1.	 24 July 1880.

2. mid., 18 September 1880.

3. Hindoo Patriot, 19 July 1880,

4. mid., 23 August 1880.

5. bidian Mirror, 20 August 1880.

6. Ibck, 23 October 1880.



a dooi payment for Irish votes at a future election, a "consolation"

for fa 1 II*g to secure Gaiway. The "woptblese pamphlet" was made up

of "gross and barefaoed mies.atatement&', based on slander.2

This conjecture was plausibl. but not completely satisfactory.

0 'Donnell was certainly in Ireland at the tim• when he wrote to

Hartlngton, but his brother's strategy was in ruins and his own career

In Irish politics was clearly a very long way off. tleae it can be

accepted that he was 'politiking 'as far back as l87I1876 when he

began to criticise both the Government and its land adi'th'ietraticn,

then the Mirror's suspicions must be rejected as at beet only partially

true, and probably selfu'int.rested. Indeed, as the news from Ireland

filtered through, describing a state of agitation "not seen since

the days of .sjan prising", 2 The Ruin of an Indian Province took on

a more sinister and subversive appearance. Both the Hindoc Patriot

and the Indian Mirror grew thoroughly alarmed that the ryota might

"imitate the foolish example" set them by the Irish tenantry and

outlined by O'Donnell. e forecast that India might see "one of

th. genus bloseo'iing Into an Indian Dillon, and opanly advocating

the non-payment of rents", no longer seemed an idle possibility.3

The congratulations of the Mirror that D'dia was free from these

'village Dillous' who took delight in "fomenting resistance to law,

peac. and order", were without eonviotion. As the Pione remarked,

1. Thdisn Mirror, 27 August 1880.

2. ibid., 12 November 1880.

3. Ibid., 17 September 1680.

b. Ibid.
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the public of B,har had not forgotten incident. in Sar'im in 1879,

which had suppleitented and served to translate 0 'DonneU 'a "epijraas"

and 'italicised quotations", His policy, dei .onstrated in the

Hutwa estats as a test case, was "violent, hasty and revolutionary',

and "ruinous to .11 concerned". (i that occasion a biropean Inspector

"with * possC of obowkidars" had 'paraded th. country proclaining the

advent of a new regis.'. O'Donnell hiasel.t had presently held a

progzsss through the land "attended by throngs of excited vil1gers',

Within a week the whole estate was In a blase, and the 'guardian" of

order was rsysal.d In his tru. colours as the "fo*entez' of diutur'.

hanoi".

Befor, the and of the year, 0 'Doam.0 'a influence9 whether seen

to be working for good or bad, was acknowledged In all quarters. Di

October Eden was rw*our.d to have instructed local authorities that

in future vacancies In the public servic. of Behar local inhabitants

should be sho preferenc. for ii]. saploynent, a principle which

o'DOnnell had been advocating. Th. order vu a blow to aigrating

Bgalis for when the lisa educated Behariver. no natch in the quest

for jobs. Surprised that a 'staunch friend" like the Ltsutiti.

Oovsz'nor sould Inflict such a prohibition, the Didfa' 1in'oz' spied

the evil hand of O'Donnell.2 Twelve acathi later, it positively

asserted that it was hi. 'Indiscretion' that had turned B,Kilagainat

Bigali and caused the 'ill feeling' between th. neighbouring peoples.3

1.	 ioneer % Augzat 1880.

2, Thdian Mirror, 23 October 1880; ass also Sahachar 17 Jan'ary 1881,
in Bengal Native Newspaper Reports.	 1881, 1.0.1..

3. Th.dian Mirror. 27 October 1881.
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What the Bengalee termed the 'most notioe&11. vent of the yiaz",

the publication of the Z'aft Rent Bill and the Report of the Bengal

Commission, 1 was also put down to the Zriehn 'a genius. While he

had contrived through aenaaticaliam to get the ears of the Press,

his broth.r had got him the ears of tue louse or ccns,2 iii. pam-

phlet, orltg as it hm "in the midst of Erich land agitation", observed

the Rindoo Patri, "has put an additional pressure upon the Ooverient

for legislation'.3 Dideed, the Rent Caivaission.rs racomaanded that

their chapter ccotaiiing special provisions for Behar should be

read in conjunction with The Ruin of an Diiin Province)' Despite the

prot.atationa of Ed," and his 1'iona to the contrary, O'Donnell was

clu.itisd in an official report as an authority on peasant conditions

In Behai-. It reinforced 0 'Dozm.11 's statenelit that he had ben

requested by the Conaissioners to furnish Information on the landlords

of B.b*r, which the Lisutsnsnt'4ovsrnar claimed had not a 'shadow

of

The result was that 0 'Donnell 'a name was 1{ne4 with the Draft

Bill ,which in some ways could be regarded U the cultivators' charter.

The Commissioners concluded that a substantial tenant-right In the

soil existed In Bengal, and enunciated the principle that "the 'M

of a omtry belongs to the people of a country". 1der its terms,

1. Benga, 1 January 1881.

2. Rlndoo Patrio 3 January 1881.

. Ibid., 2$ Wovember 1880.

14. £bstra of Draft Rent Bill, Qi. 12, p. 6, In Pan. P.,1881,
Vol. LXVIII, No. 62.

5. Eden to Northbraolc, 1.9 October 1880, .oit.



the peasantry vu granted much-neaded protection, which amounted

to the augmentation of their rights. First, a cultivator who had hold

his land at the same rent sInce 1793, which was in reality reckoned

at twenty years or more, could not have it raised.1 Second, the

occupancy rights of a cultivator of twelve year. were Consolidated

into a valuable peasant-tenure, transferable by sale, right or

Inheritance. The most significant chAnge pertained to the cultiva-

tor of less than twelve years whom the law code of l89 admitted to

no right whatever and who was left to fend for bime1f with the land-

lord as best he could. Th. solution proposed by the Comimissicn was

the creation of an intermediate group of tenants of between three

and twelve years standing who would acquire a quasi-proprietary right

in the land. Should the ryot refase or be unable to pay the rent

claimed by th. zemindar, he could only be evicted on receipt of com-

pensation for disturbance and for various improvements to his holding.2

The operation of these clauses was thought to be a powerful deter'.

rent to evicting landlords, and to "more or less give a conlste

degree of tenant-right" to 'almost th. whole agricultural population

of Bengal".3

Although Lord Ripon later concluded that some of these proposals

were Inadequate, 14 they encountered immense hostility from the land-

holding classes. At a protest nesting of Behar zemindars on November

1. Abstract of Draft Rent Bill, Cli. I, para. b, p. 2, In ParLP.
op.oit.

2. Abstract of Draft Rent Bill.

3. Address of W.W. Hunter, in Time, 10 November 1880.

14. S. Gopal, op.cit., p. 191.
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the Maharaja of Durbhanga foreshadowed a general reaction. He eharso-

tensed the provisions as totally uono-.id.dR, Waa]aulat.d to give

annoyance and heavy lose to 1z ho1dere" with corresponding &dv$flis

tag. to ryots. His clams stared utter ruin In the face.1 Solidarity

with the landlords' novenent was ezpreamsd by the Bengal aristo.

ersoy and a syitenatie agitation against the I'aft Bill connienoed.

They contended that the least extension of occupancy rights was a

violation of the ?sraanent Settlement, 2 although not ninety years

old already .acr.dj the land in the s.ttlad aria of Bengal they saw

as being th.ir absolute property. The British D!Idisn Association

condexnnad the Bill as a.iapi7 revolutionary and oontiscatoz'y in

ctharaotir".' subs.quemtay, a new 'aft Rent BIM was published, which

was iw,h less favourabla to the right. of the tenant.

There was also the temptation to attribit. th. rising fashion on

the part of jouroaliets and newspapers of finding analogies between

the land problem of Ireland and Thdts to 0 'D.11. Tet 0 'ThsmeU

was not alone in ouraging conparisons to b. mad.. ils the

Irish situation irma referred to indirectly 1* he Rain of an Thdian

Provin., it was a new ifo Ruler, DJ. Mac Farlane, who saw direct

significance in the 'parallelism'. a letter to th Times cm b

N.venb.r he presented an argument In fL# of altering th. l"4

1. Ses Son Pzakaah, 16 August 1880j TMpurs vartavaha 21 August
1880 in Bengal_Native Newspaper Reports. I/R/35. Vol. 6, 1880.

2. }Tindoo Patrie, iS Noyember 1880.

3. Letter no. CliP?, Govt. of Bengal to Govt. of Thdia, 27 July 1881,
Report of the Rant liv Co iss$ Vol. I, 3al 1880.

Ii. Nevavibhakar 28 March 1881, 'The New ft'aft Rent 1llN9 in mg*l
kative Newspaper Reports. hR/iS Vol. 7, 1881.
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laws of Ireland drawn from the experience of agrarian legislation

in Bengal. Di substantial agreement, the Times felt that he had not

gone far enough. Citing th. report of the )tn. Co n issioner., it

concluded that their solution to the evils of Bengal was that programme

of fixity of tenure and fair rents recommended by many Irish authorities.1

By tar th. most important comparison was ventured by 0 'DcnneU 'a

former superior, . W.W. Himter in an address to members of the

Ei1jiburgh Philosophical D2stitute on 9 November 1880. Hunter f.lt

that in many respect. the situation in Bengal presented a striking

analogy to the agrarian agitation in Ire1u, provided this was not

"pushed too far". In the two countries there had grown up a "stat.

of things" "unbearable to a section of the p.opl.", the peasantry,

who he felt would "completely win th. day". The difference was

that the proprietary right in Bengal was a right conferred by the

gUsh Government, "hedged in by reservations in favour of the

p.asantry"j in Ireland it was the "growth of centuries of epoflation

and conquest". It was therefore possible and euler to accord a

secure position to the Bengal cultivators without injustice to land-

lords, than in Ireland which was a more cmql.x difficulty. There,

"a natical inheritance of wrong" had to be got "rid of" with the

least cost to the nation and th. least infringement of vestd proprietary

rights. Coming from the Director-General of Statistics to the Govern.

ment of India, these observations were widely reported. 2 In a way

1, times b November 1880k see letter "Bengal and fish Iaid laws",
and tie Times' leader cm it. See also Indian Mirror 27 Jomb.z,
10 December 1830.

2. Bengalee 13, 27 Novemberj fl, 18 Decembr 1880.
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they were directed at O'Donnell. Just as The Thiin of en iex' Province

was a criticism of Hunter's two sanguine Addz'esaes, "What ig1and has

done for India", delivered in late 1879,2 so his two lectures a year

latex', "What the gUsh have 7.t to do for the Indian Pecple",3

wex'. partly an acimowledgement of correction.

hs first lecture was seized by the Times as confirmation of its

view. It was 1,ossibl. to x'ead the barest analyses of it, it co"'-

ted, without seeing that it was throughout applicabl, to Ireland.

Of course ther. were "nsturaUy and nessarily differences in the air'.

au*stanc.a of the Western Islan4 and to. great Psninsula" but "the

essential facts of th. situation (were) the same",aa was 'the gist

of the political problem". Th. rent war of Patha, the Times Instanced,

was a rent war 'waged according to the tb.orstical principles of the

Irish land League". So much so that Parxmll might be suspected of

"borrowing his instructions" iron india, rather then the reverse)'

At the begt' n g of 1881 the Kindoo Patriot comp1-1ned that

there seemed to be a 'sort of combination" among the Iidon papers

and periodicals to prejudge the Bengal land Question, along Irish

1ixies. Many of then in fact echoed the Times and Dr. Hlmter. The

Patriot later took issue with the Westminster Review, for .'ra"ple,

for drawing just such a 'false paral1lis" between th. conditions of

1. C.J. O'Dcmnefl, op.oit., p. 14J Pioneer, 23 Jwie 1800.

2, Time, 12, iS November 1879j Hindoo Patriot, 15 December 1879.

3. Times, 10, 13 November 1880, See 7.H.Slcrine, Cli. XV.

Ii. Thie, 10 November 1880.

5. !Rndoo PatriO, 3 Jannarj 1881.
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the Irish and Bengal peasantry.1 r.t in Thdia there wars also advocatea

of th.	 ogy school. The Hindu of Madras was a leading examples

'Like Didi a, Ireland i. * conquered do'inion of the
British ipire, and is regarded as such, there being
not th. slightest attachment between the ruling and the
native race; like Didia, Ireland ii aisgoverned, being
looked upon mor, as a field for the distribution of the
patronage at the ruling race, ratzier than a country worth
being governed as disinterestedly as possible; like
Dzdta, her industries and coueros were deliberately
erushed to protect those of Rug].andj like Didia, Ireland
was, until recently, burdened with the satabliehRlent of
a foreign church; like Didia, she pays a tribute of asarly
£7,000,000, taken out of that country each year in the
form of remittances to absent landlords".2

Ths Didu Praka affirmed that th. grievances of the Irish peasant

war. just th. grievances of the Indian ryot.3 The engalee as it had

done in the past, took frequent delight in tormenting ito foreign

rulers with the threat of an Iziah .type uprising, the 'legitinata

results of past misgovernment's

'Dldian w m1Mstratozs above all, should bear in mind
that thai's comes a tins in the history of a nation when
conc.ssiona ar, of no avail, and when th. greatest favours
showered with most profuse liberality, fail to appease
th. spirit of discontent. '4

Even th. Indian Mirroi, ting pains to show that the Didism p.opl.

were actuated by the spirit of loyalty, referred b way of contrast

to the "exactly si i1a1e circumstances" wider which the 'two subject

peoples" were ru1.d Th, methods of Horn. Rulers, 'neither huu1ns nor

1. }Ilndoo Patriot., 30 January 1381,

2. Hindu quoted In Indian Mirror1 12 Noviber 1880.

3. Didu Prakask, 2 March 1881, Bombay Native Newspaper Repo$,
WR/]S, Vol. 1.36, 188]..

1. Bengalee, 6 Noyember 1880. See issues 18 December 1380; 2
January 1881.

S.	 F!' 12 November 1880,
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vice", were totally foreign to th. way of Bengal. The Vernacular

Sadhareni agreed. Th. means adopted by Iri.h tenants to enforce

their demands could not possibly be resorted to by Bengal ryots, who

did not have "the power", or "the inclination to try extreme measures"1

The Bombay Aruno Day* reassured the Government that it need not

entertain any fear that the Th.dian peasantry would imitate the example

of the rrieii2

.Jther papers were lea. cure. How was it, asked the Som Prakash.,

that the Government of Ifldia, "with th. example of the l.rd1orda of

gland and Ireland before it", dared confer occupancy rights on

tenants at the expense of z'"s? Commenting cm tile trouble in

b.land and tile rejetion by the House of Lords of tile Disturbance

Bill, the Sahachar, thought that the murder of one or two landlords

appeared but 'a email matter" compared with the sufferings of the

fish tenantry. The .ditor then dwelt on the "utter inutility" of

the Upper House and of landlord. as a 01 .. •h Th. reaction of the

!aratta was very much in keeping with a journal, more aggressively

independent and nationalistia than its contemporaries. 'Our people",

it instructed, would 'learn a good lesson on many points if they

(would] take the trouble of carefully studying and contenpiating tile

present conduct of the resolute, patriotic and self*aacrificing Irish

dharani ]$ May 1881, in Bengal Native Newspaper Reports, t/R/]3,
Vol. 7,I8l.

Lruno	 12 June 1881, in Bombay Native Newspaper Reports, I/R/l
W):L.1.3, 881.

m Paki, 16 August 1880, in op.oit., r/RiS, Vol. 6, 1880.

achar, 10 J.ivw'y 1881, in ibid., !/R/]S, Vol. 7, 1881.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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people in their onward constitutional progress'. A firebrax)d

speech fz'on Father Eugene Sh.ehy at & demonstration in Cork in

honour of Paxefl ws.s greeted with approvsl.	 an earlier article,

possibly borrowing from an fish newspaper, the Mahratta procii.d

the coi.ng of the 'revolution' s

"May it be thorough and world wide, sweeping before it,
and abo]ish1ig for ever, all autocratic rulers, privileged
classes, and brute force institutions, and sub..
atitutisig therefore a state of matters in which it
•h1l be th. privilege and the pleasur. of all to 2
work for the greatest good of the greatest number".

)zah of this of course was ehadow-boing, $ atatRent of strata.'

gin positions, and of theoretical rather than genuin, beliefs. Few

newspapers were coitt.d to & policy of violent agitation, even if

they recognised that frelaud was wresting reforms by tqro..3 The

Bengalee might safely conjure mp the spectra at a rampant peasantry,

in the belief that it was nlifrely to mater'i*l(ze, and in the hope

that the Government would forestall iti appearance by timely inter'.

vention, Basically it looked to Ireland in 1881 not for lessons in

disorder and public disturbance, but for signs at bom from the

Euglish Government, such U & fre. and spontaneous concession of

tenant-right to the Irish peasantry's

'We th. people of this country have a special interest
in the above principle being recognised by the rulers
of the Irish people who are also our rulers. The sans
selfishness which characterises Eugland's relations
with Ireland chcraaterises her relationa with this
country...'.

1. Mahratt&. 30 October 1881, in Bombay Native Nmmpaper Reports.
cp.eit.

2. Thid., 9 October 1881.

3. Bengalee, % November 1881.
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Whils stat.emen Uk. Bright and Gladstone, 'the foremost to recognise

th. rights of peoples to govern themselves", were in power, the Bengalse

sought to prevail on their sense of justice. Di November it presented

a colet.1y different, slavish picture of the Indfan people, "a1wa'i

resigned mcol-*ininely to the will of providence for the fat that

befalls them, voiceless in their sufferings, dumb end mute in their

woes".1

Di reality, however, the response of Bengal ryots to the Draft

riu and to the comtsr 	 of %nin*i fell somewhere between

the two sxtrsmss, neither revolutionary nor resigned. There were

occasions when the 'monotony of Bengal UZØ" was 'X'eli.TSd by agrarian

outrage" and a "half-starving" peasantry appealed to "physica].

force", but thee, were infrequent. 2 Several demonstrations of ryote

were organised uider the auspices of the Di41"n Association. 3 A 1.

lord supporter suchu the cca Pmkae detected the f1uence of

a recalcitrant official or of an miacrupulous lawyer, who foimd it

'profitabis to foment" this ktr1t of agrarian discord.14 As a general

rule, however, th. meetings were orderly and peaceful, although the

Bengal Government was not inclined to view them with favour. Cbi

the occasion of a meeting held in Wellington Square, it was alleged

that th. authorities were afraid that "peaceful agitation" might degenerate

into the 'lawless violence and terrorism" of Irish T.nA Lsaguers.S

1. Bengalee, NOvember 1881.

2. Thid., 114 May 1881.

3. A.Seal, op.cit., p. 223.

14. Dacca Prak	 16 January 1881, in engal Niy	 ppe R.ports,
p.oit.

Bombay Quonic, 3 July 1881, in Bonay Native Newepai,er Report,
op.cit.



The Ddin Association eventually submitted to the Governnent

report on the Draft MU, based on its investigations of ground

root oixtnion.1 This included a demand for iqortant provisions also

embodj.d in Gladstone 'a Xrish T*Tzd Act. That both parties took

stand on Certain pr1oiplas of the fish measure was the most

a&gnifioant aspect of the debate between ryot end senindar. The

particular sections each decided to hi.gFliIit wer, carefully e1ected,

on th. on. side enhancing th. privileges of the tenant with

respect to the lardlord, those on the other the rights of th. land'.

lord with respect to the tenant. iThil. the Bengale called for

'ftxit of tenure, freedom of sal. and fair rents' 2 or the Didian

z'yot, tb. .1ndoo Patriot cla1ed for the Bengal semiadar the

" eaentia]. rights of a proprietor' granted his Irish cmt.zi*rt.

h the case where, there was no heir, for .Dçl., land under the

Irish Act lapsed to the 1Mlordj der the Bengal Bill it reverted

to the Government. 'bed we say that the last is an equitable provision'.

Tb. Hindoo Patriot al.o recosmended for consideration the reatrio'

tiona placed by Gladstone en the 'transferability of the occerzc7

tenure', shoving 'a just tenderness" for th. landlord but which

had plan. In the 11 .Z the Rent Commissioners or In the amended

Bill of Mr. U. Ri'nolda, Secretary to the Rsvemms and General Depart..

sent of the Government of Bengal.' z th. othei' hand, the nga1..

conoentrat.d on the disturbance and coepensation clauses favourable

to the tanartry, 'hic)t the Patriot had wtd.r,tatwlably rejected *1

1. Seal, p,cit., p. 223.

2. lJ May 1881. Articles 'the Rent Question and the Irish
Lii4 13111'.

'3. Rindoo Patriot 23 May (Pan i)j 13 June 1881 (Part *)j five part
s.rtisl.0 'Thilrtah Land 1•
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having "no application" to Bengal, The period for which rent in

Bengal once fixed, was to reinatII ux'altered, was ten years. At their

various public meetings, the ryota deended that this be extended

to thirty years, but at the very least were prpared to settle for

the Irish c%nproaise of fifteen. Weigh ing mp the merits of the

respective Bills, the Bengalee concluded that the Thdian ryot would

not be much worse off than. th. Irish peasant. 1 It took the Hindoo

Patriot into the fifth part of its analysis of "the Irish Land Bill"

to'ccnfus"thatasawhole, thel88llrizhictwaanot"baeedon

sui,stantlai justice";2 as far as landlords were concerned.

To deduce that the crucial impetus moving the dian Govern.

ment to revise its law of tenure in Bengal came fron C.J. O'Donnell

would be to go much too far, Long before The Ruin of An Indian

Province appeared, Sir Ashley Eden and Sir Richard Temple before

him had examined the relations between laMloz'd and tenant and con.

eluded that they were unsatisfactory and in need of improvement.3

Eden must receive credit for appointing a Coemittee of Behar officials

in 1878 to advis. him on the tiecadari eystea. Ita report sube.ttt.d

In March 1879, reociamendiug that the whole rent law of Behar be

recast, was referred by th• Lteutmnanti.Oovsrnor to the Rent law

Coemission, the author of the 'a.ft Bill. Although of the Opinion

that In details it was "open to modifications", Ed thought that

1. Benga1., 14 May 1881.

2. Ri.ndoo Patriot, 13 June 1881.

3. Se. G.LG. Hambly, op.cit,, (i.Y,
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the Pill presented "a reasonable bails for legislation".1 Thus the

Government of Bega1 was already decided at least in principle that

legislation was both necessary and desirable, when O'Donnell e

pamphlet was published. The direction and pace of reform was quite

another matter. The Ruin of an Ifldian Province deprived Eden of

any breathing space to allow Government intervention to be as pain.

lees and as unobtrusive as possible. Together with Dr. W.W.

Hmter, O'Donnell was chiefly responsible for attempting to familiariae

the British public with the main features of D2Mnn land law, which

beoam. th. subject of many addressee and learmed articles in England.2

It was on the request of an exuButtite, George Xrrington, that the

Draft Bill of the Rent Commission was laid upon the Table of the

House of Coiiimons an 7 February 1881, and a copy of it. report

placed In the parlisentary library. 3 Di India, as a contributor in

bringing latent fears to the surface and class prejudices to the boil,

O'Donnell hastened the virulent controversy that Eden had sought

to avoid. His pamphlet was the prelude to division in Bengal society,

and of intense rivalry between the two political Associations. It

might reasonably be argued that O'Donnell helped to erystaliae this

sonfliot, if also to accelerate the legislative proces. of the central

Government. Yet a Bengal Tenancy Act was not passed until 1885 in

order to find son. compromise formula that would reconcile the warring

parties and resolve basic differences between the Indian Office and the

Thdian Government.

1.. Letter No. 8)497, Govt. of Bengal to Govt. of India, 27 June 1881,
Report of the Rent law Commission, Vol. I, Bengal 1880. See also

Qi. b,	 Tmcy
59.

2. Beng*1ee, 1 January 1881. 'The Resum of the tear".

3. Hansa4, Vol. 257, 13 Jazuaiy 1881, Ccl. 631.
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effect, iarles Jamas O'InneU was also both the wedge that

separated the Home Rule party from its former friends, and the go..

between of a flOW alliance. The British Didian Assooiation,as evidenced

through the attitude of the Hindoo Patr,regarded him with cool

dislike, a dislike which was passed on to the Irish Home Rule party

as a whole. "So many imiLagous circumstances and feelings", declared

the Didian Nirrp, "should draw closer the bonds of syiathy between

Irishmen and Didf spa'. ret it was "the Irishmen of this country'

who were the "most harsh and unjust in their judgments of people".1

The reference was obvious. Welcoming O'Donnell's demotion in 1881,

the Mirror begged Sir Ashley Fdan not to retain his services any

longer. It was a "gross injustice" to the Indisn peopl, that he should

be allowed the least opportunity of again is-us1ng his large powers $

"We are afraid that Mr. O'Donnell's utter want of judgi.
mont prevents him from seeing the absurdity of his ten..
donoy to allow his notions of Bn• Rule, perhaps, an undue
ascendancy in the fulfilment of his official relations".2

The contrast with the Bengalee was complete. Soon after the appearance

of O'Donnell's pamphlet, it announced that the Irish party was to

take special care of all affairs relating to Didia, starting with

an early debate on the budget. 3 However, because of the Irish land

Bill, the Didian Fetimates were held back to the usual time, although

Frank Thigh 0 'Donn.0 'a unremitting harassment of the Governiaent in

related fields was seen as adequat. compensation. It waa as the direct

1. Thdian Mirror 12 November 1880.

2. Thid., 27 October 1881.

3. Bengale, 2 October' 1880.



link with thia paz'li*entazy agitation that tharlea James 0 'tbnneU

was accorded the "very best thanks" of the Beng&Lee. fiLe banish

ment to 1'niens1ngh was the "punieluaent" for such worthy service.1

1.	 nga1e., 29 October 1881.

I/I
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]i th. Duge of Burke

(b the question of iaperiaiisa, Frank Th.gi 0 'Dcrmafl iaaglned

that he "as following in th. footsteps of Fi4mwid Burke. Certainly,

likenesses between thee can be found. The 'rise and consolidation'

of a "federated iepfre' on the basis of equality between Leabere1

was perhaps a vision Burke would not have rejected. Neither figure

was an iapsrialist in a conventional sense. As Th. Cor Cruise

o'Brien has suggested, Burke could be labelled nore easily as a

counter-revolutionary. s was strongly opposed to 'oontesporary Zone

of imperialist psychology', wherever he considered they were siani-

fested, In the thirteen Asenican colonies, in beland or in

Lcc.pt over the Eastern Qu.ation and the setting i of a buffer..

stat. on ThsH North-western frontier, 0'neU was no friend of

the Beaconafi.0 colonial policy. Both nan conceived that the relation..

ship between parts of the espire ought to be none fraternal than auto-

cratic, a syst of sutual help and s4vantage rather then of co'uaeraial

exploitation.3

It was with respect to DH In particular, however, that

O'Dn"nell chiefly fancied hinself as uke's disciple and natural

siceesor. Iiz.stionab1y they shared a joint passion for the so-

called 'brightest jewel In the Ispenial C?oI 	 although 1uit4y

Burke looked on the Thd4in .ipire as 'an awful thirg' strongly attacking

its acquisition and its conso14d.tion. ce haying accepted the

1. oPr,ri,n, .storr. ii, p. 1473.

2. C. C. 0 ''iw, (ad.), 1nmd Burke. Reflections on the Revolution
in Francs, T'4' 1968, p. 66.

3. S.. P.J. Marshall, The freachnant of Wrran Rutinge	 or4
]96, p. 186; T.LD. Mahoney, Ednund Burke and IreI. Caabridg.
(Ness.) 1960, pp. 13!p 5, 312.3.
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British presence In the East, he devoted his energies in Parlian.nt

to protecting the Didian constitution from Western interference. The

greatest work of hi. life he considered his efforts to defend India

against the ravages of fortune.'.e.ekers and conquistador., to regulate

the activities of Company agents, and to subordirat. the rule of a

joint stock ,mpany to the supervision of Parl1aent. Burke's con-

cern for the "undone i11f one" of India assumed the proportion of a

crusade1 and was epitomised by his tenacious attempts to secure

the impeachment of the first Governor-General, Warren Hastings,

whom. he saw as the symbol of all disorder.

If Prank Hugh 0 'Donneil was no doctrinaire respecter of indigenous

constitutions or advocat, of non.interference in Indian society, he

sought to ,'u1at Burke as parliamentary overseer of justice, to

protect the interests of the 'dumb i4llfona' against the represen-

tatives of the Crown as the latter had protected them against the

servants of the Company. 'If you war. an Imund Burke, you would

defend th. oppressed Thdians, and make things unpleasant for Warren

Hastings', O'Donnell had flung at th. sceptical John O'Leary in

1878. At that time, the Fenians bad much preferred a soldiering

hero to a parliamentary orator; swords rather tiian 	 • 2 o 'Thmnell

f..iled. to persuade them about the merit. of paz'Uu'.ntary actitLaa*,

but was not hiielf converted to a policy of violent action. In

advising th. political leaders of the Indian community on the methods

of agitation he was insistent that thea must be cons titutionaL1ybaeed.

-L

1. Mahoney, op.oit., p. ill.

2. S.. Qiapter Three, section two, pp. 11i5-6.



Second only to the cause of Home Rule for Ireland, it became hie

great ambition to lay the foundations in idia of a nation1 (at

movement, capable of influencing the Government peaceably. In this

sense, 0 'Donnell was Burke 'a opposite, not a social conservationist

but an advocate of social and politics]. change. Far from wishing to

protect the Indian constitution from 'vtestern meddling, 0 'Donnell

hoped to modemise it along the lines of western thinking. His

advice to Indian politicians echoed that of John Bright, that they

must exorcis, their spirit of dependence on British philanthropists

and learn to help themselves, just as the Irish were doing.

Where India was concerned Burke was really more of a political

philosopher than Q 'IbnneU and much less of a prag'atizt. The

former had extensive knowledge of East India Company affairs but

little appreciation of Thdin conditions. In effect, his love of

India was largely theoretical. (ie historian has written that

Burke was 'more concerned with expounding and justifying cons erv'ative

princ1ple than with defending the laws, customs, and oi.viliaatiofl

o	 ' . Ztpal1y, it could be argued that 0 'Donnell was using

India as a vehicle for Irish nationAl i t propaganda • It has been

seen that he had the ulterior motive of securing the leadership of

the Hom Rule party by means of th. Indian connection. let it' was

possibl. that his ovr-1ding concern was not only to enlist Th4t*n

support for Irish self-government but also to sow the s.ed of foder.

ph I in the imperial oontext. While neither Burke nor 0 'nneU knew

India fire t.hand, 0 'Dorinell 'a impression of it was less obscured by

imagination. HI was well .cqnaint.d with some of her people, with

1. B.arc., opcit., p. 18.
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an Thdian student population stun law at the Thus at Court and

with an itinerant commercial alasa. 	 his Ctviliar" brother, O'Bunn.11

possessed a sours. of intelligence closer to Thd.Ian feel lug than ever

Burke could lay claim to having in his kinsman Wil Hnt a notorious

"wastrel" who had gone to idia primarily to z'ecoi a fortune lost

in the East ThMa stock crash of 1769.

Strsng.iy, in the harassment of important officials, 0 'Donnell

followed a pattern set by Burk.. His burgeo4g interest in

idian social at niRtration from 1881 onwards resembled Burke 'a

sudden attack and single-minded hounding of Hastings In 178]..1

A History of the Irish Parllmnentary Party 0 'DonneU recorded that

there was no year in Par14ent in which hi did not devote a large

portion of his time to the defenc. of Thdi"n interests. 2 ret

referenc. to the indices of Hanaar4 show clearly that 1881 was some-

thtng of a watershed for 0 'Donnefl. Previously, while he had inter"

v.n.d in Thdi.n affairs from time to time, he now Intervened per-

sistently. In 1881, hi sad. twenty4hree separate Interventions,3

in 1882 thirty-five, 14 and in 1883 fifty-five, 5 4hich more thAn

doubled the total number of questions he asked about Ireland that

year. In the case 01' Burke, regarded as the great Indian reformer

of his age, ther, is some reason to doubt whether he was inspired

entirely by motives of self-interest over Hastings or whether he was

1. Se. Marohall, op.oit., p. 114.

2. O'Donnell, }Ltstory, ii, p. 14214.

3. This total includes two questions on Burma and on. speech on
Afghanistan.

14. Questions concerning th. cost of Indian Regiments sent to
Egypt are counted as relating to India.

5. Two or more interventions during the sin, debate irs calculated
U one.



r.pr.a.ting the aonaoienos of Britain as well am her ocmaervatisn.

It is likely that he was Influenced in ss. degree by Wilhian Burt. and

Philip h'sneis, neither a friend of th. Gorsrnor.General.

0 'Donnell's story was not dissii1ar. He bitt.rly r..ant.d the

treatnant that Oarlsa Janee 0'n.0 received at th. hands of the

Government of Bengal. Just as he had looked to th. example set

by Daniel O'Connell over Andrew Stevenson, iO it is possibl. that

he conscionsly modelled his response over Sir Aahliy Eden along

Burkean lines. Conceivably, the Zieut.nnt.sOov.ruor appeared to him

as a latter-day Hastings reiponsible ior a vari.t of internal

adeinistrstive disorders that it was his duty to expose, reform, and

to exact pmishment for. At any rate, O'Donnell set about not only

•l.ailng his brother'. nais but also discrediting Eden's. let ithIl.

his motiv.a reualn soapier, his persistence in ferreting out oases

of misgovernment and injustic, suggests a sealoum reformer rather than

a celtic matioso.



II Didian Gaol Reform

A case in point was the treatment of Indian prisoners in the

gaols of Bengal and the appalling conditions under which they were

run. More than any other single political question, this was to

claim O'Donnell's undivided attention from 1880-1883. The scandal

broke imperceptably. In the Annual Report on the Moral and Material

Progress and Condition of India for 1877, a large increase in the

incidence of petty crimes and their punishment by whipping, was noted

and casually attributed to the prevailing scarcity of that year.1

72,650 Indians had received this type of sentence. Yet it was not

until 28 June 1880 that T. C. Thompson, Radical Member for Durham,

first raised th. matter with the Secretary of State and requested that

he submit a return of the specific offences for which "flogging"

2
had been couaidared. tha epropriate remedy. Because judicial

statistics did not classify offences under punishments, Hartington

was unabl, to comply, and fU back on the Report 'a explanation

that exceptional conditions were to blame. Where there had been

widespread distress among an underfed population, whipping was

preferred to either fine or imprisonment. He volunteered the inform-

ation that prison mortality had been so hlg}1 that regretfully the

latter sentence "necessarily carried with it considerable riskoflife."3

Surprisingly, this somewhat revealing admission aroused not a ripple

of concern.

1. Statement exhibiting the Moral and Material Progress and Condition
of India during the year 1877, in Parl.P., 1878-79, Vol. LVI,
No. 366.

2. Ransard, Vol. 253,28 Jun. 1880, Col. 960.

3. Ibid., Ccli. 960.1.
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"Flogging", on the other hand, which was still very much a cl-

tentious issue in British politics, did. Alexander Sullivan, at the

forefront of the campaign to abo]48h the "cat" in the armed services,

wanted to know what difference thre was between flogging and whipping.

He also inquired whether in deference to British public opinion the

Government intended to eradicate "flogging" in India.1 However, like

Thompson, he also drew a blank. The only distinction the Secretary

of State could furnish was that unlike the practice in Britain,

"flogging" in India was inflicted with a light cane. 2 However,

Hartington did promise to ask the Government of India whether there

was any necessity for iiaint*lnlng flogging and whether it might be

modified or possibly even discontinued.3

In fact, Hartington had already done this when he forwarded

Sullivan's questions to the Viceroy on 29 Juy.4 An inquiry was

thus set in motion but with little sense of urgency. Local Govern-

merit.. were not circulated with instructions until 24 September,5

and it	 in 1fy the following year that LA. Cockerell, Secretary

to the Government of Bengal, supplied the desired information. His

table listing the number of floggings inflicted between 1875-1880

and their proportion to the total number of punishments in gaol

revealed even by the standards of the time an alarming increases6

1. Hansard, op.cit., Cole 960-1. These questions were repeated
by Sullivan with formal notice on 1. July.

2. Thid.

3. Ibid., 1 July 1380, Col. 1246.

4. Deap. Judicial No. 14, Sec. of State to Govt. of India, 29
July 1880, Indian Home Prooeedings, P/1.509, Prog. 223, p. 1514.

5. 01215? No. 105261, 24 September 1880, ibrd., prog. 226, p. 151i2.
6. letter no. 9841', Sec. to Govt. of Bengal to Sec. to Govt. of

India, 26 May- 1881, Indian Judicial Proceedings, P11852, prog 113,
p . 37 IT.
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Proportion % of Corporal Punishments
No. of Corporal	 to total no. of

Tear	 Punishments	 Punishments in Gaol

1875	 2973	 18.7
1876	 2370	 13.14

1877	 30114	 114.2
1878	 14789	 15.1
1879	 8232	 16.0
1880	 4654	 7.5

lAter the figures were slightly amended upwaz'da. In the meantime,

The Reports on the Moral and Material Progress and Condition of

India for the years 1878 and 1879 proved that 1877 was not as "exceptional'

as had first been 	 bengal supplied the most spectacular

evidenc, of this.3 Within two years, punishments meted out to a

.m&ll,z' total of iale prisoners had more than doubled and floggings

had almost tripledi

Total no.	 % of Prisoners
Tear	 of Prisoners	 Punishments	 Ylogginga	 flogged

1877	 71327	 20753	 3014	 4.2
1878	 72089	 30785	 483.5	 6.6
1879	 70114	 50268	 8324	 11.8

Cooker.11 offered no explanation for these figures. Instead, the

overall effect of his report was to give an impression of general

3,. Eztraot frca the Proceedings of the Govt. of India in the Home
Dept., no. 1	 U January 1882, Indian Judicial Proceeding,

33;3
P4852, prog liii, p. 4]. if.

2. Pan. P., 1880, Vol. LIII, No. 1402, p. 1 ffj 1881, Vol. LIII,
No. 3J.

3. Tine, 1 September 1881.
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well.b.ing and progresa • It confidently pointed out that Sir Ashley

Eden had immediately issued orders on the subject, 1 which had had

the "desired effect in checking !.he infliction of corporal punish-.

ment" except for the most serious offencee. A reduction of diet

had been substituted for flogging with no apparent La].]. in the

standard of health, moderate mortajity figures proving that this

punishment had been used "judiciously". 2 This verdict had soon to

be modified.

Th. inquiry was quietly stagnating when 0 'Donnefl injected it

with a new lease of life. (ki 23 June 188]. he shocked the House of

Commons with loin. alarming allegations. He wanted to know, if as

reported, the incidence of mortality among prisoners as as high

as 360 per thousand in soine districts and if statements made by th.

Bombay Gazette, the Calcutta 2g1ishman, and other Thdian newspapers

were true, thats

"Prisoners who, from want of food, were unfit to labour,
'weis dragged to the triangles and flogged by the thousand
because they were weak and sick unto death on starvation
rations,"3

The cietary of State replied that although they contained "some

inaouracy and much exaggeration" there was regretfully "too much

!ounciatjozi" in them, H. had thus un tew to the Oovernment of

India for immediat, details.14

1. Ci 16 July 1880 and on 2]. January 1881.

2. Letter no. 98)4 p, s.c. to Govt. of Bengal to Sea, to Govt. of
Thdia, 26 May 1881, op.cit.

3. Nansar4, Vol. 262, 23 June 1881, Co]. 1106.

14, 1k., Cola. 1107.8.
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Th. following day, Hartingtn begged the Viceroy in a private

letter to "look at 0PDonneU. Zt was not a "very satisfactory casew

and he expected that he would probably have to send him another

deapatch on the subject. The Judicial Department in London had

neglected to read the Gaol Adttntetrative Report for 1880 and a

Bengal Resolution of 20 July 1880 restricting the use of corporal

punishment, until O'Donnell s notice had drawn their attention to

them, "This was of course very wrong". But the Viceroy was also

partly to blame. "Considering the grave facte" brought to light in

these documents, }Iartington remonstrated, he ought to have received

a daspatch from Ripon himself. Anyway, "the whole subject" would

now be gone Into. "officially and fully".1

August he again wrote to Ripon that the situation was

worse than he had originally thought. A committee of the Council

was looking further at the evidence. There had been "nothing like

a regular or thorough exmiination" ot the Gaol Adi'iinistrative Reports,

sent home from the various provincea,for years. He was thus afraid

that Sir Ashley Eden would be "more exercised." yet by the question.

While he believed that the mortality in Bengal compared favourably

with other provinces, there was still, he said, some gaola in which

both mortality and punishments appeared "to be something frightful."

A "good des]. more discussion and inquiry" could therefore be expected.2

1. Hartington to Ripon, 214 June 1881, Ripon Paper, Add. }(s
14366.

2. Hartingtcn to Ripon, August 1881, ibid., Add. 14a 1i3567.



Yet somewhat to h.te annoyanpe, Hartington dieooverei that the

DO]. question was to be raised again during the "Budget" debate.

O 'Donnell had bad the discourtesy to get up a motion about it

Practically on the eve of the Secretary's annual Indian Statement

to Parliament. As he Informed the Viceroy, he would now probably

have to sit and listen to an hour's speech not only front him, but

Perhaps more from Irish Members wh* O'Donnell might "induce to

tak, it up, in order to waste time". The observationwas ncharitabls

for Hartington but characteristic of iglish opinion. The Liberals

Were no more receptive than the Conservatives had been to Irish

adyiø, on how to rm their eizire. There was still a consensus

that the underlying motive behind Irish intervention was obstructive

and delaying. Such a suspicion now seemed to bi ruimijlg through

Hartington 'a mind. tft1ess the House of Commons procedur w S

reformed, he projected, the House would become "an object of con-

tempt and derision". Worse, the whole business of administration

"would be brought to a standstill". He blamed Irish obstruction

not only for holding up the Viceroy's proposals, but also for the

"perfunctory	 in which they were dealt with when eventually

taken up.1

( this occasion, however, Hartington misread the feeling

of the Commons • Parlientariana on both aides were unusually wi ll1ng

to accept the validity of O'Donnell's allegations. The Tory Member

for T'i idpn, LW. Ibwl.r, strongly supported his case for an official

Inquiry into the whole area of gaol adMiniatration. He htp ejf had

just received a letter from a "distinguished" native editor of a

1. S.. Times, 20 July 188]. in which a cmii sentiment is expressed.
Hartington to Ripon, 1 August 188l, ipoT. Paper adi1 Ms t367

•1.
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Calcutta newspaper, which had referred to the "oonsidereh].e interest"

the Home Ruler's agitation was arousing in India.1 His Liberal

namesake, W. Fowler (Cambrtdge! was equally ready to accept 0 'Don'',U a

story at face value. What he thought would otherwise have been

a satisfactory statement from the Secretary of State was marred

by the details which O'DonneU had brought to light. They showed

"how much there was in the Government of Iidia that did not meet

the eye".2 Q J)cmfl ' word had suddenly become authoritative and

above suspicion. Hartington had no choice but to concede him

belated recognition.3 He thakd 0 'DonneU on behalf of the ouse,

but regretted that Bengal had beex singled out from other provinces

for attack. Such a course, he warned, was not "calculated to stimw.

late Increased aotivity". What annoyed the Secretary of State was

O'Donnell's insistence that the officials responsible for the medieval

condition of gaol wiminietration be brought to account. 0 'Donnell

had threatened that he would not rest satisfied if those who had

been guilty of "whol.-sale murders" were allowed to go "soot free".5

Far from delaying solution, however, the search for culprits

speeded up the process of reform. The Secretary of State did not

want to be placed In the embarrassing situation of knowing little

more about the subject when Parliament met again in the new year.

1. anssr4, Vol. 265, 22 August 1881, Cola. 659-60.

2. Thid., Col. 686.

3. O'Donnell, Nistory, ii, pp. 62. 3, li2b. In 3.ater years, O'Donnell
over-estimated the "warmth" with which Hartlngton thanked him
for his "successful" agitation against flogging In Indian gaola,
to th. extent that he saw the "Whig" Grande. and not Gladstone
as the one British statesman who "could have reconciled Nationalism
and1 Imperialism in Ireland".

1.1. Isnard, op.cit., Cola. 697-8.

5. Ibid., Cola. 682-3.
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Still apparently in the dark on February 1882 he pressed the

Viceroy for some observable sign of progress. "I should have been

glad to have known exactly what is going on", he complAined. 1 y

the end of the month he was informed that arrangements had been

made to bring gaol administration xnder "closer and more aye teinatis

chOCk and review". 2 Inepectors..Geflera]. were required to submit

quarterly returns to their local Govarn_mente not only showing the

total nwnber of mal, prisoners, offencee and whippings, but also

as I{artingtan had requested, statements concerning the severity of

corporal punishment and resultant mortality figures should there

be any.3 In future, corporal punishment would be curtailed though

it was to remain "sufficiently sever, to sot as a real deterrent."

(kice fixed to keep prisoners in health, the diet scale was not to

be altered or Interfered with. The Secretary of State reminded

the Viceroy that the gaol of every district fulfilled "to a large

xtent th. functions of a poor ue". La he understood the

problem, remedy lay within the reach of an "energetic and vigilant

whlLjnjstratjon".5 Whatever happened they could not allow a repetition

of 1879.

1. Hartington to Ripon, 3 February 1882, Ripon Papere, Ldd' Ma 1i3568.

2. Desp. Judicial No. 2, Govt. of India to Sea, of State, 16 January
1882, and EKtraot from the Proceedings of the Govt. of India
in the Nome Dept., No.1 , 13. January 1882, j.n dian Home

33.43
Proceedirg P4852, progs. 197, 1114, p. 261 if., p. 41 if.

3. Deep. Judicial No. 6, Sea, of State to Govt. of India, 2 March
1882, pare. 6, in ibid., P4853, prog. 212. See aleo Deep.
No. 26, Govt.of India to Sec. of Stat., 29 July 1882, WP&J/3,
1882, p. 677.

4. Deep. Judicial No. 2, Govt. of India to Sea, of Stat., 16 January
1882, op.ólt.

. Deep. Judicial No. 16, 8.0. of Stat, to Govt. of India, 25 Nay
1882, pares. 4, 7, In 4/?&J/, 182. A Return conta1n1n much
of this correipondenee can be found in Pan. P., 1882, Vol. xLTIiI,
C. 3316.

)



While the Government steadfastly refused to apportion blame,

O'Donnell's approach forced officials to defend themselves. Sir

Ashley Eden, for example, had felt the need to clear his name of

suspicion as early as 16 july 1881. He instructed his private

secretary, Colonel Henry, to write dom "a few facts" for the Vioe"

roy's benefit which would enable him to judg. how far the Bengal

Gao]. Administration was "obnoxious" to th. charges laid against

it by "certain persons". That the health of prisoners had seriously

deteriorated during 1879 was not denied, but the fault was traced

back to the recommendation of a Prison Conference assembled by the

Government of India in January 1877 to reduce the scale of diet.

At that time, Colonel Henry explained, a campaign bad been mounted

by the "advocates of law and order" to make gaola "places of real

punishment instead of idle lounges for the bad characters of the

country, where they were fed and clothed &t the public expense".

Gaol Superintendents had been encouraged to use the "rattan" or

cane quite freely.

Th, letter was a complete vindication of Eden's part. az'

from ignoring the alarming statistics as exceptional, Eden had on

his oisi initiative, it was stated, supplied necessary correctives.

flrit, having been informed in March 1880 that th. prison diet

was insufficient, he had taken immediate steps to increase it. The

mortality rat. had as a result noticeably fallen off during the

second h1 f of th. year. secondly, he had issued a circular order

to the Gaol Departhent that it was both "expedient and possible"

to enforc. prison discipline without constant resort to whipping,

Again th. trend of 1879 was reversed, corporal punishments being

reduced by almost O per cent .j.n six months.1

1. Henry to hiaros., 16 July 1681, Ripon Papar, Add, Ifs lj3592.



Dr. Roger Lethbridge, as Tnapector-General of Bengal Gaols

directly responsible for their "well-being" and running, substan-

tiated Eden' a brief in a letter to the !' The Government of

India 'a explanation, on the other hand, waS more ingenious than

convincing. While it cleared the Lieutenant-Governor of all blame,

it concluded that no one had erred, not oven the Prison Conference

of 1877. The Viceroy in Council rejected the notion that prisoners

had died in excess numbers because they had been insufficiently

fed. Instead, the "disastrous" mortality was ascribed to mysterious

influences affecting the general population of the country.2

This was adopted as the official line. Hartington fell back on it

twic, tn countering 0 'Donnefl 'a call for an impeachment.3 A wides-

pread shortage of food could hardly be indicated for criminal

negligence.

0' Donnel]. was not deflected by this argument. Where a chaige

of murder had been ruled out, he attenpted on 10 August 1882 to

secure one of manslaughter)' Bad similar deaths occurred in i!gland,

he argued, there could be no doubt that a verdict of "serious

dereliction of duty" would be returned. O'Donnell was particularly

incensed by the appointment of Sir Ashley Eden to the Indian Council,

an honour which 	 resented in his eetimation "a condonation of

1. Time, 26 August 1881.

2. See &tract from the Proceedings of the Govt. of Thdia, No.

3 February 1882, p. 338; and Memorandum on Didtn Jail Diets
of Surgeon-General JJ. Cunningham, pp. 3232, enclosures with
Deep. Judicial No. 2, Govt. of India to Sec. of State, 16 January
1882, r/P&J/3, 1882.

3. Hansar, Vol. 268, 30 I4aroh 1832, Ccl. 302jj Vol. 270, 8 June
i362, Cola. 178-8O.

Ii. Thid., V1. 273, 10 August 1882, Cc].. 11Q9.



reprehensible misgovernment". 1 The Secretary of State should not

be allowed to whitewash in this fashion the kind of supervision

which had for many months allowed prisoners to perish like flies.2

There could be no dodging the fact that whereas the period 1868-76

had been one of low mortality in gaols, Eden's succession had

begun an era of high and increasing mortality. It proof were needed

of culpability, th. statistics were available for all to see.3

The CoTrnno 1s refused, however, to be drawn into sanctioning what

appeared to be "personal vendetta".

What rank did the wrong of Bengali prisoners occupy among

o'Donnell 's sotiveø? This question was aubj ected various inter-

pretations at the time. In a letter to the Time, O'Donnell hirnsilf

pleaded his bona tides against the aspersions cast by Dr. Let bridge)'

The "aol. motive" for onUfig the attention of Parliament and the

public to the Bengal gaols, he insisted, was "that feeling of the

commonest hii*nfty" which could not be altogether denied even to

an Irish nationalist. 5 As he lamented in his "memoirs" his "b at

work" was invariab],y "sneered down as britinlesa obstruction."6

Certainly, the Times in an editorial, veered towards this stance.

Its eerienoe of human nature had taught it that grief was a

ielfish thing, and that "victims of real and savage oppression"

had little compassion to spare for sufferers at a distance. Such

1. ffanaar4, op.øit. Col. 11408.

2. Ibid., Col.. llii.O.

3. Thid., 114 August 1882, Ccl. 17145.

1. Time!, 2 tc Lugtat 1881. See Lethbridg. 'a letter.

5. Ibid., 31 Ingust 1881.

6. O'Donnell, History, ii, p. li2li.
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men tended to survey the universe from their owa point and w r

almost indignant at competitors for pity. C the other hand,

O'lbnnell, as everyone kziew , was "one of the chosen m t ieces

of Irish imp tienoe of &igliah predominance". The Tim 8 deduced

therefore that because crushed Ireland was beginning to breath

again, O'Donnefl had found the leisure to tim his attention to

alleged outrages in India; 1 "any stick to beat a dog with". 0 'DormiU

had attacked Sir Ashley Eden, the very reformer of the abuses

he denunced, because it gave him the pretext for commenting on

British mi government. This purpose was of course better served

by an imputation against a great officer of state who had amended

a defect, than upon obscure subordinates who had overlooked it.2

The Times, although not its Calcutta correspondent, 3 rule out

p .rsonal vindictiveness as a motivating force, for it failed to see

where 0 'Dczinefl 's brother had "incurred any actual loss" at the

hands of the Bengal Governmenta Obstruction was more convenient

and more acceptable explanation. Other sceptice, however, were

1 as sure about th innocence of Charles James 0 'DonnsU. Thu'ing

the Budget debate Frank Hugh O'Donnell strongly denied the current

rumours that he was In the first instance indebted to inside or

classified information passed on by his brother. Not one but many

1. 'rime, 1)4 August 1882.

2. Thid., 12 August 1802.

3. Thid., 1 August 1881.

4. Thid, 12 August 1882.
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00 zespondenta had called hi. attention to the conditions prevailing

iii the Bengal gaols. Admittedly, he had asked his broth r to clarify

P°xits of detail, but these had formed only part of the evi ence

on thich he had acted. Yet it was because of this he1p, he believed,

that Ciarlee James O'Donnell had been exposed to "offioial perseow.

He would like therefore to reassure the persons concerned

that their efforts to gag independent criticism would neither prevent

him £r bringing forward the grievances of the people of ndia nor

deter his brother from continuing to do his duty. 1 Two days later,

he was even sore insistent that family allegiance had nothing

whatever to do with his investigation. A comparison of dates would

pro'p that his condemnation of Sir Ashley Eden had not followed

but preceded Eden's o condemnation of C.J. O'Donnell. He had

first attacked Eden in the House on 23 June 1881, whereas the

Lieutwaitm'Governor did not denounce his brother until 21 S ptember.

All this suspicion was anyway, he diiased, beside the point. Had

a s4mjlr situation existed in Ireland, would personal as distinct

from political factors be attributed to his attempt to fix respon*i

but7 on ri'd Spencer or . Treveiyan12

Th Bengal especially, ther, was initial agreement among the

native press that the subject of gaols and Eden's efforts to disciplins

Qiarlea Jane. O'Donnell were inter..r.lated. The Hindoo Patriot

1. Hansard, op.cit., 10 August 1882, Ccl. 1iU.

2, Timee, 114 August 1882.
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oon.jectur.d that it vu "personal aniau.s' that was behind the Rome

Ruler's campaign in Parlia'ent.1 The idian Mirror vu more inclined

to attribut, his persistenc, to "wrong information' than to malevolence,

although it regretted that Eden had been described in not very

eulogistic terms.2 As time went on, however, these Yiswe were

oonaiderabl.y modified. By July 1882, the Bengal.. was persuaded

that the "reooUeotion of wrongs' done to his brother was not the

reason that prompted frank Hugh O'Donnell to seek out 'the delinquent'

responsible for the high death rate in prisons. There was an

urgent need for an 'Indf* Howard to drag to light the dark secrets'

of their gaols. 3 Likewise, the Indian Mirror had b.en converted

whol..haart.dly to the Justice of 0' Ibzmell 'a agitation. Where

previously it had considered his criticism of Eden's ngement

iasavoury and carping, it now found his language "timely' and

not 'too strcng. The Mirror ridjouled Eden 'a 'tenderness for

suffering hi wity', seeing that the work with which his name was

most closely associated was th. mortality of native Prisoners from

starvation and flogging. It recommended that the figures of

those who had perished in this fashion Iliglit appropriately decorate

the pedestal of a statue of Sir Ashley Eden, which was to be built

by his friends and adairers.1

1. Hindoo Patrio4, 12 September 1881.

2. Thdi n Mirrors 11 July, 16 Septmber 1881.

3. Bengalee. 8 July 1882.

14. Indian Mirror1 8 July 1882.
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Ai.ong these could .tiU be counted the HtndooPatriot which

with the Thigli.hman r,i11t.d the only other journal to bestow

'ndisoa'i*inati praise" on th. retiring Lieutrant.Governor. As

a result, Xristodas Pal was pilloried by his feflow editors as

the 'High Priest" of Zd,i' worship. 2 He yi.lded a little under

constant bombardment, but if he toned down his criticism of the

two O'DonneUa, he refused to concede that he had been wrong about

M,I. The Hindoo Patriot renlnded its detractors that it had

been in its colus that CJ. O'Donnell 'a services "as a public

spirited official' had first been recognised, that the valu, of

parliamentary co-op.ration of the Hone Rule party had first been

.xpla4ned, and that public attention had first been directed to

the position of usefulness assumed by 7.11. O'Donnell for the ventil"

ation of grievances. The O'Donnells, it was confident, would con.

firm how heartily it had co.operated with then In such pursuits.3

Prank Thigh especially occupied 'an exceptional position" In the

House of Oo uions as an 'LP. who Itookl a genuine Interest in Thdi*",

but it could not thereby ignore or condone his attitude towards

Sir Ashley

Probably s.l1 ot these assessments owed sonetbing to political

calculation. The Hlndoo Patriot may have had at the back of Its

i1M th. negotiations over the proposed rent legislation. Both the

1. .Didian Mirror, April 1882.

2. S..	 6 Way 1882.

3. Hindoo Patriot., 3.3 Yibruaz'y 1882.

14. Thid., 11 September 3.882.
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Bengal.. and th. Didien Mirror suspected that their oonteiorary

was really bidding to increase the baz'g&ining- power of landowners

Neither was adverse iti.lf to scoring proi'aganda points, at all events

whenitbeoanesxpsdienttodoeo. Zden'sr.fuaaltoactagaivat

the indigo planters was turnd into an attack on the itieh ])i4ian

Association. "It is clear that after this outrage upon public

opinion', the Bengal.. confidently asserted, 'the 'itish Didian

Association wil]. cease to be regarded as a representative body and

will lose that confidence and esteem which it had hitherto inspired

In the public 'aind". 2 Support of O'Donnell's attack on t,i1 over

the gaola can also be sen in this sense as an extension of ths

IniIlAn Association's oaspaign to discredit th. political pretensions

ofitarival. Ofthethreejonrnals, the Didian Mirroris less

open to the hang. of ulterior design. It did not support O'Donnell

on .11 issues and in particular not on the Rent and Tenancy Bills;

nor had it always disliked the Lieut-"'t-C1overnor. let, di...

illusicned with the Liberal Oov.rnaent in itain by 1882, it had

acme to realise that the &i*e ler iw.s the one Member of Parlia.

aent who showed any sustained interest in Di4i questions.

It was 0 'ne1l 'a 'tlrleu advocacy' of vative interests, in

contrast with th. appalling apathy f.lt by Parlient, that ultimately

coimt.a with the 'nationit't' press. Their retrospective analyses

of 1881 without ..ption told the sam. storye th. ranks of DMa's

1. Bengal, 15 April 1882; Thdian Mirroj 5 April 1882.

2. ibid.
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"friends" had seriously thlim.d and indifferenc, rather than

vigilance once again charaot.ris.d the general attitude to the

"great eastern dependency".1 Even the lips of their erstwhile

hero seemed to have been sealed. "Outsid. the pale of bureaucracy",

lanentid the Ddian Seotator. "what a different man was Mr.

Fawoett".2 reep.otive of whether ?awc.tt was still acting nois.

leas].y behind th. scenes,3 the Benga es didnot believe that over.

dependence on a few ig1ishnen was a h.a].thy stat.. Thdiszis had

to help thems.lves, the first step being to act a "political

aonsitt&' in 1igland. 14 The Mirror renewed the old outlawed call

for direct parlia"entary representation. Thi Colonies and Ireland

had their spok.snenj why not 	 it ask.d? If only by default

O'Donnell had con, to eo mapd, as in 18T7..78, the centre of the

stag..

The Gaol bRidal W&$, it should bs emphasised, only the most

important subject unearthed by O'Donnell. Th. Secretary of Stat.

was agitatd by a series of questions, equally controversial that

required lengthy and often troublesome investigation in both Inndon

1. Hindoo fatrioj. 2 January 1882; Bngl 6 January 1882.

2. EKtraot from Didian Spectator in Didian Mirrors 16 September 1881.

3. Benga], 9 September 1882. Iron tine to tine, Fawc.tt was
in fact consulted on matters relating to Didian finance and
taxation, a field in which h. was acknowledged to hay, expert
knowledge. Lord Ripon evidently nlusd his advice, although
Eartington was most reluctant to consult anyone outside th.
Cabinet. See Rartington to Rlpon, 1, 23 December 1881; and
Pwoett to Hartington, 22 December 1881; in Rjpøn Paper,
Add. Ms 4$67.

14. Bangale. 22 April 1882.

. Indian Mirroi ., lii October 1881.
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and Calcutta. Thea. ranged from a "scandalous promotion drive"

by the Governments of India and Bengal to encourage the consumption

of alcohol by the Indian people for revenue puvoa.a,1 to the embarrae

sing reports of fraudulent and illegal speculation by civil servants

in gold nliig companies in aor. State. It was alleged that certain

high officials in the Government of Madras had misused their position

and violated stringent department rules by obt 4ning favourable

land concessions and by alling then to cc".rcial buyers at a

handsom. profit. 2 Such traffiking suggested to th. economic

journal,	 that the days of shAking the pagoda tree bad

returned with a vengeance.3 The u.n. which took the ouae of Coaaons

by surprise, however, was O'Donnell's elucidation of discriminatory

practice. in th. working of the Th4i'-n Criminal Cod. with respect

to Di4ians and Europ.ana)' Tim Bills, the first amending the Thdiai'

Psnal Code and th. second revising the law of Crfiijtal Procedure,

1. Nansard Vol. 262, 4 July 1881, Cola. l937..9j Vol. 265., 22
August i8ffi, Cola. 680.2; Vol. 26, 8 February 1862, aol. 326;
17 February 1882, Ccl. lO6j Vol. 267., 9 March 1882, Cola. 1i56-'7j
13 March 1882, Cola. 71l.2j 16 March 1882, Cola. 1006.8. See
also Hindoo Patr!,$, 1 August 1881.

2. Thid., Vol. 273, 14 August 1882, Ccl.. 1681-2; Vol. 27i 23
iiiber 1882, Cola. 1917.8; Vol. 2, 22 February 1683, Cola.

591.2; 26 February 1883, Cola.835-6; Vol. 2fl, 25 Marh 1883,
Ccl. 561; 9 April 1883, Cola. 1833-5; Vol. 281, 5 July 1883,
Cola. 786.7. A rule of June 1872 express]y laid down that no
official could hold lawI In a province with whose administra-
tion as was In any way connected.

3. Lctraot frau Money, 6 D.ceaber 1882, J & P 1951, in Departmental
Paper., I/P&J/6, Vol. 86, 1882.

4. Hansard, Vol. 261, 2 Juns 1881, Cola. 1858 .9; Vol. 267, 9 March
1882, Col. 456; 3.3 March 1882, Cola. Yli2-3; Vol. 271^2 June
1882, Cola. 35.6; 26 June 1882, Cola 389 .911 Vol,	 23 November
1882, 0l.. 1917 .18; Vol. 271, 30 November 1862, Cola. 397.8.
See i3.ao Indian Mirro, 9 April, 23 July 1882; Hindoo Patrio,
lAugustl583..
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were at the tine under review by the Viceroy'. Council.1 The

principle of squality between the races as a guideline for tzture

legislation was in conformity with the thii*irg of both Governments.

Nevertheless, it could be said that O'Donnefl's appeal for determined

and scrupulous fairness anticipated the violent reaction against the

crucial proposal. of the ill.fated 0flbrt1 B(11 of 1883 ..vhich enabled

Indian judge. to exercise a limited jurisdiction over British

citia. 2

For the most part, 0 'DonneU toiled unaided, although on an

issue like the spread of drunkenness in India, he atteqted to

enlist the help of the Thiited Kir*gdom AII1ce.3 Usually he could

rely, when it was needed, on the bset bg of a Home Rule reserve.

Arthur O'connor, for exasple, warn frequently at hand tO add strength

to hi. investigations. When it came to economic matters his

owledge of accountancy proved partiaularZy uaeful.1 1St, while

0 ']nn.il &ght threaten to unleash the entire Parnellite contingent

ready 'ilk, a pack of wolves' to devour the Indian Goveramát,5 he

was essentially a oneman inquisitor.

Some newspapers were hi g)1y critical øt 0 tDonnell for Over.

playing his hand. The Imdon correspondent of the Times of India

1. Times., 6 March 3.882.

2. For a detailed account of the Ubert 1%j11 Controversy, sea
Gaps]., op.eit., Qt. U.

3. }Ians, Ye].. 266, 17 P.bruary 1882, Ccl. 3.066.

1.	 Thid., Vol.	 2. March 2.881, Cola. 2022.3j yol 260	 May
Cols.	 4; Vol. 262 17 Jun. 1831, Cola. 76d]3 Vol. 26

august 1881,	 ,69.7O; Vol. 247, 3.6 March 3882, 00]. IL)O7j
2	 3.2 jims 3.882,. Ccl. 830; Vol. 271 7 July 1882, Ccli.

28 July 1882, Cole. lLi74.

jd., Vol. 26, 22 August 1881, Cola. 68S6.

p
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dssari.b.d hoi, h. would start into "a Sadler'. Wills frenzy upon

th. slightest provocation'. 1 The Dxlian Sp.otator teared that he

had become not the depositary if truth but the "mere aouthpisc."

of his brother and other eireants 2 Few were prspaz'.d to take

his .ffeativesss on trust. It. Eindoo Patriot1 for Ta'Iple,

adsitted t1at he might be "a moat useful jaiterrogater" but doubted

whethez' int.rpellation could ever rise to the dignity of a debate.3

The Timee at ThTidom depicted O'Dcmell pompously talking doai to

empty benohes and succeeding only in swding Xi'. Speaker Brand

off t. sleep.4 Hi. speech the Th.dtan Budget, tar example, was

disuiseed as a "desultory skirmish' on the outskirts of a vast and

ccznplioat.d .ubj.at from which mc practical result could ensue.

The Cetholie Tia!, describing the normal parliamentary scene

when O'm,U got to speak, saw his performance as a sort

of pantomime.5 ( his name being called, he would rise inevitably

to a general 'howl' of disapproval and Jeering, whereupon his eye'.

glass would drop as he feigned an air of "injured innocence"

and disbelief.

Over a period, hoveysr, it became apparent even to 0 'ndU 'a

detractors that his candour and iMependee. had produced results,

1. traat fiom Tines of Thdia in Thdin Mirroi , 27 August 1881.

2. trast from ____	 in ibid. 16 eptesber 1881.

3. fftndoo Patriot1 . 29 August, 5 September 1881.

4. 23 August 188i	 24 September 1881.

S.	 tract from Catholip Tines Lu Nation, 19 Jkrsh 1881.



wher. polite motions and restrained exhortations had brought miserly

return. No finer or more solid memorial to Irish Intervention could

be found than in the thorough revision of the Indian Gaol Code.

A. informed a writer as Sir H.J.S. Cotton, who attained higl office

In Thdia before retiring to Parlia3t.nt, testified in the Humane

Review of 1906 that it was due to 0 ]nn.0 'e efforts that the

"brutal and wholesale resort to corporal punishment had been put

down. Cumulatively, hi. question, helped to reviv, the principle

of accountability to Parllaent which had become tootbl.ss through

years of neglect. This wea demonstrated by th. prdntio of

various Returns and Papers, relating not only to Gaol r4tin4 atration,2

but to sU.g.d Jobbery by civil servants3 and to the importation of

highl,y .zplo.ive petroleum to Thdia. The Secrstar of tate then

Lord £Lmberley, took extremely seriously the charge that the

interests of' 1sore Stat. were being sacrificed for private gain

by Government officials.5 Certainly, he mz not d.fi.ated by

th. reassuring .xpl.ation of the Governor of Madras )untstuart

1. Humane Review, Vol. Vt, 1906, p. 217.

2. P&rl. P., 1882, Vol. XLvuI, C 3316.

3. Th14., 1883, Vol. 1, No. 61.

b. Thid., No. 290. See also Tieee, 5, 12, 21, 22 June; 27
July; 1 August 1882.

5. j)asp. Publie no. 26, S.c. of Stat. to Govt. of Madras, 28
December 1882, in ibid., Vol. L.



Orent...Duff, which some saw as an att.t 'to throw dust in he

eyes' of the Home authoritiee 1 from ring doubly sure that rules

against peculation were enoroej. 3 Ltmberley in fact referred

the matter to the Governor..Gen.rsi. in Council to consider whether

the rules might be strengthened.3

O'Donn.0 probed deeper into Th 11.n affairs than any Mamber

of Ps1hlient had ever !iged before. If ten's complaints were

anything to go by, then the Hone Ruler was regarded as the main

tormentor of the Bengal secretariat.b Where others shied away

the airs of Didian complexities, 0 'Donneil plunged boldly in master

tug each problen v:Lth relentless enthusiasm. Political *nalyats,

like Sir Henry Iaicy, could not but admire his versatility or marvel

at his vork4osd which was as heavy and in some save. heavier

than many Mlj'letera of State. He spoke with the authority of an

expert not only on r'eland, Didia or Britain, but also on the

colonies, on Europe and on America. £13. this required amazing

int.Uectual agility and was accomplished without the least

suspicion of dilettantism. Even the Times of India absolved him

from playing the game of blocTrlmg Mu and flll(ng up thr.. or

four pages of an'dents for the Am of it, enjoyed 'so gleefully"

by his 'brother comedians in the burlesque House of

1. See Deep. Revenue mc. 2, Govt. of Madras to S.c. of State,
30 January 1883, in	 and Mmorsmdua from Resident of
)tr.ors State, 3 ApriI1883, J & P 3li6, 5147, In De,artaental
Papers,T/P.Jf&, Vol. 914k 1883.

2. Moneer 29 May 1883.

3. Deep. (draft), Sec. of State to Oovt.ot Diii. , 39 1pri13883,
In Departmental Papers, op.ctt. See also Pioneer, 29 May 1883,

14. Eden t Rlpon, 23 June 1882, Rlpon Pz pe, Add. Ms 1i3592.

S. ktract from Times of India in Didian Mirror. 23 July 1882.
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' 1882 Frank Thigh O'Donnell was widely acclaimed by the Thdian

press as their 'New (anpion". Th. exception, perhaps, was still

the Hindoo Patriot which continued to withoid full recognition of

o 'Th,m eU 'a worth, upholding him as a man of "great ability" but

of litti. personal Influence in the Hous. of Co1uzans. 1 X.t in its

review of the year it acknowledg.d without qu*l(fioat3.on that

o 'Th,nn.lt 'a ceaseless Interrogation was not only nlnable but decidedly

effeotivee local Oovrnments, it confirmed, wars 'imbued pith a

whoissome dread .Z parItsentary agitation'. Not htng .aeapsd hi.

'ipx .ys" thugs great or .'iall cane qn11y uMer his observation.

Even more surprising, the Patriot now taàtiti.d to the correctness

of O']) ' neU'a information wher, previously it had phellsug.d it.2

The noct satisfactory explanation for this chaigs of heart was

that 0 'Donn.11 'a sincerity could no longer be doubted. Ths

d.parturs of Sir Ashl.y en for the relative p.ao and quiet of

the Didian Comcii did not silence 0 'Donneil as sceptic. aii'tained

it would had he been scaly activated by the desire for revenge.

Nor did Bengal consume his entire concentration. Di his speech

on the Didian Budget, which was r.print.d in full in several neva

papers, O'Dcnn.11 .ffortleasly discussed in detail and in turr

each of the prorIncsa. 3	its own standards of assessment, the

ndoo Patriot was obliged to "gus credit where credit waE due".4

-S

1. Hindoo Patriot, 16 Cotober 1882.

2, Thid., 1 January 1883.

3. Iknaar, Vol. 273, lii August 1882, Cola. lT40a.
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Where Dv1iv administration consisted for the most part of a

"vast amount of details" which her 'responsible ruler." seldom

condescended to the "drudgery" of freely	 in1'g, 0 'DorzneU 'a

introduction of an element of conulsion was accepted as necessary.

1iterpellation and $ "running fire" of questions had th. added

virtu. over debates, which th. Patriot sorrowfully admitted wei'e

so few and far between,. of keeping India constantly before the

House.1

This was the situation that most Journals had adntt1y cone

to terms with. The Bengalee, r.alislng that the "miulenium" was

not going to be realised under the Liberals, "as thankful for any

help whatever its origin, from the socialists outside Parliament

under LL Hyndman2or from the Irish inside spear'.headad by 0 'Dcnn.11.

It was no longer disturbed that Horns Ruler, formed a discredited

ooRmunity, and insisted that their motives be respected, their

earnestness admired, and their efforts applauded. 3 The most Ails

some prais. for 0 'DosmeU came from the Indian Mirror, a paper

not noted for .rtrav*g2nt credits. In two very long articles on

O'Don"eU's Budget speech, it wiped clean the slate of old corn.

pitints against him. Gone was any reference to a jaundfced brother

or to a tasteless persecution of rAqn0 0 'Donnefl's advocacy of

the caus. of India 'a people was now deemed "entirely disinterested",4

1. Hindoo Patriot, 1 January 1883.

2. .engal, 7 October 1882.

3. Thid..., 14 July, 21 October 1882.

4. ThdianMirro, 27Octoberl882.
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and the at his disposal for obt An1,ig local information

Weompl.t.l7 reliable". Native political associations were urged

to establish a rapport with him in order to facilitate the future

agitation of Thdian grievances in Prliw.nt. 1 However, it was a

reformed and chned O'Donnell to whoa tribute was paidi

'Though Mr. O'Donnell has taken a brief for us rather
lat, in the day, it must be reme'bered he acts gratuitouelyj
but if we may judge from hi. parliamentary career, his
earnestheu, his persistency, and his vigorous eloquence
will make him a tower of strength in any cause be undertakes."2

In the light of O'Donnell's sustained interest in India over a

number of years, this statement undoubtedly reflected the earlier

attitude of th. Mirror that he was .ssaflti*Iiy a trouble-maker.

It now praised O'Donnell for "worthii.y fi114gfl the vacant position

of 'friend of Thdi&'j 3 an overdu. recognition for the on. par].ia-

aentarian who imdertook to conduct 'the grand inquest of the 1npir&'.4

1. Thdian Mirrors 2. November 1882.

2. mid., 27 October 1882.

3. Thid., 21 October 1882, 23 February 1883.

14. O'Donnell, 	 it, p. 60
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III The Nursery of Missionary Ideas and Ideals

0 'DonneU had courted national t at recognition as the brains

of the Home Rule party, invariably to date in the face of ridicule.

The inheritance of Professor Pawoett 'a titles might have indulged

his sense of importance and strengthened his ambition to be placed

alongside Fdmund Burke in Ireland's hall of fame, but did his undis-

puted and unrivalled "leadership of the Thdian party" in the Rouse

of Commons amount to much? Burke was spokesman for the Rockingham

Whigs; O'Donnell aspired to direct and to speak on behalf of an

enlightened cross-section of itish parliamentarians, internaticn'

alists not imperialists. In the absenc. of such a bipartisan

group, he was forced to fall back on Parnellit. support. Th. diffi-

culty hez'e lay in recruiting from the ranks of Horn. Rulers who

might devote themselves single-mindedly to the solution of internal

problems. Since 1S77 O'Donnell bad never given up hop. of .vent"lly

converting the party from 'parochialism" to internationalism. Hi.

"sub-policy" of 'making Ireland a power throughout the genera].

Empire", had been frustrated previously for several reaaona'—it bad

been tainted by Tory imperialism, devalued as an aspect of the

power struggle left in Butt 'a wake, and hindered by 'the destruction

cL the Home Rule movement by the Land Iaagu.". All too often its

advocacy had been accompanied by dubious eccentricity. However,

when O'Donnell again put the case that the Rome Rule party at

Weatiil nater was more than an Irish party, he encountered a more

receptive audience.

1. O'Dcrnneil, History, ii, p. 69.
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The situation had changed In several ways. Di the first place,

the Government's action of interning Parnell in Kilmainham prison

on 13 October 1881 not only united Ireland in anger, 1 but did much

to dissolve the bitter resentment that had been gnawing away at

o 'tnneU sInce 1880. 0 'DonneU was convinced, after "Innumerable

conversations" with all aorta of people, "that a critical turning'.

point had arrived" and that he must revise his "estimate of ParneU

and Parnellism in Irish politics" s

'I now saw clearly that th. suppression of the land
League had removed the figure-head and left the
monarch, and that, for the first time at least, Parnell
vu autocrat of his former allies and directors".2

Lord Spencer also pz'oceded to round-up Parn.0 'a inner-cabinet-

Dillon, 0 'Kelly, Sexton, William O'Brien and Davittfor organising

Indignation meetings • 0 ']nneU 'a reaction was to hurry to Dublin

to oppose W]1&tish diff.rential. treatment of Ireland by every

honourable means In [his] power"; 'I found ThzblIn hot, and I did

my best to sake it hotter'. Within forty-.ight hours be had flung

his "hostility to Land Taaguiam and Parneflisa to the four winds'i,

In truth, O'Donnell had been moving towards rapprochement

with both several weeks before an exasperated Gladstone gave way

to the advocates of martial action. At Dmgarvan on 5 Octobet', be

praised Davitt and Parnell for having taught the first real lessons

of self-government to the Irish people and for having wrested the

1. LB. O'Brien, Parnel, i, p. 317 ff; see also Yreeman's Journal,
15 October 1881.

2. O'Donnell,	 ii, pp. 814, 1148.

3. Ibid., p. 35.
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Land Act from the Liberals. 1reover, he warned that the Act would

be rendered valueless without the protective presence of the land

League and he urged Home Bul.rs to guard against its disbandment

and disappearance. At a tim. when the League was seriously wavering

under coercion, 2 O'Donnell f.lt that he must uphold its right to

exist. He subsequently wrot, to the Times under' the pseudonym

"Audi Alteram Partem" protesting against its suppression for engag

ing in the "legitimate defence of tenants' interests"3 and describing

it as really a "poor men's institution".4 O'Donnell's expression

of solidarity with the banned League was, of course, timely. As

all th. leading Parnellitea had been taken out of circulation, 0 'Doun.11

was virtually the only Home Ruler of any standing l.ft to articulate

the Irish case. Tim Haly and T.P. O'Connor vex'. marked men and

were disabled from freely crossing to Ireland for tear of immediate

arrest. 5 They were consequently ordered to the United States to

orchestrate th. grateful cheers of Fenian rellys and to harvest

the bounty. They did not return to gn4 until February 1882.6

1. 1'eeinan'e Journal. 5 October 1881.

2. ParneU to fr.. O'Shea, 13 October
	

in K. O'Shea, Qar1ee
ice]. Lif, Vol. I,

p. ui.

3. L.tt.r' of Audi Altaram Partem to Time, 19 October 1881.

14. Tatter of Audi Altez'am Partem to Ibid., 25 October 1881.

5. See Tim, 27 January 1882. It was because so many Home Rulers
were liable to arrest that the annual meeting of the party
was held at Westdnster rather than Dublin. Parn.0 urged
Hea].y and other K.?.. not to corns to Ireland during the
ater recess. Ibid., 14 April 1882.

6. Se. Healy, Letters end Leader. 1, p. 148j V. 0 '"iem,
Recollection., p. 356j O'Donn41, History. ii, p. 93.
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Although Vice' . Qisirman, Juatin MoCarthy had no stomach for' glands..

tine activity and v.a not the man for rallying the rennts behind

decisive action. Even the "indomitable" Bigger was "bound for the

Boulevards of Paris".1 Thus, just as O'Donnell found himself by

default titular head of the vanishing Th4i n party In Pai' *ment,

so by contingency he found himself th. most prominent member at

large of the shrinking "activist" segment.

He resumed his old functions of Vice-President of tb, Ebt*

Rule Confederation of Great Britain, soon to be dissolved and recon.

stitut.d in different form, 2 organising from Dublin a monster demon.

atration of Irishmen in liverpool to protest against the display of

armed force in Ireland and th. suspension of law.'3 	r his bs.ir.

manship a meeting in London on 23 October decided as an interim

measure to set up the "Constitutional Rights Protection Association"

to publicly debate any question affecting Ireland raised by the

Gorernm.nt.' More iortant, it was entirely 0 'Donneil 'a decision

to carry the war to gland. The whole aIminiitration of the Irish

electoral organisation had fallen Into his hsneI and the llklnteTlanoo

of it. "constitutional efficiency" because his "special endeavour".5

At a by.electton .t Stafford he used it to commit the Irish vote

to th. defeat of the Liberal candidate. The result was sweet retali-

ation for the Eilmsinham coup.6

1. O'Donnell, History, ii, p. uS.

2. Tim, 25 January 1882.

3. O'Donnell, opeit., p. 36.

1. Freeman 'a Journa1 21 October 1881.

5. O'Donnell, opeit., p. 86.

6. Freeman a Journal 21 Nov.mbs i881 Nation, 26 November 1881j
______	 1881.
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the second place, O'Donnell'. activities were seemingly

given Parnell 'a stasp of approval when he received a "pressing

invitation" to visit Zlbia1nhi*, more a headquarters now than $

prison, cm 28 NOvember 1881.	 what O'Donnell described as a yez

cordial meeting he was asked to repeat the "Stafford trick" In

Dsrry and to persuade Northern Catholics to vote Orange. D return

Parneil agreed to support "to the utmost" the policy of shielding

the lAnd L.ague in gland froa the danger of Government prosecution.2

O'Donnell therefore vent to Ulster bearing Parnell 'a commission to

unseat the Liberal candidate, and was received like $ conquering hero.

While the mission failed In its purpose3 it greatly increased O'Donnell's

standing in Ireland. Parnell had appealed to him, not as a servant

or as a subordfr'ste to be ordered around at will, but as an old

comrade who ws.s keeping the Irish colours flying In the backyard

of the enemy.1'

i the third place, if O'Donnell's services as a platform

speaker were now highly sought after, his slills as an orator were

more than ever prised in the House of Coo.. Deprived of most of

its leaders and shunned by the seoedere, the Home Rule party was

little better than an Impotent Rump. When it met to elect its

officers on 6 February 1882 only nineteen members attended.5 Pirther

1. Time, 29 November 1881.

2. O'Donnell, Ifiatox, ii, pp. 1j6.7. At Hixton on 31 October the
g1ish police intervened to suppress a meeting of the British

branch of the Land Leagua. It was later held on 6 November,
following written oceplkts to the Thspeotor.Oenersl of Plios
by O'Donnell. Timei. 5, 7 November 1881.

3. Times, 8 December 1881.

14. 0 'Donnell apparently made several visits to T(I4n1i, on.
isdiate1y on his return from the North and another In January.
Freeman's Journel, 10 December 18313 Time 10 December 18813
Abels,	 p. 159.

5. Barry, Bigger, rme, Cs1t, Corb.t, Flnigan, Gill, Gray, Zalor
Iaaby, Iaai*j, 14o Coin, Metge, A. O'Connor, 0 'Docnell, The 0 'Gorean
Nahon, B. POwer1 J. Redmond, T.D. Sullivan.
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loss was Incurred wham A.L Sullivan, over the ysea's cm. of it.

most eff.ctive and respected apokee', was forced to resign

through i11. hsalth. With such a poverty of talent it was no longer

feasibi. to .zclv.d. O'Dorui.0 $z'osi the decision-making process.

Not only was he s1.ct.d by ballot to a place on the ParUar*emtery

Committee,2 but it was soon apparent that he had assumed a position

of some influence within the party. The sw's for it. annual

meeting at the beginning of th. session v.r. issued by 0 'IxmeU

in conjunction with Philip Lalc,r.3 Signitteantly, although policy

matters war. deferred until after the Address, it was resolved to

vots against ra aug' without concession for his having registered

strong disapproval of the Coercion Act. When Parn.0 vms t.orsr..

ily released on parole in connection with the death of his nephew,

it was O'Lbnn.0 who ace mpanied 14Carthy and Frank yrn. to

Willeadon Junction to meet him from th. train. Again, cm th. even.

lug of 10 April, it	 Ma(rthy and 0 'Doini.0 with whom Parnsll

din d and discussed the political situation.'

There wer. of course l4Ats to personal initiative. While

0 'Donn.0 sought to explain the imperfections of the Irish Tend

Act, be obtained neither Parnell 'a authority nor that of the League

1. Preenen's Jouzn5, 7 Tebruary 1832.

2. Thid. The Committee compriseds Barry, Bigger, F1iigsn, Ormj,
Lalor, A. O'Connor, T.D. O'Connor, O'Donnell, T.D. Sullivan,
See also Natlofl, U February 1882.

3. O'Donnell,	 ii, p. 108.

4. Time 6, 7 February 1882.

. Preenan's Journal. 10 February 1881.

6. N tion. 25 April 1832.
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to behave as official mediator. 2 The Kilaalnham circle hardly

regarded with pleasure the series of letter. he wrote to the Times

about the nature of the impasse blocking progress. The solution

he put forward was one of "conciliation" and "commonsenso". What

was needed, he urged, was not only "fair treatment" of arrears to

save tenants, but also "fair compensation" to save lntflordz from

deepest, action. 2 This doctrine that 'compensation of landlords

twaal protection to b'wts", anathema to those who had sought the

entire destruction of th. former species, was roundly denounced.3

Equally, 0' DonneU 'a advic, on how to work the Irish Land Cowiission

with justic. to both sides, if it attracted attention In Ireland

encountered resentment as well. 4 Yet, believing that Parnell per

soally "wanted to out adrift from his moonlight tail" and "make

bid. in th. direction of the Liberal l.ft viriig', 5 O'Donnell, im-

forgiveably perhaps, took it upon himself to negotiate through

Herbert Gladstone for settlements

'I spoke from own personal knowledg. of the inter.
nal situation in Ireland, that the release of Parnell
would be an immense work oi pacification, that Farnell
was anything but irr.conclLliRble, that an Arrears
El 11 would act like oil on troubled water., that Hr.
Tori tsr 'a coercion was only exasperating without
coercing" ,0

While Gladstone understood the overture to mean that 0 'DonneU wished

to 'offer counz.l In an impartial spirit on th. course to be

1. O'Donnell, History, ii, p. 102.

2. See letters from "Audi Alteram Partem" to Time, 3, 17, 26
Novemberj 13 December 1881j 2, 10 January 1882.

3. O'Donnell, o,.cit., p. 92.

4. Freeman's Journal, i November 1881.

5. O'Donnell, op.cit., pp. 814, 101.

6. Ibid., p. 102.
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pursued in Ireland", and considered his letters 'worth reading",

he was rightly circumspect. 1 Th, reward from lilmainham for such

unilateral intercession was the issuing of "strict orders" that

0 'Donnell was to have nothing to do with the Arrears Bill which

the Parn.Uitea were to introduce.2

Nevertheless,	 services were not rejected in

other fields. When the Government introduced additional rules

of procedure, which many felt were designed to bring Ireland to

her knees by depriving her not of the power of unrestricted speech

but of th. ability to speak at all, it fell to O'Donnell to lead

the defence of Ireland's "freedom"; 3 who b.tter,when Gladstone

justified "restraint" in the name and for the security of the

empire. In c11ing up the "resources of civilisation", Gladstone

uncharacteristically intperialieed his terminology of arrest.

ParneU was locked away in Ki1iinham as a national enemy, and

the British empire was seen to breath aga1n. The theme was

carried further at Liverpool on 27 October 188]. when the Prime

Minister described the Land Leagu. as a subversive association

and implied that it. adherents were jack-booting anti. '.imperialists t

"It 1. perfectly true that they wish to march through
rapine to the disintegration and dismemberment of the

ire, and, I am sorry to say, even to the placing of
different parts of th. npire in direct hostility one
to the other. That 1* the issue in which we are engaged."

1. See correspondence concerning O'Donnell 'a offer to "till
in th. gaps" of the Land problem, in Viscount Gladstone Papers,
Add. Mae 14601414, 1460149.

2. O'Donnell, History , ii, p. 100.

3. Thid., p. 7; "CkI May 1, 1882, it was my duty and dietinotioa
to move the resolution which was the last defence of the
great tradition of the iair".

	

14.	 Axinua]. Reis, 1881, pp. l878 TImes, 8 October 1881.

	

.	 LB. O'Brien, Parnel],, i, p. 313.

	

6.	 Freeman's Journal, 28 October 1881; Ti*e, 28 October 1881.
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If land l.agua conspired to undermine the empire, Gladaton. had

given his pl.dge at Leeds on 7 October that be would ensure that

its int.grity throughout the world renained *mi3npaired. 1 While

virtual surrender to the Bo.rs was compatible with that promise,

surrender to th. Irish was not.

Nor, by the same token, was the dfgnity of the empire served

by permitting the Irish the license of full discussion at West.

mineter. "Th. Mother of Parliaments' had been reduced almost to

impotence by the 'disc12 gjy neaB' of a few Home 1blere. Strengthen.

ing the powers of the Speaker, Gladstone explained that Irish

"obstruction' on the South Lfrica Bill and the Army Disciplines ff11

had convinced the House that it must protect itself against such

under.iMng. The latest steps were the culiliTietion of that intent.2

According the right of closing a debat. to a bar, majority can

therefore be seen as an essential part of the Liberal packag. to

quell Ireland by force. Thdeed, Sexton int.rpr.t.4 it as an

act of pure revenge; 3 and Juatin McCrthy was not alone in th1nk.

ing that closur, was merely preparation for coercion, that Parn.l-

lites wer, to be first gagged,then bound.14

Just me Gladstone looked to an Imperial sanction to allow

him to introduce extraordinary measures, so 0 'Di ' eU appealed to

an imperial sanction to defend extraordinary action.. He reject.d

T!!.' 8 October 1881.

2. Hsnea, Vol. 266, 20 February 1882, l. 1111.

3. mid., Vol. 268, 30 March 1882, (l. 373.

14.	 Thid., 27 March 1882, (bls. 91-2.
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the accusation that Home Rulers were Indifferent to th. interests

of the British empire. (i the contrary, there were none more

eanestly in favour of all that "ought" to be supported in it. Most

of the great questions touching the welfare of the various peoples

withIn the empire had been introduced by members of the Irish party.

When the Transvaa]. was annexed Horn. Rulers had represented the

Interests of the Boersj when the Indian Press Act clamped down

on Vernacular journals they had spoken up in defence of a free

pressj they were now giving voice to the terrible hardships expert..

enced by Indian prisoners • Horn. Thilers, O'Donnell procla imed, were

none other than "the natural Representatives and spokesmen of the

unrepresented Nationalities of the flnpire".1

The rational. of "Intervention" was complete, but was it

reality or pretension? There was a certain logic in the proposition.

In its relation with th. rest of Britain Ireland had colo1.l

status, .conomioa]]y, socially, and politically, although It also

differed from other colonies by an 'iiitimate blend of conquest

and s.ttle"ent".2 Apart from the North-East, Irish Industry

was sacrificed to the needs of British economic development.3 As

J.G. Mao Carthy contended in 18714, Ireland was gradu*1ly being reduced

to the condition of an outiying farm for the supply of RugU&a

aaricets. 14 Politically, Ireland was administered acre like a colony

1. Hanear, o.cit., Vol. 266, 17 February 1882, Cole. 106S-6.

2. See Strauss, Irish NationlIen and British Democracy ., p. 2.

3. Thid., p. 283.

14. Hans4, Vol. 220, 2 July 1874, Co]. 881.
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than in theory an equal partner of the Union. Government by

foreign agency, the maintenance of an alien church and the imposition

of an alien land system had been some of the legacies Pitt had

bequeathed in 1801. As Michael Davitt summed it UP, Dublin

Castle was a "centralised despotism without parallel in any Euro's

peafl stat, outside Russia".1 The presence of Irishmen in the

house of Commons affirmed the special position of Ireland, but

did not contradict the subordinate status. This was later under"

stood by Lord Carnarvon who refused to serve in a Qnserative

Government that continued the distinction, 2 and by Gladstone who

attempted to remove the Colonial aspect without z'emoTlng the Crown,

me development of Irish nationalism, especially the ággres sive

form which it took under Parnell, was more akin to the experience

of African and Asian dependencies emerging from British rul. in

the twentieth century than to that of dominiona like Canada,

Australi& and New Zealand. It invariably expressed itself in

hostility to the wiifestationa of igliah hegemony and in the

championship of democratic over autocratic principles.

There has been a tendency among Irish historian. to regard

the Parnellit. party in the Commons as an "alien" or 'foregn"

body ,3 and its deoendents as "intruders with only a transient

intrest in the passing seen.. and with only a momentary opportunity of

1. N. Davitt, Leaves 'on a Prison ]1try, Vol.. II, London
1885, p. 171.	 -

2. A. Harding., Life of Henry Fourth Earl of Carnaao Vol. III
London 1925, pp. 197'S.

3. T.W. Moody and F.X. Martin (ed.), The Course of Irish Hito'y.
Cork 1967, p. 291.
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influencing the events which wer, being duly enacted before their

Such an interpretation is necessarily based on the

assumption that the Home Rule contingent had thoughts only for

the ultimate goal.a.lf*gover ment...4n fact for the reno'va3. of ite

very position at Westminster, and none of the normal desires and

ambttions of a stable party. Ci the contrary, very few members

actively sought to cut the knot with gland altogether and cone

siderably more were interested in obt.4 ning for Xrelnd the

interim benefits of an advanced industrial state..proaperity,

favourable trading relations, equal pan iaiientary euffrage.-in

addition to the right to regulate her own internal, affairs t

least until l9lii, Home Rulers, as much as any glish or BcottLsi,

representative and in many cases more so, had their fingers on

the puls, of tnitish political life. In th. sense that it repre.

sent.d not only Irishmen in Ireland but also Irishmen living in

Britain, the party of Parneli. supremely spanned the politics of

both sountries.

A. the acknowledged "Third Party" at Westminster, it often

siphoned off the residuum of the electorate uncatered for or ignored

by either the Liberals or the (bneervatives. Certainly it claimed

to speak on be) f of abandoned minorities and was the obvious

channel for unpublicised grievances. That Hon. Rulers were besieged

by glish and Scottish petitions for oomnmnicaticm to Parliament

is indisputable. Replying to an anonymous letter in the Times of

1 April 1882 denouncing 0 'Donnell and Arthur O'Connor as "Irish

Malcontents", who had no business to raise the matter of abuses

1.	 P.S. L. Lyons, The Irish Parliamentary Party l89O..l91O, London
19O, p. 22l.



in ths system of appointment to top Civil 8.rvice posts, 0 'Donnell

explained that they were responding to letters of appeal from "every

olaøs and profession of the trjtiab community", from:

"privates and officers in the Regular Army, officers
of the Ordinance and Hospital Corps, harassed school-
masters, union officers, revenue officials, workmen
evicted from their homes by railway .xtenaione, . . .Scot.
tish crofters crushed with rack-rents, Indian editors
muzzled by Vernacular Press Acts, Indian prisoners
ticgged and starved toath in hundreds under a Govern-
ment experiment in eoonomy and dietary ecale, Baptist
missionaries bewailing the discouragement of civiliza-
tion and the promotion of intemperance by a paternal
adj'intstration in Bengal, Tranavea]. delegates refused
a hearing in every quarter...".1

In 0 'Donnell 'a calculation only about one third of the "obstruction"

complained of had been for the benefit of his own country. As he

pointed out there were obvious advantages in working through the

Irish as distinct from either of the two main parties. Home Rulers

could not be boughb off or intimidatedj they were uniquely "indepen-

dent of Ministerial favours, and indifferent to Ministerial frowns",2

To recapitulate the hypothesis of Erie Strausss the Home Rule party

at West1nster constituted "the only compact representation of

unrepresented classes and subject nations in the British Empire".3

While it would be a mistake to assert that all Home Rulers

in criticising government identified/with 0 'Donnel]. 'a arguments as

well as his protest, his ideas about imperial mandateship we;.

seldom sneered at. Speaking in the Indian Budget debate on 22 August

1881—at the height of the land troubles in Ireland—Arthur 0 'Connor

appealed to Irish Members that they wer, th. only men in the whole

1.	 Timej 3 April 1882.

2 •	 Freeman 'a Journal, 23 January 1882.

.3.	 Strauss, op.eit., p. 187.
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assembly who could have a thorough sympathy with Ilidia. Like

their own country, India had been subjugated by an alien power, but

unlike it, was "absolutely" unrepresented in Parliament. Home

Rulers, therefore, had a "duty" to bring India before the House

with the fullness and detail it deserved. Should they undertake

to do this, the gratitude felt in India would know no bounda and

would react to the benefit of Ireland.1 Arthur O'Connor had become

a splendid advertisement of all that was worthy in Irish intei

nationalism. So in a sense, although by 1882 a virtual independent,

was cohn O'Connor Power. Di protesting in July 1882 against the

suppression of what he termed the "Fgyptian National movement", he

ventured certain observations about the attitude which Irish repre.

sentatives,for far too long,were thought to have towards foreign

policy. The time had passed by, he said, when it was the sole

desire of any section of the Irish people to profit from the

foreign difficulties of England. He personally did not believe

in that sentiment at the present hour. He was as much against

a policy of universal surrender as he was against a policy of

universal aggression. The opinion he had held in the past end the

opinion he held now.s that the highest interests of the e pire

could best be served by encouraging "National sentiment", not

only in every part of the dispersed empire, but amongst tho8e

populations in whose relations Britain was from time to time obliged

to interfere.2 If O'Connor Power no longer had any party interest

1.	 Hansard, Vol. 26, 22 August 1881, Cole. 699.701.

2.	 Thid., Vol. 272, 27 July 1882, Cola. 2078..9.
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to serve, he nonetheless aspired to sit for a Liberal constituency,

and could not have improved his chances by criticising the Govern-

ment 'a Egyptian policy.

On the other aide of the balanc. sheet, however, must be

debited the undiluted emnity of FRnfn5 and "Skirmishers" towards

iglisnd, and the considered opinion of an intelligent Home Thile

like T.P. O'Connor. Iü August 1882 he disapproved of Irish members

taking up the cause of countries like India, because he did not

think their interference would be calculated to do these

peoples much good. They would merely push iglish Governments

over the brink of intransigence. 1 Even if threats about exploiting

igland 'a foreign difficulties were simply talk, Home Rulers were

never unmi.ndtul of their propaganda value at least. Addressing a

public meeting of the Irish National Land League of Great Britain

on 22 January 1882, 0 'Donnell, for example, would have done justice

to any revolutionary. "Not since the daya of the Anerican Hovolution',

he said, "when g1and had capitulated to Grattan, [was] the position

of foreign politics in flg1and more dangerous". Th. present

aitrtation was one which afforded Irishmen "myriade of opportunities

for making use of their power to avenge the insults, indignities,

and outrages practiced on their leaders end on their country".2

But then hatred of Fg1and,as well as the concept of humanitarianism,

was one of the fundamental roots of Irish internationalism.

1.	 Hanear4,, Vol. 273, 10 August 1882, 001. 11114.

2.	 Freeman's Journal, 23 January 1882.
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Yst ironically, considering it. early impulse to concentrate

nationalist attention on Ireland, it 	Irish "tend" that in time

engendered the strongest feeling, in favour of internationalism.

Rivalled by the land League as the moat effective mouthpiece of

national expression, the Home Rul. party had initially succumbed

to centripetal impulse. By 1881, however, it was the realisation

that the Irish land system was not confined to Irish soil, that

reversed the process, and enabled the party to regain its outward.'

looking character and it. centrifugal momentum. The credit for

this must go not to 0 'Donnell but to Patrick Ford, who week after

week Instructed avid Irish readers that their hardships were of a

kind experienced by peoples overseas. Even in the grim days of

1879 and 1880 suoh a message entered thousands of Irish homes.'

While the circulation of the Irish World was large, the demand so

exceeded supply "that a day after it. arrival from America it

(was] impossible to obtain a copy".2 Patrick Ford realised, if

land leaguers did not, that the twin dangers of a contracting

movement were its inability to enlist and it. propensity to repel

world sympathy. He believed that if "Home Rule" &. to have any

chance of fuliiln'ent, then it had to capture th. imagination not

only of the Irish race but of the human race. This was one, possibly

the main reason, why India loomed so large In his recip. of Irish

freedom. Ireland had to effect contacts with fellow-travellers

throughout the world though particularly throughout the empire.

1. Irish World, 31 January, 3 April 1882,

2. P.H. Bagenal, Parnelliem iveiled or the Land-and-.tabour Agitation
of 1879-1880, Dublin 1880, p. 12; see also Bagenal, 7rhe American
11i1h and their Influence on Irish	 London [ff52, pp. 1'L2.
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It the early sermons of the Irish World fell on an unrea

ponsive congregation, its clarion evangelism was gradually absorbed.

In a remarkable series of open letters to Gladstone1 as "Minister-

in-Chief of the British npire", Ford summoned Egland to the bar of

Christendom to answer thø gravest charges known to nTc1nd. In

terms that vera biblical not legal, the Irish World impeached the

British empire for having infringed the law of God. In the first

letter, published on 2 April 1861, the empire was variously des-

cribed as a "work of the devil", a "system of diabolism", a "modern

Babylon"; and the "apiriG of conquest" exhibited by itdamned as

Ford exhort6d all the "victims of this infernal

aystem"—the (iinese who had opium forced down their throats,3

the Indiana emaciated by igliah-zade fai4nes, 14 the Zulus sullenly

nursing their wrath5-"to combine with the Irish "in a holy

crusade" to lay it in ruins. 6 Perhaps Ford dreamed of a reign of

virtue as he urged a reign of terror. In advocating violence the

Irish Worl4, he argued, was simply doing "God's work upon earth".7

After .11, the cause of these downtrodden nations, which dwelt in

the "ahadow"of the Ynglish "pirate flag", was identical: "it (was]

not the Irish people alone but scores of other peoples" who hated

Gladstone 'e empire.8

1. These letters were subsequently published in New York in 19)5
under th. titles Th. Criminal History of the British Enpire.

2. Irish World., 2 April l88l Ford, The Criminal History of the
British npire, pp. 71.11.

3. Ibid., 30 April 1881k Ford, (imtza1 History, p. 143.

14.	 Ibid.; Ford, Criminal History, pp. 1414-S.

5. mid., 23 April 188l Fords Criminal History, p. 27.

6. Ibid.; Ford, Crin 1 n*l istory, p. 13.
7. Ford, ChiInl Histom p. 63.

8. Ibid., pp. 13.114.
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Not surprisingly it was land, the lowest cosmon denoinin'tor

of shared sxperience, that was upheld as the direct link binding

the enetes of gIA1Id together. The Natg, in an article on 28

May 1881 headed "The Evictions", compared the situation of Kaffirs

burnt out in the South Afrioa wan, with that of Irish tenants

"xtr2ninatd" by their landlords. Despite differences in detail,

it insisted that the result in both oases was th. same a houses

were devasted and countryside turned Into wilderness. 1 In August

O'DonnsU was reminded b Sir David Wedderburn 2 that the Govern-

ment of India stood in th. same relation to the Raj as a bad

Irish landlord stood to his rack-rented .tate. Th. periodical

reassessment of land impoverished the Indian cultivator in much

the way that rack-renting had impoverished the Irish tenmt. 3 In

short, th. history of India was the history of the Irish estates.14

During the auer recess John Blake (Waterford Co.) a special

friend of Parnefl's and an 'Irismei' of the ir'iitable ordertv,S

journeyed to India to study the question firsthand. 6 ( his return

to Westej.zt ten, he confirmed the picture of a starving peasantry

'iad. wretched by bad landlordisa and bureaucratic neglect.-Ireland's

comp11 t exactly. 7 As the Irish World interposed, the "cnliidfl*l

1. Nation, 28 Vay 1881.

2. Nnnsar4, Vol. 26, 22 August 1881, Cola 669-70.

3. Ibid., Oole. 66970.

4. Free's Journa], 23 August 1881.

. lacy, The Gladstone Pan1iam, p. 377.

6. Irish Worl4, 17 September 1881; Bengal.., 24 September 1881,
9 January 1882.

7. Hanaar4, Vol. 27, 3]. July 1882, Cole. 2847,
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class" which subjugated Ireland was the very class which had

enslaved the empfre) Ecchange "zemindar" for landlord, and "x'yot'

for tenant, and -ou had a perfect likeness between "the two sets

of land thieve.".2 Juatin Hunt].y Mccarthy in gland Under Glad.'

stone 1880..18814, saw the Bengal Tenancy Bill "as in some measure

the fellow of the Irish Land Act of 1880". This "first important

attempt to define the relative rights of semind.are" was "practically

a repetition on Indian soil of the landlord and tenant difficulty

of Ireland".3

It followed that because Ireland, India, end to a lesser

extent Africa, were united in similar grievance, so they might

resort to simi lar remedy; the "holy crusade" was to take thS form

of land war. The No Bent Msmifeato which issued from Xi]nainham

on 18 October 1881, whether ox' not a "brazen bluff. • ,to confer

autocracy on ParnsU", 14 announced the call to arms by urging a

general strike against rent. "In spirit and language", wrote

William O'Brien, the draughtaman of the Manifesto, "it was the

product of a country in full rsvo1ution". It should surprise

no one that it. Inspiration came less from Parnell than from Ford

and	 With his own policy of testing the Land Act rendered

impossible, ParneU had nothiig to lose in allowing the supporters

1. Irish Worl4, 30 April 188i Ford, ('iminal History, pp. 114..7.

2. Thid., 18 August 1883.

3. J.H. McCarthy, iglend Under Gladstone 1880 .'.18814, London i88, p.289.

4. O'Donnell, History, ii, pp. UO..U1.

5. W. O'Brien, Recoilectiona, p. 367.

6. R.B. O'Brien, Parzxeli. i, p. 320.
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of the latter their head. Parnefl, in fact, was pessimistic about

the effectiveness of the Mimif.sto, 1 but the Irish Wor]4 confidently

acclaimed it as the death-knell of empire. Its cable despatohea

from India carried the coniforbing news that the No Rent Manifesto

had been translated into the Vernacular languages of India and

published in most of the nationalist Journals, 2 In January 1882

O'Doxmefl "triumphantly" addressed the same message to a

gathering of land leagues. Patrick Ford was reassured that

the "light" was .preadin rapidly and that an Indian Land League

movement would be atarteli before the year was outs

"We have oft said that the Land Question was a universal
one, and oo4d not be confined to Ireland. The events
of the day a'e proving the truthfulness of this asser-
tion".14

Henry George, who had sailed from America in th. hope that his

theories on land nationalleation were about to be realised, lectured

in siii1ar vein to Irish audiences up and down Britain. At

Glasgow on St. Patrick's Day, he proclaimed the slogan "The land for

the People" am the "true battle-cry", not merely for Irishmen but

for oppressed r1l110 everywhere. Let them not be deceived

that they were in th. van of a movement that bad meaning beyond the

shores of Ireland. Every Irishman, he urged, "ought to fee]. him-

self a missionary" and give up everything to "push forward the

true doctrine".6

1. C. C. O'Brien, Parnefl and his Party. pp. 73-4.

2. Irish Wo4, 17 December 1881; 14 January 1882.

3. Freeman's Journ4, 23 January 1882.

ii.	 Irish World, 14 January, J February 1882.

5. V. O'Brien, Recollections, p. 14110.

6. Irish Wor4, 22 April 1882. See aiso O.org.e interview with
LK. J nd ii.n on the snb3ect of India, in ibid., 18 March 1882.
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If "No Rent" failed as a prosel.ytising campaign, however, it

would be wrong to conclude that it made little iztrpact on Eastern
minds or won few adherents, It has been seen that events in

Ireland were watched by Indian spectators with greater attention

than at any other single period. Not only was the Irish caU to

Withold rents widely pu1icieed, but rand League speeches were

given unusual prominence. The Thiyanodaya, for srAple, angrily

Oomplained that the oondct of the banned Land League was approved

by zany admiring journa]4.ata and that land leaguers were upheld

as "idea]. patriots". 2 No newspaper openly urged its readers to

adopt the code of the Lend League, although the Mahratta and the

Native Opinion went as far to incitement as safety would permit.

The former denied dissem pting "Parnellite" principles itself, but

it did not rul, out the possibility that Indian students in Britain

would sake such an attempt on their return. "Who will say", it

queried, "that the [imperial Parliament] shall not have to con.

aider the Indian land problem very soon?" It warned zemindare

not to oppose the Tenancy Bill lest the aiiitenanoe of landlordis'

result in "Irish difficulties")' The Native Opinion thought it not

unlikely that Indian cultivators would as the Irish "take the law

into their own hands" if nothing was done to improve theirplight.

	

1.	 Bengalee, 5, 12 November 188l Indian Mirro 23, 25 November 1881.

	

2,	 Thyanoday, 1 December 1881, in Bombay Native Newspaper
Reports, hR/iS, Vol. 136, 1881.

	

3.	 Mahratta 9, 30 October 188lj 1 January, 7 May 1882, in ibid.,
Vol.. 136-7, 18814.

	

14.	 Mahi'atta, 114 October 1883, in ibid., Vol. 138, 1883.

5. Native Opinion, 25 March 1883, in Ibid.
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Most newspapers, however, were revolutionary only to the

extant of citing Irish outrage as the product of Government stub-

borness. If they thought that a diet of Irish aggression .igl'it

wrest concessions, they could not say so for fear of sequestration.1

Nevertheless, it is impossibl. not to detect in th. editorial

comment an Irish affairs a detached acceptance of violent action

as a legitimate means of persuasion. Brushing aside the 'daily'

breaches of the public peace In Ireland, the Bengalee applauded

th. struggles of 'a brave and patriotic people' for 'freedom and

constitutional. privileges". 2 The Thoenix Park murders of Cavendiali

and Burke it abhorred, but considered the fault to lie not with

Irish aaeaasin4 but with an "unrighteous Government'.3 even the

Hindoo Patriot, which detested the notion that national redress lay

through "pools of blood', was inclined to condemn the violence of

'loung Ireland" less becauss it was wrong morally than because it

was wrong taotic.11y...for it had 'tended to postpone th. day of

remedy and reiief'.

It is tempting to speculate whether isolated nation1{at atrocity

later in the century owed anything to the . citpl. of Irish terrorism.

The Musafferpur murder, of l9O8 had their parallel at Pho4n1X

Park in 1882 and possibly their inspiration in "Captain Moonlight'.

1. Sadharani, 21 May 1882, In Bengal Native Newspaper Reports, hR/IS1.
Vol. 6, 1882.

2. Bengalee 5 November 1881.

3. Ibid., 13 May 1882.

14. Undoo Patriot, 15 May 1882.

5. See 8.1. Wolpert, Tilak and Gokhale:
pp.
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Certainly Swadeahi was the rough equiva].ent of Boycott. In this

connection, the Bengalee 'a comment that a "selfish policy" in

Ireland's cas. had recoiled upon its Digliah authors and in India t case

was "poignant with mischief", was prophetic. 1 Moreover, it was

persuaded that th. visit of Home Rulers would greatly benefit

the Indian peasant.2 The Lrya Thyan Vardh k looked forward

to the day when India herself gave birth to a leader such as Parxieu.3

The "No Rent" mova*ent did not prop.]. IreThnd along the path

of r.volutjon,and it did not convuls, the empire in land war.

A. fax as Parnell was concerned it was n.vsr intended to anyway;14

it simply tizsl.d out amid sporadic acts of local terror. Politi-

cauy, its main aohi.veaent was to prompt Gladstone to look afresh

at the direction of his fri Ii policy and to par1ey with Parnell.

Y t int.11.otu*lly it could boast a new awareness of the outside

world. Indeed it was thi, aspect of n1n propaganda that moat

agita ed W.Z. Ibrater. In Pebruary 1832, he banned the circulation

of the Irish Wor1d in Ireland not only because it encouraged Irish

insurrection but more especially because it threatened the Integrity

of the empire. The Irish Secretary spelled out th. danger he

saw ahead by quoting to the uae an extract 'typica1" of the basic

tenor cL the paper.

1. Bengal., 13 Kay 1832.

2. Thid., 9 September 1882.

3. Arye fl,yan Vardhalç, Jun. 1882, in Bombay Native Newspap.r
eport., I/R/l Vol. 138, 1882.

4. imo, 18 January 1883.

.	 uReJgtaerJ, 1832, p. 188.
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• . . "th. whole crowd of aliens who misgovern Ireland--the
Goulatea—wiU be hated, despised, and exercrated for all
time. . . India and Africa will learn from treland the lesson
01' implaceh1e hostility to their common oppressor. "1

An acb'iirabl. illustration of how Ireland end India were liable to

be linked in the minds of conservative pessimists was the anonymous

"Battle of Dorking" which made a sensation in 1871. It is a warning

tale about an imaginary invasion of Britain by foreign powers,

aided by a rising in Indi,a in which all the Europeans are destroyed,

while half the army is loked up coping with trouble in Irelandi2

To advocates of empire aLd perhaps to a sponsor of imperial feder..

ation like Forater, 3 "Doking" was a pertinent reminder that

security depended on coz 'stant vigil. In America, praises were

sung as loud as ever fog' "the Land for the People" movement. The

pastor of St. Stephen's Church, New Tork, believed that if this

gospel continued to be preached universally the "mfllenium" would

not only have dawned but reached its neridianh')I Thus, when

Arabi Pasha began to cause the British trouble in Egypt, he was

at once portrayed as "gii kntly upholding th. No-Rent banner".

Perhaps it was fitting, therefore, that the figure who cane

to personify th. spirit of internatioIi " was none other than

the founder and philosopher of the Land League, Michael Davitt.

Di an address to workingiien of New Tork, Brooklyn and Jersey City

on July 1882, he admitted that what gave him pleasure in the

1. Hanaar, Vol. 266, 9 February 1832, Ccl. 312, The extract
is from the Irish Worl4p 17 December 1881.

2. See G,T Qeaney, "The Battle of Dorking. Re"thiseenoee of
a Volunteer", in Blackwood'a Magas1n, May 1871.

3. Wemyas Raid, Foreter, ii, pp. 97 if, O3 if.

	

j .	 Irish Worl4, 8 July 1882.

	

.	 mid., 19 August 1882.
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land war in Ireland was the sentiment, that while Ireland and Irishmen

were fighting for the cause of labour and justice for Ireland,

they were at the same time fighting for the cause of labour and

humanity throughout the world. As a 1ad leaguer he was proud that

the Irish could battl• for the rights of man against g1an4 beyond

the national boundaries ot their own country and the United States.1

While Ivitt declined to cay whether this was a new feature of

the land movement, he ha4 been awar, of these universal implications

from the start 2 A lenglby spell in Portland gaol enabled him to

collect his thoughts on the subject, away from the heat of the

battle. Di leaves from a Prison Diary, Davitt analysed the

character of British ru.. over dependent nations, looking first at

Ireland where it was "bad" to Thdia where he concluded it could not

be wore.. From his researches into conditions prevailing under the

Raj, Davitt was convinced that India was seething with discontent.

The belief that the British were regarded there with passionate

adoration he considered the moat complete delusion possible to

imagines "any student of revolutionary sympton. [biew) perfectly

well that the overthrow of British rule in India [was] only a

question of time"j and that it was simply "delayed pending the

organization of a concerted movement".3 Because the air was fall

of rumours about Indian risings, Ikvitt had made a visit to the

1.	 Irish World1 15 July 1882.

2. T.W. Moody, "Michael Ivitt and the British labour Movement,
1882-1906", In Transactions of the R'sl ffistoricai. Society,
5th series, Vo1III, l93, pp. 7-8.

3. M. Davitt, Leaves from a Prison Diary, Vol. II, Lecture 31,
London l885jp. 1142.u'16l.



Indian Museum at Kensington to ascertain whether the intensity of

Indian agitation would favour a corresponding agitation in Ireland.1

It could be argued, though incorrectly, that Davitt was really

interested in sizing up the possibilities for Armageddon. As

0 'Donnefl more correctly put it, however, Davitt "had a cal]. to

2
preach a covenant". Indeed, it becane an inseparable asp ot of

his faith, that Ireland 'a i'ole in the world, when not being

"dragooned or otherwise eraeouted by England", was that of the

"nursery of missionary ideas and ideals".3

1. H. Davitt, r.eavea from a Prison Diary, Vol. II, Lecture 24,
p. 147.

2. O'Ibnneli, Hietory, 1, p. 42.
3. Daritt, Feudalism, p. 41.6.
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The iaaediate answer was no. PassiYity alienated aor. Irish.

Anericans than it converted. Across the Atlantic the I1paiph

pact was denounced as a uU..out of the land IaagLte and support

for ParneU dwindled alarmingly. ?bre serious perhaps, the Aaerican

contribution which had formed to date 95 per cent of Irish funds

plunged to well under a third. 2 Th. most signittoant defection was

Patrick lord, who feeling the cause betrayed declined to have any.

thing further to do with it. 3 Neitherhsnorhis followers were

represented at the Philadelphia conference in April 1883 at which

the Irish National Iaague of America was tbraed. 14 The Irish

World severed relations with the Irish Parliamentary party completely,

describing it as a 'sham' and branding it U a 'swindle'.5 lord

was totally committed to th. concept of revolution in Ireland, and

refused to jettison this policy, as yet untried, for one of 'dubious

moderation' which had a diana]. record of past failure. Similarly,

if the Clan na Qa.l as a whole .vsntnall.y rallied behind Parnell,

extrame elenents within it seaned eq*lly reluctant to abandon

skirmishing.	 8 August 1882, the Ibreign Office was informed

by its Consulate in New Tork that 7enine there were boasting that

men and money were being sent to strengthen Arabi. Puha 's uprising,

but was disinclined to take the threat seriously. 6 Difornation

1. Dsiitt, Peudalis, p. 362.

2. C.C. O'Brien, rne1l and his Pa$y, p. 135.

3. Desp. Political No. 57, Archibald to (h'anvill., 7 October 1882,
1.0.5 Papers Vol. 1820.

14. Davitt, Feuda1ian. p. 396.

5. Irish Worl4, 2 December, is November 1882.

6. Deep. POlitical no. 27, gdwards to GranvtUe, 8 August 1882,
7.0.5 Papers Vol. 1819. See also enclosure of an extract from
the 11ev r 'Sun of 8 August, alleging that three Irishmen had
already set 1! for pt to enlist In Arabia army. Parnell
was reported to have telegraphed strong disappronl of this
action. Deep. Political no. 32, Edwards to Granyjue, 16 August
1882, Ibid.
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about * seoret society operating from Washington and Infiltrating

undergroimd agents Into *gl.nd, Ireland and idia with orders to cause

disruption, received rather nor, attention. Sackvifl...W..t, the

British Ambassador, thought it quit. possible that such a society

existed but rather doubted iti capacity to work much mischief.1

Later, the Clan it..]! under Alexander Sullivan'. leadership did inaugur

at. a campaign of dynamite terrorism in Britain. Attempt. were made

to blow mp the House of (bmmcns, the Tower and other notable land

mark., but apart from emphasising the pointlessness of American

strategy, achieved nothing.2

Parnell rightly considered '{14tary insurrection In Ireland

a futile alternative at the time, Ivan it he did not reject this

desperate possibility outright. Thi type of action he favoured was

that which wight lead to further advance,3 and terrorism in the

form it took at Phoenix Park had put the clock back not forward,

Parnell ridiculed the ieolatd bomb attacks on Iondon buildings,4

though he was prepared to countance under the right conditions

the diversionary impact of invasion. According to W4flI O'Brien,

the 'outlaw side 'of Parnell's opportunism revealed it..lf In

l88, when a Russian march on P.njd.h filled th. air with rumours of

im4'ent confrontation with the British empire. The temperature was

such that Parnell Investigated the possibilities for a raid an Ireland

1. Deep. (draft), Nos. 329, 330, Grau yiUe to SackTill..Wut, 9, 16
December 1882j see also reply Deep, no. 4149, Sa.kvSlla.W.st to
ChanytUe, 22 December 1682, ibid., Vol. 1820.

2. T.. Brown, IriihuAmerican Nation*Usia 1 p. ISis ft.
3. W. O'Brien, !ving Memoriee, London 1920, PP. 78.9.
is. Abels, cp .oit., p. 20g.
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by %,000 fish-American veterans of th. civil war under the comwd

of General Phil Sheridan. James J. O'Kslly was sent to the Ibited

states to exp1-tn the plan and O'Brien surreptitiously hastened to

tcndon for 1angthy conversations 1 with	 yy 'in a

frovsy back drawing room in ur'y Street'. ParnaU calculatd that

Gladstone (ght be sufficiently startled 'into some epoch Trtng

proffer of Irish freedom', but the withdrawal of Russian troops

defused the situation and put an end to this 'castle Sn the air'.2

The postJ1 1*1nhaii period then wa, necessarily one not only

of reorientation but of reorganisatian as well. The Land Leagu. was

still declared an illegal organiaation and th. agrarian crisis was

gradually improving tian!cs to the attitude of the new land courts and

to Psrnell's secret negotiations with the Liberals. The Irish laader

mdertook to use his influence to check violence and outrage in

return for political concessions. An Arrears MU according tenants

In arrears th. benefits of the 1881 land Act passed the Commons cm

21 July 1882 as a sign of good faith. If the carrot was given,

hoverer, the stick was held in r.s.rv.. Public feeting, following

th. murders of lord Frederick (vsudisIz and T.H. Burke, ran so hig)

that Gladstone was not permitted to let coercion lapse. Nei.rth..

less, Parnell accepted the Land Act and agreed to work it. The

stage was thus set for the Home Rule party to assert its authority

over the entire natio'%al movement.

The transfer of power was confirmed by the formation of the

Irish National League on 17 October 1882, an organisation controlled

1. U. O'ien, Evening Memories, pp. 8h6.
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by the Parl&aj.eiitaiy party.1 Its constitution aUoved for council

of 1i8j a third of which was to be scainated by the party, the

r,1nd.r to be elected by oomty conventions under the supervision

of a "party' chairman. As the council was never elected, the

govervaant of the Leagu. effectively devolved on an organiaing ooiittee

of thirty nsab.rs, the majority of whoa were Parnellit.e.2 3y such

aeane the Parliamentary party was provided with a 5araoothrivmtng

national electioneering aaohjne' which it had never had befor., The

new league, which ultimately united aU sections of the Irish national.

movement, became in effect its political arm. A. for Parn.U, he

was established a.. potenti.11y a dictator, although in practic. he

was seldom dictatorial, 1Vitt summed the ohge as the ever

throv of a movement and th. enthronement of a man, the replacing of

natic.1t, by Parn.Uisa...', the eclipse of seai.revolution.3

Th. shift of emphasis from agrerianism to cQnstitutioitslia

soon becams apparent at the parliaientary level, despite the d!Mi

of T.P. O'Connor at Newcastle in July that psivit7 was hence.

forth to be the new order of the day. 4 Referring to the recently

proposed rules of procedure, he rejected the suggestion that they

could restrain Home Rulers, since the only guarantee for pai'liamen.

tary decorum was opinion out of doors. A. Irish Members were

Independent of ig1isb opinion, that guarantee was wanting. H.

referred to the	 of O'Donnell burrowing into the adeiniatration

1. Fr.eman'* Journalh 2.7, 19 October 18823 	17, 18 Ootob.r 1882.

2. Pbr a full hit of members see C.C. O'Brien, op.cit., p. 127

3. Davitt, ?eud4i.n, pp. 377.8.

4. See J. Morley, Irish Revolution and g1ieh Liberalism5, Nine.
teenth Century, Vol. 12, 1882, pp. 6147.66.
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of ]4ik• No rules could prevent him or several of hi. colleagues from

entering upon a fertile field of parliamentary debate, namely the

terrible grievances of the Thdian people. Home Rulers aight also

profitably combine with the Conservatives to launch lengthy di,.

ouuiciis cm the affairs .Z ypt2.

b acme extent the party proceeded to prove O'Connor's point.

HOrns Thz]ers and Radicals initiated a debat, in protest against

Tndi bearing the entir. cost of an Didian detachment sent to rein.

force the British army in Fgypt, The Government argued that because

the Sues Can was the "high road to the Fast', it. security was

vital to Didian interests but not to glish lntere.tsj which 'could

get cm very well without (it]'. 2 Zgypt was therefore an Indian rather

then an imperial concern. The House of mmcms, however, was deter.

mined to relieve India of extraordinary ewena.s and the Government

vu forced to compromise to avoid being beaten on the issue. 3 Assurance

was given that fi'al decision would be aubj eat to parliamentary approval.

Hcwsv.r, Rlpon had hi arm twisted in the meantim. and agreed to

accept as equitable Gladstone's settlement of a British contribution

of £300,000, the Indian Exc)tequer absorbing the balance of £l,297,OOO.

Should the Viceroy continue to agitate against any Didi s'in liability,

Northbrook rud.1y informed him this would mean 'curtains tor the

Liberals $

1. Nation, 22 July 1882.

2. Hartingtcn to Rlpon, 30 August 1882, Ripan Papers Add. Ms
43569. 3.e also Northbrook to Ripcn, 25 August 1882,
Add. Me I&3572.

3. Haxtington to Ripon, 14 August 1882, ibid., Add. K, li369j
Hanear4, Vol. 273, 31 July 1882, Oo3ZT59.307.

4. Gladstone to Ripen, 3. Dso.ab.r 1882, ibid., Add. Ma 14352.
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"Of course ai.1 the Irish and a considerable number of
Radicals will vot. that India should pay nothing, and
though the Opposition will not be very consistent in
taking this line, it will be scarcely possible for them
to resist the temptation of in.fl.icting a d feat on the
Government" • 1

A committed Liberal himself, Ripon could hardly ignore 8uCh an argus

mont, or relish the prospect of bringing about the down.fal]. of hi.

former colleagues.

Irish protests against the shelling of Alexandria and against

direct British military intervention to restore law and order in

Egypt, was much less popular or effective. Home Rulers were virtu-

ally alone in seeing Arabi Pasha not as the instigator of a narrow

military revolt but as the leader of a genuine nationalist movement.2

Sir ilfred Lawson and the "Peace" party sympathised with their

opposition to "gun- o t diplomacy", but the Government had tue over-

wholming support of public opinion in its deterntthation to suppress

utiny" . Tel-el-Kebir was acclaimed as a just victory.1

Yet the Kllmatnham treaty achieved what rules or procedure

perhaps could not; it seemed progressively to deflate and depress

t e Home Rule party. If intervention over India and Fgypt was an

important reaffirmation of continued Irish lndependence-.sHo e Rulers

alone upheld the principle of nationality, 5 whereas the Radicals

repudiated the ptian war on the ground that it was waged solely in

1.	 Northbrook to Ripon, 1 December 1882, Ripon Papers ., Add. Xe
43572.

2,	 Hanaard Vol. 272, 27 July, Cola. 1611 . m.l8; 27 July 1882, Cola.
2O3l-J	 2074..79.

3.	 Fre an's Journa1, 2 July 1882, Ten Home Rulers voted in a
minority of 19: C,t11n, McCarthy, Nelson, A. O'Connox', T.P.
O'Connor, The 0 'Gorman Mahon, 0 'Kelly, 0 'Connor Power, Redmond,
Sheil.. 0 'Donnell and Biggar were tellers.

.1.	 Annual Register, 1882, pp. 1)49 ft.
S.	 Hanaard, Vol. 272, 21i. July, Cola, l6U-l6l8 27 July, Cola.2037u.

44, 207h.79j Vol. 27.3, 16 August 1882, Co].. 195849.
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the interests of bondholders and usurers, it did very little to

disturb the decorun of Parliament. The speeches of Justin McCarthy,

o 'Connor Power, John Blake, 0 'Donn.eU and Arthur 0 'Cozmcr seemed

to lack the old firs and Parneu 'a was at best token. 2 John Bright

suspected that th. reason for the mealaiess of the party and th. loss

ol obstructive power was its "enfeeblement' in Ireland.3 Conrom&ae

on th. land question bed bxtougbt about hiatus in Parliament.

Although only in a vwry loose way, fl1*1nha committed PaxneU

to apolicy of oo.cperaticnwith the Iib.ralperty"inforvarding

Liberal principles and measures of general rsforafl.b In effect,

Home Rulers were asked to conserv, their energies for an electoral

assault in the still rather distant future.

£ spirited opposition was put up against the Crimes Bil' for

over a month, but th. period from May 1882 to ths trial of the

'Invincible.' was, as the Times had forecast, on. of "temporising'

and 'drift'.5 Resistance to coercion was anyway a matter of principle,

'sacred duty' of any Irishman who did not wish "to Zorf.it aU

claim to popularity', rather than a baromet.r of political resolve.

That twentysfour Ibm Rulers were suspended after an sll..night sitting

on 30.3]. June' was primarily a gesture to the past. The oletur.

succeeded in softening the asperities of debate, but obstrution7

1. Annual Registe 1882, p. 182.

2. }Janssrd, Vol. 271k, 26 October 1882, 0]s. 210.211.

3. Bright to Rlpon, 2 October 1882, .pcn Paeri. Add. Its 143632.

14. Xcns, Ireland Since the FaMn!, p. 167,
5. Tim, 17 October 1882.

6. p,uRegist.r, 1882, pp. 98403.
7. Northbrook to Ripon, 2 March 1883, pon Ptper, Add. MS 143572.
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as the "Fourth party" Proved could easily b. veiled 'urdsr plausible

excuses".1 Parnell himself, however, appeared to have lost his

appetit. for politics and z'ax'ely came to the House or took a

"syatematia interest' In the woz* of tli. laticnsi. raagus.2 me

everyday z'tnmlrig end direction of the party was plao.d in the handi

of Eea]y, Sexton and later of Uarrington. As 0 'Donnell recalled,

these were months of 'indefinit, waiting for a cu&, with "more

police government' on the side of the Mini"try and mere protests

on the side of Parxwllites.3

Although the party, or what was left of it, 1 acquiesced

In the general j(nq out of loyalty to the cause, th. waiting policy

held litti. charm for disappointed agrarians. Patrick Pgan made a

final audit of the lAnd League'. accounts, camaitted the Paris fimds

to Parn.11ite acintrol, end emigrated to Ajiierica. 6 He was followed

shortly aftervards by Thomas 'ennan, John Dillon not only reaied

his parlia .ttary seat but Intimated that he intended to withdraw

ooepletely from Irish polities "for the next few years". He set

sail for Oclorado via the )f.dit.rrauian and was not heard from

again till Jun. i88. His departure was excused on the grounds

of prolonged ill-health, but its suddenesa and tinlity suggested

that this was not only reason fOr his decision.

1. nnual Register, 1833, p. 109.
2. V. O'Brien, RecoUeations pp. 470.1.
3. O'Donnell, History, ii, p. l3.
4. C.C. O'Brien, op.cit., p. 80	 At its lowest point In the

winter months of 1883, the party sank to about twenty members.
5. b.an's Journal, 18 October 1882j Timea, 13 March 1883.
6. 1vjtt, 7.ud*Iisia, p. 378j Times, 9, 10, 15 March 1883.
7. lyons, Mulon, pp. 69-713 mual Register, 1883, pp. 198.9,



Michael. Davitt and Prank Iugh O'Donnell were disturbed, among

other things, by the undemocratic constitution of the new league.

The axis appealed against the "nominee" system of appointazent, 1 the
other protested against the way the leagu. had been constituted,

"in a moment of mdus pressure, end without adequate notice".2

Both were accused of' promoting open disruption. Davitt 'a criticism

was construed as an attack on the party, 0 'Donnell. 'a ma an

attack on Parneil. The Derr7Journal. for ecample, warned him that

the nation vu not disposed to allow any clique or combination to im-

pair th. efficiency of ParneU'a leadership. 3 O'Dorm,U'a objection,

however, was not to Parnell perec fl11y. Prior to the convention

at which the National league had been formed, he had been described

as a 'staunch sportsr" of Parnell. 'a policy end had "ade p3.atform

appearances In Drogheda, Ikingarvan and Cork as a Pa.rnellit..4

If he vu les. than enthusiastic about it, he had at least accepted

the fact that Parnell was not only "chaiz'aan" of the party

but also "head of the Irish nation".6 Nor could he fault PsrneU

for releasing th. pressures of social revolution..-.a course he had con

atatently advocated himself. What 0 'Don"eU objeot.d to was firstly
the importation of the machine politics of Taany Ta1l, which he

feared would produce a party of ye..men and result in the expulsion

of gifted individualistsj 7 and aecondly, the absence of a suitable

:i.. T$.me, 18 Octobea' 1882; W.O'Bri.n, R.collectionb p. 468.
2. ceman 'a Journal1 1.9 October 1882.

3. traet from rerj Journal, in Nati, 28 October 1882.

4. ll1fl8flI JOUII*lp l September 1882; Nation, 30 September 1882.

O'Donnell, iDtrY. j, p. 468.
6.	 ., p. L46.
'r. Th4., p. 10 ft.



replacement lever in the political game. 0 'Donnell was not oppos.d

to the exerois. of stricter dii ciplin. within the party. zdeed,

he came to welcom, any measure that would increase its parliamentary

effectiveness. Rather, he was apprehensive that over.riding control

aight fall into the possession of a coterie of absolutist lieutenants,

who had neither tin. for his views nor widers tai'ding of them. It

was Tin Healy, not Parnall, who ultimately sealed 0 '1bmeU's political

fat. by dubbing him '). ('ank Hugh O'Donnsll".1 Davttt ccmfirm.d

that these men were "In nitely" more Iiiolerant' and nri

in matters of principle end policy, than their leader.2

Many saw the E11m1n 'pact" as a return to the lethargic

days of Thitt. Richard Power, a loyal Paruellite, wrot. to Dillon

that having always feared and hated private treaties and Government

negotiations, he would hav, preferred rather 'than r.nln a member
of the party Which was not thoroughly independent and perfectly

indi.tf.rent to g1(eh int.r.ets", to have followed his example.3

O'Donnell expressed a e1lr point of view In the 1'eeman's Journal.

The national programme that had been outlined at the convention, he

reno'.moed as a truncated one. He would not resign but he could take

no part in the new League that persisted with such a sterile policy.

Datssd, he should continue to support the national. prograaie "in

its full extent, without compromise and without conciliation".

This aunt demonstrating to iglishmen that Irish legislators

"were both w(1l{ng and able, to cross the path of imperial ais

government In every department however vigilant, in ever'y question

1. W. O'Brien, ReooUeotione P. 2I7I,

2. Davitt,Teudalie, pp. 378.9.

3. Power to Dillon, 26 September 1882, Dillon Papers quoted in
Ijycna, Dillon1 p. 69.
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however large, at every crisis however aainous" 0 Failure to do

this, when they faced persistent interference from F1g111i statesman.

ship, was to grant a premium for continued provincialisaticn.

Opposition to the Government of the day, not co-operation with it,

was the only policy that could bring home to imperial authorities

the "reality of Irish hopes and of Irish organisaticn'.

O'DonneU had tradition on his side. Irish dissociation from

politics]. compacts had been since 1873 an integral part of parlia.

mentary nati'a1isn. Ii 1879, O'Donnell himself had advocated sloe.

alliance with the Liberals, but primarily to secure the over-throw

of the 3.aconafie].d Government. If disposed at first to allow

Gladstone breathing space to prove his good intentions towards Ireland,

O 'Z)onn.11 nevertheless upheld "neutrality" by keeping a watchful

brief on the wt'lnistratian of his erstwhile ,1I1s and by Joiz'tng

with the Pburth party in 'constant and erhaustive criticism' of

Liberal legislation. 2 O'Donnell was prepared like Farnell to

negotiate for ooncsuions,but not at the expense of ab.ndo 4 g parlia'.

nentary pressure. Parnell 'a strategy, on the other hand, was son..

thing else again, a 'one'.man new departure".

Reinforcement of O'Donnell's misgivings cams from an unexpected

quarter. The Irish Wor4,, an unswerving critic of O'Donnell's

political philosophy, applauded his stand as honourahl.. lOrd had

1. Freemen's Journal 20 October 1882.

2. O'Donnell,	 i, pp. 18 if, li98 ft.
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no iUusiona about the meening of the i1mainha treaty. That

"definite mderstanding' between &me Rulers and Gladstone, be

insisted, had merely tranaforeed the Parneilit. party into 'the

recognised tail" of the Minheterialists. 1 H. was equally certain

about the outcome. A "moment Pa reflection" was all that was required

'to see that gland (vouldj never loosen her grip cm Ireland m1.aa

forced to do	 Miohael Davitt fundamentally agreed. H believed

that th. new 'arrangement' could benefit no on. except the Government,

in short that ceaee*fire was capitulation by any other name. At

Fdgeworthstown, he impressed on Irishmen that the only way of wlJi'iing

their rights was by agitation, by the 'disagreeable means of agitation'.3

According to the Annual Register, the opponents of the Irish

movement were over..joyed by the split in Parnellite ranks.4 The

Times talked gleefully of division into two camps, one following

Parnell the other Davitt. It left no doubt with i.hon its sympathies

lay. Davitt was dismissed as an unr.asoriabl• "fanatic', ithose

unrelenting sxtrei vas calculated to win back the Irish people

to violent ways. Parnell, by contrast, was oo*plimemt.d for haying

sensibly come down on the wide of peace. His old sins conveniently

forgotten, he was spoken of as the cork in the bottle of Irish

revolution. The Times considered his reformation tactically sensibl.s

1. Irish World1 18 November 1882.

2. Thid., 2 December 1882.

3. 'ime 17 October 1882.

4. Annual Register, 1883, P. 190.
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"He has quietiy but sffeoti1y effaced himself. Be
has formaUy presided at the initiation oi the National
Zmague-.but he has not taken his coat off', to quote his
aim classical phrase, for the working of the new organisa.
tion, Be has given no rash pledges, he has refrained
fro* a oonfliat with the law in which be knew he would
be worsted, and he has lift to more reckless and less
prudent spirit, the task of denouncing the igorous
and successful ad1j'1 stration of Lord Spencer."

These "Fabian" tactics were 7epreaented not as the politics of surrender,

but as th. politics of realism.1

Davitt 'a challenge, however, was more illusory than actual,

the interests of imity he moderated his criticism of Parnell 'a

change of direction, although he was unwilling to give up laM

natiaia1isaticn. While he declined office in the National L.agie,

he was a mei*bei' of it. organising coamitt.e and often spoke on its

platforms.2 abarTdng on a "whistle..top" tour of Great Britain

after the break.up of the national convention,' Itvitt allowed him..

self a few "sub said" co menta about the probable ineffectiveness

of the new polioyj 14 his Intention being to educate the Irish

electorate, not to get it to tak, sides.

Thus, although Parnell was "more feared than loved", there was

no move to supplant his, The leading opponents ot the new policy,

like Ikvitt and 0 'Donn.U, 'conspired" to point out its sho'toomtngs

in the hope that it would be reappraised. They had no more sinister

1. Timø, 9 October 1882J 9 Fsbrtary 1883.

2. D.N.fl., Vol. I, 1912, p. 1478g yet see also U. O'Brien, Recollection.,
p. zao.

3. Times, 16, 30 October 1882g 14 January 1883.

14. V. 0 'Brian, RecoUeetion p. 1471.
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motive than this • In fact, both suggested modifications that were

seriously Considered by Parnefl and the high command, not least

perhaps because they had much in common. Here were serious doubts

expressed from the left as well as the right of the inoveiient. Davitt

was committed to the deepest principles of social revolution-'-he

was "a revolutionist without alloy"; 1 O'Donnell believed that social

jU8tioe was compatible with the readjustment rather than the destruc-

tion of the Victorian constitution. Both felt that the Irish nova-

ment had gone off the rails, Ivitt because the land war had been

suspended prematurely, 0 'Donnell because the "active" policy had

been subverted. Their solutions to rectification were broadly identicals

the Home Rule party by adopting an internationalist role in the

House of Coimons might take advantage of "ICilmainham" and hasten the

day of Irish deliverance.

1.	 O'Donnell, Histoy, ii, p.27•
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II Davitt's Covenant

If Michael Davitt bemoaned the passing of "activism", his

scheme for Irish independence was more democratic than revolu-

tionary. At a political meeting at Bermondsey on 22 December

1882 he explained that he preached neither dynamite nor crime as

the panacea of Irish freedom. He relied solely on "moral

dynamite", "onithas alone". There was sufficient in ideas to

crush landlordism despite the power of the British empire.1 Like

Patrick Ford, Davitt also came to see that landlordism and.

imperialism were related manifestations of the order he wished

to destroy. The way to undermine it and them, he believed, was

to challenge the monopoly of political power exercised by the arist-

ocratic and wealthy classes. This was the very method of attack

suggested by J. A. Hobson in his celebrated study on imperialism

at the turn of the century. 2 The alternatives to imperialism and

class rule were internationalism and popular government.3

Similarly, Divitt argued for a new radical ideology. In his view

a great deal could be done and done at once. Labour associations

without further ado had. to effect an urgent change of tactics.

Instead of waiting on political parties like beggars in search

of crumbs, they had to make political parties wait on them. In

short, they had to organise themselves into a distinct party within

the State. An "excellent beginning", he wrote, might be made with

the creation of a Labour party initially of fifty or sixty strong,

1. Times, 23 December 1882.

2. 3. A. Hobson,	 perialism: A Study, 1st edition, London
1902. See also B. Porter, Critics of Empire, London 1968,
Ch. VII, pp. 207-38.

3. Hobson, ibid, p.181.
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instructed to act independently in Parliament and with a view to

the interests of Labour. The House of Lords would certainly

perish, for "wealth to propitiate labour would make a holocaust

of privilege". 1 Meanwhile, the Home Rule party might start the

ball rolling by demonstrating the value of combination and by

holding up the virtues of progressive reform.

2
In early February 1883 Davitt was imprisoned in Richmond

gaol with Tim Healy and 3. P. Quinn, yet again, for making sub-

versive speeches3. Before his arrest, he outlined to Parne].l a

parliamentary plan of campaign which he urged him to adopt ex -

perimentally for at least one or two sessions. Basically,

this involved the suspension of all Irish business, except a

bill for housing Irish agricultural labourers, and the preparation

in its place .of "a dozen bills dealing with every English, Welsh,

and S ottish popular question of issu&' that, according to Irish

ideas, Was "on advanced, progre8sive lines". They might, for example,

sponsor legislation to better the lot of British tenant farmers, or

to improve safety conditions in coal mines, or to provide a "less

degrading provision for infirm old age than the existing workhouse".

"1882-1883 he was convinced," was a time for counting chances

and looking ahead". Davitt tendered three main reasons in support

of 8uch action. First, it would represent in military terms a

"turning movement" against the "territorial interests and class

which were the predominant influence in the Imperial Parliament

1. Davitt, Leaves from a Prison Diary, pp.160—i.

2. Nation, 10 February 1883.

3. Times, 17, 25 January, 8 February 1883; Annual Register,
1883, p.190.
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and the moat inveterate of Ireland's enemies" within it; second,

it would "attempt to do for the British working classes what no

party or section of their own representatives would dare to do

in the way of radical reform"; and third, it "would remind both

Parliament and the public of the revolutionary principles and

measures the aristocracy and vested classes of Britain would be

confronted with5 in their very citadel of law.-mking power, unless

Home Rule was conceded and Irish Members were "packed off" to their

own domestic legislature. The "daring Irish policy" which all

this entailed was a clearvind.icatiou of parliamentary intervention.

There could be "nothing inconsistent", Davitt reassured,	 though

there might be something startling, in Mr. Parnell and his chief

lieutenants rising in their places at the opening of the session of

1883 or 1884 and giving notice, one after the other, of bills to be

introduced by them on the lines indicated...".'

Davitt's advocacy of "parliamentary retaliation" was not

utopian, at least by his own standards. It was based on a practical

and realistic assessment of the sudden change of atmosphere in

Ireland. Parnell had called a halt to the land war. Irish tenants

had anyway not responded overwhelmingly to Davitt'a call "to march

down in their earned phalanxes upon the plains", to "seize the

lands upon which to live like civilised beings in a Christian

country" • 2 A direct frontal approach was therefore ruled out.

If landlordiem was to be kept under pressure, more subtle means

would have to be employed. It was the Government's proposal to

extend the fnenchis. that provided Davitt with the answer. "It

1	 Davitt,	 iem, pp. 444-7.

2. TImes, 25 January 1883.
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vs a matter of serious concern", he wrote, "how the approaching

eniranchiaement of the British industrial democracy would affect

the fortunes of the Irish cause". 1 Davitt was convinced that a

new Reform Act preasaged a "social-democratic revival" and would

drastically alter the balance of power in both the country and the

House of Commons. Leaning more and more towards socialism and

moving increasingly among socialists, 2 he had little doubt that

Labour was the party of the future. Any action that might hasten

its coming and bring the day of reckoning nearer, had to be taken

at all costs. This was precisely where the Irish could play their

part in fostering the triumph of the new order. At Leeds on 3

January 1883, Davitt held up the "terror" of the Irish vote to

Radicals and Liberals lest they consent to stop the new franchise

short of Ireland. 3 The Home Rule party must ensure that there

would be no sell-out. In the House of Commons it ought to promote

and. where necessary lead the cause of democratic reform. Isaac

Butt and. Parnel]. after him had proved their willingness in the

past to support every measure brought forward in Parliament for

the benefit of the working class or for the widening of their

liberties.4
4-

1. Davitt, eudalism, p.444.

2. Moody, "Michael Davitt and the British Labout Movement",
0 p .cit, pp. 62-3.

3. Times, 4 January 1883.

4. Davitt, Feudalism, p.446.
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Davitt felt that in. this way Ireland would serve not only

the interests of labour but also the interests of nationalism.

He stood, wrote his biographer F. Sheehy Skeffington, "for the

harmonising of democracy and nationality" •1 By undertaking the

burden of representing working people now, Home Rule would

assuredly reap the reward when a Labour Government came to

power. Davitt in fact went further than this. He subsequently

argued that Ireland could. achieve Home Rule only with the assist-

ance of the British working classes. 2 It was through the

emancipation of British Labour that emancipation would come to

Ireland. With working men alone lay the power of restoring to

countries like Irelandtheir independence and of granting them free

development:

"You who have been excluded by the privileged classes from
practical. politics, have yet a living principle of justice
and equity storing in your hearts and you will not sacrifice
them to party spirit and intolerable faction. It is you
now who can decide the long quarrel of the two nations and
adjust all the wrongs of the Irish by restoring them their
national freedom."

As the working class was the "lifeblood" of the nation, it would

neither tolerate oppression at home nor imperialism abroad.3

Davitt'a focus was essentially universal not partisan. His

concern for the welfare of the Irish people always spilled over

into a concern for people at large. A Welsh historian, Dr. K. 0.

1. D.N.B. Vol. I, 1912, p.478.

2. Moody, "Michael Davitt and the British Labour Movement",
o.cit, p.53.

3. Undated address by Michael Davitt to "Fellow Working Men",
among collection of Davitt Pa pers in the National Library of
Ireland (Dublin), Ms 2159.
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Morgan, has called him a "Sooial Democrat - folk nationalist".1

On the other hand, Frank Hugh O'Donnell remembered him less as a

hybrid and more as a Lancashire radical with "Hiberriian varnish",

maintaining that he "lacked the very conception of nationality".2

Certainly, if his first loyalty was to Irish self-government,

Davitt was never just a nationalist. 	 He was convinced from

early life that the "thorough-going regeneration of government and.

society" in Ireland and throughout the world must rest on a

socialist basis. 3 There was never for Davitt one path to Irish

freedom. In his time he was to tread several - he had been a

Fenian, was an advocate of agrarian revolution, and was to become

a Member of Parliament. Always his concern was to extend the

field of combat. From 1882 onwards, he was associated with many

causes in the name of "justice and equity": with BritiBh Labour,

with the defence of Scottish crofters, with Boer Independence,

with an "amnesty" investigation into Russian pogroms. Significantly,

the "young visionaries of Cyniru Fydd" turned not to Parnell but to

Davitt as "the very personification of 'widening the area of

agitation' beyond Ireland", to draw upon the Irish experience.4

Completing Davitt's interventionist programme was thp proposal

to allocate an Irish seat to Dadabhai Naoroji, "a thoroughly

1. K. 0. Morgan, Wales in British Politics 1688-1922, Cardiff
1963, p.70.

2. O'Donnell, Historvi, i p.372; ii, p.27.

3. D.N.B. Vol., I, 1912, p.479.

4. Morgan, o p .cit., pp.69-70.
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representative" Indian, "well known" to Parnell and. to many Home Rulers.

As President of the London Indian Society and. leading exponent of the

"Drain Theory", Naoroji was a prominent spokesman in Britain of

political reforms in India. 1 The two possibly met through H.M.

Hyndman, who was well—acquainted with both of them. Hyndman, in The

Record of an Adventurous Life, referred to Davitt as his "close and.

intimate friend". 2 Having studied the Irish land crisis first—hand,'

Hyndman had no hesitation in joining the Land Leagtie and became the one

English member to sit on the executive of its British branch. 4 Three

of the main planks of the Democratic Federation, which he fouided,

interestingly enough included adult suffrage, land. nationalisation, and

legislative independence for Ireland. 5 Also, as a student of Indian

economics and as a critic of the British Administration in India 6 though

not of the British influence, 7 Hyndman was in this same period in

"constant consultation" with Naoroji, 8 	Hi discovery that India was

H. P. Nasani, Dadabhai Naoroii, PPe 97, 129f, 211f.

K. N. Kyndman, The Record of an Adventurous Life, London 1911, pp.2,
225.

See C, Tsuzuki, H. N. Ey-xdman and British Socialism. Qxford 1961,
pp • 28-40.

Hynimkn, o p.cit. p.255 Tauzuk]., ibid. p.44.

Tsuzuki, ibid. p.41.

See Lytton to Cranbrook, 14 November 1878, Lytton Papers, Nsa Eur.
E.218, 518/3.

Hyndmml , "The Ban]crtx ptcv of India", op.cit., p.607.

Jiasani, o p .cit., pp.197-201.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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economically exploited, that her famines were man-made and. perennial1,

made him a firm advocate of decentralised. government and Indian rep-

resentation2. Naoroji himself was beginning to think in terms of

a parliamentary career and was sounding out the chances of securing

a constituency. Davitt, of course, was in no position to offer him

an Irish one, but he had. Parnell'a ear and was enthusiastic about

"giving a direct voice in the House of Commons to countless numbers

of British subjects who were ruled despotically and taxed. without

votes". Such a sacrifice would. reflect to Ireland's credit and must

surely convince the enemies of Home Rule, that even when there was no

Irish business under consideration, they would gain nothing by the

gag in Westnii.nster or by the "state of emergency" in Ireland. Like

T. P. O'Connor, Davitt thought it an opportune moment to execute

O'Donnell' a plan of "making the affairs and government of India an

Irish concern" - after the nrnnfler of the Home Rule campaign against

flogging3 . Naoroji's presence in the Parnellite camp, therefore,

would not only strengthen Ireland's position at Westminster as the

legitimate voice of stifled nationalism, but consummate the new

politics of internationalism. As Davitt pointed. out in a lecture

at Clerkenwell on 23 October 1882, India and Ireland alone of the

countries subject to England were virtually ruled outside the British

constitution.4

1. Hyndmrn, "The Bankru ptcy of India op.cit.,pp.585-608.

2. Hyntimni, "B].eedin,g to Death", in Nineteenth Century, Vol. 8, 1880,
pp.157-76. Hynd.man's ideal solution in the circumstances was for
some form of self-government under British supervision.

3. Davitt, Feudalism, p.447.

4. Times, 24 Ootober 1882.
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Parnell's reaction was initially favourable. He was "very much

taken" by the prospect of foisting an Indian Home Ruler on the House

of Commons, but asked for a fortnight to consider Davitt's scheme as

a whole. In the event, Davitt was deprived through imprisonment of

Parne].l's answer until June. On his release he was informed that the

plan "would not be completely understood in Ireland", and "might

possibly lead to trouble within the party". 1 The whole issue had

been debated in his absence over consideration of the less far-

reaching though equally controversial blueprint of Fraiik Hugh O'Donnell

Like Davitt's, O'Donnell's scheme also stipulated an interventionist

programme and an Indian alliance. Unlike his, it was concerned less

with furthering the cause of social democracy in Britain as a pre-

requisite for self-government, than with transforming the party into

a powerful instrument of anti-imperialism, capable of rendering Home

Rule an irresistible force throughout the empire. With Davitt,

parliamentarianism was to play a support role; with O'Donnell, it was

the kernel of his strategy. Davitt envisaged the party as simply

the springboard to launch revolutionary ideas; O'Donnell aimed to

provide it with a machinery which would erihnce its knowledge and

increase its effectiveness. There was also divergence in the mode

of creating a parliamentary outlet for Indian nationalism. Davitt

revived the project of direct access rejected in 1878, and since

abandoned by O'Donnell as "impracticable" 2. The latter now argued

the case for indirect agency by the Irish party itself, an honest

and committed broker for all txirepresented peoples throughout the

empire. Davitt supported Naoroji's candidature because of what it

1. Davitt, Feudalism, p.447.

2. O'Donnell, H.story, ii, p.429.
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might symbolise; O'Donnell pleaded internationalism to increase the

status of Irish statesmanship. The influence Ireland might derive,

irrespective of the good she might promote, from speaking as

accredited agent of Indian nationalist opinion, matched if it did

not outweigh the immediate impact of sponsoring the first Indian

Member of Parliament.

Despite such differences in emphasis and detail, it is possible

to discern a broad understanding between Davitt and O'Donnell.

Evidence suggests that they were 'bed-fellows' no matter how strange,

that they were working along similar lines rather than at cross

purposes. Was it purely coincidence that they both advocated in

the space of a month active policies which featured coalition with

India? O'Donnell's assurance, that Davitt was a man whom he "could

not possibly take as a co-worker in an y national movement", 1 has

the ring of experience, and the hint of involvement in other than the

cause of Ireland. Indeed, Davitt stood unusually and consistently

high in ODnfle1g estimation, despite these and. other reservations

about his misguided socialism and simplistic nostrums:

"Mr. Davitt was by far the most honourable man among leading
Parnellites and Land Leaguers with whom I evei' bad to do."

Again, he was described as "a man who loved truth, who loved

humAnity", and. who was "wonderfully honest". 3 These judnents

withstood the blight of seldom generous disillusionment.

1. O'Donnell, ii, p.27.

2. pe245e

3. i.• j;d• p.22.
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Davitt's attitude to O'Donnell is equally revealing. When

the latter ostentatiously uit the party in 1884, publicly

denouncing the "imposture" of Parnellism, Davitt advised him that

people in Ireland were unlikely "to admit that they had been taken

in so hugely, or that so little had been done for all the sacrifices

made during the last four years"; an "illuminating" admission and

an unlikely gesture from a political, adversary 1 . When Dungarvan,

at the constituency level, soon afterwards began to voice doubts

about O'Donnell's ability to represent them, it was Davitt who

communicated to the Town Commissioners the hope that "he would never

hear them saying one word " against their Member.2 	 The point

might be made that Davitt sought to promote unity and to strangle

discord at its source; O'Donnell's penchant for responding to

criticism in kind was fau3. Yet Davitt himself was careless of

this consideration when he knowingly swam against the tide of

party thinlc{ng and continued to advocate land. nationalisation.

At Dro9beda on 15 April 1884 he was sternly reprimanded by Parnell

for risking "serious disunion". 3 Clearly Davitt shared most of

O'Donnell's irritation for the type of "moderation" that appeared

to sanction the "quiet life at Westminster". His remark that

O'Donnell had "created a flutter in the parliamentary dovecote" was

less a reproach than a commendation: "People will agree with mostly

all you say and condemn you for having said it."4

1. Davitt to O'Donnell, n.d. 1884, quoted in History 1, pp.372-.3.

2. Extract from Cork Examiner in Nation, 26 July 1884.

3. Freeman's Journal, 16 April 1884.

4. Lavitt to O'Donnell, n.d. 1884, op.cit.
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Henry Harrison baa suggested that Parnoll's "moderation" in

the post-Kilmainhaia period, was also calculated "to hold the Liberals

to electoral reform, without discrimination against Iro].and". 	 This

consideration was dominant in Davitt'a thinking as has been seen.

But he believed that franchise reform could be secured. more definit-

ely by accelerating agitation, not by slowing it down. After the

rebuff to "activism" both Davitt and O'Donnell were left out in the

cold, the former temporarily, the latter permanently. Significantly,

it was Davitt, who at the turn of the oentury,deepite describing

O'Donnell to William O'Brien as an "eternal mischief maker" and

"scandal monger", offered to get him "back to Irish politics tomorrow",
2

provided he renounced his "feudalism" • 	 His old. colleague in the

Land League, Andrew Kettle, had eince "fallen under the influence

of Crank O'Donnell" whom he believed "to be the man of our time".3

1. Harrison, Parnell. Jose ph Chamberlain and Mr. Garvi, p.86.

2. Davitt to V. O'Brien, n.d.. 1899?, Davitt Collection, I'1a914.

3. .ibid..
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III Professor of ?4en and Nations

O'Donnell did not show his hand until after Davitt's arrest

and Parnell's summons to the party to consider policy for 1883.

Although it was widely rumoured that Parnell had every intention of

occupying a "considerable share of the session" and was prepared to

attack the government on the Crimes Act "all along the line", O'Donnell

was reluctant to take the outcome of the meeting on trust. 1 In a

letter to the Freeman's Journal on 12 February, he announced his

intention of moving at the first opportunity for the radical change

in the constitution of the party. Hitherto, he wrote, its organisa-

tion had been "simply a chaos" and the need for streamlining was

desperate. Since the last general elections Rome Rulers had fallen

back into "the old exploded system" of bothering only with Irish

affairs, respectfully retiring to the reading room or to the smoking

room when English land tenure or E rptian bombardment or Indian gaol

starvation came under discussion. As the first Home Rule Conference

of 1873 had been told, Englishmen would never be impressed with a

"vestryman" policy. So long as Irish representatives submissively

refrained from coming out of their "Irish shell", they could always

be "bottled up" and "stoppered down" by majorities and gags. On

the other hand, they could never be silenced or suppressed if they

were determined to defend right and avenge wrong in every sphere of

British administration. O'Donnell conceded that it would be difficult

if not impossible for the same Irish member to deal with every class of

cueation which might come before him in the discharge of this duty.

But he could see no reason why the Irish Parliamentary party should

not resolve the problem by dividing itself into specialist committees

1. Times, 12 February 1883.
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or "miniatris " to correspond with actual departments of Government.

By such reconstruction, they oouLd easily make every branch of the

imperial legislature the subject of Irish scrutiny. 1 O'Donnell was

recommending no less than the formation of a parallel shadow Government.

If the Freeman's Journal showed no reaction, the Nation gave the

scheme careful thought, perceiving that two distinct leading considera-

tion.s were involved: first, whether it would be good for Ireland

that the Rome Rule party should "plunge" into matters concerning

the relations of the British empire with colonies and foreign

nations; and second, supposing the answer to be in the affirmative,

whether O'Donnell's was the most practical way of giving effect to

the idea. It concluded that a policy of active interference in

English and imperial affairs was indeed the "best way of making

Irish discontent with the Union felt", not alone in Parliament but

throughout the British Isles. "Many a time and oft" it had urged

such a course of action in its columns. Nonetheless, it felt

obliged to negative the second proposition. The party, with its

present numbers and obvious limitations, was not only too small

for the work cut out for it, but had to labour under disadvantages

unknown to British parliamentarians. Home Rulers unfortunately

were not millionaires and were more like part-time politicians.2

As the agenda was overloaded with conventional business, O'Donnell

was denied the opportunity to raise his motion at the party meeting

on 14 February. However, the decision neither to re-elect the

1.	 Journal, 12 February 1883.

2.	 ation, 17 February 1883.
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parliamentary committee nor to defer its election to a 8et date,

would suggest that some reorganisation of party management was

contemplated.	 The 19th February was given over entirely to the

consj4eratJ. of O'Donnell's plan. The proceedinbs were not reported,

but O'Donnell dropped several hints in Parliament inurediate].y after-

bards, which indicated a new-found confidence. 2 Brushing aside

llartington's warning that until Ireland behaved herself nothing further

would be done to remove her discontent, O'Donnell retorted that Irish

resolve to end Fnglish rule was increasing all the time:

"So far from the Irish nation having exhausted
one-fiftieth part of constitutional agencies
already at its disposal, they were only at the
beginning of the formation and the organiBation
of the resources and power of the Irish race."

This was less a boast than notice that Ireland was on the threshold

of applying new and more Bophisticated forms of pressure. Secondly,

O'Donnell claimed that the Irish race would stand by Parnell's

"last-link" speech, 3 even himself, although he had been accused by

"Borne warm" Irish nationalists of being "too imperial in his views."

Admittedly, he would prefer to make the House of Commons an "Imperial

Chamber", and the representative not only of England, ecot1and and

Ireland, but of Australia, of Canada, of misgoverned India, and of

everyone of the dependencies of the British empire, if it were at

1.. Times, 15 February 1883. Twenty-two Home Rulers answered the
summons.

2. Freeman's Journal, 20 February 1883. Nineteen Home Rulers,
virtually a full Parnellite complement, attended: Barry, Biggar,
Byrne, Corbet, Kenny, Lalor, Leamy, !4arum, McCarthy, McCoan,
?letge, O'Brien W., A. O'Connor, O'Donnell, O'Kelly, O'Sullivan,
Parnell, R. Power, Sullivan.

3. Hansard, Vol.276, 20 February 1883, Col.451.
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all possible. Whilst Ireland. remained enslaved, however, this could

only be a fool's dream.1

Nothing was definitely decided at the meeting,which was adjourned

until the following week. As it turned out it was adjourned for

much lotiger. "The strange streak of luck which had 80 long favoured

Parnell", writes Dr. O'Brien, " and of which he never failed to make

effective use", intervened again to preserve his reputation "with

two providential attacks." 2 In as serious a charge as could be made

against another Member of Parliament, W.E. Foreter inculpated Parnell

in the Phoenix Park murders. 3 The Irish leader's response was to

wrap himself in a contemptuous silence, denying the right of his

Fnglish accusers to judge him. 4 Ireland went "almost wild with joy",5

and Parnell was restored as the symbol of Irish rebellion. A

testimonial on his behalf realised a staggering	 Even

O'Donnell could "scarce forbear to cheer", having, as he claimed,

devised the tactics of "scornful defiance" for Parnell, who became

almost the companion of old. 7 No sooner had this storm passed over,

1. Hansard, otctt., 21 February 1883, Cols.533-4.

2. C.C. O'Brien, p .cit., p.85.

3. llansard, o p .cit., 22 February 1883, Cola.607-34.

4. Ibid., 23 February 1883, Cola.716-25. See also Annual Register,
1883, pp.39-49.

5. O'Donnell, History, ii, p.148.

6. Annual Register, 1883, p.201.

7. O'Donnell, o p .cit., pp.147-8. Dr. O'Brien thinks O'Donnell's
claim improbable; yet the rest of the party urged Parnel]. to
reply to Forster "on the instant". See R.B. 	 Parnell,

ii, p.8.
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than the Parnellite movement was beeed from Rome. An "angry

message" from the Vatican commanded the Irish bishops and priests

to discountenance the "tribute" to Parnell and to break-off all

association with the National League. The "Roman letter", thought

to have been inspired from England, resulted in an emphatic repudiation

of papal interference in Irish politics. The clergy did not obey

the call and the press upheld Farnell's authority. Against this

background of Lnglish "conspiracy", the need to rejuvenate confidence

in the movement by radical action,in the form suggested either by

Davitt or by O'Donnell, became less urgent.

'hile O'Donnell ensured that his scheme was not lost sight of

in the emergçncy, Farne].l appeared nevertheless to drag his feet.

At Glasgow on 19th March, O'Donnell argued that Forster's defamation

of Farnell necessitated more than ever the organisation of the Irish

race. An Irish Bureau of Information at Paris, for example, might

"strike down English falsehoods" before they were spread over the

Continent. "Let the Irish ally themselves with the champions of every

good cause", and "when occasion demanded become the mouthpiece of the

wronged of €very nation." This proposal was "heartily endorsed", 1 and

the Nation proceeded to hound parliamentary absentees. 2 Still nothing

was done, and on 2 April in a moment of acute frustrationO'Donuefl fell

back on shock tactics; if the party did not respond to argument, it

might be bestirred by disclosure. In a provoking letter to the Freeman's

Journal he out1ined the "prerequisitee"of an Irish parliamentary

policy: "it was high time" that the Irish people be told "some home

truths" about the real situation. Home Rulers, O'Donnell wrote,

1. Nation, 24 Narch 1883; Times, 20 ?larch 1883.

2. Nat1oi, 10 ?4arch, 21 April 1883.
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lacked the "elementary requirements" of practical. politic8 and of

national dignity and honour. They could not even lay claim to

pOsees8ing a conference room, a library of ordered information,

a register of Irish statistics, a file of the national journals, a

secretary to aid them to check a reference, or a clerk to transact

the manual part of their mulliferious correspondence. Yet they were

expected "to do so much and to know so much, to be up early and up

late", to answer "inquiries from all sides" and to handle "requests

from all quarters." Little wonder, he concluded, that up to now

Irish policy had amounted to "the fluctuating impulses of a collec.-

tion of Irish members, without allies, without division of labour,

without knowledge of the weak points of the enemy, without any

regular supply of information, without orgaxiisation."1

O'Donnell's outburst was not calculated to win friends, but the

sudden resignation of Arthur O'Connor and Richard Power as Whips on

16 April2 indicated that his disquiet about the way the party

being run was shared. O'connor and Power had never liked the soft—

peddling tactics implied in the "treaty", and felt that they were

failing in their duty by not being "perpetually engaged in hostilities

with the Government or with the House." 3 Arthur O'Connor, therefore,

reinforced O'Donnell's call for change. 4 At the weekly meeting of

the party on 8 May, he moved "that in order to utilise the resources,

and render effective the efforts of the party, it Lwa] necessary

1. Freeman's Journal, 2 April 1883; Nation, 7 April 1883.

2. Times. 17, 18 April 1883.

3. Nation, 4 November 1882.

4. Freeman's Journal, 3, 4 Nay 1883.
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that some systematic plan of action should be adopted and carried out

embracing all the members of the party, and extending to all parlia-

mentary work, whether relating to Ireland or not." Essentially,

this was a revival of O'Donnell's motion, though modified to make

it "more acceptable to the great body of the party." O'Connor's

object like O'Donnell's was to extend Irish influence to "all question..

of general interest." The result was that three sub—committees were

formed - specialising on the Estimates, on foreign and colonial

affairs, and on the local affairs of' Great Britain - to "advise"

the party on appropriate action in each of these fields. Biggar,

Harrington, Kenny, Mayne and Arthur O'Connor were delegated to the

Estimates committee; and Leany, McCarthy, . O'Brien, O'Donnell and

O'ICelly were given the imperial "portfolio". The composition of

the third coznnittee was reserved until after the Whitsuntide recess.1

The new machinery was heralded in Ireland, not only as a "new

departure" in party organisation, but a "complete innovation in

parliamentary history." Hitherto, no matter how influential a party

might have been in the Commons, the only "regular criticism" of

departmental business bad been conducted exclusively under the

direction of the "legitimate" Opposition. Now, however, it was in

the power of the Home Rule party as well to address itself 'systematica1ly"

to "the performance of such matters." 2 O'Donnell, it would seem, had

won the battle.

1. It was formed on 28 May by MoKenna, Sexton, ILealy, T.P. O'Connor
and T.D. Sullivan. Freeman's Journal, 29 Play 1883.

2. Ibid., 8 May 1883; Pall Mall. Gazette, 8 Play 1883; Times, 8 May
1883.
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Yet,	 important as this victory was, its fulfilment was linked

to the creation of a "Pan-Indian Union", part two of O'Donnell's

"plan de bitaille". O'Donnell had toyed with the possibility of

uniting India in a "national bond of brotherhood" as far back as

1875,1 but following his fruitless interview with Salisbury about

the Indian lvii Service, 2 he "pressed" the proposition onto Ganendra

ohun agore "with added earnestness". Tagore hesitated at first,

dou ting the readiness of his countrymen for such an ambitious

venture.	 But on being skown the 1878 initiative of the British

Indian seociation setting out the terms of an Indo-Hibernian

alliance, 3 Tagore's reservation melted away: "from that moment",

O'Donn 11 wrote, "Mr. Mohun Tagore devoted himself to the realisation

of our idea with all the patient resolution of a strong and deliberate

nature."4 Over the next three years they worked necessarily alone

and in secrecy, O'Donnell providing the outline, Tagore filling in

the details. Great care was taken to avoid "premature disclosure"

and therefore " remature misrepresentation" - "too much talk" had

brought the 1875 experiment "to grief." 5 To those Indians whom

O'Donnell met at Collington Gardens,iensington, Tagore's residence,

national confederacy was represented as being within the law and in

no way a menace to the Raj. O'Donnell claims that he saw en two

occasions, for example, at Tagore's and at the London Indian Society,

1. See Chapter Two, section two, pp.86-7.

2. ee Chapter Five, section three, p.271.

3. ee Chapter Three, section three, pp.157-8.

4. O'Donnell, History , ii, pp.423-3l.

5. Indian Mirror, 29 March 1883. (See extract from Indian Soectator).
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a quartet of high-caste plenopotentiaries who had come direct from

eetern India aM the Deccan. In this way, 	 knowledge of the

DonnellTagore proposals was spread informally and discreetly.

Certainly, neither the press nor the India Office received the slightest

inkling of what was afoot. The second precaution was ti leave all

"public" appeals to Indian sentiment to O'Donnell alone. He suspected

that "the immovable complacency of Whitehall" looked on him as a

visionary and thus harmless.1

Indeed, it was "the vision of the Eastern continent being led

by the Western Island", that inspired him to promote the development

of Indian nationalism. Even when Butt and Parnell shattered that

dream there remained "the realisation of leadership by a Western man."2

Salisbury's snub to Irish youth, real or imagined, was less the motiva-

tion than the cue for O'Donnell to adopt the role of nation-builder.

At the very time that the Land League began to dominate Irish politics,

involvement with India filled an occupational gap as well as a

psychological need. O'Donnell recalled that instead of "grinding

the ABC of parliamentary intervention into the uninfonned minds of

a half-illiterate squire [Parnell] and a Belfast bacon-merchant [Biggar],

he was to "direct the aspirations and aid the intelligence of the most

intellectual and. philosophic body of patriotic statesmen wkom any

man could meet in the most intellectual era of Italian history." In

his estimation, the Indians he walked with and spoke to embodied

something of "the world-wide craft of Venice" and "the smooth deter-

mination of Rome." Thwarted in Ireland O'Donnell sought expression

through India:

1. O'Donnell, Histpry, ii, pp.432-5.

2. Ibid., p.429.
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"I was now back to my old post of Professor
of Orgaxiisation to men and nations 'who, for
one reason or another, had a quarrel with the
British Constitution."1

It was simply not enough to succeed Pawoett; O'Donnell wanted to

outdo !4azzini.

In December 1832, O'Donnell and Tagore adjudged the time ripe

to enlist the opinion of India, not only because all the preliminary

steps had been taken, but also because Ireland was particularly

amenable to innovation. The proposals first appeared in the Bena1ee

of 30 December 1882, and subsequently in other leading journals, in

the form of a letter from O'Donnell to an anonymous correspondent.

Any community seeking redress of grievances, O'Donnell explained, had.

to make application to the ultimate authority - Parliament - through

the correct procedure - constitutional agitation. Down to the

present India bad failed to do this, and friendly Members of Parliament

were forced to dredge for information "slowly and imperfectly" by

their own "unaided exertions.' 'vThat was required tnere!om was

intelligent self—help. India had to organise a "Constitutional

Reform Association" in such a way that it could place, "with the

least possible delay and with the utmost weight of evidence and

authority", any complaint before a committee of English and Irish

friends willing to argue the case • Such a body might be established

on the following basies

Firsts	 the most "intelligent and distinguished" men from

all pa:ts of India should have a band in its formation.

Seconds a web of local branches should connect with all the

capitals.

1.	 O'Donnell, History, ii, p.431.
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Thirdi a central executive council should supervise and

keep in constant communication with all these local

centres and with an overseas arm in the very seat

of empire.

Fourth: the London office should fulfil all the functions of

an information bureau and clearing-house.

Not only was this London "depository of Indian intelligence", occupying

"handsome apartnnts commodiously situated", designed to resemble an

embassy, 1 but in the early stages at least was to direct operations.

O'Donnell felt that England had to be the centre of the movement

until it had taken firm root in India,2

The respoe from India was encouraging. O'Donnell triumphantly

recalled that the air between Lahoro and Madras resounded with the

"beautiful harmony of praise." 3 Most newspapers urged "nationally

minded men" to act on O'Donnell's advice unreservedly. The Indian

Mirror, the Hindoo Patriot and the Madras Hindu called on existing

X Assooiation8 /1nunediately "join hands" and to sink their local

jealousies in the work of union. 4 In the meantime, suggested the

!'irrpr, the first "useful service" public bodies like the Indian and

British Indian Associations of Calcutta, the Sarvajanik Sabha of Poona,

the Madras Native Association, and the East India Association of Bombay,

1. Bena1ee, 30 December 1882; Indian ?irror, 14 January 1883.

2. O'Donnell, History, ii, p.439.

3. Ibj., p.438. See extracts from various native journals quoted
in Voice of India, February 1883.

4. Indian Mirror, 25 January, 2 February 1883; Hindoo Patriot,
quoted in O'Donnell, History , ii p.437; Hindu, 18 January
1883 quoted in Indian Mirror, 25 January 1883.
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might perform would be to place themselves "in direct communication"

with O'Donnell

"it is time for us to prove by our actions that
we are making good our claim to be treated as a
free people. Let us cast away the things of
our political childhood, and establish, by con-
certed action, our rea8onable right to be releaaed
from the leading strings by which we are now heldt

£he Hindu of Nadras, according to Dr. Anil heal, came closest to

anticipating the future Congress, if only in name. 2 The plan it

liked best, was one that it believed had been maturing under the

direction of the Indian Association; namely a "national congress"

held annually in Delhi or some other central citys

"If a similar meeting of native gentlemen be not
considered practicable, we do not see why the
Assoôiationa that have been started in several
important towns throughout the country cannot
arrange to depute delegates to meet in a central
place. They can devise a scheme of perpetual
constitutional agitation, and thereby provide
a means of bringing the united Indian public
opinion to the notice of Government or Parliament
in a manner the force of which it will be impossible
for the Anglo-Indian or the Lnglish public to
mistake."3

Not surprisingly, it was the editor of the Hindu whom O'Donnell singled

out for the "extent of his information and the acuteness of his

suggestions." The "lengthy and admirably written letters" he

received from this source, were of the standard of "real State papers."

Both the editors of the Hindu and the Indian Mirror (Narendra Nath Sen),

it would appear, were part of the network of "affiliates" in communica-

tion with T gore.4

1. Indian Mirror, 2 February 1883.

2. Seal, ot.cit., p.258; B.B. ?ajumdar, o.cjt., pp.153, 177-9.

3. Hindu, 18 January 1883.

4. O'Donnell, oi.cit., p.438. See Indian Mirrot, 24 February 1883.
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The Bengalee was "disposed to think" that if the people of India

"Bet to work to carry out the principles laid down by Mr. O'Donnell",

they would "lay the solid foundations of their political regeneration":

9r. O'Donnell simply repeats the valuable
lessons taught by the history of the civilised
V.eSt, when he says that all agitation of the
kind recommended by him is the sure panacea
for the evils besettin at the present hour
the Government of India."

It was less convinced about the need to form a new association in

London, and suggested that either the East India Association or the

Indian Society should take up the work O'Donnell proposed. 1 Privately,

Surendranath Banerjea instructed his London editor to use his influence

with the Raja Rampa]. Singh to secure the offices of the Indian Society.2

Banerjea's efforts to deputise an accredited Society reflected his

concern to retain the centre of gravity in India:

"Here is our battlefield; here the stern fight
must be fought out; here pu'blic opinion must
be prepared and nurtured; and then, but not till
then, should we seek to awaken the sympathies
of the English people."

O'Donnell had. stipulated all along that they must not arouse

suspicion at the India Office by initiating "revolutionary changes".

Re agreed that if a new organisation were started, "officials might

s5ream of a formidable band of Indians sailing from London or Liverpool

in a specially chartered vessel for the conquest of Hindusan."3

On 12 January 1883, O'Donnell, McCarthy and Arthur O'Connor, 4 were

1. Pengajee, 30 December 1882.

2. O'Donnell, p cit., pp.444-5n.

3. Bengalee, 10 March 1883; Indian rirror, 3 March 1863.

4. O'Connor sent his apologies. See Freeman's Journai, 30 April
1683.
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invited to address a general meeting of the Indian Society t the

Inns of Court Hotel, Holborn. O'Donnell elucidated the letter he

had written to India and suggested that the Society set up a small

working committee to fulfil the function of liaisorL between the

Indian people and their parliamentary friends. Composed on a

national basis, its members as far as possible representing the

several divisions of India, it should meet every week after the

Indian Mail to translate, compress and catalogue all the news

into a manageable and authentic record of public opinion. If

conducted reasonably, O'Donnell assured, this work would be only

the beginning of a "mighty movement":

"The Indian Intelligence Committee will gradually
draw to itself the leading thoughts of India,
and form a federation of the Indian nations by
helping the different sections of the Indian
people to rally round the banner of emancipation."

Justin McCarthy also pledged his allegiance to the venture. While

he did not etend to have an equal knowledge with O'Donnell on

Indian questions, he said that he had been struck during his parlia-

mentary career by the practical advantage of Home Rulers raising

them. Not only did they find the "same misgovernment and mis-

understanding" as prevailed in Ireland, but they were, moreover,

"perfectly independent", incorruptible by "power, place or pension."1

It was reported in the Indian Mirror that O'DonneU's speech produced

a "very marvellous effect" on the audience and that a "wave of

awakened life" was breaking over the community of Indians in London.2

1.	 Ben p1ee, pv.cit.

2, Indian Mirror, 15, 17 February 1883.
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A start was formally made a short time later at Tagore's house,

Wit i due ceremony, it was resolved to launch the "scheme of Constj-.

tutjtonal Association", first by communicating to distant "constituents"

by letter what had taken place that day, and secondly by implementing

the Indian Society's motion to form a "National Representative

Committee" in London. O'Donnell, who was the only European present

among the 300 Indians forming in character a "great representative

parliament", was "moved with no common emotion" as he looked "into

the eyes of those chosen ministers" sent to aid his work. "As a

matter of fact", he wrote, "there was a constant stream of letters,

kept up for many months to all parts of India."'

In ?4arch an official Circular apprised India of the existence

of the National Representative Committee, 2 describing in broad terms

the duties it might perform end appealing for a regular supply of

information and funds. From its peculiar position in the metropolis

of the British empire, it was stressed that the N.R.C. would satisfy

the "long—felt requirement" of systematically bringing cases of

injustice to the notice of the "supreme tribunal"

"India has seen the formation of hundreds of
societies and Associations on her own 8oil;
but the Indian Society has been the first
attempt at a political organisation by the
natives of India in the land of their rulers."'

It would therefore mark, the Circular prophesied, "a new and important

epoch in the political history of India." Here was not just another

O'Donnell, OteCit. pp.440-45.

Henceforth referred to as the N.R.C.

Indian I&trror, 17 !4aroh 1883; Ben galee, 24 I'Iarch 1853;
hindpo Patriot, 2 April 1883.
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sectional pressure group protecting the vested interests of a certain

class or caste. The "interests and welfare of every Indian",

whether prince or pea8ant, would be p onioted equally.

,ithin a few weeks the N.R.C. had established itself on an

jntitutiOfll basis. A Prospectus, which it issued in early April,

set out in detail the provisions of a draft constitution. A

"representative" Committee of nine was named, 1 the stimulation of

public opinion in and out of Parliament defined as its function,

and the means of attaining the redress of Indian grievances - its

ultimate aim - formulated under five proposals:

"I	 To open communication with such Associations
as at present exist .n India.

II To organise new Associations in connection
with themselves in all parts of India.

III To collect from the above mentioned Associations,
and all other authentio sources, information
and facts regarding the grievances of the
people of India.

IV To communicate the information and facts, so
collected, to these 1embers of Parliament
who will assist the Committee by frequently
raising Indian questions in Parliament, and
to watch the fate of those questions as they
pass through Parliament.

V	 To publish the results obtained front Parliament,
and take such other steps in England, as well
as in India in furtherance of Indian reforms
as may be expedient or necessary."

While most of these arrangements were already known in outline, some

new provisions emerged. A complete report on grievances concerning

1. Chairrntn g Raja Razupa3. Singh; Vice-Chairmans Haniid Au Khan;
Hon. Secretary: Dr. Rajani K. Ssn Assistant Secretary:
Satya PrasaLi inha Auditors Jitendra 1ath Bannerji;
Co-Members: Ayalant Govindan, Adhar Sing Gour, C. Venkata Narasu,
Radnikaram Dhekial Phukan.
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Administration, ?unicipa]. government, T xation and Expenditure,

Echcation, Commerce and Trade, Indian States, and Law and Justice,

was to be prepared monthly for public information. In addition,

the N.R.C. contemplated starting a journal of its own, to contain

among other things, a full account of its activities. S ould it

be found necessary in particular cases, the N.R.C. was prepared to

send delegates to India to undertake investigations in person.

r he Prospectus concluded with a declaration of principles. The

"general welfare of the Indian nation" would be promoted "lwave

1 gal and constitution means." 	 Partisanship of any kind was

strongly disavowed. The N.R.C. promised to keep well clear of all

party politics in ngland. and all party interests in India:

"It would elcoine aid and sympathy from
Members of Parliament whatever their party
affili tion, and it would equally consult	 1
the interests of the entire Indian community."

The germ of Congress had been planted; of this there can be

little doubt. Indians much more than the Irish were prepared to

listen to O'Donnell and to some extent to be coaxed by him. Since

1880 there had been several efforts to form a united organisation,

and the tendency as growing stronger all the time to pursue activities

at an all—India level. Whether the plant would have flowered under

laboratory conditions, however, as it did. under the stimulus of

racial animosity, is another matter altogether. O'Donnell hoped

to nurture Indian nationalism without fuss and without arousing

suspicion that it was some vile Irish vegetation. The principle

of "accessibility" was written into the constitution of the N.R.C.

on his insistence. Yet, personally, just as he saw Home Rulers

as the "natural spokesmen" of unrepresented nationalities, 80 he

1. Indian Mirror, 7 April 1883; Benalee, 14 April 1883.
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believed they were also destined to be their political inatructors.

If Congress was to have a patron, better that he were an Irishman

than an t'nglishman. 	 What O'Donnell could not foresee, however,

was the change of political atmosphere in India brought about by

the "Jhite Mutiny'.



chapter xi

Congres3 and the Iriah Contribution
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On 2 February 1883 the "Ilbert" Bill, was published, which removed

the race disqualification from Indian judges in the ofussi1, and gave

them limited jurisdiction over Europeans. While the Bill affirmed

no new principle and was not a blank cheque for Indians to sit in

judgment over white men and white women, it unleashed a ferocious

"Anglo-Indian" attack on the Viceroy and an hyBterical outburst

against the "Babus". 1' Not that European hosti1it'- was directed

at this measure alone; it was merely the focus of the storm that

lashed the whole of Ripon's liberalising policy. 2 For several years,

the fear had been building up among the non-official classes that the

Government had gone soft, that creeping indianisation threatened the

stability of the Raj itself and foreshadowed their doom. The traumatic

lessons of the Mutiny had evidently been forgotten or were being

ignored. As J.H. Branson, one of the leaders of this agitation,

put it, the Hindus were "a subject race with a profound hatred of

their subjugators." 3 In rigland, James Fitzjames Stephen decried

the utter folly of "8hifting the foundations" on which the British

Government of India rested. It was, he reminded the policy-makers,

"essentially an absolute government, founded not on consent but on

conquest." He could imagine no anomaly "more striking or so dangerous"

as its administration by men who sought "to apologise for their own

position" and who refused to uphold and support it.

1. ee Gopal, he Viceroygity of Lord Ri po, pp.113-166.

2. Ripon to imberley, 18 March 1883, Ri o Papers, B. • I. . 290/5,
quoted in Seal, op.cit., p.168. Ripon suspected that the Bill
wa really just "the excuse for the pr sent outbreak of feeling,
and not the main cause".	 ee h g1jsbin, 28 April 1883.

3. Eng1jshijan, 1 March 1883.

4. bee James Fitzjamea Stephen's letter to Times, 1 March 1883.
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Other critics of the Liberal policy in India portrayed Ripon and

Ilbert as the pioneers of an Indian Home H le party. Lord Lytton

decided that the "only intelligible motive" of his successor was to

spread to India that "restless, dissatisfied, and intolerant spirit"

called Radicalism) The Viceroy's "ostentatious disavowal" that the

improvement of administration was the main aim of his proposals and

his expressed hope that "the small beginnings of independent political

life" might be "fostered sedulously", were grasped by the Times as

proof of sinister interest. 2 "If the object of the Government was

to create a second Ireland", commented the t. James' Gazette, "they

could hardly go more directly to their end." 3 A correspondent to

the Enp1js}an compared the "English garrison of ioyal settlers" in

Ireland, which had been shamefully treated, with the same class in

Iidia. 4 .	 In short, the European community was thoroughly alerted

to the danger posed by the political advancement and combination of

educated Indians.

In Buch a climate of suspicion and rodomontade, O'Donnell's

sponsorship of the Jiational Representative Committee was interpreted

not as a brainless escapade, but as part of the general attempt to

embarrass the European and possibly to dethrone him. A covering

letter from 0' onnell, Blake and }etge, appended to its Prospectus,

did in fact promote the N.R.C. as a means of preserving and extending

the reforming influence of Lord lUpon and other "upright and honest

Englishmen", against the attacks of "a narrow-minded and into].erazit

class." Indians were no doubt aware, they said, that these "enemies

1. nsard, Vol.277, 9 April 1883, Col.1742.

2. ime , 10 pri]. 1883.

3	 Extract from t.Thmesb Gazette in Pioneer, 7 March 1883.

4. Englishman, 26 March 1883.
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of Indian constitutional rights" were determined to perpetuate "the

system of unjust exclusion" and were bent on sabotage. Already

they had launched an active campaign to poison British public opinion

against ord Ripon'8 policy. The letter urged Indians to arm them-

selves against the barrage of insinuation by supplying their par].ia-

mentary friends with genuine information and facts.1

At first, the Limes of India Beoffed at "irritable novices"

pouring out "a great deal of incoherent nonsense", 2 and the Pioneer

spoke of O'Donnell wasting his energies and abilities in so "profitless"

and de rading" a fashion. 3	he N.R.C. was put on a tar with the

debating club of St. George's Hospital in the influence it was

likely to exert on the Government; no more than an academic side-show.4

he Anglo-Indian press, however, was more disturbed by O'Donnell's

encouragement to Indian political agitation than it cared to admit.5

Indeed, it expended considerable effort	 run down the movement and

to subject O'Donnell to vicious personal abuse. 	 He was pilloried

a the "least n,lishman in the ouse of Commons" - a description

'Donnel]. would have endorsed wholeheartedly - as a "bumptio s

vuig nan" who corn med the characters of "mendicant arid bully."6

Forster's stin4ng back-han en that he could not "conceive any

sane nen, connected or bound together for any purpose, bador good,

1.. See Indian Mirror, 7 April 1583; Eindoo Patriot, 16 April 1883.

2. Times of Indi, quoted in Indian ?irror, 18 March 1883.

. Pioneer, 8 March 1883.

4. Ibid., 26 March 1883.

5. Ibid., 30 April 1883.

6. ibid., 20 March 1883.
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admitting the hon. 4ember O'Donne11 into their counsels", was

freely circulated.1

The India Office might regard O'Donnell as a harmless crank,

but Anglo-Indians had observed how dangerous he could be. With

imperfect information and without native alliance, he had by his

incessant questions in Parliament shattered the repose of a comfortable

bureaucracy. tith Indian "connivance" his potential for interference

was limitless; no institution could be fortified against an army

of Irish locusts. That O'Donnell. and his cohorts would exalt Indian

rights over European privileges was automatically assumed. As a

desperate resort the Pioneer fell back on the theory of personal

vendetta, which it had always rejected; Pan-In4inism was simply the

product of vindictiveness. "Not satisfied with the mischief he

has already caused to Ireland", it declared, "his venomous spirit £was

2
seeking to conjure up trouble for India." 	 The Pioneer sought to

warn the "unsuspecting" members of the Indian Societd that the N.R.C.

was programmed for purposes of Irish intrigue, that the "precise

object" of O'Donnell and his friends was to become the "mouthpiece

of Indian-grievance-mongers." It brushed aside as worthless the

various assurances of the Committee that Its offices were open to

all parties. Uad it not been received in the Conference room at

eatminster by certain Irish Memberss by O'Donnell, by William O'Brien,

"the latest accession to the most blackguardy section of the Irish

party", by Philip Lalor, Edmund Leamy, Arthur O'Connor and Juntin

rcCarthy - "not one of whom rossessed the slightest weight of influence."

See HarLeard,, Vol.276, 22 February 1883, Cols.619-20. 	 Times of
India, or.cit.; Pioneer, 20 1"Tarcli 1883.

Pioneer, 9 Narca 1883.
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The Pioneer contended that the names of W.5. Caine, H.R. Fowler, and

Joseph Cowen had been put forward as co—sympathisers simply as a

screen. Everybody knew that O'Donne].l "had a score to settle with

the Government because of his brother."1

The mud—slinging succeeded in finding its mark. Doubts began

to be voiced In native oicles about the nature of the London initiative.

The Indian Mirror reluctantly admitted that the "fault" with O'Donnell

was his Irish nationality and membership of the Parnellite party,

but was still hopeful that the trovement would inspire respect and

confidence with the accession of Liberals. 2 The Benalee was

vaguely diequieted despite the undertaking of the N.R.C. to "gladly

accept help from any quarter."3 O'Donnell's expectation that not

merely ten or twenty but a hundred Members of Parliament would be

glad to assist the cause of Indian reform, did not satisfy the

iridoo Patriot. While it recognised the "absolute necessity" for

a London Association, it questioned whether a coinniittee of etuderrs

was the best organisation for this purpose.4 The Inpian Spectator

suggested that it would be worthwhile to scrutinize again the

constitution of the N.R.C., or so much depended on the way it was

worked and the methods it employed:

"it is possible that instead of being an
unmitigated blessing to India, an association
like this may prove a source of danger and
discredit to the country."

1. Pioneer, 16 March 1883.

2. Indian Tirror, 18 March 1883.

3. Benglpe, 14 April 1883.

4. aindoo Patriot, 16 April 1883.
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Theoretically, there was no harm in an inexperienced and youthful

membership provided there was competent guidance at the top. Unfor-

tunately, the Raja Rampal Singh1 was thought to lack the essential

qualities of patience and foresight needed. He had left India at an

early age, had a very limited knowledge of India, and was not fitted

by education to become a political leader. The Stectator feared

that he would be no match for the Irish and that there was a "strong

probability" that the N.R.C. would "play" into the hands of the Home

Rule party. It recalled that Rampal Singh had on the advice of

Parnell, O'Dormell and Finigan, announced himself as a candidate

for parliamentary honours, only to withdraw after spending a little

of his "superfluous cash."2

Clearly, the initial enthusiasm for O'Donnell's "Conatitutiona].

esociation" had not only waned but had been replaced by suspicion.

"It shames us to say", commented the Indian rirror, "hut in truth

it must be said, that we furnish excellent practical illustrations

of cheap patriotism." In spite of the powerful anti-Ilbert Bill

lobby, Indians would "not stir a finger", still less open their

purses to counteract its "baneful. effects." Instead, patriotism

was being selfishly squandered in the pursuit cf titles and other

personal claims. That the !irror could find no "very mar1ed

indications of sympathy" for the "truly patriotic movement" of the

N.R.C. was, it felt, a matter of grave reproach.'

1.	 See Rindustan Review, May 1937, p.773; and C. Parekh (eci.),
Eminent Indiansin Indian Politics, with sketches of their
lives, ortraits and syeeches, Bombay 1892.

2. Indian Si,ectator, 29 April 1883; see also jndoo Patriot,
24 April, 3 July 1882.

3. Indian Mirror, 12 April 1883.
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This was a turn of events that O'Donnell could not possibly have

bargained for, although his connection with the N.R.C. always carried

with it some risk of malicious construction. His position as sole

channel of public relations was now exposed as a handicap, and not

the advantage originally thouiht. Indeed, the very precautions

that had been taken to avoid premature disclosure, enhanced rather

than allayed the fear that the N.R.C. would operate in an unconsti-.

tutional and sectarian manner. William C'frien confirmed that

"scores of dusky- students" were brought down to the House of Commons

by O'Donnell "to tender their solemn allegiance to "r. Parnell." It

was O'Donnell's "grand passion in politics", he wrote, to set up

"a confederation of all the discontented races of the Empire under

the lead of the Iriéh party." 1 It was true that O'Donnel].'s schemes

of pan-Indian union and party reorganisation were connected.

Obviously, O'Donnell envisaged that Home Rulers would continue to take

an important if not the most prominent part in agitating Indian

questions in Parliament - had they not done this all along? Yet,

if the arrangement between the Irieh Parliamentary party and an Indian

Congress was to be mutually beneficial, it was not, nor could it

afford to be, mutually exclusive. The participation and concurrence

of the Liberals was the sine qua non of native acceptance.2

As O'Donnell explained in A History of the Irish Parliamentary

he was careful from the start to secure the assistance of

Scottish and English politicians, such as J.W. Barclay (Forfarshire)

and. C.H. Hopwood (Stookport).' J.B. Firth (Chelsea) and R,T. Reid (Hereford)

1. W. O'Brien, Recollections, p.247n.

2. Ber plee, 14 April 1883.

3. O'Donnell, History, ii, p.439.
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accompanied him on the platform of the Indian Society on 28 April

in support of the Ilbert Bill. At this meeting O'Donnell announced

that he had been "authorised" by A. Arnold (Salford), S. Storey

(Sunderland), .E. Brigge (Blackburn) and Jesse Collings (Ipswich),

to express their support for the N.R.C. and to convey their apologies

for being unable to attend. They, like a good many other well-wishers,

wore being entertained at dinner by J.E. Cross in honour of his

appointment as Under-Secretary of State for India. Henry Broadhurst

(Jtoke-on-Trent) and Thomas Burt (rorpeth) were also cited as

sympathisers. 1 O'Donnell acclaimed the turn-out of four Members

of Parliament a good omen for the success of the movement and hoped

to secure the co-operation of many more, including John Bright. His

overriding consideration in sponsoring the N.R.C. was, he claimed,

always to act in the manner of an Indian patriof.2

Whether the "parliamentary friends of India" were prepared to

have anything to do with O'Donnell, was quite another matter.

Although he had "engaged" to organise a "Parliamentary Committee"

to work directly with the N.R.C., 3 and arranged a preliminary meeting

in the Conference room of the House of Commons on 20 March, the

"general feeling" was that it would be "better" not to organise the

Committee "in any formal or permanent manner." Baxter, Burt,

Dr. Cameron, Hopwood, Illingworth, Lawson, Pease, Potter, Reid and

Wedderburn were agreed that it should "simply be used in the first

instance" as "a medium for consultation" on ways to promote such

..	 Indian Mirror, 1 June 1883.

2. O'Donnell, ot.cit., p.438.

3. Indian Mirror, 21 February 1883.
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measures as seemed "most calculated to advance the interests of the

natives,"1 If the Indian M±rror took heart that O'Donnell's predio-

tion8 of one hundred Members of Parliament coming forward to identify

with the "cause of India" were about to be fulfilled, it observed

with relief that the Political Committee was "rather a non-Irish

party than an Irish party."2 Indeed, the Radical flavour of the

new grouping was confirmed on 12 April when Sir ilfred Lawson

undertook to act as its President. 3 Initially, the Parliamentary

Committee had a membership of approximately twenty-six of whom

perhaps five at most were Home Rulers: Blake, cCarthy, A. O'Connor,

Leainy and O'Donnell. 4 Yet it was expected that O'Donnell would

continue to be"the chief confidant of Political Babus." WIile the

N.R.C. offered at once to put itself at the service of the Committee,5

the Pioneer understood that both it and the Indian Society were

"largely worked by O'Donnell." It also noted that Surendranath

Banerjea's brother had seceded from the Northbrook Club, exchanging

Liberal for Irish mentors.6

On 11 Nay 1883, Sir Richard Tema advised Ripon that native

Indians resident in London had been asked "to make common cause with

Home Rulers." "The effect of this, so far as it goes," he wrote,

1. Extracts from Daily News in Indian !'irror, 14 April 1883;
Rtndoo Patriot, 23 April 1883.

2. Ibid., 17, 19 April 1883.

3. Ibid., 5 May 1883; Bengalee, 12 May 1883.

4. Beng 1ee, 16 February 1884; Hindoo Patriot, 3 December 1883.

5. Indian 1irror, 5 Nay 1883; Ben g 1ee, 19 Nay 1883.

6. Pioneer, 14 June 1883.
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"is somewhat seditious." 1 Temple had been invited by the Indian

3ociety to accompany it in support of the Ilbert Bill, but had

declined as a friend of the Conservatives. Kynaston Cross, the

Under—Secretary, agreed that O'Donnell was the "Chief Fngineer" of

the newly formed Association and thought it very likely that in the

future he would have to trouble the Viceroy much more often with

"telegrams respecting current events in India." Aided by a "certain"

Raja Rampal Singh, who gave himself out to be "His Highness" and who

was "in conununication with a good many native press men in each of

the Presidency towns",	 object was "notoriety". This

he had apparently decided to obtain by "pestering" the Government

of India with every variety of question reflecting upon its adminis-

tration and upon the "honesty and ability" of those who directed the

local Governments. As a foretaste of what was to come, Cross had

just been Informed by O'Donnell to prepare for a "series of questions"

on the Salt Revenue Laws in Iadras, and had also been asked to verify

the truth of current rumours about a "great increase" in cholera

2
cases in Calcutta.

The Irish tag was unhelpful, though not sufficient to torpedo

the scheme of "Constitutional Association", Perhaps what ultimately

took the wind out of O'Donnell's sails and helped scuttle the N.R.C.

was the formation of a rival organisation, the British India Committee,

sponsored by Anglo-Indiana like Seymour Keay3 and William Digby and

by "respectable" philanthropists like F.W. Chesson, Hodgson Pratt

and artin Wood, While the function of the B.I.C. was exactly the

1. Temple to Ripon, 11 May 1883, Riton Papers, Add. Ma 43,633.

2. Cross to Ripon, 6 July 1883, ibid.

3. ee D.LB., Vol.111, 1912; Times, 29 June 1909.
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same, to collect and disseminate "correct" information about Indian

affairs, its immediate purpose was to counter the agitation begun in

ngland by the epponents of the Ilbert Bill.' It was, as the

.i3engalee correctly surmised, the "direct product" of that "unrighteous"

campaign. 2 As such, its innpiration was lees the furtherance of

Indian , nationalist ambitions than the defence of Liberal policy in

India. It answered the express needs of hipon to have the "LLouse

of Commons at his back",' and to compensate for the "isolation" of

his position in India. As he explained to John Bright the "fury"

of his opponents had been 20 Intense of 1te that D7SZ2 izioderete

men, inclined to go with him, were "intimidated and forced into

si].ence."4 Nqt only, therefore, did the British India Committee

absorb ir ,ilfred Lawson's parliamentary contingent and many more

Liberals less interested in India, but it began to take a toll on

the Indian -ociety as well. Baja Rampal Singli and J.N. Banerjea

were both invited to become members of its provisional council.5
6Liirect contact was also maintained with Lord Ripon.

Ithat began, then, as a carefully conceived Irish—Indian blue-

print of nationalist organisation was perverted by the short—term

1. Benalee, 27 October 1883; Hindpo Patriot, 3 December 1883;
Indian Virror, 9 December 1883.

2. Bexuralee, jd.

3. Ripon to imberley, 18 ?aroh 1883, enclosed with Ripon to Northbrook,
19 March 1883, Northbrook Psuers, Ms Eur. C.144, 3.

4. Ripon to Bright, 27 August 1883, Bri ght Pat>ers, Add.. Ms 43,389.

5. Indian ?irror, 21 October 1883.

6. See British India Committee 'to Ripon, 25 September 1883, ipon
Papers,' Add. Ms 43,634.
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specifications of Liberalism. The B.I.C. organised several po1ical

rallys in July and August in support of the Ilbert Bill, 1 and John

Bright and others toured the country upholding the honour and integrity

of Ripon as the de.egate of "Her Majesty's Government." 2 W.E. Foreter,

who had refrained from joining the B.I.C. not knowing what it might

do, was nonetheless glad to "seize the opportunity" of moving a

resolution of confidence in the Viceroy's administration. 3 The

result, if it meant a defeat in parlIamentary terms for Stanhope

and "fussy pretentious ridiculous" creatures like Ashmead-Bartlett,4

was hardly an endorsement for Indian political unification. While

Lawson warned against making do with "sham Liberalism" 5 and T.B. Potter

talked of raising "natives to the position of free-men", 6 the B.I.C.

was not established to make "common cause" with Indian Associations.

According to a placard put about by Seymour Keay, "it had been formed

to obtain the support of the English people to a policy of Equality

before the Law", and to insure that Gladstone's Ministry did not

abandon its Governor-General.7 The "White Babus", as the Civil

and Military Gazette called them, were "confessedly" less interested.

in the merits of the case than in strengthening "the hands of a

1. Bentalee, 4, 18 August, 1 September 1883; Indian Mirror,
28 July, 3, 8, 10, 19, 26 August 1883; Times, 24 July, 2,29
August 1883; Freeman's Journal, 2 August 1863.

2. See Bright's speech at Birmingham, Ben galee, 15 July 1883;
Indian Mirror, 20 July 1883.

3. Forster to Ripon, 10 August 1883, oi.cit., Add. Me 43,537.

4. Ibid. See Ransard, Vol.283, 22 August 1883, Cole. 1670-84.

5. In4ian Mirror, 19 August 1883.

6. Bengalee, 21 April 1883.

7. mes, 24 July 1883.
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Liberal Viceroy."1 "The word (had) been passed to the Ccucue to

stump for Ripon."2 Yet, as of old, Indiana were thrown into alliance

with the Libe,zula in the belief that a much wider policy was being

defended a definite "step" towards the "abolition" of' British

rule perhaps. 3 The Bengalee suddenly disavowed Irish methods of

agitation and Banerjea advised that Indiana must "do nothing which

even remotely (hadi the appearance of illegality about it." As

their cause was "based on justice and truth", it was "bound to succeed

in the long run."4 To Northbrook, the "most satisfactory thing"

about the whole business was the "moderation" of the native press

and of native speeches, and he hoped that Lal Mohun Chose would not

"make a fool of' himself in London."5 Indeed, Chose who again acted

as the accredited "diplomat" of the Indian Association, made straight

for the "respectable" company of the B.I.C. giving the more doubtful

N.R.C. a wide bearth.6

It was only when it began to appear that Gladstone would "yield"

to the unrelenting hoBtility of the Anglo-Indian Defence party7 -

despite the "overwhelming weight of authority" in favour of the

Ilbert Bill8 that ffodgson Pratt, Major Evans Bell, Seymour Keay,

William Digby and P.W. Cheeson resolved to give the B.I.C. "a new

1. Benalee, 25 August 1883. See Northbrook to Ripon, 20 July
1883, Northbrook Papers, Nsa Eur. C.144, 3.

2. Civil and Military Gazette quoted in Benga].ee, ibid.

3. See Mansard, o p.oit., Col. 1697.

4. Bentzplee, 21 July 1883.

5. Northbrook to lipon, 6 July 1883, Northbrook Paers. Mae Eur. C.144, 3.

6. 1ndian Mirror, 29 June, 26 July, 11 September 183 Bena1ee,
1 September 1883, 5 January 1684.

7. Muller to Ripon, 27 August 1883, Ri pon. Papers, Add. Ma 43,633.

8. Northbrook to Ripon, 2 March 1883, Northbrook Papers, Mae Eur. C.144, 3,
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name and. invest it with the elements of permanence." On 28 September

it re-emerged as the "Indian Reform Association" charged to co-operate

with the people of India in promoting their "political progress and

material intere8ta", but designed primarily to act as a counterweight

to the apologists of unretricted hegemony. "If history proves

anything", its Prospectus read, "it proves that the welfare of the

many can never in the long run be safely left to the arbitrement of

the few, more especially when the latter represent a class or a race

alien from the former." The "chief object" of the Reform Association,

therefore, was to set up public opinion in England as a "Court of

popular Appeal" to adjudicate on the vital issue of Indian represen-

tation, and to establish itself as the official intermediary between

Parliament and "Native Associations" in India. 1 In short, it bid

to usurp the position of the N.R.C., if not deliberately to outflank

it, as the "permanent guardian in England" of Indian interests.2

At the very moment of breakthrough, Irish internationalism was

short-circuited by the allure of "Party". The Radicals, anxious

to defend Ri.pon, caught the Indians on the rebound and attempted to

consummate the liaison. Asked to choose between a wealthy respectable

suitor with sound pros'pecta and one who offered little comfort and

ceaseless struggle, India gravitated towards the former. "At the

present time", commented the Samava of Calcutta, "India [oàuld)not

help being dragged into the vortex of party politics" and following

the fortunes of the Liberals who were moat "likely to befriend her."'

The Irish were left, therefore, if not in the lurch, at least for a

1. Times. 28 September 1883; Ben ga].ee, 27 October 1883; Hindop
patriot, 29 October, 3 December 1883; Indian ?'!irrpr, 9 December
1883.

2. BenEalee, 27 October 1883.

______ 17 September 1883, Ben]. Native News p er Retorta,
______, Vol.9, 1883.
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period unrequited. Not that they were without blame or of stainless

character themselves.

O'Donnell made no secret of his "intense dissatisfaction" with

the peremptory way in which his proposals for reorganising the party

were dealt with. According to the Freeman's Journal he declined to

act on the Sub-Committee on Foreign and Colonial Affairs almost

immediately after its formation. 1 Announcing his resignation from

the party on 25 June, be explained that he had never been happy

with the policy "of subordinating the question of national indepen-

denoe" to so-called "practical reforms" - a policy that used to go

by the designation of "Whig". 2 While he took the opportunity to

secede over the issue of McCarthy's Viceroyalty Bill - substituting

a Lord Lieutenant for a Secretary of State 3 - the real reason was

probably the party's reluctance to throw itself unreservedly into

the work of Indian agitation. If the Ilbert Bill was regarded in

Ireland as "one of the aouiidest and justest and safest measures" to

have been propounded since the "exposure of the Warren Hasting's

reginie", 4 Home Rulers did little positive to promote it. They

neither rushed to join Lawson's Parliamentary Committee, nor attempted

to infiltrate the B.I.C. The isolated appearances of Juetin I4icCarth,

John Blake and John O'Connor Power under the aegis of the .].atter,

represented not so much a take-over as token support fox' the Radical.

campaign. Parnellites were prepared to go along with O'Donnell in

interrogating Cross about aspects of Indian administration, but aa

members of the Irish party and not as a coalition of India's "friends".

1. Freeman's Journal, 26 June 1883.

2. Ibid., 25 June 1883; Nation, 30 June 1883.

3. IbId., 10 July 1883; Irish World, 14 July 1883.

4. Xbi&., 14 April, 12 September 1883.
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Perhaps O'Donnell felt that he would render more effective

service to both Ireland and India as a free-agent, as a man above

party. Within it, he was clearly hamstrung by the unsympathetic

attitude of lieutenants like Healy, O'Brien and. T.P. O'Connor.

His quarrel was less with Parnell, who apparently stepped forward

to ask O'Donnell to reconsider his withdrawal. 1 O'Donnell was

probably confronted, 88 O'Connor Power was soon to be, with the

"base calumnies" and "cowardly intimidation" of the Healy clique.2

lila denunciation of the decision of the Leed's Convention on 29

September to place the direction of the National League of Great

Britain in the hands of a central Executive, would suggest that he

had been one of the victims squeezed out by this "select circle".

The Executive was to consist of T.P. O'Connor as President, Biggar

as Vice-President, John Redmond as Secretary, O'Kelly as Treasurer,

and McCarthy, 3exton and Hea].y as additionalnmbers. 3 O'Donnell

argued that an "oligarchy", though convenient in some respects,

purchased "its efficiency at the expense of the independence and

self-helpfulness of the community"; that a system of nominees,

"though. it might produce 'obsequious agents', sapped and demoralised

the capacities of a country"; and that a "vigorous centralisation

of popular authority" was in the long run "detrimental not only to

the nation at large, but to the short-sighted centralisers themselves."

He totally differed from the theory that Irish nationalists "ought

to be kept on leading strings", and that the "perfection of political

institutions Uwas) reached under a Tanunany Hall dispensation in

1. O'Donnell, oy.ctt., p.154.

2. See O'Connor Power's letter to Weekl y Freerri, 9 February 1884.

3. Nation, 6, 13 October 1883.
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which a Boss and his selected Sachems [did) all the thinking and

arrerge[d) all the action of a submissive and manipulated multitude."

The Nation's response was one of regret that such a "talent for

sneers and sarcasm" would not be put to proper use - "what [wa\ the

good of having a fine sting if nobody [was puncTtured thereby?"2

but admitted that his colleagues would not grudge him "his interesting

isolation and his splendid independence." O'Donnell, it admitted.,

would be happier in a party of one than he ever could be in a party

of manyt

"Doubtless he will henceforth be regarded
as the Fifth Party in the House."3

Was it coincidence that the news of O'Donnell's secession was

received by the Indian Mirror as soon as it was announced, and

treated less as a disaster than as a piece of good fortna? !1be

hope was expressed "unfeignedly" that what was "a distinct loss" to

Ireland would be "an equally distinct gain to India." Not only

would O'Donnell have as a result "more ample leisure", but he would

be able to iiake "his disinterested advocacy" of Indian rights and

interests "more sustained, and therefore, more effective." "Arrange-

ments" were being made,. the Mirror advised, to supplement his already

"very extensive and accurate information." Its editor, Narendranath

Sen, one of Ganendra Mohun Tagore's contacts, was quite certain that

O'Donnell's "unquestionable abilities and brilliant eloquence"

1. See O'Donnell's letter, "Irish Organisation in England and
Scotland", in Freeman's Journal, 9 October 1883. This letter
can also be found in Police Reoxts 1848-1921, Proceedings of
the Irish National League, Box 6, S.P.O.

2, Nation, 15 September 1883.

3. Ibid., 14 July 1883.
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would be "a great addition of strength to any cause." 1 The

Bengalee was subsequently pleased to note that O'Donnell showed no

signs of giving the Government any rest, 2 and the Hirzioo Patriot

reported that the "running fire" of questions continued unabated.'

Indeed, it was mainly because of O'Donnell that the India Office was

compelled to overhaul the system of informal communication with the

Government of India. On Cross's instructions, Calcutta was informed

on 8 June that the old arrangement, whereby it took "no notice of

Parliament except in special cases" and prevented London from asking

for information on matters where it would "like to have it", could no

longer be tolerated. Because "no information whatever" was received

"without a telegram or a despatch", answers in Parliament were

severely "lited and hamper(ed)." Both Kiinberley and Cross, the

Secretariat was told, would tiM it "tier to rj 'ttt oor&t&",

particularly in the event of "loose charges" being brought against

officials or "idle inquiries" made, if there was "some sort of

rapport" with India. The recommendation was made, therefore, that

answers given by them in the House of Commons were to be regularly

transmitted to the Viceroy. This might give "some trouble", but the

only danger foreseen was that "an improvement in answers might) lead

to an increase in questions." It was anyway "expected" that "some

special treatment" would have to be adopted in 	 case.4

On 17 September 1883 the Hindo p Patriot announced that O'Donnell

intended to visit India in the winter. 5 Lord Kimberley, who bad

1. Indian mirror, 29 June 1883.

2. Bengp ee, 14 July 1883.

3. Hindop Patriot, 30 July 2.883.

4. Ritchje to Primrose, 8 June 1883, Rion Papers, Add.. Ms 43,633.

5. indoo Patriot, 17 September 1883. See also Navavibliakar,
24 September 1883, Benai. Native NeweDa per Reports, ILRL15,
Vol.9, 1883. It was only from the labours of "independent
M.P.s" and "liberal-hearted men" like O'Donnell, the Navavtbhakar
believed, that natives idght "expect to reap any benefit."
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heard a similar rumour but "nothing definite", "hardly Esaw) what

instruction" he could give Ripon about how to deal. with the Home

Rulers

"He would no doubt try to do all the mischief
he can. It is difficult however until we
know what line he takes, to form any judgment
as to the best measure of frustrating his designs."

O'Donnell had several possible reasons for wanting to undertake such

a journey. First, and least sinister, was a natural desire to see

the country on whose behalf he had devoted so much time and energy.

As it happened, Charles James O'Donnell had again been in England on

leave, and was returning to India with the personal assurance of

Cross that his case would be reviewed. The Under—Secretary, in

fact, was so impres8ed with the desire of the errant civil servant to

"work comfortably in the Service" and to be "on good terms with his

Superiors", that he asked Ripon to give him all the help he could.

"I cannot help feeling" he wrote, "that he has been looked upon as

rather too black a sheep; be is really a very clever man though

2
perhaps somewhat plausible."	 With Parliament in recess and Ireland

quiet, Frank Hugh had little to keep him in London.

?lore important, however, while some of his colleagues had been

unwilling to accommodate him, O'Donnell's work in promoting the

growth of Indian nationalist organisation had. still to be finished

and was under attack from several quarters. Sir James Fitzjames

Stephen in the Nineteenth Century warned of the dangers of extending

the principle of representation to a people unskilled in its applica-

tion. Nationalism, as demonstrated by the Irish, was a disease,

1. Kimberley to Ripon, 11 October 1883, Rinon. Paners, Add. Ms 43,524.

2. Cross to Ripon, 2 November 1883, ibid., Add. Ma 43,634.
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which if not contained in India would result in chaos and collapse:

"Irish discontent has gone far to paralyse
even the British Parliament. An Indian
parliament or collection of Indian parlia-
menta would produce undieguised, unqualified
Anarchy. "1

Ashmead-Bartlett put it slightly different. As he understood the

argument of the Liberals, "if the Baboo agitators [wer not given

their way" then Britain would be confronted with "another Ireland in

India, with 250,000,000 instead of 8,000,000." He did not think

this "fatal counsel", which had "convulsed Ireland with sedition

and ruin", eould be called to witness in the case of India.2

Donald MacFarlane (Carlow) posed a more insidious threat. Not only

had he become. the "medium" in Parliament of Anglo-Indian propaganda,'

but he went on a private "mis8ion" to India as the "last trump card"

of the opponents of the Ilbert Bill. His object was to induce the

Bengal aristocracy, themselves at odds with the Government over the

proposed tenancy reforms - the Rent Bill, for example, was labelled

by the Hindoo Patriot as Ilbert Bill No.24 - and on icy terms with

the "middle-class" politicians of the Indian Association, to join

with the Europeans in completely destroying Ripon's legislative

programme. MacFerlane was rebuffed, but not before some harsh

words had been said about "unholy alliances."5 The Nati6n, for its

1. Benalee, 3 November 1883. See J.P. Stephen, "Foundations of
the Government o± India", Nineteenth Century , Vol.14, 1883, p.557.

2. Hnsard, Vol.283, 22 August 1883, Col. 1683.

3. Nati, 16 June 1883; see Tines. 8 March 1883.

4. Natiij, ibid.

5. Beniralee, 22 December 1883; Indian Nirror, 14, 23 December 1883;
J3ena1 Fublic Otinion, in oice of India, January 1884.
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part, was horrified that a representative of a Nationalist consti-

tuency "should be audacious enough" to assist the "tyrant agents

(Anglo-Indians) of a tyrant Government in their characteristic effort

to keep intact their despotic power to rob and oppress."

"Ireland revolts against being represented
abroad as not merely a symathiser with but
a supporter of the policy of the Anglo-
Indian harpiea."l

Here was an invitation, if one were needed, to repair the damage to

national honour.

It was the demise of the N.R.C. that really required O'Donnell's

urgent consideration both as honorary member and as guardian. The

struggle for survival with the "Indian Reform Association" was one

the N.R.C. appeared to be losing. Although not cut-off from par-

liamentary access, it was not being sustained by information and

life-giving funds from India. Its competitor, on the other hand,

virtually self-sufficient, was bidding to capture the market completely.

In October ?Irs. Keay had been sent to India by the Reform Association

to instal its own intelligence agartcles, 2 and on 29 December her

husband attended the "first session of the Indian Parliament" 3 - in

reality a National Conference organised by the Indian Association.

Instead of coming cap-in-hand as a penniless student, Seymour Keay

presented his compliments as a well-to-do banker and potential benefactor.

A subscription to the National Fund of Ha. 50, was held out "as a

1. Nation, 26 January 1884.

2, Hindoo Patriot, 15 October 1883; Indian SDect&tor, 7 October
1883.

3. W.S. Blunt, India Under R1on : A Private Diarv, London
1909, p.118.
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first instalment S At the Calcutta Town Hall a week later, Keay

urged Nationalists to do all in their power to present the "real

facts" about Indian conditions before Parliament and the English

people:

"Inform them of the truth and you may rely on
the great heart of the English nation granting
you speedy and effective aid."2

His organisation was handily placed to perform the dual functions of

interpreter and lobbyist.

A desperate appeal by the N.R.C. in the Bena1ee on 16 February

1884, pressing its claims against those of the Indian Reform Associa-

tion, was a sort of undergraduate valediction. Yet it also suggests

that if Keay's. offer was accepted, it was accepted with caution'.

The Indian Reform tssociation, the N.R.C. warned, consisted for the

most part of Anglo-Indian gentlemen whose attention to Indian interests,

now displayed by them,might not continue in the course of time.

While it admitted standing at a "disadvantage" over such Associations

in respect "of personriei and resources", the "infant Committee"

enjoyed a "decided advantage" over all others:

"As those whose interests require guarding
can alone be presumed to feel an increasing
desire for guarding them, none but a purely
Indian agency can be expected to be at all
times scrupulously careful of the interests
of the Indian people."

With few friends in England and fewer still in India, the N.R.C.

had already attained three objects. First,it had enlisted in aid

1. Ben p1ee, 5 January 1884.

2. Ibid., 12 January 1884.
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of Indian Reforms, more than twenty—five !'lembers of Parliament ,

"being all independent of party politics" and "representing all the

three nationalities of Great Britain and Ireland." Second, it had

played host to the formation of the Parliamentary India Comirittee

under the chairmanship of Sir Wilfrid Lawson. Third, it was "under

the impression" that it had been one of the first to suggest the

"National Fund" movement and the foundation of the Calcutta Connuittee,

Despite such achievement, the N.R.C. "entirely depended for citsj success

upon the firm belief that the natiyes of India would sooner or later,

afford (it] hearty countenance and effectual support." That this

had not yet happened was to be deplored.

The Ben&1ee gave no proie of help and sustenance, but was

gratified that "the elite of their youth and manhood" looked forward

to the success of the National Fund movement "as the means of placing

their own Committee on a satisfactory footing." Once adhered to by

all influential Indians, the Calcutta movement, it predicted, would

form the "nucleus" of "future reform" and constitute "the inexhaustible

fund" to supply the resources for all agitations, in India as well.

as in England. Until such unity was achieved, however, the N.R.C.

would have to rely on its own "infantile struggles" to attain a state

of "healthiness". Nonetheless, the Benglee conceded that there

was a "crying necessity" for a "purely native organisation in England."

It appreciated that the Indian Reform Association, like the East

India Association before it, consisted for the most part of Anglo-

Indians to whose philanthropy it felt grateful, but in the continuity

of whose work it could not place the same measure of confidences

"Spasmodic efforts are of no avail. They
produce a temporary effect, but they lead
to no substantial good. They bring us, so
to speak, within the borders of the promised
land; but the ideal ii never attained; our
cherished hopes are blasted almost at the
very moment of their consummation."
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By contrast, the N.R.C., although &ort of maturity and experience,

consisted of Indians "whose visit to England at a very early age"

was "the guarantee of their pluck and energy." The Benra1ee,

therefore, had not the same fear that its "youthful members" would

loêse interest in their own country or ever abandon the cause.'

This response was a reaction to the virtual surrender of Ripon

over the principle of equality. In spite of the fact that John

Bright had again emerged from the shadows to act as Chairman of "an

informal Indian conuxiittee" of fifty Liberal parliamentarians,2

expre8siOna of solidarity and support in England could not off-set

the threat of ai Anglo-Indian 'U.D.I.'. Bright's campaign had in

the end counted for nothing and the Ilbert Bill had been watered

down to avoid the unpleasant neceasity of having to quell a prej4iced

though European minority. According to Wilfred Scawen Blunt,

Surendranath Banerjea was "very angry at the compromise!' and "let

slip the gros 'rot of 'revolution' in regard to it."3 This was a

word he had scrupulously avoided at the inauguration of the National

Fund on 17 July 1883. "We take our stand", he addressed the

Conference then, "upon the broad and unassailable basis of the law

and the constitution":

"There we Btand, and there we intend to 	 *
remain. We shall not permit ourselves to
be dislodged from it, or be provoked into
quitting."

1. Benja1ee, 16 February 1884.

2. See V. edderburn, A1..an Octavian !Iure, London 1913, p.9,.
The same account appears in India, Vol. IV, new series,
1 August 1893, pp.241-2.

3. Blunt, oD.cit., p.121.
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Their ",odus oierandi", Banerjea reassured the Government, would

not be that of Irish disruption but of Irish pleading. He could

not forget that "Daniel O'Connell, the great.Irish Liberator, was

also the leader of the Bar, and Grattan and Flood were also distin-

guished barristers."1 They, in short, rather than Parnell and

Davitt, were the model agitators for the Calcutta Committee to emulate.

The absolute shock of defeat and "betrayal", however, persuaded

Banerjea that like their opponents, the whole nationalist community

would have to fight "as one man", obey "one organised body", and

follow "one constituted chief." 2 They must adopt the methods of

the enemy. It was no good wasting political power in "fitful and

spasmodic energy." They had to have action that would rise above

the local level. The "Fund", basically a Bengali affair 3 and

boycotted by the Mndoo Patriot and the zemindar's association,4

lacked the cradentials of a national movement. Ba.nerjea, "the power

of influencing Bengali public opinion" fast "slipping" into his hands,5

proclaimed that sectional differences had to be buried in the work

of unity:

"We seem to be guiding a vessel without a
chart or compass, trusting to the impulses
of the moment, or perhaps what is more
frequently the case, to motives of self-
interest an! aggrandizement."6

1. BenRalee, 21 July 1883.

2. Ibit., 26 January 1884.

3. Blunt, oD,cit., p.118.

4, Hinci po Patriot, 23 July, 20, 27 August 1883.

5. See Bayley to Primrose, 5 June 1883, Rion PaDers, Add. ills 43,612.

6. Bengajee, 5 April 1884.
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The "great lesson" had just been taught India by Gladstone, that her

interests would "never be taken care of even by the moat friendly or

the most beneficent of rulers." Henceforth, declared the Ben,zalee,

Indiana must take care of themselves1 - an old resolution but a new

avowal of intent. Aa Allan Octavian Hume wrote to Ripon, there was

among Indiana "a deepseated growing belief that the existing form of

Government thad) been weighed in the balance and found wanting."2

In April 1884 Colonel R.D. Osborne, on the committee of the

Indian Reform Association, appealed to leading Indians in the three

Presidenoes that they must establish a permanent organisation in

India with an agreed programme of political reform. He "sympathised

with their aspirations" but found it difficult to present India's

case at Westminster when there was no recognisable body to speak

for the country as a whole. A London-based group like the N.R.C.,

he argued, would not serve this purpose.' Although this was a

protest against its pretension rather than against its impotence,4

Osborne did have a point. All the schemes of nationalist organleation -

including the Bena1ee's5 - bad contained the same basic flaw that

the establishment of a permanent delegation in London was stipulated

as the starting point of Congress. Certainly, the N.R.C. was designed

1. Ben plee, 1 March 1884.

2. hume to Ripon, 4 March 1884, Ri ppn Pai,ers, Add. !a. 43,616.

3. Bengalee, 5 April 1884; Osborne to Mehta, 18 April 1884,
Mehta Papers, quoted in Seal, o y.cit., pp.262-3.

4. On 7 November 1885, with the N.R.C. Bafely out of the way,
Osborne advocated the need for just such a native body in
London. Bega1ep , 7 November 1885.

5. See Chapter Nine, section two, p.460.
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to act as the launching-pad of an all-India "Constitutional Association."

Not only was the nationalist idea in short to be first nurtured in

England then implanted in India, but Westminster had been considered

by everyone to be the important theatre of agitation. It took the

victor4f Anglo-India to shatter that illusion. A London Committee

could only successfully operate as the genuine offspring of an Indian

parent ]ody; it could not exist independently, unattached as it were

to any umbilical cord. Until such time as India had first spoken

plainly for herself, neither the N.R.C. nor the Indian Reform

Association could claim to do so with any authority. In fact, the

former did not see the year out and the latter failed to este2rlieIz

itself. 1 Bright's committee also fell into abeyance.

Yet if India was now seen by nationalists as their main battle-

field, England was not lost sight of altogether. Indeed, as the

Congress movement developed apace, the parliamentary interest in

India was maintained until 1885, largely through the efforts of the

Irish party. Between )rarch and August 1884 Rome Rulers dominated

question-time on Indian affairs. O'Donnell intervened on eighteen

occasions - eleven in March - McCarthy on eighteen and Biggar on

fourteen. Even Bealy got into the act. Perhaps because of this

Irish agitation, O'Donnell decided in the end to forgo the jburney to

India. Many Rome Rulers had observed P4acFarlane's action "with more

than regret" and a letter was sent to the Ben palee, possibly by

'P.D. Sullivan, enclosing the apologies of the Nation and wishing

Indians "every success in all just and constitutional demands."2

1. See B. Martin Jr., New India. 1885. British Official Policy and
the Fmerence of the Indian N tiona], Conress, Berkeley and
Los Angeles 1969. Lal I4ohun Chose was two years in London
helping it (p.192).

2. Benpalee, 1 March 1884.
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Besides in dying, the N.R.C. went out with a flourish. The party

itself appeared to take up cudgels against the empire as O'Donnell

had urged in the Commons on 15 March 1884. Wherever there was

oppression, he said, there Home Rulers Bliould "find allies, and

they should take up an attitude of defence commensurate with the area

of the tyranny":

""nglish tyranny in Ireland was only part
of that general system of exploitation of
suffering humanity which made the British
Empire a veritable slave empire."l

W.H.K. Redmond, for example, supported constitutional reform in

Jamaica, because Irish members were "charged" to support "the principle

of self-government", "not only in the case of their own country,

but in the case of people all over the world who were asking that

right."2 J.J. O'Kelly reported on events in Erpt as special.

correspondent of the Dail y News and followed the progress of the

Madhi. 3 William O'Brien, through the medium of United Ireland and

on Xational League platforms, took over from Patrick Ford as the

British Empire's prophet of doom. 4 Parnell himself, interviewed

by an Indian journalist about his attitude to Indian Rome Rule, replied

that he would have "all component parts of the empire manage their

own internal affairs."5

1. Hansard, Vol.285, 15 Narch 1884, Col.l766.

2. Ibid., Vol.287, 25 April 1884, Col.723.

3. Freeman's Journal, 22 January 1885.	 4ce Retorta 1848-1921.,
Biographical Notes on Nationalist LP.s, Box No.9, 8.P.O.

4. Police Ret,ort8 1848-1921, Proceedings of Speeches of Irish League
and. Irish iational League Meetings, Box No.3, S.P.O.; see
selection of speeches by O'Brien on 2 September, 30 October
1883; 8, 13 February, 12 April 1885.

5. Benal.ee, November 1886 (p.543).
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The party's internationalist stance, however, fe.l within

Parnell's programme of "parliamentary pressure"; it did not signify

a sudden adoption of O'Donnell's policy of "imperial power." Indeed,

O'Donnell soon appealed to Parnel]. privately, 1 and from Westminster

to the Irish people, to effect "a coalition with the oppressed

natives of India and other British dependencies" on the basis of a

common hatred of England. 2 The Irish movement to win through,

he argued, had to make use of it. significant position within the

empire. A "Seesaw policy of trying to irritate the dominant

Engliáh Party of the day into concessions", as merely one of "b1ueter"

could be no substitute. Ireland, he wrote to Tim Harrington,

would be ruled on the Anglo-Indian system:

"You are in the hands of the Paramount
Officials of the British Empire, and your
present tactics are as impotent against
that mighty force as the sqi11ing of an
infant in arms."

ithout any among the "select-circle" "possessing the faintest

knowledge of	 Irperial Policy", the Government had "taken (theirl

measure."4 As an outsjder O'Donnell was, if not ignored, almost

inevitably now kept at arms length. "On not one single occasion",

he corplaiued to the Frøran'e Jourflal, "did 'fr. C.Z. Parnell's

influence sUow me to be nominated on any special comritte* o

matter bow imi,ortant, which fron tine to tire dwelt with the concerns

1. ee O'Donnell to kedzond, 20 ay 1904, Redrond Payers, 1a.15,2l6

2. ai"a,r Vol.285, 15 Jrch 1884, Col.1766.

3. O'IionneU to *dmond, 20 ?ay 1904, .ctt.

4. G'11 to barrington, n.d. (1885?), J!arrinton ?at*r..
s. e,576.
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of the Indian peoples."1 Although it was O'Donnell who made a

study of the issue of railway development in India and the mariner

in which the system worked against native interests - an article

he wrote in the British Trade Journal drew warm praise from the

Benralee 2 - it was Justin McCarthy who was appointed to a parliamentary

select committee in March 1884 to look into the subject. 3 As

O'Donnell recalled, he was "like a man of science under the Inquisition,

silenced in this own land,"4

Whether or not "Parnellism" showed "short-sighted contempt" for

the "alliance of' the millions of India", 5 the Irish influence in the

movement of Indian nationalist union was pronounced all the same.

Indirectly, nationalism involved a high degree of' emulation. Although

Dr. Seal has argued that it was not the product of imperialism, 6 it

is "now generally egreed"that nationalism in Asia or Africa was a

"reaction against European domination."7 In its "unspoken premises"

the Congress movement circa 1886 was European in doctrine and in

culture, The Indians it attracted were convinced of' the superiority

of British civilisation over their own. The first impulse of these

"marginal men", 8 separated by education from their past, was to rebel

1. Freeman's Journal, 28 September 1885.

2. Bengalee, 3 May 1884.

3. Fxeeman's Journa', 29 May 1884.

4. O'Donnell to Redmond, 20 May 1904, oD.cit.

5. Freeuan's Journal, 28 September 1885.

6. Seal, o p .cit., p.22.

7. See E. Kedourie, Nationalism in Asia and Africa. London 1970,
pp.1-34.

8. Ibid., p.80.
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against and to remou].d the customs of traditional society according

to the teaching of the West. Here, the lessons of a country

struggling to free itself from the colonial yoke were presented not

by England but by Ireland • The Irish Rome Rule agitation was the

obvious and the closest point of reference for the anglicised middle-

class 'elite to refer to. While the Benalee, for example, understood

that "each nation [had to work out the problem of its political

regeneration" according to "the conditions under which it [found)

itself", it nevertheless noted down the Irish response as a possible

8OlUtiOfl

"Whether however the blessed consummation of
the establishment of representative institutions
takes place or not will depend very much oi
ourselves. If we make the demand for renresen-
tntive Rovernment with the earnestness and
unanimity which the Irish have shown. we may
depend uor it our demand will be c pmDlied yjth.*
Liberty is a plant of slow growth - it must be
the acquisition of years of arduous and incessant
toil. Persistency and devotion we need. An
undying faith must support us in the hour of
trial and despair. It is under such conditions
and such ctrcumstavces that the triunnhs of
liberty have been achieved in other narts of
the worLd,* and it is under the same conditions
and circumstances that they will be achieved here."

It had no wish to attain to political power by the means resorted to

by Farnell arid his followers, but the choice depended on the Govern-

ment. "The set of principles" which were held to be applicable to

Ireland must also be enforced in relation to India. To hold that

there could be one kind of policy for Ireland and another for India

it declared, "absurd".2

1. !enga].ee, 15 !Iay 1886. See article entitledz "Home Ru].e for
Ireland and it Norala".

2. Ibid., 6 February, 10 April 1886.

* The underlining is the writer's.
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Congress politicians, on the other hand, "anxious to make the

right impression in ingland' stressed the moderate ambitions of the

movement, They did not set out to destroy British rule only to

change its machinery. 1 Naoroji explained in London that while he

was "a warm Home Ruler for Ireland", neither he nor any other Indian

was asking for such remedy. 2 Yet appearing alongside Davitt at an

"open-air" meeting in bhafteabury Avenue in his quest for a Liberal

constituency, Naoroji said that the 250 millions whom he represented

appealed to England "for very nearly the same redress which Ireland

now demanded." 3 Davitt himself observed as far back as November

1583 that India was "profiting by the example of Canada and Australia",

and was "encouraged by the recent efforts of Ireland" to strive

against the "London rule of ruin." The National Fund agitation he

looked on as the "forerunner of a movement that twould3 demand Borne

Rule for India." 4 Indians "do not, just now go for revolution",

commented the !Tatj, "but they do want, they mean to have, extended

liberties":

"They have suffered quite enough from
Castle influence. They want to have an
elective system in Indian councils, and
so gradually to introduce some kind of
Parliament. "5

'illiam O'Brien welcomed the emergence of "Young India", with its

"native literature, its newspapers, its Land League branches", and

1. Seal, on.cit., p.282.

2. Naoroji to Wilson, 23 September 1886, quoted in ibid., p.280.

3. Freeman's Journal, 26 June 1886.

4. Irish world, 10 November 1883.

5. Nation, 15 August 1885.
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with "nothing but kind words for Mr. Parnell and his rty

Both the Secretary of State and the Viceroy had znixed feelings

about Congress, although differing in their opinion of its character.

Kiuiberley was not inclined to believe that Congress was "traceable"

to Irish events beyond being "quickened" by them "somewhat". Rather,

he considered that it was the product of social and. material changes,

such aS the spread of liberal education and the extension of railways

and telegraphs. He expected that the agitation would "every year

gain strength" but not become dangerous for a considerable time.2

Dufferin, the Ulster peer, believed the Indian Secretary to be

"mistalcen". 3 Viewing the situation with growing alarm he held that

the Irish crisi8 was having a quite profound influence on India. On

6 March 1886 he wrote to James Fit zjames Stephens

"... people must not suppose that such things
can be said and done at home without them
having their effect in this country. Already
Associations after the fashion of O'Connell's
have sprung into existence, the caucus has
been naturalised, and all the arts of Radical
agitation are coming into use in India. A
Celtic Parliament is not likely to prove the
home of either wisdom, justice, or moderation,
but imagine a Baboo Parliament."4

For the time being, the Viceroy assured Northbrook, all was well.

He could "safely say that however annoying fmight3 be the violence,

childishness end perversity of the Bengalee press and of young Babu

1. Hjndoo Patriot, 29 April 1885; see extract from St. James's
zette.

2. K.tmberley to Dufferin, 22 April 1886, Dufferin PaDers, Vol.19,
Reel 517, I.O.L.

3. Dufferin to Northbrook, 23 June 1886, Nprthbrook Paters, Mae
Eur. C.]44, Vol.5.

4. Dufferin to Stephen, 6 March 1886, Dufferin Paters, Mae Eur.
P.130, Vol.23B.
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pOlitiCiafl8", their influence was as yet not very extensive. 1 The

crucial question as he saw it, however, was how long an "autocratic"

Government like that of India would be able to "stand the strain

implied by the importation en bloc from rnglath, or rather from

Ireland, of the perfected machinery of modern democratic agitation."2

"Troublesome" and "irritating" gentlemen like Banerjea scarcely knew

their own minds or even what they wanted, but, he informed Kimberley,

they were "possessed" with an "instinctive desire" to "ape the tactics

and. organisation of'the Irish Revolutionists"s

"with this object they denounce the whole
Indian Administration and its various services
as brutally inimical to native interests.
Every kind of lie and mis—representation
is reorted to in order to propagate this
impression, and recently they have reinforced
the vituperation of their newspapers by an
attempt to inaugurate monster meetings amongst
the ryots."	 -

India was not, he warned, "a country in which the machinery of

Juropean democratic agitation [could) be applied with impunity."3

Nor did it follow that because the Indian caucus at present amounted

to very little, that the "germ (might) not grow into a very formidable

product." 4 Although Indian8 chiefly wanted "a larger share of the

loaves and fishes", 5 Dufferin explained, they hoped all the same by

"following Irish methods" to "obtain a less or greater meastare of

1. Dufferin to Northbrook, 23 June 1886, pt.cit.

2. Dufferin to Kimber].ey, 21 March 1886, Dufferin Pat,ers, Vol.19
Reel 517, X.O.L.

3. Dufferin to 1simberley, 26 April 1886, o-p.cit.

4. Dufferin to Northbrook, 23 June 1886,	 .cit.

5. Dufferin to Kimberley, 26 April 1886, oD,cit.
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,,1Home Rule in the end. His private secretary, MacKenzie Wallace,

summed up the position in which the British now found themselves,

as "the beginning of a new chapter, possibly a new volume, in

Indian history." 2 Much he felt depended on the outcome of the

Irish Questions it was one of their "misfortunes" that those

Cabinet questions, "in which India was nowise directly concerned,

should have indirectly such a great importance on Indian affairs."3

In a direct sense, it would require the services of a detective

to unravel the contributions made by individuals in promoting

India's "organisation for freedom." Ae Dr. Seal has cornmttcl it

is more profitable historically, if not more correct, to view the

genesis of Congress as belonging within "a fremviirk of trial ati.

error."4 The modern party evolved from a number of starting-points;

It neither developed from a single source nor owed its inspiration

to a single person. O'Donnell's claim, therefore, that the Indian

National Congress - the product of a merger between the National

Congress of Bombay and the National Conference of Calcutta in

December 1886 - was the fruition of the work begun by Ganendra Mohun

Tagore and himself, 5 must be treated with caution. The same 18

true of those accounts which attribute the origin of Congress to

more legendary figures, notably to Allan Octavian Hume and William

1. Dufferin to Northbrook, 23 June 1886, oD.cit.

2. allaoe to Godley, 23 March 1886, Duffein PaDers, Nsa Eur.
7.130, Vol.23A.

3. Wallace to Wodehouse (Kimberley's private secretary), 4 June
1886, ibid., Vol.23B.

4. Seal, oi.cit., pp.276-7.

5. O'Donnell, 2p.cit., p.445.
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Wedderburn. 1 The roles of all of them tend to be obscure and their

niotives are invariably complex.

O'Donnell was the first 'Briton' to openly encourage the growth

of nationalism in India, his scheme of "Constitutional Association"

in 1875 being the prototype perhaps of later experiments. "Congress"

to him signified the Indian counterpart of the Irish home Rule party;

its purpose was not only to supplement British government, but

eventually to supplant it. Iii O'Donnell's view Surendranath

Banerjea and Dadabhai Naoroji, for whom he always had "the greatest

admiration", were destined to become future HeadB of Etate. 2 Eunie,

on the other hand, conceived Congress as a "safety valve of great

and growing forces",' which if ignored or suppressed ou1d erupt in

"a most terrible revolution." 4 Instead, then, of being an assembly

to house restless and impatient spirits, Congress was meant to act

as a channel for the discharge of nationalist fervour, NacKenzie

allace thought that Hums aspired to become "the Indian Parne].l" and

dreamed "of a House of Representatives in which he would be the leader

of the Opposition." 5 Certainly as Genera]. Secretary of Congress

1. See S.R. Mehrotra, India and the Commonwealth 1885-1929, London
1965, p.16; C. Nandalal, "The British Civilians in India and
Indian Freedom", in Journal of Indian Hist7, Ang. 1962, pp.288-9;
A. Pare]., "flume, Dufferin and the Origins of the Indian National
Congress, in Journal of Indian History-, Dec. 1964.

2. See biographical sketch of O'Donnell by Dust Mohamed AU in
rica and Orient Review, March 1920, p.6.

3. Wedderburn, flume, p.77.

4. Ibid., p.80.

5. Wallace to A. )'cKenzie, 11 May 1886, Duff erin Parer8, Vol.37,
Reel 525, I.O.L.
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until 1906 flume was a key figure in the movement and. in its early

stages at least a driving force. 1 But if he hoped to educate the

Indian people "into a genuine parliamentary frame of mind", 2 the

strategy and tactics he devised were more appropriate to a debating

society than to a political party.	 Congress was to acqzaint

authorities with public opinion; nothing was said about wanting a

share of power. It was sponsored by flume as a means of consolidating

the union between England and India, 3 more an aid than a foil to

Government.

Here were two diverging concepts of Congress, one nationalist

the other liberal. In its expressions of loyalty to the Crown and.

in its studious pioderation, the early Congress came closer to ful

filling flume's ideal as a safe outlet for political ambitions and

as a registry of grievances. Until the turn of the century it

lacked sufficient built-in strength to be other than liberal. In

ter of composition as well as of objectives the !rovement was

initially a middle-class affair. There was no popular programme

to Interest the peasantry, though there was apparently enough to

repel landowners and. aristocrats. The Congress leaders were led

to believe that the British nation would be responsive to agitation,

as long as it was conducted in an orderly and responsible manner,

and provided their demands were reasonable. "We are all working

for the consolidation of British supremacy in ±ndia in such a way",

William Digby wrote to Lord Lanadowne's private secretary, "that

supremacy may rest not as now on force but be carried on with the

1. Seal, on.cit., pp.287-8.

2. Wedderburn, Hume, p.65.

3. Ibid., p.47.
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"Three thousand, six thousand, letters every
month carried my counsels into every town
and towniet, into every court-house and durbar
hail of fifty states and provinces."].

Most probably, because of the temporary resurgence of party interest

in Indian affairs, O'Donnell was overshadowed by more respectable

"friends of India", and his voice drowned out by the chorus of pro-

Ripon sentiment. Whether he took the same interest in CongreaB

after that may be doubted. O'Donnell, is nonetheless entitled to

recognition, if not as one of Congress's founders, at lea8t as one

of the first expert consultants on national unification.

For twenty years or more the character and temper displayed by

Congress belonged to that of men like Hume, edderburn and Digby;

it exuded little of the "Celtic perverseness" that Dufferin had

early on iepied. 2 But once the British stopped looking under their

beds for Indian Fenians, they also stopped treating Congress seriously.

soon it was being denounced for its timidity and lack of vision. A

younger generation of "patriot" led by Bal Gangadhar Tilak was

emerging, intolerant of the inability of their leaders to wrest

concessions from the Government. By 1905 the classic split had

occurred between "Moderates" and "Extremists", the latter repudiating

the gradualist approach of their elders, and deriving their inspiration

from sources other than Western liberalism. Like home Rulers in

1878-1880, Congressmen were forced to think again about how to cure

the Government of its indifference. "Swaraj" - self-government -

was mooted in 1907. The "New Party", however, favoured the "methods

of Irish Sinn 7eln", preached the need for self reliance, non-

1. O'Donnell, çp.cit., p.444.

2. Duferin to Kimberley, 3 February 1885, Dufferinavers,
Reel 517, I.O.L.
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co-operation, and resistance to "unjust laws." 1 Under certain

conditions it was even prepared to use terrorist methods borrowed

from Europe. 2 The British had come face to face ones again with

the "separatist" challenge of nationalism.

1. See ?Iehrotra, on.cit., p.35ff.

2. A. Besant, India and the Emiire, London 1914, p.17.

3. O'Dwyer, India as I Knew it, pp.12, 15, 145; J.K. Hardie,
India Imiressjons and Suqgestione, London 1909, pp.36-7;
0.3. Clarke (Lord Sydenham), )v Workin g Life, London 1927,
pp.289-90.
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Conclusions

Frank hugh ('Lonnell withdrew from Irish politics in l&5

disillusioned., abused and unmourned.	 In India his retirement was

1
recorded witn sparing notices of regret, and in Ireland was barely

noted at all. Since 1683 his relations with the party had deteriorated

to such an extent that there was little hope of contesting the

general elections as an official Home r&uler. Dungarvan had anyway

disappeared in the Redistribution Scheme and accordiug to ir Alfred

Robbine, Parnell now "so deeply distrusted and disliked" O'I)onnell

that he would not include him in 'his list of candidates. 2 i?riendlees,

apart from Arthur O'Connor and. Edmund Leamy, and. seriously	 he

sought refuge on the Continent. 	 "Suddenly, almost furtively",

wrote ..P. O'Connor, "after the manner of his unsuccessful and

embittered life", O'Donnell "slipped out of existence."4

Ieasured solely in terms of political attainment, O'Donnel].'s

career must be reckoned a tragedy. As O'Connor maintained, "no

man began life with a greater determination to succeed" or was "more

endowed with many of the gifts that make for success	 He loved

power; he loved leadership; he loved to live in the eyes of men;

and he had an absolute and inflexible self—confidence." 5 A large

part of his failure can be traced to personal weaknesses. , Holding

as he did an inflated conception of his, own intelligence, he was not

1.	 See Bengalee, 12 December 1885.

2. Robbins, Parnell The Last Five Years, p.52.

3. Freetran's Journal, 2 July 1885.

4. T.P. O'Connor quoted in C.J.. O'Donnell, The Lordshi p of the

World, p.156.

5. T.P. O'Connor quoted in ibi4.
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only imperious in his views which he usually advanced as panaceas,

but he was apt to be intolerant of the opinions of others. The

qualities he brought to Irish public life did not make for harmony

in the party. As a man of ideab, he possessed little political

acumen. he was irpatient, abrasive, and unpredictable, without ever

insuring popular loyalty. While standing vezr much apart from his

colleagues he attempted by a mixture of cajolery arid denunciation,

to impose his thinking and his standards on them. The result was

usually disastrous.

What ultimately brought about O'Donnell's downfall, however, was

his inability to come to terms with the advancement of Parnell.

Believing that it was he who had made Parnell, O'Donnell never under-

stood why Ireland had preferred to honour the "pupil" rather than the

teacher. Only in one sense was it true that he was defeated by

the "squalid intrigues of men." The criticism that he cared more

for "imperialism" than home Rule was a gross distortion of his

political philosophy, and was used against him although not seriously

believed by his fellow parliamentarians. For the most part he

defeated himself. Though damned in the eyes of Irish-Americans,

he might still have become a leading figure in the nationalist

movement, had he been willing to serve Ireland as a lieuteriiint.

But if he preached discipline, he practised none, and was allergic to

any kind of' restraint. As the cleverest man in the party he assumed

that everyone, including Parnell, would defer to him. When they

did not, he pronounced them fools and knaves. Worse, he gave the

impression that in criticising policy, O'Donnell was bent on damaging

Parnell rather than on correcting him. The Bradlaugh incident was

a case In point. Another was his opposition to the Land League.

It is doubtful whether his devotion to a concept of Irish national
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unity prevented him from endorsing a popular if sectarian grievance.

Rather, the land issue propelled Parnell to "the top of the greasy

pole" 1 at the very moment that O'Donnell was struggling to get there

by means of Radical alliance and foreign politics. Had O'Donne].l

been asked to head the land movement instead of Parnell, would he

have refused out of concern for the survival of landlords? O'Donnell's

"feudalism" was the product not of backgrounl or entrenched belief -

he was anythin but a conservative in 1880 - but the rationaljsatjon

of personal impotence. Refusing to join the Land League, he feebly

argued that as elected repreentatives of the people, it was the

duty of Home liulers to protect the interests of tenant-farmers, in

Parliament where, the battle for Irish land should be fought. When

O'Donnell spoke of patriotism lying "prone" before the "backstairs"

of an Euglish party after the Kilmainham treaty, it was conveniently

forgotten that he too had urged a policy of accommodation with the

Liberals in 1880. It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that

O'Donnell's disagreeuien% with the party on any occasion stemmed as

much from a sense of continuing rivalry with Pa,rnell as from convic-

tion of error. Indeed, as he acknowledged in his farewell message

to the Irish people, most of his views had been adopted in the course

of time by both Parnell and machine.2

What, at the end of 	 all, was O'Donnell's jart in the Home

Rule movement and his place in Irish history? Was be merely a

defeated contender for political honours, an unstable dreamer, a

fractious doctrinaire, a charlatan 3 best forgotten? Or was he a

1. J. Lee, fhe Modernistion of Irish Societ y 1848-1918, Dublin
1973, p.?6.

2. Freeman's Jouria1, 28 September 1885.

3. Henry to O'Neill Daunt, 23 April 1878, MacDpnah Paers, Ms 11,446.
"O'Donnell is so thoroughly seen through that alone he could
do nothing ...".

A
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prophet scorned in his own land, a far-sighted genius who really did.

hold the "dues to a knowledge of some of the most important matters"

determining "the iirnediate future of the empire", 1 a brilliant çarlia-

mentarian, an internatioflali8t of rare distinCtiOn.? What, apart

from his "suspicious" involvement in the Parriell Special Commission

and his jaundiced if sometimes "shrewd" 2 narrative of Irish Home

Rule politics, would be mi8sed had he never lived? what reconsidera-

tion, if any, does O'Donnell merit?

ot all these questions can be answered with confidence, but

some posib].e replies emerge. As virtually no innovation or

achievement is associated with O'Donnell's name that has not since

been either ignored or decried, the task of correction Is facilitated.

A blank sheet invites emendation. O'Donnell might not have invented.

the "obstructive" policy, but It was he who realised its full potential

as not merely a parliamentary irritant but a revolutionary force

within the empire. It was he who commissioned and supervised the

tactics that between 1877-1880 gave teeth to the Home Rule movement

and developed an unsuspected or at least forgotten side of the

nationalist character - a concern for humanity in addition to

liberty. Parnell, it should be remembered, rose to prominence

less as the scourge of Butt than as the advocate of juztic . to the

Boers, the o ponent of the "Cat", and the enemy of Imperialism;

quite a feat for a man not noted for his breadth of knowledge or

his sympathy.

The role of "guardians" of justice offered a perty doomed to

1..
	 O'Donnell to Salisbury, 6 r.y 1885, .alisburv Paters, risc.

correspondence, Class !, Box 18.

2. C.C. O'Brien, Parnell and his Park, bibliography, p.361.
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perpetual opposition not only consolation for frustrated talent but

a mean8 of promoting the caube of self-government. More than that,

it took account of Ireland's special position in the empire.

whether Iriehinen liked it or not, negotiations for Repeal, a Dublin

parliament or even local-government boards, revolved round the bed-rock

of imperial integrity. Home Rule, it was argued, implied not merely

a simple readjustment of relations with England, it affected the

status of Britain as a world power. It was O'Donnell who brilliantly

showed xow to turn the "domino theory" against its exponents, by

exploiting the contradictions inherent in an advanced democratic

nation attempting to govern a highly autocratic empire. By giving

a voice at estrninster to unrepresented nationalities, Home Rulers

stood to exert a power and an influence beyond the inrediate situation

of Ireland. As spokesmen for the enemies of autocracy, they would

come to the bargaining table Immeasurably strengthened,	 able

parhaps in the long-term to call out the empire in a caitraign of

disruption against British rule. O'Donnell's solution to the Irish

question, therefore, lay in the constitution of a Commonwealth;

what price failure and a Republic? The horrors of "Dorking" did

not defy enactment.

ihe virtue of this peace formula was that the concession of

representative institutions could be advanced as a way of saving the

empire instead of destroying It. In the circumstances, how realistic

a policy was It? O'Donnell sought to maintainthe connexion with

England, to make it fairer, more flexible and more acceptable. So

too did Parnell. 1 The ludicrous myth that he admired gun-boat

1.	 C.C. O'Brien, o.cit., p.349.
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diplomacy and sou€ht to augment Britain's strength must be buried

for good; it was put about and preserved by opponents to discredit

him. O'Donnell and Parnell re in fact working towards the same

goal but by different routes. Before the defeat of the flbert

Bill, O'Donnell looked to the growth of nationalist forces within

the empire to compel a change of attitude; after Kilmainhain,

Parnell relied on persuasion to convert liberal Fngland to Borne Rule.

Obviously, Parnell's approach to settle with Gladstone privately,

offered the more immediate chance of success, and the better safe-

guard to England. In return for moderate Home Rule, the Parnellite

party would probably have functioned as a bulwark against disruption

and serious bloodshed. J.L. Garvin's argument, however, that had

the Liberals carried the day in 1886 Parnell "would have become at

once an imperial force as strong as Mr. 1hodes", is rather too

1
plausible.

Since O'Donnell's plan of anti-imperial alliance was never put

into operation, it cannot be known whether it would have proved any

more effective. It depended of course, first on the utherstanding

and the blessing of Parnell; and secondly on the willingness of an

Indian Home Rule party to co-operate closely with the Irish in the

work of agitation. The furthest, however, that Parnell was prepared

to go in 1883 was to agree to the appointment of three sub-committees

to share the load of parliamentary business. The proffer of "allegiance"

of youthful India was not seriously considered and the N.R.C. was

allowed to languish. In retrospect, the failure to set it on its

feet must be seen as a missed opportunity. When a British Committee

1. J.L. Garvin, "Parnell and Itis Power", in Fortriightiv Review,
Vol. LXIV, 1898, p.882.
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of the Indian National Congress eventually filled the gap in 1889,

it was substantially taken over by the Radical party. Not a single

home huler could be found on its list of members.

By 1893 Indian nationalists had shaken off their early timidity

and seemed genuinely anxious to re-open the channels of communica-

tion with Ireland, certainly to aevelop the acquaintance. After

the Lords had vetoed a Bill conceding the principle of simultaneous

exarrinations for the Indian Civil ...ervice, Naoroji looked to "a

powerful agitation all over India" as a suitable "counterbiast".

ife assured Banerjea that they had the Irish with them and a portion

of the fhidicals. 1 Justin cCarthy, Swift MacNeill, £tlfred ebb,

John Dillon, Edward Blake and Michael Davitt, for their part, had

joined a reconstituted parliamentary "Indian" group in 1893, not

committed to particular measures, but "pledged to attend to Indian

interests" and to "see that justice was	 ','ntis t'ne

Irish party was disposed to help the Indian cause after the "Split",

it laded both the will and the ability to accord other than token

solidarity. In 1894 bdward Blake declined to preside over the

hadras Congress, although it was hoped that he might still "be

secured", for the following year. 3 Naoroji then turned to Davitt4,

but he too refused the invitation, pointing out the risks gnd the

drawbacks of his selection to the Congress movement. The Anglo-

1. Naoroji to Banerjea, 16 June 1893, quoted in Vlasani, Dadpbhai
raoroji, p.335.

2. ee ". Cumpaton, "borne early Indian Nationalists and their
allies in the British Parliament, 1851-1906", in Eng1ish
Historical Review, vol. LXXVI, 1961, p.296.

3. t/etminster Gazette, 15 November '1894.

4. Ibid, 3 October 1894.
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Indian press, he warned, would "howl", while the Times "would scarcely

be able to write from indignation." 1 The third choice, ilfred

'ebb, went out to India, 2 in the words of ir william wedderburn,

as "a messenger of peace and good will, a sort of ciove froi the &rk."

ile returned with an 'olive branch", having performed the "great

service" of persuading Congress to work together not with the

cCarthyites so much as with the "Indian £arliaxnentary Party."3

In 1895 Naoroji again sought consolation from Ireland. xaving lost

CentrJ. 1insbury after the defeat of .dadstone's second Home hule

Bill, he approached Davitt for an Irish seat but was told. there was

no hope. 4 Because of problems of party unity which Parnell did not

have to contend with, anything that might fan dissension was care-

fully avoided.

1ven when the party was re-united in 1931, the same considera-

tion applied. A 8uggestiOn, made interestingly enough by Charles

James O'Lonnell, 5 to find room for J.hX. Nerriman, the Boer delegate,

was thought "worth discussing" by the new leader John hedmond, if in

the end it fared little better. As Redmond wrote to William O'Brien,

his own view was that the party "would gain by giving the voice of

1.	 3ee entries in Davitt's Diary for 3, 4, 5 October and Naoroji
to Davitt, 2 October 1894. I owe these references to Professor
T.b. 'oody, who very kindly presented me with his transcriptions
of the relevant Davitt Papers in his possession.

Manchester Guardian, 3 April 1895, in webb Papers, Ms 1746.

Manchester Guardian, 19 February 1895, in ibid.

Naoroji to Davitt, 15 January 1896, Davitt Per,ers (in possession
of Professor T.W. Moody).

C.]. O'Donnell to Redmond, 16 March (?) 1901, Redmpnd Paters,
Ms 15240.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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the friends of the Boers in South Africa an opportunity of being

heard (in Britaini", so long as it was mae quite clear that the seat

was not bein. given away, but loaned for a "short and. definite time"

to defeat the "design of Chamberlain and to strike a heavy blow

against the Government." In return, erriman would have to ux]der-

take to resign at once if asked to do so, to make a declaration in

favour of home Rule, and to generally support the party on Irish

issues. John Dillon agreed with him that upon these strict con-

ditions "it would be a good thing to do." 	 Finding a constituency

was no problem. P.J. O'Brien had offered to give up North Tipperary,2

and Cork had just lost one of its Members. However, Redmond and

Dillon had stipulated in advance that unless "all" were in "cordial

agreement", It would be undesirable to proceed with the idea. As

illiain O'Brien had expressed certain reservations it was automatically

dropped.3

In the field simply of individual endeavour, there can be no

dispute that "intervention" was capable of serving the interests

of the underprivileged and the downtrodden. As both ifliam Digby

end Lord E ndolph Churchill testified, the influence wielded by a

Member of Parliament, if he cared to exercise it, was "very great

indeed."4 On 6 iugust 1885, the Secretary of State for r4ia paid

O'Donnell a warm and. rare tribute:

1. Redmond to W. O'Brien, 24 April 1901, Rednond P p ers, Is 10496.

2. P.J. O'Brien to Redmond, 2 April 1901, ibid., Ms 15240.

3. Redmond to . O'Brien, 30 April 1901, ibid., Ms 10496.

4. W. Digby, India!s Interest in th British Ballot Box, London
1886, p.10.
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"If there has been as undoubtedly there
has been, a great inprovement in' the
management of Indian gaols, and if more
humane methods have been introduced, it
is entirely owing to the continua].
repetition of questions by the hon.
member for iIungarvan. ihat is oly one
instance.	 I could cite others."

Stanhoe, nartinton and Cross also agreed that they had been compelled

by O'bonnell's obstinacy to etuiy Ir4ian grievances to whjeii their

attention might not otherwise have been drawn. Only so much,

howev r, coulu be done by isolated initiative.

A party, embodying the povler to educate public opinion, could

collectively accomplish much more. 	 It suddenly dawned on T.P. O'Connor,

observing the threatened revolt of many Liberals in ].084 against the

Egyptian policy of their Front Bench, just "what a potent factor in

the detinies of the british hnipire the Irish Prlianientary vote

had become." 2 Committed to the furtherance of the represLntative

principle in el]. parts of the world, it might in time not only

accustom the house to the presence of home hule but persuade it that

this was a universal and irresistible phenomenon. such, at any

rate, was the "insight" O'Lonnefl derived from "unequalled sources

of knowledge." 3 He was convinced that the Imperial Parliament,

confronted by a well co—ordinated agitation for dominion status in

Ireland, India and Sou.th africa, could not muster sufficient force

to restore the status quo. It might wave the big stick but not use

it. He sensed instead that wnen the British caine face to face

1. Hansard, Vol.300, 6 August 1885, Cols.1313.

2. T.P. O'Connor, Memoirs, 1, p.332.

3. O'Donnell to Salisbury, 6 May 1885, SalIsbur y Papers, Misc.
correspondence, Class 14, Box 18.
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with the logic of the "domino" theory, no matter how spurious, they

would surrender gracefully and salvage what they could. As the

argument went, once the demand for Home Rule spread beyond. Ireland,

there could be no turning it back. Dispersion, in short, represented

defeat. The one hope left to a "United Empire" in this eventuality,

suggested Charles James O'Donnell, was to sanction "a policy of Home

Rule All Round, radiating from the centre of a really Imperial

Parlianient."1 Neither O'Donnell believed that a military solution

could successfully meet the challenge of extended nationalism;

British resources had been taxed to the utmost quelling the Boers

with ut placating them. "Keep on agitating and do so effectively"3

was Charles James' message to Surendranath Banerjea on 2 March 1906:

"everything depends on you in India and	 2
remember a hig does nothing unless pressed."

While a large question mark must continue to hang over the

efficacy of an internationalist policy - how much of it constituted

the building of castles in the air? - issue can be taken with

Dr. Conor Cruise O'Brien's decision to catalogue the Irish Parlia-

nientary party's influence "among the subject nations of the empire",

as less an achievement than a "side effect". 3 On the contrary,

Home Rulers became increasingly aware of the kind of effect their

example was having overseas. The Irish orid, for example never

ceased to boast that the standard of the Land League was being raised

1. C.J. O'Donnell, "Ireland and Conservatism" in nineteenth
Century, Vol.68, 1910, p.204.

2,. C.J. O'Donnell to Banerjea, 2 March 1906, Morley Ppters, cited
in u.N. Das, Xndia Under ?'orley and Minto; London 1964, pp.83-4.

3.	 C.C. O'Brien, 2p.cit., p.352.
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all over the empire, primarily in India,' thou also in Egypt, the

Transvaal2 and even among the far-flung Naoris of New iealand.3

SurendranathBanerjea, it claimed, not only received the Irish World

eaci week but "rediatribut(ecT3 (its) light" afllOflg8t his oppressed

countrymen. 4 This is not to deny that more might have been done.

Frank Hugh O'Donnell had looked to make intervention in the affairs

of the empire an integral and a permanent aspect of Irish parlia-

inentary policy. It really only became a stand-by when no Irish

question demanded undivided attention. Still, under Parnell's

direction, the Home kule party had. no rival as the most significant

spokesman in the House of Commons for the forgotten classes within

the empire. That it ceased to funotion as such after 1891 was the

result not of abrogation but of the forfeiture of power and. status

signified in the abandonment of Parnell. In the harsh words of'

John Redmond, the anti-Parnellites becare "part and parcel" of the

English Liberals, a "kept" party rather than an ally. 5 The lost

ground was never completely retrieved. Redmond tried on 1 January

1901, by reviving the system of distributing parliamentary work a'ong

eleven special sub-committees, 6 but independent opposition in its

original form was an impossibility. Irish dependence upon Liberal

help was still too obvious. As a result, the possibility of making

Irish World, 17 December 1881.

2.	 Ibid., 26 1arch 1881.

3	 Ibid., 17 December 1881.

4. Ibid., 18 August 1883.

5. Newspaper clipping, 5 September 1894, Redniond Pacers, Ia 7420.

6. Redmond to W. O'Brien, 1 January 1901 (In the form of a circular
letter), i4., ?s 10496.
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a self-governing Ireland the spearhead of an "imperial federation",

also became more distant. C.J. O'Donnell partly confirmed this when

he complained to Redmond that it was a "matter of regret" the party

had not been more active in Indian affairs. The Indian people,

he maintained, "would help us freely in our struggle, if we could

only champion their cause." 1 In the presence of a much enlarged

parliamentary "Indian grouping", estimated in 1906 at some two

hundred members, home Rulers were looked to not as front-line

protagonists but as "guerilla outposts" useful in "safeguarding"

the flank of the Radicals, wnen all their "ammunition" had been

expended.2 As such, they were relegated to the position of uncertain

auxiliaries.

Enough has been spoken about unfulfilled promise; it remains

to complete the picture by mention of lasting achievement. The

significance of ]rank Hugh O'Donnell resides less in what he did

than in what he represented - the personification of a style of

nationalism unique in the 1870s. If O'Donnell belonged,as he claimed,

to the school of O'Connell and Butt, 3 he outshone the one in his

devotion to practical philanthropy and was not hampered like the

other by his loyalty to federalism. Not only did he create a new

terminology of relevance for Ireland in relation o the empii - more

substantial than mere rhetoric - but he also helped form new habits

of mind concerning national "duty" which persisted long after he had

1. C.J. O'Donnell to Redmond 12 July 1901, Red r crd Pape. Ms 15240.

2. E.J.S. Cotton, Indian and Home lemories, London 1901, p.307.

3. O'Donnell to Salisbury, 28 December 1883, Salisbury Papers,
bpecial correspondence, Class E,
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chosen exile in Furope. He bequeathed many of the catc-phrasea

and most of the virtues of internationalism, though certin of its

vices also persisted.	 "Lng].and's difficulty, Ireland's opportunity"

continued to hold a strange fascination for many Home Rulers and

remained as a significant rallying cry for action. Home Rulers,

¼.H.b.. .edmond defined in 1835, "were a compact little body of men

in the British House of Commons who here naturally delighted whenever

they theard3 of Lngland's disaster."1

Balance this, however, against the political testaments of a

Home Ruler like Alfred ebb. "Is a man a whole man who thinks

only of his own affairs?" he enquired of the Freermin's Journal on

26 December 1835:

")oes his nature not become dwarfed and narrowed,
and is not the world becoming more like one
federation - one family with reciprocal rights
and duties? And should we have any right	 2
knowingly to shut ourselves out from this communion."

"I feel I am a soldier in political warfare", he addressed the Reception

Committee of Congress in 1895, "ready to go to any land whenever

ordered." 3 On another occasion he argued that Ireland, "peculiarly

qu lifiea" to "stand by against inperial tyranny", could not shirk

its "very distinct duties to weaker peoples." In this sense, Webb

was the embodiment of all that was "Christian" in the intenationa1ist

creed. 4 Hue attitude to India was also identical with O'Donnell's.

1. Reported speech of W.H.I.. Redmond on 12 April 1885, in Police
Reports l848—l9., Irish Land League and. Irish National League
Meetings, tsox , .P.O.

2. Extract from Freemans Journal, 26 December 1885, bb Papers,
us 1745.

3. Speeches by Alfred ebb, .Jombay 1895, in Webb ape, Ms 1746.

4. ee articles "he Duty of an Irishman t1 , Freeman's Journal,
29 March 1880, in tebb Papers, Ms 1745.
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The connection between the "vast continent" of India and their own

"petty island", he addressed the 1eekl Frein on his return from

India, "is now so close that if both do not rise.both mu8t fall

1
together."

The concept of Irishmen as the "natural representatives of

u4represented peoples" could legitiately stand as O'Donnell's

epitaph. Inztead, he was spoken of not as an extra-ordinary Irish

patriot or as "a pioneer of civilisation" - accolades incidentally

2
accorded James J. O'elly for his services to Erpt - but was

belittled as a "crank". Yet, this was perhaps less a criticism

than a compliment. As Frank bheehy bkeffington was in the habit

of reminding his detractors, "a crank is a small instrument that

makes revolutions."3

1. See article: "England's Imperial Despotism : Indian Portents",
Weekly Freeman, 17 July 1897, in 1ebb Pa pers, Ms 1747.

2. Reportedepeech of W.H.K. Redmond on 23. December 1884, in
Police Re ports 1848-19Z1, Box 3, £3.P.O.

3. . heehy . ..keffington quoted in O.D. Edwards arx.1 F. Pyle (ed.),
1916 The Easter Risin, London 1968, p.137.
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Appendix I

Biographical Sketch by Dus I(ohamed Ali*

of Frank Hugh 0 'Donneil

*]Ya4 Mohamed AU was an active figure In the
Pan-Africanist Movement. Between 1912 and 1921, as editor
of the African Times and Orient Review and African and
Orient Review, and as a political campaigner and organiser
in Britain, he did much to further the interests of the
"darker races". It was in this capacity that he became
acquainted with Frank Hugh 0 'DonneU and secured the
Irishman's services in the work of establishing the League
of Justice.

Fbr a detailed ana],ysis of Dus4 Mohamed AU's
contribution to Paxi-Africanism, and for further detd1a
of	 Involvement in the movement, see Ian
Du.t'field, "ThIs Ifohamed AU and the Development of Pan.-
A.trioanisa 1866-19142, 2 vols., (Ph.D. Thesis, &Unburgh
1971).
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Being a series of Impressions of Important
and other Personages I have met.

III . FRANK HUGH
ODONNELL, OF O'DONNELL.

was in the 'eighties. I was standing in
•	 lithe vestibule of the House of Commons

._LLwaiting for Sir Charles
Duke, to whom I had a	 -
letter of introduction, when
a man of courtly bearing,
with a slight stoop, passed
and looked in my direc-

• tion. It was a hot day,
and his hat rested on the
back of his head, display-
ng a broad white forehead.

A full drooping moustache 	 J..
all but covered a pair of 	 ,
firm lips, setting off a
chin of breadth and deter-
mination. His eyes were
blue and large, with a	 .
slight squint. He wore a

•	 monocle, which he dropped (
from his eye, and bowed
to mc. He paused, and
seemed in the act of speak-
ing when the division bell
rang and another legislator
hurried up, linked arms
with him, and hustled
him off to the division
lobby.	 The O'Donnc

• I turned to the attend-
ant and, pointing to the retreating form,

• inquired who he was.
" That," said the attendant in an awed

whisper," is the great Frank Hugh O'Donnell,
• the finest orator in the House, and'a gentle-

man—every inch of him, and the best-
dressed man in the Commons!"

The servitor stepped back and surveyed
mc from a distance, the better to judge the
weight of his high pronouncement, when Sir

Charles Dilke stepped up
-. with the form I had sent

him in his hand, and, as
he at once led mc to a
secluded spot and engaged

:	 me in conversation, I was
accorded no further oppor-

	

•	 tunity of gathering wis-
dom from the Westminster

	

:	 sage.
The attendant was, how-

ever, correct in his estimate
of Mr. O'Donnell, who
was then Parnell's great

/ / \ rival in the house. He
possessed the gift of ora-
tory in a marked degree,•	 and, being a master of
incisive invective, I believe

	

-	 that even Gladstone feared
• • him. He was very strong

on the question of liberty
for small nationalities, and,

• j naturally, when the Egyp-
thin Occupation was be-
ing discussed, he was one010 Donnell. of Egypt s most doughty
champions. It is curiou&

that Mr. Blunt, in his Secret History of
Egypt," has never . mentioned O'Donnell's
work in the House in connection with the
Occupation, but Mr. O'Donnell assured mc
that he was mainly instrumental in saving

.5

•	 -

; :.
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MAR.] AFRICA AND ORIENT REVIEW [1920

ago.
1-Ic often visited my house, where we had

some very interesting and, to me at least,
'profitable discussions. It was he who
- prompted mc to write my letter to the English
Press on the Kikuyu question in 1914, which

• letter was afterwards circulated in India as
• the work of the Muslim gentleman whom I
.had induced to sign the communication with
.me, but who never saw the letter until it
appcarcd in print!

He was helpful in the organisation of earlier
Indian efforts towards Home Rule, and much
of its subsequent success was undoubtedly
due to his advice. He had greater faith in
the 1 lindoos than iii the Mohammedans of
India, as he claimed that the Hindoos wcre
more thorough, more earnest, and less

• bothered by petty• jealousies than the
Mohammuedans were. He had the greatest
•admiration for men like the Hon. Bahu
Surrendro Nath-Banerji, editor of the

6
.4%•

Arabi Pasha from execution, which is proved
by an unrefuted passage in a work of his
which was published in 1914.

Shortly after I saw Mr. O'l)onnell in the
House of Commons, he retired from Parlia-
nicut and went to the Continent, making his
headquarters at Vienna, from whence he
produced much excellent journalistic work.
Hence I did not have the pleasure of meeting
him until 1913. In the August of that year
1 held my Turkish Demonstration over
Adrianopic at Caxton hail, Westminster,
when the Hon. Colonel Aubrey Herbert
kindly took the chair at my request, and
Mr. O'Donnell supported Lords Newton and
Leamington on the resolution then adopted.

It was on this occasion that Mr. Arthur
Field, the untiring secretary of the Anglo-
Ottoman Society, requested that the names
of those interested in the integrity of the
Turkish Empire should be sent into my office
at as early a date as possible, with a view to
the foundation of the Ottoman Committee.
Mr. O'Donnell was one of the first to send
in his name, accompanied by a most sympa-
thetic letter. In due course he tecarnc one
of the Vice-Presidents of the Anglo-Ottoman
Society, and was actively identified with the
movement until his death about two years

Bengalee, and Dadabi Noroji, often telling
me that the future good government of
India—when' home Rule came—rested with
such men as these.

The O'l)onrmcll was most .anxious to
establish a London clearing house for African
and Oriental affairs. He held with me that
much of the injustice done to coloured
peoples by English officials was the result of
bureaucratic rule, and that the English
nation was not unjust—it was ignorant
rather than vicious. Consequently a central
bureau at the seat of the British Empire from
whence reports of bureaucratic misrule could
be disseminated, and which would serve the
useful purpose of enlightenment, would
bring political relief. To this end he aided
mc considerably with the League of
Justice, which was formed by Mr. C. F.
Ryder, of Leeds, and myself. The O'Donnell
delivered the inaugural address and wrote
several articles on the League's vital necessity
in the weekly edition of the African Times
and Orient Review.

He did' not believe in the House of
Commons as a place where justice might be
obtained for subject nationalities. It was
for this reason, he told me, that lie never cared
to enter its portals again, as it was filled with
corruption and ignorance; that its members
were, for the most part, insincere or self-
seeking; that hcy were not particularly
patriotic, except where their own personal
interests were concerned; and that hc
Capitalists' interests had taken such a hold
upon the two Party machines that it was
hopeless to expect justice in any form from
an assembly of gentlemen whose vision began
im \Vcstminster and ended in Downing Street.
This was a rather sweeping assertion, and I
do not necessarily endorse the whole of it.
I am merely recording The O'Donnell's view
—the conclusion must rest with Britons who
profess to be better informed than myself.

Mr. O'Donnell told mc how, whilst assisting
certain revolutionaries in Europe, he lay
hidden all night in a snowdrift. This was
the means of saving his life, but it left its
mark on a none too robust constitution, for
he suffered the utmost bodily anguish until
the day of his death.
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A rather amusing incident occurred during
Mohaned Farid Bey's visit to England in
1914. I had introduced The O'Donnell
to Farid I3cy at the Egyptian reception
given in his honour at the Savoy I lotel, and
it was there arranged that I should take the
Bey to see him at his house in the Boltons on
the Monday following. We arrived in due
course, and The O'Donnell, out of courtesy to
Farid Bey, had donned a fez for the occasion.

Now, as I have previously stated, Farid
Bcy knew little English, and The O'Donnell's
French was not quite brilliant. In addition,
the Bey had been kept on the move during
his entire stay in London, so that he arrived
at the Boltons quite wornout. The O'Donnell
was inclined to be garrulous, and, his French
being difficult, he became not only prosy
but wearisome. In order to follow the trend
of the conversation the late Bey's mentality
was being taxed to the utmost. Observing
that'somnolcnce was fast overtaking him, I
contributed ta few interjectory remarks to
liven things tip a bit. But courtesy forbade
that I should act as interpreter to my host's
remarks. Nevcrthelcs, I saw disaster im-
pending. The O'Donnell prosed and Farid
Bey was slowly but surely gliding iiito the
land of peaceful slumber. I was seated too
far away from the Bey to tread on his foot or
tunnel him with a pin. So I pulled out my
handkerchief and blew furiously. Farid Bey
awoke with a start and quickly interjected,

Oui, oul, otci! "—I really think he should
have said "Non!" The O'Donnell, paying
slight heed to the interruption, continued,
and the Bey was once more slipping back into
disgrace. I stretched forth my hand to seize
a book which lay within my reach on the
table; before I could grasp the book the air
was rent with a beautifully modulated, but
stentorian, snore. As the novelists say, the
Bey was covered with confusion, but he
quickly tendered his most profuse apologies.
The O'Donnell adjusted his gold-rimmed
monocle and murmured in his iciest tone, "I
fear I tire your Excellency."

At this. juncture I boldly took up thc
'running, explaining how the Bey was fatigued

and exhausted because of the many meetings

and receptions lie had attended. The
O'Donnell, who was the dearest, kindest soul,'
was quickly mollified, calm succeeding what
might well have been a storm of the most
unpleasant nature, because Mr. O'Donnell,
although a gentleman in every sense df the
term, was also an Irishman, with all the
Irishman's fire and sensitiveness. Our host
rang for tea; the Jey re-opened the con-
versation, and took good care that The
O'Donnell did not get the mastery again.

I did not like to allude to the unpleasant
incident, and Farid Bey was silent nearly all
the way to his hotel, but just before the taxi
drew up he turned to me and exclaimed,
"Did I make a very great noise? "—at
which we both laughed heartily.

A few days after, Thc O'Donnell was dining
with mc, and he remarked on the delight it
gave him to entertain his Excellency and how
charmed he would be to meet him again:
He spoke with sincerity, and I knew he
meant every word he uttered.

Although age had overtaken him, his
mental powers were vigorous to the last. As
our readers arc aware, he was a frequent
contributor to the African Times and Oricni
Rcvicw. He was also foreign editor of the
Outlook until the outbreak of hostilities.

In the far off 'eighties the House of
Commons attendant said that he was the
finest orator in the House; and, although his
oratorical powers were not perhaps as great
as they were in the old days, even in the later
time, if he was not pre-eminent, he could, at
least, move an audience as few present-day
orators are capable of doing.

He was well known to the Society of
Codgers, where he was wont to bctakc himself
on Saturday evenings to join in the debates
of that ancient institution.

The before-mentioned attendant also said
that The O'Donnell was a gentleman. He was
a gentleman in the highest and noblest sense
of the term, and nobleman to boot, for he was
a descendant of the kings of Ireland. In him
I have lost another of my few tried friends. I
am indebted to him for many spontaneous acts
of genuine kindness. I cherish his memory
and I pray that his soul may have peace.

7
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